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[REPORT
To His Excellency,
H. H. Haight,
Governor of California:
In obedience to law, we submit for your consideration tbe
lowing report and suggestions

Sir

:

fol-

:

We are happy to record the fact that during the last two years all the
agricultural industries of our commonwealth have been highly prosperProvidence has smiled on the efforts of the husbandman, and the
ous.
generous earth has bountifully repaid him for his labor.
Being nourished and fed by agriculture, as the great fountain head of
all other industries, manufactures and commerce, in all their modificahave enjoyed a season of prosperity unprecedented in the history
of our State.
For these blessings upon our commonwealth entering, as they have
done, into every household, and increasing the enjoyment and happiness
of every family and individual in the land unreserved gratitude is due
to Him at whose hand we have received them.

tions,

—

—

THE SOCIETY.
In connection with the other evidences of prosperity which every-

where surround

us, it gives us great pleasure to state the fact that since
the organization of the State Agricultural Society, by Act of the Legislature in eighteen hundred and fifty-four, it has never been in a better
condition, financially and otherwise, than at the present time.
Pursuant to the objects for which the society was organized, the Board
have held two annual fairs since their last biennial report. These fairs,
considering the comparatively small population of the Pacific coast, from

which they necessarily bad to draw their chief patronage and support,
were well attended by all classes of the community, and we have reason
to believe, have proved a general benefit to all the various industries of
the State.
abstract from the Treasurer's books shows the receipts
sources and the disbursements for all purposes, during the past

The following
from

all

two years

:

RECEIPTS.
.Receipts for 1868
Receipts for 1869

$27,107 15
28,497 85

Total receipts for two

r

3

ears

$55,605 00

DISBURSEMENTS.
Disbursements for 1868
Disbursements for 1869
Total disbursements for two years
Balauce on band

$27,107 15
28,326 07
$55,433 22

$171 78

During tbe first nine years of the society's existence, though of great
benefit to tbe State, in directing the development of her resources, like
most other public beneficiary institutions of those early da3~s, it proved
a financial failure, and a large debt accumulated against it. amounting, in
eighteen hundred and sixty-three, to over twenty-six thousand dollars.
For the past six years, however, under a different system of management, it has been more successful in this respect, and to-day it does not
owe a dollar, and has, as will be seen by the above exhibit, a small sum
on hand with which to begin the work of another year.
While encumbered with indebtedness, and the creditors anxious for
their pay, the Board will frankly acknowledge that thej- have deemed it
prudent, and, indeed, have considered it a duty, to manage the affairs of
the society with an eye to the speedy payment of the debt, believing
that in this manner they could the sooner open for it a field of more extended and permanent usefulness.

The pecuniary embarassment under which

the Board have labored,

and the desire

to free themselves of this embarassment, has rendered it
necessary for them to plan and conduct the annual fair in the past
in such a manner as to secure the greatest possible income with the
least expense.
The necessity for this course, we believe, has not been

generally understood, and hence there may have been heretofore an
apparent reason for complaint that some of the industries of the State
were made more prominent at the fairs of the society than others. The
debt having been paid, and leaving the society in possession of means
too small without assistance to be of much service to the industrial
classes, it is suggested that an appropriation of at least five thousand
dollars a 3r ear for the next two years is necessary to enable the Board
to carry out those improvements in management they desire to make.
This sum is small compared to what could most profitably be used by

The presin offering premiums for strictly agricultural products.
ent unhealthy condition of our agriculture, as we shall hereafter show,
calls for the introduction and cultivation of a greater variety of products.
These changes and improvements can only be brought about by
Money
offering inducements to individual enterprise and experiment.
appropriated to societies like the one we represent is only loaned to the
people, and if judiciously distributed, will soon be returned to the treasury with interest. The Board are necessarily to some extent the servants
of those who the most liberally sustain them and furnish them means
Board

;

but they are now, as they ever have been, ready and anxious to put the
society in a position the most effectually to serve the best interests of
agriculture in all its branches, and to lend a helping hand to all other
industries in the State.
And now that the society is in condition, with the assistance above
asked, to be rendered comparatively free from the necessity of catering
to the public taste, whether good or bad, for the purpose of accomplishing a pecuniary end, it is hoped that that assistance will be cheerfully granted.

also extend to the representatives of every industry
the State a hearty invitation to come forward and give them an
earnest and efficient support, and on their part they will promise equal
consideration to all. Let every one bring forward for exhibition at our
annual fairs samples of the products of whatever industry he may be
engaged in, and he may rest assured that he will receive, at the hands
of the officers of the society, a hearty welcome, and his exhibition that
degree of attention and consideration its merits may deserve. It has
been too much the custom of our people to come to our fairs emptyhanded, preferring the leisure and freedom of a visitor to the care and
trouble of an exhibitor. To this thoughtless and unwarrantable custom
among the industrial classes must be attributed, more than to any bad
management on the part of officers, the lack of that general interest so
necessary to render these exhibitions of that value to the State which a
different course might and ought to make them.
To this custom, more than to any other cause, must also be attributed
the reason why the agricultural fairs throughout the country, as well as
in this State, have for years back been leaning too much to exhibitions
of stock, and trials of speed on the race course, rather than to the more
useful and more really interesting general exhibition of the productions
of all the industries. With the people, more than with the managers of
these institutions, rest the responsibilities of the past, and with them
If such changes
also will rest the changes for the better in the future.
are desirable, the present period in the history of our State is most auspicious for their inauguration.
There probably has never been a time since the organization of our
State Society, when so many circumstances combined to render its opportunities for benefiting the commonwealth so numerous and conspicuous as at present. The watchword of California to-day is the rapid
and healthy development of those vast and varied resources which her
own citizens have long known she possessed, but the existence of which
the outside world are but just beginning to realize. The fact that California was introduced to the world through the discovery of her gold
mines, and the striking contrast between her climate and seasons and
those of the countries from which her first settlers came, for a long time
blinded even her own people as to the value of her agricultural and
other industrial resources, aside from mining. To correct these first
impressions and convince our own citizens of the value and importance
of those resources, has furnished a constant field for the labors of the
As much, and perhaps more has been accomplished
society in the past.
by correspondence, by the collection, publication and distribution of
facts and statistics, by urging the introduction and prosecution of new
and varied industries, by calling attention to the superior profits to be
realized by the production of one article or set of articles over another,
than by the holding of annual fairs.
The publication and distribution of the volumes containing the trans-

The Board would

in
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actions of the society, embracing, as they have done, a vast

amount of
information upon nearly every industry prosecuted within the State,
has been attended with very beneficial effects, both at home and abroad,
where they have found their way by exchange and otherwise. These
reports are sought and read with interest by almost all classes of the
community, and are almost daily being called for by the intelligent
people of other States and countries, who are anxious to learn of the
advantages and resources of our State. Some of the later issues are
completely exhausted, and it may become advisable to reprint addiBut the isolated position our State has heretofore occutional volumes.
pied has been a serious obstacle to the full realization of the fruits of
the labors of the society, except among our own people. Now, however,
by the completion of the continental railroad, and the consequent competition between it and the steamship lines from the Atlantic States and
our own, we are brought nearer to the great centres of the population
of the world, and a much wider field is opened up for the labors of the
society, in inducing and assisting to supply to our State a desirable and
valuable
IMMIGRATION.

We have repeatedly called the attention of the Legislature to the
importance of adopting some measures by which to induce a larger
immigration from the Atlantic States and Europe. In our last report
we referred to the subject, and will repeat here a portion of what we
then said
:

For the last ten years it has been evident to all who have given the
subject a careful thought, that nothing would contribute so much to the
advancement of our prosperity as a commonwealth, as the influx of a
large immigration of industrious citizens.
Every class of the community experiences the want of labor.
Every department of industry
needs the stimulus only to be found in a plenty of labor adaj)ted to its
wants.

Our resources are so much greater than our ability to develop, that
demand for immigration may be said to be universal.
There is no principle in political economy more thoroughly established
or more generally acknowledged than that a State cannot come up to its
the

natural standard of prosperity without sufficient labor to develop and

husband

resources.
see a farmer, a miner or manufacturer, attempting to do
three or four times as much work as he can command means and labor
to accomplish, and accomplish well, we do not expect to see him succeed,
and he never does succeed, but generally makes a disastrous failure.
The present condition of our State, possessed as we are of a great variety
and abundant resources, without a corresponding amount of labor and
means, is just calculated to induce our enterprising and energetic citizens to this very course.
Our most enterprising men frequently fail in their undertakings, simply
from the fact that they cannot command sufficient labor, at reasonable
rates, to carry through to a successful conclusion their enterprises.
need not cite proofs of the necessity of immigration to our State.
its

When we

We

The proposition

The only questions now
universally acknowledged.
How shall we secure the most valuable immigration in the shortest space of time and in the most economical manner?
Many plans are proposed, many schemes are advocated some purely
open

is

for discussion are:

—

and disinterestedly for the public good others with evident designs for
private and individual speculation more than for the benefit of the State.
All parties, whatever may be their favorite plan, and whatever motives
may prompt them to the advocacy of this plan, know full well that legislative sanction and aid for the furtherance of their object is much to be
As a general rule, the Legislature will find those plans which
desired.
are designed most for the benefit of individuals and least for the benefit
of the State will be advocated with the greatest apparent disinterestedness, but at the same time will be clung to with the greal >t tenacity
and urged with the greatest importunity by individuals who either for
themselves or for their friends, expect special and peculiar benefits.
While, therefore, we would thus counsel caution we would at the same
time most earnestly urge action on the part of the Legislature in this
;

?

matter.

There is undoubtedly a great lack of information as to the real posiadvantages and resources of California, even among the people of
the Atlantic States, and particularly so among those of European countries from which our immigration would be most desirable.
Then, the first point to be accomplished should be to reach those
countries and those people with correct information in regard to every
department of industry in California. We want to show them, in an
authoritative and reliable manner, through some channel upon which
they could and would depend and rely for correct information, the extent
of our agricultural, mineral and manufacturing resources; the extent to
which they are already developed; the facilities for continuing to develop
them, and the liberal remuneration, both to capital and labor, which
can be secured by those who will come and assist in their development.
We want to show them more in detail the quality of our soils, the
nature and advantages of our climate, the kinds and quantities of the
necessaries and luxuries of life that can be produced here, and when and
at what prices those necessaries and luxuries can be sold, and what are
the means and expenses of their transportation to such market.
We want, in fact, to show them, as we can, that California is the best
place in the world for the industrious rich man to increase his riches,
and the industrious poor man to become rich the best place in the
world for all classes of industrious people to live easy and happy. .Now,
how shall this information be conveyed to these people ?
tion,

—

THE STATE FAIR OF EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND SEVENTY.
While we would not in the least place any impediment in the way of
any judicious and well intended effort by individuals or associations to
induce and assist an immigration of desirable people to this State, we
would call the attention of the Legislature to one of the best opportunities for accomplishing more in this direction, with the least expenditure
of money, and without any danger of imposition either on the State or
on the immigrants, than ever has been, or probably ever will again be
The completion of the railroad across the continent the past
summer, has induced many of the business men of the Atlantic States,
including representatives of nearly every branch of industry, to visit
our coast for the purpose of personal observation, and to acquire reliable
information as to our advantages and resources. As a general thing,
they returned well pleased with what they saw here, and have become
so many additional witnesses as to the superior advantages here offered
to labor and capital.
Many of our own people have visited their old
presented.

8

homes and friends at the East, and have no douht assisted to increase the
desire there among all classes, at least to visit us, if not to become permanent residents among us. What is wanted now is some move on our
part to keep up and increase this desire, and to assist in its realization.
propose, as a medium for the accomplishment of this object, the State

We

Agricultural Society; and the particular occasion, its fair of eighteen
hundred and seventy. We all know that it is useless for us to tell the
people of the Eastern States, or any other country, of the wonderful
products of our soil. They treat our plain and truthful statements as

extravagant exaggerations. Nothing will bring them to a full realization
of the facts but actual observation. Such we propose to give them the
opportunity of making..
If the Legislature will treble or quadruple its annual appropriation to
this society for the year eighteen hundi'ed and seventy, we believe that
a greater immigration of the most desirable classes of people can be
secured within the year, than can b}~ the expenditure of double the
amount of money in any other way. With such assistance, and on such
an occasion, the Board could make such an exhibition of the products of
California as has never been made by any State in the world.
They would first take steps to interest and stimulate all classes of our
own people to make the proper effort, and to carefully and judicious^
direct those efforts to a successful result.
They would next secure the
most ample and favorable arrangements with railroads and steamship
companies, for the conveyance of people and goods from all parts of the
country to California. They would then send reliable and competent
agents to all advisable points in the East, to publish the necessary information to induce people to come and see what California can do, and
how much better they can do here than any where else in the world;
this information to be of such a character as would tend to bring fam-

make this their permanent residence thereafter, as much as posIn the interest of such, proper favorable discriminations in many
Particularly, special cheap fare for families
respects might be made.
and transportation of goods could be arranged, no doubt, with the Pacific
Railroad Company. In carrying out this plan, many details would be
We would recomsuggested, not necessary to mention in this report.
mend this subject for the favorable consideration of the Legislature, and
would also suggest that early action on the subject would greatly conduce to a realization of its greatest advantages.
ilies

to

sible.

PERMANENT IMMIGRATION ASSOCIATION.
The above plan to induce and assist immigration would, of course, be
but temporary. It would, however, be very useful in opening up the
subject and introducing it to the world, and preparing the way for the
The advantages of
effectual operation of a permanent organization.
such an organization to the State, if properly conducted, cannot be
doubted by any person who knows and appreciates the condition of
California.

In the formation of such an organization, great care should be taken to
avoid weak points, and to secure for it the confidence of all the people
of the State. Especially should such an organization have the perfect
confidence of those who are most interested in its success, for to them
It should also have
it will have to look for a larger share of its support.
the sanction and assistance of the State, to give it confidence and character abroad. It should be neither local, political or sectional in any

9
All portions of the State should have an equal voice in its manAll the
in order to secure an equal chance in its benefits.
industries should have a share of its consideration, in proportion to their
present and prospective importance. Hence agriculture, being the great
industry of the State, and being the one likely to attract by far the
greatest number of immigrants, should have a proportional share of
representatives on the Board of Managers. It would not be improper
that the principal officers of the prominent agricultural associations
should have a place and voice in such organization. This idea would
tend to divest it of any seeming personal or private character, and to
give it the confidence of all classes. The agents and appointees of such
an organization, who are likely to come in contact with the people,
especially with immigrants, should be selected for their integrity and
competency. They should know California, and be able to present her
advantages of every character, to the world, in a clear and forcible

sense.

agement,

manner.

KIND OF IMMIGRANTS.

The class of immigration we most need in California is such as will
come to make permanent homes for themselves and families. We want,
above
suits.

all

others, persons skilled in a great variety of agricultural purwant persons skilled in the culture and manufacture of silk,

We

We want vine growers and wine makers. We
sugar manufacturers. We want tea culturists
and fruit preservers. In short, we want people skilled in the production of all the necessaries and luxuries of life, for we have a State
possessed of all the requisite conditions for their successful cultivation.
We want such as will bring with them sufficient means, energy and
Such as will buy land
capacit}' to enter upon business for themselves.
and become citizens and practical and prosperous farmers, or build
shops and factories, and follow some mechanical or manufacturing occuIn order to induce this class of persons to leave their homes
pation.
and business in the Atlantic States and come here to reside, we must
promise them opportunities for making better homes and better busiAre we prepared in good faith to make such promises?
ness here.
And, having made them, are we prepared in like good faith to fulfil
them? So far as natural advantages, such as climate, soil and location
are concerned, we are prepared to answer both these questions in the
in all its departments.
raisers and

want beet

We may

affirmative.

also say there are millions of acres of arable land,

good as any now cultivated in the State, lying idle and
unoccupied, and that by the completion of railroads already projected,
and many of them now being built, much of this land will in a short
time be brought within easy distances of good markets for products
that may be raised upon it.
There are, however, some clouds which
throw a shade over the picture we might present to the immigrant.
One of these, and perhaps the most difficult one to remove, is found in the
fact that a large portion of this unoccupied and idle land has already
passed from the hands of Government into the hands of capitalists and

much

of

it

as

who purchased it in anticipation of selling at a large
immigrants, whom it was expected the completion of the
Pacific Railroad would bring into our State.
This fact becoming known
abroad, has operated and is still operating to prevent such immigration,
so that'while the landholders have failed in their anticipated sales and
corporations,

advance

to
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the State has been seriously injured and is still being injured.
undoubtedly within the province of the Legislature to do much
towards correcting this evil by enforcing an equalization of taxation,
and by asking such action on the part of the General Government as
will put a stop to this concentration of so much of our public lands in
the hands of speculators.
Another drawback to an immigration of the producing classes is found
in the ruling high rates of interest on money in our State.
By the
increased facilities of trade, our farmers and mechanics are brought into
dii'ect competition with the farmers and mechanics of the Atlantic
States, and as many of them are compelled to do business on borrowed

profits,

It

is

capital, the high rate of interest demanded by capitalists here operates
This evil is
as a direct discrimination in favor of the Eastern producer.

brought home to the immigrant with greater force when he attempts to
purchase land here. If he finds himself unable to pay down the whole
of the purchase money for the quantity of land required, the high rate
of interest demanded for the balance of the purchase money discourages
the investment, and thus is worked another serious injury to the prosCapital, when properly invested and used to assist
pei'ity of our State.
labor, is a good and necessary thing in any country, and especially in a
new State, with boundless undeveloped resources like ours, but when
allowed greedily and blindly to oppress labor and cramp the development of those resources, it becomes an evil of the most dangerous character, and like any other evil, should receive the attention of the Government.
The high rates of fare and freight demanded by some of our railroad
companies, where competition does not tend to correct the evil, may be
cited as another drawback on the development of the country.
They
also have their influence to retard immigration.
Intelligent people
inquire how much it costs to move the products of a country to market,
as well as how much and what that country can produce, and what those
products will sell for in the market. All new States have had these
same evils, in a greater or less degree, to contend with. A few straight
forward and judicious laws enacted touching these subjects, would doubtless be attended with good results, both as to the development of the
country and in inducing immigration. In forming such laws, however,
care should be taken not to drive capital from the State or to discourage
The object of such legislation should be
its coming here for investment.
rather to induce it to come in greater quantities, and to show it opportunities for investment, where the profits being more certain and secure,
If capwill not necessarily be required to be at so high a rate per cent.
italists can see greater inducements for the investment of capital in agricultural and manufacturing enterprises, than in land for speculative purposes, or in holding it for high rates of interest, they will not hesitate as
If they can see a growing business for addito what course to take.
tional railroad enterprises, they will not hesitate to build competing
roads, thus reducing the fares and freights on all by increasing the
business, and without lessening the certain profits of all.

We would here mention a practice among our capitalists, which has
already done a great injury to the State, and which, if continued, cannot
We refer to the discrimination
but work a direct injury to capital itself.
made by our money loaning institutions, in favor of city and against
country borrowers. The cities cannot prosper without the country is
developed. If any class of men should be favored by capital, that class
should be the producers of the country, for they, more than any other

11
class,

give value to the counti'y and the cities,

aud create the opportu-

Laws to
nities for the profitable investment of capital everywhere.
facilitate and reduce the expense of securing money loaned in the coun,
try would prove beneficial.
DIVERSIFIED AGRICULTURE.
7
Probabl} no equal portion of the earth's surface is so well calculated,
its great variety of soils and climate, to sustain a diversified, and
All the products of the temhence, profitable agriculture, as California.
perate and man}' of those of the tropical climates, flourish here with
equal luxuriance. Nature seems to have marked out this country as the
special paradise of the agriculturalists, and yet the great curse of our
agriculture and the State is the sameness of production the over proIt is a stigma upon the intelliduction of a few agricultural products.
gence and enterprise of our farmers, that very many of the common
necessaries of life, and those, too, for the production of which our State
is most peculiarly adapted, and which would yield the greatest profit to
the producer, are constantly imported. The very money received by
our farmers for their grain, sold at a low figure in consequence of over
production, is, much of it, exported from the States to pay for these same
necessaries consumed by themselves. It is a shameful and deplorable
fact, that many of the naturally best grain-producing portions of our
State have been cropped every year for from ten to fifteen years in succession, with grain, and in many cases with one single unvaried crop
wheat. The result has proved just what the farmers have time and
again been told it would bring about, a complete exhaustion of the soil.
In many localities, where once the land yielded from forty to sixty
bushels of wheat per acre, it now yields scarcely enough to pay for the
labor of sowing and harvesting.
What is -still worse, many of these
improvident grain farmers are disposing of their exhausted lands and
moving to other sections to find a virgin soil, which they, in turn, will
in like manner exhaust.
This practice of constant cropping with a
single product, and thus exhausting much of the best soil in the State,
cannot be too severely discountenanced. It is more suicidal and vicious,
if possible, in its effects upon the prosperity and good name of the State,
than that half civilized vandalism which would recklessly and uselessly
destroy the growing timber on our public lands, and thus lay waste
the greatest redeeming feature of our climate.
The exhaustion of the
soil is not the only evil resulting from this pernicious and unnatural
practice of farming we cannot dignify it by the name of husbandry.
Like all great violations of the laws of nature, it recoils, in its effects,
upon those guilty of the violation, but not upon those alone, for its evil
effects are felt by our whole population.
In planting, harvesting and
marketing a single crop of grain, not over one-half of the year is necessarily consumed by our farmers.
Thus, throughout our great agricultural districts, there is a season of active labor for all and a season of
idleness for all.
As a result of this mismanagement of the agricultural
industry of the State, there is lost to these districts, and to the State at
large, each year, the profits of nearly half the agricultural labor of the
State.
As another result, all that large class of persons who depend for
a livelihood on daily labor upon our farms are, during all this idle season,
thrown out of employment, and are consequently deprived of the means
of subsistence, and to compensate them for this idle season, they are
compelled to demand of their employers proportionately high wages

from

—
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while they do labor. The employers, from the exigency of their position
the busy season, are, in turn, compelled to comply with this demand.
Thus it turns out, that for the year's operations the farmers themselves
realize but about half what they should realize, and the labor they
employ, though receiving double price for the time actually engaged, is
but poorly paid. Hence, too, we find all these same laborers, during the
balance of the year, running up and down through the State, with no
in

money in their pockets, looking for employment. Such is their condition at this present time, as every farmer and every hotel-keeper in the
country can testify.
Again, frankness compels us to take another and still worse view of
Idleness is the mother of crime hence we see so
this ugly subject.
many persons of dissipated habits in oar land hence we hear of so
many l-obberies on our public highways and in the streets of our cities;
hence so many burglaries and petty thefts during the fall and winter
months the idle season in the agricultural districts. This picture is not
overdrawn. As unpleasant as it is to be compelled to publish it, as
damaging to the fair fame of our State as are its ugly features, still it
does not even present the wretchedness of the reality.
;

;

—

It becomes us, then, as the representatives of the industrial classes, as
the friends of the laborers and employers of our State, to inquire into
and suggest the remedies for the evils as they exist. These remedies do
not lie in any eight-hour laws, or any other laws restricting the hours
Nor are the remedies to be found in laws excluding
for a day's labor.
labor of any kind from the State, or in placing burdens of any kind upon
that labor. Neither will it remedjT the evil by attempting to legislate
for the protection of white or black, or any other colored labor.
In this report we wish to be understood that we represent no political
party, being of all parties, and that we favor no political ideas whatever,
except those suggested by 'true political economy and the best interests
of the State.
Weighed in this balance, the laws above referred to, and
all legislation of that character, will only make the matter worse, as
they can have no other effect than to create ill will and ill feeling
between the different classes of laborers, and suspicion and distrust
between laborers and employers. Such laws do not recognize, and consequently do not aim, at the real cause of the trouble.
This cause, as we have shown, affects the employer as much as the
employed, and the remedy must be one that will reach and mutually
We have a plenty of work in our State for all the labor
benefit both.
there is here, and a hundred times as much more.
We have resources
here sufficient for the profitable occupation of all the master farmers
and mechanics there are here, with all the capital the}T can employ, and
would have, if there were a hundred times as many, commanding a

thousand times as much capital.
To admit any other propositien would be, indirectly, to assert that we
want no more population that we want no more immigration in short,
that our resources are already being developed as fast as they can be
These positions are too absurd to require a
rendered remunerative.
moment's consideration and yet all laws of the character above referred
to are founded upon these positions as their basis, and, if spread upon our
statute books, will have a tendency to place us before the world in this
extremely absurd and false position. What we want, abo% e all things, to
give us universal prosperity and constant and remunerative employment
for all classes, is a diversified agriculture; an agriculture so varied in its
products and so constant in its operations that it will require about an

—

;

;
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amount of labor every month

in the year; an agriculture that will
all that a dense population would require for home
not
only
produce
consumption, but one that would furnish for export products a thousand
times more valuable than would be all the wheat our State could produce, if every acre of land within its borders, adapted to its cultivation,
were to 3T ield a hundred bushels a year. That nature designed California
for an agriculture as diversified in its character as are the soils and
climates of her thousands of valleys and innumerable mountain and hill
sides, and as valuable as the world has ever known, cannot be doubted
What we need now, more than anything else, to secure to our State to
the fullest extent the benefits of such an agriculture, is that degree of
governmental eucouragement as will induce judicious and careful invesIn a Governtigation and experiment with new and valuable products.
ment like ours, where every citizen is a sovereign and has an equal interest in the prosperity of the country, every new industry introduced
Hence,
tending to increase that prosperity inures to the benefit of all.
it is but right and just that the expense of proper experiments to test
the practicability of the successful introduction and profitable prosecution of new industries should be borne, to a certain extent, by all. This
just and equitable principle has been recognized by every enlightened
and prosperous Government known in the history of the world, and in
proportion as this principle has been acted on by the different Governments, just in that proportion have those Governments increased in power
and prosperity. To the intelligent encouragement given by the first
Napoleon to certain agricultural industries, silk and beet sugar, France
is indebted to-day for the advanced position she occupies among the
powerful nations of the earth. England, by the protection and encouragement of her manufactures and commerce, has grown to be the first
manufacturing and commercial country in the world. Our own General
Government acted upon this principle in the establishment of an Agricultural Department, under the direction of which the introduction and
cultivation of new products are being experimented upon at the public
expense. The donation by the National Government of public "lands to
the several States, for the establishment and maintainance of agricultuIt is lor the
ral colleges, is another act recognizing the same principle.
introduction and encouragement of new and valuable products at the
public expense that every enlightened and prosperous nation in the
world has established agricultural and other industrial societies, and
appropriated to them money for the payment of bounties and premiums.
It is upon this same principle that copyrights are secured to authors and
patents to inventors by the different nations of the earth. Subsidies to
steamship lines and great national railroad entei-prises are prompted by
the same enlightened policy as premiums and bounties to individuals for
the introduction and cultivation of new and valuable agricultural products.
Indeed, the justice, the policy and the manifold advantages of
governmental encouragement to individual enterprise for the development of the resources of a country are so well established by reason, and
have been so favorably tested by precedent, that we deem it unnecessary
to dwell longer upon the subject.
We believe that the present unfavorable conditiou of the agricultural
and other industrial interests of California furnishes one of the strongest
arguments ever presented to the Government of any State in favor of the
most liberal encouragement of experiments in the introduction and cultivation of a variety of new products, and we most earnestl}7 hope the

equal

present Legislature will give this subject their most careful consideration.
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we would call attention to the following
of which have been partially tried in our State, and if
thoroughly tested, we believe all could be proved most valuable additions
to our agricultural products
If

we were to
some

particularize,

articles,

:

BEET SUGAR.
California imports annually about thirty million pounds of sugar and
five hundred thousand gallons of molasses.
The sugar costs our
people about four million five hundred thousand dollars, in gold the
molasses, two hundred and fifty thousand dollars; in all, four million
.seven hundred and fifty-thousand dollars. This amount of gold is shipped
from die State annuallj' to pay for these two articles. On the sugar we
pay an import duty of an average of four cents per pound, equal to one
million two hundred thousand dollars; on the molasses we pay a duty
of about five cents per gallon, equal to twenty-five thousand dollars;
making our annual duty on sugar and molasses, one million seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars. This last sum is simply a tax on the
consumers, which is paid by them in the proportion to the amount consumed, and hence it falls upon the poor much more heavily than upon

about

;

the rich.

Now, we believe all this sugar and molasses can just as well be produced within our State as any where else, and thus save within the State
the annual sum of four million seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars,
to be distributed among our own people, and principally among the day
the idle season.
laborers, for labor performed during the winter season
We all believe this, and yet we do not know it. Capitalists will not
take their money from investments where it pays them from twelve to
eighteen per cent, per annum to invest in uncertain experiments, unless
some extra inducement is offered them. Nor is it rij^ht that thev should
be asked to do so, for every citizen in the State is to some extent interested in the experiment, and should, therefore, pay a proportion of the
Now, suppose the Legislature
expense of making such experiment.
were to offer a premium of two cents a pound, one-half the tax we are
now paying on imported sugar, for say the first one million two hundred
and fifty thousand pounds produced from beets within the State. The
whole amount of this tax, if the sugar were produced, would be twentyfive thousand dollars, the amount we now pay annually as duty on
molasses.
This sum, we have no doubt, would be sufficient to induce
people to enter into the business with energy and capital sufficient to
secure success, and, within five years, to produce all the sugar and
molasses we consume.
Then, what would be the financial operation resulting to the people of
the State ?
That, by the payment of twenty-five thouSimply this
sand dollars to our own people, and principally to laborers, they would
have added to the working capital of the State the sum of four million
seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars. And while the premium would
only be paid once, four million seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars
would be added to the capital of the State each year, so long as the production of sugar and molasses should equal the present consumption and
if the production should be doubled, as it probably would be in a few
years for we could always find a read} market for all we could produce
the saving to our State would be at the rate of nine million five bundred thousand dollars per annum, and so on, in an increasing ratio.
We are glad to be able to state that the Sacramento Beet Sugar Com-

—
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;
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pany, whose farm and experimental factory are located on the south side
of the American Eiver, some four miles from Sacramento, have proved
beyond all doubt the practicability and success of this industry in our
State.
They have secured, in their first experiment, with new, rough
and imperfect machinery, and from beets of very poor quality, a product
of sugar equal to seven per cent, of the beets experimented on. This is
within about one per cent, of the average product in Europe, where
experiments in every department of the business have been in operation
for years, with a view to increase the per cent, of product in the greatest
possible ratio.

This we consider an exceedingly good and promising beginning, under
the circumstances. The land on which their beets were grown is by far
too wild and rich for the production of beets for this purpose. The
beets grown on it are too rank and too large, containing too great a proportion of water to secure the greatest yield of sugar. Experience has
proven that the best sugar land is that which will produce the best
wheat or secrete a good supply of saccharine matter in grapes. No one
would select an alluvial soil, already as rich as nature could make it, covered with a recent deposit of sediment, either for wheat or grapes. Nor
is such soil at all adapted to the production of beets for
When
sugar.
the proper quality of soil shall be selected, and the manufacture of sugar
in our State shall be commenced under favorable circumstances, we have
no doubt it will prove as successful and profitable here as in any other
part of the world.
TEA CULTURE.

The tea consumed in California costs the consumers about two million
dollars annually.
In our last report, we called the attention of the
Legislature to the generally entertained opinion, among persons who
had visited the tea producing portions of China and other Asiat'.c counwhere the plant

cultivated, that the western slope of the Sierras.
is as well
adapted to the production of this article as any of the countries named.
now call attention to the fact that, since that time, a company of Japanese tea culturists have come to our State for the purpose of engaging in this industry.
tries

is

running the whole length of the State,

We

located in El Dorado County, where they have purchased a
considerable tract of land and planted a small tea nursery. Though
their arrival here was quite late in the season, and their commencement,
consequently, was made under very unfavorable circumstances, their

They have

experience so far gives them great encouragement and promises final
success.
We entertain strong hopes that the effort to introduce this new
and rich industry among us may not be allowed to fail for want of any
necessary encouragement, and that we may, at no distant day, be able to
produce enough for our own consumption and contribute no small share
of the forty-five million pounds of tea annually consumed by the other
States of the Union.
It could, by the same process of reasoning, be shown that judicious
bounties, offered for the production of tea, would be followed by the
same beneficial results to the State as in the case of sugar from beet
root.

RAISINS.

We

have frequently called the attention of our people to the cultivation of this fruit, and pointed out the peculiar advantages our climate
offers, not only for the growing of the grape but curing of the raisin.
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in many portions of the State, on a small scale, have
proved the correctness of our views, and have also, in our opinion,
shown that the industry could be so managed as to be very profitable.
The importation of raisins into our State is about fifty thousand boxes
a year, at a cost of from one hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars
to two hundred thousand dollars.
The importations of the United
States average about one million five hundred thousand dollars in value.
The process of making raisins is as simple as drj'ing apples or any other
fruit.
When the grapes are thoroughly ripe they are picked and spread
on tables, or on the ground, cleaned and prepared for that purpose.
Two or three weeks exposure to the sun, and turning once or twice,
perfects the process, and the raisins are ready for boxing and market.
The black Corinth grape flourishes in our climate as well as any other
variety, and the Zante currant has been made from it to some extent
and of very superior quality. This is a most useful and delicious fruit,
and its general introduction and cultivation would be a great acquisition

Experiments

to the fruit product of the State.

THE MINING COUNTIES.

The decline of the mining interest has reduced the population and
wealth of these counties within the last five or six years very materially,
and it seems to be a serious question how this depopulation and growing
It has been avcII suggested that the land
poverty is to be checked.
embraced in these counties, both mineral and agricultural, be surveyed
and sold to actual settlers. This portion of the State is in extent some
three hundred miles long and twenty miles wide, and a very large proportion of
all

it is

known

varieties of fruit,

production of raisins,

to be verjT superior for the cultivation of nearly

and particularly for the culture of the grape and
wines and brandies. It is no doubt also peculiarly

well suited to tea and silk culture.

By carrying out

the above suggestion,

and offering proper inducements for the cultivation of these valuable
products, and encouraging immigration from the countries in the middle
and south of Europe and Japan, these counties could at no distant day
be densely populated by a people skilled in these industries.
Thus a
portion of our State now going to decay would be rendered one of the
most productive, healthy and inviting portions of the world enriching
the State and the nation.

—

RICE CULTURE.
It is one of the strangest things in the history of California agriculture
that the cultivation of this grain has never been undertaken. AVe have
thousands of acres of land, on the lower Sacramento and San Joaquin
Rivers, eminently suited in every respect to the successful and profitable
cultivation of rice.
Probably the best explanation for the neglect of this
product is found in the general and chronic indisposition of the American
and particularly the Californian agriculturists to step out of the old
grooves and routines of cultivation learned by the examples of their

—

—

fathers.

We import and consume from forty million to fifty million pounds
of rice annually, in our State, at a cost of about two million five hundred thousand dollars. We have a large population among us well calculated lor this industry, and many of them are already skilled in its
management. By directing their labor into this channel, it might be
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made to contribute very materially to the wealth of the State, while, at
the same time, the success of the enterprise would tend to stimulate the
reclamation and utilization of the hundreds of thousands of acres of tule
lands now comparatively worthless.
SILK CULTURE.

Through the successful experiments and untiring exertions of the late
Louis Prevost, a Frenchman by birth, assisted by a few friends, also
adopted citizens from the silk producing countries of Europe, this industry was, some four or five years since, brought prominently before the
The conviction that our State was eminently adapted to the
public.
culture of silk, and that its extensive cultivation would prove of great
benefit to the commonwealth, by increasing the labor and general prosperity of the country, as well as by inducing a most valuable immigraalmost universal.
tion, became very general
The Legislature, at its sessions of eighteen hundred and sixty-six and
eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, passed laws offering premiums for the
cultivation of mulberry trees and the production of silk cocoons. These
laws have had the desired effect. The}" have not only induced a considerable number of our native born and then resident adopted citizens
to engage in the business with energy and zeal, and with most gratifying
results, but they have attracted the attention of that class of foreigners
which they were intended to reach, and have already introduced into
our State a large number of most valuable immigrants, skilled in all the
various departments of this rich industry, and have also laid the foundation for still greater valuable additions to our present population. Owing
to an unfortunate difference between the popular construction of these
laws, which was received and acted upon by those whom they induced
to engage in the business, and the construction lately placed upon them
by our Courts, we fear that very many of the benefits intended by the
Legislature and reasonably anticipated from the liberal execution of
them will be lost to our State.
The persons who were induced to go into the business were generally
agriculturists of small means, and in anticipation of promised assistance
in time of need, and relying with implicit confidence upon such assistance, they incurred expenses and contracted obligations which now,
without such assistance, it will be hard for them to meet.
Thus they are not only crippled in the prosecution of the business in
the future, but are to some extent disheartened and discouraged. Particularly is this the case with those of foreign birth, through whom, by
their influence with their friends in the old countries, it was anticipated
we should acquire a large immigration of valuable skilled labor.
are credibly informed that the very extreme of claims that would
have been made on the State, under the most liberal construction of
these laws, as understood and acted upon by the claimants, would not
have exceeded twenty-five thousand dollars a sum trifling when compared to the benefits the people are likely to receive from the enterprise
which has, by the inducements held out, been introduced. We are also
informed that if tbis sum were granted to and distributed among the
claimants, it would at once be added to the capital already invested in
this valuable industry, thus encouraging its recipients to renewed exertion, and securing, beyond a peradventure, the early and permanent

—
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establishment of an industry in our State more valuable than were ever
our gold mines or ever will be some of the now leading agricultural productions.

Considering the great value of our

silk

trade and consumption, the

successful cultivation of silk in California becomes a matter of the greatest moment, and the State would make monej7 by dealing liberally with
those who. in the true spirit of enterprise, have taken the lead in that cultiThe United States import, on an average, over thirty million
vation.
The import duty on the same is
dollars in value, of silks, per annum.
over sixteen million dollars, being a little over fifty per cent, on cost of
invoiced prices. It will be seen, therefore, that the annual export of
gold from California to pay for foreign silks imported can not be less
than two million dollars. This sum is taken from the industry of our
own people, and goes to enrich foreign capitalists and to pay foreign labor.

SILK MANUFACTURE.

The fact that California can raise the raw material successfully and
have already a large number of
profitably is no longer a question.
trees growing in the State and a goodly number of people engaged in
It is too valuable an industhe business, and we must not let it fail.
But the mere production of the raw material is but of small contry.
sideration compared to the manufacture of this material into the various
forms of fabrics for general use. It is the manufacture of silk that gives
labor and capital profitable employment to a much greater extent than
France is a very large producer of silk, but she is also
the cultivation.

We

a large importer of silk in its unmanufactured shape; while England is
the largest manufacturing country of silk goods in the world, she does
not raise a pound. All is imported, and her profits are made from this
branch of the industry. We are highly favored. We can both produce
and manufacture and reap the profits of the iudustiy in all its branches.
A continuance of the encouragement of the production of cocoons, and
a liberal inducement for the "establishment of factories, by legislative
action, we believe would result in great benefit to the State.

FLAX AND HEMP.

We would call the attention of our farmers to the cultivation of flax
and hemp. Both these plants are natives of our State, and experiments
show that they may both be very successfully cultivated in the rich alluvial soils of all our river bottoms and valleys.
Formerly, there being no factories here for working up the flax seed, or
for converting the fibres of these plants into cloth, there was no market
and no inducement for engaging in this branch of agriculture. Now,
there is a market for both seed and straw. The oil factory in San Francisco is using all the flax seed produced in the State, and importing
The cultivation of flax for the seed
largely to keep the factory running.
alone would prove much more remunerative than wheat or barley on
our river bottoms. It may be sown after the water of the rivers has
An acre of ground will produce, on an aversubsided, and mature well.
thousand
of
two
seed, which is worth four cents a pound,
pound
age,
in their cultivation

The yield
alone.
giving eighty dollars as the product per acre for seed
of straw will be from two to three, tons per acre. This, in the Atlantic
The
States, is worth from twenty dollars to thirty dollars per ton.
immense demand for bags and bagging material on this coast, estimated
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at not less than one million dollars in value annually, has induced some
of our woollen factories and the cotton factory to turn their attention to
the manufacture of burlaps and other bagging material from flax and
straw, and that the latter is now offering twenty dollars per ton

hemp

At these prices, then, land
for the straw of the farmer.
to yield at the rate of over one hundred dollars per acre.

be made
This branch

may

of agriculture has been sadly neglected. From official reports we learn
that the value of flax and hemp, and goods manufactured from them,
imported into the United States in eighteen hundred and sixty-six, was

twenty-four million one hundred and fifty-nine thousand one hundred
and eighty-nine dollars. This is about the average of the annual importation," and it does not show well for a country of unsurpassed natural
advantages for the culture of these products and their manufacture. As
a redeeming feature, however, thei*e was in the same year imported
machinery expressly for the manufacture of these articles, of ninetyseven thousand four hundred and twenty-one dollars in value. While
this machinery should also be made in the United States, as it will be,
that the industry is commanding increased interest
still it shows
throughout the country, and we hope the farmers of California will give
it

their attention.

CASTOR OIL BEAN.

The soil and climate of our State is peculiarly adapted to the growth
of the castor bean. The plant here, in good localities, becomes a perennial tree, bearing its annual crop like our fruit trees, and the average
yield per acre, by the actual experiment of the few who have engaged in
the business, is from one thousand five hundred to two thousand pounds
per annum. The oil factory at San Francisco pays for the beans four
cents per pound, making the crop average from sixty dollars to eighty
The small bean only should be planted. The tree of
dollars per acre.
the large bean grows too large for gathering the crop, and is not so good
a bearer.
RAMIE OR CHINESE GRASS.
There are a number of
a fibrous plant of the nettle species.
known by different botanical names, natives of China and other
Grass cloths have long been
countries and islands in the south of Asia.
manufactured by the Chinese, from the different varieties of these plants
or grasses. Eamie, or the variety botanically named Bochmeria tenacissima, was introduced into Calcutta from Bencoola, as early as eighteen
hundred and three. In eighteen hundred and fourteen it was experimented on in England to a considerable extent, and with favorable
The difficulty of sepresults as to the beauty and strength of its fibre.
arating the fibre from the gummy substances prevented its boing used
for practical manufacturing purposes to any extent, until eighteen hundred and fort}'-nine. At that time a process was discovered, of soaking
the stalks in cold and tepid water, and then boiling them in a solution of
alkali for twenty-four hours, and again washing in cold water and subThis discovery removed, to a great
jecting to a high pressure of steam.
extent, the difficulty of practically using the fibre in manufacturing, and
since that time it has been used to a considerable extent in some of the
factories of England, in connection with cotton.
With cotton it makes
a fine, lustrous, silky cloth, strong and durable.
In eighteen hundred
and sixtj'-seven, the British imports of this fibre equalled sixty-five
This

is

varieties,

thousand two hundred and eight pounds, and

it

was worth nineteen
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cents a pound, while cotton was worth twenty-one cents a pound, and
the import of the latter was one billion two hundred and sixty-two million five hundred and thirty-six thousand nine hundred and twelve
pounds. This fact is mentioned to show its relative value in the commercial and manufacturing world at that time. Ramie seed was brought
from Jamaica in eighteen hundred and sixty-five, to the United States,
and it has since that time been cultivated in the experimental gardens
at Washington, with good success. In eighteen hundred and sixty-seven
it was introduced into the vicinity of New Orleans, by M. Roezl, and a
great excitement was created in regard to its cultivation. Single roots
A writer in the Agricultural .Report of eighteen
sold at a dollar each.
hundred and sixty-seven, says: " Exaggerated representations have been
made, and it is feared that the ardor of experimenters may be cooled by

That it is a rapid grower cannot be doubted, as it is
asserted that from a single root more than one thousand plants have
been obtained in a single year. That the rich bottom lands along our
river borders are well adapted to its cultivation, and that it can be produced hero in immense quantities, there is no doubt. We would recommend its introduction and experimental cultivation by our farmers, in
these districts, to test the question whether it can be made to pay as a
The plant is grown and propagated by a division of the
staple product.
The second year the stalks, in good
roots, by layers and by cuttings.
soil, grow to the height of six or eight feet, and by harvesting the first
growth when mature, it will again shoot up from the roots and produce
the second crop, equal to, if not greater than the first. With facilities
for its manufacture, which will doubtless be supplied if the product
proves a success, we think the whole industry might be rendered satisdisappointment."

factorily remunerative.

GRAPE CULTURE.
seems like repeating an old story to recapitulate the advantages of
and climate of California for the cultivation of the grape. The
prevailing disposition of qur agriculturists to produce but a single leading staple grain, apparently without inquiry as to whether other proIt

the

soil

—

ducts could be rendered more profitable, justifies a frequent reference to
and discussion of this subject. There is scarcely an acre of good wheat
land in the State that is not also good grape land; the exception being
on the coast, in the range of prevailing fogs. On the other hand, there
are thousands of acres of the most excellent grape land in the world
which is valueless for wheat or other grain. This latter quality of land
will be sought for and highly prized in a few years, by those who proWe refer to the
pose to make a specialty of grape, silk and tea culture.
foot-hills of the Coast and Sierra ranges of mountains.
But what M e
want at present is to impress upon our grain farmers the many advantages of cultivating a variety of products, instead of depending, as they
do now, almost solely on grain. They will, in this way, find farming not
only a much more agreeable and attractive, but a far more lucrative
employment. We have taken considerable pains to inquire into the relative
profits from land devoted to grape culture and that of wheat, in some of
the grain producing sections of the State. Yolo County, for instance,
is one of the best wheat
producing counties, and one that has the best
facilities for moving that wheat to market.
For a few years past, some
of the more enterprising farmers in this county have been planting vines,
until there are now a number of valuable vineyards interspersed with
r
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the wheat

and a good opportunity

is thus here presented for this
will state it here, as a fact, that the grape crop
throughout the State, for eighteen hundred and sixty-nine, was much
less than for eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, and other former years.
The season was one of the most unfavorable for this crop ever known. In
Yolo County the yield was but one-half the average this year being about
three tons per acre, against six tons last year. The entire grape crop
of the county this year is estimated at a thousand tons, about four hundred tons of which were sold at twenty dollars per ton, and were taken
from the county for distilling purposes. The balance were made into

fields,

investigation.

We

—

wines and brandies within the county, and sold or used for other purTaking those sold as the average value of the crop, we have
poses.
The gross
sixty dollars per acre as the gross proceeds of the vine.
proceeds of the wheat crop per acre, on the same quality of soil, did not
exceed twenty-five dollars. This shows a decided advantage of grape
culture over wheat, even when the grape crop was but one-half its usual
quantity and value. This great advantage of immediate profits is not
While the
the only consideration in favor of grape culture over wheat.
cultivation of wheat exhausts and depreciates the soil, grapes tend to
recuperate and enrich it. While the wheat crop grows less and less anWhile wheat
nually, that of the grape is constantly on the increase.
requires annual planting, grape vines, once planted, will continue to bear
or more years.
Again, our product of wheat is already largely in excess of home consumption, and we are obliged to seek a foreign market for the surplus
and pay heavy freights, interest and insurance before it reaches the consumer. Not so with the products of the vine. Of these we are still
The value of wines
large importers to supply our home consumption.
and liquors imported this year reaches nine hundred and eighteen thousand five hundred and thirty-six dollars.
The most valuable commerce is that between
Another consideration
different portions of our own country.
Thus our own country will reap
while the
all the benefits, and there are no duties, either import or export
market for our surplus wheat is in foreign countries, we will have a
market for all our surplus wines and brandies for a long time to come in
the Atlantic States.
In the above estimates we have considered the grape product only
with reference to its value for wines and liquors. The culture of the
best varieties for the table and for the Eastern markets will be found
much more profitable.
This year the Muscat of Alexandria vines,
within an easy market distance from San Francisco, have netted their
owners at the rate of from three hundred dollars to six hundred dollars
per acre. The Flame-coloi-ed Tokay have netted, in one instance, over
one thousand dollars per acre, while the Black Hamburg, Black Malvoisie, Golden Chassales and White Tokay have netted over four hundred
and fifty dollars. The great vineyards of the common California grape
have paid their owners at the rate of one hundred dollars per acre clear.
In this connection we would remark that no more favorable time for
commencing vineyards has ever been presented in California. By the
railroad overland our market for the best table varieties has been
increased a hundred fold, and, as our wines become more generally
known, they will be more generally used, to the exclusion of those of forWe would sajr then, to those who have land adapted to
eign brands.
the culture, plant vineyards.
fifty
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FRUITS.
California

is

one of the best

fruit

producing countries

in the world.

The quality of our fruits is unsurpassed, and we grow as great a variety
as any other portion of the earth embraced in an equal area of territory.
The common varieties such as apples, peaches, peai's, plums, apricots
and nectarines are produced in quantities more than equal to home consumption, and yet we are large importers of dried fruits of some of
Our importations of dried apples for this year
these same varieties.

—

—

And this in the face of the
will not be less than six thousand barrels.
fact that hundreds of thousands of bushels of apples, far superior in
quality to the imported, were allowed to go to decaj* under our trees.
Such facts are not much to the credit of our orchardists, and we hope
for better management in the future.
EXPORTING GREEN FRUITS.

All fruits in the Atlantic States seem to be decreasing both in quantity
The cause of this fact can only be explained on the suppoquality.
sition of a gradual change of climate, unfavorable to fruit culture.
These facts, in connection with the fact that fruits of the same varieties
ripen earlier in our State than there, may be turned very much to our
advantage if we can lay ours down in the Eastern cities in good order

and

and

at

cheap freights.

varied success.

This experiment has been tried this year, with

Some shipments have gone through

in fine condition,

and have paid well, while others have been almost an entire loss to the
There has been about three hundred tons of pears, apples,
shippers.
grapes and plums sent out of the State for the East, by railroad. The
opinion of shippers is, that fruit of all kinds, for so long a trip by rail,
should be packed in smaller boxes. Say for pears and apples, packages
from ten to fifteen pounds, and for grapes not exceeding five pounds
should be used. While pears and apples should be picked and shipped
before thej' are quite ripe, grapes should be fully ripe before taken from
the vine. Pears and apples should be picked in the middle ofthedayand
exposed to the sun at least one day before packing. Grapes should also
be picked in the middle of the day and allowed to lay in heaps until the}'
have passed through a sweating process, and then thoroughly dried and
exposed to the sun at least a day before packing. AVith care and experience we have no doubt the business may be made highly remunerative,
and will encourage the greater production of varieties adapted to this
The average price netted for pears in good order was about
trade.
fifteen cents a pound.
Grapes of Muscat of Alexandria, Flame-colored
Tokay, and Black Hamburg varieties, netted thirty cents, while the
native California grape brought twenty cents a pound.
ORANGES, LEMONS, LIMES AND OLIVES.
All these fruits, of excellent quality, have for many years been produced with good success in the south coast counties of the State. A few
isolated trees of all these fruits have, within a few years past, come into
bearing in many other localities. The quality of the fruit and the bear-

ing habits of the trees show conclusively that nearly all portions of the
State are well adapted to their successful cultivation. These fruits can
all be shipped great distances without injury, and it is believed that the}'
can be cultivated here for the markets of the Atlantic States with good
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success and profits.
Compared with other fruits, the trees are slow in
into bearing; but when once grown, they live and bear to a
great age. The oranges, lemons and limes produced in Los Angeles are
mostly natural fruit, and the trees bear at about seven years of age. At
ten years they bear on an average, about one thousand five hundred
specimens of fruit each. They are worth, in the orchards, from two to
three dollars a hundred. About one hundred trees are generally planted
on an acre of land. By this statement it will be seen that the product
of an acre of land planted with oranges or lemons is about four thousand
five hundred dollars a year.
It would probably take California fifty years to supply the demand for
our own and the Atlantic States, and the States constantly coming into
existence in the interior of the country, if her fruit growers were all to
enter into the business with energy. The subject is worthy the consideration of our people.

coming

BERRIES.

The cultivation of the different varieties of small fruits is being eno-acred
some portions of the State, very extensively, and with satisfactory

in, in

It is estimated that the product of the different varieties for
Strawberries, one thousand tons; blackberries,
year is as follows
two hundred and ten tons; raspberries, one hundred and sixty tons;
The average price of strawberries and
currants, two hundred tons.
blackberries has been about ten cents per pound to the producer that
of raspberries and currants, about thirteen cents. At these rates, the
value of the product of the State has been about three hundred and
Alameda and Santa Clara
thirty-five thousand five hundred dollars.
Counties are by far the largest producers of these berries, and
San Francisco is the principal consumer, though they arc shipped to
The foot-hills,
nearl}* all portions of the State accessible by railroad.
both of the Coast Eange and Sierras, are well adapted to the cultivation
of these berries, as well as most of the valleys
The berries of the foothills are, however, much higher flavored and more delicious fruit than
results.

this

:

;

those of any of the valleys.

It is a notable fact, that

while these excel-

and healthful berries are among the products of agriculture, the
farmers of the State, as a class, are among the smallest consumers. Every
farmer should and could raise his own fruits and berries of every description, and enjoy them.

lent

CRANBERRY CULTURE.

We believe that this valuable berry has never been cultivated to any
extent in our State. There is no doubt, however, that their cultivation
can be made a successful and very profitable business. The cranberry
requires an alluvial soil, with water near the surface, and flourishes best
In
in a mixture of peat or vegetable mould and a coarse washed sand.
the Atlantic States the best mould is found and prepared by working
and levelling, and then the sand, frequent^ from a great distance and at
great expense, is carted onto and mixed with it. In our State we have
thousands of localities, embracing thousands of acres, where this work is
already done by the washing of the very best quality of sand from the
mines over marsh holes and soft tule beds. Good land in the AtlanticStates for the cultivation of the berry is worth from one to three thousand dollars per acre, and a single crop of berries has, from one acre,
been known to yield to its owner the nice sum of one thousand dollars,
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the fair average yield being from three hundred to five hundred dollars
in value.
The cranberry crop of New Jersey for this year is valued at
two million five hundred thousand dollars. We cannot state the annual
consumption of our State, but it is very large, and its supply by home
production would be an item of profit to individuals and value to the
State.
The cultivation is being commenced in Alpine County, and should
be in many others.

VEGETABLES AND VEGETABLE GARDENS.
It is the pi'ide and boast of every Californian that our markets are
well stocked with vegetables of nearly every description known and
valued in the world, and of the most superior quality, every month in
the year. It is one of the highest recommendations of our climate and
State, that these vegetables are all grown in the open air, and are afforded
at prices so low as to be within the reach of all.
With the exception of
potatoes, they are produced mostly by our foreign population, such as
Portuguese, Italians, Germans and Chinese, in the vicinity of the towns
and cities, who make gardening a specialty. They are picked each day,
and are brought into market in the earl} morning, when fresh and inviting
and healthy. Potatoes are grown extensively in the coast counties, in
the river bottoms and in the mountain districts.
The best potatoes in
the State come from the Sierra Nevadas, at about the altitude of Dutch
Flat, or three thousand five hundred feet.
One of the most remarkable features connected with California agriculture is the almost entire absence of vegetable gardeus in the best
Farmers, whose tables, above all others, should
agricultural districts.
and could be well supplied, the year round, with the greatest abundance
of delicious vegetables, fresh each day from their own gardens, are notoriously the poorest supplied with these luxuries of any other class of
people in the State and, strange to say, what they do have generally
come from the vegetable dealers in the towns and cities, and are stale
and uninviting. Vegetable pedlers buy their supplies in the towns and
cities, and make their regular trips among the grain raisers in the counThis anomalous state of affairs is brought about by
try to sell them.
two causes first, that the soil of our grain land is not so well adapted
to the production of vegetables as grain, and next, to an indisposition on
the part of the farmers themselves to cultivate in the garden. Time to
do so is certainly not wanting, for garden work could and should be
done in the winter here, and early spring, when the other work of the
farm is slack. Half an acre of ground, properly prepared and judiciously
cultivated in a variety of garden produce, would yield more real profit
It would
to the farmer than five times that amount sown to grain.
employ his idle moments, stimulate him to useful experiments, and be
the means of bringing up his boys to habits of industry, besides furnishing his table with a constant supply of health producing luxuries, to
which, under the present system of management, it is a stranger. The
man who cultivates a garden well insensibl}^ becomes a good and successful farmer, and he who neglects to cultivate any garden at all, just as
insensibly, but surely, becomes a slovenish and unsuccessful farmer.
Besides, if there was no other reason why our farmers should all have
gardens, both for flowers and vegetables, attached to their houses, the
fact that they contribute so much to the general home appearance and
beauty of a place, and to the country at large, would be a sufficient
argument in their favor. The}- would enhance the value of land in the
7

;

—
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country, and give the appearance of thrift and happiness, where now
A good
their absence is indicative of negligence and discontentment.
garden is an index of a good farm a key to agricultural prosperity.
Could we induce our farmers to cultivate gardens, we would have some
hopes that the day of burning straw and stubble had passed, and that
the time had come when a diversified and prosperous agriculture was
about to be inaugurated in our State.

—

CALIFORNIA GRASSES.

At the time of the great influx of people into California, her vast
plains were covered with wild oats, annually volunteering and producing
an abundance of food for stock the year round.
Along the river bottoms not covered with timber the soil was well covered and sodded with
native nutritious grasses, So that the whole country was well calculated
for the purposes to which it had been most exclusively devoted
stock
raising. Cultivation has destroyed the oats on the plains and the grasses
on the river bottoms to such an extent that when not under crops, weeds
are the natural and almost the only product of the soil. The long dry
seasons recurring every summer kill out all ordinary varieties of grasses
and clovers, such as timothy, red top, red and white clover, etc., whose
roots do not extend deep enough into the soil to place them beyond the
effects of the annual drouths.
Hence it has been a matter of great
moment to find and introduce some varieties of grasses that can be substituted for the original prevailing native grasses of the country. It was
very desirable to find varieties that would take deep root and thus become

—

perennial.
Experiments have been going on by some of our enterprising
farmers and scientific men, encouraged and assisted by this Board, with
many different kinds, both native and foreign, but generally with but
poor success, the annual drouths proving too severe for a continuous
growth and even for perennial life, except as to one variety, the seed of
which was imported from Chile and hence called

CHILE CLOVER, OR ALFALFA.
This clover seems to be especially adapted to the peculiarities and
wants of the country. It has been thoroughly tested for years, both on
the rich alluvial soils of the river borders and on the higher lands of the
Its roots
plains, and has proved satisfactorily successful in all localities.
strike deep into the soil, in the form of what we generally term tap roots.
On the borders of some of our rivers they have been known to penetrate
seventeen feet below the surface. On the uplands, deeply plowed and
well tilled, they will find constant moisture sufficient to produce rapid
growth the year round. For hay this clover, when cut in proper condition, when in bloom, is of good quality for stock of all kinds, and especially for milch cows.
It will produce three

and July

—
crops a year say in April, May, June
— averaging fromanda four
ton to a ton and a half at each cutting.

After the last crop it continues to grow rapidly, and furnishes a very
amount of feed for stock, as pasturage, the balance of the year.
We have the testimony of good dairymen, to the effect that cows taken
from the native grasses, and pastured on fields of Chile clover, will
increase in the product of milk and butter, or cheese, from sixty to
large

2(5

Also, that one acre of land, well seeded with it, will
in a year than ten acres of the same quality of
land will in the native grasses.
It is the opinion of our best sheep raisers, that sheep grazed on this
clover, in a constant green condition, as we have seen it may be kept,
will not be troubled with the diseases of the skin so prevalent among
the flocks of this country, when allowed to roam over our diy plains for
a scanty subsistence during the summer months ; also, that upon such
pasture the practice of semi-annual shearing may be dispensed with.
This practice has been adopted here for the purpose of remedying the
diseases referred to, and if it can be dispensed with, it will add materially
to the value of the wool clip of the State, and dispense with half the
present cost of shearing. Our wools now, besides being rendered less
valuable, from the shortness of the fibre, arising from the practice
referred to, suffer materially in quality, from the poor condition to
which our flocks are annually reduced by scarcity of pasturage. This
may be remedied, also, by seeding down their ranges with this evergreen clover. Comparatively a small area of land will be required to
feed our present flocks, so that, by adopting the course suggested, our
sheep raisers could curtail their ranges or proportionately increase their
flocks, while, at the same time, they would increase the condition and
submit the above facts and considerations
profits of their flocks.
for the benefit of all classes of agriculturists.
The grain grower may find
in them an inducement to cease the exclusive production of wheat, and
turn a part of his land and apart of his attention to the dairy business and
wool and mutton growing. By so doing he may restore his exhausted
soil to something like its normal state of productiveness, and, in the
meantime, add very much more to his individual savings and to the
general wealth of the country. To the dairymen they may suggest the
readiest means of increasing their oavu incomes, by appropriating to
themselves a part of the immense sums of gold now shipped from the
State to enrich their Eastern competitors. Our importations of butter
and cheese for the past ten years have cost us over a million and a half
of dollars annually, and, now that the railroad has brought us into more
direct competition with the dairymen of the Eastern States, we must go
into the business with more energy, and conduct it with better tact, or
their share of Hs profits will increase and ours decrease.
Our wool clip for the past season is, in round numbers, fifteen million
five hundred thousand pounds, an increase since eighteen hundred and
sixty-seven of about fifty per cent ; but our pasturage is growing short
and our ranges are being curtailed by the occupancy of lands for other
Our sheep men must decrease their flocks or
agricultural purposes.

sevent}' per cent.

produce more pasturage

We

adopt a change

in management.
The following facts indicate that something
necessary The increased production of wool

of this kind is becoming
for the five years, from
eighteen hundred and sixty-three to eighteen hundred and sixty-eight,
was at the rate of one million five hundred and ninety-one thousand
three hundred and forty-two pounds per year, while the increase of the
clip of eighteen hundred and sixt3 -nine, over eighteen hundred and sixty:

;r

was but five hundred and twenty-two thousand six hundred pounds.
This want of increase in the last year is not owing to a want of increase
in the number of sheep, but rather to an insufficiency of food.
eight,

In considering such change, the facts above presented
benefit.

may

be of
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DISEASED CATTLE.
Id our last biennial report

we called

the attention of the Legislature to

this subject, and suggested, that as it was well known that there had
existed for several years back a disease among the cattle of Texas, called
the Texan fever, that this disease was very destructive wherever it spread,

and that there was danger of its being introduced into our own State
with droves of Texan cattle, proper legislation should be had to avoid
We repeat those suggestions, and would now enforce them
the danger.
by stating as a fact what what we then could state only in anticipaThat large droves of cattle are already arriving in this State
tion, viz
from Texas. Though no disease is reported among them, yet, coming
from an infected country and being in the hands of those whose interest
it would be to keep such reports from the public if disease did really
While we cannot interexist, they should be watched with vigilance.
fere with commerce between the States, we can protect ourselves or our
property, our cattle, from exposure to contagious disease, and when danger exists it becomes our duty to do so.
:

FISH BREEDING.

New England and Middle States the breeding of fish
ponds or lakes has become not only a very pleasant but valuable industry. In some instances it has been so profitable that the land
covered by the water of these lakes, and devoted to the production of
fish, has yielded, within two years from the time the lake was made and
fish introduced, at the rate of one thousand two hundred dollars per acre
In some of the

in artificial

a year.
California presents almost an endless number of localities where lakes
can be very cheaply made, and stocked with the finest varieties of trout
from our mountain lakes and elsewhere, and a profitable business thus
introduced. Such localities may be found all along the various natural
and artificial water-courses leading down through the foot-hills of the
coast ranges of the Sierras.
Artificial lakes or ponds for this purpose
may also easily be made in those valleys where artesian wells furnish a
constant flow of living spring water.

TREE AND FOREST CULTURE.

We

have frequently called the attention of our agriculturalists to this
and have at different times urged action in its behalf by the
Legislature. No more important subject can be named for legislative
encouragement or for energetic action on the part of our people. We
are all interested in whatever affects the comforts of individuals and the
subject,

prosperity of the country. The subject of a plentiful supply of lumber
for the various purposes of life is one that we cannot much
longer neglect. Whoever takes the trouble to look this subject fully in
the face, and reflects upon the future of California, must feel as we do,
that something should be done, and that immediately, looking to the
substitution of new forests in the place of the old ones in our State, now
so rapidly being consumed and destroyed.
A full discussion of this
subject cannot be entered into in the short space allowable in a mere
But we
report, where so many subjects of interest claims attention.

and wood

propose to notice some

facts,

and make some suggestions, which
we hope to energetic action.

lead to further investigation, and

may
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THE TIMBERED PORTIONS OF CALIFORNIA.

—

We have become so accustomed to speak of the forests of our State
of our " Big Trees," as the grandest and most majestic in the world;
we hear so much of the vast quantities of timber and lumber being
shipped from those forests, to supply the nations of the earth with masts
and other heavy timbers for ship building and other purposes, that we
have thoughtlessly come to regard our supply of these materials, and of
materials for fuel, as practically inexhaustible. The facts are quite different.
Although the forests we have are properly a subject of State
California is
pride, they are as properly a subject of State protection.
far from being a well timbered country.
Nearly all the timber of any
value for ship and general building purposes, or for lumber for general use,
is embraced within small
portions of the Coast Eange or the Sierra
Nevada districts. Eedwood, the most valuable timber in the State, and
probably in the world, taking all its qualities into consideration, is principally confined to the counties of Mendocino, Sonoma and Santa Cruz.
Monterey, Santa Clara and San Mateo contain but small tracts each, covered with this valuable timber. Humboldt, Trinity, Klamath and Del
Norte embrace nearly all the balance of the timber of value in the Coast
Eange. It mostly consists of an inferior or hybrid redwood, spruce and
The lumber district of the Sierra Nevada is principally embraced
pine.
in the counties of El Dorado, Placer, Nevada, Sierra, Plumas and SisCalaveras, Tuolumne and Mariposa contain only scattering
kiyou.
clusters of valuable timber, though some of the largest and finest trees
in the world are found within their borders.
The timber of this district
is mostly different varieties of pine,
spruce and cedar. The other mountain counties of the State afford very little timber of any account for
building purposes or for lumber. The agricultural counties, as a general
thing, have only narrow strips of timber along the water courses, consisting mostly of scrub oak, cottonwood, sycamore and willow, of but
little general value, except for wood.
The surface of our best timbered
counties is not, in general, half covered with valuable timber. It is
therefore safe to estimate that not over one-twentieth of the surface of
the State is covered with forests containing trees valuable for timber or
lumber.
THE CONSUMPTION AND DESTRUCTION OF FORESTS.
It is now but about twenty years since the consumption of timber
and lumber commenced in California, and yet we have the opinion of
good judges, the best lumber dealers in the State, that at least one-third
of all our accessible timber of value is already consumed and destroyed
If we were to continue the consumption and destruction at the same
rate in the future as in the past, it would require only forty years, thereThis, in itself, seems like a
fore, to exhaust our entire present supply.
startling proposition, but let us look a little further and we shall find
truths and considerations more startling still. In the twenty years to
come we will probably more than double our population, but let us
assume that we will only double it. As a general rule, in a new country,
the consumption of timber increases in about double the ratio of popuThus while the increase of population of the United States, from
lation.
eighteen hundred and fifty to eighteen hundred and sixty, was thirtyfive and fifty-nine one-hundredths per cent., the increase of the consumption of lumber was sixty-three and nine one-hundredths per cent. Upon
!
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and rule, the whole available lumber of our State will be consumed and destroyed in twenty years, instead of forty.
We must also take into consideration, in this connection, the fact that

this basis

we are now just entering upon an era of active public improvements, all
requiring the use of heavy timber and lumber.
The building of railroads, bridges, warehouses, wharves, factories, bulkheads and the timbering of mines, will probably consume ten times as
much lumber within the next twenty years as has been consumed for
The building and equipping of railthese purposes in the past twenty.
roads may be considered a new and special element in the increased consumption of lumber, as this business in our State has really but just commenced.
of the worst features of the settlement of new countries by
is the useless and criminal destruction of timber.
In our
State this reckless and improvident habit has been indulged in to an
unprecedented extent.
Thousands upon thousands of the noblest and most valuable of our
forest trees in the Sierra Nevada districts have been destroyed without
scarcely an object or a purpose, certainly with no adequate benefit to
tho destnxver or to any one else. This practice cannot be condemned in
too severe terms ; it cannot be punished with too severe penalties.

One

Americans

TIMBER NORTH AND SOUTH.
South of California, on the Pacific coast, there is but very little timber
wood of any description. The Pacific South American States are, in
fact, dependent on us, and the coast States north of us, for nearly all
their lumber.
They have been drawing heavily from these sources to
rebuild their wharves and public works destroyed by the earthquakes of
eighteen hundred and sixty-eight. On the north, Oregon, British possessions and Alaska are generally well timbered.
We have, for the past
five 3 ears, been obtaining large quantities of lumber from these countries,
and now that the Central Pacific Railroad has advanced the freight on
lumber from our own mountains fifty per cent, over former prices, our
or

r

trade in this direction will still increase.
While these countries contain a large supply of very excellent timber,
this supply is by no means exhaustless.
At this time almost the whole
world is drawing its supply of heavy timber from the Northern Pacific
coast.

England, France, Australia, China, Japan, South America, Mexico and
the Sandwich Islands are all, more or less, engaged in securing their
wants for ship building and other heavy works from these valuable
forests.
With the heavy drafts on these countries, added to their home
consumption, it is not probable that the supply will hold out much longer
than that of our own State.

HARD TIMBER.
In the above statements and estimates, we have only taken into
account such timber as is fitted for building and for lumber for general
purposes. As to hard wood, fit for wheelwright purposes and agricultural and other machinery, we may say there is none of it on this coast.
We have always either imported the machinery or tho material to make
it of, from the Atlantic States.
For ornamental work we have a limited
supply, the California laurel being very superior.
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TIMBER FOR FUEL.
After what has been said above, we hardly need to comment on the
scarcity of timber in the State, for the general purposes of fuel.
Taking
all the agricultural counties in the State together, including the cities
and towns within them, and considering the probable increase of population, it is very doubtful whether, under present management, they will
be able to supply their own demands for fuel for ten years to come.
While it will pay, in case of necessity, to freight lumber and heavy timber great distances by land, and to ship it by water half way round the
globe, it becomes very burdensome and oppressive to all classes of the
community to be compelled to convey wood, for domestic and manufacTo illustrate this
turing purposes, comparatively but small distances.
proposition, we need only to mention the fact, that while there is within
an area of twenty miles from either of the cities of Marysville, Stockton
or Sacramento, a plenty of wood for a 3*ear or two's supply, and it costs
but two dollars a cord to have it cut, yet the present price of wood in
each of these cities is about ten dollars a cord. Even at this high price,
the owner of wood land thirty miles from Sacramento, on the line of the
Central Pacific Railroad, can make that wood net him only one dollar
and a half a cord, delivered in the city. These facts show how extremely
expensive and oppressive it would be to undertake to supply the cities
of the State with wood from the distant mountains. And yet what other
resource will be left, a very few years hence ? California should, at no
distant da}\ become one of the greatest manufacturing States of the
Union, but where will we obtain the fuel with which to generate the
steam that propels the machinery ? Again, a new element of calculation
on this subject has just been introduced among us, and will grow rapidly
in the future.
We refer to the consumption of fuel by the railroads.
There is now in the State, completed and in operation, about seven hundred miles of road. In a year from now, it is safe to say, there will be
over a thousand. Call it one thousand even. It requires one and threefourths cords of wood, with an ordinary train, to drive an engine twentyNow assuming that an average of ten trains a day will then
five miles.
be running over this one thousand miles of road, for thi'ee hundred and
twenty days in the year, and we have a distance of three million two
hundred thousand miles travelled in the year. As each twenty-five miles
of distance travelled will consume one and three-fourths cords of wood,
the consumption of one thousand miles of road will be two hundred and

twenty-four thousand cords per year. In twent}' years we will probably
have four thousand miles of road completed, averaging twenty instead
of ten trains per day, and consuming one million seven hundred and
ninety-two thousand cords of wood per annum. This, added to the
increased consumption for all the other purposes of lite, will make rapid
inroads into the few sparsely wooded portions of our State, if there
should indeed be any trees left standing at that time.
EFFECTS OF SCARCITY OF LUMBER AND WOOD.
of a scarcity of lumber and wood will be to enhance
have already noticed the high price of wood delivered in
our cities. Lumber has not enhanced very much in value for the last
The cost of cutting, manufacturing and getten years, but indirectly.
ting to market has been decreasing, while the cost to the consumer has
remained the same. It is the opinion of dealers that it will soon appre-

The

first effect

the cost.

We
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ciate

in

value very materially.

It

cannot be otherwise, as

we have

shown that the demand will increase rapidly and the supply decrease.
Even now the cost and scarcity of these articles is having an oppressive
effect on every industry in the State.
The expense of agricultural
implements and tools here, over their cost in the Eastern States, is
already operating as a serious drawback upon the thrift and profit of
our farmers, brought in close competition, as the}'' now are, with their
neighbors of the Western Atlantic States. The cost of lumber for
budding and fencing, in most of our agricultural districts, obtained, as
it is, at a distance of hundreds of miles away, is even now so
great that
our farmers are among the poorest housed people of any agricultural
communit}^ in the Union, where the country has been settled an equal
length of time. Their crops and stock are but poorly sheltered, if at
To the expense of
all, and their farms aie worse than poorly fenced.
lumber, more than to any other cause, must be attributed the general
dilapidated appearance of our agricultural districts. Efforts to improvement in these respects lead to a forced system of farming; too frequent
cropping, and little or no nursing of the land; to that sameness of production which we have had cause so severely to condemn. The cost of
lumber and of wood is already discouraging every mechanical, every
manufacturing, and every commercial industry of the State, for the use
of these articles is in some way an important element in them all.
The
advancement of all our towns and cities in building and improvement is
being even now retarded veiy much, directly and indirectly, by the cost
of these necessaiy articles of life.
The cost of houses enhances the
The price of rent and cost of wood add materially to
prices of rent.
the general expenses of living, and these in turn enhance the price of
labor of every kind, and consequently decrease the production and retard
the general prosperity and improvement of the cities and country. If
this be the case now, when we are so young and our population so thin,
when the demand for these articles is increased twenty fold and the
supply decreased in the same ratio, who can depict the condition of our
State?

CLIMATIC EFFECTS OF THE DESTRUCTION OF FORESTS.

We have estimated that not over one-twentieth part of the surface of
our State is now covered with heavy timber, and we believe we are
within the bounds of truth when we state that not over one-eighth
of the entire surface is covered with trees of any description whatever.
It is the opinion of the best judges, founded on historical facts, and a
long series of observations and experiments, that at least one-third of
the surface of any country should be forests. That this relation between
forest and cultivated land will secure the most advantageous conditions
of climate and the greatest amount of productions for the sustenance of
human and animal life. Eire has undoubtedlv been the original and
active cause of so great a proportion of prairie or untimbered land within
our borders. Being once destroyed, the consequent climatic condition
of the country has prevented a re-production of the original forests.
Nature now, unassisted by man, can never effect that re-production
without some great physical revolution that will change the whole face
and features of the country. That the nakedness of the earth's surface
is the cause of the extreme wet and
dry seasons in our State, and particularly of the destructive floods to which the valle}^ are subject, can not
for a moment be doubted by any one at all acquainted with the laws of
nature and the agency of those laws in the production and modification of
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climates through the forests of a country. For want of space we cannot
enter into a full discussion of this important branch of this subject, but
will only state a historical fact in the language of one of the best authors
who has ever written on this subject.
Hon. G-. P. Marsh, speaking of the effect of the destruction of forests
"
There are parts of
upon the different countries of the earth, says
Asia Minor, of Northern Africa, of Greece, and even of Alpine Europe,
where the operation of causes set in action by man has brought the face
of the earth to a desolation almost as complete as that of the moon.
The destructive changes occasioned by the agency of man upon the
flanks of the Alps, the Appenines, the Pyrenees and other mountain
regions in central and southern Europe, and the progress of physical
deterioration, have become so rapid that, in some localities, a single generation has witnessed the beginning and the end of the melancholy
:

revolution."
Words could not more truthfully describe the effects produced by
similar causes in some portions of our own State.
Mr. Marsh continues":
" It is certain that a desolation like that
which has overwhelmed many
once beautiful and fertile regions of Europe awaits an important part of
the territory of the United States, unless prompt measures are taken to
check the action of destructive causes already in operation." This last
remark applies with greater force to a large share of our own State than
many of us are aware of.

NATURAL REPRODUCTION OF FORESTS.
In countries where rains are of frequent occurrence during the summer
season, keeping the surface of the soil moist, vegetation, however delicate and tender, once started in the spring of the year, continues to
grow until checked by the succeeding autumn or winter. By this time
the roots have obtained such a hold on the ground as to secure continued
Not so in our State. The
life, unless desti'oyed by artificial causes.
dry season here follows so rapidly after the wet and germinating period,
that, without irrigation or cultivation, tender and delicate plants, like
young trees of all kinds grown from seed bying on the surface, as they
fall from the parent trees, are almost always dried up and destroyed
before they are four months old. Hence it is that a section of country
once stripped of trees and shrubbery, in our State, always remains
naked. Once a prairie always a prairie, until art comes to the assistance of nature. Hence it is that wheresoever our forests have been cut
down and cleared away, allowing the rays of the sun to fall directly on
the soil, so few young trees, or trees of the "second growth," are to be
found.
REMEDIES FOR EXISTING AND IMPENDING EVILS.
for existing and impending evils, some of which we have
noticed
as
briefly
growing out of the consumption and destruction of
our forests, are two fold. The one preventive and the other restorative.
Much maybe done in various ways and through various sources, to discountenance and prevent the useless and careless destruction of timber
and wood. Whatever can be done should be done at once. No means
and no opportunity to use pursnasion, argument or law to put a stop to
The influence of individuals, of associations,
this evil should be neglected.
of the various industrial organizations, whether agricultural, mechanical
or commercial, should be exerted in calling attention to this subject and

The remedies
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warning the people of all classes and in all portions of the State of the
impending consequences of the useless and improvident destruction of
timber and wood. The press should take the matter up, and every newspaper in the State should give it special attention, and endeavor, by the
presentation of facts, by argument and persuasion, to lead the people to
think on the subject, and to teach them prudence and economy in this
The Legislature should exert its utmost influence and authorparticular.
ity to dissuade and prevent the continuance of practices so threatening
It should call the special attento the prosperity of the commonwealth.
tion of the General Government to this subject, and ask it to protect the
timber and wood on the public lands within the State from unnecessary destruction. If any timbered lands belong to the State or should
come into its possession, such as the school lands in the timbered and
mining districts, special care should be taken to see that waste be not
committed thereon. All laws upon the subject of fencing should be
framed with au aim to do away with the necessity of using timber for
this purpose as much as possible.
By these means much good may be
accomplished in checking the rapid destruction of our forests and wood
lands, but a still greater field for the exertion of the same influence is
to be found in the inauguration of a system of reproduction by the extensive cultivation of

ARTIFICIAL FORESTS.
Individuals who feel and see the importance of the subject, and who
have or can procure the land, can do much by example and by pressing
the matter on the attention of their neighbors. Industrial societies, by
calling the attention of the people to the importance of planting shade
and forest trees, and offering premiums and bounties for the same, can do
more. The press, too, can exercise a powerful influence in this direction
by showing its importance in the amelioration of climate, the enhancement of productions, and in beautifying and adorning the country, as
well as bj' presenting the forcible arguments in its favor, of convenience
and profits. But the Legislature can, by proper legislation, accomplish
more in this important work than can be accomplished by all other influences combined, and to this source principally must we look for the inauguration and accomplishment of this great work of reproduction of
forests and woodlands within our borders. Liberal bounties or premiums
should be offered for the cultivation of forests and woodlands on every
farm or homestead throughout the agricultural portion of the State, and
means should be taken to secure the reproduction of the native forests
of the mountains. We most earnestly urge that ready action on this
subject be had, that the important work may be commenced the present
season, for while it will require thousands of years to reproduce a fullgrown forest tree, the present generation will probably witness the
destruction of all we have left of those magnificent forests with which
Nature has provided us.
Other States are engaging in this enterprise
with energy and success, and that, too, when the necessity is not half as
great as is ours. New York, one of the best timbered States in the
Union, and one that has furnished the world with more lumber than any
other State, is offering premiums and bounties, through her agricultural

Iowa has already
inauguratad the important enterprise, and beautiful and luxuriant
groves of forest trees may now be seen ornamenting a large portion of
societies, for the cultivation of trees in artificial forests.

fully

5
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the farms throughout nearly every county in the State. Nebraska, too, by
hundred and sixty-five, offering bounties for
rows of ornamental shade trees along her highways, and for groves of
forests planted by the acre on private lands, is encouraging this valuable
industry, while the Constitutional Convention of Illinois is discussing
the propriety of engrafting provisions in the fundamental law, requiring
its encouragement by the several counties of the State.
On the continent of Europe the several Governments have taken hold of this subject
and made it a national interest. There already the artificial forests rank
among the most valuable Government property. If we are not careful,
Europe will, in a veiy few years, own larger forests of our valuable redwood trees than California ever could boast of.
Germany alone has
already exported from this State thousands of dollars worth of the seeds
of these valuable trees, and the young forests growing from them are
the pride of that country.

legislative action in eighteen

VARIETIES OF TREES.
this subject there are various opinions as to what kinds should
It is probably well that this variety of opinion exists, as it
will likely lead to the planting of a greater number of kinds of trees,
and this is just what will lead to the greatest benefits. Experiments

Upon

be planted.

have already

fully demonsti'ated that nearly all varieties of trees found
within the extensive and varied territory of the United States can be
Trees from the extreme
successfully grown in airy particular locality.
South grow thriftilv in the latitude of Boston, though not known in the
The different varieties of
native forests there, and so the contrarypines from the summits of the Sierras grow well in our valleys, and the
The sugar pine from
trees of the valleys do well in the mountains.
Siskiyou, the big trees from Calaveras, the redwood from Santa Cruz,
and the laurel from Mendocino, may all be seen growing with equal
luxuriance in the different gardens of Sacramento.
Nearly all the
varieties of trees found on the Eastern continents or in South America,
have, by actual experiment, been proven to flourish well here, so that
artificial forest culture has the advantage of concentrating all the useful
varieties of trees in the world, and will thus save the great expense of
It
freight on lumber of particular kinds from one country to another.
is also a mistaken idea that valuable varieties of hard woods grown here
Locust
will be less valuable than when grown in their native countries.
and white mulberry trees grown within two miles of Sacramento are,
and have been so proven by experiment, as valuable as when grown in

New York

or Michigan.
In the commencement of a forest, we would only recommend that
those varieties of seeds or cuttings of plants that can be readily obtained
be planted at once, so as to make a beginning to form a nucleus, and as
others can be procured, let them be added.
The seed of the redwood and of the different varieties of pines and
cedar, as well as of all nut-bearing trees, can be gathered in almost any
quantity desired, in their season. The cottonwood, the different varieties
of mulberry and poplars, can now be obtained in great quantities, and at
cheap rates, or they can be propagated from slips and cuttings.

—

THE WORLD'S FAIR IN THE UNITED STATES.

The

probabilities are, that before the

Legislature assembles again
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there will be held, somewhere within the United States, an international
Such an event should be made
exhibition of the products of the earth.
the occasion of California, and no pains or money should be spared to
truthful exhibition of the
place before the world, on such an occasion, a
that proper
products and resources of our State. We would suggest
secure this object;
provision be made by the present Legislature to
also, that provision be made for the appointment of a competent person
as a State Commissioner, to visit such exhibition on behalf of the State,
and see to and explain our exhibition, and to represent the interests of the
State in an industrial point of view generally.
Also, to report on the
shown at the fair. The
progress of the industries of the world, as
results of such a course on our part could not fail to be greatly to the
advantage of our State in many ways, and not the least of such advantages would be the impetus it would give to a desirable immigration to

our State.
CONCLUSION.

We

have endeavored, in this communication, faithfully to point out
defects of our present system of agriculture, though in doing
so we have been compelled to say some unpleasant things of some of
our farmers and some things disparaging to the credit of our State. We
have also endeavored to suggest what we believe to be the true remedies
One particular object has been
for the defects and evils, as they exist.
to show the great advantages to be derived from a diversified agriculture
and to call attention to the introduction and cultivation of new and
We now ask the Legislature to give these matters
valuable products.
the benefit of their moral influence and the impulse of material encouragement. We will also suggest that this policy, properly commenced
and faithfully carried out, will prove to be the most effectual and most
economical method of increasing the population of the State, and the
surest and best way of rendering that population, when here, of service
to themselves and of benefit to the commonwealth.
A great variet}' of paying industries will most assuredly attract a
valuable immigration and guarantee their prosperity and the prosperity

some of the

of the State.
In the volume of transactions of the society for eighteen hundred
and sixty-eight and eighteen hundred and sixty-nine will be found much
valuable information, and we recommend that provision be made for
publishing the usual number for the use of the members and for free
distribution.

Respectfully,
C. F.

EEED,

President State Board of Agriculture.

Eobt. Beck, Secretary.

COMPILATION OF LAWS
RELATING TO THE

STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

A

COMPILATION

OF ALL THE LAWS NOW IN FOECE EELATING TO OE
AFFECTING THE STATE AGEICULTUEAL SOCIETY.

AN ACT
TO INCORPORATE A STATE

The People of

the State

SOCIETY AND
SUPPORT.

AGRICULTURAL

MONEY FOR

ITS

APPROPRIATE

of California, represented in Senate and Assembly, do
enact as follows

:

Section 1. There is hereby established and incorporated a society to
be known and designated by the name and stjde of the " California
State Agricultural Society," and by that name and style shall have perpetual succession, and shall have power to contract and be contracted
with, to sue and be sued, and shall have authority to have and use a
common seal, to make, ordain and establish, and put in execution, such
by-laws, ordinances, rules and regulations as shall be necessary for the
good government of said society, and the prudent and efficient management of its affairs provided, that said laws, ordinances, rules and regulations shall not be contrary to any provision of this charter, nor the
laws and Constitution of this State or of the United States.
Sec. 2.
In addition to the powers above enumerated, the society shall,
by its name aforesaid, have power to purchase and hold any quantity of
land not exceeding four sections, and may sell and dispose of the same
at pleasure.
The said real estate shall be held by said society for the
sole purpose of establishing a model experimental farm or farms, erecting inclosui*es, buildings and other improvements calculated and designed
for the meeting of the society, and for an exhibition of the various
breeds of horses, cattle, mules and other stock, and of agricultural,
mechanical and domestic manufactures and productions, and for no other
purposes.
And be it further enacted, That if, from any cause, said society shall ever
be dissolved, or fail to meet within the period of two consecutive years,
;
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then the real estate held by it, together with all the buildings and appurtenances belonging to said estate, shall be sold as lands are now sold byexecution, and the proceeds deposited in the State treasury, subject to
the control of the Legislature.

AN ACT
SUPPLEMENTAL TO AN ACT TO INCORPORATE A STATE AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY, APPROVED MAY THIRTEENTH, EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND FIFTYFOUR, AND AMENDED MARCH TWENTIETH, EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND
FIFTY-EIGHT.

The People of

Section

1.

the

State of California, represented in Senate
do enact as follows :

and Assembly,

The general prudential and financial affairs of the society
Board of Agriculture, to consist of a President

shall be intrusted to a

and nine Directors,

five of

whom

shall constitute a

[Amended

quorum.

section.]

Sec 2. Said Board of Agriculture shall be elected at a general State
Agricultural Convention, to be held at the Capital of the State, in the
year one thousand eight hundred and sixty-three, in the month of March,
and in the month of January every year thereafter, to consist of the life
members and annual members of the State Agricultural Society and
four delegates from each County Agricultural Society within this State,
incorporated under the general laws of this State for such corporations,
and an equal number from each District Agricultural Society, also incorporated under the general laws of this State for such purposes; said
delegates to be chosen at the annual fair or annual meeting of each such
society next preceding the State Agricultural Convention ; provided, said
convention to beheld in March, in the year one thousand eight hundred
and sixty-three, may admit any person or persons representing any of
said County or District Agricultural Societies, as the convention may
determine by a majority vote, whether such persons shall have been
elected by their respective county or district societies, as provided in
this Act, or not.
Sec 3. The Board of Agriculture shall, at its first meeting after its
election, be divided by lot into three equal portions (omitting the President), one portion to continue in office one year, one portion two years,
and one portion three years one-third of the number, together with the
President, to be elected at the State Agricultural Convention annually
thereafter.
The Directors to hold office three years.
Sec 4. The Board of Agriculture may, in the absence of the President, choose one of its other members temporary Chairman. They shall
elect a Treasurer and Secretary, not members of the Board, prescribe
their duties, fix their pay
and the said Treasurer and Secretary shall
be subject to removal at any time by a majority of said Board.
Sec 5. The Board of Agriculture shall use all suitable means to
collect and diffuse all classes of information calculated to aid in the devel;

;
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opment of the agricultural, stock raising, mineral, mechanical and manufacturing resources of the State; shall hold an annual exhibition of the
industry and products of the State; and, on or before the first day of
January of each year in which the Legislature shall be in regular session,
they shall furnish to the Governor a full and detailed account of all its
transactions, including all the facts elicited, statistics collected and
information gained on the subject for which it exists; and also a distinct
financial account of all funds received, from whatever source, and of
every expenditure, for whatever purpose, together with such suggestions
as experience and good policy shall dictate for the advancement of the
best interests of the State; the said reports to be treated as other State

documents

are.

Sec 6. The Board of Agriculture shall have power to appoint a suitable number of persons to act as Marshals, who shall be, from twelve
o'clock, noon, of the day previous to the opening of the exhibition, until
noon of the day after the close of the same, vested with all the powers
and prerogatives with which Constables are invested, so far as acts or
offences committed within or with reference to or in connection with the

exhibition are concerned.
Sec 7. The Board of Agriculture may, in its discretion, award premiums for the best cultivated farms, orchards, vineyards, gardens, etc.;
provided, that said Board shall not audit, allow, or pay an amount exceeding one thousand dollars in any one year for travelling expenses of Visiting Committees, in examining said farms, etc.; provided further, that no
person, except practical agriculturists, shall be appointed on said committees.
Sec 8. It shall be optional with any to whom a premium is awarded
to receive the article named or its equivalent (as affixed) in coin.
Sec 9. The State Agricultural Society shall have power, at its first
annual meeting after the passage of this Act, to make such alterations
in its Constitution as shall make it conform to the provisions of this Act.
Sec 10. All Acts or provisions in conflict with the provisions of this
Act are hereby repealed.
*>

Sec

This Act shall take

11.

6

effect

from and after

its

passage.

CONSTITUTION
OP THE

STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

CONSTITUTION
OF THE CALIFORNIA STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

ARTICLE

Section

1.

I.

— NAME.

This society shall be called " The California State Agri-

cultural Society."

ARTICLE

II.

— OBJECT.

Section 1. It shall be the object of this society to encourage the cultivation of the soil and the general development of all the agricultural
resources of this State.
Sec. 2.
To foster every branch of mechanical and household arts calculated to increase the happiness of home life.
Sec. 3.
To extend and facilitate the various branches of mining and

mining

interests.

article hi.

— membership.

—

Section 1. Annual Members. Any person who has, during the year
eighteen hundred and sixty-five, or who shall, during this year or any
subsequent one, pay into the funds of this society the sum of five dollars, may become a member of the same; such membership to expire on
the thirty-first day of the following December.
Sec. 2.
Life Members. Any person may become a member for life, by
the payment of fifty dollars or, if already a member, by the payment
of forty dollars, and shall thereafter be exempt from all dues and assessments.
Sec. 3.
Honorary and Corresponding Members. Any person whom the
Board shall propose may be elected an honorary or a corresponding
member, and shall enjoy, free of charge, all the privileges of the society,
except voting and holding office.
Sec. 4.
Privileges of Members.
Any citizen of this State, being a member of this society, shall be eligible to office, entitled to vote, and enjoy
the free use of the library, under the rules of the same, and have free
admission, accompanied by his wife and minor children, to all the exhi-

—

;

—

—
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and shall be permitted to compete for premiums
departments.
Any member who shall present for
Expulsion of Members.
exhibition any article or animal which he is not entitled by the rules of
the society to exhibit, or who shall attempt to deceive, or be guilty of a
breach of good faith toward the society, may be expelled by a vote of
two-thirds of the members present at any meeting of the society; provided, always, that no member shall be expelled unless written notice of
the alleged offence shall have been served on him, or left at his usual
place of residence, at least twenty days previous to the action.
bitions of the society,
in

any or
Sec 5.

all

—

ARTICLE

IV.

—OFFICERS.

Section 1. The officers of this society shall consist of a President and
nine Directors, who shall constitute a State Board of Agriculture, five of
whom shall constitute a quorum. They shall elect a Treasurer and Secretary, not members of the Board.
They may also appoint annually, as
officers of the Board, a chemist, a botanist, a meteorologist, a geologist,
a metallurgist, an ornithologist and an entomologist, and define the duties
of each.
They may appoint such committees on the various departments
of agiculture, mining and manufactures, either generally or for specific
purposes, as they may deem important for the best interests of the State,
and require such committees to report the results of their investigations
to the Board at such times as may be named by them.
Sec. 2. Duties of President.
The President shall preside at all meetings
of the Board and of the Society shall have power to call special meetings of the Board, when necessary, and at the written request of ten
members, may call extra meetings of the society; shall appoint all meetings not otherwise provided for; shall vote only at the election of officers,
and in case of a tie; and shall sign all financial and official documents
emanating from the society not otherwise provided for. In the absence
of the President from any meeting of the Board or society, any Director
may be called to the chair, and during such meeting, and for the completion of any business transacted or ordered at the same, shall have the
same powers as the President.
Sec. 3.
Duties of Secretary
The Secretary shall conduct the correspondence of the society, keeping in a separate book copies of all letters
written in the name or on behalf of the society, holding the same free to
the inspection of any member of the society, at any regular meeting of
the same. He shall also receive and file all letters addressed to the
He shall
society, holding the same subject to the Board of Directors.
attend all meetings of the society and the Board, keeping a full record of
the doings of each in a separate book, and shall furnish a copy of the
proceedings of each meeting to the Committee on Publication within five
days after the close of such meeting. He shall prepare and publish all
notices of meetings; shall keep a roll of all standing committees, and
call the same (noticing absences) whenever desired to do so by the Chair
shall sign all certificates of honorary and corresponding memberships,
aud forward the same to those entitled to receive them. He shall keep,
in a book prepared for that especial purpose, the name and address of
every member; shall prepare and sign all gratuitous or complimentary
cards or tickets of admission ; shall countersign all diplomas, certificates
of merit, etc., awarded by the society, and forward the same to their
respective claimants. He shall be ex officio Librarian; shall keep the
seal and all the plates, dies, engravings, etc., belonging to the society,

—

;

—

;
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be struck therefrom such medals and impressions as
time be required. He shall have charge of all specimens, models, plants, seeds, books, etc., and arrange, prepare or distribute
the same, under the direction of the Board. He shall prepare all reports
to be made by the Board to the society, and all reports to be made by
the society to the State. He shall receive all moneys due or payable to
the societ} and pay the same to the Treasurer, taking his receipt therefor; shall hold all bonds filed by officers of the society for the faithful
performance of their duty, and all vouchers for every class of expenditure.
He shall countersign all drafts ordered by the Board, and all certificates of annual and life membership, and keep an account of the
same, in a separate book, as they are issued, and shall, in December of
each year, prepare a tabular statement of the receipts and expenditures
of the society, according to the law incorporating the same. For which
services he shall receive such compensation as the Board shall decide to

and

shall cause to
time to

may from

7

pay.

—

Sec 4. Duties of the Treasurer. The Treasurer shall receipt for all
funds at the hands of the Secretary, and shall disburse the same only on
the order of the Board, attested by the President and the Secretary.
He shall also hold in trust all certificates of stock, bonds, notes, deeds,
or other evidence of debt or possession, belonging to the society, and
shall transfer, invest, or dispose of the same, only by direction of the
He shall, within ten days
society, or by a written order of the Board.
after his election, file with the Secretary a bond for the faithful performance of his duties; said bond to be approved by the Board, and to be in
a sum equal to twice the combined amounts of the funds on hand and
the estimated revenue for the year, and shall, at the annual meeting,
make to the society a detailed report of all his doings, for which services
he shall receive such compensation as the Board shall, from time to
time, decide to pay.
Sec. 5.
Duties of the Board.
The Board of Managers shall have the
general and financial management of all the affairs of the society in the
interim of annual meetings. It shall fill all vacancies occurring between
elections, and shall make the necessary preparations and arrangements

—

for all meetings, fairs, exhibitions, etc.
The Board shall also have power
to make its own by-laws (not inconsistent with this Constitution) and
arrange the time and place of its own meeting.

— STANDING COMMITTEES.
Committee of Finance. — The Committee
ARTICLE V.

Section 1.
of Finance shall
consist of three (the President and Secretary being two), whose duty it
shall be to audit the Treasurer's account, to examine and approve all
bills before they are paid, to have a general supervision of the finances
of the society, and to report their doings in full to the Board, whenever
called on so to do.
Sec 2. Library Committee. The Library Committee shall consist of
three (the Secretary being one), whose duty it shall be to have the general supervision of the library and cabinet, to make all necessary rules
and regulations for the government of the same (said rules and regulations being subject to the approval of the Board), to suggest such means
for the safe keeping and enlargement of both the library and cabinet as
they may deem expedient, and to make a full report of their doings,
together with the state of the department under their charge, at each

—

annual meeting.
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— The Visiting

Committee shall consist of
and examine all farms, orchards,
vineyards, nurseries, field crops, mining claims, ditches, mills, etc., which
may be entered for competition, and which shall require examination at
other times and places than the annual fair; to award premiums for the
same, according to the schedule, and recommend such gratuities as they
may deem proper, and make a full report to the Board at least one day
previous to the annual meeting.
Sec 4. Committee of Publication. The Committee of Publication shall
consist of three (the President and Secretary being two), whose duty it
shall be to contract for and superintend, under the direction of the Board,
all printing and publishing necessarj' for the prosperity of the
society.
Sec.

three,

Visiting Committee.

3.

whose duty

it

shall be to visit

—

ARTICLE

VI.

—DONATIONS

AND BEQUESTS.

Section 1. All donations, bequests and legacies to this society, designated by the donors for any particular purpose embraced within the
objects of the society, shall be with strict fidelity so applied; and the
name of each donor, together with the amount and description of such
donation, and the object for which it was designated, shall be registered
in a book, kept expressly for that purpose.

— MEETINGS AND EXHIBITIONS.
Exhibitions. — The society shall hold an annual
ARTICLE

Section

1.

show

VII.

fair

and

City of Sacramento, and may, at its discretion, hold
such other exhibitions as it may deem conducive to the interests of agricattle

in the

culture.

Sec

—

The annual meeting shall beheld at the Capisuch time, during the month of January in each year,
as the Board may designate; at which time" all the officers from whom
reports of the preceding year's service are required shall present the
same, and all officers for the ensuing year shall be elected by ballot; and
all officers shall continue in office until their successors are
duly qualified.
Sec 3. Special Meetings, how called. No special meeting of the society
shall be called but upon thirty days notice in the columns of a
newspaper
published in each of the Cities of San Francisco, Sacramento, Marysville and Stockton ; nor without a request
signed by at least ten mem2.

Annual Meeting.

tal of the State, at

—

bers.

—

Sec 4. Proxy Voting. It shall not be admissable for any member to
vote by proxy in any meeting of this society, or its Board of Managers.
Sec 5. Quorum of the Society. At any meeting of this society, fifteen
members (a majority of whom shall represent counties other thau the one
where the meeting shall be held) shall constitute a quorum.

—

ARTICLE VIH.

OFFICE

AND ROOMS.

Section 1. The office, rooms, library and cabinet of the society shall
be permanently located at the Capital of the State.
ARTICLE IX.

AMENDMENTS.

Section 1. Amendments to this Constitution must be presented in
writing at an annual meeting, when, if unanimously agreed to, they shall
be adopted but if there be objection, and a majority consent thereto,
;
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they shall be spread upon the minutes and lie over until the next annual
meeting, when they shall be read, and if, after due discussion, two-thirds
of all the members present vote for the amendments, they shall be
adopted and become a part and parcel of this Constitution.

ARTICLE X.
Section

1.

This Constitution

—EFFECT.

shall

take effect from and after

its

passage.

I certify the foregoing to be a true copy of the Constitution of the
California State Agricultural Society, as amended by unanimous consent
at the annual meeting of the society, held on the twenty-sixth day of

January, A. D. eighteen hundred and sixty-five.

ROBERT BECK,

Secretary.
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SIXTEENTH ANNUAL MEETING.

Sacramento, January 28th, 1869.

The regular annual meeting of the California State Agricultural
of Sixth and
Society took place this afternoon at the Pavilion, corner

M

streets.

The meeting was called to order at three o'clock by the President,
Charles F. Eeed, who stated the objects of the meeting to be the election
of a President for the ensuing year, the supplying of the places of three
members of the Board of Directors, whose terms of office had expired,
the rendering of the annual reports, and the transaction of such other
business as might come before the society.
On motion, the reading of the minutes of the last annual meeting was
dispensed with.
The President announced that the first business in order was the reading of the annual report of the Board of Directors.
The Secretary, I. N. Hoag, then read the following report :

ANNUAL EEPOET OF THE BOAED OF DIEECTOES.
To

the

Members of

the California State Agricultural Society

:

Gentlemen It has been customary at our annual meetings for the
Board, in addition to the report of the transactions of the society for
the year, to enter at some length into a discussion of agricultural subAt this time we shall depart from this custom, and only
jects generally.
in brief speak of matters relating more immediately to the interests of
the society, leaving the more general subjects for discussion in our
to the Legislature.
We
report required by law to be made biennially
feel called upon, however, to congratulate the members of the society
and the people of the State upon the fact which we all feel a pride in,
that never before since the admission of our young State into the Union
has California, as a State, or the Pacific coast as a whole, advanced so
much in permanent and substantial prosperity as within the last twelve
months. Agriculture, in all its departments, has been universally successful
and, as a consequence, all other industrial pursuits have been well
sustained and have shared in a season of general prosperity and improve:

;
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ment.

How much

had

do

the course of this society, through its officers, has
bringing about this general improvement in the affairs of
the industries of the State, we will leave the members of the society and
the business men of the State to judge. We have felt the responsibility
of the position we have held, and have endeavored to do our duty to the
people and to the State. As in the conduct of all human affairs, time
has been with us the great teacher, showing us frequently where errors
have been committed in the past, and suggesting improvements for the
to

in

future.

Since we have been charged with a part in the management of the
of the society, it has been struggling with pecuniary and other
difficulties, which have to a great extent controlled the policy and directed
the course of that management; and in judging of the administration of
its affairs it must be remembered that we have always been under the
necessity of doing what, under the circumstances, could be done, rather
than what, under other circumstances, should have been done. When,
affairs

in eighteen hundred and sixty-three and eighteen hundred and sixtyfour, a majority of the present Board accepted the positions they now
fill, it was difficult to find any one in the community who would
accept

of the position and undertake the performance of the thankless duties
involved.
Nothing but the very straightened circumstances of the
society at that time, and the limited influence it was able to exert upon
the industries of the State, induced the members of the Board to accept
the positions which were then urged upon them, and they did so with
the distinct understanding among themselves, at least that they would
stand by each other, circumstances permitting, until the last obligation
of the society was discharged, and until the society was able to exert
that controlling influence over the industrial pursuits of the State that
its original founders intended it should.
The first of these conditions would have been wholly fulfilled before
the present meeting, but for the damage done to the buildings at the
Park by the unusually high winds of last winter, rendering it necessary
to expend a large amount of money for the repairs thus made requisite.
By an analysis of the disbursements of the present }T ear, it will be found
that over three thousand dollars was laid out on these repairs, while the
whole of the present indebtedness of the society is three thousand one
hundred and thirty-four dollars. The receipts of the last fair were very
large amounting in all, for the year, to twenty-seven thousand one
hundred and seven dollars and fifteen cents, while the expenditures were

—

—

—

also very large, being, to date, twenty-seven thousand one hundred and
seven dollars and fifteen cents, including four hundred and seventy-five
dollars and thirty-three cents paid on the old indebtedness.

The last fair was continued ten days, but we would not recommend
the continuance of this custom in the future. Such a custom would, in
our opinion, not be for the interests of the society in a financial point of
view, and, so Long continued, the interest in the exhibition lags.
We would call the attention of the members to the provisions of the
Constitution in reference to the privileges of members. As the Constitution now reads, any member has free access to all the exhibitions of
the society, " accompanied by the ladies and children of his family."
Under this provision, many well-meaning members think it no wrong to
consider all his friends and their children members of his family for the
purpose of going to the fair, and by this very liberal construction of this
provision the society is deprived of a very great income each year, to
which it is properly entitled. To obviate this difficulty we would recom-
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mend

a change in the Constitution, so that a
and childi-en under ten or twelve

member can only take

in

of age.
years
Another matter connected with this subject is the practice of transferThose who
rin it of tickets by members to those who are not members.
have given this subject much attention have come to the conclusion that
this practice prevails to a great extent, and that the receipts of the
should be on this account.
society are considerably less than they
The
It is difficult to meet this practice and prevent this imposition.
Constitution provides that for this offence the member guilty of it shall
forfeit his membership; but the trouble lies in the difficulty of detecting
the fraud. It is suggested that the membership tickets be printed on
the face in large letters, "A transfer of this ticket forfeits membership;"
and if this caution does not answer the purpose, it may become necessary
to do away with membership tickets and substitute daily tickets instead,
Similar societies in
all of which shall be given up at the gate or door.
the Atlantic States have been driven to the adoption of this latter plan
his wife

same purpose.
In closing these brief remarks we congratulate the farmers of the
State upon the excellent prospects of the year eighteen hundred and

for the

sixty-nine.
I.

N.

HOAC,
Secretary.

the report of the Directors was accepted.
was moved that a Committee on Finance be appointed by the Chair,
to consist of three members, to examine the accounts of the Secretary
and Treasurer.
The motion was agreed to, and the President appointed C. H. Swift,
L. A. Upson and N. A. H. Ball as such committee.
On motion, the reading of the financial report of the Secretary was

On motion,

It

dispensed with.
After considerable discussion, Section four, Article three, of the Con" the ladies and
stitution of the society, was amended, by striking out
" his wife and minor children."
children of his family," and inserting
The section, as amended, reads as follows:

member

of this society, shall be
enjoy the free use of the library,
under the rules of the same, and have free admission, accompanied by
his wife and minor children, to all the exhibitions of the society, and
shall be permitted to compete for premiums in any or all departments
citizen of this State, being a
eligible to office, entitled to vote, and

Any

The President announced that

the next business in order

was the

election of a President for the ensuing year.
Charles F. Reed, of Yolo, was nominated.
[J. H. McKune in the chair.]
It was moved and carried that the nominations be closed.
On motion, the Chair appointed as tellers, Leonard Cross, Henry
Miller and George Rowland, who reported C. F. Reed unanimously

re-elected President.

[President Reed in the chair.]
again assuming the chair, the President returned his thanks to
the members of the society for the appreciation shown of his efforts to
fulfil the duties of his office, and guaranteed that his record in the
future would be as good as in the past.

On
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The President

stated the next business to be the election of three

Directors.

The following nominations were made

:

C. T. Wheeler, Edgar Mills, .Robert Hamilton, Eobert Watt, J. H.
Carroll and J. S. Woods.

The President appointed

as tellers,

Leonard Goss, Paul Morrill and

George Eowland.

A

ballot

was then taken,

Whole number

as follows:

of votes cast

150
76
98
81
62
58
45
30

Necessary to a choice

Edgar Mills received
C. T. Wheeler received
Eobert Hamilton received
J. H. Carroll received
Eobert Watt received
J. S.

Woods

L. A.

Upson received
Cox received

received

1
2

Edgar Mills and C. T. Wheeler were declared elected members of the
Board of Directors.
The names of Carroll, Watt and Woods being withdrawn, on motion,
the Secretary was instructed to cast the ballot for Eobert Hamilton,
who was accordingly declared unanimously elected.
The President and Board of Directors were authorized and instructed
to examine the claims of several parties for premiums.
There being no further business before the society, on motion, at a
quarter before

five,

the meeting adjourned sine

die.

'
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FINANCIAL REPORT
OP THE

STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
POK

EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY-EIGHT.
On what

Date.

CASH RECEIVED.

1868.

January

4.

Cash

u

16....

a
a

Sept. 18.

,000 00

for engine

Jan. 7
Allen, for rent of Park
Jan. 27.... For membership
Fob. 15... Allen, for rent of Park
April 13 ... Borrowed of D. O. Mills & Co
u
Allen, rent of Park for March
April 14.. Allen, rent of Park for April
Allen, rent of Park for May
May 9
June 8
Allen, rent of Park for June
Borrowed of D. O. Mills & Co
17.
August
at Park...
Sept. 4 .. A. Bullard, for privilege
Sept. 14 .. Memberships sold
ti
Memberships and rent
Sept. 15... Receipts at Pavilion
Receipts at Park
Sept.

Amount.

account.

,

Pent for room at Park
Pent of Park for Sunday
Entrance fees to races
Tickets and membership at Park..,
Receipts at stairs
Collected at gate
Receipts at Pavilion...
Tickets and memberships at Park.
Receipts at stairs

Entrance
Sept. 19.

fees to races

Receipts at Pavilion
Tickets and memberships at Park.
Receipts at stairs

Entrance fees to races
Sept. 20.

Receipts at Pavilion
Receipts at Pavilion
Tickets and memberships at Park..

Mem berships

8

sol d

129 15
370 00
129 00
1
,000 00
129 25
129 25
129 00
129 00
,000 00
610 00
180 00
165 00
,197 50
,509 00
75 00
200 00
460 00
,099 00
147 00
31 00
,613 00
935 00
133 50
210 00
923 00
787 00
134 50
180 00
676 00
554 00
452 00
100 00
1
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On what account.

Date.

Sept. 20.
u

((

Sept. 21.
u

c
u

Sept. 22.
u
u
it
((
(1
(I

Sept. 23,
a

Receipts at stairs
Received at gate at Park
Entrance fees at races
Tickets and memberships at Park

Entrance fees to races
Receipts at Pavilion
Tickets at Park

Memberships
Receipts at gate
Receipts at stairs
Entrance fees to races
Tickets at Pavilion
Rent of soda fountain
Tickets at Park
Receipts at stairs

Entrance fees to races

it

Tickets at Pavilion
Tickets at Park
Entrance fees to races

it

a

u

Sept. 25

Gate at Park

u
a

Stairs at

u

Tickets at Pavilion
Rent of cider privilege
Balance rent at Park
Balance State appropriation
Premium returned by Patterson
Rent of bar
Premium returned b}^ Poorman
Rent of Park for September, October,

tt
Li

Bee. 29

141

Receipts at stairs
Tickets at Pavilion
Tickets at Park

a

Sept. 26
Oct. 2.
Oct. 9.
Oct. 10.

$137
179
195
698
152
285
633
554
25
207
226
270
586
136
628
155
210
464
492
365

Receipts at stairs

((

Sept. 24

Amount.

384
213
95

Park

110
45
236

Entrance fees

and December
Total

76
50
2,000
,.

15
75
30

50
50
00
50
00
00
00
50
00
00
50
00
50
50
00
75
00
50
50
00
50
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

November
517 75
$27,107 15
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Date.

On what

1868.

CASH PAID TREASURER.

Jan. 4
Jan. 7....
Jan. 27
Feb. 15....
April
April

May

13...

14...

9
8

June
August 17
Sept. 4...
Sept. 14...
Sept. 15...
a
a
Sept. 16..
Sept. 18..
Sept. 19..
Sept. 20..
Sept. 21..
Sept. 22..
Sept. 23.,
Sept. 24.,
Sept. 25.
Sept. 26.
Oct. 2....
Oct. 9...
Oct. 10 ...
Dec. 29 ...

R.
R.
R.
R.
R,
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.

R.
R.
R.
R.

R.
R.
R.
R.
R.

R.

T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.

Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown

Total

account.

Treasurer.
Treasurer..
Treasurer..
Treasurer..
Treasurer..
Treasurer.,
Treasurer..
Treasurer.,
Treasurer..
Treasurer..
Treasurer.,
Treasurer.,
Treasurer..

Treasurer.
Treasurer.,
Treasurer.,
Treasurer.,

Treasurer.
Treasurer.,
Treasurer.,
Treasurer.
Treasurer.,
Treasurer.,

Treasurer.
Treasivrer.

Treasurer.
Treasurer.
Treasurer.
Treasurer.
Treasurer.

59

Amount.

$1,000 00
129 15
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On what

Date.

DISBURSEMENTS.

1868.

Jan. 25
Jan. 31 ..
Feb. 8...
.

Amount.

account.

I. N.
Hoag, expenditures
Edwards & Co., stationery
Wells, Fargo & Co., freight

Paid

$26 50

C. A. Stevens, services

Feb.

15.

U

H. S. Crocker, printing
E. E. Draper, Directory

Turton & Knox, sand
D. Woods, labor
I. N. Hoag, salary
I. N.
Hoag, expenditures

«

a
u

H. Pierce, filling diploma
John Shellers, carpenter
John Shellers, carpenter
Friend & Terry, lumber
John Shellers, carpenter
J.

Feb. 17.
Feb. 20.

March

8.

C. L.

March 7.
March 17.
March 7.
March 9.
March 19.
March 20.

J.

Knowles

N. Andrews, lettering

S. S. Carlisle,

brick

work

McManus & Johnson,

roofing

John Adams, posting bills
J. H. Pierce, lettering

McManus & Johnson,

roofing

N. Hoag, on salary for March
Mr. Wilson, labor on stalls

I.

March

21.

April 13.
u

a
u

McManus & Johnson, roofing
A. P. Smith, transplanting trees
E. Conway, trimming trees
I. N.
Hoag, salary April, balance March..
F. J. Moore, hardware
Friend & Terry, lumber
N. L. Drew, lumber..
C. H. Krebs, painting
Huntington & Hopkins, nails

((

a
((
(<

T. J.

May

29..
it

June
June

5.

28.

McKim,

cleaning boiler

N. Hoag, salary for May and June
H. Wachhorst, silverware
J. Merkley, premiums
I. N. Hoag, salary July
I.

J. T.

August 3
August 10
August 26
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

2....
7....

8....

19....
ei

u

Poberts, labor
A. Fleck, repairing flag
W. T. Crowell, Post-office stamps
James Anthony & Co., advertising
Benjamin Bullard, Jr., Post-office stamps.
M. R. Pose, work on pump
J. H. Coffey, work on tank
R. B. Gray & Co., gold medals
W. T. Crowell, services
Chase & Boruck, advertising
L. J. Stevens, work on engine

,
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On what

Date.

Sept. 19.

61

Amount.

account.

$15 00
12 00
100 00
450 00
700 00
600 00
700 00
600 00
650 00
700 00
800 00
700 00
850 00

T. Rine, labor
Mela, labor as police

J.

Newman, premium

J.

Sept. 25.

Purses
Purses
Purses
Purses
Purses
Purses
Purses
Purses
Purses
Purses

for fifteenth instant
for sixteenth instant
for seventeenth instant
for eighteenth instant
for nineteenth instant
for twenty-first instant
for twenty-second instant
for twenty-third instant
for twenty-fourth instant
for twenty-fifth instant

PREMIUMS PAID AT STOCK GROUNDS, BY WARRANT

NUMBER SIXTY-ONE.
Sept. 25.

50

Paid E. Jacobs

Thomas Edwards
John Hall
L. P. Marshall

John Hall
Theodore Winters
John Hall
R. T. Leet
J. G. McCracken
S. Treat.:

J L. Clark
A. B. Burns

H. Shears

C.

W. M. Allen
John Brewster
Treat

S.

G. McCracken
C. B. Hoffman

J.

D

Prance

.

C.B.Hoffman
Thomas Edwards
C. B. Hoffman
A. J. Rhoads
J. Zumwalt
D.Flint
J.

W. Thompson (Poorman)

A. Guerrero
A. F. Smith
A. Newbauer
J. C.

Morrison, Jr

E. M. Skaggs
R. S. Carey

A.

W.

J.

Rhoads

A. Boggs

,
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On what

Date.

Sept. 25.

C. Gosling

L. A.
a

M
a
a
a

a
c(

a
(i

u
i<
i(

a
«

C(

a
((

u
(i
(.

((
t(
<<
(<

C(
(<

It

Upson

C. Gosling

,

H. Wilsey
K. Northrop....
E. S. Carey

J.

William Baudeen
W. B. Gibson
D. Flint
G. McCracken
Whipple and Teakle
E. T. Leet
Joh n Hall
G. N. Swezy
J.

G. N.

Swezy

Luer
G. N. Swezy
M. Wick
P. Burnes
C.

G.
A.
G.
P.
G.
G.
G.

N. Swezy

W.Butler
N. Swezy

,

B urnes

N. Swezy
N. Swezy

N. Swezy
Seneca Daniels
Seneca Daniels
Seneca Daniels
Seneca Daniels
William Schaub
S.

—

Poorman (Thompson)

u

E. T. Leet

u

Landrum, Butterfield & Co
T. McConnell

t<

a
u
a

Thomas Cotter
Butterfield
Butterfield

& Co
& Co

((

E. Holland
E. Holland
Landrum, Butterfield

& Co

(f
((

u

Landrum,
Landrum,

James Eobinson
Burnes

((

P.

<<

James Eobinson

(1

a
a

Peter Burnes
A. Duvol
P.
P.

Burnes
Burnes

Premiums
Sept. 28.

Amount.

account.

at Hall,

Warrant No.

D. L. Perkins, premium
Coffin

&

Standish,

premium

62.

820 00
15 00
50 00
30 00
15 00
20 00
15 00
10 00
40 00
75 00
100 00
75 00
50 00
40 00
55 00
10 00
30 00
10 00
15 00
10 00
30 00
20 00
15 00
10 00
50 00
40 00
40 00
20 00
20 00
170 00
10 00
30 00
40 00
20 00
15 00
35 00
25 00
20 00
15 00
15 00
15 00
15 00
15 00
30 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
68 00
22 00
300 00
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On what account.

Date.

Sept. 28.

Henmann, premium
Thomas Winship, service
L. Provost, premium
J.

M. W. Willis, music
H. T. Buckley, premium
J.

30.

D. Patterson, premium

John Shellers, labor
Frank Hamilton, labor
Joseph Dunkerly, labor
Charles C. Brown, labor
Edwards & Co., stationery
C. A. Stevens, Entry Clerk

G. A no-ells
G. P. Warner, Ticket Clerk
H. B. Warner, Assistant Ticket Clerk
E. K. Warner, Assistant Ticket Clerk
J. S.

A.

S.

J. S.

Barnes, police
Taylor, stairkeeper

McClaiy, services

Thos. Coleman, services

W. McCracken,

services

J. T.

Eoberts, doorkeeper
Thomas O'Brian, labor

Eobert Miller, watering cart
Samuel Deal, gatekeeper
International Hotel, board
J. Nickerson, police
C. L. Denin, labor
Charlotte Johnson, chambermaid
R. L. Bampton, stairkeeper
Isaac Galloway, labor

& Co., merchandise
H. S. Beals, stairkeeper
M. Hala, labor
Fitzsimmons & Gleason, work

Griffitts

C. C. Barnes, labor
State Capital Reporter, advertising

H. Alvord, watchman
D. Smith, wood
A. C. Bidwell, wood
J. W. Taylor, gatekeeper
S.

Robert McCarthy, doorkeeper
M. Gottshall, labor
Thomas Byrne, labor

Hiram Clock, labor
J. E.

Smith, ticket clerk
Ed. Woods, carpenter
W. Whitlock, superintendent
E. & H. Astbury, wood
Daily Bee, advertising

G

T. C.

May, drayage

63

Amount.

$96
72
25
800
50
215
30
12
12
57
50
52
6
50
30

30
40
42
26
32
30
25
40
100
44
30
39
5

25
40
28
4

40
24
236
30
51
33
9
101

40
33
58
76
69

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
25
00
00
50
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
50
50
00
00

50
100 00
58 50
10 00
15 50
78 25
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Date.

On what

account.

Amount
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On what

Date.

October
u
(C
11

u
11
11
11

7..

65

Amount.

account.

Robert Williamson, premium..
h. K. Hummer, premium
Kohlcr & Chase, premium
C. A. Barnes, premium
J S. Harbison, premium
J. S. Harbison, premium
S. W. Blackwood, premium....
B. N. Bugbey, premium
(

817 00
40 00
15 00
15 00
3 00
5 00
2 00

70 00
15 00
6 00
3 00
10 00
3 00
10 00
2 00
1 00
2 00
78 12
10 87
6 00
18 63
502 13
71 00
62 83
18 00
4 50
7 25
4 00
3 00

W. Reed, premium

'.

October 10 D. Kendall, premium
u
Mr*. M. H. Herbert, premium.
u
M. & A. Wilcox, premium
a
E. Walton, premium
u
u

C. A. Fargo, premium
T. Miigate, premium.

W.

11

J.

II

A. Dennery, tumblers
Whittier, Fuller & Co.,

11
ti

u
1 b

II

II
(1
11

Neff,

premium

,...
:'

work

merchandise
J. McGuire, blacksmith
A. Hamburger, merchandise
George Schmeiser, machine work
James Anthony, advertising
M. and A. Wilcox, pumping
M. Gottschall, labor
B. R. Sweetland,

.'

11
11

u
II

Daily Record, advertising
W. V. Frazier, drayage
J. M. Calvin, sign painting

Mott & Co., merchandise
Huntington & Hopkins, merchandise
Gillig,

II

.

II
t!

J. Isaacs, police
F. S. Malone, horse

II

W. H.

16 47

and buggy

Hoit, tinning
II
Mr. Harvey, police
It
J. Gillman, drayage
11
Ben. R. Crocker, expense
October 17 Mrs. J. P. Odbert, premium
J.

u
ii
ii

(i

H. Pierce,

filling

diplomas

W. Clark, gas fitting
Lipman & Co., merchandise
D.

G. W. Whitlock, labor
F. Blaekleach, merchandise

a

Casey & Crozier, casks
H. M. Bernard, wrench
I. N. Hoa^,
salary, August and September,
M. O'Mara, labor
October ID Stockton Independent, advertising
u
Marysville Appeal

,

ii

Err

II

illij

Bulletin

30 00
60 00
3 50
9 00
1 50
94 75
15 00
5 75
251 48
23 25
23 00
7 00
22 00
3 00
300 00
12 00
25 00
20 00
52 50
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Amount.

On what account.

Date.

October 19 Examiner
u
J. C. Moore, posting bills
W. King, posting bills
u
Benjamin Wilson, posting

832 50
4

It

tl
EC

a
it

c<

W. L.

bills

Sullivan, posting bills

C. B.

Kenard, labor
H. Pierce, filling diplomas
Benjamin Ballard, Jr., Assistant Secretary
Casebolt & Kern, premium

J.

October 24 L. Powers & Co., casks
October 29 1. N. Hoag, salary for October
P. M ezzara, premi u m
October 30 A. L. Greenlow, premium
October 31 W. P. Michener
it
T. H. Cook, wood
Lottie Hoffman, premium
11
W. W. Marvin, premium

,

it

(<

u
((
(1

Daniel Flint, premium
William Caswell, bill posting
P. Herser, labor
Mrs. H. Adams, premiums

It

John C. Carroll, grain

It

Mrs. J. Bassford, premium
L. Prevost, premium
Mission Woollen Mill, premium

a
u
it
tt

Oakland Cotton Mill, premium
R C. Terry & Co premium
Gillig, Mott & Co., premium
Goodwin & Co., premium
N. P. Cole & Co., premium
,

cc

ft

a

u

Lansberger, premium
P. Scbaube, premium...
J.

E

Snyder, premium

it

u
((

£<
((
((
((
tt

Nov. 21

Craig,

premium

Eberhardt & Co., premium
Otto Sclmader, premium.
William Shew, premium
P. J. Devine, premium
Sacramento Gas Co., gas
F. M. Chapman, horse hire
J.

Slaughter, labor

I.

N. Hoag, salary for November

ct

A.

tt

C. H. Krebs, glazing
T. J. McKim, pulleys, etc

u
tt

Dec. 5..
tt

((
11

Bur^man, premium

A. Hooper,

bill

posting

George W. Chesley, cash
Locke & Lavciison, upholstery
Sacramento Gas Co., gas...
H. T. Holmes & Co., lime
Thomas Cotter, premium

,
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FIRST MEETING OF THE

NEW BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.

Sacramento. January 28th, 1S69.
at the call of the President, at the office of W. T.
Presileman, at seven o'clock p. >i. There were present 0. F.
dent, and Directors Covey. Carey, Larue. Wheeler, Hamilton and Cole-

The Board met

'

(

man.
I.

N. Haas: handed to the President the following communication

Sacramento. January 28th,
'he State

Hoard of

Gentlemen

Agriculture

:

IS

:

I hereby tender my resignation as Secretary of your
and decline being a candidate for re-election. The reason of this
p on my part is that ray private business will not permit my giving
the time required for the performance of the duties of the office.
I. N. HOAG.
1

:

iard,

On

motion, his resignation was accepted.
a bill of the !>
and one of H. Wachhorst and others,
referred to Mr. Larue and the Secretary, and the Secretary was instruct
to pa}* N. Greene Curtis the sum of rive hundred dollar- as soon as there
were sufficient funds on hand.
The time of holding the next annual fair was fixed for the thirteenth
of September, and to continue six days.
On motion vi' Mr. Carey, the Board proceeded to the election of Si

There was

.

ry.

Mr. Hamilton nominated Robert Beck, and on ballot he was elected.
and his election made unanimous.
R. T. Brown was unanimously re-elected Treasurer.
The President and Mr. Covey were elected a Committee on Speed
gramme.
Messrs. Larue, Hamilton. Covey and Coleman were appointed a committee to revise the premium list.

Messrs. Carey and Wheeler were appointed a committee to confer
with the lessee of the Park in reference to certain stab;
Standing committees were appointed as follows
:

— Mills. President and Secretary.
—
Library Secretary. Ross and Coleman.
—
Visiting Larue. Hamilton, Carey and Covey.
Publication — Secretary, President and Wheeler.

Finance

The following

resolution

was unanimously adopted

:

'

Res
1.

'.

X. Hoag,

That the thanks of this Board be tenden
tary,
'for the able manner in which he has performed the arduous
.

duties of his office for the past six years.

The Board then adjourned

sine die.
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OPENING ADDRESS.
DELIVERED BEFORE THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, SEPTEMBER
SEVENTEENTH, EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY-EIGHT.

By CHAS.

T.

REED,

President.

Ladies and Gentlemen, Members of ihe State Agricultural Society

:

I hoped and confidently expected, when I had the lienor to address
similar to
you, one year ago, from this same stand, and on an occasion
the present, that some other and more competent person would have
occupied my position here to-night; hut }'our will, and not mine, has
been done; and it becomes my pleasant duty once more to salute you
with words of sincere gratification and thankfulness for our State's
in her conprosperity in the past, and of cheerful hope and abiding faith
tinued and increased prosperity in the future.
Since California became one of the members of the great republic
now about eighteen years ago there never has been a period in which
all our material industries have been so universally and substantially
prosperous as the present year. Go where you will among the sturdy
yeomanry of our broad plains or fertile valleys, among the hardy
miners, high up on the snow-capped Sierra Nevadas, or deep down in the
cragged gulches, overhung by those lofty peaks, or, even deeper, in the
almost bottomless mining shafts. Go among the toiling mechanics and
Go among
skilful and painstaking artizans of our towns and cities.
each and every class of people in the entire State, and you will find all
all contented and happy over present
busily and profitably engaged
individual and collective successes; all buoyant and jubilant with the
bright and cheering prospects in the immediate future.
Our farmers are not only doing well, and laying up a competency for
An
themselves and families, but they are absolutely becoming rich.
abundance of crops and highly remunerative prices are filling their
coffers with gold and silver, enabling them to improve and beautify their
farms and homes, to build new and commodious dwellings and barns, to
in the
purchase and use the most approved labor-saving machinery
cultivation of their laud and the gathering and saving of their crops; to
supply their families with all the necessaries and luxuries enjoyed by
older but less favored eommunities.
As prospers agriculture, the great fountain of all wealth, the great
mother of all other occupations and promoter of all civilization, so
prospers the towus and cities, the State and the entire people.
As a matter of State pride, it may be stated that the estimated product
of three of our leading industries, for the present year, is twenty million

—

—

—

;
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bushels of wheat, twelve million gallons of wine, and ten million pounds
Other agricultural industries have all been equally favorable.
of wool.
This is not a bad showing for a State which, but ten years since, was
considered of no value but for the gold that could be dug from our mines.
In consequence of this great prosperity of agriculture, and the consequent and corresponding prosperity of all other industries, an unusual
and unprecedented impetus has been given to works of public improvement, and we find ourselves in the midst of an era of universal activity;
every class in the community seems to have become impressed with the
necessity of greater facilities for travel from point to point, in the State,
and for the transportation of the products of the land from place to
place, and from the points of production to the seaboard, from which
they may find the markets of the world. New steamboat routes are
being opened up and old ones improved and supplied with a better class
of steamers. New railroad routes are projected to-day; and to-morrow,
or almost before the communities through which the roads are to pass have
heard of said project, the iron horse speeds through the country,
announcing the completion of the work.
The great question of handling grain, whether in bulk or in sacks,
which has interested all classes of the community, and especially the
farmers, for years past, is now being taken hold of by a company ofenterprising capitalists, and the present prospect indicates that the day
is not far distant when this great drawback upon the profits of grain
raising will be fully removed, and that our immense grain crops will be
handled with the same facility, and with equal econom}-, as in the Atlantic
The great crops of the West, and the necessity for economy in
States.
the mode of handling and sending them to market, has caused the introduction of a system of elevating the grain from steamers and freighting
vessels, from cars and other means of conveyance, into warehouses and
mills, by means of machinery run by steam, thus saving to the farmer a
much better profit on the production than could be saved to him by the
modes of handling formerly practiced there, and still practiced here. When
Ave shall have introduced these facilities here, and brought them into general use, a very large percent, of the profits of the crops, which now go to
the middle men or jobbers, will be retained in the bauds of the farmer,
and will be laid out in the general improvements of the country.
Every \*ear adds some new and important labor-saving machine to the
list of agricultural implements and machinery.
The present year is
likely to be marked by an innovation, the importance of which to the
prosperity of the country can be but little less than the invention of the
steam engine, or the application of steam to the propelling of vessels or
I refer to the invention of the steam plow.
railroad cars.
The subject
of applying steam to the tilling of the soil has attracted the attention of
inventors in nearly all civilized countries for years past; but a citizen of
California is likely to be the first to succeed in the accomplishment of this

grand achievement.
We have tw'o competitors for the high honor of inventing and putting
into practical use a travelling steam plow.
One, it is true, has as yet
only built a model, but the principle upon which it is constructed, and
the simplicity of the application of the principle to the end required,
The
gives good judges a high degree of confidence in its final success.
other has built a powerful working machine, said to be capable of plowing, sowing and planting from forty to fifty acres of grain per day.
This latter machine was tried, to the entire satisfaction of many skilful
mechanics and practical farmers, at the late fair of the -Mechanics' Insti-
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San Francisco, and I am happy to be able to announce that it
has today arrived in this city, and will be put to a practical test on the
stock grounds, during the present fair.
Coming here, fellow farmers, as we are wont to do each year, and layour silk
ing the products of our farms, our vineyards, our orchards,
of
the
altar
flocks
and
dairies
our
improvement, and
upon
plantations,
let us not forget, first,
justly feeling a pride in view of our achievements,
that we are indebted for all these blessings to an over-ruling Providence,
who shapes and guides the destinies of nations and of individuals with
the same certainty and by the same unei'ring laws of cause and effect as
He brings day to succeed night and season to succeed season.
Let us remember that our State is comparatively new that the soil
we cultivate is virgin soil, which has. laid untouched by man for thousands of years, accumulating, little by little, the very qualities for which
we prize it the very elements which renders it so productive. Let us
remember that every crop we take from this land, every grain of wheat,
takes away a certain
barley, oats or corn we gather from our fields,
quantity of their productive qualities these elements of growth and
that unless we return an equal quantity of these elements, our land must
tute, at

—

—

—

—

inevitably deteriorate and finally become poor and unproductive.
Let us then learn wisdom in the days of our youth. Let us take
Let us shun the shoals upon
lessons from the experience of our fathers.
which the ships bearing the rich first product of many a young State have
been stranded. In the plain language of a farmer, let us give our soil

manure and time to recuperate and keep it rich, as we give our farm
horses grain and rest to invigorate and keep them fat. It has been well
and truly said, that " be who makes a blade.of grass grow where nothing
grew before, is a benefactor of mankind." It may with equal truth be
said that he who wantonly and uselessly destroys the productive
qualities of the soil which he, for the time being, is permitted to occupy,
thus decreasing by thousands and tens of thousands the blades of grass,
or grains or bushels of wheat which that soil is capable of growing, is a
malefactor of mankind. He thus heedlessly destroys the capability of
the earth for sustaining the lives of his own children and of generations
The practice which has been in years past so much in
in the future.
vogue in this State, of burning the straw and stubble of our grain crops,
cannot be too emphatically condemned. The only true system, to secure
continued success, is that of summer fallowing and early sowing. This
system gives the soil the necessary rest, and has the advantage of much
We refrain from following this subgreater economy in the cultivation.
The able
ject further in the brief time allowable to an opening address.
is to deliver the annual address will doubtless discuss the
who
gentleman
various subjects connected with our agricultural resources and practices
more in detail than it would be proper for me to do and with more

—

ability than I pretend to possess.
The most that I desire to do is to call attention to the leading evidences of our prosperity as a commonwealth. To do this we need not
go beyond the exhibition which we have met here to-night to inaugurate.
We have here striking evidences of this prosperity spread out before us.
We see here a bird's-eye view of all the industries of the State. None
but a prosperous people could make an exhibition like the one we here
behold none but a highly enlightened and intelligent people can appreWe
ciate the benefits or enjoy the advantages of such an exhibition.
see before us many evidences of high invention and mechanical genius.
We discover the unerring proofs of most perfect operative skill the

—

—
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rough and raw materials directly from our mines and farms, the powermachinery and useful inventions of our mechanics, the beautiful and

ful

useful fabrics of our manufactures, the rich, delicate, as well as magnificent works of art, are all here, arranged with so much skill and taste as
to form a complete and perfect whole.
Indeed, the grand display before
us is in itself a most magnificent picture, the conception and execution
of which gives evidence of a high order of artistic skill.
might
.dwell with pleasure and profit upon the special merits of individual
exhibitions, but each and every exhibitor is entitled to so much credit
that it would be invidious to discriminate.
There is one feature in this exhibition so particularly striking and so
commendable to all the exhibitors, that I cannot refrain from speaking
of it in terms of high praise and especial approval. I refer to the spirit
However
of kindness and accommodation so manifest on every hand.
high the rivalry of different exhibitors in the same department may
seem, I am satisfied that the same spirit which now obtains will be manifested to the close of the fair, and if so, the exhibition must be attended
with beneficial results.
Improvement is the great object of all these industrial exhibitions.

We

To accomplish the greatest good, with the means afforded them, has
been and is the aim of the officers and managers of this society. To do
even-handed justice between each and every exhibitor is the most ardent
wish of every member and officer of the Board; and I now assure you
that they will do all they can on their part to conduct the fair to a
termination which shall be as satisfactory as its beginning is auspicious;
and I know I need not call on those I now address to second their
efforts in this respect.
Thanking you, each and all, for the exhibitions
you have been pleased to make, and particularly for the kind attention
with which you have listened to the few remarks I have felt called upon
to offer, I will bid

you

all

a cordial good night.
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ANNUAL ADDRESS.
DELIVERED BEFORE THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, SEPTEMBER
TWENTY-FIRST, EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY-EIGHT.

By JUDGE

J. B.

CROCKETT.

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen:

— not

We of California are a "fast" people
that term, but in its literal acceptation.

only in the slang sense of
speak of a "fast"
young lady, we mean one who is not over modest; who delights in a
flashy st\de of dress; who drives tandem or four-in-hand with the skill
of a Jehu ; who talks loudly at the opera, and is always doing things on
the very verge of impropriety. When we refer to a "fast" young man,
we mean one who sports the most delicate kids and the most impracticable necktie; who drinks none but the best brandy, and a good deal of

When we

it; who keeps a fancy team and several thoroughbred setter dogs; and
who, when scarce of cash, either sponges on his friends or patronizes

"free lunches."
It is not to be denied that we of California, as a
people, are somewhat
"fast" in this slang sense. We not only like to create a sensation, both
at hojne and abroad, but we sometimes accomplish that result by methods
of very questionable propriety.
We delight to show the world that we
can perform achievements at which older communities would stand
Whatever is difficult of accomplishment has to us a peculiar
aghast.
fascination; and if other people deem it impracticable, that is a conclusive argument why we should immediately set about doing it.
We are,
emphatically, a people of extremes, and are not content to follow precedents simply because they are old.
When we turn our attention to
horse racing, nothing but the most thoroughbred and high priced stock
will answer our purposes.
Hence we import, at fabulous prices, Norfolk
and Lodi, two of the fleetest racei^ in the world, and who compose the
fancy team of that "fast" young blood, the public of California. In
former days, when the continental railway was only beginning to dawn
on our hopes as a bright vision of the future, we established a "Pony
Express" across the Plains, which made the fastest "pony" time on
record.
I shall never forget the intense thrill of excitement which
pervaded the busy crowds on Montgomery street, as the first pony, with
his hatless rider, came
dashing at full speed up the street, with dates
from St. Louis less than fifteen daj's old. But the "Pony Express" was
not enough for us. We needed a daily mail-coach line across the continent; so, one bright afternoon, we heard the coachman's horn sounding
its most
enlivening notes at the south end of Montgomery street, and,
10
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Overland coach, drawn by a spanking team,
from St. Louis less than twenty days old.
But the Overland Mail coach and the " Ponj' Express " have become
obsolete institutions.
They were too slow for so "fast" a people, and
have dwindled into utter insignificance in comparison with our marvellous achievements in building railroads. We have not only invented a
machine which will lay five or six miles of track per day, but have
scaled the lofty summit of the Sierra with an engineering skill which has
no parallel, and the beautiful echoes of Donner Lake and Tahoe, those
gems of our mountain scenery, are now awakened by the bell of the
locomotive and the whistle of the steam engine, whilst the great railway
is being pushed across the sand}^ plains beyond with a celerity which
almost outstrips the fan oy. Thus it is in all things, we are a "fast"
people. If we set about the building of a fine hotel, we decorate it more
elaborately and furnish it more splendidty than any other hotel, as the
magnificent structures of that class in San Francisco bear witness. The
dining-room of the Lick House is said to be finest dining saloon in any
Soo, too, in many of our private dwellings,
public house in the world.
all that art can contribute to luxury or comfort is invoked by this
"
immediately

after, the first

rattled past, with a mail

'•

fast

people.

In like manner, when our proclivities run in more vicious channels,
they are equally indicative of our contempt for old precedents and of
our rapid advance in the alluring paths of vice. If a man makes up his
mind to become a gambler, he gambles on a grand scale; if a thief, he
will steal every thing, from a pocket handkerchief to a grand piano; if
a robber, he will garrote you for a quarter of a dollar, or rob an express
if a swindler, he will
messenger of fifty thousand dollars in bullion
cheat you out of anything, from a penny whistle to a gold mine; if a
fraudulent bankrupt, he will fail for a million and pay his creditors five
cents on the dollar.
;

Are we not, then, emphatically a "fast" people? Do we not, in some
respects, bear a striking resemblance to the "fast" young lady who
wears xevy low-neck dresses and very high heeled boots; who is Y>arti"
stunning"
cularly fond of champagne and terrapin stews, dresses in a
and is only deterred from smoking cigars because it might affect
her breath; or to the fancy young man, with the irreproachable kids,
whose chief occupation is to cultivate his moustache, drive a spanking
team, and give expensive oyster suppers, .to be paid for with money box--

st3'le,

rowed from his friends ?
But if we are a " fast" people

in the slang sense, it is not to be denied
are also a fast people in the more literal and comprehensive
meaning of the term. It was but eighteen years, on the ninth day of
and
this present month, since California was admitted into the Union
it is only about twenty years since Marshall found the first gold, in the
American River, near the old saw mill. Has history, either ancient or
modern, recorded any such progress as ours, in so brief a period? A
becoming modesty, perhaps, should prompt us to leave to others the task
of recording our achievements ; but inasmuch as excessive modesty is
not an American, and particularly a California virtue, I propose to trace
briefly this wonderful progress back to its source, that we may thereby
be enabled the more clearly to foresee the future.
It is. perhaps, but a natural feeling of gratified vanity which generally
prompts us to take to ourselves more credit than we deserve for results
which we have aided to achieve. In reviewing the brief but wonderful
career of our favored State, we are but too prone to imagine that the

that

we

;
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marvellous results which have been achieved are attributable less to natural causes than to our superior intelligence, indomitable energy and
To these I attribute a liberal share, but by no
profound sagacity.

means the greater proportion of the immense progress which California
has made, not only

in

material wealth, but in

all

the high walks of civil-

ization.

The true secret of our rapid growth in all that constitutes the real
greatness and grandeur of a State, lies chiefly in the fact that nature has
furnished us with a genial climate of unparalleled salubrity; with a
soil of unexampled fertility, diversified with beautiful plains, enchanting
the whole being washed
valleys, undulating hills and rugged mountains
on one side by the Pacific Ocean, with its healthful breezes, and intersected by navigable streams from the mountains to the sea. When we
remember that these beautiful plains and valleys not only rival the delta
of the Nile in their wonderful fertility, but far excel it in the variety of

—

their products and in the salubrity of the climate, and that these rugged
mountains are not only covered with gigantic forests of valuable timber,
but contain within their rocky caverns hidden treasures which have long
since put to an open shame the story of Aladdin and his lamp, it requires
no profound political economist to disclose by subtle reasoning the real
Where nature has been
secret of our unexampled progress as a people.
.so prodigal in her gifts, tempting the husbandman with such generous
returns for his labor, stimulating the enterprise of the miner with such
enormous stores of hidden wealth, and infusing new energy into the
merchant by spreading out before him the Pacific Ocean, with its sunny
islands and its distant shores courting our growing commerce, the wonder is not that we have accomplished so much but that we have not
accomplished more. The truth is, that we are so absorbed in the daily
pursuits of business, in the fierce strife of politics, in the eager rivalry
for wealth and in the frivolities of fashion, that we but seldom pause to
contemplate the boundless resources of our favored State and to return
Of all people
thanks to God for the goodly heritage lie has given us.
who breathe the free air of heaven, we have the best reason not only to
bo, satisfied with our condition, but to be devoutly thankful for the innumerable blessings which we enjoy. I say this in no spirit of exaggeraLet us
tion, but as a fact which is capable of complete demonstration.
see if it is so.
In the first place, good health is essential to the happiness of every
human being. The poor invalid, pining on his bed of anguish, is blind to
the beauties of nature, deaf to the "concord of sweet sounds," indifferent
to all the appliances of luxury and art, and consumed with the longing,
eager desire for renewed health. In no other countrv can there be found
such assurance of good health as in California. With a genial, agreeable climate, subject to but few variations in temperature, with an atmosphere of wonderful purity, kept fresh and sweet by the trade winds from
the Pacific, and with no summer showers to produce a putrid mass of

decaying vegetable matter in the summer months, it is not a matter of surprise that robust health is the general rule, and serious sickness, except from constitutional or abnormal causes, is the rare exception. All strangers observe the beautifully developed forms, the rounded
and with a
limbs, swelling bust and rosy cheeks of California children
climate so favorable to sound health and muscular development, if we
shall properly train the moral and mental faculties, the men and women
hereafter to grow up in California will furnish the first types of the
Anglo-Saxon race. The time is not distant when invalids from all parts
;
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of the world will flock to California to avoid the extreme cold of Northern winters, the sultry heat of Southern summers, and to breate the
health-giving breezes of our mountains and valleys.
The great continental railway will soon bring us crowds of such visitors, who will pause amidst the sublime scen'ery of the Sierras to drink
in renewed health by the shores of Donner Lake, or to fish for trout in
the pellucid waters of Lake Taboe after which they will find their way
to the world-renowned Yosemite, to the celebrated Geysers, to Calistoga,
and other fashionable watering places. They will see our magnificent
bay and our great commercial emporium. They will ramble through our
beautiful valleys, and partake of our delicious fruits. The}- will pluck
oranges and lemons, fresh from the trees, at Los Angeles; delicious peaches
from the orchards of Yuba and El Dorado ; luscious figs from the gardens
of Sacramento; monster strawberries from the vines of Santa Clara;
splendid grapes from the vineyards of Sonoma and Contra Costa; and
;

magnificent plums and pears from any place at which the}- happen to be.
They will driuk pure soda water as it bubbles up from its native fountain
at Napa, or at the Saratoga of the Pacific.
They will feast on raisins
made from California grapes, and grow merry upon wines from California
vineyards. They will sleep under the finest blankets in the world, made

from California wool, at California factories.
The}' will replenish their
wardrobes with splendid woollen cloths of California make and, if need
be, the ladies of the party can, ere long, purchase fine dresses, woven in
In travelling, the}7 will be conCalifornia looms, from California silk.
in
fine
coaches
of
California
make, in magnificent steamers conveyed
structed in California, or over good railroads built at the rate of three
;

miles per day.
Is this a rnei^e fancy sketch ? or is it not, on the contrary, the soberest
of realities? We all know that there is not the least exaggeration in
the picture; and another year will witness just such crowds of visitors
as I have predicted' not only from the Atlantic States, but from Europe
who will come as invalids in pursuit of health, but will remain from
choice when they shall have realized the true condition of affairs.
But our climate is not all that we have to be thankful for. On the
contrary, we have a soil of such unexampled fertility, and capable of
producing such a variety of useful crops, as to open up avenues of untold
wealth in the future. Long after our mines shall have been exhausted,
when quartz mills and crushers, "longtoms" and rockers, flumes and
sluices, amalgamating pans and roasting furnaces, shall, with us, be remembered only as things of the misty past, and cherished like some
golden dream of childhood, our waving fields of grain, our vine-clad
countless herds dotting the mountains and vallevs, our
bills, our
groves of mulberry feeding many millions of the silkworm, our teeming orchards and blooming gardens, will present a scene of rural
beauty and of agricultural wealth which no other country can rival.Only think of what we have already accomplished and arc now doing in
that respect. In eighteen hundred and fifty-three, flour at San Francisco
was worth forty dollars per barrel, and we paid in one year six or eight
This was
millions of dollars for breadstuff's imported into this State.
but fifteen years ago. In this year of grace, eighteen hundred and
sixty-eight, it is computed that our crop of wheat alone will amount to
about twenty millions of bushels, more than one-half of which will be
sent abroad at remunerative prices. Last year we shipped large quantities of flour to New York, and sold it at a profit, after paying three dollars per barrel for freight.
Very large shipments of grain were also

—
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Europe, with the same favorable results. Thus, in the great
of the world California alread}T occupies a conspicuous
markets
grain

made

to

excellence of
place, noted not only for the quantity produced, but for the
we as yet have a population of only
we have about sixty-five millions of
aci'es suitable for agricultural purposes, less than two millions of which
When it is borne in mind that, owing to the
are in actual cultivation.

Let it be remembered that
its quality.
about live hundred thousand, whilst

can
fertility of the soil and the variety of its products, a family
he maintained in comfort upon an area incredibly small, as compared
with other countries, it requires no prophetic vision to foresee that,
when our unoccupied millions of acres shall be reduced to cultivation,
and improved methods of culture shall be introduced, we can not only
support a population of many millions, but California must, of necessity,
become one of the richest agricultural districts on the habitable globe.
It is, therefore, to the farmer, the honest tiller of the soil, that we must
And
chiefly look for the highest development of our material wealth.
here let me inquire, what other country wears so captivating an aspect
His lands will produce
to the thrifty, enterprising, industrious former?
from twenty-five to thirty bushels of grain per acre, with moderate care;
and the next year he will get a good volunteer crop of twelve or fifteen
bushels to the acre, without sowing. His grain is free from weevil, but
seldom damaged by rust or smut, can be harvested without fear of rain,
and then thrashed and piled up in the field until sent to market. The
winters arc so mild that but little fuel is required, and, for the same
When we add that all kinds of
reason, stock demand but little feeding.
stock thrive and grow beyond precedent, comparative!}' free from disease, and that the most delicious fruits and the finest vegetables abound
on every side, we complete the picture of this farmers' elysium. But
why need I repeat facts which you all know better than I?
weary you with dry details, which are as familiar to you all as the days
Suffice it to say, that whilst these millions of acres
of the week?
remain untilled, let no ungrateful wretch complain that he can find no
work for his hands to do in California. Instead of loafing about the
cities earning a precarious living, often by questionable methods, and
daily complaining of a lack of employment, let him go into the country
and rent, if he cannot buy, a small piece of land. If he will then go to
work upon it with courage and industry, abstain from vices, deport himself honestly, and thank God that his lot has been cast in so goodly a
If
land, he will soon have cause of gratitude to me for this advice.
unmarried, he will soon be worthy to become the husband of some honest
his bounden duty
girl, which, if he be a sensible man, he will consider it

amazing

Why

to do.

But it is not in agriculture alone that the future wealth and grandeur of
Much of the raw mateCalifornia are to find their culminating point.
rial we produce must be fashioned by the cunning skill of the artisan
Our wool must be woven into
into new forms of beauty and utility.
cloths, carpets and blankets; our silk into beautiful fabrics, to adorn our
wives and daughters, and to lend an additional grace to fair women in
other lands. The rough marble in our quarries must be hewn into forms
of grace and beauty, to adorn our dwellings, or perchance to perpetuate
Our fine woods must be
our names by means of urns and obelisks.
carved and polished into shapes of symmetry for use or ornament, whilst
our coarser woods are transferred into clipper ships or ocean steamers.
In short, manufacturing and mechanical skill is the twin sister of agri"lJture, and the two have thus far advanced in California like two young
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maidens, hand in band; at first, with timid, faltering steps, as if doubtful
but later, with the firm, elastic tread of two
to proceed
coquettish damsels who feel well assured of an easy triumph. In fact,
the struggle is already ended and the victory won. A State with only
a half million of inhabitants, which can raise in a single year twenty
millions of bushels of wheat, ten millions of pounds of wool and twelve
millions of gallons of wine, is already on a firm and stable footing, as
regards its agricultural interests; and when it can build such steamboats
as now ply on our waters, manufacture such woollen fabrics as we have
seen on exhibition, such steam engines as our foundries turn out, such
superb cutlery as we now produce, such magnificent furniture, such
beautiful carriages, such excellent boots and shoes, such splendid glassware and pottery, and a thousand other articles which I have not space
to enumerate, we may well conclude that California is rapidly assuming
a high position amongst those States most justly renowned for mechanical skill and manufacturing enterprise; but we require something in

whether

;

addition* to all this to make us a really great and prosperous people.
It has been truly and beautifully said that commerce is the hand-maid of
agriculture and manufactures, ready to do their behests and always awaiting their commands. It is its province to promote an interchange of
commodities between nations as well as between individual citizens.
Without its aid our surplus grain would rot in our storehouses; our
native wines would find no purchasers; our beautiful woollen fabrics
would cease to exist, and our magnificent floating palaces would decay
No more railroads would be built, and the shrill music
at their docks.
of the steam whistle would no longer startle the echoes in our mountain

gorges.

Our commerce, though yet

in its early infancy, gives promise of a
In this respect, also, nature has
a
robust
and
maturity.
youth
vigorous
lavished her gifts upon us most profusely. She has spread out before us
the great Pacific ocean, which is already whitened with the sails of all
civilized nations; and has carved out from amongst our bills a magnificent harbor, in which all the navies of the world might safely ride at
anchor. She has placed us in a temperate climate, midway between the
northern snows and tropical heats, as if to allure toward our shores the
products of the Arctic and the Torrid zones. She has confronted us with
the vast hordes of China and Japan, upon whom the light of a true civShe has filled our mountains with
ilization is but beginning to dawn.
silver and gold,, which are the great mediums of exchange throughout
the world. She has covered our hills with magnificent forests, to supply
us with clipper ships, and with rich copper mines to furnish the fastenShe has placed us in the direct line of travel, b}* the nearest route,
ings.
between Europe and the East Indies. In short, she has so arranged it
that California must of necessity command the trade of this vast ocean
and that San Francisco shall become the key to a great commerce, whose
ramifications will penetrate every corner of the civilized world.
Nor have we been slow to avail ourselves of these great advantages.
Large fleets of clipper ships, built expressly for our trade, ride at anchor
in our noble bay.
Splendid ocean steamers convey passengers and
freights up and down our coasts, while our inland waters are daily vexed
with the keels of heavily laden vessels. Railroads traverse our valleys
The merin many directions, and more are being rapidly constructed.
chants of San Francisco have erected a magnificent exchange for the
conduct of commercial transactions; whilst our bankers receive and send
forth from their marble palaces daily streams of gold, to fructify industry
;
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and invigorate our commerce. In addition to all this, we have recently
established a line of ocean steamers to China and Japan, which is to open
a new chapter in the history of those ancient and mysterious nations.
Their musty secrets arc to be revealed, their habits and modes of life
scrutinized, their industries examined and their commerce vastly
To the people of California this enterprise is one of immense
enlarged.
It foreshadows a commercial intercourse with those rich
significance.
and populous empires which at an early day will swell into vast proportions as seriously to affect the great channels of trade throughout the
world: and there are some persons who are sanguine in the belief that,
owing to our central position on the great highway of travel, between
the Occident and the Orient, the day is not far remote when San Francisco will become, as London now is, the great centre of exchange for
the whole world.
But the ocean line to China and Japan would be comparatively of
little value unless it connected with a railway across the continent.
This
great link in the highway of nations is already nearly an accomplished
The summits of the Sierra Nevada and the Rocky Mountains have
fact.
been scaled by the iron horse, who has frightened the buffalo and the
grizzly bear from their accustomed haunts, and is pushing his triumphant
way rapidly across the arid plains of the Great Basin. In a few short
months this gigantic work will stand forth, in all its beautiful and grand
proportion, an accomplished fact, a marvel of engineering skill, a noble
monument of national and individual enterprise; no longer a myth, a
chimera of the brain, but a glorious, visible, tangible reality, creating
and dispensing wealth, peopling the desert places, building up towns
and cities, with churches and school houses, and distributing abroad the
rich products of our own and other lands.
I shall thank God if I shall
be permitted to live to witness this realization of so grand a scheme of
national improvement.
In the year eighteen hundred and fifty-one,
whilst residing at

St. Louis, I delivered an address on the occasion of
breaking ground for the construction of the Hannibal and St Joseph
" The
Eailroad, in the State of Missouri and on that occasion t said
time is not far distant when } ou will be able to travel from St. Joseph,
on the Indian frontier, to Boston, the heart of New England, or from
New Orleans, on the Gulf, to New York, on the Atlantic, in the space of
three days. Nor, I hope, is the day very remote, when the costly fabrics
of the East Indies and the gold of California will be conveyed from
the El Dorado of the Pacific to St. Louis, the metropolis of the west, in
the short space of five or six days." I then had but a faint hope that I
should live to see this prediction verified; and yet, seventeen years
later, here 1 am to-day, in the Capital of California, at the opposite end
:

;

t

of the great railway, within a stone's throw of its locomotives, as they
come thundering down from the summit of the Sierra Nevada, eight
thousand feet above the level of the sea, and rejoicing with you at the
near consummation of this great enterprise
Having aided to inaugurate its commencement, at one of its Eastern termini, I shall esteem
T
myself doubly fortunate if it shall be m} lot to unite with .you at its
Western terrains, in celebrating its completion. The day on which the
first through train from New York arrives at Sacramento will mark a
new epoch in our history, and should be celebrated with bonfires and the
ringing of bells, to attest our appreciation of it.
Having thus discussed in a most discursive manner our condition and
prospects as an agricultural, manufacturing and commercial people, it
may naturally be expected that some space should be devoted to our
!
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mining interests, which have hitherto engrossed so large a share of
public attention, and have exerted so tremendous an influence upon our
own and other States. But the theme is too prolific to be condensed
within the narrow space which I could allot it, and must be deferred to
some future occasion, if such an one should occur.
But, in conclusion, I beg to remind you that material wealth alone is
not the only nor the chief foundation of national greatness or individual
If the sails of our ships should whiten every sea; if we
happiness
should find a Comstock ledge in every county in the State; or an
Amador mine at every cross road if every trader were a merchant
prince, and every farmer a millionaire, our, gold would turn to worthless
dross, and our riches become a hideous nightmare, unless we combined
;

with them virtue, intelligence, patriotism and high moral principle.
Without these we should be but an ignoble race, and would quiekly»fall
into a premature decay.
It is, therefore, our solemn duty, not only to practice and inculcate these
virtues, but to instil them into our children, who are quickly to succeed us.
As the most potent means to accomplish this end, we must build up,
foster and liberally support our schools and seminaries of learning. The
sons and daughters of our farmers must be something: more than farm
laborers and household drudges.
They must be intelligent and cultivated men and women, profoundly imbued with patriotic feeling and
with high moral principle, before we can safely confide to them the future
destiny of this glorious young State. Our public and private schools
have alread}- attained a high degree of proficiency, but a great deal in
that respect yet remains to be accomplished, and I hail it as one of the

great events of the day, that a State University is soon to be established
on a liberal basis, which will bring the means of a thorough education
within the reach of all. But there is an important means of education
outside of schools and colleges which should not be overlooked. Let
every farmer inculcate upon his children a taste for reading, a fondness
for literature; let him furnish them liberally with suitable books and
newspapers, and particularly those pertaining to agriculture and hortiHe will quickly find that he has planted a germ which will
culture.
T
As yet our State has not
rapidly expand into usefulness and beaut3
been prolific in such publications; but we have one. the California
Farmer, first issued in January, 1854, and which, amidst many discouragements, has been diffusing light and knowledge on such subjects for
more than fourteen years past. Such enterprise and perseverance as this
deserves a generous reward; and, in this age of progress, it is to the
public press that we are in a great measure indebted for the rapid strides
we are making towards a yet higher civilization.
.

And now, my friends, it only remains for me to congratulate you on
the brilliant future which awaits this grand young State, and the bright
prospects which are opening out before the farmers of California. With
a country so favored by nature, so blessed of God, in all that contributes
to the happiness of man, with a wise and benificent form of government
protecting us in our rights of person and property, stimulating enterprise, diffusing intelligence and dispensing its kindly but invigorating
influence through all the pursuits of life, if we perform our duty as
intelligent, patriotic and upright men and women, California will soon
become the brightest star which is emblazoned on our national flag the
crowning gem in our nation's diadem.

—
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ADDRESS BY GENERAL

J.

BIDWELL.

DELIVERED BEFORE THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, SEPTEMBER
EIGHTEENTH, EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY-EIGHT.

About nine p. m. John Bidwell, of Butte, was introduced to the
audience by I. N. Hoag, and delivered a neat and forcible speech,
commencing by extolling the exhibition as far surpassing its predeHe said that if we went on progressing in the future as we
cessors.
had done in the past, hardly any man could anticipate our future greatness; but although we had done much, much still remained to be done.
Wherever he had been upon the Atlantic seaboard, he had found a
dearth of general intelligence concerning California her products and
her capacity. It would redound to the great benefit of this State if
there should be sent to the Department of Agriculture at Washington,
from some reliable source, specimens of our cereals and other products,

—

properly labelled and glass-jarred. He had raised some wheat upon his
farm which he defied anybody to beat, and he would like to have some
He was
of that wheat exhibited in the Patent Office at Washington.
told there was some wheat in the exhibition which could beat his; if so.
all he could say was that it must be exceedingly good, for he believed
It would be of real
his wheat to be the best ever raised in California.

advantage to the State, in his judgment, if the State Agricultural Society
would collect and forward specimens of our products to the Agricultural
If the masses upon the Atlantic seaboard could
Bureau at Washington
see a worthy exhibition of our products, thousands would come here
who had at present no idea of leaving the East. He really believed that
within the next five years the population of this State would be more
than trebled, and thought that our State was capable of sustaining many
In the way of manufactures we could, even
millions of inhabitants.
now, in our infancy, compete in the quality of the articles manufactured,
with any country in the world. We were only in the morning dawn of
our existence, and our career was onward and upward. The great labor
He believed the
question of our country, he thought, would solve itself.
steam plow, if not already a success, was assuredly destined to be so in
He believed that steam, that great power which was
a short period.
now moving the world, would eventuall}*, and that at no distant period,
be applied to pulverizing the ground; and that was nearly the whole
Failure of good crops generally resulted from want
secret of farmiug.
The old plow should
of proper plowing proper pulverizing of the soil
be thrown away; it would not answer, as it rather polished than pulverized the soil. Nothing but steam would accomplish the latter purWhen he gazed around him and saw what had been accomplished
pose.
in this State, and then looked forward and attempted to grasp its future,
he was overwhelmed. He was proud to be a ^citizen of the United
States, and proud to be a resident of California, the brightest part of all
America. We had surmounted every obstacle in the way of making our
country respected, permanent and great, and we were imbued with all
the elements of perpetuity there was no nation in the world that would
nor dare to attack us. We were able to compete with foreign nations
either in the pursuits of peace or on the field of battle, and there was no
taller man upon this globe than a free American citizen.

—

;
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TRIALS OF SPEED IN

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

1868.

15th.

TIRST TRIAL.
Trotting Race.
dollars.

— Mile heats;

free for all stallions; purse

— three hundred

Entries.

Gallar enters

b.

s.

H. Shear enters

g.

s.

J. B.

C.
P.

Hopkins enters br

s.

Hiram "Woodruff.
Paddy Magee.
Ben Franklin.

Result.

Paddy Magee

Ill

Ben. Franklin

2

Hiram Woodruff

3

Time—2:43

j

3 dis.
2
2

2:33}; 2:34*.

SECOND TRIAL.

—

Mile heats three in five free for all horses that have
Trotting Race
never beaten two-fifty; purse one hundred and fifty dollars.
;

—

;

Entries.

Gallar enters g. g. Robin Rough.
b.
g Broderick.
L. G. Butler enters dun g. Billy Poorman.
0. Lewis enters b. g. General Grant.
1. La Rook enters ch. m. Columbia Maid.
J. B.

C.

H. Shear enters

Result.

12 11
12 14
13 3 3 2 2

Poorman

2

General Grant
Robin Rough

3

Billy

Columbia Maid

4

Broderick

d

Time— 2:44;

2:43J; 2:43 J; 2:43J

;

2:4

2

dis.

4

4

4

3 dis.
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16th.

FIRST TRIAL.

Running Race.

— Two-mile beats;

free for all

;

purse

—four hundred

dol-

lars.

Entries.

C. S. Williams enters

b. s.

Compromise, sired by Langford; dam, Fanny

Howard, by Medoc.
N. Coombs enters ch. sorrel Glenwild, sired by Billy Cheatham; dam.
Emma Taylor, by imp. (ilencoe.
John Hall enters Isola, sired by Colossus; dam, Zador, by imp. Belshazzar.

enters Bloomsbury, sired by Boston

Thomas Atchison

;

dam by Orphan

Boy.
Result.

2
3

3

Compromise

11
2
12 3

Glenwild

4

dis.

Bioomsbury
Isola

Time— 3:39;

3:44f; 3:48.

SECOND TRIAL.

—

Running Race. Mile and repeat; free for
three hundred dollars.

all

three year olds

;

purse

—

Entries.

Thomas Winters

enters

b.

m. Lou. Barnes;

by Winnebago.
C. S. 'Williams enters b. s. Kirby
R. T. O'Hanlon enters Cricket,

sire,

Belmont; dam. Evadne,

Smith sire, Gladiator dam. U K.
by Rifleman; dam, Fashion, by Bel;

;

mont.
Result.

Lou. Barnes
Kirby Smith

1

1

2
2
3 dis.

.*

Cricket

Time— 1:49*;

l:49f.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

17th.

FIRST TRIAL.
Trotting Race.-*- Three in five
lars.

;

free for all; purse

— three

hundred

dol-
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Entries.

L. Eoff enters bl. g. J. G. Downey.
E. Hice enters b. g. Gus Bilger.
J. B. Gallar enters b. m. May Queen.
Chas. H. Shear enters g. s. Paddy Magee.
J.

Result.

Ill

May Queen
J.G.Downey

2

Paddy Magee

dis.

Gus Bilker
o

dis.

Time— 2:29;

2

2

2:29i; 2:31.

SECOND TRIAL.

—

Mile heats tbree in five ; free for all six year olds, or
Trotting Race.
under, raised in California; purse three hundred dollars.

—

;

Entries.

W.

C. Merrill enters

b. h.

John Thompson enters
J.

Daniels enters

b. g.

Jim.

g. g. C.

W.

Moulthrop.

Eegulator.

Result.

112
111
2

Moulthrop

2

Eogulator

Jim

2

2

dis.

Time—2:41£;

2:37; 2:32|; 2:35|

FEIDAY, SEPTEMBEE

;

2:33}.

18th.

FIRST TRIAL.

—

Running Race. Two-mile heats
four hundred dollars.

;

free for all three

year olds; purse

—

Entries.

Thomas Atchison enters dark
U K; three years old.
Theo. Winters enters

b.

f.

b.

m. White Stocking, by Yolcian

;

dam,

Lou. Barnes, by Belmont; dam. Evadne, by

Winnebago.
C. B.

Lusk

enters Cricket, by Eifleman

;

dam, Fashion, by Belmont.
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Result.

Lou Barn es
White Stocking

2

2

withdrawn.

Cricket

Time— 3:55

2-5; 4:02*.

SECOND TRIAL.
Running Race.

— Mile

and repeat;

free for all; purse

— three

hundred

dollars.
Entries.

N. Coombs enters ch.

g.

May-be-so, by Ashland

;

dam, Becky Bector, by

Medoc.
J.

F.

Walker enters

s.

s.

UK;

Lancaster, by Owendale; dam,

four

old.

years
B. T. Leet enters

b. s.

Ten Brock, by Cosmo; dam, Fanny Howard.
Result.

May-be-so
Lancaster

Ten Brock

Time—1:49 J

;

1

2
3

2
3

1:51*.

SATUBDAY, SEPTEMBEB

^

1

19th.

FIRST TRIAL.
Trotting Race.

— Two

miles and repeat; free for all; purse

— four hun-

dred dollars.
Entries.
J. L. Eoff enters b. g. J. CI. Downey.
B Bice enters b. g. Gus. Bilger.
J. B. Grallar enters b. m. May Queen.

Result.

Downey

1

1

Bilger

2

2

withdrawn.

May Queen
Time— 5:173

;

5:16f.

SECOND TRIAL.

—

Mile heats; three in five; free for all horse's that have
Trotting Race
never shown better than two forty-five; purse two hundred dollars.

—
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Entries.

L. G. Butler enters b. m. Lady Belle.
G. Gallar enters g. g Roscoe.
Pat. Farrell enters bk. m. Jersey Maid.

J.

Result.

Lady

Belle

Jersey Maid
Roscoe

2:36f

1

dis.

2

1

dis.

,

Time— 2:44;

I

2

;

2:40.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER

21st.

FIRST TRIAL.
Race.

— Free for

hundred

all

trotters

and pacers; three-mile heats; purse

— five

dollars.
Entries.

Daniels enters ch. s Bob Burns.
L. Eoff enters bl. h. J. G. Downey.
Pat. Farrell enters s. g. Longfellow.
S.

J.

Result.

Longfellow

'.

Downey
Bob Burns

1

1

2

2

dis.

Time— 7:53

•

8:11.

SECOND TRIAL.

—
heats; three
—oneMile
hundred and

Trotting Race.

under; purse

in five

;

free for all four year olds or

fifty dollars.

Entries.

Geo. Ingles enters dk. b. s. F. F. Low.
A. Mayfield enters g. h. Billy Haywood.
Geo. Evans enters b. f. Harvest Queen.

J.

Result.

F. F.

Low

1

Harvest Queen
Billy

1

I

2
2
2
3 dis.

Haywood
Time— 2:41|;

2:44; 2:42-L
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TUESDAY, SEPTEMBEE

22d.

FIRST TRIAL.

—

Running Race. Single dash of three miles;
hundred dollars.

free for all; purse

— three

Entries.
J.

N. King enters

John Hall enters

b.
b.

m. Dolly.
m. Isola.

E. S. Williams enters

b. s.

Compromise.

Result.
1

Compro mise

2

lsola

withdrawn.

Polly

Time— 5:44*.

SECOND TRIAL.

— Mile heats three
— two hundred and

Running Race.
horses; purse

;

in

five

;

free for all

second-class

fifty dollars.

Entries.

Theo. Winters enters b. m. Nevada.
D. P. Diggs enters s. m. Eed Morocco.
N. Coombs enters ch. g. May-be-so.
C. S. Williams enters b. s. Kirb}T Smith.
James Welsh enters s. s. Ben Franklin.
J. B. Holland enters s. m Ellen Moore.
Result.

112

May-be-so
Ellen Moore
Ben Franklin

Kirby Smith

Nevada
Eed Morocco

4

1

2
3
4

2
5
3

4

5 dis.
3 dr.

5

4

3

2

5

112

3

6 dis.

Time—IAS;

1:491; 1:49*

j

1:50; l:49f.

THIRD TRIAL.
Running Race.

hundred and

— Mile

heats;

free for all

two year olds; purse

— one

fifty dollars.

Entries.

Theo. Winters enters b. c. Eamrod, by Eifleman dam, S. Davis.
John Hall enters b. c. Sacramento, by Eifleman dam, Bonny Belle, by
Belmont.
N. Coombs enters c. c. Tophet, by Ashland; dam, by Billy Cheatham.
;

;
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Result.

12
12

Sacramento
Tophet

1

2
3

Ramrod

Time— 1:50

2-5

;

1:51*

5

3 dis.

1:53.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

23d.

FIRST TRIAL.

Pacing Race.
dred dollars.

— Mile heats;

three in five; free for all; purse

— three hun-

Entries.

m

C. H. Shear enters gr.
Empress.
L. G. Butler enters b. g. Mike O'Brien.
M. Dnil enters g. g. Wonder.
Pat. Farrell enters s. g. Longfellow.
Result.

Longfellow

Ill

Empress
Mike O'Brien

2
2
3 dis

Wo n der

2

dis.

Time— 2:2%

;

2:35f

;

2:36*.

SECOND TRIAL.
Double Team Race.

purse

—

five

hundred

— Mile

heats; three in five; free for

all

trotters;

dollars.
Entries.

Gallar enters g. g. Glencoe Chief and eh. s McClellan.
H. Shear enters g. s. Paddy Magee and sorrel Charley.
John Daniels enters b. g. Regulator and bl. g. Downey.
J. B.

C.

Result.

Ill

Glencoe Chief and mate
Regulator and mate

2

Paddy Magee and mate

dis.

Time— 2:48;

2:40f; 2:42.

2

2
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24th.

FIRST TRIAL.

Running Race.

hundred

— Mile

free for all; purse

heats; three in five;

— four

dollars.
Entries.

Thos. Atchison enters

b. s.

Bloomsbury, by Boston, out of dam of Or-

phan Boy.
C.
S.

T. Williams enters

b.

s.

Compromise, by Langford

Howard, by Medoc.
Daniels enters Lucy Long, by Medoc

;

dam,

U

;

dam. Fanny

K.

Result.

Compromise
Bloomsbury

(Dead
\

Lucy Long

(_

Time—1:50;

heat")
for
[
all three. )

111
2

2

2

dis.

1:52£; 1:50; l:51f.

SECOND TRIAL.

—

Running Race. Mile and repeat
three hundred dollars.

free for all

;

beaten horses; purse

—

Entries.
J. T.

C. S.

U

K.
Lancaster, by Owen Dale dam,
m. Ellen Moore, by George Moore; dam, U K.
"Williams enters b. s. Kirby Smith, by Gladiator; dam, U K.

"Walker enters

John Holland enters

s. c.

;

s

Result.

11
3
13 3

Lancaster
Ellen Moore

2

Kirby Smith

Time— 1:58|

j

2

2

1:47* i 1:501.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

25th.

FIRST TRIAL.
Race.

— Five

hundred

miles out; free for

all

trotters

and pacers; purse

dollars.
Entries.

Pat. Farrell enters s. g. Longfellow.
S. Daniels enters s. h. Bob Burns.
Dan. Denison enters s. g. Api-il Fool.
J. A. Mayhue enters b. g. Dick Gough.

12

— five
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Result.

L o n g fo

1 1

o

w

1

Dick Gough
Bob Burns

2
3

April Fool

4

Time.

— First mile — 2:44}; second mile — 2:45; third mile — 2:46f; fourth

mile— 2:51;

fifth

mile—2 :42J.

Total— 13:49.

SECOND TRIAL.

—

Mile heats; three in five; free for all horses that have
Trotting Race.
never beaten two-forty; purse two hundred dollars.

—

Entries.

John Daniels enters Bobinson Crusoe.
Samuel Daniels enters ch. s. McClellan.
S. C. Bowley enters dun m. Jersey Maid.
C. B. Lush enters s g. Sorrel Charley.
I. La Book enters b. s. Ben Franklin.
Mike Murphy enters r. m. Genoa Maid.
Result.

12 11
12 2

McClellan

Genoa Maid

2
3
5
4

Bobinson Crusoe

drawn.

Sorrel Charley

Jersey Maid
Ben. Franklin

ZYme—2:40J;

2:39f

;

3 dis

5 dis.

4

dis.

2:38; 2:43*.

THIRD TRIAL.
Trotting Race.

— Mile and repeat;

one hundred and

free for all three

year olds; purse

—

fifty dollars.

Entries.

Pat. Farrell enters s g. Westfield.
Eoff enters b. m. Smith Mare.
George Evans enters b. s. Ajax.

J. L.

Result.
1

Ajax
Westfield

dis.

drawn

Smith Mare

Time—2:55.

.
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IN

1868.

FIRST DEPARTMENT.
TIIOROUIIBRED HORSES.

Exhibitor.

Premium.

Animal.

Residence.

Stallions.

John Hall

Alameda
j

John Hall

!

Alameda

L. P. Marshall

Sacramento.

John

Alameda.

Hall.

Best stallion, four years old and
over Woodburn
Best stallion, three years old and
over Jonathan
Best stallion, two years old and
over Medoc
Best stallion colt, under one year

—
—
—

..$50

,.$40
..$30

—

..$15

Ulys
Mares.

John Hall
R. T. Leet

Alameda
,

Sacramento

,.$50

—

..$40

—

Theodore Winters... Solano
R. T. Leet

Best mare, four years old and over,
with colt Moss Rose
Best mare, four years old and over
Flora Gardner
Best mare, two years old Maggie
Dale
Best mare colt, under one year

—

Sacramento.

.

..825

—

Florita

,$15

HORSES— FAMILIES.

Exhibitor.

Daniel Flint.

Sacramento

.

Premium.

Animal.

Residence.

Best dam, other than thoroughbred,
with not. less than three colts
Netty Bly, and her three colts
Yankee Blade, Maid of the Mist

—
—

and Sam Patchen
J. G.

McCracken

Sacramento

..$40

Best stallion, other than thoroughbred, with not less than ten of his
colts

— David

David
Dexter,

Hill.

Hill,
Jr.,

Alice

Runyon, Dash,
Manassas

—

and family
Forney, Fred,

Clapp,

War

Victoria,

Eagle and

92
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HORSES OF ALL WORK.

Exhibitor.

Residence.

Animal.

Premium.

Stallions.
J. G.
S.

McCracken.

Treat

J. C.

Sacramento.
Sacramento.

,

Clark

Sacramento.

Best stallion, four years old and
over David Hill, Jr
Best stallion, three years old and
over Comet
Best stallion, two years old— Green

—
—

Mountain Boy
A. B. Burnes

Sacramento.

Best stallion, one year old

—-Young

Bacchus
C.

H. Shear

iSacramento.

John

Solano

Allen....

Sacramento.

Brewster..

Treat
J. G. McCracken
S.

J

Sacramento.
Sacramento.

..$20

..$15

—

—

Best mare, four years old and over
White Stocking
Best mare, three years old Woodbridge Filly
Best mare, two years old Dash
Best mare, one year old Alice

—

—

Clapp

GRADED HORSES.

Exhibitor.

..$30

Mares.
Best mare, four years old and over,
with colt Alice Mandeville and
colt

W. M.

..$40

—

..$40

..$30
,.$20
,.$15

.$10
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DRAFT HORSES.

Animal.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

Premium.

Stallions.
II.

Sonoma

Wilsey

Sacramento

J. R. Northrup..

Best stallion, four years old and
over Young Raleigh
Best stallion, two years old Young

—

..$30

—

Wallace
R.

S.

Yolo

Carey

Sacramento
Yolo

William Baudeen
W. 13. Gibson

..$15

Mares.
Best mare, three years old Katy
Gregg.
Best mare, two years old Lade
Best mare, one year old Clydesdale

—

,.$20

—
—

.$15
..$10

ROADSTER HORSES.

Animal.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

Premium.

Stallions.

A. J. Rhoads

Sacramento.

Zumalt

Sacramento.

J.

Best stallion, four years old -General Taylor
Best stallion, three years old Capitol

Daniel Flint

—
old — Sam

Boy

Sacramento.

Best stallion, two years

Pluma;

Best geldin fe
over Sam

Patchen
J.

W. Thompson

old

and
..$30

San Francisco. Best mare, four years old and over
Jennie Noyes

,

A. F.Smith

Woodruff
Sacramento..., Best mare,
lotte

Note.

two

j'ears

old

—

— Lady

..$30

— Char-

..$20

Sacramento.... Best mare, three years old

A. Neubaur

..$30
..$20

four years

,

Mares.
A. Guerrero

..$40

Ml

— Lady

in a
race for society's purse, and is therefore excluded from competition for
premium, according to rules. Com-

Bell

trotted

—

mittee.

Jno. C. Morrison, Jr. San Francisco. Best matched team of carriage horses
Kate Allen and Hettie Allen,

—

,

E. M. Skaggs.

Bangor and Norwich, and Hebe
and Psyche
Sacramento..., Best double team roadsters
Lady
Bell and Lady Washington
Note. Roscoe and Robin Ruff,

—

—

having

trotted

in

R. S.Carey

'Yolo.

Best saddle horse

,.$40

a race, are ex-

cluded from taking premium.
mittee.

..$40

— Tom

— Com..$15
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COLTS.

Animal.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

Premium.

Horse.

A. J. Rhoads.

C. Gosling...

.

L. A. Upson.

.

C. Gosling...

,

Sr.craniento.

— Jim Moore
— Young Taylor
Mare.
Best yearling — Jessie
—
Best .suckling Rosalie

Sacramento.

Best exhibit of not

Sacramento.... Best yearling
Sacramento.... Best suckling

.830

Sacramento.

.S20
.815

less

.$20

than six

owned by one person, of
any sex or age Flora's family of
colts,

—

eight colts

,$50

SWEEPSTAKE HORSES.

Exhibitor.

Whipple and Teaklo

Residence.

Animal.

Premium.

95
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DEVON CATTLE.

Exhibitor.

Premium.

Animal.

Residence.

Bulls.

Seneca Daniels,

Sonoma.

Best bull, four years old and over

—

Pacific
J.

K. Rose

Sonoma.

Best

Sonoma,

Best

,.$40

— Bloombull, three years old
— Bucephabull, two years old

field

Seneca Daniels,

lus

Seneca Daniels
Seneca Daniels

Sonoma,
Sonoma,

Seneca Daniels

Sonoma

Seneca
Seneca
Seneca
Seneca

Sonoma
Sonoma

Daniels
Daniels
Daniels
Daniels

Sonoma,

Sonoma

—

..$20
r

Best bull, one year old A ictor
Best bull calf Puritan
C0W8.
Best cow, four years old and over

—

,.$25

..$15

,$10

—

Fashion
Best cow, three years old— Fairy....
Best cow, two years old Annie
Best cow, one year old Nelly
Best heifer calf Lassie

,$30
,$25
,$20
,$15
,$10

—
—

—

AYRSHIRE CATTLE.

Exhibitor.

Premium.

Animal.

Residence.

Seneca Daniels.

Sonoma,.

Best bull, four years old and over-

Seneca Daniels.

Sonoma.,

Best cow, four years old and over-

Sir

Walter

,$40

Ruth

,$30

:

GRADED CATTLE.

Exhibitor.

Premium.

Animal.

Residence.

Bulla.

G. N. Swezy..

Yuba

Best bull, four years old and over-

Walsh

.$30

M. Wick

Butte

For bull, four years old and overBedford

P. Burns
G. N. Swezy..

Sacramento...

Best bull, one year old George...
Best bull calf— Franklin
Cows.
Best cow, four years old and over-

A.

W.

Butler.

Yuba
Sacramento...

—

Peggy
G. N. Swezy..
Peter Burns...

Yuba

G. N. Swezy..

Yuba

G. N. Swezy..

Yuba

Sacramento...

—

Best cow, three years old Queen.
Best cow, two years old and over,.
Strawberry
Best cow, one year old and overJennie
Best heifer calf Amelia

—

.Special— $10
$15
$10

,$30
,$20

,$15
,$10
,$10
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DRAFT CATTLE.

Best yoke draft cattle
Brin

C. Luce.,

Premium.

Animal.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

— Bright and
,$10

CATTLE SWEEPSTAKES.

Animal.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

— Apis
— Kate

Yuba
Yuba

G. N. Swezy..
G. N. Swezy.,

Premium.

Best bull, of any age
Best cow, of any age

,$50
,$40

Dunn.

SHEEP.

Butter- Santa Cruz.,

Landrum,

j

field

& Co
<!b

Best stock ram, two years old and
over

,$10

Best three ewes, two years and over

.$10

Butter-

Landrum,
field

Premium.

Animal.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

Co

Santa

Cruz.,

SPANISH MERINO SHEEP.
Premium.

Animal.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

Bams.
J. D. Patterson..

Thos. Cotter

Alameda....

Best ram, two years old and over

Sacramento

Kearsarge
Best ram, two years old

Alameda....

Best three lambs

—
,$20

— Jerome

Maddo
J.

D. Patterson.

,.$15

,$15

Eices.

J. D. Patterson.,

Thos. McConnell

Alameda....
.Sacramento

Best three ewes, two years and over
Best three ewes, under two years....

.$15
.$15

FRENCH MERINO.
Residence.

Exhibitor.

Animal.

Premium.

Rams.

Alameda
Alameda
Alameda

J. D. Patterson
J. D. Patterson
J.

D. Patterson

D. Patterson.
J. D. Patterson.
J. D. Patterson
J.

.

Alameda..

Alameda
Alameda

Best rani, two j-ears and over
Best ram, under two years
Best three ram lambs

Ewes.
Best three ewes, two years and over
Best three ewes, under two years....
Best five ewe lambs

,$20
,$15
..$15

.$15
.$15
,.$15
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GRADED SHEEP.

Animal.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

Premium.

Rams.

Alameda

'Best ram, under two years.
Sacramento.... Best three ram lambs

D. Patterson
Thos. Cotter

J.

.$10
,.$15

Ewes.
Sacramento.... Best three ewes, two years and over
Sacramento.... Best three ewes, under two years

Thos. Cotter
Thos. Cotter

,.$10

.$10

SHEEP— SWEEPSTAKES.

Landrum,
field

Premium.

Butter- Santa Cruz...., Best buck, of any age or breed-

& Co

J. D. Patterson
J.

Animal.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

D. Patterson

1

Sir

I

jAlameda
I

Alameda

Wallace

,.$25

Best ewe, of any age or breed
Best pen of not less than five ewes.

,$20
,$25

CASHMERE GOATS.

Exhibitor.

Landrum &
field

Residence.

Animal.

Premium.
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POULTRY.

Premium.

Animal.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

Best lot magpie ducks
Sacramento.... Best lot China, English and American geese
Sacramento.... Best lot Jersey blue chickens
Sacramento..., Best lot white and era-v dorkin'rs....

Peter Burns
A. Devve...

'Sacramento

P. Burns.
P. Burns.

.$5
.$5

RECOMMENDATIONS.

Butter- Santa Cruz

Landrum,
held

&

Co.,

H. F. Buckley Bros..;Snelling.

Premium.

Animal.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

|For one pair Buckwell Leicester,
pure bred, also two Lincoln rams
shearlings
One Cotswold ram, two Cots wold
ram lambs, five Cotswold ewes,
one Cotswold ewe lamb

.Honorable mention.

.Honorable mention.

SECOND DEPARTMENT.
MACHINERY.

Exhibitor.

J. B.

Residence.

Johnson

B. Martin
H. B. Martin
H. B. Martin
II.

G. M. Gerrish
Pacific Iron

Wori

s..

San
San
San
San
San
San

Francisco.
Francisco.
Francisco.
Francisco.
Francisco.
Francisco.

Premium.

Article.

Patent friction hoist

....First

Oscillating steam engine
Oscillating force pump
Rotary force pump

Diploma.
Diploma.

.Special

First.

Special.

First

Submerged double-acting pump

— Diploma.

Fifty-horse-power engine, with patent cut-off

San Francisco. Iron shaping machine
Robert Blair
San Francisco. Mo, kl steam engine
Robert Blair
San Francisco. Two Hendy concentrators
M. and A. Wilcox... Sacramento.... Water lifter
Detrick & Eckart ... San Francisco, Balance oscillating steam engine
Detrick & Eckart ... San Francisco. Pocket counter, for registering revolutions of machinery
J. S. Detrick
San Francisco. Eccentrical chuck
H. B. Martin & Co.. San Francisco. Oscillating hydrostatic engine
M. D. Lasswel)
San Francisco. Suction force pump
Charles McLaughlin San Francisco, Combination '>riek press
lohn H. Ball..'.
Grass Valley... Elevator for snow and other sub-

First.

Pacific Iron Works..

stances

....First— Sid
Special.
First.
..

.First—$10

.First- -Silver medal.

.Honorable mention.
First
Diploma.
First
Diploma.
First
Diploma.
First
Diploma.

—
—
—

—

.

Bon

irablc

mention.
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MACHINERY— Continued.
Residence.

Exhibitor.

Premium.

Article.

Kimball & Hughes.. San Francisco. Tire upsctter
T. Garratt
San Francisco. Display of brass work
H. Lake, for N.
inventor
San Francisco. Patent screw machine for making
Lumsden,

W.

boots

Rohrer
H. S. Smith
Union Iron Works
Union Iron Works
Charles E. Blake
H. Peterson
H. Peterson
Casebolt & Kerr
G. P. Kimball
G. P. Kimball
C. A. Fargo

..
..

Betts & Foo.ks
D. Jones

—

—

First
Diploma.
Honorable mention.

San Francisco. Portable forge
San Francisco. Dunbar's steam packing

S.

—

First
Diploma.
Silver medal.

.First

Sacramento.... Patent elliptic boiler-tube scraper...

Sacramento
Automatic lubricator
San Francisco. Safety valve for fire hose
Autioch
Spring hammer
Antioch
Hydraulic coupling
San Francisco. Family carriage
San Francisco. Top buggy
San Francisco. Display of thoroughbraee vehicles...
San Francisco. Farm wagon and brake
San Francisco. California- made carriage springs
San Francisco. Improved iron axles

Special.
— Diploma.
— Diploma.
— Diploma.
First — Diploma.

Special
Special
First

Honorable mention.
First— $25
First
Diploma.

—

Diploir

a.

First—$10
First
Diploma.
First—$3
First
Diploma.
Honorable mention.

—
—

S.

W. Voorhies

Vallejo

I.

F. Street

San Jose

jack
Portable wagon bed

Vallejo

Floating battery

...Special

Steam plough Mayflower

First— $300 and diploma.
First— $15
First— $20
First— $10
First— $10

R. Rutter

Wagon

& Standish ... Martinez
Baker & Hamilton
Sacramento
Coffin

Two-gang plough

..

W.

B. Ready
E. Kimball

W.

B.

Sacramento.... Three-gang plough
San Quentin... Plough for general use
Sacramento.... Steel plough

Ready

Marshall &
an

McGow-

Sacramento.... Cast iron plough
B. Ready
Sacramento
Display of ploughs
A. M. Burnes
San Francisco. Self-loading excavator
Marshall & McGowan
Sacramento.... Display of agricultural machines of

W.

.

California

Baker & Hamilton
Baker & Hamilton..
E. Walton
P. H. Murphy
..

P. H. Murphy
P. H. Murphy
D. Flint
J. S.

T. C.

Hammond

Lamb

J.

Dodije
F. T. Houghton.
B. F. Cook
B. F.

&

...

Napa

...First

Seed sower and coverer, combined

..

Combined thresher, header and

header

Lamb

Colonel Warren

Baker & Hamilton

Garvey & Kimball

..

San Francisco. Mop wringer
San Francisco. Vegetable cutter
San Francisco. Churn
Sacramento.... Best and largest

...First

San Francisco, Door

bells

—$3

.Honorable mention.
First— $3
First— $2
First— $2
First— $2
First
Diploma.

—

.Honorable mention.
First
Diploma.

—
First — Diploma.

.Honorable mention.
.Honorable mention.
First--S2
display

7

imported

agricultural implements
..

— $5

...First— $5
...First— $3

sep-

arator
B. Jackson. Yolo County... Grain conveying machine
Yolo County... Grain lifter, as an attachment to a

N. Seeley

F. B.

...Diploma.

.First— $25

W. M. Jackson
J.

.First— $10
.First— $10

...Diploma.
...First— $5
...First— $3
...First— $2

,

Farm gate
Sacramento.... Beehive
Sacramento.... Model grading and excavating machine
Solano.
Washing machine
San Francisco. Clothes wringer
San Francisco. Clothes-horse and dryer
Grass Valley... Garden hoe
San Francisco. Automatic clothes washer

Harbison

Parker

F. B.

make

Sacramento.... Threshing machine
Sacramento
Wheat drill, two-horse
Stockton
Hayfork
Sacramento
Hand corn plauter
Sacramento
Two-horse corn cultivator

Sacramento.
Sacramento

G. C. McMullen
C.

— Silver medal.

and gongs

.First-

.Diploma.
-Diploma.
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THIRD DEPARTMENT.
TEXTILE AND MILL FABRICS.

Newman

Joseph

Premium.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

San Jose

Specimens
than

less

J.
J.

J.
J.

Newman
Newman
Newman
Newman

Mission

San
San
San
San

Jose
Jose
Jose
Jose

silk
five

manufacture
yards

— not
.First— $20
.First— $10
.First— SI
.First— S'JO
.First- $10

Specimens of raw silk
Silk cravat
Silk shawl
Silk stockings

Woollen

Sau Francisco. Display of woollen goods by one

Mills

First— $50

factory

San Francisco.
San Francisco.
San Francisco.
Oakland
San Francisco.
San Francisco.
San Francisco.
San Francisco.
San Franoisco.
Sau Franoisco.
San Francis
Sun Francisco.
San Francisco.
Sau Franoisco.
San Franoisoo.
San Franoisco.
Paeilie Woollen M'ls San Francisco,
M'ls
Woollen
San
Francisco.
Paeilie
Pacific Woollen M'ls San Francisco.
Mrs. Horace Adams. Sacramento....
Mrs. Horace Adams. Sacramento....
Mrs. Horace Adams. Sacramento....

Mission Woollen M'ls
MissionWoollen M'ls
Mission Woollen M'ls
Oakland Cotton M'ls
Mis-ion Woollen M'ls
MissionWoollen M'ls
MissionWoollen M'ls
MissionWoollen M'ls
MissionWoollen M'ls
MissionWoollen M'ls
MissionWoollen M'ls
MissionWoollen M'ls
Pacific Woollen M'ls
Paeilie Woollen M'ls
Paoifio Woollen M'ls
Paoific Woollen M'ls

Miss Lulu Adams
K. W. Jackson

Fancy cloaking
Fancy 11, unci

Buggy

robes

Sacrament*

Special.

,

Cotton goods made by one factory...
yards woollen cloth
yards cassimere
yards tweed

First—$50
First— $5
First— 85
First— S5
First— 85
First— 85
First—$3
First—$3
First— .$5
First— $3

Ten
Ten
Ten
Ten

yards flannel
Fifteen yards carpeting
Woollen shawl...
.

!

Mackinac blanket
Woollen blanket
Stocking yarn
Display knitted goods
Knitted undershirts ...:
Knitted drawers
Knitted hosiery
Knitted jackets

Special.
Special.
Special.
Special.

Special.
Special.

Ladies' knitted skirts
Collection sea shells
Embroidered chair seat

First— $3
First

— Napkin

.First

Pearl, ivory, tortoise-shell

Maggie Ormsby
M. L. Pierce...
J. L. Hummel..
J. L. Hummel..
Agnes Hummel
Agnes Hummel
Agues Hummel

Women's
tive

i

ring.

and abe-

lone jewelry

Miss
Miss
Mrs.
Mrs.
Miss
Miss
Miss

$2

First— 83

Seaweed bouquet
Sacramento.... Hand sewing

...

Special.
Special.

,

Diploma.

— Napkin ring.
— Napkin
ring.

Sacramento.... Silk embroidery

.Special

Sacramento
Sacramento

embroidery
embroidery
Sacramento..., Embroidered handkerchief
Sacramento.... Applique work
Sacramento.... Braided toilet set

.Special

Sacramento.... Ottoman cover

....Honorable mention.

Silk
Silk

....

—
—

First

....First

First— S3
First— $2
Napkin ring.
Napkin ring.

Co-opera-

San Francisco. Custom-made
needlework

Union

Miss A. McConnell..
Master B. Jackson
Miss Annie E. Hoag.
Miss Alice Watson...
Mrs. J. J. Beebe
.,

Sacramento..
Sacramento....
Yolo County..,
Sacramento...,
Sacramento....

shirts

and

Mrs. Gehring
Mrs. Cchring.

First

Bead
Read

collar
collar

.Special

Embroidered hankerohief and

Sacramento.... R raided yoke
Sacramento.... Mexican needlework
Sacramento.... Mexican needlework

—

Diploma.
— Napkin
ring.

....Honorable mention.
mention.
.... Honorable
....Honorable mention.

and necktie
and necktie

Thirty-two varieties tatting
ting collar

Miss Minnie Tukey.
Mrs. A. B.Wood worth
Mrs. 0. B. Barney...
Mrs.S.W. Blackwood
Mrs. 1'. Crew
Mrs. E. P. Figg
Miss Helen Mcgerle.

general

Roy's shirt

tat-

....Honorable mention.
....Honorable mention.
Fruit knife
....Special
mention.
.... Honorable

—

First— 82

Sacramento

Silk

Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento...,
Sacramento....
Sacramento....

Crochet tidy

.Special

Worsted

..

Crochet work
Hair and silk work

....Honorable mention.

patchwork sofa pillow

tidy
Variety of embroidery

.

— Napkin

ring.

Honorable mention.

— Napkin ring.
.Special
Special.
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TEXTILE AND MILL FABRICS— Continued.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

Mrs. J. H. Shadduck
Mrs. J. Bassford
Miss Ida Lynch
Mrs. T. J. Winship..
Miss Mary Batcher..
Miss S. C. Marvin...
Miss S. C. Marvin...
Mrs. C. Cook
Miss Mary Deaden..
Mrs. 0. Levey
Mrs. E. 8. Kinsey...
Miss Lottie Hoffman
Miss Lottie Hoffman

Miss
Mrs.
Miss
Mrs.
Mrs.
Miss
Mrs.
Mrs.

Premium.

Article.

Grass Valley... Crochet collar
Sacramento.... Knit stockings

Special— $2
.Honorable mention.
First
Diploma.
First
Diploma.

Sacramento
Specimens tatting
San Francisco. Millinery
Sacramento.... Framed worsted work
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
San Francisco.
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento....

— Napkin ring.

.First

—

—

Child's crochet sack
Hair flowers

First.

Honorable mention.
First
Diploma.
First— $2
First
Diploma.
First— $3
First—$3

—
—

Hair jewelry
Sofa cushion
Knitted curtain
Shell frame

Chenille embroidered slippers
Sacramento
Sacramento.... Pearl and water-color paintings, and
colored silk embroidery
H. McCormack Sacramento.... Greatest variety crochet work
L. Senter
Sacramento.... Night yoke
Sarah Gilbert.. Sacramento.... Corn-husk riding cap
J. C. Rodgers.. Sacramento.... Corn-husk riding cap
M. IT. Herbert. Carson City.... Bead toilet cushion and mat
H. M. Brooks Sacramento.... Waxwork pond lilies
J. Dunn
Sacramento.... Wax boucpiet
J. S. Johnson
San Francisco. Carriage afghan

.Special
....First

—
ring.
— Napkin
Napkin ring.

....Honorable mention.
....Honorable mention.
....Honorable mention.

First— $3

—

First
Fruit knife.
....Honorable mention.

— Napkin ring.

.Special

Women's Co-operative

Union

San Francisco. Largest and best display of
dren's and ladies' clothing

chil-

.First

,

— Diploma.

Cal. Shirt ManufacL.
Elkus,
tory,

agent
Pioneer Paper Mills.

San

San Francisco. Best factory-made white shirts and
flannel underwear
San Francisco. White and colored printing paper
and Manilla paper

..First— Diploma.
,

First

— Diploma.

Lorenzo Mills,

San Francisco. Straw wrapping paper
.First- -Diploma.
Sacramento.... Display of hats
First— $3
Sacramento.... Display of silk hats
First— $2
Sacramento
First— S2
Display of soft hats
San Francisco, Display of furs
.First class silver medal.
San Francisco. Display of regalia
First
Diploma.
Sacramento.... Masonic regalia
Special
Diploma.
F. L. Cushing
Sacramento.... One set single harness
First
Diploma.
M. M. Cook & Son... San Francisco. Exhibit leather belting, leather hose,
and heavy horse collars
First
Diploma.
H. S. Crocker & Co. Sacramento.... Printing
.Honorable mention.
W. M. Sharp
Sacramento.... Display carpets
.Honorable mention.
S. P. Taylor, ag't
MeussdorO'er & Co...
Mcussdorffer & Co....
Meussdorffer & Co...
H. Liebes & Co
T. R. Johnson
Mrs. J. L. Hummel.

,

—
—
—
—

,

,

Tannery and
Boot and Shoe Co.
Tannery and
Boot and Shoe Co.
Shepherd & Carroll..
Wentvvorth, Hobart
& Co
Pacific

San Francisco. Display leather.
San Francisco. Pair dress boots
San Francisco. California-made

— Diploma.
First — Diploma.
.First — Diploma.
Fir

Pacific

lasts.

t

San Francisco. Heavy boots, bootees, gents' dress
shoes and Congress gaiters
San Francisco. Ladies' gaiters
San Francisco. Ladies' slippers
Miss Lillie Hamilton Sacramento.... Patchwork quilt
Mrs. E. H. Brown
Sacramento.... Patchwork quilt
Miss M. Ormsby
Sacramento.... Worsted embroidered picture
Mrs. A. D. Whitney. Sacramento.... Medley picture
Mrs. G. 0. Perry
Sacramento.... Cone work
Mrs. R. J. Merkley. Sacramento.... Feather wreath
Mrs. W. H. Hobby.. Sacramento.... Hair rouquett
Mrs. M. E. Gerrish.. San Francisco. Best waxwork

...Honorable mention.
...Honorable mention.

Mrs. J. L. Sturtevant Placerville
Wax cross
Clara A. Bartlett.... San Francisco. Side-saddle

.Special

First

L. Price
L. Price

..

H. M. Heiueman

San Francisco. Display of neckties

— Diploma.
First— $1
First— $1
First— $3

..Honorable mention.
First— $3
..Honorable mention.
..First

— Napkin ring.

— Silver medal.

..First-

— Fruit knife.
.First— $3
First — Diploma
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TEXTILE AND MILL FABRICS— Continued.

Exhibitor.

Domestic

Residence.

Premium.

Article.

Carpet

Factor.y

R. Ireland
Frank G. Edwards

W. Englander
Dewey & Co

San Francisco. Rag carpet
Sacramento.,
Brooms, brushes, broom corn,
San Francisco. Wall paper
San Francisco Silk tassels, fringe, etc.
San Francisco. Printing.

.First- -Diploma.
etc.

First

1

$3
—First—
Diploma.

.Honorable mention.
Hunorable mention.
.

FOURTH DEPARTMENT.
MISCELLANEOUS.

Exhibitor.

V.

S.

Residence.

W. Parkhurst. San

Francisco. Thief detecting

U.

S.

money drawer and

combination locks

San Francisco. Patent shutter holder
C. E. Flemming & Co San Francisco. Landscape rock and polishing powder
Sacramento
B. Dennerj'.
Display of China and Bohemian
ware
San Francisco. Samples cut glass
J. Mallon
I. L. Merrill
Sacramento
Display of lamps
San Francisco. Variety of stencil work
H. T. Hudson
Whittier,Fuller&Co San Francisco. Samples glue
Pacific Saw Co
San Francisco Best circular, mill, hand and other
saws
N. W. Spaulding.. San Francisco. Patent inserted teeth for circular
saws
F. Street
San Jose
Stencil work
II. N. Cook
jSan Francisco. Artificial leg
J. N. Seeley
San Francisco. Calce mixer, lamp-cleaner, and eggJ. A.

;

Hoffman

:.

cooker
Dr. A. Folleau
600. T. Casebolt
Thos. O'Neill
Thos. O'Neill
II.

Premium.

Article.

Knox

...

San Francisco. Trusses and surgical implements
'San Francisco. Coach lamps, etc
'San Francisco. Cut glass
San Fraucisco. Stained glass
San Francisco. Harness paste, and sheep-dipping
composition

H. Knox

San Francisco. Prussian blue
Carlton Newman
San Francisco. Best California glassware
R. C. Terry & Co ... Sacramento
Display of kitchen utensils
R. C. Terry & Co ... Sacramento.... Display of tin ware
R. C. Terry & Co... Sacramento.... Cooking range
I. L. Merrill
Sacramento
Quartz mill lantern
W. A. Sublett
San Francisco. Ball supporter for windows
Scrwais Tonnar
San Jose
Crafting wax
Serwais Tonnar
San Jose
Pruning and grafting saw
A. Meuke
Sacramento..., Willow ware
0. A. Olmstead
Sonoma
California mineral paint
0. A. Olmstead
Sonoma
California polishing powder
Pacific Plate Works San Francisco. Best California plated ware
Liddle & Kaeding... San Francisco. Best California made fire-arms

First
First

j

— Diploma.
— Diploma.
Diploma.

— Diploma.

First

Diploma.
Diploma.
.Honorable mention.
...... First
Diploma.

—

.Silver medal.

—

First
Diploma.
.Honorable mention.
Diploma.

Honorable mention.
First
Diploma.
Diploma.
Diploma.
recommended.
.Diploma

—

....Honorable mention.
!
First— $1
Silver medal.
...First— $5

First— $3
First—$5
....Honorable mention.
First

— Diploma.

....Honorable mention.

First—

$3
— Diploma.
—
Special
— Diploma.
Special
Diploma.
—
Silver
medal.
.Special
— Silver medal.
.Special
First
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MISCELLANEOUS— Continued.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

T. Primrose

W. H. Jessup A
Dr. T. C. Jessup

Premium.

Article.

Sacramento... Economical stove hook....
Co. San Francisco. California made matches.
San Francisco. Operative dentistry

Lard

.Honorable mention.
First
Diploma.
First
Diploma.

—
—

First— $1
First— $3

I.

Sacramento

I.

Sacramento.... Lubricating oil
Sacramento.... Coal oil stove
San Francisco. Petroleum stoves

.Honorable mention.
.Honorable mention.

Sacramento.... Fruit cans.,

.Honorable mention.

L. Merrill
L. Merrill
I. L. Merrill
F. T. Houghton
Holbrook, Merrill

A

Co
Holbrook, Merrill

oil

A

Sacramento....
San Francisco.
Flint, PeabodyA Co San Francisco.
Standard Soap Co... San Francisco.

Copper work

A. M. Dennen

Vegetable liniment....
Best display perforated saws

Co

Pacific Concrete Co.

American Saw
American Saw
Gillig, Mott A
Dr. Faruo
A. D. Oakley
A. D. Oakley

Co...
Co...
Co...

Elam A Howes
Benicia Cement

California soaps

—

Diploma.
.Honorable mention.
Diploma.
.Honorable mention.
.Honorable mention.
.Honorable mention.
.Honorable mention.
.Honorable mention.
.Honorable mention.
Silver medal.
First— $3
.Honorable mention.
.Honorable mention.
FirstDiploma.
First
Diploma.
.... Framed Diploma.

Saw gummer
California tin ware

Self-lighting gas burners
Sacramento.... Indelible ink
Sacramento.... Stencil goods
Sacramento.... Smoke stack and spark atrester
San Francisco. Best California wooden ware

Woodward

F.

Folsom
San Francisco.
San Francisco.
Sacramento
San Francisco.

— Diploma.
—
— Diploma.
Diploma.

First
First
First
First

Concrete pipe and roofing
Best California cooperage

Solano Co
Stockton

Hydraulic cement
Yeast powders
H. Eitel
San Francisco. Rpaper's repeating shot-gun
Thos. Donnolly A Co San Francisco. Yeast powder
San Fran. Candle Co San Francisco. California made candles
M. Fulda A Son
San Francisco. Best wine casks
Jno. Martell...
San Francisco. Silver plated coach and carriage
hardware
First
Diploma.
W. H. DeValin
Honorable mention.
Sacramento.... Barrow wheels
W. H. DeValin
Honorable montion.
Sacramento.... Water and steam cock
N. Clark A Co
Sacramento.... Pottery
Diploma.
First—$3
N. Clark A Co
Sacramento.... Display stone ware
N. Clark A Co
First— $3
Sacramento.... Fire bricks
First— $2
N. Clark A Co
Sacramento.... Potters' clay
J. B. Parsons
San Francisco. Bowman's American washing fluid.. ..Diploma recommended.
mention.
Sacram'to
Miniature
stove
Honorable
Co..
E.Pbilip
W. M. Boyd
Honorable mention.
San Francisco. Yeast powders
Co...

E. S. Holden

—

—

—

j

j

j

North Amer.

Wood
San Francisco. Best mode of preserving woods
San Francisco. California cement for mending crock-

Preserving Co
Isaac

Morgan

ery, etc

H. Wachhorst

A.Plummer A
Levey A Haley
I.

Cal.

Sacramento.... Best display of silver ware
Co. San Francisco. Pork packing salt
San Francisco. Fire extinguishers

(Adams,

....First

Diploma.
— Diploma.

..Special

McNeill

ing Co

McCov

Pettit A Co
Pettit A Co
Cal. Wire Works
B. F. Barton A Co...
B. F. Barton A Co...

Henry Lake
Henry Lake
Dr. J. B. Beers

made

fuse

and powder.,

Sacramento..., Quartz roofing
Costa... Improved gate fastening
Francisco. Axle grease
Francisco. Lubricating oil
Francisco. Best manufactured wire goods
Francisco. Table salt
Francisco, Soda, cream tartar and yeast powders
San Francisco. Boot blacking
San Francisco, Salad oil
San Francisco. Corrugated copper plates for quartz

Contra

San
San
San
San
San

mining
J.

—

.Special

premium.

Powder Works,

A Co., Ag'ts)
Sacramento.... California
Pacific Quartz RoofG.

.Diploma.

— Diploma.
.Special

W.

Pierce

A. A. Schaeben.

Suisun

Best inclined elevator

San Francisco. Revolving stove-pipe joint

.First

— Diploma.

.Honorable
.Honorable
.Honorable
.Honorable

mention.
mention.
mention.
mention.
Silver medal.

First

— Diploma.

.Honorable mention.
First
Diploma.
First
Diploma.

—
—

Honorable mention.
.Diploma recommended.
Honorable mention.
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Exhibitor.

Residence.

Premium.

Article.

San Francisco. Plated, annealed and piano string
wire, and drawn solder
Huc'ks & Lambert... San Francisco. Axle grease
Lemdberg & MarSan Francisco. Telegraph instruments
wedel
its economy in the
Gillig; Mott & Co.... Sacramento.... Cooking stove
use of wood
C. G. Kelley & Co... San Francisco. Washing fluid
Vine pruner
Folsom
Conrad Cluich
A. C. Taylor
San Francisco. Kitchen sink and self-cleaning slop
hopper
A. C. Taylor
San Francisco. Portable cooking range and kitchen
Joshua Gray

.Special
First

— Diploma.
— Diploma.

.Honorable mention.

;

First—$5
Diploma.
.Honorable mention.
.Special.

.Honorable mention.
piano
.Honorable mention.
Gillig. Mott & Co... Sacramento.... Danford's lamps
Bay View Chemical
San Francisco. Sal soda
Works
First
Diploma.
San Francisco. Dr. Field's composition stone roofing!
C. B. Chadwick
Special
Diploma.
San Francisco. Display California Eureka hair
Eureka Hair Co
[..Diploma recommended.
First
Wigmore & Palmer.. San Francisco. School furniture
Diploma.
Strahle & Hughes... San Francisco. Billiard table and floor
Silver medal.
Pac. Elastic Sponge
San Francisco. Best material for mattresses
.First— Diploma.
Company
San Francisco. Carved walnut picture frame
s
.First
Diploma.

—

—
—

j

,

San Francisco. Carved and gilded picture frames....
San Francisco. Morocco library set and set bridal

.First

—
— Diploma.

chairs..,
.Diploma recommended.
San Francisco. Office chairs
First— $2
San Francisco. Sick chairs
First— S3
San Francisco. Stained, polished, grained and varF. T. McAulift'
nished California woods
.Diploma recommended.
San Francisco. Plain and polished California laurel
J. D. Boyd
wood and laurel veneering
.Diploma recommended.
San Francisco. Display furniture
First— $10
N. P. Cole ct Co
San Francisco. Sofa
First
N. P. Cole & Co
$5
San Francisco. Extension table
First—$3
N. P. Cole & Co
San Francisco. Set parlor chairs
First—$5
N. P. Cole & Co
San Francisco. Centre table
First—$5
N. P. Cole & Co
San Francisco. Parlor furniture
First— $10
N. P. Cole & Co
San Francisco. Wardrobe
First—$3
N. P. Cole & Co
Honorable mention.
Jno. Deuden
Happy Valley., Amateur carving
Rustic chair and garden seat
First—$3
San Jose
Serwais Tonnar
Am. Spring Bed Co. San Francisco. Best elastic bed slats and rubber
springs combined
.Diploma recommended.
San Francisco, Oak, walnut and rosewood graining
Special
Diploma.
George A. Brush
San Francisco, Shoulder braces, abdominal supMrs. M. S. Reed
and
busts
porters
Special.

Goodwin & Co
Goodwin & Co

—

,

,

,

—
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WINES, ETC.
Premium.

Article.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

.First— $10

San Francisco White still wine, four years old
San Francisco White still wine, four years old
Still white wines, three years old....
Butte Co
White still wine, three years old
Stockton
C. Detten
White still wine, two years old
Yob.
C. Hcinrich
White still wine, two years old
Placer Co
J. G. Gould
White still wine, one year old
Theibend Schaub... Butte Co
San Francisco White still wine, one year old
J. Laudsberger
Los Angeles... Sultana wine, two years old
E. D. Wilson
Red wine, four years old
Sonoma
J. R. Snyder
Folsom
B. N. Bugbey
Superior wine, three years old, made
from Italian and Burgundy
Wine from Malaga and Muscat
Folsom
B. N. Bugbey

J.
J.

Landsbcrger
Landsbcrger
P. Schaub

Special.

.First— $10

,

Special.

,

.First— $10
Special.

.First— $10

,

Special.

.First— $10
.First— $10

.First—$10
.First— $10

grapes
B. N.
J.

Bugbey

Laudsberger

Craig

Wines from Black Malaga
Folsom
San Francisco Red wine, two years old
Sonoma Co.... Burgundy wine, one year old

.First— $10
.First— $10

Los Angeles

Sparkling wine.

.First— $10

Los Angeles...
Los Angeles...
Los Angeles ..

Angelica wine
Port wine, two years old.
Port wine, one year old..

.First— $10
.First— $10
.First— $10

Los Angeles

Superior port, nine years old.

.First— $10

Sherry wine, two years old
Exhibit of wines from foreign grapes
Exhibit of wines made from native

.First— $10
.First— $10

Special.

Eberhardt & Lach

man

..

Eberhardt & Lach

man
B. D.Wilson
B. D. Wilson

Eberhardt

& Lach

man

..

Eberhardt & Lach

man
B. N. Bugbey
B. D.Wilson

Los Angeles...
Folsom
Los Angeles ..

John Thoman

Sacramento...

Brandy, three years

Los Angeles
Folsom
Yolo

Brandy, four years old...
Brandy, two years old,...
Brandy, two years old....

,

.First— $10
.First— $15

grapes
old.

Eberhardt & Lach

man
B. N.

Bugbey

C. Heiurich

..

& Lach
man
Los Angeles... Brandy, six years
John Thoman
Sacramento... Pure wine brandy
John Thoman
Sacramento... Pure spirits

First.

.First— $10
Special.

Eberhardt

old....

.Special.
.Special.
.Special.

BITTERS, ETC.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

Dr. W. Henley
Wertheimber &

San Francisco,

I

XL

Wa

terman

Wertheimber & Wa
terman
Wertheimber & Wa
terman
McMillan & Kester.
McMillan & Kester.
McMillan & Kester.
McMillan & Kester.
McMillan & Kester.
A. Bona

14

grape root bitters

San Francisco. Boonekamp of Maag
San Francisco. Tonic
San Francisco.
[San Francisco.
San Francisco.
San Francisco.
San Francisco.
San Francisco,
San Francisco.

Premium.

Article.

— Splendid.

Jamaica ginger
Cocktail bitters

Syrups
Cordials

Ginger wine
Essence peppermint.
Squarza's punch

bitters.

,

— Diploma.
—
Special Diploma.
.First

.Special

recommended.

.Special recommended.
Diploma.
Special
Diploma.
Special
Diploma.
Special
Special -Diploma.
Diploma.
Special

—
—
—
—
—

Diploma.
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FIFTH DEPARTMENT,
VEGETABLES, ROOTS, SEEDS, ETC.

Exhibitor.

Residence.

P. H. Murphy
George E. Cogghall.
George E. Cogghall.
D. L. Perkins
D. L. Perkins
Robert Williamson..

A.B.

Gilbert

E. F. Aiken
G. E. Cogghall
N. Mills

Premium.

Article.

.First— $3
.First— $4
.First— $2
.First— $2
$20

Sacramento
Sacramento.
Sacramento.

Display of pumpkins
Display of squashes
Six Hubbard squashes
One dozen green sweet corn
Oakland..
Best collection of garden seeds
Oakland..
Sacram'to Co., Display of sweet corn
Sacram'to Co.. Display of white and yellow dent
corn
Sacramento ..., Pop corn
Sacram'to Co., Three mountain sweet watermelons

.

Special— $2
Special notice.

First—$2
First— $5
First—$5

Sonoma Co

Goodrich potatoes
Sacram'to Co English fluke potatoes
W. Fern
Sacram'to Co.. Best crop alfalfa, two acres
W. Fern
Robert Williamson.. Sacramento..., Largest variety of potatoes
Robert 'Williamson.. Sacramento.... Half bushel Carolina sweet potatoes
T. Edwards
Sacramento.... Samples carrots, from two acres
,

T.

Edwards

$15

First— $5
First— $5
First— $2
$15
First— $2

Sacramento..., Best crop of carrots, three acres

Robert Williamson.. Sacramento..., Sugar beet
'Best ten acres of hops
R. J. Merkley
Tomatoes
George E. Cogghall. Sacramento
White tomatoes
E. Parsons
Sacramento
Sacram'to Co.. Three green-fleshed muskmelons
W. Fern
Sacram'to Co.. Display of melons
G. E. Cogghall
Saci am'to Co.. Half dozen cucumbers
J.W. Neff.
E. F.Aiken
Sai ram'to Co.. Half peck castor beans
Sacramento.... Variety of vegetables
G. E. Cogghall
Mrs. A. S. Greenlaw Sacramento.... Specimen of the flower coxcomb
Robert Williamson.. Sacram'to Co.. Half peck peanuts
San Francisco. California made cigars and tobacco
B. C. Horn & Co
San Francisco. California cigars and tobacco, made
R. G. Gellin
and put up in style, by females...
Miss C. A. Burnes... Sacram'to Co., Twenty-five pounds June butter
Sacram'to Co., Ten pounds butter, in rolls
Mrs. D. R. Hunt
Mrs. E. F. Aiken.... Sacram'to Co., Butter, in rolls
Sacramento
M.S. King
Largest and best variety of canned

$25

First— $3
Special— $2
First—$2
First—$5
First— $1
First— $4
First— $15

|

fruits

Charles Bernard

,

San Francisco. Ground

spices, coffee

First- -$3

.Honorable mention.
First— $2
First
Diploma.
....Special

—
— Diploma.
First—$15
First—$10

.Honorable mention.
.First

— Diploma.

.First

— Diploma.

and prepared

California mustard
Ravenna, Chirardelli
& Co
San Francisco, Samples of cooking pastes.
Loaf bread
Miss Eliza
Sacramento,

Diploma.

First— $2
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SILK BUSINESS.

Exhibitor.

L. Prevost

Residence.

San Jose

Premium.

Article.

Exhibition of the silk business from
mulberry tree to the cocoon inclu;

ding

feeding
eggs, etc

Miss L. Sauflfrignon.
Mrs. W. Erkins
Dr. D. C. Franklin..
Mrs. J. Sauffrignon.
Mrs. Alice Boston...
J. Smith
J. Rice
Don Jose Olivia
G. E. Goux
T. A. Garey

A. Brewster
A. Packard

M.

A

Goddard

Mrs. L. Sellers
Muller it Isoard
B. S. Wilson
A. F. Goddard
A. F. Goddard
L. Hess
Dr. D. W. Koehler...
Geo. Reed
Mrs. L. Waldron
Mrs. W. Flint and
Mrs. M. Jennings.
Mrs. W. Flint and
Mrs. M. Jennings.
Mrs. W. Flint and
Mrs. M. Jennings.

San Jose
San Jose
Los Angeles...
San Jose
Santa Cruz
Sacramento....

Yuba Co
Hornitas
Santa Barbara
Los Angeles..,
San Gabriel...,
Santa Barbara
Sacramento....

Antioch

Nevada
Santa

City..,
Clara....

Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Placerville

Oregon
Snelling
Sacramento....

of

worms,

their

F irst— $50

Bouquet cocoons
Lot cocoons
Lot cocoons
Bouquet and wreath cocoons
Lot cocoons
Cocoons and mulberry trees
Variety cocoons
Variety cocoons
Variety cocoons from 100,000
Variety cocoons and bouquet
Variety cocoons
Variety cocoons from 100,000
Samples Japanese cocoons
Lot cocoons
Lot cocoons
Lot cocoons
Lot Japanese cocoons
Lot mulberry trees
Lot Japanese cocoons
Lot cocoons, first raised in that State.
Lot cocoons
Lot cocoons

Sacramento.... Lot Japanese cocoons.
Sacramento.... Lot Turkish cocoons..,

Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.

European market
Mulberry trees
Japanese eggs
European eggs
Turkish eggs
Skeins of reeled

silk, etc

.

•

•

Sacramento.... Lot European cocoons, both in cases
and in the bush
C. W. Reed
Yolo
Lot morns multicaulis
J. S. Harbison
Lot morctti multicaulis
Sacramento.
Robt. Williamson... Sacramento.
Mulberry trees
W. M. Haynie
Sacramento.
Lot cocoons from 700,0.00
W. M. Haynie
Sacramento.
Japanese silk worms feeding
W. M. Haynie
Sacramento.
Four cartoons of eggs prepared for

W. M. Haynie
I. N. Hoag
I. N. Hoag
I N. Hoag
I. N. Hoas

.Honorable
.Honorable
Honorable
Honorable
.Honorable
.Honorable
.Honorable
.Honorable
.Honorable
.Honorable
.Honorable
.Honorable
.Honorable
.Honorable
.Honorable
.Honorable
.Honorable
.Honorable
.Honorable
.Honorable
.Honorable
.Honorable

,

,

mention,
mention,
mention,
mention,
mention,
mention,
mention,
mention,
mention,
mention,
mention,
mention,
mention,
mention,
mention,
mention,
mention,
mention,
mention,
mention,
mention,
mention.

Honorable mention.

Honorable mention.

Honorable
Honorable
.Honorable
Honorable
.Honorable
.Honorable

mention,
mention,
mention,
mention,
mention,
mention.

...Honorable
...Honorable
...Honorable
...Honorable
...Honorable
...Honorable

mention,
mention,
mention,
mention,
mention,
mention.

•

•

•
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PRESERVES, PICKLES, ETC.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

A. Bergman
Mrs. J. P. Odbert ...
Mrs. R. L. Robertson
Mrs. D. Kendall
Mrs.R. L. Robertson
Mrs. D. Kendall
Mrs. J. P. Odbert....

A.Bergman
Mrs. J. P. Odbert
Mrs. J. P. Odbert....
J. S. Harbison
A. Hummel...
A. Bergman
Mrs. J. P. Odbert...

Bergman
M. S. King
M. S. King
A. Bergman
M. S. King
M. S. King
A.

!

Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.

(Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
'Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.

Premium.

Article.

Walnut catsup

.Special—$2

Pickled peaches
Pickled mangoes
Preserved peaches....

....First— $3
....First— S3
....First— $3
....First— S3
....First— S3
....First— S3

Apple

jelly

Preserved quinces....
Currant jelly
Pickled tomatoes

.....First— $3
....First— S3

Quince jelly
Peach jelly

....First— S3
....First— So
....First— $3
....First— S3

Honey
Pickled gherkins
Pickled onions

Tomato catsup

First— S3

Pickled cucumbers...

Canned
Canned
Canned
Canned
Canned

....First— S3
....First— $3
....First— S3
....First— $3
....First— S3
....First— S3

peaches
pears
tomatoes
blackberries
cherries

FLOUR, ETC.

Exhibitor.

Residence.

Premium.

Article.

Colusa Flour Mills,

by

L. F.

Reed

Eagle Mills
Pioneer Mills
Eisen Bros.

Sacramento.... 'Barrel flour, "bakers' extra"
First
Knight's Lan.. Fifty pounds extra family flour
San Francisco. Samples of corn, rye and oat meal,

—Diploma

and Sl5

'

Special.

rye, rice
flour, farina, split

hominy, pearl
and buckwheat
hulled and cracked corn,
buckwheat and oat groats
two
bushels of Chile wheat,
jBest
63£ pounds per bushel
Best two bushels of club wheat,
62J pounds per bushel
barley,

peas,

Win. B. Gibson.

Wm.

B. Gibson.

Yolo Co
Yolo Co

Diploma.

— 810
First — SlO
First

HOPS.

Exhibitor.

Wm.

M. Haynie

J. L. Clark

M.

L.

Waldrum

Residence.

Article.

Sacramento.... Best hops and hop kiln.
|Sacram'to Co.. Sample hops
'Sacramento.... Bale as sample hops

Premium.

.First- -Diploma.

Special.

.Honorable mention.
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SIXTH DEPARTMENT.
FRUITS, DRIED FRUITS, ETC.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

A. S. Greenlaw.
C.

W. Reed

Sacramento.

Yolo

Premium.

Article.

Twenty varieties apples, best grown
and named
Twenty varieties pears, best specimens and correctly named, three

.First— $15

.First— $10
...First— $2

specimens each
I. S.
I. S.

I. S.

C.

Bamber...
Bamber...
Bamber...

W. Reed

Jno. Thoman.,
Jno. Thoman
B. N. Bugbey.
B. N. Bngbey.,
.

C.
T.

W. Hoit
K.Stewart

E. Pierce
Mrs. E. L. Aiken.

El Dorado

Dorado
El Dorado
El

Yolo
Sacramento...
Sacramento...

Folsom
Folsom
Sacramento...
Sacramento...
Sacramento...
Sacramento...

One variety peaches, 12 specimens...
One variety plums, 12 specimens
One variety nectarines, 12 specimens
One dozen quinces
Collection native grapes
One variety, six bunches
Collection foreign grapes
One variety grapes for dessert or
table use, for raisins and wine

Bugbey

C. S. Lowell
Mrs. C. Crocker

L. S.

Graham

J.

Runyon

T. Milgate
Mrs. R. H.

Wick
Henry Bush

First—$3
.Special— $3
.Special $2

Greatest

number

—

of varieties dried

Pomegranates

less

.Special
.Special

—
—

.Special

—

Sacramento.... Peaches
Sacramento.... Display pears and apples

Harbison
Mrs. W. N. Brooks., Yolo

.J. S.

....First— $5

Collection of nuts

and best specimens, not
than three pounds each
Folsom
Twenty-four pounds raisins
Sacramento.... Three varieties grapes
Sacramento.... Quince and pomegranate

Mrs. W. W. Marvin. Sacramento

.First— $10

One variety figs, twelve specimens...
Olives and oranges

fruits

B. N.

...First— $3
...First— $3
...First— $5
.First*— $10
...First— $3

Sacramento

Collection of fruits
Collection fruits

Sacramento.... Dried fruits
Sacramento.... Collection dried fruits
Fruit drying house

First— $25
First—$15
Special $2
Napkin ring.
Napkin ring.
Special—$2
Special— $2
Special—$2
Special—$2
Special— $2
Napkin ring.
Special— $2

—
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SEVENTH DEPARTMENT.
PAINTINGS, DRAWINGS, ETC.

Exhibitor.

W.

Residence.

San
San
San
San
San

L. Marple
Norton Bush
W. L. Marple
Norton Bush

Premium.

Article.

Francisco.
Francisco.
Francisco.
Francisco.
Francisco.

Oil painting
Oil painting

Landscape
Landscape

..$20

..$20

oil

,.$10

oil

,.$10

painting
painting
Colonel Warren
Collection of lithographs and engravings
Mrs. W. E. Brown... Sacramento.... Flower painting
Otto Sehrader
San Francisco. Fruit painting
Mrs. G. D. Stewart.. Sacramento.... Crayon drawing
J. B. Grouppe
San Francisco. Wood engraving
San Francisco. Pencil drawing
Joseph F. Hess
Mrs. G. D. Stewart.. Sacramento.... Water color painting

San Francisco. Penmanship and pen drawing

F. Serrcgni
J.

W. Cherry

Wm.
Wm.
Wm.
Wm.
Wm.

Shew
Shew
Shew..

Shew
Show

Silas Selleck
C. E. Watkins

ISan Francisco. Sign painting
San Francisco. Plain photograph, life size
'San Francisco. Photograph in water color
San Francisco. Photograph in India ink
San Francisco. Plain sun pearl
San Francisco. Porcelain picture, colored
San Francisco. Plain photograph, medium size

San Francisco. Landscape photograph

(collection).

Thos. Houseworth... San Francisco. Collection of landscape photographs,

.

Diploma.
First—$10
First— SKI
Diploma.
Diploma.
Diploma.
First— $2.0
First
Diploma and $5
First
Diploma.
First—$15
First— $15
First— Sid
First—$15
First— S10
First— 810

—

—

Special

— $10

Special— $10

SCULPTURE.

Exhibitor.

P. J. Devine..

..,

Devine
Jos. Dunkerley.
J. C.

P.

Mezzura

Residence.

Article.

—

A child's bust
Sacramento.... Collection of marble work
San Francisco. Collection of prepared birds
Sau Francisco. Collection of medallions

San Francisco. Sculpture
|

Premium.

— $10

First

— $30
First and diploma — $15
— $10
Special
..First

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

Exhibitor.

Hammer
Hammer
Hammer
Hammer
Hammer

Residence.

Article.

amen to
Grand Chickering piano
Tamento.... Square Chickering piano
Violin
Flute
Sacramento.... Clarinet.
Mas in & Hamlin's organ
Kohler, Chase & Co. San Fra ; isci
Kohler, Chase & Co. San Francisco. Mason & Hamlin's melodeon
L. P. McCarthv
San Francisco. Musical chromatic map
L.
L.
L.
L.
L.

K.
K.

K.
K.
K.

Sa

Premium.

First— $20
First— $20

:r

3

Sacramento
Sacramento

First.

.First

First— $5
First—$5
First— $10
First—$5
Diploma.

—
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NOTEWORTHY EXHIBITIONS.

Under this heading we make brief mention of such displays in the
Pavilion as from their nature or workmanship merit a careful scrutiny;
but we do not wish to have the inference drawn that a failure to specially
notice implies lack of merit in any particular exhibition.
The Mission Woollen Mills, of San Francisco, Lazard Freres, agent,
had a fine display of blankets, from the rough but useful miners' blanket, to the soft and silky covering that adorns the luxurious coach, and
a large variety of tweeds, cassimeres and beavers; besides ladies' cloakings and flannels of the finest texture, and buggy robes and sluice
These mills were represented in the Exposition Univerblanketings.
sale at Paris, where they were awarded a gold medal. We are told
that they now employ three hundred men, and have fifty looms, six
thousand spindles, and eleven sets of cards in operation. The goods
thej' manufacture are a credit to our State.
Dr. A. Folleau, of San Francisco, anatomical machinist, exhibited a
case of artificial limbs and apparatus for human deformities, which
attracted considerable attention from surgeons and physicians.
Among
the apparatus exhibited by him, are some for lateral curvature of the
spine, for hip joint diseases, for club feet, for contraction of the muscles
of the neck, and for deformities of the neck (torticoli). He also had a
collection of trusses for inguinal, femoral, scrotal and umbilical diseases.
The whole of the exhibition was manufactured in the City of San Francisco by the exhibitor, and many of the most meritorious particulars are
the production of his inventive faculties. His artificial legs can be manufactured at the same price as those made in Philadelphia, and combine
lightness with

all

necessary solidity.

Liddle&Kaeding, of San Francisco, exhibited a collection of revolvers,
guns, rifles, pistols, etc.. and what they claim to be the first breechloading gun ever made on the Pacific coast. They also exhibited a
double-barrelled shot-gun, with a California laurel stock, and mounted
with Washoe silver the first time laurel was ever used for the purpose.
The}r also had a large variety of sporting goods and fishing tackle.
Joseph Dunkerly, taxidermist, who has taken up his residence in Sacramento, exhibited a fine collection of stuffed foreign and domestic birds.
H. Liebes & Co., of San Francisco, made a magnificent display of furs,
comprising cloaks, capes, muffs, sacks and collars, made of Hudson Bay
and Russian sable, mink, ermine, fitch, gray and black Astrachan and
Siberian squirrel; fur-seal sacks, trimmed with ermine and fitch;
Queen's pigeon capes and muffs, and black and white Cashmere goat and
swan skins.
A large snake coiling around a stuffed tiger attracted
attention to their stand. This collection of furs was really very fine,

—

and deserved careful examination.
N. P. Cole & Co., of San Francisco, exhibited a splendid display of
furniture, including a laurel

wood bedroom

table, etc., of which is topped
laurel parlor set of seven pieces,

set of nine pieces, the bureau,

with Italian statuary marble; also, a
covered with blue silk reps. These are
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wood and California manufacture. They also exhibited a
double parlor pressed rosewood set of eight pieces, covered with French
crimson and gold courtelaines; and a rosewood chamber set, with raised
panels of ash roots and motley marble tops, with wardrobe to match ;
and a splendid rosewood etagere. We were informed that this company
are receiving man}' orders for laurel wood furniture, which seems to be
growing rapidly in public estimation. All the sets we have mentioned
of California

are palatial in their magnificence.
A. Hummel, of Sacramento, exhibited a fine collection of pickles of
various kinds, and a quantity of canned peaches.
The Benicia Cement Company showed two barrels of fine cement and
brick shaped samples of the same material.
E. C. Terry, of Sacramento, had a varied assortment of kitchen ranges,
stoves and kitchen furniture. In his collection was a portable soda
fountain, which is charged by means of a lever projecting from the side
next the operator, and a few strokes of which from time to time keeps
up the required pressure. The fountain is about two feet in height, and
can be carried in a common travelling trunk.
The Pacific Pottery of Sacramento exhibited specimens of its stone
and earthenware and fire brick, and of clay from El Dorado County, from
which putty of good quality can be made. It also showed samples of
California fire brick, which is declared to be equal to the best imported,
and of porcelain clay, which has been subjected to intense heat.
In one of the corners of the upper hall there was a mammoth cake,
about four feet in diameter, for slices of which tickets were sold for the
benefit of the Band of Hope.
F. T. McAuliff, of San Francisco, exhibited specimens of polished
California laurel, black walnut and Spanish cedar.
For his graining and
polishing be was awarded a diploma at the late Mechanics' Institute Fair.
Detrick & Eckart, of San Francisco, exhibited in the lower hall a
balanced oscillating engine a California invention which propels the
machinery in the lower hall. The advantages claimed for this engine
over other oscillators arise from the peculiar manner in which the pressure is received and delivered from the pistons. The pistons being so
connected as to move to and from the center of oscillation simultaneously, under the same pressure and velocity, all strain and friction due
to action of the steam (or motive power) is removed from the trunnions.
As each piston separately travels through hut one-half the stroke, the
oscillation of the cylinder is but one-half that of the ordinary oscillating
In the ordinary construction of oscillating engines, the moveengine.
ment of the cylinder is produced by the piston rod, and in consequence
the rod has to be made much larger in diameter, and the stuffing boxes
and glands much deeper and stronger, and in many cases guides have
had to be substituted to overcome the great friction produced by the
action of steam on the trunnions, which in this engine, it is claimed, is
The inventors received a gold medal at the late
entirely obviated.
Mechanics' Institute Fair.
Bernard Hennery, of Sacramento, displayed a choice selection of
China and fancy glassware, such as vases, tea sets, etc.
In the lower hall, E. P. Hicks exhibited an ingenious and simple gate,
In approaching the
styled John Dickinson's patent self-opening gate.
gate the wheels of one side of the vehicle press to the ground a lever,
causing it, in its rotation, to throw open the gate, and after passing
through, the vehicle passes over another lever, which causes the gate

—

—
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any latches or pulling any

In the shed adjoining the Pavillion, J. W. Pearce, of Suisun, Solano
County, exhibited a patent incline elevator (a California invention) for
running coal and quartz on an incline, the peculiarity of which consists
At the dump, while the two
in its having an upper and lower track.
forward wheels pass down the incline, the two hind wheels pass up
on the upper track and the car is upset by gravitation.
In the lower hall, M. S. King, of Sacramento, had a fine lot of canned
berries, peaches, tomatoes, plums, pears and apricots, etc.
The Pacific Elastic Sponge Company, of San Francisco, exhibited
This matepillows, bolsters and mattresses stuffed with elastic sponge.
rial is claimed to have the elasticit}-, durability and softness of curled
The merits of
hair, while at the same time it is cleaner and cheaper.
this material are claimed to be its superior and permanent elasticity,
its unrivalled cleanliness, its extreme durability, the comparative ease
and cheapness with which it can be manufactured into any articles of
upholstery, and the fact that the same weight of sponge goes further in
manufacture than any other known material.
The San Francisco Glass Works, the factory of which was unfortunately burned down recently, but which, it is expected, will soon again
be in active operation, exhibited a fine collection of prescription vials,
from the half drachm vial to the ten gallon carboy, and a fine lot of botC. Newman, of this
tles, lamp chimneys and glass work generally.
establishment, exhibited his patent glass melting-pot, which, from its
peculiar arrangement, melts glass in from twelve to fifteen hours a
shorter time than the ordinaiy covered pot does, and from the intense

—

heat generated by the introduction of fresh oxygen at a certain point,
admits of the making of good glass with salt cake (the refuse of acid
works) and dispenses with the use of soda ash.
Wigmore & Palmer, of San Francisco, exhibited in the lower hall a
number of school desks, teachers' desks, chairs and settees, manufactured
in California from oak, maple, cherry and mahogany.
We are informed
that they have manufactured and sold one thousand three hundred desks

and chairs since last May.
T. Eodgers Johnson, of San Francisco, exhibited a fine case of Odd
Fellows', Masons' and G-ood Templars' regalia, besides epaulets, shoulder
straps and ornaments for military caps.
Gillig, Mott & Co., of Sacramento, in the upper hall, had quite a collection of Danford lamps, the brilliancy of the light afforded by which
"was a subject of general comment.
They also bad lamp shades of different varieties and patterns.
Shepherd & Carroll, of San Francisco, showed a few of their well
shaped and well made lasts, of various sizes.
J. L. F. Warren, of the California Farmer, exhibited several cases of
natural and other curiosities, such as various specimens of wool, cocoons
and silk; the first box of raisins, the first piece of rosin, the first sample
of sugar and the first walnuts grown in California. He also showed a
collection of modern and ancient coins, and many objects of interest too

numerous to particularize.
W. L. Marple, of San Francisco, exhibited the finest pictures in the
art gallery
comprising views of the Golden Gate, of Cascade Lake, the
Summit from near Hawley's, Lake Valley, and two views on Napa

—
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As at the Mechanics' Institute Fair, these paintings were constantly surrounded by admiring groups of visitors, and elicited *high
No lover of art
eulQffiume from those who claim to be art connoisseurs.
failed to examine carefully these very meritorious productions
Thomas Houseworth & Co., of San Francisco, displayed photographic
views of numerous localities and natural cuzuosities of the Pacific coast.
Their collection was varied and interesting.
William Shew, of San Francisco, occupied a large space in the picture
gallery with ivorytypes, sun pearls, cabinet and card photographs, and
other choice productions of the daguerrian art, including portraits of
Creek.

many

distinguished persons.
San Francisco, also exhibited cabinet portraits, and

Silas Selleck, of

plain and retouched photographs.
Norton Bush, of San Francisco, exhibited his fine series of paintings
of the gorgeous tropical scenery of the Isthmus of Darien, including a
view of Panama. Aside from their high artistic merits, they are interesting from the associations they recall in the minds of a large proporHe also exhibited " Mount Diablo." from nature.
tion of the visitors.
Mrs. C. Cook, of San Francisco, showed a case of beautiful hair jew-

This
elry, comprising bracelets, ear-rings, finger-rings, breastpins, etc.
collection was especially admired by lady visitors.
P. Mezzara, of San Francisco, contributed some of his exquisitely cut
cameos and some very fine busts. This gentleman has his studio at

Bradley & Rulofson's photographic gallery, San Francisco. As our State
advances in the fine arts the productions of his genius are growing more
and more in public estimation.
Mrs. G. I). Stewart, of Sacramento, exhibited three fine cravon
sketches, entitled ••The Bridge of Toledo," "Apollo," and "The Windmill."
She also exhibited three pictures of Scottish sceneiy in water
These pictures are from nature, were executed in earlier years,
colors.
and embarrassed circumstances induces the lady artist to offer them for
sale.

Watkins, of San Francisco, landscape photographer, exhibited
number of very fine views of scenes upon the
Columbia River, and of many of the most beautiful landscapes and interesting natural curiosities of California aud Oregon, including very large
These views are exesized photographs of Portland and Oregon City.
•

in

0. E.

the gallery a large

cuted in the highest style of the photographic art.
Serwais Tonnar, of San Jose, exhibited a rustic settee of heart maple,
buckeye and redwood ; and a rustic chair of the same woods, ornamented
with shells. He also showed specimens of grafting wax his own invenwhich he claims to be superior to any other in use; and a pruning
tion
saw, also his own invention, which ho claims does its work better and
quicker than any other saw. Practical men speak highly of these two

—

—

latter articles.

William M. Haynie, of Saci'amento, exhibited an improved patent hop
with two bales of hops' dried in the kiln. It is claimed for this kiln
that it dries hops in a thorough, uniform and superior manner, in twoThe hops are charged and
thirds of the time needed by the old plan.
discharged, and turned without the necessity of an}- person entering the
kiln, thereby avoiding one of the most disagreeable and unhealthy
features connected with hop-drying. He also exhibited four varieties of
mulberry trees and sample lots of cocoons.
D. L. Perkins, of Oakland, exhibited one hundred and fifty-two
varieties of choice seeds in bottles, which were intended to be sent to the
kiln,
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King of Prussia about the first of October. He also bad on exbibtion
seeds of the White Imperial variety of sugar beet, imported two 3-ears
ago from Germany; twenty-four varities of seeds of this year's growth,
and samples of the sixteen and twenty rows variety of sugar corn.
The Pacific Barrel and Keg Company, of San Francisco, made an
exhibit of flour, pork, sugar and packing barrels and kegs.
Their works
are located at the Potrero, San Francisco, and their barrels and kegs
promises to drive imported articles of that kind out of the market.

The American Saw Company, by W. J. Tucker, agent, San Francisco,
exhibited specimens of Emerson's patent movable tooth and perforated
circular mill, mulay and cross-cut saws.
The advantages claimed for the
movable tooth saws are, that the teeth will not fly out; that they are
five times stronger than the ordinary solid saw teeth
that they will not'
become loose by any ordinary use, and that if they are too badly injured
to swage and file up again, a new set can be inserted in a few minutes.
The advantages claimed for the perforated saws are that they save filiug,
gumming, and cannot crack but to the first notch. These saws are well
worthy the attention of mill men.
The Pacific Tannery, of San Francisco, exhibited in the upper hall
various descriptions of ladies' and gentlemen's boots and shoes, from the
heavy coarse shoe to the finely ornamented ladies' gaiter. As the tannery produces the necessary raw material, the goods are all fresh and
free from salt water moisture.
A mammoth shoe was an object of curiosity in their display.
Henry Lake, of San Francisco, exhibited numerous boxes of his Japan
paste blacking, and several bottles of mustard seed oil, refined for table
use, which he claims to be equal to the best French oil.
For N. Lumsden, Lake exhibited a California apparatus for making
screwed boots, which does its work as well and can be furnished for onequarter of the price of the French machine. For Lumsden & Boone,
Lake exhibited a patent sail and collar needle, the peculiarity of which
is that the thread is
kept entirely inside the needle, so that the thread
;

never chucks

in

drawing

out.

J. C.

Meussdorffer, of Sacramento, exhibited a case containing silk,
cassimere, soft, beaver and nutria hats, of superior workmanship.
George T. Casebolt & Co., of San Francisco, exhibited in the upper
hall a fine assortment of coach
trimmings and coach hardware.
W. H. De Valin, of Sacramento, exhibited a patent barrow wheel
made of wrought iron, which is claimed to be more durable than the
ordinary wooden wheel, not being liable to shrink, and avoiding the
necessit}^ of setting tire, and his patent steam and water faucets.
Strahle& Hughes, of San Francisco, exhibited a fine laurel billiard table,
inlaid with rosewood, mounted
upon a flooring composed of laurel, rosewood and Oregon maple. We are informed that this table was manufactured to order for a well known citizen, at a cost of one thousand
dollars.

The Pacific Concrete Company, of San Francisco, exhibited samples
of their concrete material for roofs and sidewalks, etc., which is claimed
to be proof against sun, heat or frost, and to be the
cheapest and most
durable material for the purposes for which it is designed.
Henry Bush, of San Francisco, had on exhibition Billings' patent fruit
drying house. This invention claims to obviate the danger of fire or
scorching the fruit, and by a constant and rapid changc'of air, to dry
the fruit in a few hours and preserve it from insects and filth.
B. F. Cook, of Napa, the
inventor, exhibited a model, or models, by
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which he claims

combined steam header and
by animal power, while the
J^eSecond A steam boiler, engine,

to present :' In. First
thrasher, to be hauled through tir ge field

machinery is worked by steam.
thrasher and separator on the same wag niton

—

the header being detached,
thrasher and" sib^t earn power useful when
heading season is over; or the header reel and sfiiuckle may be detached,
when the draper will be used to elevate the grain fro., m the stack. The
thrasher and steam power being on the same wagon, the wocOiole machinery
may be hauled forward a little at any moment to suit wtthe pitchers.
Third A combined header and header wagon, the former beir^ po- attached
to the side of the latter.
Dr. Henley, of San Francisco, exhibited some fifty cases or nranore of
tile preparation invented by him, known as "Dr. Henley's Wild
Grape
Boot I X L Bitters," compounded from the root of the Oregon wild gim-rape
'dii
and other ingredients.
J. N. Seeley & Co of San Francisco, had on exhibition a variety of inviiiienFirst in order is the seientUpcjc
tions calculated to save time and labor.
churn, which is operated daily. It makes butter from sweet or soue. ir
milk or cream; is easily worked, simple and durable. They also had t?w\
mop wringer, egg cooker, cake mixer, lamp chimney cleaner, and lastois
but not least, a working model of a trip-hammer, designed to work with
the foot, and is easily made to strike at any point on the anvil.
it
A. Bona, of San Francisco, successor to the well-known Squarza, had .t
on exhibition a fine display, consisting of a large variety of manufactured 3
punches, cordials and bitters. There were over twenty different kinds >
of the first named, some of which bear fanciful names such as Ladies'
Tears, Morning Comfort, Farewell, Anti-Divorce, etc.
0. A. Olmsted, of Sonoma Count}', exhibited samples of mineral or
rock paint, discovered by him in eighteen hundred aud sixtj'-six. near
Sebastopol, Sonoma County, while boring for water. His display consisted of nine different varieties of unmixed paint, of black, red. yellow,
brown and other colors, and a few colors ground in oil. These paints
are represented as suitable for painting houses, vessels, wagons, etc.
R. G. Gelien, of San Francisco, exhibited some excellent imitation of
Swiss cigars made at his factory; also, a fine display of Turkish smoking
tobacco in packages and in bulk. A placard announced that his cigars
are made entirely by the fair hands of women.
John Thoman, of Sacramento County, contributed a variety of grapes,
among which are the Gray Tokay, Royal Muscat, Isabella, Muscat of
so as to render the

;

common

—

\

,

—

Alexandria and Damascana.
The Pioneer Flour Mills, of San Francisco, Eisen Brothers, proprietors,
were represented by specimens of white farina, cracked wheat, pearl
barley, hulled barley, hominy, corn meal, split peas, etc.
McMillan & Kester, of San Francisco, made a fine display of bitters,
cordials, syrups, gums, cocktails, etc., including strawberry, raspberry,
blackberry, sarsaparilla, orgeat and pineapple flavors.
The exhibition of native wines and brandies by B D. Wilson & Co.,
The assortment comof San Francisco, was extensive and -creditable.
prised port, angelica, claret, white, sherry and other wines, cognac

brandy, grape brandy,

The same

etc.,

from Lake Vineyard, near Los Angeles.

firm are also the agents of several other vintages.

Bugbey, of Sacramento County (Natoma Vineyard), made a
display of grapes, embracing some fifteen different varieties,
among which we may name the Fiber Zagos or raisin grape, Black MusB. N.

large
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The same exhibition also had a fine display of Calicat and Madeline.
fornia champagne, wines, grape and cognac brandy, etc.
Wertheimer & Waterman made an excellent exhibition of samples of
The popular bitters
different cordials, bitters, syrups, extracts, etc.

known

as the "Splendid" occupied a conspicuous place in the display.
P. J. Devine, of San Francisco, exhibited a beautiful bust of a young
boy, chiselled from an unusually fine block of Columbia (California;
marble. Latent life appeared to dwell within the cold marble, and to
the eyes of the sweet-faced child into the outer world

gaze through
beyond. Devine has executed many fine busts of prominent citizens,
living and dead, but considers this last achievement his masterpiece.
Mrs. T. J. Winship, of San Francisco, who received the first premium
for millinery at the late fair in that city, exhibited a show-case containand
ing bonnets and artificial flowers, which were much commended
admired by lady visitors, who describe them by the two words, "Perfect loves."

Mrs. M S. Read, of San Francisco, showed a case containing her
improved skirt supporters and chest expanders, for expanding the chest,
strengthening the lungs and stomach, and correcting the bad habit of
She also exhibited abdominal supporters and gentlemen's
stooping.
braces and suspenders.
F. Seregni, of the Pacific Business College, exhibited in the gallery a
highly creditable specimen of pen drawing, the excellence of which
taxed the credulit}' of man}^ to believe that it was executed with a pen.
The College also exhibited specimens of ornamental business penmanship.

Falkenstein & Brandt, of the Pacific Shirt Factory, showed a large
assortment of gentlemen's shirts and furnishing goods. The shirts were
of various qualities and prices,

made of good

material,

and were well

shaped and gotten up.
William Englander, of San Francisco, contributed a case of tassels,
fringes, gimps, etc., of his own manufacture.
S. P. Taylor & Co., of San Francisco, agents for the San Lorenzo and
Pioneer Paper Mills, exhibited samples of straw, medicated, wrapping
and printing paper, of various sizes and colors, manufactured at the
above named mills.
John Mallon, of S'an Francisco, glass cutter, exhibited specimens of
his skill, comprising cut, stained and ground glass, side lights and head
lights for hall doors of private dwellings, steamboats, churches, etc.
Charles E. Fleming & Co., of El Dorado County, exhibited specimens
a carious formation of sandstone
of what is called landscape rock
and the El Dorado polishing powder, obtained from the top stratum of
the same quarry, which is claimed to surpass silicon for polishing and

—

—

cleansing purposes
John A. Bali, of Grass Valley, exhibited a model of a snow elevator,
his own invention.
The snow is ploughed upon the elevator and carried
to any required height by a succession of fans, or buckets, passing over
an inclined plane. By a slight alteration the same elevator may be used
to carry any substance with like facility or be employed as a water
lifter.
The model was worthy of examination.
John W. Cherry, of San Francisco, exhibited four signs and eleven
block letters, as specimens of his commendable skill.
L. K. Hammer, of Sacramento, exhibited one square and one grand
Chickering piano, from which melodious strains were frequently evoked,
during the day and evening, by well known professional and amateur

11?

musical artists.

'
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In bis exhibition were also a

flute,

a violin and a clari-

net.

Goodwin'& Co., of San Francisco, exhibited a splendid assortment of
luxurious furniture, comprising bedroom and parlor sets, and a magnificent bridal chair, all of which, for taste and skill, challenged admiration.
The Oakland Cotton Mills, of Oakland, exhibited forty pieces of
cotton cloth from their mills.
H. Wachhorst, of Sacramento, exhibited a case of splendid gold and
silverware, comprising jugs, vases, goblets, card cases, knives, forks and
spoons, etc.

Frank CI. Edwards, of San Francisco, exhibited samples of the first
wall paper manufactured in California, upon which was delineated a
variety of tropical scenes.
William H. Jessup & Co., of the Eureka Match Factory, made a fine
display of goods in their peculiar line, which were tastefully arranged
upon a revolving pyramid, on the pedestal of which stood a wax doll,
finely dressed, which was raffled off for the benefit of the orphans.

The North American Wood Preserving Company presented specimens
wood preserved by a peculiar process, by which it is claimed that the
end is gained of rendering the wood proof against dry and wet rot. and

of

impervious to the attacks of the toredo and all marine insects, while the
fibre of the wood remains intact and is in no manner impaired.
The
uses to which this wood thus prepared can be put
will naturally occur to the reader
such as the construction of wharves,

many advantageous

—

foundations of buildings, and pavements, etc.
Jones & Peterson, of Antioch. Contra Costa County, exhibited in the
shed adjoining the Pavilion a patent spring hammer, which dispenses
with the necessity of employing a striker. It is operated by a treadle
passing along on the right of the anvil, and the blow can be governed
with as much accuracy as by hand, while the hammer can be moved
The hammer strikes a very powerful blow
to any part of the anvil.
with the exercise of very little muscular power.
H. B. Martin & Co., of San Francisco, exhibited a patent oscillating
double cylinder steam engine of four horse power, which occupies a
compass of three feet by ten inches. The pcculiaritj- of this engine consists in the fact that the steam chest and slide valves of the ordinary
engine are dispensed with. The steam is admitted into a plug running
crosswise through the cylinder. The plug is cast solid in the centre,
and when it is receiving steam on one side it is exhausting it on the
other, and it requires but the oscillation of the cylinder to reverse the
The
position of the plug, and admit steam to the opposite piston.
motion of the engine can be revei*sed by the turning of the plug, by
means of a lever, without shutting off steam. There is no connecting
It is claimed that
rod, the piston being attached directly to the crank.
it does not require a practical engineer to operate this machine.
They
also exhibited a hydrostatic engine, on the model of the steam engine
above described, with the exception that one is steam and the other
water packed ; a pump, on the principle of the engines above described,
and a rotary pump, for deep wells
for irrigating, railroad or family use
or mines, which is constructed without valves, and is claimed to possess
These are Calisufficient capacity to force water three hundred feet.
;

fornia inventions.
A. C. Taylor, of San Francisco, exhibited a new portable range, the
oven doors and outer flue plates of which are filled with cement, which
being a non-conductor of heat, retains the caloric and makes the oven to
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bake as though made of brick. A lower oven is heated by a blast of hot
In addition to this range— or rather
air obtained in a peculiar manner.
in connection with it
Taylor showed to visitors a number of ingenious
contrivances, in the way of kitchen' utensils and appurtenances, which
merit careful examination by housekeepers.
E. C. Bickford, of Petaluma, exhibited a patent traction gate, which
This gate is
is suspended on two posts, to which wheels are attached.
and is particularly adapted to
simple, can be very cheaply constructed,
ranches. He also showed a model of a carriage attachment gate, which
he claims can be swung to, l'egardless of the state of the wind.
Eobert Blair, of San Francisco, showed a miniature engine, which is
constructed
driving two of Hendy's concentrators. This engine was
of his apprenticeship, the
during Blair's leisure hours in the first year
him. The model evinced considerapatterns having also been made by

—

ble skill in its construction.

R. E. & J. Craig, of Nevada City, exhibited a California invention in
the shape of a hydraulic nozzle, the merits claimed for which are that it
obviates kinking and danger in using, and can with facility be made to

throw water in any direction.
Mrs. M. E. G-err'ish, of Sacramento, exhibited two show cases filled
with flowers, wreaths, leaves, etc., superbly wrought in wax.
Miss Julia Dunn, of Sacramento, also showed some very pretty wax-

work bouquets,

lilies, etc.

Miss Ellen Megerle, of Sacramento, exhibited some very fine silk and
linen embroidery, well worthy of commendation.
Mrs. Horace Adams, of Sacramento, had a fine collection of shells; a
vase of autumn leaves from the White Mountains; and shell, hair and
other work all of which, in their arrangement and execution, gave
evidence of much care and a refined taste.
Miss Helen M. Brooks, of Sacramento, exhibited some beautiful waxwork, including some graceful pond lilies and a bouquet of wax flowers.
Mrs. J. L. Hummel, of Sacramento, exhibited many proofs of her skill
with the needle, in the way of silk and cotton embroidery in her case
were also some Masonic regalias, which are pronounced equal to the
best work of the kind produced in San Francisco.
Miss Lillie Hamilton, aged thirteen years, exhibited a fine pieced
quilt, evincing much care and taste.
Mrs. A. D. "Whitney showed a very prettily arranged medley picture.
Miss Sarah C. Marvin, of Sacramento, exhibited a hair bouquet very
tastily arranged.
Mrs. William H. Hobby, of Sacramento, also exhibited a very pretty
hair bouquet.
Mrs. B J. Merkley, of Sacramento, exhibited a beautiful wreath of

—

;

feather flowers.

Mrs. T. M. Coggins, of Sacramento, exhibited specimens of retouched
photographs, evincing skill and good judgment.
Miss Mollie Tittle exhibited some very fine crochet work tidies and a
pretty bead cushion.
Miss Maggie Ormsby, of Sacramento, exhibited some very pretty

embroidery work.
Miss Annie E. Hoag, of Washington, exhibited some neat worsted
picture frames and embroidery on perforated card-board.
Miss Lottie Hoffman, of Sacramento, exhibited some very fine silk
embroidery and water-color paintings.
Miss C. Hoffman, of Sacramento, showed some pretty chenille work.
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Miss M. McCormick, of Sacramento, exhibited some pretty crocheted
and an ornamental pincushion.
Mrs. J. L. Sturtevant, of Placerville, contributed some beautiful wax
work, chief among which was a cross with trailing passion vines and a
tidies

crown of thorns.
Mrs. B. N. Bugbey, of Folsom, exhibited a large and fine crochet tidy.
Mrs. M. H. Herbert, of Carson City, exhibited a very fine beadwork
pincushion and mat.
Mrs. J. C. Rodgers, of Sacramento, exhibited two pretty and ingenious
corn-husk hats.
Mrs. L. II. Foote, of Sacramento, showed a beautiful seaweed wreath
surrounding a cross of the same material, framed.
Miss Lulu Adams, of Sacramento, exhibited some very neat specimens
of plain sewing.

Miss Agnes Hummel, of Sacramento, aged eleven years, contributed
some very creditable productions of her needle, in the shape of a braided
and embroidered toilet set, an embroidered child's dress and some application work.

Miss Mary E. Clark, of Sacramento, exhibited a prettily arranged bed
which work must have required extreme patience on her part.
Miss Mary. Denden, of Happy Valley, contributed a splendid raised
worsted work pincushion, which attracted much attention from the
critical of her own sex.
Mrs. J. P. Odbert, of Sacramento, exhibited a fine wreath of framed
raised worsted work.
J. L. F. Warren, of the California Fanner, among his
interesting
collection, exhibited a bag of flour, branded: "Horner's Mills, Union
City (Cal), half barrel, forty-nine pounds. Superfine extra. Warranted
from pure California wheat. October, eighteen hundred and fiftythree.
Horner & Co., agents, San Francisco." We are informed that
this was the first bag of flour made from California wheat, ever exhibited
at a California fair, a premium having been awarded to its then exhibitor
in eighteen hundred and fifty-three.
The flour retains its sweetness to
this day, bearing high testimony to the qualities of California wheat.
The Domestic Carpet Manufactory, of San Francisco, exhibited several
pieces of rag and list carpet of home manufacture.
quilt,

L. Price, of San Francisco, showed a case containing ladies' fancy
gaiters of various materials, colors and styles, which are well shaped
and gave evidence of good workmanship.
Thomas O'Xeil, of San Francisco, ornamental glass cutter, exhibited
head lights and ceiling sash lights of ornamental cut glass. This was
California work and reflects much credit upon O'Xeil.
Ferdinand Woodward, of Sacramento, exhibited what is styled a
"
hydropic spark arrester." This invention consists in surrounding the
smoke funnel of locomotives and other engines with an inclosed water
tank, into which all sparks and cinders are received. The apparatus
also disposes of them after they are received.
Hucks & Lambert, of San Francisco, exhibited samples of their antifriction axle-grease.

James
exhibited

& Co. (by R. H. McDonald & Co., of Sacramento),
Bowman's washing compound and a preparation for removing

B. Parsons

grease and other stains.
J. W. Kinser, of San Francisco, exhibited the American spring bed
The spring of this bed is obtained by slats suspended lengthwise on
straps of vulcanized India rubber, the slats being suspended to the rub-
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ber by means of small iron bolts and hooked strips of iron. Simplicity
and flexibility are the main features of this bed.
F. T. Houghton, of San Francisco, exhibited the automatic clothes
washer and boiler, in which the hot suds and steam, by the action of
heat, are driven up through tubes, poured upon the clothes, and forced
through the fabric, cleansing all articles Without any rubbing. A thorough rinsing finishes the process. Houghton also exhibited a patent
side-saddle, invented by Mrs. Clara A. Bartlett, which has many points

by which it recommends itself to lady equestrians.
The California Wine Cooperage Company, of San Francisco, exhibited
some very large sized casks, one of which is constructed without visible
hoops.

Hughes, Kimball & Co., of San' Francisco, exhibited a patent tire
1st. The power is
upsetter, for which these advantages are claimed
more direct in application, the movement being in a curve, to operate
upon a curved form. 2d. The line of power is directly in the line of
3d. It is ready of adjustment and rapid in its operation.
resistance.
4th. One man can operate it alone.
5th. The tire is held beneath a con:

vex, to prevent buckling or kinking while under pressure. 6th. The
smoothness of the outside and edges of the tire are preserved by a simple
and effective device. 7th. By a rapid shifting of pivots the power of the
machine may be increased to suit the resistance to be offered, without
altering the length of the lever.
D. L. Smith and W. H. Wiester, of San Francisco, exhibited the Bandall rake, for which the exhibitors claim that it will pass over obstacles,
carrying the hay with it at right angles to the ground, twenty-two
inches high; that it will rake along or across ditches, on stony or
uneven surfaces, without discharging the load; and that in gleaning it
does not shell or thrash the grain, but gathers it as carefully as the
human hand can. There are many other meritorious qualities connected
with the Bandall rake.
Casebolt & Kerr, of San Francisco, exhibited some of their first-class
work, in the shape of buggies and hacks.
George P. Kimball & Co., of San Francisco, also exhibited some very
fine buggies, etc.

F. B. Lamb & Co., of San Francisco, exhibited the pioneer. washer,
Wellington's patent vegetable cutter, a patent horse-shoe nail-clincher

and

a clothes-horse.

Ravenna Ghirardelli & Co. exhibited a case of palatable looking macaroni. and vermicelli from the Italian Union Manufactory.
Dana & Codington, of San Francisco, showed specimens of glue from
the Pacific Glue Factory.
Elam & Howes, of San Francisco, made a good display of willow and
wooden wares.
L. Steudemau, of Sacramento, showed a case of very fine ladies'
gaitei's

and

slippers.

L. Elkus, of Sacramento, exhibited a large stock of underclothing and
California-made shirts.
R. W. Jackson, of Sacramento, exhibited some very fine shell jewelry
and manzanita boxes.
Jessup & Beers, of San Francisco, exhibited a number of dental
instruments and various sets of false teeth.
The Pacific Necktie Factory exhibited a case of tasty neckties of all
descriptions, bearing fanciful names.
16
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Haynes & Lawtou, of San Francisco, exhibited some very fine specimens of gold and silver plating from the Pacific Plate Works. The
work was executed in a very creditable manner.
Lundberg & Marwedel, of San Francisco, made an exhibition of telegraphic apparatus.

—

I. Morgan, of San Francisco, exhibited the California State Cement
a preparation for mending breakages in almost any article.
J. Renz, of Sacramento, showed several cases of herb bitters, claimed
to be an excellent article for diseases of the blood, ague, colic, etc.
A. Bergman n, of Sacramento, had on exhibition a good variety of

pickles,

Mrs.

canned
J. P.

fruit,

ketchups and sauces.

Odbert. of Saci'amento, exhibited in the lower hall a choice

lot of jellies, pickles and preserves..
C. G. Kelley & Co., of San Francisco,

tion

known

as the

made an exhibit of the prepara"American Washing Fluid." The article was repre-

sented as excellent for cleansing clothes, glass, paint, etc.
There were quite a number of excellent displays of fruit, and every
Mrs. A. S. Greenlaw, Mrs.
collection was creditable to the exhibitor.
W. IS". Brooks, L. S. Graham, J. S. Harbison, E. Pierce, of Sacramento,
each had fine varieties on exhibition.
I. Landsbei-ger, of San Francisco, made a display of California wines

and brandies, comprising Sonoma white, hock and port wines, and
cognac and other brandies.
Hoyt & Howse, of Sacramento, displayed a variety of preserved fruit
and tomatoes.
Few visitors to the Pavilion failed to admire the beautiful black walnut
frame made by Snow & Poos, encasing Marple's splendid picture of the
Golden Gate.
I. L. Merrill, of Sacramento, exhibited in the upper hall a number of
fine kerosene lamps of various styles, fancy crockery ware, etc.
Long & Daly, of San Francisco, exhibited a light and graceful single
scull racing shell.

Mrs. Blackwood, of Sacramento, exhibited quite a pretty pieced silk
sofa cushion.
H. T. Graves, of

San Francisco, made quite a display of wire work of

various descriptions.

The Standard Soap Company, of San Francisco, exhibited various
kinds of soap and candles, and the products incidental to their manufacture.

B. F. Barton & Co. exhibited dairy and table salt, saleratus, etc., all of
the best quality in their respective grades.
The San Francisco Candle Compau3T made a display of candles in the
various stages of their manufacture.
Wentworth, Hobart & Co., of San Francisco, exhibited a case containing very fine ladies' shoes and gaiters of various st3"les, materials and
colors.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON SILK CULTURE.

The committee to whom was given the subject of the silk business,
from the mulberry tree to the production of the cocoon, have attended
to their duty and beg leave to submit their report.
Very few persons, even at this stage of this vast and peculiarly interesting business, can form any conception of its real value to our State
The mere assertion that it will be as millions of dolin coming years.
but time Avill tell. Sixteen
lars annually would be esteemed visionary
years ago the prophecy was made of what is seen in this fair the manu-

—

—

facture of silks in our State.

The committee find, on examination, quite a number of different
samples of cocoons, collections of eggs of all the different varieties of
the silkworm known to commerce, and an exhibition in all departments
that would actually astonish the raisers of the silkworm in any of the
countries of Europe.
To those conversant with this interest it must be
evident, by what is shown, that California is destined at no distant day
to excel any other part of the world in this industry, and our people
and State will do well to foster this important business. The following
is

a

list

of the exhibits

:

—

L. Prevost, of San Jose Twelve boxes containing wreath of different
varieties of cocoons ; silk butterflies la3T iug their eggs ; one lot of California cocoons and lots of cocoons of the following varieties:
Turkish,

White Japanese, Green Japanese, Yellow Portugese, White Portugese,
Old French, Wild California, Yellow Mountain, New French, White
Oak, Mulberry Trees; and the actual silk business, from mulberry trees
to the cocoons, feeding of worms, etc.

—
—

Miss Leonie Saufrignon, of San Jose One bouquet of cocoons.
Mrs. W. Erkins, San Jose One lot of cocoons.
Dr. De Witt C. Franklin, Los Angeles One lot of cocoons.
Mrs. J. Saufrignon. San Jose Bouquet and wreath of cocoons.
Mrs. Alice Boston, Santa Cruz One variety of cocoons.
John Smith, Saci'amento One variety of cocoons and one sample

—

—
—

—
County — One variety of cocoons.
Don Jose Olivia, Hornitos. Mariposa County — One variety of cocoons.
G. E Goux, Santa Barbara — One sample of cocoons from one hundred
thousand raised this year.
Thomas A. Garey, Los Angeles — One sample of cocoons and one
bouquet.
Albert Brewster, San Gabriel — One variety of cocoons.
A. Packard, Santa Barbara — One sample of cocoons from one hundred
thousand raised this year.
M. A. Goddard, Sacramento — One sample of Japanese cocoons.
—
Mrs. L.
Antioch, Alameda County One sample of cocoons.
Muller & Jasard, Nevada City — One sample of cocoons.
—
Wilson, Santa Clara County One sample cocoons.
Byron
of mulberry trees.
John Rice, Yuba

Sillers,

S.
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—

A. F. Goddard, Sacramento One sample of Japanese cocoons and one
sample of mulberry trees.
Louis Hess, Placerville, El Dorado County One sample of Japanese

—

cocoons.
Dr. D.

—

—

W. Koehler,
Oregon One sample of cocoons, first raised
Oregon.
George Reed, Suelling, Merced County One sample of cocoons.
Mrs. L. Waldron, Sacramento One sample of cocoons.
Mrs. Mai-y Jennings and Mrs. W. Flint, Sacramento One sample of
Japanese cocoons, in cases; one sample of European cocoons, in cases;
one sample Turkish cocoons, in cases; one. sample Japanese cocoons, in
brush one sample European cocoons, in brush
one sample Turkish
!

,

in

—

—

—

;

;

cocoons, in brush.

H. Haynie, Sacramento — Sample
,

William
lot of cocoons, taken from
seven hundred thousand of this 3-ear's feeding; sample lot of Japanese
worms, feeding; four cartoons of silkworm eggs, prepared for the

European market; samples of mulberry trees.
1. N.
Hoag, Yolo County Sample of Japanese silkworm eggs; sample
of European silkworm eggs; sample of Turkish silkworm eggs; skeins

—

of reeled

silk.

—

Eobert Williamson, Sacramento Sample of mulberry trees.
J. S. Harbison, Sacramento
Samples of moretti mulberry and mul-

—

ticaulis trees.

O

W. Reed, Yolo County — Sample

<*

of morus multicaulis trees.

Your committee have taken the pains

to give a full list of the exhib-

department, together with the samples exhibited by each,
to show that the. business is not simply confined to one or two localities,
but that it is already widely spread throughout this State, and is commenced in Oregon.
It is not only due to the "pioneer" of the business in this State, but
also to the pioneers in the respective counties and localities represented,
to give their names to the public, and make record of the same in the
transactions of your society for the year eighteen hundred and sixtyitors in this

eight.

Your committee have no information
tions of

most of the exhibitors, and

as to the extent of the opera-

will therefore confine tbemselves to

giving a short notice of the operations of two of the largest silk growers

—

William M. Haynie and I. N. Hoag.
Mr. Hoag's cocoonery is situated about three miles above Sacramento
He has a large plantaCity, on the Yolo side of the Sacramento River.
tion of mulberry trees, both from seed and cuttings, from which have
been fed about one million worms the present season, succeeding beyond
his most sanguine expectations in producing quantity and quality, both
of cocoons and eggs.
Mr. Ha3 nie's cocoonery is located just beyond the limits of Sacramento
It was erected the past
City, on the road leading to Smith's gardens.
summer, with special reference to silk culture. He has also seven acres
of mulberry trees planted on his homestead, and plantations of trees
north of the American River, both from seeds and cuttings, of the most
in the State

?

approved variety.

This «;entleman commenced feeding his first batch of worms on the
of July, which consisted of about eight hundred thousand worms of
the French variety. He, too, has been successful be3'ond his most
sanguine expectations in producing good cocoons and eggs.
first
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The committee are glad to learn that a market for silkworm eggs has
been opened up in Europe, which will probably require all the eggs that
can be produced in this State for years to come, at remunerative prices.

The demand for the eggs in Europe is owing to the well known fact that
the silk worms cannot be reproduced from eggs grown there, on account
of the disease peculiar to those countries. Of late years tbey have had
to look to Japan for a supply of eggs, which can as well be produced
While your committee would
here, and those of a superior quality.
not ignore any one of the exhibitors in this* department, they felt called
upon to make the foregoing statements for the encouragement of those
who are now small growers, and others who may be contemplating
going into the silk industry, but who are still in doubt of the final
results.
We find L. Provost still at the post of honor, making a fine
exhibition of the silk business in all its departments, up to the manufacture.
All other exhibitors, in honor to the pioneer, having withdrawn
their claims to the premium offered by your society, we award said
premium of fifty dollars to him.
William Holdman has
In this connection the committee remark:
secured a patent for the production of silk from the bark of the mulberry tree, and an agent has arrived in California to form a company
for the establishment of a factory to work on the new plan.
The
yearling branches are cut in the late winter or early spring, before the
sap has commenced to rise, and are steamed for half an hour, to loosen
the bark, which is then detached, and steeped for several days in a solution of potash.
This dissolves and disintegrates the nonfibrons portion
of the material, and the bark is washed to cleanse the fibre, which is next
boiled in potash ley, washed in warm and in cold water, boiled in a solution of alum, one pound in six gallons of water, dried, and finally
combed for spinning. This is the whole process as patented, and it is
cheap and simple. We have seen a sample of silk represented to have
been made b}' this method, and it has a fine fibre, five inches long, of
regular thickness and of £Ood color and lustre. We were informed that
very little silk has been made in this wa}*, probably not an ounce in all,
and we are unable to present any statement of the amount of silk that
can be made from a ton of mulberry twigs, or of the cost of production.
All of which

is

respectfully submitted,

W.

R. CLUNESS,
A. B. NIXON,

J. S.

COL.

HARBISON,

WARREN,
Committee.
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OPENING ADDRESS.
DELIVERED AT THE SEVENTH ANNUAL FAIR OF THE NORTHERN DISTRICT—
EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY-EIGHT.

By HON. W. H. PARKS, President.

Members

of (lie
Gentlemen :

Northern

District

Agricultural

Society,

and Ladies and

We have assembled together again, after a lapse of two most prosperous j'ears, to exchange congratulations, and return thanks for our continued and increased prosperity, and to place on exhibition some of our
products and improvements, and to exchange ideas with reference to
further improvements. It becomes my duty, as the presiding officer, to
make a brief statement of the condition of the society, and to make
such suggestions as would, in my opinion, promote the interests of the
same. I am aware of the popular prejudice existing against long, statisI will not attempt
tical opening addresses, therefore, I shall be brief.
to reiterate what has been so often and so truthfully said, that California, as a State, possesses greater advantages, and has greater resources
for agriculture and manufactures, than any other portion of the United
States.

Nor

shall I <ro into facts

and

figures, ffivine the incredible

num-

ber of bushels of wheat and barley raised per acre, nor dwell upon the
mammoth size of potatoes, squashes, pumpkins, etc., the delieiousness of
our fruits, or the delicate flavor of our wines, for all of these things
have been stated and verified, and no longer create astonishment.
I
may, however, congratulate you upon the proud position our State occuAlthough young in years, she has taken place with the
pies to-day.
first of the olden States in importance as a grain growing State.
At
the late Paris Exposition she stood first for her cereals, and her mechanics carried off

more

prizes, in proportion

to the

number

of exhibitors,

than did those of any other portion of the world. This, then, would argue
that we not only have the soil, climate and natural wealth, but that we
have also the genius and enterprise so necessaiy to the speedy development
of our country.
I may also congratulate yon upon the prosperous condition of the
do not judge of the
society and of the district which composes it.
success of a fair, or the condition of the society, by the number of exhibitions, but by the interest taken by the exhibitors, and the influence and
effect it has upon the country'.
Taking this for a standpoint, we may
well congratulate ourselves upon the success and the advantages of the
society, and its founders, who struggled so hard for its establishment and
It is just ten years ago since
success, may well be proud of their work.

We
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first fair was held in this city, under the direction of the State Agricultural Society; and when we compare the condition of the district
It is to this
then, with its condition now, comment is unnecessary.
for
the
have
indebted
we
are
that
improvement.
greatly
society
exchanged the mustang for the thoroughbred roadster and draft horse.
have exchanged the wild Mexican cow for the domestic Durham and
Devon the coarse, hairy, Mexican sheep for the fine Spanish, French

the

We

We

;

and Saxon}- Merino. We have done more: We have filled our granaries, and said to the world, give us commerce, and we will feed you all
and to-day our State is doing more than her share in feeding the hungry
millions.
But we must do still more, we must have a commerce of our
own we must have rival lines of steamers, and rival railroads, connected with all parts of the world. W% cannot, and ought not, to expect
the great margin in grain between this and other countries to continue.
Then, let us prepare for such a state of things; let us prepare to produce
at less cost; let us prepare to lesson the cost of freight through oqr own
State to the seaport, it is an extravagant outrage that it costs as
much to take produce from here to San Francisco as it does from
A great improvement can, and ought to be
there to New York.
made, in our manner of shipping, by doing away with the extravagant
It is more than one-tenth of all the
custom of shipping in sacks.
cost of producing, besides the loss of grain and the extra expense
The difference in handling grain in bulk and in sacks is
of handling.
almost incredible, and I would recommend a thorough examination
I noticed a commercial statement of the shipment of
of this subject.
our wheat, of two years ago, I think. We got for it eight millions of
This shows
dollars; it brought in foreign markets sixteen millions.
that it cost one-half of the value of our product to put it in market
from San Francisco. Now, at least one-half of the remaining half was
paid for home freight and sacking, leaving ortly one-quarter of its real
value for the producer. We must reduce the cost of producing and
;

—

shipping as fast as the foreign demand diminishes, or we will be in the
same condition that we were in a few years since our granaries overWe must
loaded with grain that will not bring the cost of producing.
What we need is a population of
encourage immigration to our State
The
laborers that we can depend upon, to increase our manufactures.
experiments in manufacturing have thus far proved successful. There
is no reason why all of our woollen goods, clothing, boots and shoes,
sugar, oils, agricultural implements, etc., etc., should not be manufactured in our own State. It is but a few years since we imported all our
wagons and steam engines; now, who thinks of importing one ? We
want cheap labor and cheap capital, and as all operations of capital are
based upon labor, we must first have the laborers and we shall be sure
of the capital. It is governed by that unerring law of supply and
demand, and is sure to flow where profitable and safe investments can

—

be made.
Much has been done, through the agricultural societies of the State,
for the dissemination of. the knowledge -of the advantages that our
State possesses, and much is being done, and we now have a powerful
auxiliary in the Labor Exchange recently established in San Francisco.
This might be extended with profit to the interior. The laborers who
come to our shores must be protected from the assaults of those who
will not work themselves, or allow others to, unless they can dictate the
terms. Labor is a commodity, and its price must be governed by the
supply and demand; and all labor associations that attempt to hold it
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higher than the demand will warrant are opposed to the best interests of
the country. u The laborer is worth}7 of bis hire," and no class will
reap more benefit from a full supply of free labor than they themselves.
There are hundreds of now day laborers who are competent to transact
almost any kind of business, but, from the fact that labor is so high,
they are prevented from engaging in the business they were educated

and are compelled to work at day labor. We need more frequent
intercourse with each other, in order to combine our efforts to bring
about necessary reforms. The farmer is no longer the slow, plodding
clod-hopper, nor the mechanic the mere machine, that the}' were once
thought to be, but the}' command the very highest order of talent and
genius; but there is not that exertion used by them to procure the beneficial results, from a combination of capital or the unity of action, that
there is among other classes of men. When we reflect that all the real
wealth of the State is based upon its agricultural and manufacturing
resources, is it not surprising that greater efforts are not made for their
development. Let us suppose that all of the incorporated companies
that have been formed in this State for mining purposes had been formed
for agricultural and manufacturing, that all of the assessments that have
for,

been paid for mining, had been paid for farming and manufacturing,
what would have been the result? I think, without exaggeration, I
may say that the amount of assessments would have purchased every
acre of land in the State, that our population would have numbered four
times its present number, that we would produce ten times as much
grain as we now do, that our manufactures would be quadrupled,
and that the assessed value of our property would be increased a thousand fold. We would have our clipper ships, our own lines of steamers,
and our State, would be checkered with railroads. Instead of having a
transitory and excitable population, that are grasping at every shadow
only to be deceived, we would have a population of substantial and
wealthy farmers, merchants and mechanics.
We have truly an agricultural district, and capable of producing
many articles at prices that will warrant shipment, such as wool, wine
and oil, and there can be no doubt of wheat, when the expense of producing and shipping can be reduced to a reasonable rate. The superiority of our grain will ahvays command for it enough higher price to
pay the difference in cost of freight when this shall be reduced to its
There are other articles that might be produced with profit,
usual rate.
such as sugar, flax, hemp and silk; and the day is not far distant when
we shall export all of these articles in large quantities. It only requires
our attention. Let the farmer pa}* as much attention to public affairs
as his interest requires, and it will not be long before the necessary reforms will take place. Let them see that all laws discriminating against
their best interests, such as now exists against the sheep growing inLet them have free roads and free
terest, are repealed or amended.

We have
Let them combine their capital to cheapen freight
bridges.
There the farmers are
a notable example of this in Colusa County.

determined they will have freights at a reasonable rate. To accomplish
they have already put one steamer on the river, and have organized
a company to put on .still another; and they are reaping a reward for
their enterprise by getting freights from twenty-five to thirty-three per
We have another striking example of the
cent, less than Ave do here.
benefits of opposition lines, in the establishment of a new express company. It has already cheapened expressage very materially. AVe have
no fault to find with old companies, no war to wage against them, but

this
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in all other business,
competition is needed in transportation as well as
and the prospect of our having it are brightening. Until recently we
have had but one line of communication between here and San Francisco,
and only one between there and New York. We have now successfully
established two or three lines of steamers to New York, and we have a
between
prospect of the speedy completion of two lines of railroads
here and San Francisco. So vigorously are they pushing on the work
on the great national highway, the Pacific Railroad, that we confidently
hope at our next annual festival we shall have the pleasure of seeing
many of our Eastern friends in our midst, participating in our enjoyment.
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Table of Statistics

— Continued.

Yield of quicksilver, per month.

Counties.

Pounds.

Santa Clara

161.25U
55,000

Lake
Total...

216,250

In Santa Cruz County the California Powder Works manufactured the
following amount, in eighteen hundred and sixty-seven
:

Description.

Blasti ng

powder

Cannon, musket and sporting powder.

Pounds.

3,804.925
181,737

A fuse factory is being built and paper mills are in operation. One
hundred thousand barrels of lime and two hundred thousand dollars
worth of leather were made in the county during the year.
One powder mill and one paper mill in operation in Marin County.
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OPENING ADDRESS.
DELIVERED BEFORE THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, SEPTEMBER
SEVENTH, EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY- NINE.

By CHAS.

F.

KEED,

President.

Gentlemen and Ladies, and Members of the State Agricultural Society

:

Having occupied this position, and addressed you from this same stand
upon the subject of agriculture, on so many occasions like the present, I
feel almost at a loss what to say that can interest you or that will be

appropriate to the occasion. On an ordinary occasion, with no new
events to record, with no great achievements accomplished, with no
grand marches toward prosperity, permanent and lasting, for our State,
I feel that I might well be excused from saying anything to you to-night,
except, perhaps, to greet you with congratulations upon the general
prosperity of our people, and might be content to remain a silent lookeron where there is so much to be seen and learned. But the present
occasion is no ordinary one for our State.
The history of California
from its very beginning is pregnant with grand events. To say nothing
of the commercial and monetary revolutions, extending throughout the
world, which have been brought about by the discovery of her mines of
precious metals of her jingling gold and silver coin having taken the
place of intrinsically worthless paper in all the great money exchanges
to say nothing of the liberality with which she poured out that gold
and silver in the interest of suffering humanity, when her country's
defenders needed her assistance to say nothing of the crowns of glory
with which her name will ever be encircled, in consequence of the nobfe
deeds of her sons on the great battlefield of liberty, both on land and
sea to say nothing of the valuable discoveries in science, of the great
improvements in mechanics and the arts, for which the world is indebted
to her to say nothing of the explosion of old and erroneous theories in
political economy, and the adoption of new and correct ones, which she
has occasioned in all the civilized Governments of the earth to say
nothing of her achievements in agriculture, of her supplying the grain
marts of the world with wheat superior to that of all other countries, of
the immense quantities and superior excellence of her fruits,
embracing

—

—

—

—

—

—
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the most valuable varieties of all the climates, of her extensive vineyards
and promising wines, of the magnitude of her mulberry plantations and
the superior excellence and richness of her silks to say nothing of all
these and many other subjects which go to make up the grand recoi'd in
honor of California as a State, still the present occasion is one of which
we, as citizens of California, as farmers, mechanics, artisans and laboring
men and women, may all well be proud.
For the last seven years we have each and every one of us been contributing of our means to the accomplishment of one of the boldest
undertakings, one of the grandest achievements the world has ever
known and this year has witnessed the final completion of that great
undertaking. We have, on a former occasion, appropriately celebrated
the great event.
I need not say I refer to the completion of the Pacific Railroad
the
connecting link which binds w.ith an iron band the two extremes of our
noble country together. By this road, not only the East and the West,
but the North and the South, are made one. Politically speaking, of
many countries, of many conflicting interests, of many people, this road
has made one while heretofore we have felt and acted as citizens of
many States, with conflicting and apparently unreconcilable interests.
Now we all begin to feel that we are citizens of one common country,
with" interests and objects identical. Hereafter, the Pacific and the
Atlantic, the Gulf of Mexico and the lakes, bound one common country
and surround one common people a country which has no equal,
geographically, physically, morally or politically a people, comparatively speaking, at least worthy of the country they possess.
But we are here to consider the material interests of California, and
while this road is so important to the nation as a whole, if properly managed its importance to California cannot be overestimated. With cheap
fares, it will make California the high road of the travelling world; with
cheap freights, it will become the means of transportation of the richest
commerce the world has ever seen. It will stimulate our agriculture,
and make our State what in respect to soil, location and climate she is
capable of being the Garden of Eden of modern times. It will be the
means of reclaiming that vast region of country lying between the
Rocky and Sierra ranges of mountains from a vast trackless and valueless desert, making a rich, fertile country, dotted with thriving towns
and cities, and teeming with a countless and industrious population. It
will make of our tradesmen, in reality, merchant princes.
It will make
our principal towns and cities the banks and centres of exchange for
all the commercial countries of the globe.
These things can only be brought about by a liberal policy in the
management of the road a policy as liberal and enlightened as the
enterprise is grand and magnificent. With such a policy, a few years will
suffice to make this road the grand trunk to which other roads, branching in every direction, and spanning the continent north and south, will
become contributary. As we Californians are all, in one sense, stockholders in this grand highway, we have a right to expect and demand
that its management shall be shaped with referenco to the accomplish-

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

ment of these most desirable objects.
Hence it becomes proper, on occasions

like the present,

when we come

our prosperity, and while counting
up the advantages of our State and country, to consider whether we
are reaping all the benefits we might, from the circumstances which surround us. Particularly on this occasion is it proper to consult as to
together, to bring the evidences of
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whether the agricultural interests of the State are being conducted in a
manner to secure the greatest benefits from the advantageous circum*
stances with which we are surrounded.

Our geographical situation is all that could be desired to enable us to
make the most of whatever we may produce by exchanges with other
the continent,
peoples and other countries. When we look out across
from our very doors to the shores- of the Atlantic, we find a people
anxious to buy for cash the surplus of nearlj- everything we can produce.
The miners of Nevada want of our surplus wheat, barley, corn, potatoes,
beans, fruits, wines, woollen goods, etc., etc., and in exchange they give
The extreme East and the old West are askus their gold and silver.
in fact, everything
ing for our fruits, our wines, our silks, our leather;
we have to sell finds a ready market at remunerative prices all along
this great thoroughfare, from the commencement of our own foot-hills to
the extreme borders of the continent. In fact, the people beyond the
Atlantic are urging us to enter largely into the production of the raw
silk and silk seed, to supply the demand for their consumption, which is
If we look out at the Golden Gate,
millions of dollars' worth annually.
to say nothing of our advantageous
into and across the Pacific Ocean
commercial relations already existing with the countries along the coast,
both north and south to say nothing of the numerous islands and the
whaling fleets which look to us for their supplies we see the vast
myriads of Asia, with their heretofore exclusion walls broken down, and
their ports thrown open, inviting us to the enjoyment of a commerce
rich beyond precedent, and which, if judiciously nursed and cultivated,
cannot fail to secure to us advantages attainable by no other State or

—

—

—

country.

Surrounded, as we thus are, by so many advantageous circumstances,
becomes us seriously and searchingly to inquire how we may best
prepare ourselves for securing, in the greatest degree, the benefits they
What shall we cultivate what shall we produce, to enable us to
offer.
supply all these various demands to the best advantage? We possess
so many varieties of soil, so many varieties and conditions of climate, that
our natural capacities for production are almost as varied and extensive
it

—

demands upon us.
Viewing all the circumstances which surround us, and which go to
make us what we are, what should be our policy in reference to the
agriculture of our State? That policy, in my opinion, is plain and easy
Our public domain, our lands in general, should be
to be determined.
divided up into small farms or parcels, each one of these to become the
home and homestead of a family, dependent for a livelihood upon the

as the

cultivation of that homestead.
Since the organization of our State, the greatest drawback upon our
prosperity has been in this very land question. Through the unfortunate management of our General Government, the baneful system of
Spain in the disposition of her public domain was entailed upon us, and
Spanish grants, valid and invalid, real and spurious, covered a large porTime and other
tion of our best agricultural lands throughout the State.
circumstances have in a measure worn away the effects of this system,

but

in its

place has sprung up another, equally detrimental to our pros-

*

perity.
I refer to the accumulation of our lands in the
and wealthy individuals for speculative purposes.

21

hands of corporations

Thousands of acres of
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land, in all desirable portions of the State, which but two years ago
could have been bought of the Government or the State for from one
dollar to one dollar and a quarter per acre, cannot now be bought for less
Immithan from ten to fifteen dollars per acre. What is the result ?
is checked, the settlement and improvement of our
State
to
the
gration
vacant lands is slow and uncertain, and consequently, the prosperity of
the State is held in abeyance.
The question here arises, can this evil be abated or remedied ? It is
true that individuals and corporations have the right to invest their
means in lands, and to hold them for their price, and the Government
has no right directly to interfere.
Yet we believe the State can of right and ought, in justice to herself
and to small landholders who live upon and cultivate their lands, reach,

remedy the evil.
you or [ own and cultivate one. hundred and sixty acres of land,
which we hold worth fifty dollars per acre when the Assessor comes
around he values that land at fifty dollars per acre, and we have to pay
Not so with these large land holders.
the taxes upon that valuation.
have
their
lands valued at what they cost
to
manage
They generally
them, and not what they sell them at. This is wrong, and unjust to
other taxpa}*ers, and a fraud upon the treasury of the State, and it lies
and the remedy
in the power of the Legislature to remedy the evil
and

to a great extent

If

—

—

should be applied.
The prosperity, certain and lasting, of our agriculture, lies in the
variety of productions equal to the variety of our capacity and the de-

mand upon

us.

Let our lands be divided up into small farms, and we insure that
variety of production, and consequently, that certain and permanent
prosperity.

for the last few years,
to be followed to that extent that it may become an injury to
the State. The continued cultivation of wheat upon lands, from year to

The production of wheat, though remunerative

is liable

exhausts the soil, and in the end impoverishes the producer.
if the farmers of the State depend upon the wheat crop too
exclusively, a failure of that crop for a few successive seasons bankrupts
We
the farming interest and stagnates the entire business of the State.
have had experience in this respect, and that experience ought to teach
us a lesson for the future.
Experiments in the production of new articles of agricultural industry,
in different portions of the State, show conclusively what might be
added to our general prosperity if the production of these articles should
Thousands of dollars per acre are being realized
become general.
annuallyby a few gentlemen in Los Angeles County, from orange and
lemon orchards only seven or eight years of age and yet the number of
oranges they produce is a mere drop in the bucket when compared to the
number consumed in this State. Experiments in other portions of the
State show conclusively that these fruits can be raised in other localities
as successfully and in as great perfection as in Los Angeles. Evidences
of this fact have been exhibited at the State fair for years past,
from Butte and Sacramento Counties; and within a stone's throw from
where we now stand, the luscious fruit, in fuW perfection, is annually
California not only sup.plucked from the trees. Why, then, should not
her sister States what
ply her own demand for these fruits, but ship to
they may need? Experiments in shipping certain varieties of grapes
and other fruits to the Atlantic States, on the railroad, are proving not
1

year,

Again,

;
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be sought
only successful, but highly remunerative. Let these varieties
out and cultivated, and we have here opened up a market that cannot
be glutted by a few wagon loads, but will continue to grow in proportion as the people East learn the richness and delicacy of our California
fruits.

Experiments

in tea culture,

now being made

in

El Dorado County by

company of Japanese, who have immigrated to our State for that
all
purpose within the last year, are giving evidence of success beyond
most disadvantageous circumexpectation. The plants, set out under
and
stances, late in the season, are growing much better than in Japan,
the question of the successful production of tea in all our foot-hills is
to be decided being
fully settled already, the only question remaining
the quality of the tea produced, and the experiment, so far, gives good
indication of a favorable answer to this question.
The production of beet sugar has been entered upon in good earnest
by a company of capitalists, near this city, and bids fair to become one
of the permanent and profitable industries of the State. The fact that
California annually pays for sugars and molasses, imported, over four
million dollars, makes their undertaking one of great interest, and the
success of the enterprise will be hailed as a new era in the agriculture of
a large

the State.
The culture of silk is another new industry of great moment to the
The people of the United States pay annually for the silk worn
State.
by them over seventy millions of dollars, and these silks are all the products of foreign countries. In connection with this fact, how significant,
how immensely valuable become the unmistakable evidences of the
certain success of this industry in our State, presented to our eyes in
the grand exhibition of cocoons in this hall to-night. A few years since,
our Legislature, recognizing the importance of the introduction of this
industry into our State, passed an Act offering liberal premiums for the
number of
production of mulberry trees and cocoons within a certain
years from the date of that Act. Accepting the promise of the State as
having been made in good faith, a number of enterprising individuals
entered into the tree and silk culture in good earnest, and the result is
that they now have and will have demands against the State to the
amount, in the aggregate, of from twenty-five thousand dollars to thirty
thousand dollars, while the value to the State of their enterprises
proving, as they have done, that California has not a rival in the world
cannot
in the successful cultivation of this rich and beautiful product
be measured by millions. Under such circumstances, the faith of the
"
The
State having been pledged, it should be honestly redeemed.
must
be
kept."
promise having been made,
I cannot, in justice to this society, and in justice to the memory of
the dead, leave this subject without bearing testimony in a humble way
to the value of the services to this State of the father of this industry
the late Louis Prevost.
in California
Prevost was a Frenchman by birth. He left his native land and came
to this country because he loved our republican institutions.
Settling in
Long Island (New York), he engaged in the nursery business. In eighteen hundred and fortyjaine he came to this State, and early engaged in
the same business in Sot Jos6.
In August, eighteen hundred and fifty-six, a committee of this society
visited the place of Prevost, and in their report use the following lan-

—

—

—

guage
"

:

The committee cannot pass the garden of Prevost without

a par-
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ticular notice of his efforts to introduce into our State the cultivation of
the mulberry, and we may safely say he'is the pioneer in this new work
The committee most warmly commend this enterprise ;
of silk raising.
and in noticing this fine plantation of over twenty-five thousand mulberry trees, they feel that at least a just and appreciating notice of his
laudable exertions is due to him at the hands of the Visiting Committee."
Thus it will be seen that for thirteen years at least Prevost labored
disinterestedly and, as we all know, faithfully, to introduce into our
Of late years, every dollar of his money
State his favorite industr}T
and almost every moment of his time was devoted to this cause. Members of this society and visitors of the State fairs will miss his cheerful
presence and his simple but enthusiastic representations of the value to
the State that the cultivation of silk would one day become. While we
miss him, let us not forget his services.
These annual fairs of our State society have come to be regarded by
our citizens in all portions of the State as a general holiday a day of
are apt to forget the real objects of the
enjo}-ment and recreation.
.

—

We

—

the real lessons the annual exhibition of the evidences of our progLet us not throw away the occasion,
ress are intended to inculcate.
but note the improvements that are being made from year to year, and
fair

whether we cannot in turn, within the next } ear, produce something
worthy of a place in the next exhibition. Let us strive to make these
When we each
exhibitions worthy of the name our State has attained.
T

see

of us do this

we

shall not feel like apologizing to

in this or that
of the society, I invite

meager display

name

our visitors for the

department of our exhibitions. In the
each and all to an examination of the

we here see spread out before us.
To our visitors from abroad 1 extend a hearty

articles

greeting, and give you
It will be my pleasure, and
the right hand of fellowship of the society.
the pleasure of every member of the Board of Managers, to extend to
you such attentions and such hospitalities as the occasion and the performance of our several duties will permit.
We hope, now that the distance between the Pacific and Atlantic
States has in a measure been annihilated, to become better acquainted
and more neighborly, and to receive and return not only personal visits,
but to interchange the products of our several States on the occasions of

our annual

fairs.

Hoping that the week's entertainment may prove agreeable and beneexertions in the
ficial, and that the exhibition may incite all to renewed
sincere thanks for the respectful attention } ou have
given me, and again extend to you a hearty welcome to the enjoyments
of the occasion.

future, 1 return

my

T
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W. NYE;

At the conclusion of President Reed's address, he introduced Senator
W. Nye, who delivered a few remarks, which were listened to with
much interest and attention. He said he had been invited by the Presi-

J.

dent of the society to be present, but had not expected to be called
upon to say anything. He said he could not, however, help mingling
his congratulations with his hearers upon the success of the present
fair.
Twenty years ago, there was no Agricultural Society here, and
no agriculture worth speaking of. He rejoiced with the citizens of California at the wonderful success they had achieved in the various agricultural and industrial pursuits.
They literally sat under their own vines
and fig trees, and had none to make them afraid. If such progress had
been made during the past twenty } ears, who could predict the advance
that would be made in the next twenty years? If all the oceans that
surround the United States were to dry up and be transformed to rock,
there was not a single article of common necessity nay, even of luxury
He
which the United States could not produce within her borders.
expected to see, at no distant day or rather, he expected younger men
than himself to see almost the entire trade of the Indies, that great
trade for which the world has struggled for fourteen centuries, carried
with mighty velocity and irresistible power across this continent, and
our country the mistress of the sea and the master of the commerce of
It was a fact in political economy, in the history of the
the world.
world, that whatever burdens a nation might entail upon herself, the
He was present at the
earth, the teeming earth, must pay the debt.
California State fair eight years ago, and the present exhibition, contrasted with that of that period, spoke most favorably of the progress
made during the interval. He concluded by commending the zeal and
wisdom of the President of the society.
7

—

—

—

—
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ANNUAL ADDRESS.
BEFORE

THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY,
NINTH, EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY-NINE.

DELIVERED

By Hon.

Mr. President, Gentlemen of
Gentlemen :

SEPTEMBER

EDWARD TOMPKIXS.

the

State

Agricultural

Society,

Ladies

and

"The State Fair of eighteen hundred and sixty-nine is California's
opportunity," said one of the leading papers of the State (the Sacramento Union), in a recent suggestive and thoughtful article, and the
ideas therein advanced have furnished me the basis for what I am to say
this evening.

—

—

California who is she?
Nineteen years
Opportunity for what?
ago this day a new State was born in the American Union. Everywhere
her advent was greeted with a most cordial welcome. Friends from
every State and from every land gathered about her, strong armsencompassed her, brave hearts at once took charge of her interest and her destiny, the plains were covered with endless caravans of hardy adventurers coming to engage in her service, the ocean gleamed with the white
wings of commerce waiting its tributes to her feet.
Every land gathered up of its courage and energy the choicest to send her, and the
islands of the sea poured out without limit or restraint their tribute also.
And as her name and fame spread from nation to nation, a new and
brighter spirit beamed from every eye. mind was every where quickened
and developed, hope came back to the desponding; wider range and
broader scope was given to intellect, and brighter possibilities and a
more brilliant future dawned upon mankind.
Such was the advent of California into the Union, but the crowd who
rushed hither knew not the magnitude of the work in which they bore
"
a part.
They builded greater than they knew," and the powers they
put in motion were to accomplish results that their imaginations, in their
boldest flight, would never have dared to dream of as within the limits
of the possible.

Nineteen years have passed, and what have they accomplished? The
infant State has developed into an empire.
Aierritory larger than the
Eastern and Middle States combined, has beetr seamed up with roads,
dotted with farm houses, explored by science, its golden veins developed
and rifled, its buried secrets wrested from its bosom, the plough and the
harrow have torn it, and the reaper has swept far and wide over its
waving acres the ships that came laden when everything was wanted,

—
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and went away empty, because there was nothing to spare, now come
of the Golden Gate an
light because so little is needed, and stream out
endless procession of deep-freighted argosies, carrying the treasure that
the world covets, and the bread that the hungry demand, and better
than all this, law has obtained the supremac}' that belongs onty to the
age when

man

has learned to control himself

— order reigns in

—

the hearts

and by the will of the people the lesson is being learned alas it takes
centuries and blood to learn it well that self-government, to be other
than a failure, must be at once the most unlimited freedom and the most
absolute sovereignty. Everywhere education is fostered, school houses
are built, and occupied too, and side by side with them arise on every
hand the altars erected to the living God.
With all this prosperity before us and around us, it becomes us now to
The
inquire whence it has come, and to whom we are indebted for it ?
answers are already in your hearts. It has come from the God-blessed
and the brave hearts
soil, and it has been developed by the strong arms
In golden grain, or in virgin
of the farmers and miners of California.
the dream
gold, it matters not which, they have wrested wealth, beyond
of avarice, from nature's bosom, and sent it forth to enrich and bless the
world. Nowhere else has such a mighty influence been exercised, for as
that tide of wealth has flowed abroad it has entered and expanded all
the channels of business, and all the avenues where capital does its wonA thousand millions of gold have swelled the coffers of
derful work.
the old States and the old world. Property has been largely increased
in value everywhere, and thousands across the continent or the oceans
have found themselves enriched by the advance, without ever dreaming
that it was the sweat and toil of Californians that was thus spreading,
like God's blessing, over the just and the unjust in every land upon which
;

—

!

the sun shines.

A

thousand millions! Can jt ou comprehend such a sum? Does not
And if its simple statement
falter as it attempts to grasp it?
is so incomprehensible, how shall we bow in humility if we undertake
It must not be forgotten
to follow it in its world-developing w ork ?
that it is never idle. Onward, and ever onward is its law.
Used, it is
the mind

T

—

Ceaseless activity is its greatest
a blessing unused, it is a curse.
characteristic, and by night and by day it keeps up its eternal march.
The rain that the clouds gather, and drop as fast as gathered, where it
is most needed, that it may clothe the earth with beauty and with fruit,

and then, when that end is accomplished, commence drawing it back
from all the little channels where its work of blessing has carried it, that
it may again, with full reservoirs, renew its life-giving showers upon the
earth beneath, is the type and the representative of that grand circulation of capital that gives life and power to the business world.
Through
all the avenues of commerce it circulates to the centres that attract it.
Accumulated there, as in reservoirs, it invites drafts upon it from all
that need. The great manufactory comes and presents its claim, and
becomes the means by which a shower of blessings descends upon the
thousands that depend upon it for subsistence. Commerce asks a subsidy, and accumulation gladly answers its demands as it whispers to
Great railroads present their
itself, "I scatter but to gather again."
claims, with arguments so irresistible that even cupidity finds its greatest
gratification in parting with its hoards to help them onward, and smiles
complacentlj- as it remembers that the vast increase of popular wealth
that they cause increases also, an hundredfold, the harvest it will reap
from the seed it thus sows. And so, through every department of
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business and of life, capital, drawn from its great reservoirs, and scattered in showers, commences at once to circulate back, as it had done
before, to the place from whence it came, that there it may again be
concentrated and sent forth to repeat its work of beneficence in the
earth.
It is manifest that just in proportion to the extent of the accumulation will be the magnitude of the enterprises that it will support. The
men of hundreds cannot handle millions; the men of millions will not
deal in hundreds. When, therefore, California added a thousand millions
to the world's wealth, she increased in equal proportions the scope and
power of the men who handled that wealth. Have you ever stopped to

think that the great merchants and bankers on the Royal Exchange in
London, and the Bourse, in Paris, are not only richer but greater men
because California has been doing its work in the world ? Do you know
that in the soil of California has been found the motive power that has
driven the locomotive over more than fifty thousand miles of European
and American railroads, and furnished the track for its world developing
career ?
You may not be ready to admit these great facts even now; but see
how plain they are A thousand millions, gathered through twenty years,
gives an average of five hundred millions for the whole time. As interest is lost whenever it lies idle, it is the constant study of those who
I do not believe that the loss of time in
control it to keep it employed.
each man's hands will average one week. 80 far as J can judge, by personal experience, the place that wants it is always waiting when it
comes, and the loss of time, as thus measured, is wholly inappreciable.
But that we may keep the figures where they will not quite blind us,
and not because it is right, I will assume that every man who receives
any part of the five hundred millions keeps it idle one month before he
uses or invests it, and thus that the whole capital only changes hands
twelve times a year. Twelve times five hundred is six thousand, and
thus we have an aggregate of six thousand millions of dollars as the
amount of new business that could be done each year by reason of this
addition to the capital of the world. Had it been withheld to that
extent, the world's transactions must have been equal!)' reduced, simply
because there was nothing with which they could lie carried on.
The thieves that do not commit legal larceny in Wall street, understand this perfectly when they combine and withdraw ten millions from
80 readily does business expand t<> the lull limit of the
circulation.
means to do it, that the least diminution of supply at once affects it in
:

Ten millions withdrawn is. in that boiling, seething
all its channels.
But the
centre, ten millions of operations a day contracted or cut off.
artificial contraction is discovered only when the business has been done,
and the usual means to pay for it are found to be wanting. Instantly
ncreased
there is a foray upon the capital that is wanted for other uses.
demand augments the power of the lenders, and the rate of interest is
Weak borrowers can no longer carry the stocks they hold,
advanced.
and thej* are thrown upon the market and sacrificed. The withdrawn
ten millions comes out in time to take advantage of the depression,
while, by relieving the market, it causes again the advance which enables
it to secure the profits of the villany which has been practiced.
In the light of this illustration, how mighty the part that has been,
and is yet performed, by the five hundred millions of California! Six
thousand millions a year, for twenty years, is one hundred and twenty
thousand millions of transactions,'1 with a month invervening between
1
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every one. Take this amount from the world's business, and where
would be the great lines of steamships, railroads and telegraph that
within that time have girdled and seamed up the world ? Within twenty
years the work of previous centuries has been done. Man has been
elevated, his powers Enlarged, his views and grasp expanded, and his
very life quadrupled, because made capable of four times as much usefulness, development and power, as was ever possible before.
I know it is easy to sneer and cavil at the figures made, even
by
But will the doubter tell me, when he must
intelligent enthusiasm.
admit that the capital has existed, and that the world's business has, at
the same time, been thus enormously developed, where the capital has
been lying idle, and what else has produced these great results?
I have not, in this discussion, for one moment lost sight of my ques" Who is
I prefer to answer it by her record
California ?"
tion,
by
showing what she has done and is doing. Whoever will remember that
all her capital, and not merely the average, is now working on in the
world's business, and that she is yearly adding from her surplus agricultural and mineral wealth much more than sixty millions more, and then
carrying on the figures for the next ten years, by inexorable mathematical law, will arrive at a result that will endanger his reputation for sanity
if he shall dare whisper it to any one else, but that will be more than
realized in the progress of events.
Whoever has watched the development of the State of New York
during the last thirty or forty years cannot fail to remember the persistent courage with which from time to time, as opportunit3T offered, the
distinguished Samuel B. Kuggles has dared to be sneered at for placing
before the people the startling figures that measured the coming pros-

—

perity of that great State.
It was with him neither idle guessing nor the delusive product of an
undisciplined imagination. If to accurate^ foretell the future belongs
to the spirit of prophecy, then " his lips had been touched with a live
coal," fresh from the altar of truth.
By a process, simple as the fundamental rules of arithmetic, he read what was to be by what was. He
said if so many men in ten years, with a given capital, produced certain
ascertained results, then twice the number, with double the capital and
under the same circumstances will, of necessity, produce twice as much.
That was the whole basis of the calculation, and carrying it on for successive periods he thus mapped out the coming development of New
York, to be sneered at by the timid and ridiculed by the doubters, and
believed by nobody, but to be worked out and demonstrated by the progress of events, to a degree that has proven his calculations to be almost
as reliable as the census itself.
He had his reward in living to see the
prosperity he had predicted, but not in seeing the world ready to believe
in and act on his great idea.
" What has
Solomon said it thousands of years ago,
been, will be !"
and even yet we teach our children that he was " the wisest man/'
because he knew enough to recognize and indorse the great truth.
Buggies echoed it, demonstrated it in advance, and time has proved it
And yet, with all this evidence, you who are here to-night are
again.
wiser than they, and do not believe it with any of that practical faith
that will cause you to act on it in your business and your lives. Nay,
more if I should here and now take the measure of your past progress
as a guide, and assume that with all your increased facilities, and
your

—

22
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new elements of power, you will jet, each one of you, in the future,
continue to do just as much as you have done heretofore, and putting the
whole together, with the unanswerable logic of figures should show the
results that will be reached in eighteen hundred and seventy, and in
eighteen hundred and eighty, and in eighteen hundred and ninety, and
you would smile complacently but incredulously,
smooth j'ourself down with the comfortable idea that with all the
capacity of Californians in that direction, you are not yet gullible
enough to swallow that, and as you walked away, would think and speak
of it all as "pleasant babbling, such as dreams are made of," and sure to
vanish at the first blush of the coming day.
And yet, it is for your interest to believe, and to dare to trust this striking lesson of experience. I cannot tell you what California is, and omit
the boundless capacity to be what she is to be hereafter that is in
her.
It would be to think only of the little, and omit the great.
You
cannot do your part in working out her magnificent destiny unless you
grow to its full measure yourselves. If I can, in any degree, deepen and
strengthen your faith in- the permanence, as well as the magnificence
of her prosperity, I shall have done more for the agricultural, as well as
all other interests in the State, than I could possibly have done by
spreading before you in fullest measure, the doubtless extensive knowledge that you expect a lawyer to possess, of soils aud crops and the
methods by which they are cultivated and produced. Indeed, I have
thus far assumed, that in inviting me to address you, you asked for an
outside and not an inside view of your great interests, and that if j'ou
had wanted to hear of crops or stock, you would have summoned
Bidwell, or Beard, or Coombs, or Martin, or Hood, to fill the place I
occupy to-night. It is good sometimes to look over our fences, and learn
what we can of the world beyond.
I have spoken of the influence California has exercised abroad.
At
home she has been going through a process of transformation that promises even greater results.
Her valleys, for years believed to be worthless, are rapidly becoming the world's granaries.
Up the sides of her
hills the vine is climbing, and its rich clusters everywhere gladden the
" cheers the heart of man."
The olive and the fig,
eye, and its blood
the fruits of Eden, abound everywhere, and even the tree of knowledge
"
of good and evil
God help us if all who have tasted its forbidden
fruits in California are to find the gates of Paradise eternally closed

in nineteen hundred,

—

—

—

against them
Within the last few years the culture of silk and the industries connected with it have received a great impulse in our State.
I look forward to the time when in magnitude and importance it will hardly be
second to any other interest, and I should disappoint 3'ou and do injustice to my own feelings if I did not pause to place such wreath as I may
upon the freshly made grave of the simple-hearted, single-minded, earnest-purposed enthusiast who has done more than all others to infuse
knowledge, increase interest and secure the attention of our people to
this great source of wealth.
Long as silk shall continue to be produced,
manufactured and worn, should the name of tho unrewarded martyr to
its introduction here, Louis Prevost, be held in grateful remembrance by
every lover of the best interests of California.
I have not time even to enumerate the many interests that are being
fostered and developed by the agriculturists of the State. You know
more of them already than I can tell you, but do 3^011 also know that by
your varied industxy you are supplementing tho failing gold mines and
!
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carrying the aggregate of production above what it was in their palmiest
T
days? Do you realize, as } ou read day by day of the sailing of ship
after ship laden with agricultural products, that our surplus thus exported
already exceeds twenty millions of dollars per annum? For myself, I
sit down in wonder before this great fact.
Forty dollars each for every
man, woman and child in the State, of surplus agricultural productions,
exported each year to suppty the wants of the rest of the world, by a
people that but the other day would have starved if their supply ships
had had longer voyages than usual, and from a soil that half the world
believed to be a desert, until the food it sent them forced the falsehood
down their hungry throats. Forty dollars each
To equal it, Great
Britain, hugging itself for all it is, and a good deal that it is not, must
export fourteen hundred millions per annum, and our brethren on the
other side of the continent, who have not entirely got over the idea that
we are yet in swaddling bands, must supplement the forty millions that
they promise us at the next census with sixteen hundred millions of dollars of annual surplus sent abroad.
Add to all this, that nowhere else
on God's earth is the quantity consumed at 'home anywhere near as
great as it is with us, that food is so plenty and so cheap that it is used
freely and scattered lavishly, so that in all our borders hunger and want
are almost unknown, and we have a fact that if it could be put in form
to he fully understood Uy all the laboring classes abroad, and supported
by evidence that would secure to it the absolute belief that it deserves,
would depopulate those old empires of all the energy or industry that is
left in them, and pour it in one mighty flood upon our shores.
Perhaps I have gone as far with these figures as prudence would
warrant. The world is never ready to believe any more than it has
itself seen, and when new and startling facts are adverse to their interests,
their incredulity is precisely equal to the call thus made upon it.
But it
surely has not escaped your attention that I have made no allusion to
the export of gold, precisely as much a surplus product of our industry
as our wheat.
Taking into the account only the twenty-five million
dollars known to be exclusively Californian, and without including a
dollar of the nearly equal sums from the States around us, although
that is in no small degree the product of California capital and industry,
we have the astounding result of ninety dollars a year exported for
every soul within our borders. At the same rate, Great Britain would
export annually three billion one hundred and fifty million dollars;
Illinois, two hundred and fifty million dollars; the State of New York,
over three hundred and sixty million dollars; and the whole Atlantic
The figures
States, three billion six hundred million dollars every year.
are right, whether you believe them or not
What is the result of all this prosperity ? Just what you would exOutside of
pect, if you were looking to prove its existence by its fruits.
the haunts of vice in our large cities even here vice will bear its own
crop where do you see rags or want ? Who seeks work, that is fit to
work, and cannot find it? Where are the wages of labor so high, and
!

!

—

—

promptly paid, and

in currency so unalloyed and undebased ?
Where
every human being so well fed, clothed and housed ? Wher'e else
is the ring of coin heard in
every pocket, as it is here ? I hazard nothing
in the assertion that there are five persons in California, in
proportion
to the whole, in what we unjustly call the humble walks of life, that are
worth five to twenty thousand dollars each, to one in any other community upon which the sun shines. This universal diffusion of independence, what an anchor and safeguard it is to auy people

so

else is

!
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But the croakers, doubters and holdbacks of societ}7 although fewer
here than elsewhere, are yet not entirely unknown among us, and I hear
the significant questions with which they foreshadow the reverses that,
whether intending it or not, they do all in their power to create. l< How
"
long is all this going to last ?"
Everything is too high already when
It will last as long as these birds of ill omen
will the bubble burst?"
are allowed to croak, without injuring anyone but themselves. Nothing
that is measured and weighed with gold in the other scale is too high.
The bubble will never burst, because it does not exist but the good ship
may sink, if these enemies, in the guise of friends, are allowed to scuttle
her, to see if she is not hollow and empty.
They will not let out wind,
but they may let in water.
Some of you have experienced, all have read about, the recent severe
pressure in the money market throughout the State. Because it has furnished a more striking illustration of the sound basis upon which our
prosperity rests than any other that I have met with, I will detain you
to give it a moment's consideration.
I)o you remember a pith}' little editorial in the San Francisco Evenimj
Bulletin, calling attention to the fact that the National, State and City Governments had, by the operation of circumstances that it seems to me ordinary financial wisdom would have averted, withdrawn from circulation
and locked up about fourteen million dollars ? The calculation was then
made that it was equal to fourteen dollars each for every person this
side of the Bocky Mountains, and that the same pro rata withdrawn on
the other side would amount to at least five hundred million dollars.
No lano-uao-e that I can use can add to the enormitv of that statement.
have already seen the effect produced by the withdrawal of ten million dollars in greenbacks from circulation in New York.
Panic comes
treading in its train, and more than one tall fabric of credit topples
,

—

;

We

down

before

it.

And

yet that

is

but twenty-five cents each for forty millions

Our Government takes from

us fifty-six times as much, proand not one house failed in San Francisco that could show
that it was solvent and ought not to fail. Here was the test of the two
systems: Substance against shadow cash opposed to credit; pa^-ment
rather than promises to pay; gold in place of paper that promises gold
but could not keep its promise.
In New
See, also, how our banks and bankers were affected by it.
York they had exchanged their own promises with their customers for
theirs when they discounted their notes; no money had passed, but the
Pressure
bank had increased its own indebtedness by being a lender.
sends its promises home for payment, and it cannot extend the borrower's note, though it may ultimately be as good as its own. Self-protection is the first law of nature, and they act on it remorselessly. Who
It is the system and not the bank that it is in fault.
shall blame them ?
But the banker in California has loaned money and not promises. He
had it, or he could not lend it; and it needs no redemption, for the world
knows of nothing more valuable with which to redeem it. As he has
no debt rolling in upon him to call for all his resources, he can carry
along eveiy borrower that deserves it, until he can, without sacrifice,
make his resources available. Thus the community are bound together
by mutual interest, and present a front that can never be successfully
assailed until they undermine and put it upon a credit foundation themI have had the opportunity to know something of the course
selves.
pursued by the banks and bankers of California during the late pressure,
and severe as it was, I do not believe that any great emergency in

of people.

portionally,

;
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human affairs was ever met by a more liberal, kindly and wise spirit and
Let the mind that
policy than that adopted and carried out by them.
is equal to the consideration of such measureless, boundless ruin,
carry
out for itself the effect of withdrawing a proportionate sum in New
T
York. JS ot one business house could go on with its business; not one
bank but would be ruined ; property would be almost valueless, and
bankruptcy and beggary would stalk into almost every home.
There are people in California who would change our system for

theirs.
It is as if we should take medicine because our friends are sick;
as if we. with plenty of good clothing, should go naked because those
Ave love beyond the mountains have lost their wardrobes.
When they
tell us that, because the}7 having no gold, use the best substitute
they
can, that, therefore, we should send our gold away also, so as to be no
better off than the}' are, it seems as if old iEsop was a prophet also, and
foreknew their existence when he narrated the little bit of natural
history touching the wily animal that advised all his friends to part
with their tails because he had been so unfortunate as to lose his own.
It would, doubtless, have been very kind in them thus to save his feelings, but how disinterested it was in him, may be another question.
When they can furnish us a better system in place of one that they are
most anxious to get back to themselves, it will be time enough for California's to even entertain a thought of a change.
The time allowed compels me to hurry through with the answer to
my first question. California, then, is the land of the olive and vine,
the fig and the mulberry, the orange and lemon, of fruits of every name
and kind, matchless in quality and beauty, and unlimited in quantity;
of flowers that clothe its hills and valleys with radiance, and fill its air
with fragrance almost the entire year; the home of all the cereals,
and most of all, that staff of the nations, wheat.
Its valleys,
exhaustless for centuries; its foot-hills ready to take their place when
our farmers shall have learned, as they will learn, that in durability,
7
reliability, variety of production, capacit} for irrigation, beauty and
healthfuiness. they are immeasurably superior to the plains; the home
of animal life, where the physical is developed to an elasticity and power
.

of endurance not elsewhere known, and where the progress and power
of mind finds the best exponent in the unparalleled results they have
produced. Here is a climate that requires no long preparation for its
extremes of heat and cold, but leaves all resources to be made available
in continuous production and development.
The hazards that attend
the labor of farmers elsewhere are here unknown. No unexpected rain
comes dashing over and destroying the crop that has exhausted a season's labor; no tornado devastates large sections at one fell swoop; the
lightning is not attracted to our stacks or our barns, but their owner
sleeps in peace, though the mower and reaper may have swept over all
his acres the day before.
And if for if there was no drawback, we
the earth is occasionally,
skoukhjfcie spoiled by unchanging prosperity
in the passage of the years, a little excited beneath our feet, we can
yet
fall back upon the daily
strengthening lessons of experience, that it is
because all the powers of- nature ai*e here exercised on a grander scale
than elsewhere, and that the earthquake is to relieve, not to destroy.
The tornado or the lightning do more damage to everything save nerves,
in one year, east of the
Eoeky Mountains, than all that has been caused
by earthquakes in California since even its name has been known to the
world.
And now, with all these great advantages, and with an already

—

—

•
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developed rate of progress that has no parallel, the whole mighty East
has stretched its arms across the continent, and linked itself to us by
iron bands.
The locomotive, the mightiest civilizer the world ever
saw, has ploughed its way hither and asserted its imperial rights, that the
strictest constructionists do not question, and against which even freemen do not rebel. Only the man that shall have grown as the next ten
years will make him grow, can describe the results that are to follow.
You are not large enough to hear them, or I to speak them, here and
now; you are not ready for the pagans that should and will be sung to
the brave, bold heads and hearts that have done the mighty work.
It
is Napoleonic in its reach and grasp
it is world lifting in its results.
This is the California that is our home.
Are we equal to it ? A new
era is about to dawn upon us an era of bolder conception and wider
grasp than anything we have known before. The world is levelling up.
Great men are only those who tower above their fellows, and it is at
once a paradox and a fact, that where all are great none are. A commerce such as the world has never know invites us to develop it. Five
hundred millions of Orientals, with the accumulated wealth of centuries,
are looking us in the face across the Pacific, ready to let us teach them

—

;

wants and supply them also. And that glorious old ocean, that rolls in
placid majesty at our feet, is itself the type of the future in which this
new nation is to finish and perfect the empire, that has ever kept its
westward way through all the ages. Its star stopped and rested when
The largest, the safest, the most variegated, the
it reached the Pacific.
most beautiful well might the world's progress be checked and rolled
back as it reached these shores.
This occasion furnishes the opportunity to all the world to see CaliShe needs and asks nothing more. Her varied and
fornia as she is.

—

matchless climate, her exhaustless resources, her grand possibilities, her
ambitious and energetic people, all speak for themselves, and they must
be both blind and deaf who do not see the signs and hear the tones that
px'ecede aud announce the coming glory.
The one great drawback to the growth of
It is for us to be ready.
California to-da}r is that her children were not born here.
They learned
their ideas and formed their habits in other and narrower regions, where
the winter's cold pinched and the summer's sun wilted them where
thought ran in grooves of traditional or sectional prejudices, and where
the shadow of old institutions, reflected across the Atlantic, kept up the

—

delusion that men can be great by birth, by accident, or by association,
rather than by that only mode the greatness in their own souls. Hence,
California is tq them a novelty and a wonder, and they do not become
so accustomed to the marvels that they daily see as to quite overcome
When she shall
the doubt that earlier and different associations suggest.
have blood relations in all her children the world will be taught to see
her and know her as she is. This is " California's opportunity" to extend
the knowledge of her great resources and prosperity, and to demjfcstrate
that they rest upon so firm a basis that they are not to be impaired or
diminished in the future. Let us make the most of it.

—
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REMARKS OF EOBERT HOSEA.
At the conclusion of Mr. Tompkins' address, and after music by the
band, C. F. Reed introduced Robert Hosea, of Cincinnati, who spoke as
follows

:

I am requested, as Chairman
Ladies and Gentlemen of Sacramento
of the delegation of merchants and citizens of Cincinnati, to say a few
words to-night. I am grateful for the opportunities which have been
afforded us.
First, the auspicious occasion upon which we arrived in
your State the anniversary of the organization of your State and t'he
opportunity of hearing the eloquent address which we have heard from
the orator of the evening.
We have learned more of the statistics of
your State than we could certainly have learned in any other way. We
have no purpose to subserve in coming among you I mean to say no
business purpose. We have come upon asocial, friendly visit.
We come
to look at the grand things that you have here in California; to take
you by the hand and to congratulate you upon the successful completion
of the great Pacific and Atlantic railroad, uniting the two oceans
together, and the country, we trust, with hooks of steel. The productions of your country are on so extensive a scale that I, for one, had
almost expected to find the ladies and gentlemen not of ordinary stature,
but rather, as the Scriptures say, as trees walking. Ladies and gentlemen, I take this occasion to thank you on behalf of myself and colleagues
for your courteous attention, and hope that we may meet again in our
own goodly city, when we can extend to you like hospitality there.
:

—

—

—
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STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
FOR

EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY-NINE.
On what

Date.

RECEIPTS.

1869.

February

Amount.

account.

2

From Eobert

Allen, per C. T. "VYheeler, rent

of

Park
(<

Feb. 20

March

20...

From
From
From

$400 00

I.

N. Hoag, for memberships sold by him..

J.

Runyon, for membership
N. Hoag, rent of Park

I.

August.

for

July and

1868.....

March 29... From R. Allen, on account
From Robert Allen, rent of Park
June 16
From Eobert Allen, rent of Park
July 12
6.., State
appropriation
August
August 23.. From Chase & Bowley, pool privilege
Receipts at Park, from 'Thomas Hall
Sept. 6
Receipts at Pavilion, from J E. Smith
a
Entries to purses, from Eobert Beck
a
For memberships sold by Beck
(t

it

Sept. 7
it
((

u

Sept. 8
<<

a

En

Sept. 9
u

((

Sept.

For bar privilege at hall
Eeceipts at Park, from T. Hall
Receipts at Hall, from J. E. Smith.
Entries to purses, from Beck
Entries to sweepstakes
Receipts at Park, from T. Hall
Receipts at Hall, from J. E. Smith

10...,

u

a

Sept. 11...
a
u
t<

(I

I

pies

t;>

purses, from

.

Beck

Park, from T. Hall
Receipts
Receipts at Hall, from J. E. Smith
Entries to purses, from Beck
Receipts at Park, from T. Hall
Receipts at Hall, from J. E. Smith
Entries to purses, from Beck
Receipts a I Park, from T. Hall
Receipts at Hall, from J. E: Smith
From Carey, collected at Park
Entries to purses, from Beck
For soda privilege
at

,
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On what

Date.

Sept.

11....

a
13...

Sept.

October
October
Nov.

2.

6.

29...

177

Amount.

account.

For cider privilege
From Orphan Asylum, rent of room
From exhibitors, as per drayage and steamer

$52 60
25 00

freight bills
R. Allen, rent of Park
California Steam Navigation
freight of engine
From R. Allen, rent of Park, as

17 25
300 00

From
From

Company, on
20 00

per

bill,

Warrant 148
<(

248 95
1 05
31 00

Robert Allen, cash
George Schmeizer, gas pipe
Total

Feb. 20..

March
March
March
March

22.

$28,497 85

DISBURSEMENTS.

1869.

•

Paid J. Runyon, for 1868
For envelops
Bxpressage on diplomas
George H. Baker, for diplomas, 1868

23.

Post-office bill of 1868

29.

For

30.

Mr.

trees, setting out and trimming
Coleman, for Post-office stamps

,

,

same

H. Wachhorst's

t<

((
((

13..,

April
<(
(<

u

May

T. J.
27..,

April
April

bill of 1868
N. Andrews, engraving bill, 1868
Geo. H. Baker, for diplomas, 1868
C. H. Krebs, bill of 1868
R. E. Draper, Directory of 1868
Robt. Beck's salary for February and March.
Daily Bee, bill of 1868
Mrs. K. Kinsey, premium, 1868
For express envelops

J.

u
u

30...
1

a

u
u

May

17...

June

12...

July 2
July 3
July 10...
July 14...
July 28...,

McKim, for cleaning boiler
Fern, premium of 1868
Clark & Co., premium of 1868
Williams & Co., 1868
M. S. King, premium of 1868
R. J. Merkley, premium of 1868

Wm.

Robert Beck, salary for April
A. Nachman's bill, 1868
R. E. Draper, Directory of 18,69

Thomas Edwards, premium

of 1868
Robt. Beck, salary for May
L. P. Marshall, for stall No. 318, returned
Robt. Beck, salary for June
A. Steiner, filling diplomas, 1868

Sacramento Gas Company
N. L. Drew & Co., making fence
23

by

$2 00
1 50
50
32 40
13 00
50 28
7 80
82 50
42 80
22 50
2 55
2 50
300 00
38 25
3 00
5 00

10 00
22 00
8 00
56 83
12 00
•25 00
150 00
3 35
2 50
15 00
150 00
7 50
150 00
9 00
2 40
40 00
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On what

Date.

Amount.

account.

August G.. Robert Beck, salary for July
12 For express envelops
August
u
For tacks
For folding posters

8150 00
5 00

(I

<l

Hiram

l<

N. L.

10
10
54
15

Clock, for pasting posters
Co., lumber for fence

Drew &

August 24 J. E. Miller, for stalls No. 402 and 403
August 80 M. K. Sanborn, carpenter, two days
T. Whalon, carpenter at Park
Sept. 3
Sept. 4
tc

Sept. 6
Sept. 10...
Sept. 11...

Sept.

15....

8

33
12

E. Moore, carpenter at Hall
B. Cavenaugh, ten days labor

H. Johnson, cleaning water closet
Piobt. Beck, salary for August
M. W. Willis,for music
George Scbmeizer, for wood
W. B. Gibson, premium of 1868
Lyman Allen, for bay and straw

J.

30
,

,

50
150
750
57
20
824

PREMIUMS ON STOCK AT PARK, AS FOLLOWS
Sept.

15....

Paid John Hall

305

L. P. Marsball

A. Douglas
Theodore Winters
S. B. Whipple
Alexander Ely
Robert Watt
G. C. McMullen
E. M. Skaggs
I. N. C.
Jasper
D. M. Downey
A. Music

J.

G.

McWain

S.

Treat

L.

Upson
Hoffman
Marsh
Thomas Edwards
A. T. Renwick
C. B.
C. P.

Daniel Flint
C. H. Shears
R. A. Branton

Moulthrope
G. Ellis
L. H. Fassett
J.

M. Frey

A. Martin
H. Wilsey

J.

A. C. JSTordyke
G. W. Hamilton
W. B. Gibson

v

50
00
50
12
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
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On what account.

Date.

Sept.

15..,
(t

u
((

u
u
(t
l<

u
u
u
(,<

u
u
t<
((

u
k b

u

Harbison

A. B. Gilbert
Laauser & Scbaeffer
E. S. Harris
H. Bern ard
Mrs. F. B. Chapman
G. E. Coggshall

Mrs. K. Kinsey
J.

D. Eose

Mrs. W. W. Marvin
J. A. Mason

Amos Adams
Mrs. W. A. Morehead
Mrs. Sophia Scbaeffer
Robert Williamson
Miss Lottie Hoffman
Mrs. W. E Brown
John Studarus
Mrs. C. Iv. Stevenson

c:

W. Fern

i.

N. P. Cole& Co
Mrs. A. C. Brown

u
(I

u
((
;t

u
(I

u
ti
i:

C. G.

I).

H. Woods

James Wise
Norton Bush
A. A. Hart

W. Shew
Mrs.

a
k

M.&

i:

u

u
u
20.:
28..

31..

u

Sept. 15
u

u
u
(s

U
u
(C

Carpenter

Barrows
C. W. Reed
A. P. Smith

J.

a

((

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

J. S.

S.

M. Goggins

A. Wilcox
Mrs. C. R. Stevenson
Mrs. C. E. Atkinson

Edward Muller
Capital Woollen Mills
G. L. McDaniel

Mrs. D. Kendall
Miss Mary Alvord, premium
Mrs. E. F. Aiken, premium
Mrs. Murphy, premium
R. B. Gray, gold medals
Paid D. Woods, carpenter
W. Me}- era, labor
Isaac Bradwell, stairkeeper
George Gilpatrick, labor
John Nickerson, allowance

M. W. Hodkins, doorkeeper
William Miner, clerk at Park
N. T. Carpenter, watchman at Hall

Amount.

$10 00
4
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a
((

ft

u
ft
c.

u
u
ft

u

Amount.

On what account.

Date.

Sept. 15.

181

W. H. Ashton, entry
P. E. Patton,
Gr.

W.

clerk at Hall

entry clerk at Hall

Leitch, police

watchman

Campbell, for use of chairs
W. H. Rattenberry, Assistant Sup't at Hall.
D. Gillis, Marshal at Park
T. Golden, police
W. J. Robertson, Marshal
Georp-e Gordonier, watchman
George Whitlock, decorator

J.

J.

Carraghan. police
Smith, ticket clerk at Hall

J. E.

A. Deuel, ticket clerk at Hall
A. S. Woods, ticket clerk at Hall
Y. W. Gunn, labor, lumber, etc
A. S. Woods, clerk in Secretary's office
W. Anderson, entry clerk at Park
J. C. Devine, cleaning statue
Clock, labor
S.

11

u
It

a
u
ft
if
((
it

it
it
tt
ft
tt
tt

tt

Burnett, expressage
Johnson, stairkeeper and watchman
J. L. Johnsou, entry clerk at Park
T. J. McKim, engineer
C. F. Reed, for wreaths for Norfolk and Lodi, '68
C. F. Reed, hacks for guests
W. M. Tolls, stairkeeper
H. Seaman, carpenter
H. J. Johnson, labor
T. J. Ramonet, labor
F.

tt

T. J. Hall, stairkeeper

tt

Mrs. M. E. Jackson, chambermaid
William Mace, doorkeeper at Hall
Thomas Byrne, laborer
Pat Lynch, laborer

ti
tt

Sept. 16.
tt
tt

tt
tt

tt
tt
tt

'.,

P. Clark, groceries

W. V. Frazier, gathering flags
W. V. Frazier, dray age from Park
W. Y. Frazier, dray age on chairs to Hall
W. V. Frazier, drayage on chairs to Hall
Negro at Park, omnibus hire
Thomas Hall, for two money boxes
Locksmith, fixing keys
Fran k McGee, labor

tt

J.

tt

John Howard, watchman

tt

P. Kerns, labor

tt

A. H. Norton, stairkeeper
A. H. Norton, carpenter

it

:

H

1

'..

Galloway, labor

tt

M.

tt

E. Parsons, amount overpaid on cider privilege....
Mike Haler, labor

tt

S.

$50 00
36 00
28 00
3 00
60 00
30 00
6 00
30 00
5 50
55 00
4 50
30 00
18 00
18 00
23 97
60 00
15 00
4 00
79 00
2 00
22 00
30 00
137 00
30 00
10 00
21 00
37 00
18 63
37 50
24 00
15 00
24 00
52 50
52 50
3 13
1 50
00
1 25
75
50
3 50
75
19 50
15 00
12 00
21 00
17 25
24 00
30 00
7 60
33 00

Hurd, gatekeeper
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On what

Date.

Sept. 16.
u
t:

u
(I

u
It

it
It

u

J. C. Allen,

account.

Amount.

m

labor

Thomas Hall, ticket clerk at Park
O. W. Wallace, labor
William Crump, watchman
Robert Beck, expenditures
Samuel Deal, gatekeeper
A. C. Bidwell, gatekeeper
F. Wing, doorkeeper
Joseph Taylor, gatekeeper
E. Parsons, pi^emium of 1868

A. B. Gilbert, premium of 1868
Joseph Neumann, premium of 1868

Mrs. Reed, premium of 1868
Sept. 17.
Sept. 18.

N. G. Curtis, balance of account
State Capital Reporter, printing
F. S. Lardner, Superintendent

,

Lower Hall

it

Sacramento Daily Record, printing

it

L. A. Spurgeon, hack hire
T. Lynch, labor

it
((

U
((

ti
(<

EC
It

<(
t(
((

U

Sept. 22.

»
it
ic

u
u

u
u
11
11

11

Geo. Schmeizer, machinist
B. R. Sweetland, chemicals
R. L. Robertson, labor

John Nickerson, police
David Bush, gas fixing
T. D. Scriver, horse hire
W. P. Michener, canvas

,

E. G. Jefferies, printing
S. F. Hyde, exit gatekeeper
Spirit of the Times, printing

H. S. Beals, stair keeper
H. Holmes, police
J. W. Avery, lumber bill
E. Mills, expenditures
Sacramento Daily Union, printing
Alta California, printing

."

Morning Chronicle, printing
Kent & Co., bill posting in San Francisco
San Francisco Evening Bulletin, printing
Stockton Independent, printing
Marysville Appeal, printing

•.

Oakland Dail} Transcript, printing
T

Carson City

bill

poster

F. M.

Chapman, horse hire
Edwards & Co., stationery
John Shellers, police
C. Huelsman blacksmith
,

«(
11
(1

11

11

J.

Slaughter, cleaning windows, whitewashing, etc
For Wells, Fargo & Co.'s envelops
N. Henley, building engine bed
•....
People's Insurance Company, insuring

John

Isaacs, police

oo
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On what

Date.

Sept. 22.
a
a
«

Mrs. Blackleacb,

ci

Sept. 25,
u
a
a

Sept. 24
Sept. 25
K

((

a
t(

<(

a

Sept. 27
u

((

a
a
a
a
a
u

Oct.

1...

a
a
u

Oct.
Oct.

2...

Oct.
Oct.

5..

2..

8..

u
((

Oct.

G. T. Glover, ticket clerk,
J. Burton, ticket clerk,
A. Nesal, mending flag

Dray age on

9..

Amount.

account.

N.

c<

Park
Park

making badges
from Park

scales

R. B. Lindsay, police

Sacramento Gas Company, gas and lighting same.
Z. I.

B. F.

Wilson, hauling dirt

Cummings, making purses

W.

F. Eaton, carpenter
B. Dennery, use of crockery
Toll & Ganong, buggy hire

D. Collins, drayage and steamer freight
Wbittier, Fuller & Co., putting in glass
Dale & Co., fancy goods
Powers & Co., water cask
Benjamin Bullard, Jr., Assistant Secretaiy

John Bruner, chairs
Post-office bill, from April 1st to October
J. F. Harrison, brooms
F. J. Moore, nails and spikes
Huntington & Hopkins' bill

Hamburgher & Co.'s
W. Sharpe's bill

bill

H. Clock, labor
Robert Miller, watering streets
E. Dole, police

W. Fern, allowance
G. T. Glover, clerk

Robert Beck, salary for September
G. H. Baker
W. F. Frazier, lumber
A. Menke, two baskets
Express ohai'ges on diploma
G.C.Hall's bill
C. S. Lowell, for stall 401
D. Schaffer, setting shafting

Summit

Ice

Company,

ice

N. L. Drew & Co., lumber
H. S. Crocker & Co.'s bill
Charles F. Reed, President, expenditures
R. S. Carey, expenditures
D. G. Webber, hauling dirt on G street
Howland, Angell & Co., steam engine.
Robert Beck, salary for October.
:

Oct. 12.
a

Oct. 13.
Oct. 29.

Nov.

2..

a
((

Nov.

29.

Dec.
Dec.

]..
8..

183

R. B. Grey's bill
Express ch arges
Robert Allen's bill
"Jersey," for posting bills
RoMtert Beck, salary for November.
A. Steiner, filling diplomas

,

1st

$18 00
24 00
2 50
15 50
1 00
18 00
225 00
5 00
5 00
6 00
29 50
54 00
84 50
21 25
17 00
5 00
148 00
18 00
8 00
8 50
16 75
49 45
36 20
5 50
16 50
50 00
18 00
20 00
6 00
150 00
50 00
2 16
2 00
75
16 67
7 50
42 50
12 63
365 83
90 00
1,000 00
370 00
48 20
700 00
150 00
64 00
75
248 95
5 00
150 00
40 50
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Date.

Dec.

On what

acconnt.

Amount.

185
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TRIALS OF SPEED IN

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER

1869.

6th.

FIRST TRIAL.

—

Mile heats; three in five; free for all horses that have
Trotting Race
never beaten two thirty-five; purse three hundred dollars.

—

Entries.
S. Spencer enters b. s. F. F. Low.
L. Eoff enters b. m. Lady Dooly.
C. W. Moulthrop enters b. s. Plumas.
C. H. Shear enters b. m. Alicia Mandeville.

H.
J.

Result.

2

111

Plumas

4

4

Alicia Mandeville

3

3 dis.

Lady Dooly
F. F.

12

Low

Time—-2:38

2
3

3
2

3-5; 2:38 3-5; 2:39; 2:40 2-5.

SECOND TRIAL.

—Mile heats three in
—three hundred dollars.

Trotting Race.
pui*se

;

five

;

free for all four

year olds

;

Entries.

Pat. Farrell enters s. g. "YVestfield.
H. S. Spencer enters s. f. Breeze.
J. L. Eoff enters b. s. Ajax.
DZ. W. Seals enters b. f. Black Swan.
T. McClellan enters g. f. Sally Shaw.
Result.

Ajax

Ill

,

Westfield

•

Breeze
Black Swan

2
3

drawn.
t

24

-

2
3

Time— 2:50;

2:46; 2:46.

3
2
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TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

7th.

FIRST TRIAL.

— Mile heats

Running Race.
hundred dollars.

free for all three

;

year olds ; purse

—three

Entries.

Thos. Atchison enters b. s. Idaho.
R. T. O'Hanlon enters ch. s. Al. Bascom.
N. Coombs enters ch. s. Tophet.
George Treat enters ch. f. Maggie Dale.
A. Music enters s. s. Johnny Moore.
Result.

11
12 2
2

Tophet
Maggie Dale
Idaho
Al. Bascom
Johnny Moore

43-

3
4
dis.

Time—l:48f;

1:49; 1:51 1-5.

SECOND TRIAL.
'Running Race.

— Mile

heats;

free for all;

purse

— three

hundred and

fifty dollars.

Entries.

N. Coombs enters c. g. May-be-so.
C. S. Williams enters b. s. Compromise.
J. S. Devine enters b. s. Kirby Smith.
Result.

Kirby Smith

1

1

May-be-so

2

2

drawn.

Compromise

Time— 1:46

3-5; 1:50 4-5.

THIRD TRIAL.
Pacing Race.
dred dollars.

—Mile heats;

three in five; free for all; purse
Entries.

Pat. Parrell enters s. g. Longfellow.
C. H. Shear enters gr. m. Empress.
D. Denison enters b. g. Mike O'Brien.
B. Bice enters br. g. Darkness.

— three hun-
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Result.

12 11
2
12 2

Longfellow
Darkness

Mike O'Brien
Empress

.•

Time—2:31

3
4

3

3

4

dis.

3

2-5; 2:31 3-5; 2:31 2-5; 2:29.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

8th.

FIRST TRIAL.
Trotting Race.
in five;

— Free for

all

—
purse four hundred

;

to

May Queen

wagon

;

mile heats

;

three

dollars.
Entries.

B. Rice enters b. m. May Queen.
L. Eoff enters b. s. Paddy Magee.
S. E. Whitehead enters b. g. Regulator.

J.

Result.

Regulator

12 12
3
12 12

Paddy Magee

2

1

May Queen

Time—2:32

4-5; 2:35 3-5; 2:34; 2:37

;

3

3 dis.

2:38 3-5.

SECOND TRIAL.

—

Mile heats three in five free for all horses that have
Trotting Race
never beaten two-forty; purse two hundred and fifty dollars.
;

—

;

Entries.

H. S. Spencer enters
D. Denisou enters b.

H. W. Seals enters

s.

b.
s.

s. Alexander.
Friday McCracken.

m. Bracelet.

Result.

12 11
12 2

Alexander
Friday McCracken

2

Bracelet

dis.

Time—2:38;

2:43; 2:41 1-5; 2:46.
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THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

9th.

FIRST TRIAL.

Running Race.

— Two

mile heats

;

free for all

;

purse

—four

hundred

dollars.
Entries.

Thomas Atchison

enters

6. S. Williams enters

George Treat enters

b. s.

Bloomsbury.
Compromise.
Thad. Stevens.

b. s.
s. s.

Result.

Thad. Stevens

2 gal. over.

Compromise
Bloomsbury

1

drawn.

distanced.

Time— 3:45.

SECOND TRIAL.
Trotting Race.

hundred and

— Mile

heats; free for

all

three year olds; purse

— two

fifty dollars.

Entries.

H. W. Seals enters s. c. Onward.
C. H. Sisson enters s. f. Stockton Maid.
J. Sessions enters g. f. California Maid.
Result.

California

Maid

Stockton Maid

Onward
Time— 2:59

1

1

2
3

2
3

1-5; 2:50 3-5.

THIRD TRIAL.
Trotting

Race

—Three

in five;

purse

— one hundred dollars.

No

entries.

Result.

Calhoun

3
2

Plumas
Ance

1

Time—2:45

112
3 2
2 dis.

1-5; 2:43 3-5; 2:40 2-5; 2:40 3-5; 2:43 4-5.

1

12
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10th.

FIRST TRIAL.

— Two
—four hundred

Trotting Race.

purse

mile heats; free for all;

May Queen

to

wagon;

dollars.
Entries.

E. Whitehead enters b. g. Regulator.
L. Eoff enters b. m. Lady Dooly.
B. Rice enters dun g. Pride of the Bay.

S.

,

J.

Result.

1
3
2

Lady Dooly
Pride of the
Regulator
-&

Bay

Time—5:33

1

2
dr.

3-5; 5:26.

SECOND TRIAL.
Trotting Race.

— Mile

heats;
—
purse two hundred and

three in five; free for

all five

year olds

;

fifty dollars.

Entries.
Ii. S.

Spencer enters

b. s.

Alexander.

W. Moulthrop

enters g. m. Marysville Queen,
H. S. Spencer enters dk. b. s. F. P. Low.
C.

Result.

Marysville Qu^en

112

Alexander

2

F. F.

Low

2

drawn.

Time— 2:42

2-5; 2:40; 2:42 3-5; 2:45.

1

12
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SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

11th.

FIRST TRIAL.
Trotting Race.

— Five

miles out; free for all; purse

—four hundred dol-

lars.

Entries.
Gr. IS".

ii.

Ferguson enters

Rice enters

b.

m.

s.

m. Kate.
Lancaster.

Lady

B. Whitehead enters br. g. Democrat.
Green enters s. s. Bob Burns.
J. L. Eoff enters b. m. Lady Dooly.
D. Denison enters b. m. Mountain Maid.
Col. Dickey enters b. s. Hiram Woodruff.
S.

'

C.

Result.

Democrat

1

Lady Lancaster
Bob Burns

2
3

Kate
Mountain Maid
Lady Dooly

4
5
6

Hiram Woodruff.

dr

Time— 13:56

2-5.
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PREMIUMS AWARDED IN

1869.

FIRST DEPARTMENT.
TIIOROUIIBRED HORSES.

Name

of owner.

Name

Animal.

of animal.

Premium.

Stallions.

John Hall
L. P. Marshall.
J.

..

A. Douglass

John Hall
John Hall
John Hall
Theodore Winters

John Hall
John Hall
Theodore Winters

Best stallion, four years old and
over
Best stallion, three years old
Best stallion, two years old
Best stallion, one year old
Best colt, under one year
3 fares.
Best mare, four years old and
over, with colt
Best mare, four years old and over
Best mare, two years old
Best mare, one year old
Best mare colt, under one year old

Woodburn
Medoc
Pelham

..$50

.

,.$40
..$30

Ironclad....

..$20

No

..$15

name...

Peggy Ringold.
Transita
Alice May
Jannette

,.$50
,.$40
,..$25

,

,.$20

,

Unknown

.$15

,

FAMILIES.

Name

of owner.

John Hall

Animal.

Name

of animal,

Best thoroughbred sire, with not
less than ten of his colts, all
Woodburn
thoroughbred
Best thoroughbred dam, with not
less than four of her colts, all
thoroughbred
Peggy Ringold.
Best stallion, other than thoroughbred, with not less than ten of
his colts
Hambletonian.
Best dam, other than thoroughbred, with not less than three of
her colts
Fanny.
.

John Hall

S. B.

Whipple.

Alexander Ely

Premium.

..$75

.$50

,$75

,.$40
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HORSES OF ALL WORK.

Name

Animal.

of owner.

Name

of animal.

Premium.

Stallions.

J.

M.

Best stallion, four years old or
Indicator
over
Solano Chief.
Best stallion, three years old
old
one
Mark Moore.
Best stallion,
year

C. Jasper

D. M. Downey
A. Musick

S.

,.$30

..$15

Mares.

t

G. M.

..$40

McWain

Best mare, four years old or over,
with colt
Julia Ann.
Dash
Best mare, three years old
Best mare, two years old
Queen

Treat

L. Upson

,.$40
..$20
..$15

GRADED HORSES.

Name

Animal.

of owner.

Name

of animal.

Premium.

I

Stallions.

C. B. Hoffman....

C. P. Marsh
Thomas Edwards
Thomas Edwards

Alexander

Ely....

S. B.

Whipple
A. Musick
Alexander Ely....
Alexander Ely....

Best stallion, four years old and
over
Lexington
Best stallion, two years old
Hidi...
Phil. Sheridan.
Best stallion, one year old
Best colt, under one year, without
Jane.
reference to sex
Mares.
Best mare, four years old or over,
with colt
Norah
Star Queen...
Best mare, four years old
Best mare, three years old
Polly Moore.
Flora
Best mare, two years old
Henrietta
'Best mare, one year old

,$40
,$20
,.$15

..$15

.$40
.$30
.$20
.$15
.810

DRAFT HORSES.

Name

of owner.

Animal.

Name

of animal.

Premium.

Stallions.

H. Wilsey

Best stallion, four years old or
over

Young Rawley...
Wallace
stallion, two years old
Best stallion, one year old
Young John Bull
Mares.
Robert A. Brnnton.. Best mare, four years old or over,
with colt
Nancy
Best mare, three years old
G. W. Hamilton
Queen of the West
Best
mare
B.
Gibson
TV.
Clydesdale
'.

James North rup
A. T. Nordyke

,$30
.$20
,.$10

,$30
.$20

.$15
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ROADSTERS.
Name

Name

Animal.

of owner.

Premium.

of animal.

Stall ions.

C.

W. Moulthrop.

George

Best stallion, four years old or
over
Best stallion, three years old
Best stallion, two years old
Best gelding, four years old or
over
Mares.
Best mare, four years old or over..
Best mare, three years old
Best mare, two years old

Ellis

H. Bassett
Dr. J. M. Frey

L.

...

S. B.

Whipple..
A. T. Renwick.
S. B. Whipple..

Signal
Excelsior

,.$40

Joseph Nelson.

..$20

Big Ben.

,.$30

Sally Shaw...
Mary Patten.

,.$30

,.$30

,.$20

Minnie

..$15

CARRIAGE HORSES.
Name

Animal.

of owner.

Name

of animal.

Lady

WashingLady

Premium.

I

E. M. Skaggs.

Best matched
horses,

span of carriage
as such

owned and used

by one person

ton and
Bell
J.

C Morrison.

For

matched

horses

span

of

.$25

carriage

owned and used by one

person as such

Special

— $20

sroblet.

ROADSTER TEAMS.
Name

of owner.

or

silver
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COLTS.

Name

A. T. Ren wick
Daniel Flint....
C.

Best yearling
Best suckling
Best yearling
Best suckling
Exhibit of six

H. Shear

R. C. Branton.
S. B. Whipple

Name

Animal.

of owner.

.

Premium.

M. Skaggs..
Edwin Forrest.
Agatha States..
Nancy
E.

horse colt
horse colt

mare
mare

of animal.

colt
colt

,.$30
..$20
..$20.

..§15

owned by one

colts,

person, of any age or sex

Heads

Up,

Pat

Gallager, Billy,
Minnie, Hector,

Fly by Night.

,.$50

SWEEPSTAKES.
Name

Name

Animal.

of owner.

S. B.

Whipple
Theodore Winters

Best stallion of any age.
Best mare of any age

S. B.

Best team four-in-hand.

Whipple.

of animal.

Premium.

Hambletonian.

.$100

Transits

...$75

.Special— Goblet or $20

JACKS.

Name

G. D. Stevens
T.

Name

Animal.

of owner.

Premium.

Buena Vista
Lady Franklin.

Best jack
Best jennet.

Edwards

of animal.

,.$50

,.$10

I

MULES.
Name

John
John

of owner.

Potter..

Potter.,

Animal.

Best mule, two years old.
Best mule, one year old...

Name

Jack

of animal.

Premium.

Potter..

,.$20

Lillie Potter.

,.$15

AYRSHIRE CATTLE.
Name

S.

of owner.

Animal.

Daniels

Bulls.
'Best four year old or over.

Daniels

Best four year old or over.

Name

of animal.

Premium.

Sir Walter.

,.$40

Ruth

,.$30

Coics.
S.
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Name

CATTLE.

Name

Animal.

of owner.

of animal.

Premium.

Bulls.

W. H. Dawson
Patterson & Over
shire

John Judson
G. N. Swezy

Best four years old and over.

Lolo Rooth.

Best three years old.

Turk of Oak

Best one year old.
Best bull calf

Prince Radmon.
Duke First of
Yuba

..$10

Best four years old or over.

Kate Dunn.

,.$30

Best three years old.
Best two years old

Flora Fourth

,.$25

Home

..$25

,

,.$15

Coics.

G. N. Swezy
Patterson &

Over

shire

G. N. Swezy
Patterson &
shire

Patterson

&

..$20

!Beauty

Over
Best one year old.

Tulip Sixth.

..$15

Best heifer

Rosa

..$10

Over-

shire

,

calf....

Bell...

DEVON CATTLE.
Name

Name

Animal.

of owner.

of animal,

Premium.

Bulls.
J.

R. Rose

Best four year old or over
Best one year old
Best bull calf.

S. Daniels.

J.

R. Rose

Bloomfield
Victor

..$40

Young Sonoma.

,.$10

Fashion.

..$30

..$15

Coios.

Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

S. Daniels.

J.
J.

R. Rose,
R. Rose.

S. Daniels.,

J.

R. Rose.

four year old or over
three year old
two year old

,

'Beauty

..$25

Emanuel Second.

,.$20

one j'ear old.

Fairy Second.

,.$15

heifer calf.

Lady

Grant...

.$10

i

GRADED CATTLE.
Name

of owner.

Name

Animal.

of animal.

Premium.

Bulls.

R. A. Branton
G. N. Swezy
G. N. Swezy
G. N. Swezy
Patterson &

Best four year old or over
Best three year old
Best bull calf
Cows.
Best four year old or over

G.N. Swezy
G N. Swezy

W.

Butler

t

..$25
,.$20

Alexander...,

...$5

Queen.

..$20

Over

shire

G.

,

Grant....-

Harry Clay.

,

Best
Best
Best
Best

three year old
two year old
one year old
heifer calf.

May

Bird

,.$15

Dolly

..$10

Amelia

,..$5

Mary

...$5
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SWEEPSTAKES.

Name

TV.

H. Dawson

Patterson

&

Name

Animal.

of owner.

of animal.

Premium.

Best bull, of any age or stock..

Lolo Rooth.

-S50

Best cow, of any age or stock.

Roselle

..$40

Over-

shire

FAT SHEEP.
Name

of owner.

Patterson

&

Name

Animal.

of animal.

Premium.

Over[Best three, two years old or over.

shire

,.$10

SPANISH MERINO.
Name

Ellen McConnell

of animal.

Premium.

Best ram, two years old or over... Younjr Mack.

Thomas McConnell.. Best
Thomas McConnell.. Best
Thomas

Name

Animal.

of owner.

,.$20

three ramlambs
three ewes, two years old or

..815

over
McConnell.. Best three ewes, under two years

.$15

_

old

Thomas McConnell.. Best

five

,$15
,$15

ewe lambs

FRENCH MERINO.
Name

Patterson

&

Name

Animal.

of owner.

of animal,

Premium.

Over-

Best ram, two year ol'd and over.
Best ram, under two years old

shire

S20
I

COTSWOLD SHEEP.
Name

Patterson

A.

Name

of animal.

Premium.

& Over

shire
II.

Animal.

of owner.

Rawson

Best ram, two years old or over.
Best ram, under two years old...

Prince Alpha

Ontario

H. A. Rawson

,$20

Young Prince
,$15

Best three ewes, under two years.
For two pure Cotswold sheep, one
three years old and one one

year old

.Honorable mention.
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LEICESTERSHIRE.

Name

Patterson

<fc

Name

Animal.

of owner.

of animal.

Premium.

Over-

Best ram, two years old or over... Prince of Wales.

shire

,.$20

I

GRADED OR CROSSED WITH SPANISH MERINO.
Name

Mrs. E. McConnell

Graham
Graham
Graham
Graham

F.
F.
F.
F.

Name

Animal.

of owner.

Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

of animal.

Premium.

ram, under two years old
Liberty
three ram lambs
three ewes, two years or over
three ewes, under two years..
five ewe lambs

,.$10

,.$15

,$10
,.$10
..$10

GRADED WITH COTSWOLD.
Name

H. A. Rawson
H. A. Rawson
A.
H. A.
II.

Rawson
Rawson

Name

Animal.

of owner.

Best
Best
Best
Best

of animal.

Premium.

ram, two years old or over...
ram, under two years ojd
three ram lambs
three ewes, two years or over

,.$15

,$10
,.$15

.$10

SWEEPSTAKES ON SHEEP.

Name

of owner.

H. A. Rawson.

Name

Animal.

of animal.

Young Prince

Best buck, of any age or sex.

Premium.

of

Ontario

..$25

Mrs. E. McConnell.. Best ewe, of any age or sex
Thomas McConnell.. Best pen of five ewes, of any age
or breed

..$20
..$25

CASHMERE GOATS.

Name

of owner.

Gray & Gilmore
Gray & Gilmore.
Gray & Gilmore.

iName of animal.

Animal.

Best thoroughbred buck
Best thoroughbred she goat....
Best thoroughbred three kids

.

Premium.

El Dorado.

..$20

Cleopatra.

..$15

.

,.$15
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GRADED.

Name

Gray & Gilmore.

Name

Animal.

of owner.

Best

of animal.

Premium.

Snowdrop, Ruth
and Blanch ....

lot of three.,

'

..$15

SWINE— LARGE BREEDS.
Which, when fat, will weigh, at mature age, three hundred pounds.

Name

Peter Burns

Name

Animal.

of owner.

of animal.

Premium.

Best boar two years old and over Dick.
Best boar, under two years old... J Dick.
Best boar six months and under
one year
Brighton Boy.
Best breeding sow, two years old
or over
Dolly .ft.
Best breeding sow, one year old.
Best sow, six months and less
than one year
Best lot of not less than six pigs,
not less than five nor more than

.815

j

M. Sprague
James Robinson

.

E. F. Aiken.

,$10
.85
..$10

I

Charles Green.
E. F. Aiken....

A. P. Smith.

ten

months

.$10
.$5

old

..$15

POULTRY.

Name

of owner.

Peter Burns
Peter Burns

Animal.

of animal.

Premium.

Best lot of white or gray dorkins..
Best lot of five toed dorkins (distinct variety)

Charles Green
Peter Bums

Name

.

Best lot game chickens (Norfolks)
Best lot English magpie ducks,
with top-knots

,$5
.$5
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SECOND DEPARTMENT.
MACHINERY, AGRICULTURAL MACHINES, VEHICLES, ETC.

Sacramento....
Sacramento....
M. and A. Wilcox.., Sacramento....
San Francisco.
S. E. Hollister
Stockton
J. L. Bartlett
San Francisco.
E. C. Bickford
Suisun
R. Knott
Maine Prairie.
G.W. Harris
Sacramento....
Hamilton
Baker &
J. F. Harris

W.

B.

Ready

.

A. Spinks
E. G. Bingham
A. Williams
William Jones
P. G. Wilhite
P. G. Wilhite

,

,

Premium.

Article.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

Best display of brooms
Best two-horse cultivator
Best apparatus for raising water

$5

$10
— Diploma.
.Special

Washing machine
Keep's globe pump
Best farm and picket gate
Best horse-power fastener
Best gang plough
Best display of agricultural

mention

....Special

Diploma.
$5
.Honorable mention.

Diploma.

ma-

chinery
Sacramento.... Best corn sheller (imported)
Suisun
Best pruning shears
Oakland
Best imported rotary harrow
Yolo County... Best fruit cooker
Missouri
Best model of flour bolt
Missouri
Best model of heater for collecting
*
sediment in water before using in

T. C. Walters
E. G. Clark

steam boilers
San Francisco. Best fastener for buggy shafts
Best
Marysville
grape crusher and stem sepa-

P.

Murphy

Brighton

Best imported

P.

Murphy

Brighton

Best broadcast seed sower and cov-

,

,

Diploma.
Diploma.
Special $5
Diploma.
Diploma.
.Special
Diploma.

—

—

—

Diploma.
.Honorable mention.
....Special

rator

.Diploma.
reaper

and mower

combined
erer

P.

W.

Murphy
C.

Mckenzie

San Francisco. Best

Rose

Mathew Cook
W. B. Ready
W. B. Ready

,

,

or washer
San Jose
Best pruning saw
San Jose
Best grafting wax
San Francisco. Best washing machine
Truekee
Improved sulky wheel
Sacramento.... Best blasting wedge
Sacramento.... Best three-gang plow

Sacramento.... Best large breaking plough
A. Ellison
Best two-gang plough
Marysville
J. D. Arthur & Son San Francisco. Second-best two-gang plough
Baker & Hamilton Sacramento.... Best imported cast steel plough
.

W.

B.

Diploma.
.Honorable mention.
Honorable mention.
$3
$5
Special
Diploma.
....Special
$20
$10
$15
... Special
Diploma.
$10

•

—

—

—

Sacramento.... Best display California agricultural

Ready

.$25

implements
A. Ellison

Best stubble plough
Marysville
Sacramento..., Best sweepstakes gang plough
Oroville
Best model steam plough
,

Baker & Hamilton
Mr.
Locher
Hutchin ou & Che
ney
Treadwell & Co

—

.Diploma.
Diploma.

Best double-hand corn planter
imported mechanical churn

Brighton
....

Servius Tonnar
Servius Tonnar
T. P. Clark
J. D.

Diploma.

*

.

San Francisco, Best stock

scales,

"Victor."

Sacramento.... Best seed sower, Cahoon's patent.

..$10

.Diploma and $10
Diploma.
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VEHICLES.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

H. Bernard
H. Bernard
H. Bernard
H. Bernard
H. Bernard
H. Bernard
W. J. Robertson

Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.

Mason
J. A. Mason
J. A. Mason

Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.

J. A.

,

Premium.

Article.

Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

two-horse family carriage
one-horse family carriage
top buggy
spring market
street

.825
,.$20
,.$15

wagon

.810

goods wagon

...So

display wheels, hubs, etc
farm wagon for general purposes
Doctor's phajton
Three-seat thoroughbraee wagon

...85

810
815
— Diploma.
.Special
—
Diploma.
.Special

,

Side-spring

wagon

I

THIRD DEPARTMENT.
TEXTILE FABRICS.

Exhibitor.

Residence.

Premium.

Article.

Sacramento.... Best display of gloves
Sacramento
Embroidery and needlework.
San Francisco, Shellwork and bedspread
Sacramento.... Display of needlework
Sacramento.... Best silk embroidered ottoman.
Miss Lottie Hoffman Sacramento.... Best tatting collar
Lower Lake.... Best embroidery picture
Mrs. S. Schaeffer
Mrs. G.L. McDaniels Marysville
Needlework
Mrs. Mary Almond.. Sacramento.... Specimens needlework
Folsom
Mrs. Saul".
Log cabin quilt
Miss M. E. Coats.... Sacramento.... Worsted work
Sacramento.... Silk goods
J. H. Warwick

Samuel R. Dodge....
Mrs. J. L. Hummel..
Mrs. S. E. Hollister.
Mrs. Juliana Bayer.
Miss Lottie Hoffman

S3

'

.Framed diploma.
....Honorable mention.
Special

— Diploma.

,

....Honorable
....Honorable
....Honorable
....Honorable

83
83
85
mention.
$5
mention.
mention.
mention.

Anna Smith

.Special— Napkin ring.

Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

.Special

Needlework
Marysville
G. C. Shipman. Sacramento.... Best mat
F. J. Gehring.. Sacramento..., Crochet curtain
W. W. Marvin. Sacramento.... Best hand-made bedsprea
C. R. Stephenson
Sacramento.... Afghan carriage robe
T. Rogers Johnson.. San Francisco. Embroidery, regalia and

Napkin

Sacramento...,
Sacramento....
San Francisco.
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento....

Mrs. M. A. Joy

'Sacramento.
J. J. Meussdorffer ..I Sacramento.
G. L. McDaniels
Marysville...
E. Barnett

[Marysville.

— 810 and diplo'a.
— Silver medal.
.Special
— Napkin ring.
.Special

Special

military

Embroidery
For sofa cushion
Case of millinery goods
Stamping, embroidery and crochet...
Best pair woollen blankets
Best tengyards flannel
Wrapping blankets and cashmeres
of various kinds

Rag

ring.

1

goods

Miss Nellie Sprague
Mrs. F. M. Chapman
Mrs. E. E. Haswell..
Mrs. H. Kuhl
Capital Woollen MTs
-Capital Woollen M'ls
Capital Woollen M 'Is

— Napkin ring.

rugs
Best exhibit of hats
Best display saddles and bridles and
sinch
Saddle trees

Special

Special— 82
Premium.
Diploma.

—

$5

$5
Special mention.

Honorable mention.
Diploma.
$5
.Honorable mention.
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TEXTILE FABRICS— Continued.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

San Francisco Best display gents' and
and shoes

P. Kelly

W. Todd

Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Miss Helen Low
Miss Nellie Sprague Sacramento....
Mrs. S.M. Bishop.., San Francisco.
Thomas A. Garey..., Los Angeles...
Mrs. S. M. Bishop.. San Francisco.
Sacramento....
Mrs. Cronkite
Sacramento....
M.L.Price
Sacramento....
Mrs. R. L. Jones

J.

,

Premium.

Article.

ladies' boots

Gents' boots
Best lace collar
Hair wreath

Diploma.
.Honorable mention.
$2
.

For infants' caps
Specimens raw silk and cocoons
Millinery goods

Special

Special.

Napkin

Di.-play of ladies' shoes

—

....Special
Diploma.
.Honorable mention.
.Honorable mention.

.Honorable mention.
.;..

Honorable mention.

....Honorable
....Honorable
....Honorable
....Honorable

Silver cup.

....Honorable mention.
Butter knife.
.Special

—

$2
.Special

— Napkin ring.

Miss G. B. Stevens.. Yacaville....
Miss Emily Myers... Amador

26

Napkin

ring.

— S3

.Honorable mention.

.Honorable mention.
Special— $3
Silver cup.

— Framed diplo'a.
Premium.

— Diploma.
Special

Ivy type frame
Pearl jewellery

Bead work
Specimens bcadwork
Artistic work in candle grease
Best skirt supporters
Best collection floral
Hairwork wreath.

ring.

Special.
Special.
Special.

Sacramento.... Display of fancy stationery

Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.

Napkin

Special

San Francisco. Needlework picture of Washington.. Special

Welty
Mrs. E. P. Figg
Mrs.'L. Elkus
Mrs. M. S. Reed

mention.
mention.
mention.
mention.

Special— S3
Special— $2 50
Premium.

Pupils of the Roman
Catholic
Orphan

Nellie

ring.

.Honorable mention.

Best twelve-form model for fitting
dresses

W. A. Abernethy &
Sacramento.
W. A. Harper
Sacramento.
R. W. Jackson

— Diploma.

.Honorable mention.

Knitted stockings

Mrs. J. Chrisman.... Sacramento.... Braided rag stair carpet
Mrs. J. E. Brian
Bedquilt and table cloth
S. W. Raveley
Knight'sLaudDouble set of buggy harness
ing
I. S. Deihl.
Sacramento..., Specimens of cassimeres, wools and
manufactures
Mrs. E. II. Stevens... Sacramento.... Perforated collar
Sacramento.... Knit bedspread
Mrs. Jane Ames
Sacramento.... Saddle trees
M. T. Barr
Sacramento.... Needle mat
G. W. Cook
SacrameDto.... Specimens of hair work
Mrs. J. C. Daley
Sacramento.... Picture with shell frame
Mrs. K. Kinsey
Siftmmento.... Shell work tower
Mrs. M. Biglcy
Sacramento.... Grecian gondola
J. F. Fugazi
Mrs. G. J. Gehring.. Sacramento.... Flower basket
Mrs. Wm. Morehead Sacramento.... Flowers made from fish scales
Mrs. Wm. Morehead Sacramento.... Best wax flowers
Mrs. Wm. Morehead Sacramento.... Shell frame, shell brackets and card
frame
Worsted work wreath and hair
Yolo
J. S. Curtis
;*acra'mento.... Needlework pictures, card case and
Mrs. J. Bayer
worsted work pictures
Mrs. A. C. Brown... Sacramento.... Wax flowers
Sacramento.... Hair wreath
Miss E. Coppin
Mrs. R. J. Merkley. Sacramento.... Feather wreath
Sacramento.... Bouquet from cocoons
D. F. Hall
Mrs. T. Flemming... Sacramento.... Hair and leather work picture
Mrs. T. Flemming... Sacramento.... Moss work landscape and Grecian
landscape
Mrs. R. Dunavant... Sacramento.... Seed wreath and frame
Mrs. C. H. Ross
Sacramento.... Phantom bouquet

Asylum
Edwards & Co

— Silver cup.

....Special

Framed diploma.
Napkin ring.
Honorable mention.
Honorable mention.
....Honorable mention.

waxwork

—

.Special
Napkin ring.
Special
Diploma.

—
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FOURTH DEPARTMENT.
MECHANICAL PRODUCTS,
Exhibitor.

Brittain,

Residence.

ETC.

Premium.

Article.

Holbrook &
Sacramento.

Co.....

Best display of copper work best
cooking stove for wood and coal
Best home manufactured trays
;

;

;

best display glass,

wood,

tin, etc..

.Special

— Silver

medal.

Huntington & Hopkins
J. Carolan

&

Co...

Sacramento.... Best general display of hardware ...
Sacramento..., Best display of locks, door trim-

Carolan & Co

J.

SacrameDto....
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
R. C. Terry
Sacramento....
Gillig, Mott & Co.... Sacramento....
H. Van Every
Sacramento....
Pacific Plate \."orks. San Francisco,
Lake & Co
San Francisco.

Long & Burden
D. Bush

Premium.

mings, etc
Special mention.
Best display of sportsman's goods... ...Special Silver medal.
Best display plumbers' goods
Diploma.
Best chandeliers and burners
Special
Diploma.
Best French cooking range.
Silver medal.
Best display tin ware
$3
Best parlor stoves
S5
Best display of plated ware
Silver medal.
Best display of boot and shoe black-

—

—

I

.$1

ing
Dr. Folleau..

San Francisco, Best display of trusses and orthopaedic instruments and artificial

N. Clark

Sacrameuto....

S. Pillsberrv.

San Francisco. Display of washing fluids and liquid
laundry blue, and Parepa Rosa
toilet companion

limbs
Be.-t

display

— Silver medal.
— Diploma.
Special

.Special

of

stone

ware,

fire

brick, etc

— Diploma.

.Special

Withington & BagSacramento.... Best

ley

common

and washing

soap

.S2

powder
Parish Soap Co. (A.
J.

Kane. Agent)... San Francisco. Best condensed soap

Justin Gates

&

Bro. Sacramento.... Display of fancy soaps, chemicals,
etc

Silv er

Laauser & Schaeffer. Sacramento.... Best wine casks
Laauser &, Schaeffer. Sacramento.... Best pork barrels
Lausser & Schaeffer. Sacramento.... Best butter firkins
W. T. Garratt
San Francisco. Best bell and cannon
J. Gates & Bro
Sacramento.... Soda fountain, Mathews' patent

H.

Framed diploma.
S3
$2
.Special— Silv er medal,
Special mention.

Kirk

Sacramento.... Best display of surgical and dental
instruments
J. F. Fugazi..
Sacramento.... Toilet articles
J. A. Conboie.
Sacramento.... Best display of burial caskets,
plated handles and (dates
John Bensley
San Francisco. Display of flax-seed oil cake
Laufkotter i Haig.. Sacramento.... Best bath tub and wash basin, their
own invention
El Dorado Polish Co. San Francisco. Specimens of polish
Hucks & Lambert... San Francisco. Best axle grease
II. Gage
Patent adjustable collar for horses...
Stockton
E. S. Holden
Slate, from Copperopolis
IStocktt
J. Donnolly.
San Francisco, Best display of yeast powders
G. E. Ball.'...
San Francisco. Best salad dressing
C.

— Diploma.
.Special
—
medal,
.Special

•.

Diploma.

,

.Special mention.

.Special premium,
..
Special mention.

—

....Special
Diploma,
Special mention,
.Honorable mention,
.Honorable mention,
.Honorable mention,
Framed diploma.
Diploma.
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Premium.

Article.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

Strahle & Hughes... San Francisco. Best billiard table, Phelan cushions.
Strahle & Hughes... San Francisco. Samples of polished California woods
San Francisco. Rustic chairs
Servius Tonnar
Whittier, Fuller &
San Francisco. Best and largest mirror..
Co

Crandall Spring Bed

San Francisco. Patent spring bed

Co
Hoplev & Co
N. P. Cole & Co.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.

Cole
Cole
Cole
Colfe

P

Cole
Cole
Cole
Cole
Cole
Cole
Cole

P.

P.
P.
P.

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&

Sacramento....
San Francisco.
San Francisco.
San Francisco.
San Francisco.
San Francisco.
San Francisco,

Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.

San
San
San
San
San
San

Frarlcisco,

Francisco.
Francisco.
Francisco.
Francisco.
Francisco.

Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

lounge
dressing bureau
sofa
book case

,

wardrobe
sick chair

extension table
set of parlor chairs

centre table
set parlor furniture.
library set
display furniture.

marquetry

,

—

Silver medal.
.Special
Special premium.

....Honorable mention.
Special

— Diploma.

.Honorable mention.
$5
$5
$5
S3
S3
$3
$3
$5
$5
$10

premium.
Diploma.
.Special premium.
.Special

..

cabinet..

FIFTH DEPARTMENT.
SILK,

VEGETABLES, ROOTS, ETC.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

I. N. Hoag
Edward Muller.

Yolo

J. F. Harrison

Sacramento...
Sacramento...
Yolo
Sacramento...
Sacramento...
Sacramento...
Lyun Co., Or.
Lynn Co., Or.
Sacramento...
Sacramento...

Nevada Co.

Premium.

Article.

Best exhibit of silk business
Best display of cocoons and reeled

,$50

Special— $30
Diploma.
$15
$10

silk

Thomas Edwards.
J. P. Goodenow

....

J. L. Clark

W. M. Haynie
J. R.

Merkley
J. Barrows
J. Barrows
E. L. Aiken
W. Fern

,

,

,

Sample broom corn
Best field crop broom corn
Best two bushels Chile wheat

Two

bales of hops

Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

ten acres sample hops
two busbels of Australian wheat
two bushels of white fall wheat
sample castor beans
field crop of alfalfa for 1869,
fourth cutting

toes

Sacramento...
Robert Williamson. Sacramento...
G. E. Coggshall
Sacramento...
Thomas Edwards... Sacramento...
G. E. Coggshall
Sacramento...

,

One bale of hops

Robert Williamson. Sacramento... Best one-half peck white potatoes,
early Goodrich
W. Fern
Sacramento... Best one-half bushel pinkeye pota-

W. Fern

.Special

,

—

Special.

$5
$25
First—$10
First— $10
$4
,$15
.$5
...$5

Best and greatest variety of potatoes
Best one-half bushel sweet potatoes
Best one-half dozen parsnips

...$5

Carrots, sample field crop
Best long blood beets

,$15

...$5

...$2

...$2
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SILK,

Exhibitor.

VEGETABLES, ROOTS, ETC.— Continued.

Residence.

Premium.

Article.

Sacramento.... Best turnip beets
G. E. Coggshall
Robert Williamson.. Sacramento.... Best sugar beets
George E. Coggshall Sacramento.... Best display of beets in variety and

.$2
.82
.S3

quantity

W.
W.

A. Lattie
A. Lattie

W. Fern
W. Fern
G. E. Coggshall
G. E. Coggshall
G. E. Coggshall

George Cohn

Rockville, Solano County
Rockville, Solano County
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento....

Sacramento
Sacramento
Sacramento....

George E. Coggshall Sacramento
A. B. Gilbert
Sacramento....
G. E. Coggshall
Sacramento
Robert Williamson.. Sacramento
Brighton
W. Fern
Sacramento....
W. Fern
Sacramento....

John Studerns

Best peck of tomatoes

.S2

.

Best display of tomatoes
Best cabbage (drumhead)
Best peppers
Best cabbage of other variety
Best display of yellow onions
Best mammoth squash
Best Hubbard squash
Best variety of squashes
Best pumpkins
Best sweet green corn
Best exhibit of sweet corn (dry)
Best sweet watermelon
Best of any other kind of watermelon
Best sample of barley
Best cantaloupes
Best variety of melons
Best cucumbers
Best white beans
Best green gherkins
Best egg plant

..$3
,.$2
''.$1

,$2
,.$1

.$2
,.S2

.81
.84
.$2

.$3
.$2
.$2
.$5
.82
.85

W. Hoit
Sacramento....
Robert Williamson.. Sacramento....
G. E. Coggshall....
Sacramento
W. Fern
Sacramento....
W. Fern
Sacramento....
AV. Fern
Sacramento....
W. Fern
Sacramento.... Best and greatest display of vegetaC.

.81
.82
.81

.81

815

bles

BREAD, BUTTER, PICKLES, PRESERVES, ETC.

Exhibitor.

Residence.

Article.

Amos Adams

Sacramento.

Best firkin butter

Miss L. Hinkley

Placer Co....

Largest and best variety of fruit in

Stockton
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
J. P. Odbert.... Sacramento.
J. P. Odbert.... Sacramento.
David Kendall. Sacramento.
C. E. Atkinson Folsom
Cronkitc
Sacramento.
J. P. Odbert.... Sacramento.
J. P. Odbert.... Sacramento.
J. S. Harbison
Sacramento.

Largest and best variety of jelly
Best apple jelly
Best preserved quinces
Best preserved peaches
Best preserved pears
Best tomato catsup
Best cucumber catsup
Best pickled peaches
Best pickled figs
Best pickled onions
Largest variety of jellies in one jar.
Best sweet pickles
Best ten pounds honey

jars

Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrr.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

J. Hale....'.

Odbert ...
W. W. Marvin.
W. W. Marvin.
W. W. Marvin.

J. P.

Premium.

...$15

Diploma.
.Diploma.
83
83
83
83
83
83
83
$3
83
.Honorable mention.
Special— $2
85
,
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AVINES, LIQUORS, ETC.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

Premium.

Article.

Thiebaud Schaub... Oroville
Tbiebaud Schaub.., Oroville
Thiebaud Schaub... Oroville

Best
Best
Best
Best
Lincoln
J. R. Nickerson
John Heinsdorffer.... Murphy's C'p. Best
Lincoln
Best
J. R. Nickerson
J. R. Nickerson
Best
Lincoln

white wine, four years old..
white wine, three years old.
white wine, two years old...
white wine, one year old
red wine, one year old
sherry

$10
$10
$10
$10
.Diploma.
$10
$10

California port

Eberhardt & Lach-

San Francisco. Best white sparkling wine
Diamond Sp's, Best grape brandy, one year

luiii

C. G. Carpenter
C. G. Carpenter

Diamond
Diamond

C. G. Carpenter
Dr. Ren z
J. R. Nickerson
J. R. Nickerson
Pioche (by
& Strutz
A. Bona

grape brandy, four years old.
peach brandy
Renz's Bitters
Catawba wine, one year old
Angelica wine

Sp's. Best
Sp's. Best

Sacramento
Lincoln
Lincoln

—

old...,

.Special

—

$10
$5
$15
$15
Silver medal.

.Special notice.
Special $10

—

.

Fox
San Francisco. Vichy water
San Francisco. Squarza's punches

John

Heinsdorffer...

J. R.

Waters

White wine,

,

.

five

years old.
Sacramento.... California seltzer water

Murphy's

C'p.

,

Special notice.
Special
Diploma.
Special notice.
Special notice.

—

SIXTH DEPARTMENT.
GREEN AND DRIED FRUITS.
Residence.

Exhibitor.

J.

A.

Lincoln

R. Nickerson.

Greenlaw

S.

Sacramento.

.

Best and largest variety of apples...
Best twelve varieties of apples, cor-

W.

Reed.

Best twenty varieties of pears, cor-

Yolo

Best twelve varieties pears, correctly

named

named
Placervillc...

I. S.

Bamber
Bamber

J. S.

Harbison

Sacramento.

I. S.

Placcrvillc...

John R. Nickerson. Lincoln

John R. Nickerson. Lincoln
John R. Nickerson. Lincoln
Sacramento.

E. Parsons

Bamber
W. Hoit

I. S.

Placerville...

C.

Sacramento.
Sacramento.

Mrs. E. F. Aiken...

,.$10

Sacramento.

rectly

C.

..$15

named

rectly

A. P. Smith

Premium.

Article.

..$10

.$8

'.

Best variety of plums
Best variety of nectarines
Best specimens quinces
Greatest

numbef

of

.$4

$3
.$5

varictios

of

foreign grapes
Greatest number of varieties figs
Greatest number of varieties grapes.
Best one variety foreign grapes
Best three varieties figs
Best one variety figs
Best and greatest varieties of dried

$10
.Honorable mention.
$10
$5
$5
$3

fruit

Sacramento.

Mrs. E. F. Aiken..
J. R. Nickerson
J. R. ^Nickerson
J. S. Curtis

,

.$10

Yolo

Best twenty-four pounds raisin
Specimens English walnuts
Specimens soft-shell almonds..
Best exhibit peanuts

Sacramento.
Sacramento.

Best and largest display peaches.,
Best one variety peaches

Lincoln
Lincoln

,

$15
Honorable mention.
Honorable mention.
$2 and diploma and special notice

I.

S.

I. S.

Bamber.

Bamber

.

$4
$2
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SEVENTH DEPARTMENT.
FINE ARTS.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

San Francisco. Best painting
San Francisco. Best painting

Norton Bush
Norton Bush
Mrs. G. D. Stewart.
A. A. Hart
G. W. Baker
J. B.

Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
San Francisco.

Grouppe

Premium.

Article.

in oil
in oil (tropical scene)

Best water colored painting
Best uncolored photograph
Best lithography
Best wood and seal engraving

.

,

$20
$20
.Diploma.
$10
.Diploma.
.Diploma.

Pacific Business Col

San Francisco. Best penmanship
Sacramento.... Best crayon drawing
Sacramento.... Best pencil drawing
San Francisco. Best sculpture (bust)
San Francisco. Best plain photograph, life size
San Francisco. Best plain photograph, medium.

lesre

Mrs.W.

E. Brown..
Mrs. G. D. Stewart.
P. J. Deviue

Win. Shew

S10
$15
$10
$15
$15
$10
Diploma.
S20
.Special—$10

.

Wm. Shew

M. Coggins Sacramento.... Best photograph in water color
San Francisco. Best plain porcelain picture
M. Coggins Sacramento.... Best colored porcelain picture....
San Francisco. Best pen drawing
Mr. Serregni
San Francisco. Best display of oil paintings. ...
Norton Bush
San Francisco. 'Portrait in oil
J.Wise
Oil painting (landscape)
D. H. Woods
Sacramento
W. E. Brown
Sacramento..,. jOil painting (St. Jerome)
Sacramento
John Cooper
(Best flute...
Mrs.

S5

Diploma
Diploma

S.

.

Wm. Shew
Mrs.

S.

!

.Special

|

:

i

,

— $1

.Special—$10
S5

MISCELLANEOUS.

Exhibitor.

J.

Haunberg. ...

Premium.

Residence.

Sacramento.... Cocoa nut

wood

case
of large size

W. Hawk

Yolo

S. P.

San Francisco. Blue wrapping paper
....
San Francisco. Brown wrapping paper
San Francisco. Various sized wrapping paper.
San" Francisco. Medicated paper
Sacramento.... Cocoa nut cake

S. P.
S. P.
S. P.

Taylor
Tavlor
Tavlor

Taylor
Mrs. Bessinger.

Hens eggs

.Honorable mention.
.Honorable mention.
Special.
Special.
Special.
Special.
Special.
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REPORTS OF COMMITTEES ON AWARDS.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON GOLD MEDALS.
Sacramento, September
To

the President

Gentlemen

:

and

officers

11th, 1869.

of California State Agricultural Society:

Your committee, appointed

to

award gold medals

several departments, respectfully submit the following-

in

tho

:

Second Department.

H. Bernard, Sacramento City

— Most meritorious display of

carriages.

Third Department.
Capital Woollen Mills, Saci'amento City

— Best

display manufactured

n-oods.
woollen &"

Fourth Department.

N. P. Cole, San Francisco

— Best

display furniture, manufactured of

California woods.
Fifth Department.
I.

N. Hoag, Sacramento City

— An exhibition of

silk business.

Sixth Department.
J.

E. Nickerson, Lincoln

— Meritorious display of

fruit.

Seventh Department.

N. Bush, San Francisco

— Oil paintingsr— landscape.
K. DOAK,
Dr. THOMAS

J.

EOYAL

T.

Special gold medals awarded by the Board, of Agriculture, at
eighteenth

of December, eighteen hundred and

Huntington, Hopkins &
age, etc.
S. B. Whipple, San

Mateo

Co.,

Sacramento

LOGAH,
SPEAGUE.

a,

meeting on the

sixty-nine.

— Display

hardware, cord-

— For exhibition of Hambletouian stock.

'JRANSACTIONS OF THE

20S

EEPORT UFON STEAM PLOW.

—

Conrad Locher, of Oroville model of steam plow. The committee
this model receive special and honorable mention,

recommended that
for. the

following reasons:

— It embraces more real points of utility and usefulness than are
&x\y other plow.
would eventually be of great importance to our
Second— They think
would work.
agricultural interests by the great good
Third— The inventors having expended a large sum of money in
First

embraced

in

it

it

its

perfection.

They would recommend

to the Board that, if compatible with the
of the Association, it be awarded a sufficient sum of money
from the treasury to assist the proprietors in completing the inven-

interests
tion.

EEPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON

SILK.

Your committee finds but one entry that fills the conditions required
" Best
by the precise wording of the society's offer of premiums, viz
exhibition of the silk business, from the mulberry tree to the silk cocoon,
including the feeding of the worms, their eggs, etc."
:

I. N. Hoag exhibits not only a very large quantity of cocoons of
superior excellence, but also the mulberry trees and silkworms in the
different stages of their growth, from the eggs of one day old, to the
full-grown worms, in the actual process of forming and completing their
cocoons; an interesting exhibition to large numbers of persons not yet
engaged in the silk business, and entitles Hoag to the society's premium
of fifty dollars.
Your committee cannot but regret that only a single premium was
offered for the encouragement of this most promising industry, so certainly destined to become one of the greatest importance to the future
of California.
If it comes within the province of your committee to recommend special premiums to persons who, at large expense, have placed on exhibition, for the examination and admiration of visitors, superb displays
of cocoons and raw silks, and who have stood by their exhibits, giving
daily and hourly information regarding the production of silk culture
and management of silkworms, and the growth of the mulberry, we
would recommend that valuable special premiums be awarded to Edward
Muller, of Nevada City, who presents the largest number and variety of
cocoons on exhibition, and to Thomas A. Garey, of Los Angeles, who
represents the products and silk interests of eighteen different silk
growers of Los Angeles County.
Your committee would also make special mention of Joseph Neumann,
of San Francisco, the pioneer silk manufacturer of the Pacific coast,
who, under every condition of discouragement incident to a new business
in a new country, has persevered in his attempts until a certain measure
of success has at last attended his efforts. He now presents a large
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quantity of silk of his own reeling, of an excellent quality, and being
the first to demonstrate the entire practicability of silk manufacture in
California, your committee would recommend the award of a special
premium to Neumann of no inconsiderable value.

W.
I.

WADSWOETH,
S.

D1BHL,
Committee.

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT.
In a report intended simply as an announcement of award of premiums, it is quite impossible to discuss the success or merit attached to
method of culture, production or manufacture of any product, agricultural or mechanical.

The report of the Silk Committee of the State Agricultural Society
was, therefore, of a character distinguished for its brevity. In view,
however, of the great prospective importance to our State of this new
industry, it may not be deemed amiss if we briefly discuss a few of the
main points that seem to be presented by the experience of the recent
past in relation to the culture of the mulberry, silkworms and silk.
In all parts of the
Commencing with the culture of the mulberry
State, from the gravelly foot-hills to the river alluviums, the mulberry in
all its varieties, as far as tried, grows with astonishing luxuriance; but
it is a question, admitting of grave doubt, as to the equal value of their
:

leaves for feeding.

Nowhere in Europe do we find the rich, moist lands along the rivers
devoted to mulberry culture. The silk growers there have certainl}' had
long experience and the practice of endless experiments with leaves from
every variet} of soil. They say that leaves grown on rich alluviums are
too wateiy, and not as rich in the nutritive quality necessary to the production of silk, in quantity and quality, as leaves grown upon the high
and gravelly lands.
The new Japanese colony in El Dorado County selected their lands
with special reference to the production of silks and teas.
Would
it not be well to make a note of this?
And yet in Italy the mulberry
is extensively cultivated along the banks of rivers, and it may be that
our long and hot summers may cause our lowest alluviums to produce a
healthy and nutritious leaf.
It has long been known that saline soils, if onlj- slightly salt, are
wholly unfit for the production of healthy food for silkworms. May it
not be quite as likely that our strong alkaline soil may prove equally
unfit for a healthy production of leaf?
It may be said that leaves produced on such soils have shown good results in Sacramento County.
Admit it; but may it not be quite as likely that the success was more
owing to salubrity of climate and natural vigor of the worms than to
7

any quality of

We know

their food.

that worms fed last year from leaves of certain localitieswere healthy, whilst this year they seem quite the reverse; but perhaps
owing to other causes than food. We have yet much to experiment
upon in California in the matter of silk culture.
The ill success that has attended the feeding of worms the past summer seems to have been confined almost entirely to the low grounds of
the valleys, whilst complete success has attended the feeding
among the
foot-hills.

27
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Another question of interest to silk growers is, the proper season of
Again we say, that nowhere in Europe, or throughout France,

feeding.

Germany

or Italy,

is

the hatching or feeding of silkworms prolonged

beyond a pertain season.

Commencing with the first growth of the leaf, or as soon thereafter
as a continued supply can be relied upon the eggs are hatched and the
hatching is continued from day to day until all that are to make the
The first worms are ready
season's crop are produced and set to feeding.
to cocoon about the first of June, the last from the fifth to the tenth of
July; this closes the season with all the French or Italian annuals.
It it was. desirable, as a profitable application of labor, to prolong the
season of hatching and feeding the worms through the heated term of
summer and into autumn, would not the silk growers of southern
France and northern Italy have long since demonstrated the fact and
established it as their system?
Edward Muller, of Nevada City, a successful silk grower, commences
His leaves are grown
early, and closes the season before or during July.
on a dry, gravelly soil, the health of his worms is always perfect, and
the quality of his silk unsurpassed.
As a result of this system of feeding, it as apparent that to make silk
growing a specialty is a matter not to be seriously entertained by the
farmers of California or any other country; but, as an auxiliary, an
adjunct to the general production of farms, the silk business will unquestionably, at no distant day, rank among the foremost of our valuable

and profitable industries.
Another matter of discussion among silk growers is, as to the propriety
of feeding whole or chopped leaves to worms in their earlier stages of
growth. If young worms a day old could gobble up the finely cut leaves
as a horse does chopped carrots, then it might assist them somewhat in

the mastication of their food but when their mode of eating is quite
the reverse of this, and confined to the nibbling of only the edge of
these small fragments, it can be of no possible assistance to the worm
that they are cut fine. But there is a reason why they are highly injuWhenever a leaf is cut or broken, the juice exudes from the cut,
rious.
and if not at once eaten by the worm, combines with the oxygen of the
atmosphere, fermentation commences immediately, producing an acrid
substance poisonous to the worm, and if eaten, la.ys the foundation of
disease almost sure to develop itself in some one of the after stages of
;

its

growth.
space allow us, we w ould like to give our views on a variety of
subjects connected with silk culture, the form and extent of cocooneries,
the" proper material for the same, the benefit, indeed necessity, of a moist
atmosphere during the greater heat of the day, and how to secure it,
and the best French and Italian methods of feeding, as derived from
personal observation, but we have already too greatly extended this part
of our subject.
In regard to the present condition of the silk intei'est in California, it
can safely be said that, though there has been individual failure in a few
instances the present season, which failures can be directl}" attributed to
plain and palpable causes, as a whole, the silk interest is prosperous, and
with perseverance on the part of our silk growers, they have every reason to look with certainty for a brilliant future.
L)id

T

W,

WADSWOETH,

Chairman of

Silk

Committee
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NOTEWORTHY EXHIBITIONS.

A large portion of space was devoted to the various sewing machine
companies, and they had each well filled their respective allotments of
room with samples of their machines and the work produced by them
and busy operatives kept up a constant clicking, as they elucidated to
the spectators the manner of operating, and expanded upon the superior
workmanship produced by the machine in which they were interested.
The Wheeler & Wilson, Singer, Florence, Grover & Baker, Elliptic, Howe
and Weed machines were all represented.
The Pacific Plate Works, of San Francisco, exhibited a case containing
fine specimens of silver plating, such as castors, water pitchers, milk
;

pitchers, sugar bowls, etc.

The

Capital Woollen Mills, of Sacramento, had on exhibition numerous
grades of blankets, from the coarsest to the finest varieties, including a
pair, of which each is one hundred and thirty inches wide and one hundred and seventy inches long, intended for the Salt Lake trade.
such large blankets are peculiarly needed for the Salt Lake trade we
know not. Probably the intention is to make them large enough to
cover a husband and wives but if this is the object, at what dimensions
will they stop ?
These mills also exhibited fancy cassimeres and flanAt the present
nels, and a roll of beaver cloth of their own manufacture.
time they are onty running four sets of woollen machinery, this being
one-third of their capacity.
They expect, however, to soon enlarge their

Why

;

operations.

Norton Bush, the gifted young California artist, contributed quite a
of his beautiful pictures, including "Chagres River," "Glimpse
of Tropic Land," two " Tropical Sketches," " Lake Tahoe," " Donner
"
"
"
Lake," American River, near the Summit," Bay of Panama." Castle
"
Rock," and Sketch in the Straits of Carquinez." His tropical pictures
were especially meritorious, and received high encomiums from the
The gorgeousness and indolence of tropic life are favorite subcritical.
The two small oval
jects with Bush, and in their delineation he excels.
framed pictures, entitled " Tropical Sketches," were gems in their way.
J. Wise, of San Francisco, exhibited several fine oil portraits of gentlemen and ladies, as samples of his skill in that art.
William Shew, of San Francisco, contributed a large collection of
photographs, including ivoiytypes, pearl pictures, etc., most of which,
through their constant presence at our State fairs, have become quite
The pictures are very life-like, and bear very
familiar to our citizens.
favorable testimony to the quality of the work produced at this gentle-

number

men's galley.
Mrs. Sarah M. Coggins, of Sacramento, exhibited some beautiful specimens of her skill with the brush in coloring photographs. The samples
on exhibition were very delicately and truthfully tinted, and worthy of
close attention.

Mrs.
oil

W.

E.

Brown, of Sacramento, had on exhibition

paintings, including

"Donner Lake.

Sunrise,"

sevei'al

very

fine

"Donner Lake, Sun-
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Medora," "St. Jerome," and "Winter." They all evince care
and received much praise.
Howard Campion, of Sacramento, showed -'A Sporting Scene." " Portrait of General Grant," and "Emerald Bay, Lake Tahoe."
A great
set,"

and

talent,

deal can be truthfully said in favor of all his pictures; but the portrait
of General Grant, whatever may be its merits in an artistic point of
view, does not convey a correct idea of the features and figure of the
present President. The expression of the countenance is not faithful to
life, and Grant is not so large a man as the picture would lead us to
imagine. "Emerald Bay" we prefer to all the rest; it is a pretty,
evenly-toned picture, and possesses the attribute of merit of being

pleasing to look upon.
Mrs. G. D. Stewart, of Sacramento, contributed some water-color
" A Seaside
Sketch,"
paintings, including "Sacramento City Cemetery,"
and " Balmoral Castle." Also, two crayons, " Pagan Home" and '• ChrisThe two latter, especially, are very creditable, but they
tian Eome."
all deserved close inspection.
A full-length needlework picture of General Washington, made by
the pupils of St. Joseph's Convent, in this city, was very much admired,
by the ladies particularly, although its excellence is sufficiently apparent
to be appreciated by all.
Quite a knot of spectators was almost always
cono-reo-ated in front of it during; exhibition hours.
T. Eogers Johnson, of San Francisco, exhibited a case of his finely
worked regalias and emblems of the Odd Fellow, Masonic, Good Templar and other Orders.
Drs. Folleau & Mabon, of San Francisco, had a show-case containing
orthopedic apparatus for the hip disease, improved surgical appliances
for ladies, orthopedic apparatus for club feet, orthopedic apparatus for
angulaire curvature (Potts' disease), artificial limbs and patent improved
The collection was of special interest to medical and surgical
trusses.
gentlemen, and to those wmoare unfortunately afflicted with the various
ailments which these contrivances are designed to alleviate or cure.
Henry & Cushing, of Sacramento, exhibited the Crandall patent
spring bed, for which it is claimed that it is an open, self-ventilating and
wholesome bed; that its springs are coiled in couplets, and, thus rendered self-supporting, will not uncoil or cripple down. It is said to be
especially adapted to hotels and lodging-houses, from its lack of accommodations for vermin.
N. P. Cole & Co., of San Francisco, made a fine display of furniture,
including dressing bureau, sofa, extension table, parlor set, bookcase,
The two latter
marquetry cabiuet and Pompeiian marquetry table.
were very elegant specimens of rich furniture.
J. Hopley, of Sacramento, also had a very creditable display of furniture, including dressing bureau, sofa, lounge, parlor chairs, centre table
and other parlor furniture.
Laufkotter & Haig, of Sacramento, exhibited in the machinery department an improved wash-basin and bath-tub, which are very complete in
The basin and tub are both filled from the bottom, and cantheir way.
not overflow. No pipes are visible, and repairs can be made with much
more facility and convenience than in the case of the ordinary tubs.
These article were well worthy of examination.
The large-sized mirror which, on account of its dimensions and clearness, had attracted so much attention in the upper hall, was from the
firm of Cameron, Whittier & Co., of San Francisco.
Mrs. M. A. Moorhead, of Sacramento, in the way of feminine orna-
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mental handiwork, showed specimens of shell-work, autumn leaves, and
an ingenious bouquet made of fish scales scales of the shad. If the
card affixed did not tell the story, few would be able to guess the material out of which this bouquet was arranged.
She also exhibited a
lamp shade made of perforated Bristol board, underneath which is placed

—

common colored paper. When placed upon a lighted lamp, it makes as
pretty a shade as could well be devised.
Mrs. C. II. Ross, of Sacramento, exhibited a chaste and very beautiful
phantom bouquet, which received many commendations from the fair sex.
Mary Ann Fleming, of Marysville, thirteen years old, showed several
specimens of ornamental work, including a moss landscape picture.
Miss Mattie Curtis, of Yolo, eight years old, contributed two frames
containing a hair work wreath and worsted flowers, both of which would
do much credit to even the oldest and most skilful of her sex.
Miss Lottie Hoffman, of Sacramento, exhibited a very pretty piece of
embroidery on black cloth
Mrs. J. L Hummel, of Sacramento, as the product of her skill, showed
some very fine samples of silk embroidery. Miss Agnes Hummel, twelve
3*ears old, also showed, in the same case, samples of very creditable
needlework.
Miss Sophia Shaffer, of Lower Lake, exhibited a very beautiful specimen of raised embroidery, the figures being that of a parrot perched on
a twig, and surrounded by flowers.
Mrs. C. R. Stephenson, of Sacramento, exhibited a pretty afghan
carriage robe, containing four hundred and sixteen pieces.
Mrs. Mary A. Hollister, of San Francisco, showed a knit shell-work
bedspread, containing one thousand seven hundred and sixteen pieces,
each piece being sewed together by an overhand stitch, and knit with

common

knitting needles.

Miss Mary Allmond, fourteen years old, exhibited some very creditable
specimens of her own needlework.
Mrs. II. Kuhl, of Sacramento, showed a case containing children's
apparel and specimens of stamping, and also a beautiful afghan,
crocheted and worked by herself.
Misses M. E. & S. E. Coates, of Sacramento, exhibited some very fine
specimens of ornamental needlework, including some exquisite raised

embroidery.
J. C: Meussdorffer, through his agent in Sacramento, exhibited a case
of black beaver, silk beaver and nutria hats, and silk hats of various fashionable styles. He also exhibited a new style of hat, called the " Adhe7
rent," which was noticeable for its extreme lightness and adaptabilit} to
warm climates, and the comfort of which should render it fashionable here.
The silk hats especially were of a fine texture and gloss.
Ii. W. Jackson, of Sacramento, contributed a case of beautiful
pearl,
ivory and abelone shell jewelry, including rings, sleeve buttons, buckles,
jewel cases and full sets of jewelry. The pretty and modest moss agate,
in various settings, was also displayed in his case.
These articles are all
manufactured in Sacramento, and evince good taste and superior work-

manship.

James Carolan & Co., of Sacramento, had on exhibition several cases
of fine goods in their peculiar line, such as sporting materials, locks, etc.
S.P.Taylor & Co., of the Pioneer Paper Mills, of Marin County,
showed several bales of different varieties of wrapping and other paper.
P. Kelly, of San Francisco^contributed a couple of cases containing
some very fine ladies' and gentlemen's boots and shoes.
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Schroder, Albrecht & Co., of Sacramento, made a display of cakes and
confectionery, and a very pretty ornament, made by A. Albrecht, of
sugar.
A. Ellison, of Marysville, exhibited the Buckeye plough, for which he
claims superiority of leverage over all others, the lever giving the plough
a dip of from one to nine inches. The standard is high, and, it is claimed,
can pass over the highest stubble without catching a straw.
Treadwell& Co., of Sacramento, exhibited a large variety of agricultural implements and machines of the latest and most approved styles.
Baker & Hamilton, of Sacramento, also showed a number of agricultural machines and implements of various and improved patterns. Their
exhibition was of great interest to all agriculturists.
Purington & Clark, of Marysville, exhibited a grape crusher and stem
separator, patented March thirtieth, eighteen hundred and sixt}'-nine.
is asserted that the machine will
separate the stems and crush the
grapes without breaking or bruising the seeds, allowing the pulp to fall
into a vat or tank, while the stems are entirely deprived of the berries
and carried away, by the action of the beater, through the hinged door
at the end of the machine.
It was very highly spoken of by the Committee on Agricultural Implements at the recent Northern District Fair.
W. T. Garratt, of San Francisco, exhibited a couple of small-sized
cannon, and the laro;e bell whose loud tones save the signal for clearingthe halls at the closing hours.
H. M. Bernard, of Sacramento, had on exhibition, in the lower hall,
several very superior buggies and wagous, and carriages of various
It

descriptions.
J. A. Mason, of Sacramento, also exhibited several very commodious
and fineh* finished buggies and wagons.
David Bush, of Sacramento, made a very fine display of gas fixtures
and plumbing work. Among his gas fixtures was Gleason's noiseless
argand burner, which, by means of a valve, permits the supply of gas to
be regulated as desired, and which gives a much brighter light than we
have ever seen obtained by any other burner. It is also claimed that it
consumes from fifteen to twenty per cent, less gas than any other burner,
in producing the same degree of light.
Miss Juliana Ba}*er, of Sacramento, exhibited several very pretty
specimens of beadwork. She also exhibited raised worsted embroidery
work but the latter did not equal the former in taste or skilful
;

execution.
Mrs. Bigley, of Sacramento, exhibited a shell-work tower, constructed
with a great deal of skill and taste.
P. J. Devine, of San Francisco, placed another of his beautiful busts
on exhibition, as a companion to " California." The bust was that of a
lad}- in the full flush of womanhood.
Though she was not beautiful,
when measured by the strict rules of art, nobility of soul mirrors itself
forth in the large, expressive eye, beaming with benevolence and charity,

and betokens a

woman who, though

"
to err is
fully that

Miss

human,

Anna Smith,

pure and guileless herself, realizes

to forgive divine."

of Marysville, exhibited a piano cover of raised
black cloth, which, in our judgment, was the
prettiest piece of work of the kind in the fair.
The large mirrors from the firm of Whittier, Fuller & Co., of San
Francisco and Sacramento, were worthy of commendation. The mirrors are of imported French plate, and
and silvered at the
wejas polished
factory of the firm in San Francisco, thereby saving duty and lessening

embroidery work on
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the liability of breakage ; and it is claimed that the brilliancy of these
mirrors is superior to that of those which have undergone long voyages.
The quicksilver used was produced in this State.
E. C. Bickford & Co., of San Francisco, exhibited Packard's patent
traction gate, which runs on two rollers, first and second space.
The
gate can be lifted entirely off, or raised to any desired height, so as to
let small stock pass under.
Friend & Terry, of Saci-amento, exhibited a giant board, measuring
six feet and a half in width and about thirteen feet in length.
The Parrish Soap Works, of San Francisco, exhibited a large quantity
of a new kind of soap, called Kane's Condensed Soap, for which is
claimed cleansing powers superior to any other soap.
J. Weichart, of San Francisco, exhibited a new invention to attach
sections on reaping and mowing bars without rivets, for which it is
claimed that it enables sections to be taken off, ground in better style,
in much less time, and without any danger of getting the bar out of
shape.
P. J. Devine, of San

Francisco, exhibited a beautiful ideal bust of
was that of a young, hopeful, earnest maiden.
The placidity of her countenance betokens that she realizes that there
is a
grand future before her, while her thoughtful eyes and brow show
that she possesses uncommon depth of feeling.
M. Haseberg, of Sacramento, showed a box of mammoth sized California almonds in the upper ball, near the cocoons.
These almonds are
as large as ordinary hen's eggs, but, of course, are flatter.
David F. Hall, proprietor of the Silkworm Home Cocoonery, contributed a very pretty basket of flowers made from perforated cocoons by
Mrs. Y. E. Howard, of San Gabriel, Los Angeles County. These flowers
were quite an attractive novelty.
W. Fern, of Sacramento, exhibited in the lower hall several fine specimens of different varieties of potatoes, beans, cabbages, squashes, apples,
We had sufficient curiosity to have some of these
tomatoes, etc.
weighed in our presence, and, picking up a tomato, found that it weighed
one pound four and a half ounces.
One of the apples, a very little
larger than the average of its companions in a box, weighed one pound
and three-quarters, and was five inches in diameter. What nice apples
these would be for boys to take to school ; how many " bites" they could
afford to give away
The scale showed that a sugar-beet placed upon
it weighed fifty
pounds. "That can't be beat," exclaimed an enthusiastic looker-on.
But it was.
George Cone, of Sacramento County, had in the lower hall a number
of large squashes and fine muskmelons. The largest squash on his stand,
and the largest in the Pavilion, weighed one hundred and thirty-five
"

California."

The

figure

!

pounds.
Ira S. Bamber, of Placerville, in the lower hall, exhibited several
full of pears, plums,
grapes, apples, peaches, figs, prunes, nectaThe peaches were very large and luscious looking, and three
rines, etc
taken promiscuously from the lot weighed two pounds and two ounces.
E. G. Bangham, of Lassen County, exhibited, in the lower hall,
specimens of patent pruning shears. By the application of double levei-age,
a great amount of pressure and labor is saved, and a smoother cut can
be given than by ordinary shears.
George E. Cramer exhibited, in the lower hall, a patent dumping
wagon. By means of a level? the control of which is convenient to the
driver's hand, the bed of the wagon is lifted by an
upward wheel upon
plates
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it slides, and the load is dumped quickly and without any labor,
further than the light pressure upon the lever.
Laauser & Schafer, of Sacramento, showed some very creditable specimens of cooperage in the lower hall, including a wine cask of the
capacity of a thousand gallons, and two smaller ones of eight hundred

which

and

hundred gallons capacity, respectively.
X. Hoag, of Yolo County, made a very interesting exhibition of the
The collection
business, from the mulberry tree to reeled silk.

five

I.

silk

included four or five different varieties of cocoons, worms two days old,
ten daj'S old, and worms feeding and spinning. Of a hybrid variety of
cocoons, Hoag has raised one million five hundred thousand. A bale of
reeled silk produced by his cocoons was shown in Neumann's collection.
Watching the animals in their various stages of progress afforded amusement to those who are merely curious, while those who were more
directly interested in the industrial greatness of California bestowed
upon the exhibition very close observation, in order to learn the lessons
it

imparts.

Joseph Neumann, of San Francisco, the enthusiastic and indefatigable
pioneer silk manufacturer, exhibited fort}- pounds of raw silk in hanks,
reeled in California, out of which he intends to manufacture two national
flags, one for the National and one for the State Capitol, each to be
twenty by thirty-two feet. Neumann informed us that his factory in
San Francisco is now in successful operation. The spinning department
is running three hundred and fifty spindles, and four hands are employed
in reeling raw silk in the reeling department.
Judging from the samples
of cocoons exhibited in the Pavilion, Neumann expected that from four
to five thousand pounds of raw silk will be produced in California this
year.
Strahle

& Hughes,

of San Francisco, exhibited a fine California oak
with Phelan cushions, and several slabs of polished California wood, showing the high polish which even some of our most common woods are capable of attaining.
Ed. Mailer, of Nevada City, showed a fine case of cocoons and samples
of floss silk, including the first and second crops of a hybrid variety of
cocoons, French Annual, Japanese and other varieties.
Eev. I. S. Deihl contributed a very interesting cabinet, containing a
Cashmere cape, specimens of Cashmere wool, Oriental embroidery,
Oriental silkwork from Bagdad, Angora goats' cloth, Angora socks,
Cashmere tassels, etc. All the articles were well worthy close inspecbilliard 4 table,

tion.

The
facture

Pacific Pottery, of Sacramento, exhibited samples of their
in the shape of jars, demijohns, pipes and fire brick.

manu-

Brittan, Holbrook & Co., of San Francisco, in the lower hall, made
quite a large and fine exhibition of Peerless and other stoves and ranges,
and kitchen ware and utensils of various descriptions, of copper and
tinware.
in the lower hall, the
Gillig, Mott & Co., of Sacramento, also exhibited,
Buck and Good Samaritan cooking stoves and ranges, and various
kitchen utensils of tin and copper, and the Danford lamp.
of Sacramento, were not behindhand, but also
E. C. Terry & Co
showed, in the lower hall, ranges of various kinds, cooking utensils and
,

lamps.
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SILK CULTURE.
AN ADDRESS PREPARED FOR THE PIONEER "SILK-GROWERS' ASSOCIATION.
AND DELIVERED BEFORE THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY,
EY INVITATION, SEPTEMBER TENTH, EIGHTEEN HUNDRED
AND SIXTY-NINE.

By Rev.

I.

Gentlemen and Members of the Society

S.

DIEHL.

:

In compliance with your honored invitation to address this association
on the silk interests, especially as seen and learned by me in my travels
and observations in Asia and Europe, I come to add my mite and contributions of this ancient, profitable and promising industry of the Oriental
and Old World to the many and multiplying sources of wealth of this
Occidental and Golden State, which 1 delight to honor as the El Dorado
of my adoption and choice; and here it may not be amiss, but well, to
give a brief summary of the history and progress of this old but here
new and rising industry on this coast, and encourage, as far as possible,
the pioneers now enlisted. Dean Swift says, " he who makes two blades
of grass to grow where one grew before, is a benefactor," and so may

in giving new industries and sources of wealth,
and blessings to your State and people. We are at once
carried back some three thousand four hundred }'ears or more to the
"Flowery Kingdom" or Empire of China, and in its antiquities find the
first and best accounts of silk, the silkworm and mulberry tree, rearing
silk manufactures and their productions, with cuts, drawings, diagrams
and pictures quite amusing and interesting. The history of silk culture
is lost in antiquity; but by oldest writers
Aristotle, Horace, Virgil,
and general consent, China is generally conceded to be the
Ovid, Pliny
home and originator of this industry, four thousand five hundred and
sixty-seven years ago, or two thousand six hundred and ninety-eight

and

will

you be hailed

labor, comfort

—

—

before the Christian era. The Emperor Haw-Hi has the honor, in the
Chinese annals, of employing silk in the manufacture of musical instruments three thousand four hundred j'ears before Christ, called Ci. The
first silk tissues are said to have been invented by the Empress
Ho-SingChi, which places her among the Chinese divinities, under the name of
San Thson, or First Promoter of silk industry, and whether this Chinese
Empress is a myth or not, the Chinese Empress and people still offer
annually solemn sacrifices to her memory and one of the many interesting ceremonies to be seen is for the Empress to visit the silkworm
;

2S
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nurseries, and laboring with her
honor this great industry.

own hands

to encourage the people

and

The silk industry embraces seven special branches: The rearing of
the silkworm trees, called silkworm nurseries. The trees mostly used
are the mulberry family, of which there are four prominent varieties
morus multicaulus, morus alba, moras moretti and morus niger. The
mulberry most commonly used is the morus multicaulus, established
wherever the trees can best be raised, where the temperature is regular
and moderate, although artificial climate may be produced by heat.
The best temperature is from seventy to seventy-five degrees Fahrenheit.
These mulberry trees, as we generally found them, are planted in
rows in Asia not unlike our corn and cotton fields and again in
squares, the rows being from four to six feet wide, the trees from one to

—

—

two

—

These are carefully cultivated, and cut or trimmed down,
to the ground, subsequently to a stem or stump two to five feet
high, which is thus far more productive and prolific, easier managed,
more valuable, saving much time, labor and expense in gathering leaves;
and thus two and three crops can be and are obtained annually, leaving a
few occasionally to grow up at intervals to bear fruit for the birds to
feed upon, and thus protect the young ones, grape vines and other fruits.
This has proved highly beneficial. Sometimes they plant olive trees,
from ten to fourteen feet apart, to protect and shelter the tender mulberries from the sun.
The trimming down of the trees, although giving a desolate appearance for the time, it is claimed, produces more nutritious branches and
leaves, and are fed to the worms on the branches, instead of stripping
leaves, as most breeders do here.
The similarity of climate between that of Asia and California leads to
a similarity of rearing the trees and worms, and, in fact, this plan has
naturally been adopted here as that best calculated to produce the greatest am%int of silk with the least labor and greatest profit.
The next is breeding of silkworms, which, to be successful, depends
upon good, pure eggs, fresh mulberry,leaves, care and attention.
In the early days of the Roman Emperors, the silk production of
China was only second to the culture of rice by which to live, and Marcus Aurelius sent an embassy, or commission, to China, to investigate
and to introduce it to his empire. Babylon, Persia and India were
The rich
largely engaged in the silk culture from time immemorial.
and costly Babylonian garments were made of silk, worked in silver and
feet apart.

first

gold, for which the Roman Emperors, according to Herodotus, paid from
dollars and
forty thousand dollars to one hundred and forty thousand
"
for the stealing of one of these " goodl}7 garments
Achan lost his life.
These rich, lustrous silks were interwoven with the rich, silky fleece of
the celebrated Angora, Kirman and Cashmere shawl goats, and with gold.
Portions of Persia, Babylonia, Assyria, India, Asia Minor and Syria,
through which it passed, were, and are still, centres of silk culture and
silk manufacture.
Damask, from Damascus, a specimen of which I
hold in my hand, was raised and manufactured in Damascus, as well as
these beautiful silk embroidered specimens, and to this day you see them
rear their silk amid the desolate ruins of Babylon, and over those historical lands, almost under the shadow of the tower of Babel, or Birs
Nimroud, itself, as the}' did three thousand years ago.
The commerce of silk was carried from Cathay to China two hundred
years B. C. into India, Persia, Greece and Italy, and, almost strange in
this changeable world, the name has remained almost the same, with
;
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various languages,
very slight modifications, through the centuries and
viz: In China, Si or Se; Mongol, Sirke; Mantchor, Sirche ; Russian,
Chek; French, Sole; Spanish, Seda ; Italian, Seta; German, Siden.
So important and honored was this branch of industry and wealth,
that the Emperor encouraged the rearing of mulberry trees and plantathem by
tions, by rich rewards, honors, promotions, and protected
counOther
their
destruction.
and
punished
severely
stringent decrees,
tries and rulers have shown similar interest, by public and pecuniary
of
encouragement, and we are pleased to note here the laudable acts

your own State

for the

encouragement of

silk culture

in

California as

among the wisest and most far-seeing of your State Government. While
they may take from your State treasury a few thousands of dollars now,

very few years, to the general wealth of the State
and more than return, in taxes, to the treasury, the sums now
drawn from it, and materially add population, wealth and industry,
which is wealth. Formerly the exportation of eggs, trees and worms
was forbidden, under penalty of death, by China and Japan, designing
to monopolize the business.
In the time of Alexander the Great, silk was worth its weight in gold,
and was woven so thin that the women of Greece were Bcarcely covered
by its delicate tissues. Julius Caesar introduced it into Rome, replacing
the coarse cloths and coverings of those immense amphitheaters with
they

will add, in a

millions,

the silks of the Orient.

The first silkworm eggs were introduced into Constantinople, or to
the west from China, by two monks, in" hollow canes, induced by rich
The Moors imported them
gifts by the Emperor Justinian, 552 A. D.
from Greece, Italy and Cordovia, early taking up this industry ; thence
it spread over Europe to America and California.
The history of silk in this country is quite interesting, and may be
found, in fragments, in our agricultural reports ; in the report of silk
and silk manufactures at the Paris Exposition, eighteen hundred and
of
sixty-seven, by E. C. Cowdin ; report of I. JST. Hoag, late Secretary
the
Louis
and
Wilson
State
Prevost,
Flint,
pioneer
by
;
by
your
Society
in the silk business in California, now gone from labor to refreshment

and reward, and to whose name, faith, enterprise and perseverance we
stop to pay a merited tribute of respect and honor, while it is to be
hoped the people or State will remember those left behind him in a
material and substantial manner, as an evidence of their appreciation of
his labors, worth and sacrifices.
The early colonists raised the mulberry, encouraged by King James I.
of Charles II. was made of bilk raised in Virginia;
while yonder hangs the silk, raised in California, for a silken flag, manufactured in 3-0111* own State, for your own Capitol, to be soon unfurled
from its lofty dome to kiss the breezes of this delightful clime.
In seventeen hundred and eighteen, silk was introduced into Louisiana.
Private gifts co-operated with Acts of Parliament and land grants to
plant mulberry trees and raise silkworms, which stimulated and encouraged the enterprise.
In seventeen hundred and fifty-five, a beautiful silk robe was made
from Georgia silk, worn by Queen Caroline on State occasions, and the
time is not far distant when the queens of America will be robed in the
silks of California.
In seventeen hundred and forty, cocoons were exported commanding
high prices. A large silk establishment was erected at Savannah, consuming from ten thousand to twenty thousand pounds of cocoons annually.

The coronation robe

'
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Then the silk culture was one of the most profitable industries in the
colonies, but Government bounties were withdrawn and it drooped.
Cotton, and tobacco raising took its place, and with tobacco and rum
manufacturing the enterprise was virtually

killed.

Carolinas, Virginia, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Connecticut and
Massachusetts all still struggled on, though feebly, and we find the productions long years afterward as follows
In eighteen hundred and forty the United States raised sixty thousand

The

:

pounds, valued at two hundred and

fifty thousand dollars; in eighteen
hundred thousand pounds, valued at one
million five hundred thousand dollars; in eighteen hundred and fifty,
fourteen thousand seven hundred and sixty-three pounds; in eighteen
hundred and sixty, annual production, five million dollars; Philadelphia
and New York produced two million three hundred thousand dollars;
and a favorable improvement is reported ever since, and steadily

hundred and

forty-four, four

increasing.

The importations of silk into the United States are given as follows
In eighteen hundred and forty, eight million six hundred and nineteen
thousand nine hundred and eighty-six dollars, or fifty dollai'S and thirty
cents consumption per capita; in eighteen hundred and fifty, seventeen
million seven hundred and thirty-one thousand six hundred and eighty
dollars, or seventy-six dollars and fifteen cents; in eighteen hundred
and sixty-four, thirty-seven million four hundred thousand two hundred
:

and five dollars; in eighteen hundred and fifty-six, thirty-four million
three hundred and fifty-three thousand three hundred and thirteen
dollars, or eighty-eight dollars and eighty-one cents; in eighteen hundred and sixty, over forty million dollars.
Well may we inquire why these large importations of silk which our
own country, with its many glorious facilities, could all produce herself.
But now let us look a moment at the production of silk generally. The
silk interests are divided into two important branches.
The rearing of
mulberry trees and cocoons is purely an agricultural industry. Its
various transformations and manufacture is a mechanical industry. The
Oriental nations employ themselves in general with all the transformations of silk, from the culture of the mulberry, the breeding of the worm
and manufacture of tissues. In Asia all, heretofore, has been handiwork. Now France and Italy, with their improved machinery, are fast
entering Asia and manufacturing there, leaving the native population to
raise the worms.
Europe, and especially Eussia, has greatly benefited
by the experience and knowledge of Asia. Peter the Great first intro-

duced the culture into Eussia, which is now making rapid progress, and
has increased threefold since the annexation of trans-Caucasian Asia.
In eighteen hundred and sixty-five Eussia produced about one million
dollars worth of silk, exporting three hundred and twelve thousand
dollars worth.
A lai'ge traffic is carried on all through Asia, in eggs,
graines, cocoons, silk and waste, mainly by the French and English.
The following is near the present product of silk in the world, two
hundred and twenty-five millions, three hundred and eighty thousand
dollars: Asia, one hundred and fifty million dollars
Europe, seventyfive million dollars; Africa, two hundred and fifty thousand dollars;
Oceanica, one hundred and thirty thousand dollars; America, eighty
thousand dollars to one hundred thousand dollars. Divided and raised
as follows
China, eighty-five million dollars Italy, forty million dollars; France, twenty-six million dollars
India, twenty-five million dollars; Japan, eighteen million dollars; Turkey, ten million dollars.
;

:

;

;
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Turkestan, two million dollars; Islands of the Levant, five million dollars; Spain and Portugal, three million two hundred thousand dollars;
Persia, six million dollars; Syria, two million dollars; Germany, one
million four hundred thousand dollars; Africa, two hundred and fifty
thousand dollars; America, one hundred thousand dollars. By which we
see that we stand last in the list of this great industry of two hundred and
twenty-five million dollars. The last few years the production of Europe
has declined, on account of the malady, while that of Asia has increased.
And yet the Asiatic silks are not as valuable as the European or California silks.

A century ago the Levant, Persia, Italy and Spain produced fiveIn seventeen hundred and
sixths of the silk manufactured in France.
eighty-nine, France produced one million pounds of raw silk, and manufactured three million five hundred thousand dollars worth of silk
In eighteen hundred and twelve, five million dollars; importing
goods
In
six million seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars worth of silk.
eighteen hundred and twenty, ten million dollars; manufactured, twenty
In eighteen hundred and thirty-nine Lyons employed
million dollars.
one hundred and seventy thousand workmen, manufacturing forty-six
In eighteen
hundred thousand dollars worth of silks.
hundred and fifty France grew twenty-eight million dollars worth of silk,
manufacturing fifty million dollars worth, importing twenty-two million
dollars worth and producing seventy-five million dollars worth of silk goods
therefrom. In eighteen hundred and fifty-five she sold one huudred and
six million five hundred thousand dollars worth of silk goods; exported
seventy-one million dollars worth employed five hundred thousand
persons in silk manufacture. In eighteen hundred and sixty France
manufactured one huudred and forty million dollars worth of silk goods,
The United
exporting one hundred and ten million dollars worth.
States purchased from France, in eighteen hundred and fifty-nine, twentyseven million six hundred thousand dollars worth of silk goods
in
eighteen hundred and sixty, twenty million eight hundred thousand
The importations thereafter were checked by the rebellion.
dollars.
These figures and facts are suggestive of the brilliant future before
California, in this branch or department of wealth. With her incomparably superior«elimate and great area to grow silk from the Coast Range
from San Diego to Oregon she can
to the very tops of the Sierras
fully compete with an}- country; at least raise silk enough for our own
consumption from forty to sixty million dollars worth annually which
would be far more valuable than her gold fields; healthier, if not more
million three

;

;

—

—

—

—
—

pleasant and moral, and quite enough to enrich and amply reward all
engaged.
The product and manufacture of Great Britain are given as follows:
In eighteen hundred and twenty-five, England had twenty-five thousand
silk looms; in eighteen hundred and fifty-five, one hundred and ten thousand, consuming five million five hundred thousand pounds of silk, producing forty-five million dollars worth of silk goods; in eighteen hundred and sixty, her silk manufactures were ninety million dollars, consuming nine million four hundred and twenty thousand four hundred
and seventeen pounds of silk, and in eighteen hundred and sixty -two,
consuming; nine million seven hundred and six thousand two hundred
and two pounds; in eighteen hundred and sixty-six, five million two hundred and sevent37 -three thousand seven hundred and sixty-seven pounds.
Italy produced, in eighteen hundred and fifty-five, sixty million dollars
worth of silk. Spain produced, in eighteen hundred and forty-two,
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two million pounds of silk. Prussia is rapidly increasing in silk manuIn eighteen hundred and thirty-one, she had nine thousand
factures
looms; in eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, fourteen thousand looms;
hundred and fifty-five, twenty-five thousand looms; in eighteen hundred and sixty-five, forty thousand looms Switzerlandproduced,
in eighteen hundred and fifty-eight, twenty million dollars of silk goods.
The Paris Exhibition gave a splendid specimen and contrasts in this
great work, and free opportunities for study. These figures are more
Of the real productions of China and the Asiatic
eloquent than words.
A large proportion of their people
silk countries, we know but little.
China imported to England, in eighteen hunclothe themselves in silk.
dred and fifty-five, ten million pounds of silk. India, Persia, Turkey,
Asia Minor, Syria, etc., produce vast quantities of silk, of which no
reliable accounts can be had or given.

in eighteen

THE SILKWORM AND

ITS VARIETIES.

The first and principal is the Bombyx mori, or common silkworm of
Asia, because most generally used in producing the best silk. It is born in
spring here, from the fifth of April to middle of May is of a white cream
color, with a brown facia, when first hatched, but changes its color four
or five times, and attains its full growth in six weeks, and increases in
weight seventy-two thousand times. In June or July it establishes the
workshop of its wouderful manufacture, and in seventy-two hours of
unremitting toil it produces a thread of from four hundred to six hun;

dred and one thousand yards long. Here, in its inclosure, it sheds its
skin, and finally comes out a chrysalis, bearing but a slight resemblance
After two weeks or so, according to temperature, the skin
to a worm.
of the chrysalis opens and, changing again, it comes out a butterfly, la}T s
some hundreds of eggs and dies.
Ailanthus Silkworm (Bombyx Cynthia Vera) This is also a peculiar
China worm, is cultivated in the open air, lives on the ailanthus tree,
produces an elongated cocoon of a reddish color, making a strong and
This worm has been and is successfully raised at
desirable tissue.
Brooklyn (New York), and Baltimore (Maryland).
This worm would do admirably in California. The tr'ees could be
gi'own to any extent; when once planted would spread all over the
country, and is worthy of a trial here. The experiments in France
have been quite successful, and given a new, increased and growing

—

importance to the business.
The Castor Oil Plant silkworm (Bombyx Arrandia) This species we
found in India lives in both a wild and domesticated state, upon the
common castor oil plants and other vegetation. It has been successfully
introduced in Europe, bj7 living cocoons, in Algiers. Brazil, etc., or
wherever the castor oil bean will grow. It would succeed admirably in
southern California. The fabrics are durable, supple and valuable, but

—

—

lustreless.

—

The Tusseh silkworm (Bombyx mikta) This wonderful insect lives
also in India, in the woods, in hot regions.
It feeds on the jujube tree.
.It makes a beautiful silk, and is valuable; but its introduction into
Europe has not been successful.
The wild silkworm of Japan (Bombyx yama may) This worm feeds on
oak leaves; is reared in France. I have seen it in Persia and Mesopotamia, and it will succeed here. It does not require great heat. Its
cocoon is a greenish yellow. The silk is easily reeled.

—
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The Japan worm and its hybrids are successfully reared here, and may
be seen in the Pavilion (Bomhyx cccropia); is indigenous to our country,
from Louisiana to Virginia; lives on elm and willow, and produces
coarse silk.
A fine collection of cocoons are before us. The male and female
cocoons differ by their shape and size. The male is smaller, with a cavity
upon the neck. The female is more like a bird's egg. The heaviest
cocoons offer the greatest chance of affording the best productions.
Divide into two parts, weigh both, and find avei'age weight. Sometimes
two worms are in one cocoon, and are then called doubles." This sort
of produce is alwa}-s inferior, and should be thrown out, as their product
An apparatus was
is only one-third the value of the normal product.
sh wn at the Paris Exhibition, by an Italian, to prevent doubles, and
he is endeavoring to bring his contrivance into general use. The apparatus consists of cells, made of very light wood, each one of which has
the bulk necessary for a single grub, which prevents two grubs getting
into one. and making a defective product, and prevents consanthe rapid deteriorguinity, which is given as one of the causes of
The female is removed when the coupling
ation "of the breed.
is over, and made each to lay in the cell reserved, in such a way
Each weighing
as to weigh separately the eggs of each laying.
should be sixty or seventy grains of two and one-eighth pounds
of cocoons, each grain to contain from thirteen hundred and fifty to
' :

fifteen

hundred eggs, average.

The eggs

to be preserved for reproduc-

carefully moistened, when the grub opens the lengthened
extremity and issues out. These grubs are collected in pairs, male and
These cocoons are placed on
female, and fecunded before laying eggs.
cocoons are ascertained
of
Female
a
covered
with
coating
paste.
paper,
by being heaviest, and are kept on separate sheets. When the moths
appear, they are seized by the wings and placed on stretched cloths.
Sheets of paper are placed on screens inclined, on which the females are
These sheets, covered with eggs, are hung on
laid and lay their eggs.
wires in a cool room or cellar, which is not warmed, and there remain
This is important, to keep the eggs healthy.
until the hatching season.
Having given a rapid survey of the method of rearing silkworms, we
add a few words in reference to winding the cocoons. This is very primitive, but requires great care and unremitting attention, and great delicacy of touch. Women are generally used for this purpose, who, standing before a sort of loom, have a basin of hot water, into which she casts
her cocoons and moves them about to remove the gummy substance
which sticks the silken threads of the cocoons together. She beats them
wi'iV.a small birch broom, and then attempts to make up a staple by uniting
the ends of flue cocoons. These are held in a mass aud are introduced
into the hole of a frame for this purpose. Two staples are made at once,
on the right and left hand. She brings them together, crosses them, rolls
them and twists them several times, the one on the other; then keeps
them apart, passing them into a hook, from which they twist into a hank
The two threads thus twisted are drawn close
separately on a wheel.
together, compressed and become one, made into a round roll as before
This is the reeling of silk, as wo have watched the process in Asia
you.
and France. Some of these threads are six miles long. The process of
putting i:aw silk into threads, for the different kinds of weaving, is called

tion are

•

throwing

The

silk.

lanufacture of silk successfully in California is only a matter of
time ami labor. Already a commencement has been made, and your
n
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pioneer weaver is present. The material needed and now raised will
soon be supplied from your own cocooneries ; and you are most favorably
situated for its best importation from China and Japan to California,
where materials of cheap living will enable them to labor cheaper than
on the Atlantic border or Europe. Silk factories employ from one hundred to one thousand laborers, giving steady employment, which will
do much to populate California. From fifty thousand to seventy-five
thousand persons are employed in the Atlantic States, in this branch,
who may find employment here but as the manufacturing is premature,
and an important branch by itself, we dismiss it. As to you, Californians, the present is the rearing of the mulberry and cocoons, pure
fresh eggs for which a demand has sprung up abroad, from the failure
and silkworm disease in Europe and spreading to Asia. France lost
twenty million dollars by this malady last year, so the demand for pure
silkworm eggs will increase, and are worth twenty-five dollars to thirty
I paid five dollars per ounce in Asia, to send to this
dollars per pound.
country. Pure eggs are only to be had in Japan and South America;
and there fears are entertained, and signs of the disease appear.
This silkworm disease or malady is to be dreaded, and a preventive is
better than a cure. Various theories have been given. Some ascribe it to
the mulberry; others say it is like the cattle disease or Asiatic cholera;
others say forced breeding and breeding in and in ; want of proper care
and ventilation. Investigation discovers spots of a peculiar form and
appearance in the tissues of the diseased worm at the bottom of the
They are oval, transparent, smaller
digestive canal, called corpuscules.
than the globules of human blood. Foreign exchange is desirable where
Contact does not produce disease, but feeding on leaves washed
it exists.
or infected with corpuscules water. The disease is spreading rapidly.
All diseased insects should be removed or destroyed.
Beauchamp calls
it a parasite, and is of vegetable nature, of the order of fermentation,
and that remedies of creosote will destroy it, washing the eggs in a
solution of creosote.
Impregnating vapor through the nursery worms,
when hatched in stables of she< nfolds, generallj* did well in France and
E. Muller, of Nevada, informs me his best eggs are those exTurkey.
posed all winter on the trees, at an elevation of eighteen hundred feet
above the sea. Make these experiments.
The affliction can be modified by the alkalinity of the atmosphere; a
treatment analogous to the water and salt of Vichy and thermal springs
has proved beneficial. If so, Nevada would be a glorious place for
treatment, if not rearing silk. France has raised a commission and sent
it to China and Japan to study the great silk interests; so
countries of Europe, to perfect their knowledge and benefit th<
ments. And in this connection, with these growing interest;
before us, might it not be well for our Government to organ
commission, to be composed of practical and experienced silk
to visit these different silk growing regions of Europe and As
purpose of studying the silk interest in all its phases. It m
in <n*eat benefits, not only to California but the whole cou
following are some of the best deduced facts collected by the L
That the silkworm mulberry tree
ities in Europe and Asia
f
to a temperature of seventy-seven degrees Fahrenheit; that
o
the mulberry tree does not pass be}*ond the limit of gray
-.
.and thrive together fine grapes, fine silk, and fine fleece
e
The mulberry trees can be raised on mountains, in a mean t
lWe have seen them dot
of forty-nine degrees Fahrenheit.
;

I

I

'

:

—

;
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and Asia to their very summits. Climate habitually stormy
not congenial to the breeding of silkworms, nor those affected by
sudden changes of electricity or sudden thunder storms. Places affected
with fevers are pernicious to them. The industry is rather an adjunct
to a farm than a chief occupation.
So, all through Asia and Europe,
you see almost every family in the silk region raising or breeding silkworms and selling their product to the merchants. We commend this
to the people of California, rather than the large cocooneries, as the
most successful in the end for the State. Always choose the cocoons of
the largest size for reproduction. Those are most successfully reared
and least affected during development. Regularity of form, roundness
of extremities, trueness of grain on surface, solidity, thickness of layers
or silky envelop. The color ought to be golden }-ellow, exhibiting no
stain or spot of any kind.
The display of silks and the whole modus operandi of the business in
California is before you, from the eggs:
Caterpillars in all their stages
feeding, and mulberry trees; the spinning, cocoons, butterflies, reeled
silk from your own factories, and beautiful figured and flowered work
In visiting the silk nursery
all instructive, beautiful and encouraging.
of I. N. Iloag, close by, we saw from fifty to sixty acres in plantations,
covered with some three hundred thousand trees, feeding about one million five hundred thousand worms, presenting the exhibition with the
complete miniature cocoonery before us. E. Muller, of Nevada, has a
fine display, rearing one hundred and five thousand trees of the morus
Smith Brothers' cocoons are not to
alba, feeding fifty thousand woiwns.
be surpassed by any for size and value. Mrs. Weston's fine display is
highly creditable and well displayed, while Neumann, the pioneer silk
His silken fleece is
manufacturer, gives you specimens of his success.
before you, while he promises you a silk flag to float in triumph over
your enterprise. Snell, with his Japanese workers, in El Dorado, is
tains of Syria
is

—

and reports favorably and hopefully. And other exhibitors, whose
From these we have the hope and cheer. We
have the State, the climate similar, equal and, in some places, better than
Asia.
We have the mulberry tree, and can raise to an unlimited amount.
The largest portion of California is admirably adapted to the whole culWe are accumulating the experience
ture, especially healthy worms.
and knowledge of Europe and Japan of all the silk growers and countries of the world, from whom we may yet learn much.
Thus, with land
and climate, increase of experience, new recruits to our population from
Europe, China, Japan, and the whole world generally cheapening labor,
with talents the most diverse and elastic capital seeking employment,
and laborers bread, homes and comfort; and with the rich smiles and.
" Eureka."
blessings of Almighty God, we may exclaim
here,

names we do not know.

—

—
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METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

BY THOMAS M. LOGAN, M.

D.,

METEOROLOGIST TO THE STATE BOARD OF
AGRICULTURE.

In continuation of the plan adopted from the commencement of these
reports, the Meteorologist to the State Board of Agriculture herewith
submits another series of tabulated results of obsei-vations made in
diverse localities in the State. As every additional year adds to the
value of these tables, b}T bringing the general averages nearer to a constant, so it becomes necessaiy to recapitulate, in a measure, our former
calculations and deductions, in order to make the resulting corrections
The busiest farmer can thus, at a glance of this comin the right place.
pact mode of information, get all the essentials we now possess, and be
prepared to study the details of any part or parts he may wish further
his plan of operations with intelligence.
series of the results of the thermometer and rain
gauge, especially at Sacramento and San Francisco, may be made the
basis for estimating these chief items of what constitute climate (except
where other special observations have been made), in the great interior

to

examine while concerting

The tabulated

The
valley portion for the former, and the coast valleys for the latter.
mean temperature of each month and year for the whole period observed,
together with the extremes of heat and cold in each month and each
year in these important localities, can be readily contrasted. To facilitate the comparative estimate of a more extended area, a recapitulation,
with the latitude, longitude, altitude and mean annual amount of rain,
has been expressly framed, including all the localities whence I have
been able to collect the data. These contrasted summaries show how
irregularly isothermal localities in the State are distributed, and also
how widely the nearest approximated points are thermall}- distinguished
from each other. It is also seen that while there are but few places in
which the precipitation of aqueous vapor is approximately the same,
there are many in which the difference is remarkably striking. Referring to the tables of mean temperature, it will be seen that San Francisco
has no summer, or if it comes at all, it is when the summer months have
passed by. September is there the warmest month in the year, and
October next. Jul}', the hottest month in Sacramento and elsewhere,
From the tables of
is the fourth in the order of heat in San Francisco.
the extremes of heat and cold, it appears that the coldest weather ever
experienced since the American settlement of the State, was in January,
eighteen hundred and fifty-four, when the mercury fell to twenty -five
degrees in San Francisco, and nineteen degrees in Sacramento. At that
time, the mud in the streets of both these cities was all day frozen solid.
At Sacramento the slough was frozen over a whole day, so that one
could walk over the edges of it. Such remarkably cold weather, however,
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extremely rare, particularly at San Francisco. The extreme of heat
on the tenth and eleventh oi Septemexperienced" at San Francisco, was
when the thermometer reached
and
hundred
fifty-two,
ber, eighteen
two days respectninety-seven degrees and ninety-eight degrees, on the
This, however, was altogether exceptional. In Sacramento the
ively.
and on
temperature frequently rises as high during the summer months,
four different dates it reached as high as one hundred degrees, and once,
in July, to one hundred and one degrees.
As is well known, the proper adaptation of agricultural operations to
the seasons the periodical rains contributes more to the success of the
farmer in California than any other, I might say every other, circumFor this reason the rain tables are particularly worthy of stud}'.
stance.
are
arranged according to the seasons, commencing with SeptemThey
The climate is thus seen to have seven
ber and ending with August.
From November
months in which it always rains, more or less, viz

is

—

—

:

May, inclusive, with only one single exception; and five in which it
seldom rains, and then for the most part very lightly. June, July and
August are the driest, as well as the hottest months, except in San
Francisco. The heavy rain in July, eighteen hundred and sixty, when
over half an inch fell at Sacramento, and the third of an inch on the
same da}7 at San Francisco, is a rare exception to the general rule.
September and October may be regarded as intermediate between the
to

dry and hot and rainy and cold months. In September, eighteen hundred and fifty-one, one inch of rain fell and the mean monthly rain for
the last twenty years, amounting to .071 inches at Sacramento, shows
In October,
the tendency in this month to aqueous precipitation.
the
mean
and
inches
three
hundred
and
fell,
monthly
fifty-eight,
eighteen
December furnishes more than any other
rain is nearly half an inch.
month; January next; then February, March, November, April and
May, in the order named. The rain of September, eighteen hundred
and fifty-one, and July, eighteen hundred and sixty, present the greatest
The greatest amount of water that ever fell
deviation from the rule.
in any one month was in January, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, and
the next greatest in December, eighteen hundred and fifty-two. One
half of the supply for the season falls before the last of January, and
the other half after that date. There is generally an interim of dry
weather between these dates, of four to six weeks' duration. The spring
rains are quite as constant as those of the previous period, observing
generally the same tendency. If they fall sparingly in the earlier half
of the season, they will continue to do so in the latter half. From these
results it is evident that, to secure good crops, the seed must be sown at
such time, and the ground must be prepared in such manner, as to secure
;

the

full

benefit of such rains.

the view taken and the point insisted upon in the meteorological
report published in the transactions of this society in eighteen hundred
and sixty-three, and time only strengthens the position. With scarcely
an exception in the last twenty years, as shown by our tables, the
ground has received a sufficiency of moisture to germinate the seed and
bring forward the grain during the earlier rains. At this earlier period
the ground is still warm, and the weather is as favorable for the rapid
growth of both top and roots of the young grain as in the spring
months. With a just regard for these facts, there is no reason why the
rains, even when deficient, cannot be made conducive to the interests of
the farmer, provided the ground be put, in due season, in a condition
most favorable for receiving and retaining moisture. To enforce the

This

is
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In
this reasoning, we have only to turn to our statistics.
the rain table for Sacramento we find that the mean monthly rain for
September, October, and November sums up>, in the aggregate, to seven
hundred and forty thousandths of an inch an amount few person have
any definite idea of, and the extent of which would astonish any agriFor
culturist who should attempt to distribute the same artificially.
of
falls per acre.
water
of
an
a
ton
one-hundredth
inch,
part
every
The rainy season commences somewhat earlier in the northern portion of the State, and a much larger proportion of the winter's supply falls by January. The rains, too, are here much more copious. In
the south the reverse obtains the rains of November seldom reaching
the latitude of Los Angeles. It will be seen that the regular rainy season, excluding the scattering first and last rains, commences, according
Rain has fallen in every
to the tables, in November and ends in April.
month in the year, but no account is made of a mere sprinkle, nor of
fog or mist. Referring now to the tables annexed, which are calculated
to demonstrate at a glance intensities, amounts and results, with an
infinite saving of time, and. what is far more desirable, with a" numerical
precision and truth, I beg leave to bring these remarks to a close, not
without expressing my obligations to Professor Henry Gibbons. ML. D
and the other gentlemen named in the tables, of whose contributions to
meteorology I have so freely availed myself.

cogency of

—

—

,
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last rains, and of the beginning and ending of each rainy
amount of ruin which fell, before the end of the year, and
the end of the year, in each season.
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SILK CULTURE IN CALIFORNIA.

BY

I.

N.

HO AG, OF YOLO.

During tin's last spring a number of parties engaged in silk culture in
this vicinity, and myself among them, having lost our first feeding of
worms, and this fact having found its way into some of the newspapers,
accompanied with a hint that the industry was of such great importance
to the Slate that the people would be glad to know the cause of the
losses; whether they were of such a character as to prove detrimental
to the business generally, or whether they were only local and temporary, and easil} avoided. In a communication I stated that, so far as my
loss was concerned, I was satisfied that the cause was local and temporary and easily remedied in the future. I said also, that I would, at a
proper time, give the public a full statement of those causes and my
experience in the business. My experience and experiments during the
summer have fully convinced me that my position was then correct, not
T

own loss, but that it is also true of all th"e other
only as regarded
losses that have taken place this season throughout the State
that is,
that they were local and temporary, and that they will prove a benefit
rather than an injury to the business. I propose now to redeem
promise then made, and in accordance with the solicitation of many sincere friends of pur State's prosperity, I will give a review of this promising industry in our State up to the present time.
One j-ear ago the cultivation of silk in California was looked upon
with great favor by all classes of the community.
All hoped and
believed it would at no very distant day assume an importance among
the profitable industries of the State, equal, if not superior, to that of
any other agricultural industry. So general was this belief and hope
that perhaps no other business was the topic of so much thought and

my

—

my

discussion among agriculturists, and indeed, among business men of all
Manv of our most successful merchants and
classes, as silk culture.
capitalists were turning their attention in this direction and contemplating the engagement, as soon as practical, in the pleasing and profitable
business of cultivating mulberry plantations and the production of eggs

and

silk.

—
—

The press that true indicator of public opinion and friend of general
improvement was unanimous in putting down this industry as one
promising great inducements to individual enterprise and capital, and
certain to contribute largely to public prosperity.
Indeed, the indications w ere that California would, in a very few years, rival France and
Italy in the production of rich and beautiful silk fabrics, and relieve
7

— the

China and Japan of that most profitable trade with Europe
in silkworm eggs, worth to those countries, annually, from

millions of dollars.
Such w as the prospect of our silk industry but one year ago,
T

trade

six to ten

and how-
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ever flattering,

and

it

was a prospect warranted and supported by reason

these facts may be mentioned the decline of the proof silk in European countries, in consequence of a disease
among the worms, rendering their product less in quantity and inferior
in quality, and the reproduction of the worms from year to year, from
their own eggs, impossible; a destructive malady, in the form of a parasite, among the silkworm chrysalis in Japan, seriously threatened to cut
off the supply of eggs to Europe from that country ; the increasing
demandfor silk as a wearing apparel, the world over, and the consequent
increase in the price of the same; the unparalleled success which for ten
successive years had attended the experiments of Louis Prevost in the
production of mulberry trees and silk cocoons in this State to which
had been added the uniform success of many other parties, during the
last three or four years, in different parts of the State
the writer having cleared over a thousand dollars an acre in the year eighteen hundred
and sixty-eight, from feeding worms the leaves grown on two-year-old
the growing demand for California eggs in
trees, on four acres of land
all parts of Europe where the}- had been tried ; the encouragement held
out by our State to all parties engaging in the business two successive
Legislatures having offered liberal bounties for the production of mulberry
trees and silk cocoons.
The foi-egoing facts and reasons combined had operated to place California in a mosj favorable position, as respects the silk industry, at the
beginning of the present year. Since that time apparent discouraging
causes have been at work, which, to the general public, seem to have
cast a shadow over the prospects of the industry, but which, with one
exception, will in reality prove beneficial; and aside from that exception, our State has to-day a brighter prospect for the development and
profitable prosecution of this industry than at any previous period of its
facts.

Among

duction

—

—

;

—

history.
•

THE YEAR EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY-NINE NATURALLY AN UNFAVORABLE SEASON.
Although, as stated above, the losses of silkworms in this State this
year may be traced, in nearly every instance, to local aud artificial
causes, yet it would be unreasonable to suppose that even in* this most
favorable climate all seasons are equally favorable.
Experience will undoubtedly teach us that even here we have some seasons much more
favorable than others for the growth of the mulberry tree, as well as for
This is the case
the health and perfection of the work of the worm.
with reference to all other productive industries, and why should silk
culture form an exception ? Although our climate is among the best in
the world for this business, yet I do not believe it absolutely perfect. I
believe that the season of eighteen hundred and sixty-nine has been an
exceptional one; that it has been, in fact, the most unfavorable season
for the success of the silk business that we have had for eight or ten
years past, or may have for the same period to come. This being the
case, we should endeavor to note carefully its peculiarities, and learn
from it all the lessons we can for our guidance in the future. Few persons have realized the intimate relations existing between the animate
and inanimate worlds. A moment's reflection will teach us bow close is
that connection, and more especially when we refer to those insects
which, while in a larvae state, subsist on the secretions of flowers or
leaves of vegetables and trees, as, for instance, the honey bee, the dif-
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ferent varieties of butterflies and moths, or those of the silkworm. So
intimate is this relation that whatever affects the former, either favoreffect on the
ably or unfavorably, will be followed by a corresponding
Whenever we find a uniform and healthy condition and growth
latter.
of the former, we may look for a corresponding healthy and prosperous
condition of the latter, and so the contrary.
With this view of the case, let us refer to the peculiarities of the early
part of the past spring and summer. While the rains of the past winter
were so distributed as to render that season an open and rather pleasant
one, the spring was late, cold and unfavorable to regulate growth.
Though we had more than our usual number of late spring showers, yet
they were nearly all accompanied with an unusual state of the electric
fluid in the atmosphere, as evidenced by the uncommon frequency and
severity of the thunder and lightning. These showers were also, until
late in June, almost uniformly followed by cold and disagreeable weather.
As a natural consequence, all the vegetation was backward and the
growth indifferent the flowers secreting very little honey, and the
leaves filled with watery and insipid fluids. It was observed by our silk
culturists that the leaves of the mulberry were thinner than usual, containing apparently less glutin and more acid than common. This observation was confirmed by the fact that when the leaves were picked and
cut for the young worms, they would very soon commence fermentation
and turn black, a condition positively destructive to the health and life
of the insect. Though the writer had been feeding worms for the past
three preceding seasons, he had never before noticed this tendency to
fermentation and treating of the mulberry leaves. It may not be improper here to remark, by way of comparison, that the general absence
of this watery and acid condition of the mulberry leaves in California,
and the presence of those conditions in most other countries having a
more humid atmosphere, is one of the strong points in favor of our State
The peculiar weather of the past spring
as a silk producing country.
had a deleterious effect upon other growing crops. It was noticed by
our hop growers that their hop fields presented an irregularity of growth
among the hills never before observed in this country; that while the
vines were at the tops of some of the poles, those of adjoining hills had
not made their appearance above the ground. This was the case in
fields on which for years before the hops had made a uniform growth
and produced heavy crops. The foliage of the peach tree is peculiarly
subject to atmospheric influences, and these influences have a very striking effect on the growth and flavor of this usually delicious fruit.
Accordingly, the leaves of the peach were unusually affected the past
spring with the curl, and the fruit made an indifferent and unusually
irregular growth, and generally lacked that high degree of flavor common to that variety of fruit in our State. These conditions are sure
indications of too much acidity in the secretions collected from the
atmosphere, and their uniform effect is to retard or prevent the maturing
or ripening process both in leaves and fruit.
The peculiarity and exceptional character of the seasons is most
strikingly illustrated in the effect it has had upon the prosperity of the
honey bees throughout the State. Those who have been in the habit of
indulging in the luxury of a plentiful supply of good honey on their
tables can probably recognize this fact in their inability to enjoy that
I have the statement from J. S. Harbison, the
luxury this season.

—

31
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known

who

has bees in many portions of the State, that
to the last of July
the time when bees, in the
ordinary seasons, increase most rapidly and add the greatest amount of
good honey to their stores his bees in all his apiaries actually depopulated at least one-third in numbers, and did not gather more than half
the usual amount of honey, and that of an inferior quality. Upon
inquiry, I find that the experience of bee keepers throughout the State
this season has been similar to that of Harbison.
The foregoing facts, it would seem, were sufficient to prove our position, viz: the exceptional character of the past season, and the deleterious influence of the same upon the lives and prosperity of that class
of insects under consideration.
have one other fact, however, to mention, and one that will be
recognized by all lovers of nature, upon a moment's reflection.
refer to the unusual scarcity of butterflies during the last spring and
early summer. It is usual for these insects, at certain periods in each
season in this State, to fill the air and to swarm about the flower garwell

from the

apiarist,

first

of

—

May

—

We

We

dens and places where water flows over the ground from pumps or
Their almost total absence the past season was very remarksprings.

and when it is remembered that the larvae of these insects live
upon the leaves of different varieties of vegetables, shrubs and trees,
and undergo transformations and changes similar to those through
which the silkworm passes, the significance of the fact will be seen by
all, and its bearing upon the subject of the silk industry will be readily
able,

appreciated.

The above facts are suggestive and present questions for the consideradid the bees depopulate?
tion of naturalists and entomologists.
Were the secretions of the flowers too scanty to prevent starvation, or
did those secretions contain vicious or poisonous ingredients ? To what
is to be attributed this peculiar effect of the atmosphere on growing
vegetation, its humidity, or its electrical condition? In what manner
does explosive electricity injuriously affect insect life directly, by the

Why

—

concussion of air, or indirectly, by poisoning or changing the juices of
the plants upon which those insects feed?
I have mentioned the foregoing facts for the purpose of calling the
attention of silk culturists to them, thus early in the history of this
important industiy ; but I am well convinced that had there been no
artificial causes for the loss of worms, the silk business, with proper
precautions, could have been made as great a success this season as heretofore,

which

I will

endeavor to show hereafter.
ARTIFICIAL CAUSES.

Before commencing this branch of my subject, it is proper to remark
it will be shown that artificial causes led to the loss of silkworms in nearly every instance in which such loss occurred the past
spring, yet it is believed, and will be assented to by all, that the peculiar unfavorableness of the weather, referred to above, assisted and
aggravated those causes, and rendered them much more destructive than
they would have been with ordinary good weather.
One of the first requisites to success in feeding silkworms in any
climate or country is. that the eggs to be used must be the product of
healthy worms or moths. No people understand this better than the
that while

European

silk culturists,

who pay from

six to ten millions of dollars
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annually for eggs imported from China and Japan, simply to secure this

one requisite.
That the eggs used
.

in feeding worms in California the past season
this
quality, can scarcely be doubted, from the fact
necessary
possessed
that they were raised in this State, and no trace or symptom of disease
has ever been discovered in our California worms, though thoroughly

examined and tested by the best of experts from France, Italy and Germany.

The next requisite to success is, that the eggs, being healthy when
produced, must be preserved in a like healthy condition until the time
It must be remembered that the eggs of the silkworm
for hatching.
will hatch without artificial heat, and that those of the annual variety,
of which I am now speaking, will not hatch, even with a degree of heat
sufficient to cook them, until they have passed through a natural or artificial winter, or been exposed for a length of time to a low degree of
temperature, and after this are subjected to a higher degree changes
All
similar to those from autumn to winter, and from winter to spring.
authorities agree that the best mode of thus pi'eserving them is to keep
them in a dry, cool place. If allowed to remain damp too long they
The shell of the egg loses those gummy
will mildew, and be destroyed.
protective qualities with which it is supplied by nature, and the fluids
thus exposed disorganize and part with the vital principle. They become
dead and stale, like hen's eggs treated in a similar manner. So long as
the fluids of the egg remain uninfluenced by a return of warm weather,
or too great a degree of heat, so as to induce the formation of the worm
in embryo, the degree of cold to which they are exposed does not seem
While they remain in their original condition, as when
to affect them.
Hence, eggs deposited on the
laid, even freezing does not hurt them.
body of a tree, or on any other object, and exposed to all the changes of
a severe winter in a temperate climate like that of the Atlantic States,
or of the higher altitudes in our State, are frequently preserved well,
and, upon the return of spring, hatch and produce strong and healthy
worms. This experiment has been successfully made by Miller & Isourd,
of Nevada City.
However, reason would teach us that after the worm
has commenced to form in the egg, then an exposure to too low a degree
of temperature would either check the growth and injure the strength
and vitality of the embryo worm, or absolutely kill it, according to the
condition of that embryo and the degree of cold to which it was exposed.
This is found to be the fact in practice, as many of our silk growers can
The same rule holds good when applied
testify by a costly experience.
to the eggs of any other insect, or to the eggs of birds.
A careful observer of the weather in the spring of the year can foretell with almost a certainty whether the insect tribes will be numerous
or scarce in the approaching season. A uniformity of weather in the
spring is generally followed by a multitude of insects of all varieties,
while, if a warm spell is followed by a cold snap, the insects are generthe germs of the insect world having been
ally scarce for that season
started by the warm weather, are destroyed by the return of the cold.
So, for instance, if a hen's egg be sat upon by the hen until the embryo
chicken shows vitality, and is then allowed to become too cold and
remain so too long, life is either destroyed or the strength and vitality
of the future chicken is impaired, according to circumstances.
In the light of these recognized principles governing the germination and
growth of insects, let us examine into the treatment to which most of the
Probasilkworm eggs in this State were exposed last winter and spring.

—

;
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ably the largest proportion of these eggs were purchased of myself, and
while I am now conscious that many of them were not good when delivered,
I was then ignorant of that fact.
It was always understood, however,
that the buyer took his risks, with this condition
that the eggs sold
were to be, or had been, treated in the same manner as those retained
:

my own use. My eggs were all kept in my cellar, which,*being very
Here they
dry and cool, I considered a very good place for them.
remained in apparent good condition until about the tenth of March,
when, after some very warm days, I observed some of the Japanese
trivoltines had commenced to hatch.
This variety will hatch at a considerable lower temperature than the French annuals, and I hoped that
the latter had not been effected. To avoid such a contingency, however,
I immediately took all my eggs up to Truckee and placed them securely
under a house, in a small cellar, where I supposed they could remain
without injury from heat until such times in the spring and summer as
they would all be wanted for use. I told all my friends who bad eggs
what I had done with mine, and the result was that nearly all the eggs
in this part of the State were very soon packed away under a large
house at the Summit, exposed to the most severe freezing weather, aud
this after many of them had shown visible signs of hatching.
Nearly all the mulberry trees in the State were transplanted the last
spring, and those that were not were cut back to the ground, to supply the
demand for cuttings, and the season being very backward, it was unufor

sually late before there was sufficient foliage to commence feeding.
On the thirty-first of May I went to Truckee for some of my eggs, for
my own use and to fill orders, aud was surprised to find the Japanese,
both annuals and trivoltines, nearly all hatched, and some of the French
annuals hatching on nearly every package. I brought down all the
Japanese and as many of the French as 1 needed at the time, and transferred the balance to the cellar of the Summit House, leaving at the latter
place a thermometer, so that I might learn whether it would do to
risk them there.
The thermometer, on the following day, indicated
sixty-two degrees of heat. I had all my eggs sent down immediately, and
placed them all, with the exception of three ounces delivered to T. B.
Flint, of Sacramento, and one ounce to H. G. Ballou, of Yolo, in a large
refrigerator, or ice chest, in my cellar, which was constantly supplied
with plenty of ice to keep it cool, being determined not to let the cocoons
hatch until they were wanted. The eggs delivered to Flint and Bqllou
were not placed in the ice chest at all, but were at once allowed to
hatch. Both lots were fed in buildings so open that a candle could
Flint
scarcely be kept burning on a windy evening in either of them.

used no artificial heat whatever, and Ballou but very little.
Flint's
There was no loss of worms, and the
feeding was a' perfect success.
cocoons were of excellent quality. Ballou was not quite so successful,
though he did very well. The want of perfect success in his case is
attributable to a change of food at nearly the last stage of the worms
which I shall notice hereafter rather than to the condition of the eggs
or the artificial heat.
I will also state here that James Haj'worth, of
Yolo, at about this time, commenced feeding the worms from thi*ee
ounces of eggs, of the same lot as my French, but which had been kept
in his cellar all the spring, packed in charcoal.
His building was also
very open, and he used no fire, although, as he says, some nights the
worms would almost stiffen with the cold. His success was also good.
Now, as to the eggs hatched by myself and those afterward delivered
to other parties
They all remained in the ice chest from a week to two

—

:
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months, being taken out as wanted for use. Now, mark the result:
Though they were all hatched by myself and others, and fed with the
greatest of care, not one produced a cocoon !
Does any one doubt what killed the worms? If so, let him read the
statements of experiments and facts that follow, and he will be convinced.

MY EXPERIENCE AND EXPERIMENTS

IN EIGHTEEN
SIXTY-NINE.

HUNDRED AND

Being encouraged by my success in feeding worms in eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, and by the very liberal inducements held out by
laws enacted by the two preceding Legislatures, I determined this year
to spare no pains and to neglect no precaution considered necessary to
secure success, on a scale that would be beneficial to myself as well as
advantageous to the State at large. Having extended my mulberry
plantations, to secure the necessary food, I next turned my attention to
the preparation of necessary buildings for cocooneries, and to supplying
them with all the conveniences and apparatus deemed requisite for the
prosecution of the business on the most approved style. The building
in which I fed last year, though it answered every purpose then,

was now pronounced

unfit for use, it being too open and not being provided with the necessary apparatus for regulating the temperature. It
was therefore battened and improved until it was as tight as many
houses, supplied with all the conveniences for ventilation, and with two
A new building having been
good stoves to supply artificial heat.
erected, with direct reference to the business, and in accordance with
the rules laid down b}T the best authors, and being supplied with a hot
air furnace and registers for a perfect control of the temperature, I considered myself ready to commence business. My eggs were then taken
from the ice chest and put to hatching. Some thirty ounces in each
building were hatched and carefully fed by the same Chinaman who had
brought me such success the year before. The night-watch and fireman
were instructed not to allow the temperature to fall below seventy der
grees, and not to exceed about sevent} -five degrees, except when raised
the
natural
heat
of
the
sun.
The
worms grew very rapidty, much
by
more so than those fed in the open buildings of which I spoke in my
last, and without artificial heat.
My Chinaman felt very much elated
with the prospect, and I thought success almost secured. They passed
through the first moulting in apparent good order, but between the first
and second moultings a growing irregularity in size began to be observable, and there was evident delay in passing through the second moultAs they approached the third change, the irregularity in size grew
ing.
greater, and the smaller worms began to assume an unnatural, bluish
color about the head, and to taper too much from the head to the tail.
When about fifteen days old, instead of going into the third moulting,
as they should have done, and becoming quiet, they seemed restless and
uneasy, as if in distress. They ate but little; but by their constant
motion they ran over their food, trampling it down, and rendering it in
a condition favorable for fermentation. The larger worms passed through
the third moulting, but the smaller and blue-headed ones mostly died at
As they approached the time for the fourth moulting the
this stage.

trouble increased, greater irregularity in size and more unnaturally blueheads appeared every day. Despairing of success, I threw them all out.
At this stage of the proceeding I was completely in the dark as to the
cause of the trouble; I could not even conjecture, with any degree of
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what was the matter. The weather I knew was
unusually bad; some rain showers, many windy days and cold, damp
nights, with uncommonly frequent thunder and lightning for the time of
year, were among the phenomena of the weather. The leaves, too,
seemed to be filled with too much acidity.
All these things were unfavorable, but they could not be fixed upon as
the real cause of the trouble, for the reason that the worms being fed
by my neighbors, Flint, Ballou and Hayworth, were all subject to the
same natural influences, and yet they were all doing well, though their
growth was comparatively slow. I concluded, therefore, as the result
of my first feeding, that the trouble must be either in the eggs or in the
Yet I could not
artificial heat, and I inclined to the latter as the cause.
settle upon this idea, for the reason that some Japanese worms, hatched
from eggs that had never been in the ice box, were fed in one of my
cocooneries at the same time, and treated in every respect like the
French, passed through all the changes successfully and made most
excellent cocoons in twenty-six days from the time of hatching. In this
state of uncertainty I determined to try again, and in this trial to determine, if possible, the exact cause of the loss. From the Japanese cocoons
I put about three ounces
just made I obtained a supply of good eggs.
of these, three days after they had been laid, into my ice chest, determined to know what effect it would have on them. At three days old the
worms had begun to form in these Japanese eggs. At the same time I
allowed some of these Japanese eggs to hatch, and with more French
eggs, taken from the ice chest, I again filled both of my cocooneries. In
one I used no artificial heat, in the other I used enough to keep the temperature about the same as before.
The result was another failure with all the worms hatched from eggs
that had been in the ice chest, and another good success with those that
had not. Having allowed my three ounces of Japanese eggs to remain in
the ice box two weeks, during which time not one of them had hatched,
I took them out. and at the end of five or six days they hatched finely.
I had them carefully fed, and watched with a great deal of anxiety the
result, for though I had become pretty well satisfied that I had solved
the problem, yet I depended on this last experiment for positive proof,
and that proof I obtained. Instead of going through all the different
stages in good order and making fine cocoons, as did those allow ed to
hatch in their proper time, these worms began to show that same irregularity in size at the age of ten days, and in from ten to fifteen days
the blue heads made their appearance, and although some of them went
through all the changes and made cocoons, a great deal the larger part
of them died in precisely the same manner as the French from the ice
chest had done. I will here state that in the experiment in which 1
used artificial heat in one cocoonery, and in the other none, the worms
in the latter building lived much longer and seemed better at the same
T
age, all the way through, than those in the former, though the} did so
poorly after the fourth moulting, that I concluded that it would not pay
to feed any longer.
I will also state that both Flint and Ballou, believing that my trouble Avas attributable to artificial heat, and not to the
eggs, each took another lot of my eggs after they had been kept in the
Instead of
ice chest from four to six weeks, and hatched and fed them.
meeting with success, as before, the result in both cases was the same as
mine invariably had been with chilled eggs. A number of other parties
to whom I delivered eggs from the ice chest, met with the same bad fortune, and not one who fed worms from these eggs was successful, while
satisfaction to myself,

r
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those who used them before they were thus chilled, generally, if not
Having conducted my own experiments
universally, had good success
to a satisfactory solution of the question, I made a tour among other
cocooneries in this section, and in every instance where ill success was
the feedings, I discovered the same unmistakable signs of

attending

chilled eggs.

Having learned that all those engaged in the business in L03 Angeles
had, early in the spring, clubbed together to build a large ice box, in
which to keep their eggs back until such time as their trees, all of which
had been cut down to the ground to supply the demand for cuttings,
should supply sufficient foliage to commence feeding, I suspected that
they also might have met with the same misfortunes that had attended
the efforts of many in this section. Upon opening a correspondence on
the subject, I soon found my suspicions fully confirmed. There seems
now to be but one opinion among the silk culturists in that part of the
State as to the cause of their failure, and that opinion is, that it was
owing to their unfortunate experiment with the ice box. I have related
my experience this summer to many persons who have long been engaged
in feeding worms in European countries, and they uniformly agree that
the ice box is the cause of the trouble. My Chinamen, some of whom
have been brought up from childhood in the business, came to the same
I think now there cannot be the least doubt as to the corconclusions.
rectness of this opinion. It would seem, in fact, that we all ought to
have known better than to have been led into so fatal an error. The
fact that nearly all the trees in the State had been cut down to the
ground, and the lateness of the season forced us to adopt some method
to keep our eggs from hatching until we should have leaves to feed them,
and, unfortunately, we neglected the precaution until our eggs were so
far advanced that a resort to any means to keep them back a sufficient
length of time would probably have ruined them as effectually as the
one adopted.

The lesson taught by the experience of this season is like many others
we learn by accident, and which, when learned, appears so plain and
easy that we wonder we were so ignorant or careless as not to have
ku<jwn

it before.
I will here state that those

who were so fortunate as to be able to
obtain eggs of the Japanese variety, that had been produced in the
forepart of the season for feeding in the latter, were, with few excepThe cause of the failure in the exceptional cases
tions, very successful.
is one that serves to illustrate the superiority of our State for silk culture
over those countries where showers of rain are of frequent occurrence
during the season for feeding. It is irrigation. I have two or three
cases directly in point, to show that it will not be safe, while feeding
worms, either to irrigate the trees or to change the food in any manner
Dr."
to leaves containing more water than those they have been eating.
C. Euddick, of Yolo County, was feeding some worms, and fearing that
his food would fall short, resorted to the irrigation of some of his trees
No sooner did the trees show the effect of
to force a greater growth.
water than he discovered a deleterious effect on his worms. A change
from the irrigated to trees that had not been irrigated checked the
trouble, restored the good condition of the worms, and they made good
cocoons. So in Los Angeles, some parties irrigated their trees; and in
"
It is to this cause
a letter written from that county, the writer says:
in
the season with trivoltines
I attribute the failure of some parties later
while
finding in every case of failure the plantation had been irrigated,

—
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the successful parties avoided this error. The trees should not be irrigated within four or five weeks of the time of feeding the worms,
otherwise the leaves will become watery, sour and unhealthy food."
If the worm is so sensitive to the effects of irrigation, is it any wonder
that it becomes diseased in countries where a shower or two a day is
the rule, and a da}^ free from rain is the exception ? Or is it strange
that California should be counted superior for the silk-producing business?
These experiments have cost me a great deal of anxiety and ti'ouble,
days and nights, weeks and months of alternate hope and despair, besides
many thousands of dollars; still I give them to the public freely, and
believe they are worth to the people all they have cost me, and ten times
the amount they would have cost the State, even with a fair and honest
fulfilment of the promises which, through her Legislature, she made to
induce them, but which have in effect been shamefully and most unfairly
repudiated.

LESSONS

DRAWN FROM EXPERIENCE.

From experiments already made in this State, and particularly from
made the past season, many hints and conclusions may be drawn

those

will be of immense value to those hereafter engaged in the silkproducing business. I propose to name these conclusions in the order in
which they occur to me, and to comment somewhat on the facts which
warrant them.
First
That it is better that the eggs should not be kept back from
hatching but very little, if any, past the time they would naturally hatch
in a room in the north side of an ordinary house.
But if it is desired
to keep any back for late feeding, they should be put away in the place
it is intended to keep them, in the fall of the year, so that no possible
change can take place in them before thus putting them away. They
should be subjected to as little change of temperature as possible.
Packing them in fine charcoal that is, surrounding the box containing
the eggs with charcoal, say three or four inches in thickness, is believed
to be advisable.
This precaution will secure them from any dampness,
and at the same time tend to give them a uniform temperature, both conditions being very necessary to good preservation.
Any other nonconductors of heat, such as wool or raw cotton, will do, in case charcoal
cannot be handily obtained.
Second It is better not to cut the mulberry trees back more than is
necessary to keep the foliage within reach of the picker. It is believed
that while in ordtoary seasons no perceptible injury might result to
worms fed on foliage from ti'eos thus treated, yet in all seasons leaves
grown on trees, the tops of which have been cut back short, while the
roots are undisturbed, will necessarily be unnaturally rank and vigorous, and consequently too great a proportion of water, compared to the

which

—

—

—

glutinous substances, will enter into their composition. The fact that
cocoons raised from leaves plucked from cuttings in this vicinity were pronounced the best exhibited at the "Paris Exposition," led many of our
silk culturists to suppose that in our dry climate there was no danger of
inducing this improper composition of the mulberry leaf. A moment's
reflection, however, will teach every one that there must necessarily be
a great difference in this respect between the composition of the leaves
grown on a mulberry cutting, which is a piece of a well matured limb
of the tree put into the ground with no roots at all, and the leaves produced on a rapidly growing shoot, forced up from the stump of a tree
which retains all the roots necessary to impart a natural vitality and
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growth to its entire unpruned top. These two conditions are the
extremes of each other, and must necessarily produce as results

—verythe

—

the very extremes of each other.
Confounding these conditions, or not observing that they were dissimilar, has led to very serious mistakes, and I have no doubt, in many
In this view
instances, to serious loss to silk growers the past season.
of the case, we would expect to find the more unnatural and unfavorable growth of leaves on the older trees, the tops of which have been
T
entirely cut aAva} for the reason that the roots being larger and more
vigorous, will force a larger quantity of water and acids into the leaves,
and a greater number of these tender and vigorous shoots being clustered together, the sun and air cannot penetrate to rectify this malcomSuch has been found by practice to be the fact, and such fact
position.
is directly in opposition to the theory generally entertained by silk

composition of the leaves

,

culturists in this State.

The practice of thus cutting back the trees and forcing humidity into
the foliage, it is plain to see, can be but little tess dangerous to the
health of the worms than the practice of irrigating the trees during the
time of feeding, and the practice of irrigation, as shown above, has been
found positively fatal. Either practice blindly counteracts and destroys
the greatest advantage California possesses, as a silk-growing country,
over those countries having humid atmosphere and frequent rain during the feeding season. In view of the lesson above explained, I shall
thin out my trees and only cut them back in the winter as much as is
necessary to keep the branches within reach, and do the larger portion
of pruning as I feed the worms feeding them with the branches thus

—

off.

pruned
I have two or three cases directly illustrating the view above stated.
One is in the experience of my neighbor Ballou, before referred to. He
fed his worms until about the third moulting, from trees that had not
been pruned at all. At about this stage his food gave out, and he commenced feeding them from some of my trees that bad been closely
pruned. The effect upon the worms was observable within three days
from the time of change. He then commenced picking from a few of
my trees that had not been closely pruned, and the good effect on the
worms was equally rapid and striking.
My own experience a year ago the past season should have taught me
what a harder experience and more close observation this season has
When my worms were nearly done spinning,
taught me. It was this
I found all or nearly all my matured leaves exhausted
and for the purpose of finishing up the feeding, I commenced picking the young leaves
that had grown from the tops of the trees first stripped. These leaves,
it will be seen at once, would
necessarily be foi*ced in thair growth by a
cause similar to that of close pruning. The effect was to check the
rapid and healthy formation of cocoons by many of the worms, and the
positive death of others, either before or after the cocoon had been commenced. This same experience has been the result of many other similar
changes occurring within my knowledge.
Third While a naturally sustained uniform temperature in the
cocoonery is a very desirable condition when feeding, still, the changes
of temperature, as indicated by the thermometer, .do not have that effect
on the worms in a dry, pure atmosphere like ours, that the same changes
do in a more humid atmosphere. Hence, the artificial means usually
:

;

—
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resorted to in European countries to keep up this uniformity does not
become so necessary in this State as in those countries, and if resorted
to and used here when unnecessary, the result is a positive injury.
To
comprehend this proposition, it must be remembered, that, as a general
fact, any particular substance or body is a much better conductor of heat
or caloric when saturated with water than when dry. Thus, with a
certain thickness of dry cloth we may handle a hot iron, but if the same
cloth be wet or damp it proves but little protection. The same rule
holds good in handling a piece of iron full of frost. In the former case,
the humidity, or water, conducts the heat from the iron to the hand,
while in the latter it conducts the heat from the hand to the iron. In
both instances suffering is the result. By an application of the same
principle to the atmosphere in which we live and breathe, and which is
constantly touching us, both externally and internally, we may discover
the reason why we suffer so much more from changes of temperature in
a damp climate than in a dry one. In other words, why, at a given low
temperature, as indicated by the thermometer in the former, we need
artificial heat to keep us comfortable, while, at the same indicated temperature in the latter, we are comfortable without it. Also, why, at a
given high temperature, indicated in the same manner in the damp
atmosphere, we feel oppressed with the heat, while in the dry we feel no
inconvenience.
The silkworm, for the same reasons, undergoes a similarly increased
degree of suffering in a damp climate, both from heat and cold, or from
a high and low indicated temperature, while in a dry climate, for the
same reasons, the changes in the temperature have a less effect upon it.
This theory is strikingly proven to be sound by facts. All the authorities written from a European experience lay down the rule that the temperature of a cocoonery, in which worms are fed, must not be allowed
to sink below sixty-five degrees, nor to rise above seventy-five degrees,
while the experience in this State is that the worms remain lively and
eat well at sixty degrees, and suffer no inconvenience at eighty degrees
and even ninety or one hundred degrees of natural heat Hence we may,
in all ordinary seasons in California, dispense with artificial heat and all
apparatus for decreasing the temperature of the atmosphere. Nature
here seems to have provided the most favorable conditions for the successful rearing of the silkworm, and any interference with those conditions has, in every instance thus far, proved detrimental.
If artificial heat be resorted to at all, my opinion, formed from the
experience of the p%st season, is, that it should only be used in extreme
cases say when the mercury falls below sixty degrees, and then only
with great care that the cocoonery is well ventilated. Artificial heat
seems to magnfty any impurity in the air, and should only be considered
and used as a substitute for a greater evil. It may well be doubted
whether the change of the temperature, as produced by the natural
changes of day and night, is not better adapted to the nature and consequent health of a worm than a uniformity of temperature at any
particular degree, sustained by artificial heat, however applied. No
animal or insect can eat all the time, and a wise Providence has
appointed the night for a time of rest for all His creatures. Indeed,
when I study the history of the silkworm, in connection with the habits
of the people in the different countries in which silk culture is made a
leading industry, I am led to doubt whether too great a departure from
nature in the treatment of the worm has not been in some way the
prime cause of the disease so prevalent in European countries. One

—
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is certain
that in Asiatic countries, where the people themselves
more in a state of nature, and where they seldom resort to anyartificial means in the treatment of the worms, disease among them has
never prevailed to any extent, while in European countries, where

thing
live

almost everything in connection with such treatment is artificial, disease
has become so chronic and fixed, that without constant renewal from
other countries, the worm would there long since have become extinct.
Science in the rearing of silkworms may be very well, but it should be
that science which discovers the requirements of nature and carefully
adheres to them. In a climate like ours, where all the natural conditions
for the industry seem to have been provided in so favorable a manner, it
is doubtful whether man can improve those conditions.
Our study
should be to learn what those conditions are, and how the best to conform to them.

To shield the worm from the direct rays of the sun, and protect it
from the immediate currents of wind, to supply it with a sufficiency of
fresh and healthy food, and keep the cocoonery clean in all its parts,
and the air free from artificial impurities, seems to be about all we have
to do to secure success in this pleasant and most profitable industry.
PROFITS OP

MAKING

EGGS.

I think I have proven to the satisfaction of all who have read this
while the past season has been, for reasons stated, the most
unfavorable ever known in the State for silkworm feeding, still, had
there been no artificial causes to prevent, the business would have been
attended with satisfactory success. Also, that nothing has yet occurred
to destroy confidence in the business, or in the least to mar the bright
prospect of silk culture in the future, except the unfavorable construction
and execution of the laws heretofore so wisely passed for its encouragement. This unfavorable action, of course, is but temporary, and cannot
affect those hereafter to engage in the business.
By it, however, the
enterprising pioneers in the business, who risked their time and money
in it when there were doubts about its success, have unexpectedly, and
as I think wrongfully, been deprived of the means upon which they were
induced to depend, to meet their necessary expenses, and to prosecute
the business with energy and to good advantage in the future.
But this unfavorable action and its consequences I propose to speak of
in the future, and will therefore dismiss it for the present, to consider a
brighter and more pleasing side of this interesting 'subject. I refer to
the profits to be realized from egg and silk culture in California. The
first question asked by a prudent business man, when investigating
any
new business with a view to engaging in it, is, " Will it pay?" Califorarticle, that

"How

nians generally ask, in addition,
soon will it pay?" These questions I propose to answer.
In doing so in the most concise, and probably in the most satisfactory manner, I will state the result of some past
transactions, as matters of fact, and then show the favorable prospects
of the business in the immediate future.
In eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, I fed the leaves from three and
one-half acres of land covered with two-year-old morus multicaulis trees.
The trees had been grown from cuttings where they then stood. They
had been cut back in the spring or winter, close to the ground, and the
tops used for cuttings, so that they did not furnish much over half the
early foliage they would have done had they only been pruned with an
eye to that purpose.
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The

result of that operation, concisely stated,

is

as follows

RECEIPTS.

486 ounces and 13£ pennyweights of eggs, sold Hentsch
Berton, at $i per ounce
Eggs retained for self and sold other parties
Perforated cocoons sold
Total

&
$1,946 70
1,897 50
75 30
53,920 00

CONTRA.

Labor and other expenses

Net

472 00
$3,448 00

profits

The feeding was commenced on the first of June. On the twentyof July it was fully completed, and the eggs all made. On the
seventh of August I had my money from Hentsch & Berton, and could

fifth

have sold the entire product to them.
Here is a profit of one thousand dollars per acre the second year from
planting the trees, and the time consumed in making it only sixty days.

I will hei*e state that I stifled the worms in a large number of cocoons,
enough to have made at least twenty-five ounces more of eggs. I have
heretofore estimated the land at four acres, bnt on measurement find
but a small fraction over three and one-half. I will also state that from
the same trees, in the following August, I fed about the same number of
worms of the Japanese trivoltine variety, but as I did not want eggs
from them, and as there was no market at that time for whole cocoons,
I gave most of them away, and I suppose the silk made from them will
some day float over our State Capitol and the Capitol at Washington in
the shape of star spangled banners, being manufactured for that purpose
by Joseph Neumann, of San Francisco. 1 will also state, although it will
not properly be a basis for calculation of future profits, that from these
same trees, last winter, I sold over one thousand dollars worth of cuttings,

and have now growing, from the balance of the cuttings taken from them,
about two hundred thousand thrifty one-year-old trees.
I will also mention that but for the unfortunate mishap to my eggs,
last spring, the "product of my this year's feeding would not have been
less than four thousand ounces.
Hentsch & Berton had made me an
offer of three dollars and a-half an ounce for all I could make.
Attention

and

is

now

some successful operations for eighteen hundred
H. G. Ballou, of Yolo County, writes me as follows

called to

sixty-nine.

:

"I obtained the foliage of a lot of two-year-old trees growing on the
tenth of an acre of land. The trees were very uneven in growth, having been sadly neglected, yet they yielded six hundred pounds of leaves.
At this rate, the foliage from one acre would be six thousand pounds.
From these leaves and some obtained from another source, I fed the
worms from an ounce of eggs of the French variety. It took fifteen
hundred pounds

to

bring them

to maturity.

They produced

sixty
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ounces of eggs and twelve pounds of cocoons, after being perforated by
the hatching of the moths. These, at four dollars an ounce for the eggs
and seventy-five cents a pound for the cocoons (export prices), would be
worth two hundred and foi'ty-nine dollars. At this rate the product of
an acre would bring nine hundred and ninety-six dollars. This is an
exceptional year the worst ever known for the business in California.
The cost
Skilled Chinese labor can be obtained for one dollar per day.
of cultivating an acre of two-year-old trees and picking and feeding the
same to the worms from four ounces of eggs would not exceed two hundred dollars. This would make seven hundred and ninety-six dollars as
the clear profit of one acre the second year. The labor being light and
pleasant, can be participated in by the different members of a family,
and all completed within sixty days, leaving the balance of the year for
other pursuits."

—

T. B. Flint, of Sacramento, fed the worms from a little less than three
ounces of French eggs, picking his leaves from the trees on an acre of
Some of the trees were four years old; most of them, however,
land.
were but two years. He produced two hundred and eighty ounces of
eggs and forty-eight pounds of perforated cocoons. He has sold one
hundred ounces of his eggs at six dollars per ounce, and is holding the
balance for more. Put them at five dollars, the price for which they
have been sold this year by me, to go to Europe, and his receipts would
and for cocoons, thirtybe, for eggs, one thousand four hundred dollars
six dollars; total, one thousand four hundred and thirty-six dollars.
Deducting expenses of feeding one hundred and seventy-five dollars
and the clear profits are, from one acre of land, one thousand two hundred and sixty-one dollars. I could name many other instances where
the successes of this year's operation in this business have been equally
;

—

—

encouraging.
We will admit it; and
It may be said that these are isolated cases.
will reply that had we all succeeded in the production of eggs as well as
the parties above named, and there is no doubt we would have done so
but for the artificial causes heretofore mentioned, every egg produced
could have been sold to France and Italy for four dollars and fifty cents
In proof of this proposition, besides the offer
to five dollars per ounce.
for my whole product above mentioned, 1 have had a number of parties
from Europe, on their way to Japan, call on me for eggs, saying they
would prefer the California product, if they could be procured. They
all say that as soon as California can supply them thejr will no longer
go to Japan, but will send their orders to us.
All we want, then, to secure this immense and profitable trade, is to
I
produce the eggs and let Europe know her orders can be filled.
received a call from Dr. Tryski, of the Agricultural Department of
Austria, a few days since, on his return from Japan, where he had been
as a Commissioner on behalf of the Austrian Government, to investigate
the silk business. The particular object of the Commission under his
charge was to learn the nature of a malady in Japan that threatens to
He states that of all
cut off the supply of eggs from that country.
cocoons set aside for eggs in Japan this year, from thirty to seventy-five
per cent, were lost, and that the number of eggs produced was from
thirty to seventy-five per cent, less this year than common. As a consequence, the eggs commanded from four dollars and fifty cents to five
dollars per ounce.
Notwithstanding this high price, there had been
shipped from that country to Europe, before he left, one million three
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hundred thousand ounces, at a cost (there) of about five million eight
hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
The shipment was still in progress, and would probably reach two mila sum equal to more than
lion ounces, at a cost of nine million dollars

—

our agricultural products exported in eighteen
hundred and sixty-eight, and equal to one-seventh of the whole yalue of
our entire agricultural products of that year. I put the question to our
people whether this trade is not worth securing, and particularly so
when those engaged in supplying it can make such liberal profits as the
Dr. Tryski says this trade must fall into our
facts above stated show?
hands if we will only prepare to supply its demands. The reason for
his opinion he states as follows
For three or four years past, the
Japanese have been complaining that their product of eggs has been falling off rapidly, and demanded a higher price each year. The European
Governments, whose people were interested in the -supply of these eggs,
half the entire value of

all

:

came

to believe that the Japanese were deceiving their people, and that
the decreased product was only a pretence to justify their demands.
Hence the French, Italian and Austrian Commissions were sent out to
These Commissions have brought to light the
investigate the matter.
fact that just before the silkworm commences to spin its cocoon, a small
These eggs adhere to the worm and are carried
fly lays its eggs upon it.
into the cocoon with it.
About the time the cocoon is finished they
These insects prey upon the
hatch, producing very small maggots.
chrysalis, and having killed and devoured it, they emerge from the
cocoon. If this trouble continues to increase for a few years, as rapidly
as it has done for a few years past, the supply of eggs from that country
will not only be cut off, but Japan herself will have to look to some
other country for her annual supply. It will be seen that the trouble in
Japan does not directly affect the production of silk, as the chrysalis and
But it
all the parasites can be destroyed before the cocoon is injured.
does materially affect the production of eggs and the price at which they
can be afforded, and, indirectly, the production of silk, for, to produce a
certain quantity of eggs, fifty per cent, more cocoons have to be
destroyed, while the ratio of loss remains as stated for the past season.
Should that ratio double, Japan will have to give up the silk business,
or, like Europe, secure her eggs from some other country.
All these facts afford a big subject for the consideration of the people
of California. We lay directly in the road of this present great trade,
and with a certainty that at no distant day we will be called upon to
supply the European demand, and that we may also be asked to reverse
the direction of the present trade and supply still a greater demand in
Japan. There are plenty of trees to be had in our State at very low
figures, and to those who have land it will now cost comparatively nothing to start in the business. The prospects of the business for good
profits are tenfold better than those of any other agricultural industry
now followed in the State. All parts of the State where cottonwood
trees will grow will produce the mulberry tree with equal facility. All
our grain producers in the great grain-growing districts should plant
groves of these trees. Besides beautifying the country and rendering it
more healthy and inviting, they will in a few years, with a little labor
by the women and children, become a source of revenue equal to, if not
greater, than the continually decreasing product of wheat. Another consideration may be mentioned in this connection. The principal labor of
the silk-producing business is required to be done in May and June, when
other work on the grain farms is slack, consequently its products to the
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Our grain farmers want a
grain farm would bo almost clear gain.
variety of products to fill up their idle seasons, and the culture of silk
The
eggs is recommended as one at once pleasing and profitable.
consideration of the other bi'anch of this business the production of silk
proper I will now call attention to for a moment.

—

—

PROFITS OF SILK CULTURE PROPER.

The showing made above, of one thousand dollars net profits per acre
from two-year-old mulberry trees devoted exclusively to the production
of silkworm eggs, together with the certain prospect of a continuous
eggs, to the extent of over nine million dollars
alone, ought to create a sufficient inducement to
attract the attention and induce action on the part of the people of our
have all the
State, to secure that trade and supply the demand.
natural advantages of soil, climate and location necessary to enable us to
reap this golden harvest, not only for the present, but for the future, so
far as human calculation can penetrate that future.

demand for such
annum from Europe

foreign

per

We

In presenting the profits of the production of silk eggs, I would not,
however, have any one conclude that the egg business is the only or
into the occupation of silk
principal consideration in favor of entering
I look upon the egg trade as only a stepping stone
culture in California.
to something better and more substantial, both to individuals engaged in
I regard it as the immediate source upon
it and to the State at large.
which men of limited means can safely rely for an income while pre-

paring for the prosecution of the legitimate operations of silk culture
When wo have once become fairly engaged in the production
proper.
It will no
of silk, the egg trade will become a secondary consideration.
doubt, however, continue as a valuable adjunct to the silk business, and
will thus form one of the two reliable sources of profits.
Of the production of silk as a reliable and remunerative occupation
I cannot give actual experience
for our people I propose now to speak.
in this branch of the business, but will draw conclusions from admitted
The climate of California is so favorable for maturing the mulfacts.
berry leaves that we are enabled to adopt the Chinese and Japanese
mode of cultivating the same as the English have adopted in their East
India possessions, and which is giving them such an advantage over the

—

French and

Italians.
I refer to the system of cultivating the trees as dwarfs and near
together, something in the style of cotton plantations. By this system
we can produce at each crop at least twice as much foliage per acre as

—

can be produced by the orchard system which the damp climate of
Southern Europe compels the silk growers of those countries to follow.
It is found by experience, in France and Italy, that one mulberry tree
As a conto the square rod of land is as near as it is advisable toplaut
sequence, but very little can be realized from a mulberry orchard until
the trees have attained a good size. It is also found that trees ten years
old, thus planted and cultivated, may, without injury, spare one hundred
pounds of leaves per year. This would give an average product of sixteen thousand pounds of leaves to each acre of land. Doubling this for
our product on the same amount of land, for one crop, and we have thirtytwo thousand pounds. As we can take two crops of leaves per annum
from our trees, as we cultivate them, without injury, our annual product
would be to that of the French, on the same land, as four to one, or
Now, one hundred pounds of
sixty-four thousand pounds per acre.
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leaves will produce one pound of reeled silk. Thus we would have six
hundred and forty pounds of reeled silk as the annual product per acre.
Reeled silk, of poor quality even, is worth seven dollars per pound anywhere in the world. California produced and reeled silk, from the trivoltine Japanese worms, has been sold in San Francisco, within a month
past, at nine dollars per pound, and that from the annual varieties would
be worth from twelve to fifteen dollars per pound. Taking seven dollars
as the standard, and we have, as the gross product of one acre of land,
four thousand four hundred and eighty dollars per annum
Now let us
see what must be deducted for expenses:
Rent of land and cocoonery,
we will say, would be fifty dollars; cultivation of land and feeding worms
would not exceed eight hundred dollars; one person, say a Chinaman or
a white girl or boy, whose labor is worth one dollar per day, can reel
one-half pound of silk per day, equal to one thousand two hundred and
eighty dollars for reeling six hundred and forty pounds of silk. Then
our account would stand thus
:

Gross receipts per acre..
Total rent and expenses.

Net

$4,480
2,140
$2,340

profit

This seems like a big sum to be realized in one year, on one acre of
land, as clear profit.
Particularly does it seem so to us American and
California farmers, who think we are farming on a small scale unless we
have from five hundred to one thousand acres under cultivation. It is a
big sum and a big profit; but it can be realized. Not, however, until
we change our ideas and our systems of farming.
must put in more
must produce more valuable and less bulky
labor and less land.
products. So long as we are content to exhaust our soil in the production of wheat, at an annual average profit of from fifteen to twenty
dollars per acre, and exchange the same for silk produced in foreign
countries at so much greater annual profit per acre, we shall remain a

We

We

poor agricultural people.
And when we can produce that silk at so much greater advantage
than can those countries from which we are receiving: it in exchange for
our wheat, and neglect to do so, we can hardly escape being counted a
stupid people.
The production of silk is as easy and as simple to learn as is the production of wheat or any other staple product of our State.
The trees are as
easily, and much more easily and cheaply grown than fruit trees.
Anybody, in one hour's time in a cocoonery, can be taught how to manage
and feed the worms and save and cure the cocoons for market. In three
or four days time and two or three weeks practice, a woman or girl can
become an expert in reeling silk, and then the whole process is mastered.
A reel costs but twenty dollars. So it will be seen that with but very
little outlay of time and money, every family in our State who owns an
acre of land can, in one year's time, become the producer of the most
valuable and profitable article that grows from the soil, to wit, silk.
There is no necessity of any great outlay for a cocoonery or other preparation to go into the business. Every man who has a barn or stable
can use this for a cocoonery for the time required for feeding worms
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each summer. It has been found that worms do better in sheep folds or
barns than in any other buildings the manure proving an advantage,
rather than an injury to them. The best way is to begin in a small way
and build the business up by degrees, learning as you go along, and
making the business pay its way. A few hundred trees will do to start
on, and they can be increased as desired.

—

LOCATION.

In selecting a location for the silk business, the climate and soil must
be taken into consideration. In regard to climate in California, there
So universally is our climate
is but one thing to be guarded against.
adapted to the business in all its departments, that in all places, from
Siskiyou to Los Angeles, where experiments have been made, they
have proved successful far beyond anticipation. The one thing to be
shunned is the damp foggy climate of our summers and autumns in the
In every other locality in the State the climate may be
coast counties.

—

said to be perfect.
In regard to location, therefore, it is almost impossible to give any
definite advice.
The silk business should be prosecuted by the farmers
The grain farmer
in conjunction with other branches of agriculture.
should have his vineyard and mulberry plantation, also his sugar beet
the management of which will not interfere with the sowing
plantation
and harvesting his grain crop. Let every farmer so arrange his products that some one of them will give employment at all seasons of
the year. His time will then all be employed, and he will enjoy an
additional advantage of being pretty sure, if one crop fails, some of the

—

—

thus insuring him against failure in his year's
With such management, agriculture will become certain,
operations.
successful and profitable.
And I am satisfied that silk culture will, in
most every part of the State, thus managed, become one of the best
and most paying adjuncts of the farm. One consideration in favor of
this industry, that does not apply to any other, is this, that the trees will
produce a crop of leaves in the dryest of seasons, thus placing the crop
at least beyond the danger of the drought.
others will succeed

SOIL.

An}7 soil that will produce a healthy and vigorous growth of the
various kinds of fruit trees, and more especially the peach tree, will also
produce the mulberry in great perfection. It must be remembered, however, that fruit trees are valued for their fruits and not for their leaves,
while the mulberry is valued for its leaves and not its fruit. Hence, it
often happens in this State that mulberry trees are most valuable on
lands where fruit trees are least valuable. The rich alluvial river bottoms
too rich and too much subject to overflow in the rainy or winter
seasons for successful fruit culture are good lands to be selected for silk
Hence in Italy, in the rich plains of Lombardy, and along the
culture.
banks of the river Po, even within its levees, are found the most productive silk plantations.
Lombardy, which has an area of only six thousand
square miles California having one hundred and fifty-five thousand
though one-third of all the arable land is annually in grain, exports
annually fifteen million dollars worth of raw silk. An excess of alkali

—

—

—

33

—
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the soil should always be avoided. The tree will not flourish in it,
nor will the worm do as well on the leaves grown from an alkali soil. It
must not be inferred from the above that other lands than our river
bottoms are not adapted to the silk culture only, that they will produce
the greatest quantity of food to the acre, and are better adapted to silk
culture than anything else.
Our foot-hills are eminently successful in
the production of the mulberry tree and the cocoons.
Indeed, it is
believed that the quality of the cocoons raised on the high lands may be
superior, but the quantity cannot be greater than the low lands will
in

—

produce.

I am aware that
low rich land is not

in

most countries
adapted to

so well

it is laid

down

as a rule that the

silk culture as higher, lighter

and

less rich soils

The reason given is that on the former quality of lands the mulberry
leaf secretes too much water, and is not so healthy, and does not contain
so much of the resinous substance which fills the silk vessels of ttfe
worms, and therefore does not make so much silk, or so fine, smooth and
strong a fibre. This rule does not apply with so much force in California,
where we have no rain from May to October, to be absorbed by the leaves
or drank up by the roots of the trees ; and consequently the leaves grown
on our low bottom lands, along the rivers, are dryer and contain more
resinous matter, and smoother and stronger fibre, than those grown
on lighter and higher soils, in countries subject to frequent summer
showers. It is a well established scientific fact that all vegetable substances grown in a dry climate, and without irrigation, contain more
saccharine and resinous matter, and consequently more nourishment for
man, beast or insect, than the same vegetables grown in a wetter climate. Our hay, for instance, has more resin, and consequently more
nourishment in it, than hay grown in the Atlantic States or Europe. So
with the leaves of trees. The mulberry leaf has more resin and, as
before intimated, this is the material which forms the silk than the
same leaf in damper climates. It must be remembered that after the
month of May all our rivers, which overflow during the winter season,
are within their banks, and their waters soon go down to low water
mark, thus leaving the lands along their borders from fifteen to twenty
feet above their waters.
The principal portion of the leaves of mulberry or other trees standing on this land is grown after this period,
when the soil is dry and in good condition even better condition for
making a healthy and even growth than if upon the hilly portions of a
country where rain and drought succeed each other during the summer
This evenness of the growth of the leaf without rain or other
season.
climatic change is of the first importance, and is one of the strong
Another very strong
points in favor of our climate for silk culture.
reason for recommending the mulberry for our overflowed districts is
found in the fact that they throw down very deep tap roots, as well as
lateral roots, and are therefore not very easily washed out, but may be
depended on to hold the soil to its place while the water is sweeping
over it. This fact undoubtedly led the Italian Government to adopt
this tree to protect their levees along the river Po and its tributaries,
and we should adopt it along our rivers for the same purpose, thus
making it contribute to the safety of our homes and the comforts of our
I would not discourage the silk culture on our hi^h land or in
families.
the foothills, but these lands are also valuable for grain farming, and
the foothills especially for grape and tea culture and while I would like
to see the mulberry, the vine, the tea plant, the orange, lemon and some

—
—

—

—
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other tropical fruits nourishing side by side, as they maj^, and in time
coast ranges of
will, all along the foot-hills of the Sierra Nevada and
mountains, the whole length of the State, I am also anxious that our
vast river bottoms shall be cultivated 'with something that will not
require annual planting, and that will live and nourish and produce
remunerative crops, notwithstanding the winter and spring floods. If
there is any annual crop, or crop requiring to be planted every year,
better adapted to these low bottom lands than another, I am of the
to
opinion that crop is the sugar beet. This crop will grow and come
sufficient maturity for sugar purposes after the water leaves the soil.
The production of sugar will, at no distant day, be one of the leading
industries of the State; and the farmer on the rivers will find that he
can very appi*opriately and handily cultivate the beet and mulberry
together; not on the same piece of land but that he can conveniently
attend to a crop of each. He may also cultivate hops in connection with
both, selecting for the latter his highest bottom land, upon which the
water will remain the shortest time.

—

THE MULBERRY TREE

—ITS

PROPAGATION AND TREATMENT.

There are quite a number of varieties of the mulberry tree, but those
most commonly used in the production of silk are the morus multicaulis,
The multicaulis is the most rapid
morus alba and morus moretti.
grower and produces the greatest quantity of leaves. It is the easiest
propagated from cuttings, and is most easily managed as a dwarf for
in European
plantations. It is not so much used for feeding worms
countries a*s the alba and moretti, as its leaf absorbs -more water, and
it is believed, therefore, not to be so health}' in those wet climates for
the worm. It is very doubtful whether it is liable to this objection in
this climate.

It is certainly preferable to feed worms on until they are
to two weeks old, as the leaves are more tender.
Indeed,
entirely on the leaves of the multicaulis have done well in

from ten days

worms fed
The alba and moretti are
this State and made most excellent cocoons.
very nearly alike in their habits and appearance, the greatest difference
being in the color of their berries the former bearing white berries, and
the latter those of a purple color. The wood of these varieties is harder

—

and more compact than that of the multicaulis, having very much the
appearance and texture of the locust. The tree makes a most rapid and
beautiful growth, and forms one of the most beautiful and agreeable
ornamental or shade trees. Though not so easily propagated from cuttings as the multicaulis, yet they may be readily grown in this manner.
The cuttings should be taken from the tree, in this State, in December
or January, and immediately planted in the ground; though, if the
ground is not ready, they may, like the cuttings of multicaulis, be kept
until February or March, by burying in a sandy, dry soil, or placing
them in a cool cellar. For planting they should be cut up into pieces
containing from two to three eyes each, and placing them in an upright
the upper end will be
position in the ground, should be covered so that
about an inch below the surface.
Cuttings of the alba and moretti
varieties have been made to succeed well by lajung the cane full length
It is also thought by
in a trench and covering it three or four inches.
some that for these varieties it is better to use the ends of the limbs for
cuttings altogether, and leave them, say a foot long, inserting nearly the
whole length in the ground. It is much harder to propagate these varieties from cuttings than the multicaulis, and I would recommend exper-
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iments according to different modes. In all cases and for all varieties,
the land should be well pulverized and subsoiled, to insure success.
There is no tree that will bear so much pruning in the summer season
and flourish under it, as the mulberry. Indeed, this tree seems to have
been made with a constitution especially adapted to the use to which it
The mulberry tree was made for the silkworm, and the
is applied.
worm was made for the mulberry tree a perfect adaptation to each
other, and both to the wants of man or woman.
The mulberry tree may also be propagated from the seed, which is a
In this State the seed should be
little larger than a mustard seed.
planted in April or May, in damp but warm soil, well cultivated or pulverized.
It should be covered from a half inch to an inch and a half.
If the soil is very damp and not liable to dry on the surface, a half inch
is a plenty.
The soil should be of that nature that it will keep damp to
the very surface. I planted from two to three acres last year with seed
of the alba and moretti, and only succeeded in making the seed come
up on about an acre and a half. The}- were planted on the Sacramento
Eiver, about two miles above Sacramento. In the winter of eighteen
hundred and sixtv-five, before a levee was built along the river, the water
ran across the land, and washed the surface soil, a vegetable mould,
entirely off of about an acre and a half of the land, leaving a light sandy
so much so
clay, through which the moisture rose to the very surface
that until ten or eleven o'clock of the warmest days in May the surface
looked wet. Here, on this land, the seed came up and grew well, while
on the land directly by its side, but upon which the vegetable or surface
soil remained, very few of the seeds germiuated, and none came up.
As
the sun warmed up the surface of this vegetable soil, thfe moisture
receded, leaving the surface very dry and hot; and, as the tender leaves
of the young trees reached this dry soil they withered or baked, and
died, while the moisture of the sandy and clay soil, reaching the very
surface, protected and invigorated the young leaves, and forced them
I have been thus particular in giving my experience in this matter,
up.
because almost every one else who planted seed made an entire failure,
and I made a partial success, in consequence of the peculiar condition of
some of my land.
I would recommend in putting out plantations that about one-half of
the trees be of multicaulis and the other half alba or moretti; the for*mcr to be fed to the worms until the last moulting, and the latter after
that period.

—

—

PERMANENT PLANTATIONS.
plantations are set with trees, six feet by two. Every one hundred
feet one way I leave a wagon way, and every four hundred feet
the other way. The former ways are twelve feet wide and the latter
I think these distances will do well for the multicaulis, as
sixteen.
this tree sends its branches up in the direction of and pretty close to the
body, of the tree, and is easily managed as a dwarf. The alba and
moretti are of a different habit. They incline to spread, throwing their
branches out horizontally, and growing with greater determination to
make large trees. From this I conclude that these trees may be required
These
to be planted further apart, say four by six, and maybe more.
latter varieties should be made to branch from the body about four feet
high, thus making a head within reach from the ground. The- multicaulis may be headed even lower.

My

and

lift}*
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COCOONERY.

Having selected your location and planted your trees, the next thing
a cocoonery.
to be prepared for use is some place to feed your worms
Any rough building will do in this State. Our climate is so mild and
favorable we can dispense with many of the extra conveniences or necessaries required in many other countries, and, consequently, with much of
the expense; but you cannot feed the worms in the open air, for the
reason that they must be protected from the sun as well as the night
dews; also from the birds. If }'0u have a barn on the place which can be
devoted to this use in the summer season, you have already a cocoonery.
All you want to do is to put up upright standards, to which, at about
two and a half feet apart, fasten cross pieces and lay on loose boards for
At about eight feet from the floor
shelves, and your cocoonery is made.
your cross pieces will want to extend across the alleyways between the
shelves, on which lay a temporary floor to stand on while feeding the
worms on the shelves above. All the framework and boards for shelving
can be so made that they can easily be put up and taken down, and kept
from year to year. Be careful to provide a plenty of ventilation. This
may be done in any manner most convenient, so that the wind does not
blow directly on the worms. The worms also want plenty of light, but,
as before remarked, must not be exposed to the direct rays of the sun.
Of course the size of the cocoonery will want to be regulated by the
number of worms to be fed. It is estimated that five hundred thousand
worms will require, for the first age that is, from hatching until the first
moulting about one hundred square feet of surface or shelving. For the

—

—

—

—

—

second age from the first to the second moulting about two hundred
square feet; for the third age, about four hundred and fifty square feet;
for the fourth age, about eleven hundred square feet- and for the fifth
The
age, about twenty-five hundred square feet of surface or shelving.
space required will be greater or less, in proportion to the greater or less
number of worms to be fed. In Germany, nearly every farm-house is
devoted to the purposes of a cocoonery during the feeding season, and
in many cases this same practice may be adopted here, especially where
the house is large and the number of worms to be fed is small.

HATCHING THE EGGS AND FEEDING THE WORMS.

Now

we come to the most delicate and important, as well as most
attractive and interesting portion of the silk culture, and upon the skilful
and successful management of this department of the business depends
all its profits, and consequently all the advantages that can be urged in
To this particular branch, then, I would ask the especial
its favor.
There is nothing intricate or difficult
attention of every beginner.
about feeding and taking care of the worms and making a sure crop of
silk, but there are certain things necessary to be done to insure success,
and these things are necessary to be done at particular times, and they
must absolutel}' be done at those times. He who would successfully feed
silkworms must have a time for everything and everything in its time.
Having impressed this idea of perfect regularity and certainty upon the
minds of those who propose to feed and care for a family of worms, we
will go at once to the work of hatching them from the eggs.
The eggs having been kept in some place where the thermometer
never rises above forty-five or fifty degrees, and where they are in no
danger of sweating or becoming mildewed, should be taken out when
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desired to be hatched, and gradually exposed to the heat of the outside
sudden change from cool to very warm atmosphere is considered detrimental. From the middle of May to the first of June is about
the proper time to hatch the first crop in this State, as the rainy season
is generally past by that time, and the weather has become sufficiently
air.

A

warm and

settled.

After remaining in a
or eight da}~s, the little

moment they make

warm atmosphere

at this season for five or six
will begin to show themselves, and the
their appearance they begin to look for food.
Place

worms

some tender leaves from the multicaulis on the paper, and they

—

will at

once begin their occupation for life eating.
At the end of the first da}r after they begin to hatch, take all the
worms off the paper containing the eggs and place them on separate
This can be done by removing the mulberry leaves upon which
papers.
they are feeding. Do the same thing for about three days. By this
time all the eggs that are good and strong are likely to have hatched.
The balance may be thrown away. All hatched the first, second and
third days must be kept separate, and for this purpose may be marked
first, second and third, by a pencil, on the papers containing them. The
object of this division

is

that you

may

feed

and treat those of the same

age exactly alike. One day's difference in the age of an insect that has
only from twenty to thirty daj-s to live, it must be remembered, is a
good deal. And especially is this the case with the silkworm, which, in
that short period of time, goes through five different and distinct periods
of existence. The transformation from one of these periods to another
consist in shedding the skin, or, in other words, laying off the old garment. These changes are called moultings. While undergoing any one
of these five changes, which occupies from twenty to twenty-four hours,
dependent on the health and vigor of the worm, they will not eat, nor
must they be fed or in any manner disturbed. In this fact will be seen
the reason for keeping each day's hatching separate; for when the first
is five days old they begin their first moulting, and if the
second da}-'s hatching are mixed with them the latter are not read}' to
moult, and require feeding. To do this disturbs the former and endangers the successful operation of laying off the old garment, and even
endangers their lives. The same difficulty and danger will occur at each
Hence the great necessity of keeping them separate.
several moulting.
Tliis
is one of the necessities that must be done.
Now we will go back and attend to those little fellows that we took
from the papers containing the eggs and placed upon other papers, and
attend to their wants. Their first and almost only want is food. There
is one thing, however, of almost as much importance to their healthy
existence that they do not want, and that is they do not want to be too
crowded or thick together. For the first few days tbey require to be fed
on the most tender leaves, which should be given to them directly from
the tree, perfectly fresh and only a few at a time-, removimg them as often
as those last given them are consumed. As the worms grow older and
But this rule should
stronger, give them older and stronger leaves.
always be most faithfully adhered to Feed them but few at a time, rt nt wing
them as often as those last given them are consumed. If this rule be strictly
followed, 3 ou will never see wilted or dried leaves, but always fresh
There is but one exception to this rule of fresh
ones, before the worms.
leaves, and that occurs on the days of moulting, when, as before remarked,
they should have none. There is no absolute invariable rule as to the exact
age when the several moultings occur, for the reason that the life of the

day's hatching

:

r
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of hatching to the spinning of cocoons, depends in
a great degree on the favorableness and uniformity of the weather, and
the frequency and regularity of feeding with fresh food and the quiet
allowed them while moulting. The different varieties of worms also vaiy
as to the period of their whole lives, as well as to the time between each
moulting. As a general ride, however, under favorable circumstances
the several moultings will occur about as follows The first moulting
when five days old; the second when nine days old; the third when

worm, from the day

:

days old; the fourth when twenty-two days old. Whenever the
about to commence moulting, he leaves off eating, attaches himand stretches up his head
rigidly to the most handy thing he finds,

fifteen

worm
self

is

as if in pain. The fore part of his body increases and the latter part
decreases in size, and the whole body assumes a glossy appearance.
Thus he continues to swell up about the head until the old skin bursts
and slips back towards his tail. He then crawls out of the old skin a
changed being, looking shriveled and gaunt and hungry, and at once
begins to look for his food. When care has been taken to keep only the
worms of the same age together, and they have been fed carefully and
uniformly, all the worms on the same paper, or on the papers of the first
day's hatching, will go through these several moultings at the same time.
And so of the second and third day's hatching. Thus, when one worm
wants to be quiet, and absolutely requires it, so does every other one on
the same paper, and consequently all are gratified no one crawling over
or disturbing the other. Experience teaches that upon a proper separation of the several days' hatching depends, as much as upon any other
one thing, the success of a feeding and consequent success of a crop of

—

silk.

Next to proper care in feeding often and on fresh food, and keeping
the worms of the same age together, it is important, as intimated above,
that they should be properly thinned and spread out over greater surface as they grow larger.
They should have room, so as not to be
This is necessary, both
required to lay one upon the other too much.
for convenience in getting at their food, and is very essential to the
Besides the exercise of
healthful growth and maturity of the worm.
judgment, assisted by the appearance of the worms themselves, it may
be well to be guided in thinning them out by the rules laid down in this
article as to the space required for five hundred thousand worms in the
To make this subject familiar, I will repeat here the space
several ages.
required for that number of worms, in connection with the amount of
food they will require for consumption during each of the several ages:
Five hundred thousand worms, for the first age, should be allowed one
hundred square feet of surface, and it is estima'ed that during this age,
or the first five days of their existence, they will consume one hundred
and twenty-five pounds of leaves. During the second age, or the next
four days of their lives, they should occupy about two hundred square
feet of surface, and will consume three hundred and seventy-five pounds
of leaves.
During the third age from nine to fifteen days old they
should occupy about four hundred and fifty feet of surface, and will consume eleven hundred and fifty pounds of leaves. During the fourth age
from fifteen to twenty two days old they should occupy one thousand
one hundred feet of surface, and will consume three thousand four hundred and seventy-five pounds of leaves. During the fifth and last age
from twenty-two to thirty two days old, the age of going to spinning
they should occupy two thousand five hundred square feet of surface,
and will consume nineteen thousand eight hundred and seventy-five

—

—

—

—
—

—
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pounds, or about two thousand pounds or one ton per day making in
all about twent3T -five thousand pounds, or twelve and one-half tons, of
leaves.
It will be seen by the above statement that, while the worms
occupy but little space and eat but little during the first half of their
lives, they spread out rapidly and eat voraciously during the last half.
Consequently, while the work of feeding and attending to them is light
during the first three ages, or first half of their existence, it becomes
very considerable during the last two ages.
These considerations have led, of late years, in most countries where
to economize labor is desirable, to the adoption of what Mr. Prevost
After the first two moultings,
styles the California mode of feeding.
when the worms begin to move about pretty easily, instead of picking the
leaves one by one from the tree and feeding them to the worms on a
flat surface, you take your pruning shears and horse and
wagou and go
into your plantations, cultivated in dwarf form as heretofore indicated,
beginning at one side of the field and clipping off a portion of the straight
shoots from each tree as you follow the rows back and forth, throw them
by the armfull into the wagon until you have gathered the required quantity for one feeding, and drive to the cocoonery.
Taking an armful of
these branches, you lay down four in the form of a square on each paper
containing worms. The worms gather along the branches and devour
the leaves. The next feeding you proceed in the same way, laying the
branch each succeeding feeding on those before laid on; thus you build
up a little square pen for each collection of worms all through your
cocooneiy. .The worms work up from the stripped to the fresh branches,
and in this wa}7 they are raised from the flat surface, where they are
necessarily in contact with their own offal and filth, up into the air
above it. This mode of feeding has many advantages, both in the manner of cultivating the mulberry tree in plantations as dwarfs, to which it
has led, and in the feeding of the worms. First You can gather the
food much easier and faster. Second You can produce much more to
the acre than by the old orchard style of standard trees.

—

—

—
—
—

The greater facility of handling a given quantity of food.
Second The greater length of time the leaves thus adhering to the
branches will remain fresh.
Third It gives the worms a freer circulation of air, keeps them clean,
First

and consequently more healthy and vigorous.
1 have heretofore omitted speaking of the number of times worms
should be fed during the twenty-four hours. Some say eight, some say
ten, and so on, but I would lay down no absolute rule, but would say,
keep some fresh food constantly within the easy reach of them all
night and day. Adapt the artificial feeding, as near as you can, to their
mode of eating in a state of nature on the living and growing tree. In
this, after all, is the great secret of success.
Study to adapt every operation conuected with the cocoonery, and the treatment and feeding of
the worms, as near as you can, to their wild nature. Keep the building
clean and sweet- let no other smell be perceptible but that of the fresh
mulberry leaves- raise no dust; make no noise; move about quietly;
give them their food carefully. Indeed, let them go through all their
changes and transformations as though in the quiet recesses of their
native forests, only protecting them from the excesses of nature which
are injurious to them such as exposure to the rays of the mid-day sun,
to the storms of wind or rain, to the flashes of lightning or peals of

—

—
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Also protecting them from their natural enemies, such as
mice and ants.
In moving the worms from one place to another, in order to thin or
While feeding them with
spread them out, never touch or handle them.
leaves, when you want to separate them, put on a few fresh leaves, and
as soon as they are well covered with worms take hold of a leaf careit down on the place to which you
fully, and lifting it up slowly, lay
wish to remove it. The same way when you want to remove all the
worms from any given place or paper for the purpose of throwing out
the litter the stems and offal of the worms. This should be done at
To
least every other day while feeding on the flat surface, with leaves.
separate them after they have commenced feeding with branches, move
the branches lately put on while the worms, or a portion of them, adhere
And when you wish to throw out the litter and offal, take
to them.
hold carefully, lifting up the pen or top portion of it; let another person
empty off the litter into a basket or sack.
Immediately after the worms have fully finished moulting, they should
all be removed from the place where they have deposited their skins,
as these become very offensive and injurious to them..
thunder.

birds, rats,

—

SPINNING COCOONS.

When the worm is within three or four da3'S of its spinning time it
has acquired its greatest size and most ravenous appetite and formiFrom this time until it begins its cocoon it seems to
dable appearance.
It also from that time
lose its appetite and diminish in size and weight.
gradually changes its color from a rank greenish white to a light pearly
yellow, and generally to assume the appearance of maturity. The last
three or four hours before going to spinning it becomes in a degree
translucent, and its skin about the neck becomes somewhat wrinkled.
It becomes restless and uneasy, frequently raising its head as if to reach
something; and if it eats at all at this time it does so daintily, as if feeding on dessert. These signs admonish the keeper to prepare for the
harvest if not a golden, certainly a silken harvest. At this stage the
worm begins to hunt some nook or corner out of sight, in which to
wind its body in a silken shroud, and the sooner it # can find a suitable
that
place to suspend or fasten its cocoon the more perfect and complete
cocoon will be made, and the more valuable will be the harvest' to be
gathered. Hence it is very important that good provision be promptly
Many plans
supplied in which the worms can all spin their cocoons.
The best or such as combine the
for this purpose have been invented.
or real
qualities of economy cleanliness and adaption to the seeming fancy
wants of the worm should be adopted. Common wild mustard, cut
just before the maturity of the seed, and the branches brought together
and tied at the top, and laid between or set up inside the pens of
branches upon which the worms have been feeding, is very good. Also
boughs of willow, or any other small and bushy twigs, similarly preoff good length and tied
pared, may be used; but clean wheat straw, cut
in diameter, and
inches
four
of
three
and
in
bunches
each
at
end,
up
then pressed longitudinally so as to make a bulge in the centre of the
bunch, is about the best plan for this country, as it can be obtained
has
everywhere, and the worms seem to like it as well as anything. It
this advantage, that the cocoons are easily gathered from it, and with
very little loss of floss silk no dirt adhering to the cocoons.

—

—

—

,

—
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worm commences

the cocoon,

it

must not

in

any manner bo

disturbed, and if allowed to proceed unmolested it will finish in from
three to five days. In from six to eight days after the cocoons are
formed they should be gathered, and all except those selected for hatchof the sun,
ing, must be exposed for three or four days to the direct rays
It will be well to expose them longer, so as
to kill the chrysalis within.
to be sure to completely dry up or evaporate the fluids or moist substances of the chrysalis otherwise there is danger of injuring the silk,
by staining it with the putrid matter of the decaying chrysalis. It is
also important that this chrysalis be thoroughly dried, to prevent the
bad smell that would otherwise be emitted from the cocoons when stored
away, and also to prevent their heating. If you are prepared to reel
the cocoons at home, this work may be now eominenced or if the
cocoons are to be sold, they are now ready for market. But in any event
it must be remembered that mice will destroy the cocoons if not kept
out of their reach. So fond are mice of the chrysalis that one mouse in
a very short time will destroy hundreds of dollars worth of cocoons.

—

;

PRODUCING EGGS.
Before exposing the cocoons to the sun, if it be desired to save any
eggs for the reproduction of the worms, cocoons must be selected for
this purpose and placed in any convenient place for hatching out the
moth or miller. In order that the size and vigor of the worm may be
continued or improved from generation to generation, it is important
that only the very best cocoons should be chosen for propagating the
Select the largest and most regularly formed, and as near as
species.
may be an equal number of male and female. The cocoon from which a
male moth will hatch is generally smaller than that containing the
female, and is depressed in the middle and more pointed at each end,
while that of the female is more oval or egg shaped, and blunt at each
end. All the floss or loose silk should be carefully stripped from the
cocoons thus selected, that it may not entangle the moths when they

come out. If the weather is warm and favorable, the moth eats its way
out of the cocoon in about twelve days after it is completed.
Immediately ufter. emerging, the male seeks the female for the purwhich
pose of pairing. And as the reproducing qualities of the eggs from
you ar*e to propa^ato the species depends entirely on the operation, it
becomes important that every female be paired with a male, and the
sooner this is done after she comes out of the cocoon the better, as the
more sure will she be to become properly impregnated. If left alone,
there being a large number of males and females all mixed promiscuof the
ously together, it is not probable that more than two-thirds
females will bo properly paired with a male, and hence a large number
of your eggs would be valueless. Hence, then, is work necessary to be
done, and done thoroughly and at the proper time. The moths genernine o'clock each
ally come out of the cocoons in the morning, before
day, in about the same order that the worms commence spinning cocoons.
Hence, when you see the first moths, you must make it a regular stated
business to be on hand about half-past eight each morning, and first pick
out all the moths that are coupled, by taking carefully hold of the wings
of each and lay them one side on a paper, being careful not to separate
them. When you have removed all that are coupled, pair each female
not already paired with a male, and lay them one side in like manner.
When they have remained together about six hours, you must just as
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punctually bo on band and separate them. Taking hold of the wings of
the male with one hand and thoso of the fomalo with tho other, pull
them slowly and carefully apart. You have no further uso for tho male
unless, as sometimes is the caso, thoro should bo a greater number of
females tho next morning thiyi males. To moot such a contingency, it
is prudent to keep some of thorn over by
putting them in a box, which
cover over to keep them in, giving them plenty of air. Lay tho fomalos
on soft paper of uniform size and thickness, such as you want them to
Very soon after being separated from tho malo
deposit their eggs upon.
the female oxudes a drop of yellowish matter, which will stain the paper,
and in order to have your cards of eggs look clean and tidy, it is well to
keep a sort of common blotter, on which all tho females may bo laid
until they have freed themselves of this filthy substance, and then
remove them to tho egg card. This having been done, tho female commences her last act depositing her eggs. They lay on an average
about three hundred apieco, and they will lay nearly all of these between
the time of separating, say at two o'clock p. m. and dusk. The eggs laid
during this period aro generally considered tho best and most vigorous,
and that they may bo kept separate, it is well at this time to transfer all
tho females to other cards, on which to deposit the balance of their eggs.
Mark the first cards No. 1. and tho cards on which tho moths lay tho
balance of their eggs mark No. 2 and if your worms be of tho annual
variety, or if they bo of the trivoltino variety, and you do not want to
produce another crop of rAvorms tho same season, lay them into a box,
which with care fasten up so as to keep tho mico out, and put them
in a dry, cool place to winter over.
If they be of tho trivoltino variety
it is safest to put them in an ice house,
especially if it bo not as lato in
tho fall as October. This variety will not generally hatch later than
A tin or zinc box, perforated with holes so as to give tho
this month.
eggs plenty of air, is the best. This same routine of pairing and separating the moths and securing the eggs must bo gone through with each
day, until all the moths have come out of tho cocoons and laid their
eggs.
Having performed these last acts and loft their eggs bohind them

—

;

for the propagation of their species, having, as it were,' outlived their
If
usefulness, tho moths, both malo and femalo, die a natural death.
your worms aro of the trivoltino or polyvoltino varioty, and you wish to

produce another crop of

silk in

tho same season

— and in this State three

may successfully be raised — you have but to let your
warm place, and in about eight days they will hatch,
conduct the worms thi'ough tho same process again and

a season
eggs remain in a

crops

in

and you can

reap another harvest of cocoons. I should- have mentioned that tho
room in which the moths como out of the cocoons, are paired and lay
their eggs, should be kept somewhat dark
especially should it bo dark
while tho moths aro paired, or they will become separated beforo tho
proper time. The malo moth is of a darker color, smaller and more
active than the femalo.
;
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CULTURE OF THE GRAPE.

REPORT AND MEMORIAL PRESENTED TO THE SENATE OF CALIFORNIA, AT
ITS EIGHTEENTH SESSION, B"£ THE COMMITTEE ON CULTURE OF THE GRAPE.

Your Committee on the Culture of the Crape, realizing that the subject matter intrusted to them concerned one of the most vital interests
of California, have given it careful consideration, in all its bearings, and
as the result of their deliberations, beg leave to present the following
report, together with the accompanying concurrent resolution and
memorial to Congress

:

REPORT.

Perhaps no other country on the globe, and certainly no other portion
of the American continent, is so well adapted, in all respects, to the
successful and profitable cultivation of the grape, as the State of California, which, indeed, seems as it were, to be the natural home of the
grape, where it grows readily, from cuttings, upon the most arid hillsides,

and without

irrigation.

culture of the grape gives more employment to labor than any
other branch of farming, and its development wT ill tend greatly to the
rapid peopling of our State with immigrants from among the honest,
industrious and moral natives of the wine growing districts of Europe.
To the immigrant who comes to California without means, with the
expectation of a dependence upon farm labor for support, the districts
devoted solely to the culture of the cereals offer small inducements; for,
while the demand for labor is comparatively great and the pay liberal,
for a short period during the rush of gathering and harvesting the crop,
it is succeeded by a long interval of inaction, when there is little or no
need of hired labor, and the employe is turned adrift, perhaps to suffer
from want before another Job offers; besides, in our country, where the
use of labor-saving machinery in agriculture is so universal, the demand
for manual labor is comparatively small, and is decreasing every year.
This is not the case in vine culture; the careful planting and annual
pruning of the vines, and the gathering of the ripened fruit, can only be
done by the employment of human hands.
The growing of the grape is not in conflict with anjT other branch of
agricultural industry, but can be made auxiliary to nearly all other kinds
of farm labor, as for example if you raise grain, your seeding is over
before the labor of pruning the vine commences, and at the time of
grain harvest there is little or no work required in the vineyard; and if
the cultivation of the mulberry and feeding the silkworm should prove
a success in California, its prosecution will present no conflict with the
vintage work. And in a country blessed with so genial a climate and
fruitful a soil as California, where all these several branches of agricul-

The
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tural industry grain growing, stock raising, vine culture, and rearing
the silkworm can successfully be blended together and practiced in the
same district, skilled and willing labor can find an abundant field, with
continuous employment, at remunerative wages the year round. Let
this fact be known to the world, and this alone will do more to encourage
and induce immigration hither than any proposed expensive scheme of
"Immigrant Aid Societies," with State appropriations, which, at best,
will go no farther than to pay the travelling expenses of the immigrant
to our State, and then leave him destitute, a stranger in a strange land,
with no branch of industry provided for him wherein he may labor and
acquire the necessaries of life.
A large portion of California, in its present condition, is neither useful
nor ornamental, bearing no green trees, and yielding no pasture for
grazing purposes; yet, how valuable and ornamental could nearly the
whole of what is to-day, so unseemly be made, by planting vines and

—

—

fruit trees.

Meteorologists tell us, that by planting trees and shading the dry
ground, the moisture of the atmosphere is increased and more rain produced and surely California, with her long, dry, torrid summers, needs
all the advantages which would accrue from having her barren lands
cultivated and her hillsides covered with verdure, thus increasing the
supply of rain, and materially benefiting the grain grower and grazer.
The vine, even when growing upon the thin, and almost arid soil of
the mountain slopes, does not suffer from drought, as do the grain crops
of the valleys below; indeed, it is to the vinej'ards, upon these otherwise barren and desolate hillsides, that we must look for our most delicate and finest flavored wines and brandies. Neither does the cultivation
of the grape exhaust the soil as the cereals do; there are vineyards in
Los Angeles said to be one hundred years old, which still bear full crops
every year.
Much of the soil of California is onl}- suitable to the growing of fruits.
In order to make fruit growing a success, it is necessary to grow all of
the various varieties to which our soil and climate may be adapted; the
most important of which, for general culture, is the grape, of its various
kinds.
Nor can fruit growing be made a success without, to some
;

extent, using the still, as there is always a considerable portion of the
crop that must be distilled, or suffered to go entirely to waste.
In order to get our people to plant vines, and enter with spirit into
the development of this leading interest of California, the General Government must be induced to pursue a different policy toward the grape
interest from that which at present prevails; it must call away from the
vine grower the lynx-eyed Tax Collector, with his red tape snares, ever
ready to pounce upon the unwary and seize and confiscate, not only the
still and machinery, and crop on hand, but even the land whereon the
still stands, and the house wherein it is located
(even though it be the
homestead), and all this because of some technical violation of a law, so
obscure in its meaning and so conflicting in its provisions as to be beyond
the ordinary comprehension of the humble wine-maker, and which even
the Government official himself, who makes the seizure, cannot intelli-

gibly explain.

The presence of a vineyard greatly adorns and beautifies the surroundings of the homestead, giving it a bright and cheerful aspect, which
yields a continual feast of beauty for the eye, and fills the heart with a
sense of quiet happiness and content, strengthening the love of home
and the simple enjoyments of rural life.
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It is the universal remark of observant travellei'S through the vinelauds of the world, that no communities are so contented, and happy,
and domestic, in their tastes and habits, or so strongly attached to home,
kindred and country, as the dwellers among the vineyards.
Every California farmer should naturally desire a vineyard, and would
do so, if the Government afforded them proper protection in that branch
of industry; whereas, now, every man who has planted vines in years
past wishes that he had not done so, as he feels that in working up its
small produce he is exposing himself to arrest, and his machinery and
crops to confiscation, and liable to have himself and family turned adrift
upon the world as criminals.
A. more iniquitous and ruinous
system to our State could not have
been devised by the shrewdest and most implacable of her enemies.
The interest of the State, and of the General Government also, would
be better served by relieving the fruit growers from the onerous burden
of being placed upon the same footing, and subject to the same rules
and regulations with their stills, as the grain and malt distillers; their
cases are by no means analagous, for, with the latter, distilling is their

sole business, generally employing their entire capital and time;
whereas, with the fruit grower, distilling is merely incidental to his
vocation as a horticulturist, enabling him to save a portion of his ripened
and perishable crop,, which would else be wholly lost to him and to the
market.
The General Government would gain more revenue by giving the fruit
The consumption
distillers exemption than it will by its present policy.
of those articles that pay duties would be more gain to the Government
than the small taxes now collected, after deducting the heavy expenditure of keeping up the army of officials necessary to watch every little
vineyard.
In a few years, if the grape and fruit interest could have that protection or exemption so essential to foster and encourage it (which should
be the true wisdom and policy of the Government), the shipping of wines,
brandies, raisins and other fruits, from this State, would be a source of
pride, not only to Californians, but to every American.
Your committee have not deemed it necessary to enlarge upon the
various kinds of wine made in our State, or their relative merits; nor
the manner of rearing the grape and manufacturing wines and brandies
therefrom, all of which have hitherto been largely treated of in California, and books upon the subject are open to the study of any desiring
information on the subject.
Perhaps it would not be out of place for your committee to mention
in this report the fact that their attention has been called to an improved
process of distilling brandy from the grape, discovered by Mr.
Johnson, of Coloma, whereby he has succeeded in separating the brandy
almost entirely from the fusil oil, thus rendering it more palatable and
wholesome, and greatly enhancing its value as an article of commerce.
Your committee respectfully submit the foregoing report, and beg
leave to offer the following concurrent resolution, with a recommenda-

tion that

it

pass

:

CONCURRENT RESOLUTION.

Whereas. The existing Internal Eevenue Law of the United States is
oppressive and unjust in its operation toward the fruit distilling interest
of California, leading to arrest as a criminal, and working a confiscation
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of the machinery and house and land whereon it is located, for the
slightest technical violation of its stringent provisions, which are so conr
flicting as to be be} ond the simple comprehension of the humble distiller ;
the
whereas,
law, by its system of rewards to informers and officials
and,
in cases of seizure and sale, acts practically as a
bounty upon injustice
and petty tyranny, inasmuch as the officer making the seizure is the
interpreter of the law, and passes upon the legality of his own acts, from
which there is no appeal, except at a ruinous expense and loss of time;
and, whereas, the ruling now imposed by the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue regarding a capacity and per diem tax is ruinous and inapplicable to the fruit distiller, and prevents the working of light and
inferior wines into brandy, and if persisted in, will effectually destroy
and close the fruit interest of California; therefore, be it

Resolved by the Senate, the Assembl}' concurring, that our Senators
Congress be instructed and our Representative* requested to lay the
facts stated in the preceding preamble before that body, and use their
utmost endeavors for the repeal of the said law, or such a modification
of it as will exempt fruit distillers from its provisions, as applied to malt
in

and grain

distillers.

That his Excellency Governor Haight be requested to furnish
a copy of the foregoing resolution to each of our Senators and Representatives in Congress.
Resolved,

WILSON,

Chairman.
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BEET ROOT SUGAR.

DEVELOPMENT OF BEET EOOT SUGAR INDUSTRY.
C

This industry is exciting so much interest at this time, that we feel
called upon to place before the agriculturists of the State all the information obtainable. We therefore make the following extracts from the
Report of the "United States Commissioner to the Paris Exposition on
"We would give
It will be found valuable and interesting.
this subject.
the process of manufacture, but it could not be rendered intelligible
without a large number of drawings for illustration. We are therefore
compelled to omit this part of the report
:

HISTORY OF THE CULTIVATION OF THE BEET FOR SUGAR.

The history of the manufacture of sugar from the beet is one of the
most interesting and instructive in the annals of industrial arts.
Although it comprises a period of little more than fifty years, its growth
has been marked by rapid strides, and in many European countries the
manufacture of sugar, which had hitherto been considered a monopoly
of the tropics, is firmly established, and bids fair to become one of the
most stable and productive industries Founded by Napoleon a little
more than half a century ago, it was subjected in its infancy to the evils
of adverse and hostile legislation. Like other grand creations of that

man

of genius, however, it survived his downfall; for a long time apparently forgotten, yet still remaining, though in obscurity, in a corner of
France, till called to fulfil the destiny for which it was created. At last,
however, placed on a more secure footing, this manufacture has been
carried on with constantly increasing production, at a constantly decreasing cost, till it has assumed its present proportions, and may be reckoned
among the most important of European industries.
In seventeen hundred and forty-seven, Margraff, a Prussian chemist,
read before the Academy of Berlin his memoir on the existence of a
sugar in the beet identical with that in the cane. It was n,ot, however,
until fourteen years after this that this discovery found its first application.
Achard. another chemist of Berlin, republished the discoveries of
Margraff. and it is to Ids indefatigable industry and perseverance that we
owe the first practical methods used in the manufacture of beet sugar.
From seventeen hundred and eighty-nine to seventeen hundred and
ninety-six, Achard devoted himself to the culture of the beet and experiments in sugar making at his farm at Caulsdorff, near Berlin, at the end
of which time, with the assistance of the Government, he founded at
Kunern, in Silesia, a manufactory which proved to be successful, and
was soon followed by the erection of two other similar establishments.
This was the origin of the manufacture which is to-day represented by
so many establishments in France and in various parts of Europe.
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The results of the labors of Achard were published in seventeen hunThe Annates de Chimie, in seventeen hundred
dred and ninety-seven.
and ninety-nine, contained a letter from h^m, in which he described the
processes used by him in the manufacture of beet sugar, and the cost of
the manufactured article. In the same letter he also forcibly presented
the advantages which would result to agriculture by the introduction of
new industry.
The political situation

this

in Europe was at this time singularly favorable
Achard. France desired to be freed from the commercial monopoly of England, and to reduce the high price of sugar
which the war with that power had caused.
Experience in France did not, however, confirm the brilliant results
which had been announced. The Commission appointed by the Institute
to inquire into this matter reported the cost of the new product at one
franc eighty centimes, instead of sixty centimes, the price announced by
Achard. Two manufactories which had been established near Paris
suspended operations, and by their failure threw great discredit upon
this industry, which has achieved its present success only after many
years of patient and persistent endeavor.
In eighteen hundred and ten, the report of Mr. Deyeux, which was

to the discoveries of

read before the Academy of Sciences, again called the attention of the
public to the advantages which would result from the manufacture of
beet sugar. Cane sugar had at this time reached an exorbitant price,
being three francs per half kilogram, equal to about sixty cents per
pound. The attention of the French Government was also called to this
subject, and some specimens of sugar were presented to the Emperor

Napoleon.

The feasibility of the manufacture of sugar from the beet having been
established, there needed to be but a favorable opportunity to secure to
France the possession of this industry.
By the decree of March twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred and eleven, the
Emperor ordered that thirty-two thousand hectares of land should be
devoted to the culture of the beet, and one million francs were placed at
the disposal of the Minister of Interior for encouraging this industry.
Instructions were sent to all the departments, and a new decree, under
the date of January fifteenth, eighteen hundred and twelve, established
chemistry, where the processes used in this manufacture
Two million kilograms of raw sugar were also produced
in the four imperial factories, from the harvest of
eighteen hundred and
twelve.
The manufacture was further encouraged by granting five hundred
manufacturers' licenses, and by decreeing that all indigenous sugar
should be exempt from taxation for four years.
The political crisis of eighteen hundred and fourteen was a terrible
blow to this new industry, and caused the failure of all the manufacturers but one.
In December of eighteen hundred and fourteen, Iioavever, under an impost of about three and one-third cents per pound,
while that of foreign sugar was five cents per pound, the industry
revived. New and more effective methods of manufacture were introduced, and sixty or seventy per cent, of juice was realized, instead of
fifty or sixty per cent., the amount obtained by the older processes. The
yield of sugar at this time was from three to four per cent., the yield of
molasses five per cent., and the cost of manufacture about seven cents
five schools of

were taught.
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per pound.

From

this time

till

eighteen hundred and thirty, the progress

made was as rapid as it was great. In eighteen hundred and twentytwo the }-ield of sugar was abtut five per cent., and the cost of manuThe amount produced at this
facture five and a half cents per pound.
time, in one hundred different establishments, was about five thousand
tons.

a marked effect upon this indusIn eighteen hundred and thirty-six the number of manufactories
was one hundred and thirty-six. Since eighteen hundred and forty,
though there has been a constant struggle between the cane growers
of the French colonies and the beet growers of France, the amount of
beet sugar produced in France has doubled every ten years.
In eighteen hundred and sixty-five and eighteen hundred and sixtysix, the production of beet sugar had reached two hundred and seventyfour millions of kilograms, an amount more than sufficient to supply
home consumption Avithout recourse to the French colonies.
In eighteen hundred and thirty the average annual consumption of
sugar in France per each person was about two pounds, of which the
beet sugar manufacture produced about nine per cent.
In eighteen hundred and sixty-five the average consumption was fourteen pounds per each person, the beet sugar manufacture supplying sufficient for that amount.
The rapid growth and development of this industry throughout Europe
forms one of the most interesting spectacles of the present century, and
the economic, social and industrial questions to which it has given
rise, have attracted the attention and monopolized the labors of the
leading minds of the countries in which it has been established. The
beet has found its supporters and adherents in the cabinets of kings, the
academies of science, in agricultural societies and farmers' clubs, in the
machine shop, and in the peasants' cottage. No other industry of mod-,
em times has so successfully harmonized the agricultural and manufacturing interests which have heretofore been regarded as inimical to each
other, or has originated and supported so many subservient and minor
The manufacture of sugar has been established and successinterests.
on in Prussia, Austria, Russia, Holland, the Zollverein, Belcarried
fully
gium, Poland and Sweden. The total amount of sugar produced in
these countries, and in France, is six hundred and thirty thousand tons
per annum. Except in the seaboard towns of France none other than
beet sugar is used ; the same is true also of Germany, none but beet
sugar is consumed in Paris, Vienna, Berlin, Dresden, Leipsic or ^Munich.
The average yield of sugar for the past eight years has been over eight
per cent., and of molasses about two and forty one-hundredths per cent.
The reduction of the price of sugar effected by means of the substitution of power for hand labor, and the introduction of new and useful
machines and processes is illustrated by the following table,* snowing
the average prices, exclusive of duties, of number twelve raw sugar in
Paris, from eighteen hundred and sixteen to eighteen hundred and sixtyfive, inclusive, omitting the period from eighteen hundred and twentyeight to eighteen hundred and fifty-four, during which time the price

The introduction of steam power had

try.

gradually

fell

:

Vide Lett-root Sugar and Cultivation of the Beet, by E. B. Grant, Boston, 1867, p. 19.
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"This industry has not failed to perform the promises of its youth,
justified, by its rapid development, the most enthusiastic hopes
of its founders.
France, in the possession of the beet, has become the
fortunate rival of the most flourishing sugar colonies, which she has not
only surpassed by the progress made in manufacture, but also in production, which is not inferior in importance to that of the Island of
and has

Cuba."

The same author remarks that

in the large increase in the consumpof sugar is to be seen .a solution of the difficulties which have
existed so long between the cane and the beet sugar manufacturer, and
the eventual harmonizing of these discordant interests. This increase
also betokens an advanced degree of comfort and a higher scale of living
throughout the entire population.
Political economists recommend the liberal use of this article, and by
so doing throw their influence on the side of the consumers, whose
interest it is to effect the abolition or great dimunition of the imposts
and duties at present in force, the proper adjustment o*f which presents
so many difficulties to the statesman.

tion

PRESENT CONDITION OF THE BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY.
Since the establishment of the beet sugar industry, in eighteen hundred and twelve, it has spread very rapidly over all continental Europe,
and at the present time in most of those countries is placed on a permanent and secure footing. It is to be found in Austria, Russia, Prussia,
Germany, Belgium and Holland, and its introduction into England is
This shows a remarkable change of feeling in that
seriously discussed.
country in regard to this industry, for no other nation was. so strongly
opposed to the introduction of the manufacture of sugar into France*
as England, or contributed so much to defeat this object and Tiring
this industry, then in its infancy, into ridicule.
It is proposed to give a brief account of the present condition of this
industry in the different countries of Europe, and to enumerate some of
the benefits which have resulted from its introduction.
We will commence with France, for in that country the manufacture
of beet sugar is carried on more scientifically and successfully than in
an}' other part of Europe.
France.

Although the discovery of the existence of a cry stalliz able sugar in
is due to Prussian invention and intellect, yet the successful
application of the discovery is due to the genius and perseverance of
French manufacturers, stimulated by the assistance and approval of
the Government, and by that feeling of patriotic pride which finds its
expression in the workshop as well as in the battalion. The varied fortunes which beset this new industry have been already noticed. It had
spread since its foundation to many places in France, and in eighteen
hundred and thirty-six was to be found in, active operation in thirtyseven departments, the number of factories being four hundred and
the beet

did 'not exceed forty million kiloThe law of eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, by which a
grams.
duty of fifteen francs per one hundred kilograms was imposed upon indigenous sugar, caused sixty-six manufactories to suspend work, and

thirty-six, although the production
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drove the cultivation of the beet from seventeen departments. It was
with the utmost difficulty that this industry could be maintained in the
northern departments, a country where agriculture flourished, labor was
abundant and fuel cheap. Subsequently the improvements in agriculture, the establishment of canals and railroads, and the consequent
decrease in the cost of transportation, caused this industry to be again
established in many localities, although the north still remains the principal seat of this manufacture.
The following table from the report of M. Dureau, shows the number
of factories in each department of France, and their production for the
years eighteen hundred and sixty-six and eighteen hundred and sixtyseven :*
Production of beet sugar in France for the years eighteen hundred and sixty-six

and

eighteen

hundred and

sixty-seven.

No. of
Department.

factories

Aisne

Production in
kilograms.

Somme

39,172.464
77,922,287
16,813,646
35,446,974
24,731.431

Other departments

22,767,875

Nord
Oise
Pas-de-Calais

Total

•

216,854,677

" In the

Department of the Aisne this industry is centered, particularly
Arrondissement of St. Quentins Laon and Soissons. In the
Department of the Nord, the Arrondissements of Valenciennes, Lille;
Douai, and Cambria, contain the greatest number of manufactories, parIn the Pas-de-Calais there are the
ticularly the first two mentioned.
in the Somme, those of Peronne and of
factories of Arras and Bethune
Montdidier; in the Oise, those of Compiegne and Senlis. Although the
amount of beet sugar manufactured has largely increased since eighteen
hundred and thirty-seven, the number ot factories is less, and but twentyin

the

;

four departments, instead of thirty-seven, as then, enjoy the benefits of
In the Department of the Nord alone can it be said that,
this industry.
with but few exceptions, this industry has attained all that can be
The manufactories are numerous throughout the whole departattained.
ment each commune has three or four establishments, and in some
places the smoke from the chimneys of sixteen or seventeen factories can
be seen on the horizon."
;

The following abstract from an article published during the Exhibishows in a striking manner the importance which this industry has
attained in some of the districts of France. f
tion

*

Rapports du Jury International, Vol. XI, p. 287.
f Exposition Illustree, Vol. II, p. 28.
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" Official returns show that the Arrondissement of
Valenciennes produced, from eighteen hundred and sixty-four to eighteen hundred and
sixty-six, one hundred and fift}*-one million ninety-six thousand six hundred and seventy kilograms of molasses, and from eighteen hundred and
fifty-three to eighteen hundred and sixty-six, nine hundred and fiftythree thousand five hundred and twenty hectolitres of alcohol. During
the same period the sugar factories consumed nearly six milliards of
kilograms of beets, a large part of which was produced in the neighboring districts and sent here to be manufactured. The immense plantations of this arrondissement, which formerly sent the whole crop to
the sugar factories, now send a large part of it to the distilleries, and
the great factories and refineries are forced to call upon the neighboring
arrondissements for the supply necessary to keep their works in operation.
This, however, does not seem to have affected the manufacture of
sugar, for the Arrondissement of Valenciennes has exported during the
last eight years nearl}' fifteen millions of raw sugar.
" This
district contains sixty-four factories, which furnish occupation
during the winter season, when no other employment can be obtained,
to seven thousand men, two thousand seven hundred and fifty women,
and two thousand six hundred and seventy children of both sexes. The
wages paid to these operatives for the one hundred and twenty days
work, which is the length of the sugar-making season, amounts to three

million two hundred and fifty thousand francs.
It to this amount is
added the sum of eight hundred thousand francs paid for agricultural
labor, the sum of four million francs is reached, which is paid as wages
in this industry annually. The sugar factories produce annually six million two hundred and sixtv-one thousand kilograms of sugar, one million
six hundred and twenty-one thousand seven hundred kilograms of molasses, and twenty-four million nine hundred and ninety thousand kilograms
of pulp.
They make use of numerous steam engines, whose aggregate*
power amounts to one thousand horses. Finally, this industry has,
during the last ten years, paid for local taxes the sum of eighty thousand
francs, while all the other industries of the arrondissement combined
have contributed less than ninety thousand francs."

In those departments into which the cultivation of the beet and the
manufacture of sugar have been lately introduced, the newest processes
and best machinery are to be seen. The size and productive power of
the factories have generally been increased, and the average production,
which in eighteen hundred and thirty-six was ninety thousand kilograms
per each factory, at the present time has reached as high as five hundred thousand kilograms, and in some cases, that of the largest establishments, one million five hundred thousand kilograms. The amount of
sugar usually extracted is from five and sixty one-hundredths to six per
cent.
An establishment, therefore, producing one million five hundred
thousand kilograms of sugar, would work up from twenty-five thousand
to thirty thousand tons of beets, which, basing the production at forty
kilograms per hectare, would require from six hundred and fifty to seven
hundred and fifty hectares under cultivation.
The average amount of
land under cultivation for each factory is from two hundred and fifty to
three hundred hectares, which is as much as can be economically worked,

owing to the difficulty of transporting the beets to the factory.
The aggregate amount of steam power employed in this industry is
eighty-eight thousand horses, estimating a two-hundred horse power
engine to each factory.
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The amount of land under beef

cultivation in France, at the present
estimated to be one hundred and ten thousand hectares. In
eighteen hundred and fifty-seven, ten years ago, it was only fifty-two
thousand hectares.
The price of raw sugar at the present time in Prance is from sixt}T one to seventy francs per one hundred kilograms. To this must bo added
the duty, which, on beet root sugar is forty-two francs per one hundred
kilograms, and on French colonial sugar, thirtv-seven and a half francs.
After being refined, this sugar sells for one hundred and twenty-five to
one hundred francs per one hundred kilograms, which includes the duty.
The production of beet root sugar in France is over two hundred million

time,

is

kilograms. About the same amount is imported. The consumption is two
hundred and fifty million kilograms, and the difference is exported, in the
form of refined sugar, to England, Switzerland, America, Algiei'S, and
other countries.
It will be seen that France nearly supplies her own consumption of
sugar, although (as has before been shown) that consumption has
iucreased steadily every year.

Germany.

The development of

this industry in Germany has been as remarkable
and its progress has been marked with the same success.
While under the direction of the founder, Achard, who was assisted by
Government patronage, it was represented by two or three establishments, and subsisted until eighteen hundred and fourteen. From that
time till eighteen hundred and thirty, there was very little or no sugar
manufactured in Germany. In eighteen hundred and thirty, measures
were taken to establish this industry, for its development in France proved
that the manufacture of sugar could be profitably carried on in Europe.
Since the establishment of the Zollverein, this manufacture has been

as in France,

greatly extended, but within the last eight years, particularly, it has
increased to such an extent as to completely drive foreign sugar from
the market. The factories are unequally distributed among the different
countries of the confederation. The greatest number is to be found in
Prussia, and particularly in Silesia and Saxony, the. soil of which is admirably adapted to the cultivation of the beet. The increase of the number
In eighteen hundred and forty,
of factories in Prussia is very marked.
there were only one hundred and two establishments; in eighteen hun-

dred and sixty-five, two hundred and thirty-four.
In the Zollverein, as in France, the average amount of sugar produced
by each factory has largely increased within the last twenty years, and
the German manufacturers are enabled not only to work up more beets
per day than formerly, but to extract a much larger percentage of sugar,
the average being from five to eight per cent.
This large average yield of sugar, which is so much larger than it is
in France, is one of the results of the different systems of agriculture
pursued in Germany, which system, in its turn, is due to the manner in
In France the
which the tax on the production of sugar is collected.
duty is collected on the amount of sugar produced, and amounts to nearly
In some instances, howforty-four francs per every hundred kilograms.
ever, the duty is collected on the juice, with the understanding that if
more sugar is produced than estimated, it shall also be liable to the tax.
In other words, the duty is collected on the manufactured article.
In the Zollverein a different system exists. The tax is levied on the
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beet before it is rasped, at the rate of one and eighty-seven one-hundredths
francs per each hundred kilograms of roots.
When the yield of sugar is
eight per cent., this amounts to a tax of twenty-three and forty-three onehundredths francs for every one hundred kilograms of the manufactured
If the German manufacturer can extract more than eight per
article.
cent, of sugar from the beet, this increase is not taxed. With this system
it is easily seen that it is the interest of the manufacturer to have only
those beets produced which contain the greatest amount of sugar. It is
the custom, also, to cut off from the root, before it passes into the rasp,
all those parts, such as the neck, which contain the smallest amount of
sugar, and in which the salts and nitrogenous matters are more abundant
Such a system as this does not tend to encourage the agriculture
of the country.
The manufacturers, in many cases, insist that certain
manures shall not be used on the land at all, and the land is never
manured previous to raising a crop of beets. The production per hectare
is consequently very much less than it is in France, the average
being

only from twenty thousand to twenty-five thousand kilograms. Beets
manner contain, it is true, much more sugar, but produce
a smaller amount of waste pulp, which is used in other countries to so
great an extent for fodder and manure. In the Zollverein, the beet is
raised in this

cultivated for its sugar alone, the object being to produce the greatest
In
amount of sugar by raising beets of the maximum sweetness.
France, on the other hand, the beet industry is thorougbl}- agricultural,
and has for its object, not only the production of sugar, but also the
improvement and fertilization of the soil; and upon the successful cultivation of this plant the agriculture of many districts depend
The States of the Zollverein have quadrupled their production during
the last fifteen years one hundred and eight}- thousand tons of sugar
having been produced in eighteen hundred and sixty-five and eighteen

—

hundred and

sixty-six, against fifty-two thousand five hundred and
eighty-six tons in eighteen hundred and fifty.
The quantity of imported sugar has fallen during the same time from
fifty-two thousand five hundred and sixty-eight tons to twelve thousand
five hundred and sixty-two, showing that the foreign article has been
nearly driven from the market.
In eighteen hundred and sixty five and eighteen hundred and sixty-six
there were thirty new establishments built and man}- old ones enlarged.
The average yield of sugar is eight per cent.; of molasses, two and forty
one-hundredths per cent. This includes the returns from poorly managed
The sugar producfactories and those worked under the old processes.
tion of the Zollverein is at the present time one hundred and ninety
Much of the sugar is obtained from the infusion of
million kilograms.
dried beet the beets being sliced and dried, and sent in this condition
to the manufactory.
As an illustration of the proportions which a

—

manufactory may assume when conducted under this system, we may
establishment at Waghausel, near Carlsruhe, in the Duchy of
Baden, in which three thousand people are employed, a capital of eighty
million franca (sixteen million dollars) invested, and twelve acres of land
covered with buildings.
The consumption of sugar in the Zollverein, for the j'ear eighteen
hundred and sixty-seven, was one hundred and sixty thousand tons.

cite the

Austria.

The

beneficial results

try into Austria are

produced by the introduction of this new indusfact that the amount of sugar con-

shown by the
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that the manufacture
sumed by each person has largely increased
of sugar are
supplies entirely the home market; that large quantities
the beets used in
on
time
same
the
tax
at
the
while
annually exported,
;

this

manufacture

is

the source of a large. revenue to the State.

The following information in regard to the introduction and development of the manufacture of beet sugar in Austria was communicated to
the Department of State by Mr. P. Sidney Post, United States Consul
at

Vienna

:*

"

which ought to interest the United
Tjhere is no industry of Austria
States so much as the production of sugar from the beet root. The
United States appears to be in every respect as well, and in many
than this country.
respects much better, adapted for its production
" Beets
containing a large amount of saccharine matter can be abundantlv and cheaply raised in all the Northern States, and especially in
the northwest; and if the great profit of converting them into sugar
was
understood, there would be plenty of capital for the supply of
fully

the necessary machinery.
" The
machinery is expensive, and it requires a large amount of capital
to commence operations, but it is doubtful whether there is any branch
The
of industry which would so well repay capital and enterprise.
business cannot well be conducted on a small scale, and this disadvantage
has, doubtless, hitherto prevented its being general^ adopted in the
United States. But wTaen it shall have been given a fair trial it must

become a very important interest.
" The
growth of the manufacture of sugar is as wonderful ^s the hisThe
is interesting.
of
the
legislation on this subject in Europe
tory
embargo of Napoleon, which forced on France the production of sugar,

proved to Austria how beneficial the industry would be to this empire
but the first factories were not built until eighteen hundred and thirty.
" In
in eighteen
eighteen hundred and thirty there were two factories;
hundred and fifty-one, one hundred in eighteen hundred and sixty-one,
one hundred and twenty-five; in eighteen hundred and sixty-two, one
hundred and thirty; in eighteen hundred and sixty-four, one hundred
and thirty-six in eighteen hundred and sixty-six, one hundred and forty.
" There is a tax levied
upon the beets before they are manufactured
into sugar, and by this means the exact quantity consumed is known.
;

;

;

Quantify of beets converted into sugar during the years named.

Cwt.

Year.

1851
1853
1855

5,411,770
6,387,319
7,989,390
11,892,941
15,681,114
21,017,574
18,511,909
17,682,594

1857

1858
1859
1860
1861
* Vide report on commercial relations,

36

etc., for

1867, page 510.
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Cwt.

Tear.

1862
1863
1864
1865
1866

17,112,066
21,080,121
18,288,911
24,197,127
21,081,368

"

The decrease of eighteen hundred and sixty-two and eighteen hundred and sixty-four is explained by bad harvests; that of eighteen hundred and sixty and eighteen hundred and sixty-six was occasioned by
the wars progressing in those years.
"In eighteen hundred and sixty-six the one hundred and forty sugar
manufactories used machines for cutting beets, two hundred and twentythree; cylinders for maceration, forty-four; juice centrifugals, eightytwo; juice presses, nine hundred and sixty-six; refining kettles, etc.,
seven hundred and fifty-seven evaporation apparatus, two hundred and
sixty-seven pans, one hundred and seventy-five; spodumene niters, one
thousand five hundred and sixty-seven.
"
During the last sugar campaign there were consumed

—

;

;

:

%

Coal,

cwt

Coke, cwt
Peat, cwt
Wood cords
,

Spodumene

for filtering,

cwt

10,664,614
64,235
1,123
6,041
678,290

"During the campaign and part of the time during the rest of the
year there were employed in the sugar manufactories twenty-five thousand and twenty-seven males and fourteen thousand four hundred and
The daily wages of the laborers vary from
seventy-eight females.
twenty kreutzers to one florin per day, and there were paid during the
year over three million five hundred thousand florins on account of wages.
While in eighteen hundred and fifty-one but five per cent, of sugar was
obtained from beets, in eighteen hundred and sixty-one, by the improvement in machinery, the manufacturers were enabled to obtain six and a
half per cent., and in eighteen hundred and sixty-six they succeeded in
obtaining seven and a half per cent. The pure sugar obtained from these
beets equalled, in eighteen hundred and fifty-one, twenty-seven million
in eighteen hunfifty-eight thousand eight hundred and fifty pounds;
dred and sixty-one, one hundred and fifteen million fifty-nine thousand
six hundred and thirty-six pounds; in eighteen hundred and sixty-six,
one hundred and fifty-eight million one hundred and nine thousand eight
hundred and eighty-seven pounds. At an average value of thirty florins
per centner, the amount realized from the last campaign equals thirtysix million four hundred and seven thousand florins; or, if we take the
Austrian florin at its present value, and reduce the quantity to American
measures, the sugar will be worth nine dollars and seventy-five cents in
in gold,
gold per hundred weight, and the whole yield will be worth,
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fourteen million five hundred and sixty-two thousand eight hundred
dollars.
" The

Government tax upon the beet is forty and nine-tenths kreutzers
of fresh beets and two florins (twenty-five and a half kreutcentner
per
for dried ones. The Government tax on beet amounted
centner
zer) per

—

Florins.

Year.

In
In
In
In
In
In
In

153,337

1830.
1861.
1862.
1863.
1864.

5,659,202
5,587,838
6,989,838
6,030,097
7,926,202
6,116,589

1865
1866.

"
By this increased manufacture the commercial proportions between
the exports and imports of this article have been entirely changed, as is
shown by the following tables
:

Imports and exports' of sugar into and from Vienna, in centners.*

Refined.

Year.

Powdered.

Molasses.

Imports.

1830
1840
1850
1855
1£60
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866

2,213
5,280
35,005
35,028
4,656
9,951
31,280
13,418
3,940
2,380
1,848

400,039
529,600
645,608
770,981
36,410
31,716
131,692
23,845
3,841

526
422

Exports.

267

1850
1853
1858
1860
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866

18

30

8

10,757

1,359
1,820

155

587
736
47,673
110,812
183,631
*

A

39,245
363,144
34,056

centner nearly equals 123J pounds.

583
661
92
142
27,004
35,710
31,762
27,752
31,662
29,180
20,612
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"During the first six months of eighteen hundred and sixty-seven,
nearly seven hundred thousand centners were exported. Thus it may
be seen th'at thirty-six years ago all the sugar used in the empire was
imported. Now the importation of sugar has ceased, and it has become
an article of export and is no inconsiderable item in the balance of trade.
"The duty on the importation of sugar was reduced in eighteen hundred and fifty-five and in eighteen hundred and sixty-two, and the interruption in the steady decrease of the import and increase of the export
owing to this cause.
The heavy tax on the beet before conversion into sugar operates as
a tax on the sugar. When sugar became an article of export there was
a certain recompensation fixed, which in eighteen hundred and sixty
equalled five florins sixteen kreutzers per centner on refined sugar, and
four florins twenty kreutzers on powdered sugar. In eighteen hundred
and sixty-four this recompensation was realized to six florins fifty-one
kreutzers per centner on refined sugar, and to five florins thirt}?- kreutzers per centner on powdered sugar.
"The continued import of molasses is explained by the fact that the
molasses obtained from the beet is not fit for common use, but is used
is

"

for producing spirits.
"

Comparing the income from customs duty, and the tax on the produc-

we find not only that the proportion between the export
and import has changed, but that there is a considerable increase in consumption at home. Giving the income in round numbers we have
tion of sugar,

:

Revenues from

Year.

the

manufactures of

beet root sugar.

From customs
ties

Austrian

1850..
1852..

1855.
1858..
I860..
1861..
1862..
1863..
1864..
1865..
1866..

du-

on imports.

florins.

5,300,000
5,900,000
6,600,000
3,600,000
400,000
400,000
1,409,000
800,000

200,000
100,000
100,000

From

Internal

Revenue

Austrian

.

tax.

florins.

150,000
500,080
1,100,000
4,100,000
5,100,000
5,800,000
5,600,000
7,000,000
6,000,000
7.900,000
6,100,000

"Notwithstanding the diminished customs duty on sugar, by the increase of the amount realized from the internal revenue sugar tax, the
total result has grown larger, thereby showing that the domestic consumption must have been increased.
" The
expense of the manufacture of sugar during the last year was
:
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Austrian

Cost
Cost
Cost
Cost
Cost
Cost
Cost
Cost
Cost

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

beets

florins.

3,414,000
2.582,000
72,700
3,844,600
2,601,100
53,600
10,800
1,200
3,500,000
6,116,600

manufactured sugar ....
manufactured molasses

spodumene
coal

wood
peat
coke

wages

Tax
Total expenses
Value of the sugar produced...

22,196,600
36,407,000

For

14,210,400

"

interest, profit, etc

Thirty-nine and three-tenths per cent, of the entire income, thereremains for interest on the capital and profits of the business."

fore,

The following observations are extracted from a
lished dispatch

from Mr. Post, now

ment, and supplied for this report
''

in

later

and unpub-

the archives of the State Depart-

:

The production and export of beet root sugar is increasing, and the
its increase is best shown by the following table

history of

:

Table showing the quantity of beets taxed and used during the last three
years in Austria.
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Beet root sugar manufactories in Austria and other countries, and their
products.

3

c £
g> B

a
— a&
Country.

season.

o i

Quantity of beets
taxed.

Quantity of raw sugar produced.

Quantity of sugar
exported.

B

P
B

Austria
Austria
Austria
Austria

1S64-65..
1865-66..
1866-67..

Zollverein.
Zollverein.
Zollverein.
Zollverein.

1864-65..
1865-66..
1S66-67..

1868

Belgium....
Belgium....
Belgium....
Belgium....

1864-65..
1865-66..
1866-67..
1867-68..

Holland
Holland
Holland
Russia
Russia
Russia
Russia

1868

...
...
...

143
138
138
166

18,040,561 Vie. cwt.
15,612,209 Vie. cwt,
19,105,874 Vie. cwt.

*A verage

•373,285 cus. cwt.

eus. cwt..
cus. cwt..
cus. cwt..
cus. cwt..
kilos
70,000
5,790,000 kilos

437,896
831,037
782,460
800,000

Ill

18

3,326,141 poods.
3,552,000 poods.
5,280,000 poods.

283

for the three seasons, 1864-65,

Production, consumption, export

1865-66 and 1S66-67.

and import of sugar

1834-35

I*J

506,074 cus. cwt.
806,742 cus. cwt.

300

1864-65..
1865-66..
1866-67.,

1868

cus. cwt.

40,902,891 cus. cwt. 3,413,214 cus. cwt..
42,859,064 cus. cwt. 3,713.912 cus. cwt.,
50,012,553 cus. cwt. 3,900,000 cus. cwt.,

1865

1867
1868

n, 344,136

to

1867.

in Austria

from
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This country is destined to become one of the most important sugarproducing countries in Europe. The soil, which is a rich, dark loam,
produces excellent beets without manure, and is acknowledged to be the
The number of kilograms of beets per
best for this purpose in Europe.
acre is generally very small (twenty thousand), but the richness of the
beet is remarkable, nine and frequently ten per cent!, of sugar being
obtained.
The number of factories in Russia at the present time is four
hundred and forty, most of them, however, being of small size.
In Holland, into which the beet has been recently introduced, the cultivation and manufacture appear in the most flourishing condition. This
is owing to the fertility of the soil, in which the beet grows to its full
size, and retains at the same time its 'full saccharine properties
The present production of sugar in Holland is about seventy-five thousand kilograms. The number of manufactories is ten.
United States.

Attempts have been made at different times in this country to estabthe manufacture of beet root sugar, with, however, but moderate
All of these attempts have, with but one exception, been on a
success.
small scale, while the industry was still in its infancy, and the prices of
foreign sngar were much lower than they are now. or are likely to

lish

be again.
In eighteen hundred and thirty-eight and eighteen hundred and thirtynine, the "Northampton Beet Sugar Company," of Northampton, Massachusetts', made several hundred pounds of this sugar, and succeeded in
raising beets of excellent quality and weight, but the enterprise did not
The most complete published account of
prove financially successful.
this attempt is that given by Mr. David Lee Child.*
This enterprise is also referred to by Mr. E. B. Grant
Of the more
recent endeavors he thus speaks :f
" In
eighteen hundred and sixty-three and eighteen hundred and sixtyfour, the brothers Gennert, of
York, conceived the idea of manuMr. Thomas Gennert visited Europe for the purfacturing beet sugar.

New

pose of studying the methods there employed.
Upon his return, the
firm selected the prairie lands in the Town of Chatsworth. Livingston
County, Illinois, purchased twenty-three hundred acres, erected buildIn process of time they
ings, and commenced the cultivation of beets.
gathered their crop, which, owing to the drought, and also to the unfavorable method of planting, yielded only ten or twelve tons to the acre.
The beets were of excellent saccharine properties, containing twelve and
a-half per cent, of sugar.
The heavy outlay required exhausted their
We started on too large a scale
means; or, to use their own words
for our purse, which gave out too soon before the machinery required for
successful working was finished; but experience has shown us
sufficiently
that sugar enough is contained in the beets, and that it can be got out.
With our imperfect, or rather incomplete machinery, we extracted seven
per cent, in melada. Those beets would average, with complete machinery, nine per cent.'
" The Messrs. Gennert have
put their property into a stock company,
'

:

* The culture of the beet and manufacture of beet
sugar, 1840.
f Beet-root sugar aud cultivation of the beet, by E. B. Grant. Boston, 1867.
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Germania Sugar Company,' and
called the
land in cultivation with beets this season."
'

have six hundred acres of

The following is their estimate of the profits of working one hundred
tons of beets per day, according to the yield of sugar, and with a capital
of two hundred thousand dollars
:

At
At
At
At

73
91
109
127

6 per cent.
7 per cent.
8 per cent.
9 per cent.

per
per
per
per

cent,
cent,
cent,
cent,

profit.
profit.

profit.

profit.

In referring to this same enterprise, the Commissioner of Agriculture
says as follows :*
"

A promising beginning of beet sugar making has been commenced at
Chatsworth, Illinois, aud fine samples of the sugar may be seen in the
museum of this department. It has, of course, met with difficulties, surrounded by new circumstances, with high rates of labor, and interest on
money, which will all, I have no doubt, be eventually overcome. Many
individuals and companies stand ready to engage in the business when
Then in the West, as in
its success upon our soil is fully demonstrated.
Europe, flourishing villages will spring up upon prairies that are now
without population or improvements and an impetus will be given to
all other business by the successful manufacture of a raw product taken
from adjacent fields, involving the supply of an imperative want of
every class of our people."
;

The.testimony of the best authorities on this subject, and the attempts
themselves, prove that the beet may be grown successfully on our soil,
and that when capital and enterprise are brought to the aid of this
industry, success in sugar making will be assured beyond doubt.

NEW

PROCESSES AND MACHINERY.

Before giving a detailed account of the machinery and apparatus used
manufacture of beet root sugar, it has been thought advisable to
briefly enumerate the processes, and report the machinery employed at
the present time. ^ This notice is condensed from an article by Mr. Basset, published in Etudes sur V Exposition.
The manufacture of beet sugar, cane sugar, and any sugar extracted
from a vegetable juice or sap containing saccharine matter, depends
upon the following operations

iu the

:

—
—
—

The extraction of the sweet juice from the plant or part of the
plant which contains it.
Second This juice, which is never pure enough to produce good crystallizable sugar by simple evaporation, must be purified.
Third The juice must then be concentrated, in order to allow crysFirst

tallization to take place.

^Preliminary Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture

for the

year 1S67, p. 10.
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— It must then be
— The crystals must crystallized.
then be purified.
— The sugar
& must then be refined.

Fotirth

Fifth
Sixth

v

The following arc the principal methods used in the manufacture of
beet sugar at the present time
:

The beet from which the juice is to be extracted must be first cut up.
The beets are sometimes cooked previous to this operation, but the more
common way is to use them raw. For tbis operation, cutters are used
which cut the beets into ribbons or slices, or the root is submitted to the
action of a rasp, and a pulp of the proper degree of fineness obtained.
The last method is the one generally used.

The pulp

is then submitted to
pressure, an operation which is pervarious ways. The more common way is to put the pulp into
sacks of a coarse woollen material, which are piled in layers upon a
frame, each layer being separated by a plate of iron, perforated with
holes, or by a grating of the same material, with narrow spaces between
the bars. These sacks are then submitted to pressure, which is done by
an ordinary screw press, or by an hydraulic press, or by both.
The
sacks, after being used, are washed and soaked in a weak solution of
tannin.
The pressure, no matter how effectively performed, fails to extract
more than seventy-five or eighty per cent, of the juice. As the beet contains ninety-eight per cent, of water, sugar and soluble matter, and only
two per cent, of residuum, there is a loss by this process of from eighteen
to twenty per cent, of juice.
To prevent this loss, the extraction of the
juice by maceration, or the use of water instead of pressure, has been
attempted. Various machines and processes have been used, generally
with excellent success, but this method has not as yet superseded the
more common method of pressure.
The name given to the process of purification of the juice is defecation.
The object is to remove, as far as possible, the foreign matters remaining
in the juice after pressure.
These are principally nitrogenous matter,
mineral substances, coloring matter, an»d the coagulable albumen. The
coagulable albumen is removed by the action of heat, which causes it to
become insoluble. To remove the other matters, lime is added. These
form, with the lime, insoluble compounds which are easily eliminated,
but as an excess of lime combines with the sugar and forms saecharate
of lime, which causes a loss of sugar by its becoming dissplved, and as
tbis saecharate is injurious to the manufacture of good sugar,
being one
of the most active causes of discoloration in cooking, and its presence
producing sucre </ras, it is necessary to eliminate this excess of lime.
Tbis was formerly done by passing the juice through animal charcoal.
M. Bassett* observes that he is ignorant what have been the motives
which have induced manufacturers to make use of this operation, and
remarks that the animal charcoal has no effect on the lime; that it does
not act upon the saccharine alkalies; and that its decolorizing power
the only one it possesses is of no value when the liquid is not free from
the ulterior causes of the color, i. e., the alkaline bases.
The use of lime
in large quantities for the purpose of
eliminating the foreign matters

formed

in

—

* Etudes sur
l'Exposition de 1867, 3°Fascicule, 30 juin 1867.

37

—
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contained in the juice has therefore been proposed. A solution of saccharate of lime is thereby obtained, which is cleared of the lime by
passing a current of carbonic acid gas, obtained by the combustion of
This is in principle the process which is known to-day
coal, through it.
under the name of carbonation. The carbonic acid acts upon the lime,
but has no permanent effect upon the alkalies. It is true that the saccharate alkalies are decomposed by the carbonic acid, but as the alkaline
carbonates are not removed, the saccharates are again brought together
by the heat, and are an active cause of coloring and loss. M. Basset
recommends the use of super-phosphate of lime in defecation, it being a
cheap substitute and a more effective agent than carbonic acid, eliminating
the lime, and at the same time destroj'ing the effect of the alkaline salts
which the juice contains. By some manufacturers, sulphate of alumina
is used to eliminate the lime.
This, also, is an effective agent, and prevents coloring, but by its use deposits are left in the juice which are
difficult to remove, and a sulphate of lime is produced, which must be

removed by filtering at twenty-six or twenty-eight degree Beaume.
The different processes used in purifying the juice are briefly described
*
by Basset, as follows
:

Ordinary Process.

Elevation of the juice to the temperature of seventy-five or eighty
degrees centigrade; introduction and mixture of milk of lime; elevation
of the temperature to the boiling point; time to allow the liquid to
settle; decantation of the clear juice; pressure of the foam and insoluble
deposits; filtration of the juice through animal charcoal.

Barnuel Process.

An
This is the same as the above, with the following modifications
excess of lime is introduced so as to turn the sugar into saccharate of
The liquid is then decanted and submitted to a current of carbonic
lime.
acid. The juice is then allowed to settle, and filtered as above described.
The sulphate of alumni process has been before referred to.
:

Double Carbonation.

This

is similar to Barnuel's process, with this exception, that after the
action of the carbonic acid a new quantity of lime is introduced,
and the juice is again subjected to the carbonic acid. Decantation and
filtration as above described.

first

Troubled

Defecation.

Elevation of the juice to the temperature of seventy-five or eighty
degrees centigrade; introduction of lime; then, without decantation, the
introduction of carbonic acid. Decantation, pressure of the deposits,
and filtration of the juice through animal charcoal, as before described.
Concentration.

The

purified,

filtered

and decolorized juice

action of heat, which causes

it

is

concentrated

to lose its excess of water,

* Etudes surl'Exposition de 1367.

by*the
and brings it
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This operation is
gradually to the density necessary for crystalization.
divided into two parts; concentration, properly so called, and cooking
or baking. It is well known that the boiling point of a liquid in a
vacuum is at very much lower temperature than it was when exposed to
Upon this principle the application of the
atmospheric pressure.
vacuum in concentrating and cooking the juice rests.
The introduction of vacuum boilers is almost the only improvement,
in reality, which has been made in the manufacture of sugar for thirty
r
of all the other improvements which have been
3 ears, for the elements
made were contained in the old processes. With the apparatus now
used, it is impossible to caramelize the syrup, and the cooking or baking
may be pushed to crystalization an operation which is called baking in
in the accompanying report;
grains, and which is described at length
the saccharate alkalies, which
finally, the heat is not sufficient to cause
have been left in the juice, to produce any reaction of importance. The
machines for concentration which have produced the best result are

—

manufactured by

MM.

&

Call

Co.,

and are known as machines of

triple

effect.

Crystalization.

This is usually done in vats. The syrup is exposed to a temperature
of from thirty to thirty-five degrees centigrade, which is maintained as
uniform as possible till the crystalization is complete.
The turbine, by means of which the syrup is separated from the
crystalized sugar, is a great improvement over the ordinary and older
methods. By the use of this machine the purification of the crystals of
sugar is reduced to an almost instantaneous mechanical operation.
The other operations and processes connected with the manufacture
of sugar, some of which are recent and some of older date, will be
described at length in the accompanying report. At the present time
the machinery for a complete and well arranged sugar factory consists
of washing machines, rasps, presses mechanical and hydraulic, boilers
of defecation, carbonic acid boilers, carbonic acid generators, foam
presses, animal charcoal filters, machines for concentrating and cooking
the sugar, crystalizing vats, turbines and furnaces for revivifying the
animal charcoal. To this must be added the engines and generators,
the size and cost of which depend necessarily upon the extent of the

—

factory.
Of the

improvements which have been made of late years in the
methods and processes of manufacturing sugar, M. Constant Say makes

observations
the following
'to

:

" Since
eighteen hundred and fifty-seven, the manufacture and refining
of sugar has made great progress, the result of which is the production
The principal improvements
of sugar at a lower cost than formerly.
in the manufacture are in the process of double carbonation, the apparatus of triple effect, of roasting in vacuo, and the use of centrifugal

machines."
The Diffusion Process.

Mr. Post, Consul of the United States at Vienna, Austria, writes as
follows concerning the new diffusion process
:

" The new
process recently invented by Mr. Julius Eobert, a sugar
manufacturer of Seelowitz, Austria, is working a complete change in the

292
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manufactories here, and will doubtless exert a great influence on an
extended introduction into the United States, and it is adapted to
extracting the crystaline sugar from either sugar cane or beet root.
" Without
entering into an extended description of this invention, I
may say that the process differs radically from the old methods, their
leading principle being to obtain the juice contained in the cane or beet
root, and to this end they employed repeated grinding, or maceration,
or powerful pressure.
" Mr. Roberts' 'diffusion
process' does not aim at obtaining the juice
contained in the cells of the cane or beet root, but to extract only the
crystalizable sugar contained in that juice, and to leave whatever else
To accomplish this purpose, the sugar cane or
it contains in the cells.
beet roots are cut into small slices and put into a number of vats,
which are connected by pipes running from the bottom of one vat to the
top of the next succeeding. Water of a certain temperature, and of a
quantity proportioned to the weight of the cane or beet root in the
vats, is mixed with the material in the first vat, and allowed to remain
until it takes up a portion of the saccharine matter, or, so to speak, until
the sugar in the vat is equalized between the water and the cane or beet
root.
That is to say, if the beet root contains eight per cent, of sacchaThis water is then
rine matter, the water will take up four per cent.
forced by hydraulic pressure into the second vat, filled with beets.
"It already contains four per cent, of sugar; but the beets having
eight per cent., it will again equalize itself, and when forced into the
In this way
third vat will contain six per cent, of saccharine matter.
the water becomes more and more impregnated with saccharine matter,
To return to the
until it contains almost as much as the beet itself.
first vat, we find that the first application of water extracted one-half, or
four per cent, of the sugar. When this water was forced into the second
vat the fresh water which forced it out and supplied its place extracted
two per cent, more before the saccharine matter became equalized between the water and the beets. This water is then forced into the
second vat, and the fresh water which supplies its place finds the beets
containing but two per cent, of saccharine matter, and the next filling
finds but one per cent., and in this way the sugar is extracted to within
one-half of one per cent.
"It is said that by this process the raw material is much purer than
when extracted by any other method that from the same beets one-half
per cent, more crystalline sugar is obtained than by the applicaton of
The expenses for cloth, and the cleaning and renewing it, are
pressure.
entirely done away with; the expenses for motive power and machinery
is considerably reduced, and the expense of manual labor is much less,
requiring but one-quarter of the number of laborers necessary for the

—

pressing purpose.
" In the United
States, where labor is so expensive, this innovation
must prove of incalculable importance. The only thing required in this
new process not necessary in the old is an additional supply of water,
an article tolerably plenty and cheap wherever this manufacture is
likely to be introduced in our country.
"That this process is really the great improvement claimed no longer
admits of dispute. Mr. Roberts has thoroughly tested it in his factory,
and has adopted it, as have also six other factories, two in Austria, two
in Prussia, one in Russia, and one in Bavaria."
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CULTIVATION AND PRESERVATION OF THE BEET.
VARIETIES OF THE BEET.

The beet, which is a native of Turkey, is a half-hardy biennial plant.
The seeds are proIts roots attain their full size during the first year.
duced from transplanted roots, after which the plant dies.
According to an analysis of the beet by Professor Payen,

it

contains

—

Per cent.

Water
Sugar

83.5
in

105

solution

Cellulose and pectose
Albumen, caseine, and nitrogenous matters
Malic acid pectine; gummy substances
fatty, aromatic and
of
lime;
phosphate of magnesia;
coloring matters; phosphate
silicate, nitrate, sulphate, and oxalate of potash, etc

.8

1.5

;

;

3.7

100.0

varieties of the beet the following may be enumebest adapted for agricultural and manufacturing purposes:
The long red mangel-wurzel, the German red mangel-wurzel, the long
white green-top mangel-wurzel, the long white red-top mangel-wurzel,
the yellow globe mangel-wurzel, the Imperial, the Magdeburg, and the
white sugar or white Silesian. The white or sweet turnip variety is
the most desirable for general cultivation. Of this variety there are
two kinds, viz the white beet root with a rosy collar, which contains
the largest amount of sugar and the Silesian, a white beet root, with a
green collar, containing less sugar. The roots of the Silesian variety
grow almost entirely below the surface of the ground, and owing to their
compact and firm texture, resist both frosts aud spontaneous alterations

Among the many

rated as

:

;

any other variety.
Those who are not only distillers, but who are at the same time
growers of the beet root, and who endeavor to obtain not only an abundant crop of saccharine matter, but also a large crop in weight of roots
per acre, may advantageously raise beets which yield even less sugar
than the Silesian variety, and which contain extraneous substances
not in the distillation of
prejudicial in the manufacture of sugar, but
better than

alcohol.

Among

these varieties

may

be

named the yellow

beet of Ger-

many, an oblong root with a yellow pulp, the beet with a pale yellow
skin and white "pulp, only slightly elongated a variety which has been
found in some countries nearly as rich in sugar as the sweet turnip. It
is customary in Europe for sugar factories and distilleries to supply the
growers with seed, at the same time contracting for the crop when
grown. The French factories generally furnish the Silesian beet root

—

seed.

To maintain the quality of the beet unimpaired it is necessary from
time to time to renew the seeds, and select them with care. The sim-
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means which can be employed for this purpose is a salt bath, into
which the beets are plunged, and their density ascertained. The sweetest beets sink to the bottom, and are preserved for seed.
By careful
selection in this way M. Villenorman has obtained plants which contain
plest

fourteen or fifteen per cent, of sugar. The richness in sugar is ordinarily in inverse ratio to the size of the beet, and in direct ratio to the
density.
Grant considers the white Silesian variety to unite most of the desiraHe says: "For the use of sugar
ble qualities for manufacturers.
manufacturers the kind of beet that can be cultivated with the most
advantage is that which is richest in sugar and contains the smallest
amount of alkaline salts. It is distinguished by the following characteristics

:

—

" First
Its roots must neither have the form of a carrot, nor of a
It must be long and
tuber, but be shaped more like a Bartlett pear.
slender, gradually tapering, and free from large lateral roots.
" Second
It must not grow above the surface of the soil.
" Third
It must have a smooth white surface, and the flesh be white
and hard.
" Fourth
Its size must not be too large, and its weight not exceeding-

—
—
—

five to eight

pounds.

"

The white Silesian beet, which is the one in general cultivation for
manufacturers, unites most of these qualities; and of other kinds those
are most preferred whose foliage is not upright, but broad, spreading,
The roots of beets pu-sessing
and lying upon the surface of the ground
this peculiarity grow entirely beneath the surface."
SOILS

ADAPTED TO THE CULTIVATION OF THE BEET.

The most productive soils are those composed of clay and sand, being
the same time somewhat calcareous, deep and easily ploughed.
Sandy soils which contain clay and carbonate of lime also yield good
On soils almost
crops, if they do not suffer from prolonged drought.
at

entirely argillaceous or calcareous the beet root attains but moderate
and is liable to suffer from drought as well as from wet. Argillaceous soils, in order to be fitted for the cultivation of the beet, must be
improved by draining. It is impossible to raise a good crop on gravelly
soil, whatever may be its chemical constituents, inasmuch as the roots
bifurcate and divide into several smaller roots, which are apt to retain
gravel and small stones, which are afterwards very injurious to the
machinery when the roots are cut.
Grant, in his treatise before quoted, says: "Ground that is mellow,
warm and fertile, free from saline and alkaline constituents, not sour,
and of a nature little liable to suffer from drought, easy to work late in
autumn and early in spring, with a comparatively permeable subsoil,
penetrable by the tap-root of the beet, that affords natural drainage so
that it may be worked soon after rains, is suitable for the crop in
size,

question."
Count Chaptal, a great cultivator as avcII as a sugar manufacturer,
" All
says
grain fields are more or less suitable for beets, but especially
those having a depth of twelve or fifteen inches of rich vegetable mould.
Fine, sandy alluvial bottom lands, overflowed in the winter or early
spring, are favorable for the beet, and they need no artificial manure, as
:
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they are enriched hy the inundations. Beets require to be planted on
thoroughly cultivated land in which the sods are entirely rotted."
The beet is generally cultivated in rotation with other crops, the same
ground being successively sown with beets the first and second }-ears,

wheat the third, clover the fourth, and oats the fifth. When manure is
more sparingly used, a rotation of crops every four years is practiced;
the yearly order being beets, wheat, clover and oats.

METHODS OF CULTIVATION.
Beets are grown in two principal ways, in drills and in hills. The
method has of late years been much practiced in Europe, and is
attended with highly satisfactory results. In drill cultivation the Dombasle plough, drawn b} ten oxen on heavy and by eight oxen on light
The depth of the furrow is never less than twenty-eight
soils, is used.

latter

r

or thirty centimetres, and frequent^ thirty or thirty-five when the soil
A furrow of this depth allows
is of such a character as to permit of it.
the root to strike deeply; and though the formation of the furrow
requires the exercise of considerable power, yet it brings to the surface
in places where good soil is scarce, the argillaceous subsoil, which on
coming in contact with the air is fertilized and improved by mixing with
the vegetable soil and manure, the depth of the fertile ground at the
same time being increased.
Argillaceous soils are all twice ploughed before winter, and must be
ready before the heavy frosts. It has been noticed that after thawing
these soils become very friable, and that part of a field which is ploughed
before the frost yields a crop far superior to that part of the same field
ploughed in the spring. Light soils are ploughed in the spring, when
manure can be more freely used, large quantities being produced during
factory work, which lasts from September fifteenth till January thirtyof oxen are fattened. The
first, during which time the largest number
same methods of tillage are employed on soils on which oats have been
sown the year before, and on which a crop of beets is to be grown, as
on those which have grown one crop of beets and are to be again planted
for a second crop.

Manuring.

As soon as harvest is over manure is hauled from the stables to the
the rate from fifty to sixty cubic metres to the hectare, on
soils on which oats have been grown, and which are to be planted with
On soils on which a second crop of beets is to be raised the
beets
same amount of manure should be used, although growers are often
Stiff and clayey soils are first
obliged to content themselves with less.
manured and ploughed, and the ploughing should commence as soon as
the manure is spread over the ground, the weather permitting, in order
to have it perfectly mixed with the whole mass of earth.
fields, at

Cultivation In Drills.

When

is suitably prepared by ploughing, the sowing is
about sixty-five or seventy-five centimetres apart, by
means of a wheelbarrow drill, or horse machine, which facilitates the
subsequent operations of hoeing and digging.
Hoeing is very important, for if the weeds are not torn out in time the tender beet will be
soon overgrown and killed. Digging must be done also, without delay,

done

in

the ground

drills,
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After
is seldom so urgent as that of hoeing.
to take root are carehoeing, all the places where the seed has failed
For this purpose, the plants thinned out from the
fully replanted.
made use of.
Another
places where the lines were too close are
distance of twenty-five to
object of replanting is to preserve a regular
drills from sixty-five to
thirty centimetres between the plants, with the
From forty-six thousand to fifty-three
seventy-five centimetres apart.
thousand plants (without counting failures), having an average weight
of eight hundred grams each, can be grown per hectare a total of from
thirty-two to forty tons.
In average years the crops raised on good soils in the Aisne, Oise and
Ardennes Departments, where there are a great number of sugar factories and distilleries, amounts to from thirty to forty tons per hectare.

although the operation

—

Cultivation in Hills.

This system of cultivation is fast superseding the older methods, as
crops can in this way be produced, some growers
where under
succeeding in obtaining sixty tons of roots per hectare,
This
the old system from thirty-five to forty tons only were raised.
method of cultivation requires much more care and labor than cultivation in drills, but the roots produced are much more dense and rich in

much more abundant

sugar.

The soil is thrown either with a common or double plough into two
bands or furrows, one against the other; soil so prepared presents conditions more favorable for development of the roots in length and
of the collar, which
densit}-, and at the same time diminishes the size
of sugar.
amount
smallest
the
contains
of
the
beet
Ploughing
portion
and manuring are done as in the other method of cultivation, with the
exception that the manure is buried in the middle of the hills, where,
from greater contact with the air, it more readily decomposes.
With heavy soils it will be found convenient to prepare the hills in
the fall, so that the soil, by contact with the air and winter frosts, ma}'
As the hills so prepared settle a
be rendered more porous and friable.
run the double plough
little, it will be necessary before planting to
between the furrows. Where fields are not manured until spring, the
hills should be formed as earhy as March, the ground being first harThe hills are
rowed, then ploughed, then rolled with a heavy roller.
made a second and even a third time, each of the operations being followed by rolling, so that all the hills may have an equal height, and
that the summits of the hills, in which the beet is to take root, may
be firm, and not so liable to be dried up by the winds which prevail at
that season of the year. During the preparation of the hills, from two
to five hundred kilograms of Peruvian guano is sprinkled over them,
according to the quality of the soil.
The distance between the hills is important, as it affects, in more than
one way, the growth and culture of the beet. The inclination of the
sides of the lulls being about forty-five degrees, the greater the distance
between the hills the "higher their summits will be, and the greater will
The soil also, with high hills, "is better
be the length of the beet.
drained, better permeated by the air, and easier influenced by the first
the
heats, a circumstance which will facilitate early sowing and prolong
time of vegetation for the beet, increasing also the amount of sugar.
The distance between the hills contributes, also, to the facilities of
The leaves readily develop in the space allowed them, and
cultivation.
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are at a sufficient distance from the ground so as not to be affected by
the radiation of heat, which always destroys some of the leaves in flat
cultivation.

The practice now is to make the hills fifteen centimetres high and
eighty centimetres from the top of one to the top of the other. The
hills are made flat on top, in order that the beet in its first stages may
develop freely, and penetrate the whole depth of the soil. A thorough
rolling always precedes sowing.
Sowing.

done either by machines or by hand. In the first method,
is used, whose wheels have been exchanged
for movable ^ory-ed rollers, wdiich round off the edge of the hill, and are
capable of being adjusted at the same time so as to correspond to the
Sowing by hand is, however,
irregularities in size of the different hills.
more easy, more economical, and insures a better crop.
In hand sowing, two or three seeds are planted in holes two or three
centimetres deep and fifteen centimetres apart, when the hills are eighty
centimetres from each other. They are covered with earth to the depth
of two centimetres, which is afterwards lightly pressed, to make the
earth solid about them. The tool used in hand sowing is a small fork,
with two prongs fifteen centimetres apart, corresponding to the distance
of the holes from each other.
In machine sowing, from twelve to fifteen kilograms of seed is required
per hectare, while hand sowing requires only from six to ten kilograms
of seed.
There is also a marked economy in the amount of labor
required in hoeing and digging, as the plants come up more regularly
and are more uniform in size. The yield of roots by hill cultivation
may be estimated as at least one-fifth greater than that obtained by culA field of ordinary fertility, cultivated and sown as
tivation in drills.
above described, and well manured, will yield fifty tons of beets per
hectare, and eighty tons per hectare may be raised if there are no
failures, and if each root weighs one kilogram, there being eighty-five
thousand plants per hectare.

Sowing

is

an ordinary sowing machine

Hoeing and Weeding.

About the first of April, when the roots have attained sufficient size,
the first hoeing is done by hand. The earth is gently raised on both sides
of the hill, without touching the summit where the beet root is planted.
This operation is done with a tool made for this purpose, the effect of it
being to scratch the soil lightly, as if with a gardener's rake.
The tool is formed by two small harrows, about sixty or eighty centimetres long, connected together. These harrows are provided with
teeth three or four centimetres long, and this tool is pushed backward
and forward by a handle, with more or less force, according to the
nature of the soil.
The first weeding is done ten or fifteen days after this operation of
harrowing, when the plants have acquired sufficient strength, and the
The workmen use a small and
first leaves are sufficiently developed.
light hoe, and must be particular to destroy the weeds without injuring
the young and tender plants. About the last of April and the beginning
38
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of May, the plants are weeded out. They are still small, but it is important not to delay the operation, because immediately after weeding they
increase rapidly in size and strength, and are prepared to resist the injurious effects of heat and drought. If, on the contrary, the weeding
should be delayed till the beets have become strong, they would grow up
with only two leaves, and their future growth would be retarded.
Only the strongest plants of each cluster are permitted to grow up.
When the weeding has been once thoroughly done, it will be seldom
necessary to repeat it the growth will be sufficiently active to cause
the leaves of the young plants to cover the summit of the hills. Toward
the end of May the plants are hoed a second time, the ground on the
sides of the hills and between them being loosened by a light plough,
from which the share and coulter has been removed. A plough is preferred to a cultivator, for the hill is cut by it on both of its declivities,
and the weeds are buried and made to rot in the middle of the small
furrow. By this treatment the soil is also aired and fertilized, and the
summit of the hill remains to be hoed by hand. A cultivator scratches
up the soil without fully tearing up the weeds, and necessitates a liberal
use of the hoe to complete the work.
;

Hilling

Up.

Toward the middle of June, when the beet roots have acquired a
strong growth, earthing up, or hilling, is done. This is an important
operation, in which care must be exercised if a large crop is desired. It
is of as much importance as deep ploughing, without which a good harvest is impossible. The plough used to prepare the ground for hoeing is
also used for this operation, but the coulter and share are not removed.
At the time of sowing, the hills being made very fiat, the roots strike
In this second
into the earth to the entire depth of the loosened soil.
ploughing the earth is thrown up above the collar of the beet root, and
thus allows it to develop toward the summit of the hill, while at the
same time it penetrates into the soil, and acquires often a length of from
Care must be taken not to leave the collar
forty to fifty centimetres.
of the beet uncovered, in which case it would contain far less saccharine
matter than the rest of the root.
The Bodin heaper may be employed for hilling, but it has the disadvantage of not throwing; the earth to a sufficient height above the collar
of the beet.
Harvesting.

Toward the fifteenth of September the beet crop is harvested. The
beets are known to be ripe when the leaves become yellow and fall off.
In spite of its length, the root can be easily torn out by the hand, by
The plough is also used for this
inclining it toward the side of the hill.
purpose, the share and coulter having been first removed. It is directed
into the middle of the hills, under the roots, which fall on either side,
partially covered by the earth, which protects them from the early
frosts.
The roots are now cleaned, the collar removed, and heaped
together. Should a frost be apprehended, the heaps are covered with
leaves until they are collected in carts and placed in the pits.
The use of the plough in haiwesting effects a notable saving in time
and labor; nor is any of the labor lost, inasmuch as the ploughing is
useful for the succeeding crop, whether of wheat or beet root.
"When two crops of beet roots are to be raised successively, every
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not unusual to see the
soil which has been

The

assiduously cultivated and exposed in hills for a year to atmospheric
The cost of
is well adapted to the growth of a second crop.
in
hills
is no greater than in drills, all things being
beet
the
cultivatingconsidered; the plow takes the place of the hoe to a great extent, a
larger surface of ground is exposed to the influence of the air, and the
cultivation is deeper than that possible under any other system of culinfluences

tivation.

PRESERVATION OP THE BEET.

The proper conservation of the beet root plays an important part in
the manufacture of sugar or alcohol.
Man}' manufacturers lose large
sums of money annually by the roots being attacked by the frost, which
renders them useless for manufacture, or by their becoming blighted,
which causes the root to sprout, and eventually deprives it of the best
part of the sugar and renders the extraction of what remains extremely
The beet should be so preserved as to be in exactly the same
difficult.
condition when worked up as it was when taken from the ground.
In France, and other countries, when the climate will permit, the
roots are usually stored in heaps in the field or open air, and are protected by a covering of straw and earth, provision at the same time
In making one of these
being made for drainage and ventilation.
places, or root-houses (silos) for the storage of the beet, a trench ia
first cut in the ground, over which the beets are afterwards placed in
The trench is made eighty centimetres wide and from sixty-five
piles.
The length varies according to the quantity
to seventy centimetres deep.
of beets to be stored it must be, however, at each end about one metre
longer than the pile of beets. This trench is then covered with branches
of trees or shrubs sufficiently thick to prevent the beet from falling
through, but not too thick to prevent the air from freely circulating
upward through the roots. In the middle of the pit a triangular chimney, made roughly of pine boards three centimetres thick, twenty
centimetres broad, and one and a half centimetre long, is set up. The
beets are then piled up over this trench so as to form heaps with
sloping sides about three metres wide at the base, and from twenty to
No
twent}'-five metres long, according to the length of the trench.
special care need be taken to make the piles regular in appearance, the
beets roughly thrown together will naturally arrange themselves to the
required shape. The height of the pile is usually about one metre and
a half, corresponding to the height of the chimney. The upper part of
the pile should be regular, so that the roof with which it is covered may
fit evenly.
The cover or roof is made of three pine boards so arranged
The sides are braced together at certain
as to fit the top of the pile.
distances by grooved tie pieces, the groove of which is .08 centimetres
The width of the boards which form the gutter is from two
square.
;

The length
fifty millimetres.
of less importance, as the gutters or roofs can be placed one after the
The most convenient length,
other, according to the length of the pile.
however, is from three to four metres, which enables them to be handled
with ease. At the end of the season they are stored away, and may be

hundred and twenty to two hundred and
is

used until entirely worn out.
As soon as the pits are ready they must be covered with straw and a
This may be
layer of earth, from ten to twelve centimetres in depth.
done on any day, not rainy, whether warm or cold. The straw spread
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between the roots

is quite necessary, for, being a non-conductor of heat,
prevents the roots from being injured by the heavy frosts, and supports the earth with which the pile is covered, leaving a free space between the beets themselves for the circulation of air. Near the chimney
a triangular box about one metre long is placed, made of thin boards
and extending into the pile. It opens at the top into the gutter or roof
and is intended for the thermometer.
The preservation of the beet is divided into two operations: 1. Stor2.
ing away the beet
Superintendence of the pits.
The beets when stored must be well cleaned; that is to say, freed
from the dirt attached to them, and the collar cut away, for any portion
of the leaves remaining on the roots will become rotten in a few da}^s and
produce fermentation in the pits. Care must also be taken not to put
into the pits any roots damaged during loading the carts, by the horses'
This rule is easy to observe, and such damaged
feet or by the wheels.
beets may be worked up immediately.
It is easy to see that the good preservation of beet roots depends upon
it

their being kept cool, yet free from frost, and dry and well ventilated.
The root-houses are constructed in the manner described, in order to
secure these essential conditions. A continuous current of air entering
at each end of the trench passes upward through the floor of branches
or brush, penetrates the pile of beets, and finally passes out of the
chimney at the top and at the ends of the roof or covering.
The temperature of the pit should never exceed three, four, or at the

most

degrees above the freezing point.
are the methods adopted for maintaining the equable
temperature.
Let us suppose that when the beet pits were made the weather was
moderately warm, about eight degrees above the freezing point. The
temperature in such a case should be lowered to three or four degrees.
This is done by closing the ends of the canal and gutters with straw
stoppers during the heat of the da}', when the temperature is above
eight degrees, and by opening them in the evening and during the
By intronight, when the temperature has fallen below that point.
ducing the cool air in this way during the night and excluding the warm
air during the day, in the course of a week the proper temperature will
be obtained.
To maintain the temperature of the pits at this height, it will be only
necessary to stop up the openings completely, whenever the outside
temperature is higher than four degrees, or lower than the freezing
five

The following

point.
differences of temperature may be obtained a thermometer
introduced, which indicates the temperature of the air passing into
the lower canal while another is placed in the triangular box above
referred to, which will indicate the temperature of the mass of roots.
The whole superintendence then consists in stopping and opening the
gutters as occasion requires. In this way, with proper care, the beets
can be preserved till the end of March, without sensible alteration.
The pits are usually from twenty to twenty-five metres in length.
When placed in a line there is about three metres between them. When
placed, however, in parallel lines, the canals are dug five metres from
each other, in order that there may be between the pits room enough to
take the earth intended to cover them. One thermometer will be suffiA pit twenty-five metres long, and made
cient for every five or ten pits.
as above described, will hold from forty to forty-five tons of beets; and

That the

is
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they are at the above-mentioned distances from each other, two
and a half of beets can be stored in pits on a single hectare.
Another method, which is more economical and generally used, consists in placing the beets in longitudinal heaps, about two metres wide
if

million

at the base.

At harvesting, a

thin layer of earth spread over the sides only

is

sufficient.

This allows the whole mass to become cool, and when the temperature
of the air falls below the temperature of the beet, which is often the
case in the fall of the year, the air permeating the interstices of the
mass, and being necessarily at the same temperature as the beet itself,
has a tendency to rise. The thin layer of earth covering the sides allows
a sufficient circulation of air, which takes the place of the warm air
escaping at the top. The proper temperature is thus obtained, which
prevents the beets from being heated to such a degree as to cause their
decomposition, which would take place were they entirely covered. The
precaution of covering the beets with a thin layer of earth at harvesting
is of great service, as it insures them against the hoar frost.
As the
season advances, to protect them from the heavier frosts, it will be
necessary only to add more earth to the whole surface.
This method of conservation answers all purposes, provided proper
care is taken. The great surface of the walls of the piles, and the large
amount of earth to be heaped up, render this method, nevertheless, quite
an expensive one.
Still another method has been devised, less expensive than the two
preceding oneH. The beets are placed in heaps from six to eight metres
wide at the base, and from two to three metres in height, with gently
sloping sides covered with earth. The heap, which extends as far as
the supply of beets and the surface of the ground permits, is flat on top,
and covered with straw alone.
The only precaution to be taken is to admit the air to the heaps from
below, so that it may freely penetrate the whole mass. In order to
effect this, air drafts are established by digging channels in the earth,
before storing the roots, to the depth and width of forty centimetres,
running transversely to the heaps, and of sufficient length to extend
beyond the pile when covered with earth, in order that the openings
may be free. This being done, the piles are covered with earth on the
sides and with straw on the top, and the air channels left open from
the outside. The circulation of the air will be free and in proportion to
the difference between the temperature of the pile and that of the outside atmosphere, and by this means good ventilation will be effected.
The only care required is to tend the air drafts, and not open them
unless the temperature of the outside air is above the freezing point.
For this purpose small heaps of dung are kept ready near each opening,
with which they are to be stopped when the nights are too cold. In
order to ascertain the temperature of the mass, so that it can, when
desired, be maintained at a fixed point, there are set at different places in
the mass channels made of small boards, jointed together, so as to form
an open-work frame, extending into the pile about half its height, in
which a thermometer can be placed, which may be inspected from day
to day, in order that the progress of cooling may be watched.
It is
thought that the temperature is sufficientlj' low at three or four degrees
above the freezing point, at which time the cooling process is stopped
and the openings closed.
The straw on the top of the heap will be
sufficient to protect the beets from ordinary frosts.
Should heavy frosts
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be apprehended, it will be well to cover the straw with a thin laj^er of
manure or earth.
Where it is intended to preserve the beets for a long time, the first
method of conservation should be adopted, as the results obtained are
fresh

more

and as this method requires less attention.
the beets are to be worked up during the first month of fabrication, the second method will suffice.
The third method is less costly than the first, but nearly an equal
amount of care is inquired for the superintendence of the pits.
satisfactory,

When
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INAUGURAL ADDRESS.
DELIVERED AT THE EIGHTH ANNUAL FAIR OF THE NORTHERN DISTRICT,
EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY-NINE.

By Hon. W.

II.

PAEKS,

President.

It has been customary for the President, in
Ladies and Gentlemen :
order
at each exhibition or fair, to make a few
to
the
society
calling
remarks. Sometimes addresses have been prepared appropriate for the
occasion, and I do not know but what some one expects that I have
prepared such an address; but, unfortunately, Presidents are not always
chosen with a view to their capacity for delivering addresses, and at this
time you have such a President. I have not prepared such an address,
for the reason that my own business has occupied my whole time; and
whatever I say this evening will be impromptu, and such suggestions as

think most appropriate.
I certainly can congratulate you, as each President has had occasion
to do before, upon the success of this society.
Although the numbers
here to-night are but few, compared to those who have assembled here
before, the fair, the exhibition, the result is a success.
At the organization of this society, the successful cultivation of the
The
different fruits on exhibition here to-night was an experiment.
organization was to encourage the cultivation of these fruits and the
I

grains which are bountifully supplied to us at this time. It is no longer
an experiment no longer a problem as to whether we have a State capable of producing all the fruits desired by us; no longer an experiment
whether our State is susceptible of producing all the grains that can be
consumed by its inhabitants and sufficient for millions besides; consequently the numbers are not so great now as formerly, of those who take
active part in developing the resources of our State.
This, perhaps,
may be an apology for an apparent lack of interest in the citizens and
the members of the society.
There are interests, however, in my opinion, of greater importance
now than ever before. We have demonstrated that we can produce them
in abundance and surplus; and now comes the question, what shall we
do with the surplus? When we first commenced producing, we had a
population of miners, who consumed all that we produced; and three times
We
the amount we produced we had to import. It is now reversed.
produce more than all our miners and all our inhabitants can consume,
and we must look to a foreign market; and the question now comes, can
we compete with those who are more favorably situated in regard to the

—
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market than we are? This is one of the great questions which must yet
be solved, and it is an experiment as to whether this State shall succeed
as an exporting State.
cannot with safety take as a basis the past three years, because we
have had more than average seasons during this time; and at the same
time we have had a foreign demand that we have no right to expect in
coming years. Now, the question presents itself to this society, and
every member of this society who expects to be a producer: Can we
compete or not? And instead of inducing persons to engage in the
products, now we must look to the exportation of what we raise.
must look to our commerce. We must look to the mode and manner
This is the question much more difficult to
of disposing of our crops.
solve than the one of producing.
It would be idle for me to attempt to
I can only suggest that the society
lay down any rules for this society.
take such measures as are in its power for the solution of this question.
It is in the power of this society to act in conjunction with other sociIt is in its power to assist in
eties to lessen the cost of production.
lessening the cost of transportation; to assist in reducing the commissions of sale almost to dictate the terms upon which our products shall

We

We

—

—

be disposed. By the terms, 1 mean mode and manner in which they
Our commerce is impaired by extraordinary taxation.
shall be shipped.
There is, perhaps, no port in the world burdened with so heavy charges
as San Francisco; perhaps no place in the world where the freights are
so high as they are from any given point in this State to San Francisco,
These are the influences with which this society
for the same distance.
and community have to deal. But perhaps, before looking to commerce
we must look to our own immediate affairs, that is, the matter of proWe are now producing at extraordinary expense, by which I
duction
mean, as compared with other countries. It is only because our soil is
fertile and climate salubrious that we can at the present time compete
with other countries.
In this matter of production we find the labor question one that is
much agitated at this time, and has assumed such a shape that, perhaps,
But I think it is one that every
it will not become me to discuss it.
body interested in the welfare of the State must reflect seriously upon,
and arrive at some definite conclusion. We need more laborers, and the
labor must be furnished at a less price. In order to get that labor, the
We have been here for
laborer must be protected in his right to labor.
3*ears waiting for capital; we have invited capitalists to bring it here for
investment. And the first question that capital asks, when it arrives in
Where is your labor
the State of California, is: Where is your labor.
to build railroads, to fill manufactories, to produce tea, coffee, sugar, silk
and hemp? JSoone can tell, and capital retires.
Let this society, then, take some action on this question, and act in
Let them see that some particular classes of laborers are perunison.
mitted to come to our State and labor for what we can afford to give
them, and not be molested by those who are here, who neither wish to
labor themselves or permit others to do so. Without it we cannot
expect to have manufactories, nor a large number of that desirable class,
the farmers the small farmers. It is said by some that our farms are
too large, and must be sub-divided. I answer that it is at present imposIt is not the enormous
sible for any small farmer to sustain himself.
an
profit that he makes in producing, but it is the small profit upon
enormous quantity that enables him to farm at all. In order to have a
population of small farmers to enrich our country, as we eventually

—
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labor must be supplied to them at cheaper rates than are now
The one hinges upon the other.
Another question that is now agitating the minds of many, is that of
doing away with fences tin item of enormous expense to farmers.
When a man invests one thousand dollars here for land, he is required to
Almost every man who desires
invest two thousand dollars to fence it.
to farm, has the means and ability to acquire a small farm in this country; but there are those who cannot acquire even a small farm and fence
In other words, one man with six or eight cows,
it as required by law.
from properhaps, will come into a neighborhood, and prevent ten men
In
each.
it is most
wheat
bushels
of
thousand
a
my
opinion
ducing
There is no reason why one individual should pursue an occuabsurd.
the great injury of hundreds of others no reason why A should
to
pation
be compelled to build two miles of fence that he may raise three hundred
bushels of grain to accommodate B who milks three cows. Let B take
care of his own cows let him fence ten acres, or in other words, let him
keep his property from trespassing on mine.
This question is just commencing to be agitated, because perhaps
stock keepers have heretofore predominated, and it would have cost more
now the thing is reversed and it costs
to fence the stock than the grain
ten, yes twenty times the amount to fence the grain that it does the
Should we not then welcome any measure of relief from this
stock.
burdensome tax of making and keeping in repair so much superfluous

shall,

ruling.

—

;

;

;

fence.

There has been manifest in California a spirit of opposition to the
I believe there is nothing
combination of capital. I think wrongly so
better for our State than that the land should become the property of
It is true it would be better if we had an owner for every
individuals.
one hundred and sixty acres within our State; but we have not the
And when they come here and demand the one hundred
inhabitants.
But in my opinion,
and sixty acres they will be sure to get them.
the sooner the land of California becomes private property the better
for the State; because where there is one man who will invest in land,
let it pay large or small, and that will let it lie idle, there are ten men
who will cultivate it to some extent. Therefore I say it is an inducement to men to cultivate a large number of acres now, hoping at some
time to realize a large fortune therefrom. It is yet a problem whether
such hopes may ever be realized.
As I said at the outset, I do not intend to discourse these various questions, but merely to suggest to the society the questions now before
them, which are of great importance. It is a question as to whether
the State shall maintain its present position as a producing State; and
the answer hinges upon the manner in which these matters are settled.
I say that under existing circumstances it is impossible for this State to
produce grain and compete with other countries more favorably situated.
We cannot afford to export.
When the foreign demand is less than now our granaries will overflow
in less than six months, and there will be no market for us.
Then, I
say, we must first have cheap freights, increased commerce, do awa}*
with fencing and with every expense that is not actually and absolutely
Will this
necessary, and produce at a much less cost than we do now.
society decide upon these questions? You may say that the President
accords too much power to this society. I admit it, under the present

mode

of

management.
39
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Whilst every man comes here merely to get a small premium upon the
largest apple, or the finest horse, or the biggest cow, the society has no
power; it only affords, perhaps, pastime for a few to congregate and
exchange ideas upon the manner of raising fruit and stock. But it does
not meet the question. Each citizen must belong to the society; must
hold himself responsible for its success, and not come here expecting
that six, eight or ten men will be responsible for its success, as is now
the case. I will venture to say that outside of twenty men there has
been no one to look after the affairs of this society, or to feel any very
deep interest, further than in the exhibition of his own particular proAnd where one man comes with the spirit to sustain the
ductions.
society and to make it a success, many come with a spirit of captiousness
and complain that the}T have not been fairly treated. By whom ? By
themselves they are the society. They have the say, and they have the
But they attempt to tear it to pieces. They have not yet sucvote.
;

ceeded, and I apprehend never will. But it makes it disagreeable, and
every man who has the honor of presiding over this society, either as
President or otherwise, once, resolves never to receive the like honor
And I confess that a man must have more good nature than I
again.
possess to go through it without being somewhat roiled.
I regret exceedingly that there is not a greater number of farmers
present to-night. I had prepared in my own mind a little ground work
for a talk to them, but on seeing that I had to address an audience, who
perhaps will not feel themselves responsible for the success of this fair,
I regret that I cannot entertain
I am somewhat thrown off the track.
them in a better manner. But I will excuse m}'self by saying that on
to-morrow evening if they will come, they will have the pleasure of listening to the eloquent Dr. McKaig, who will address them upon the subAnd now, after thanking you all for following me
ject of agriculture.
in these abrupt remarks, I will bid you good night.
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ADDRESS.

DELIVERED BEFORE THE NORTHERN DISTRICT FAIR AT ITS EIGHTH ANNUAL
SESSION, AUGUST TWENTY-FIFTH, EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY-NINE.

By

Rev.

WILLIAM McKAIG.

Mr. President and Gentlemen of this Association : Allow me to congratuyou on being permitted to assemble again in this hall, under such
favorable auspices, to celebrate your annual industrial jubilee.
Another
year has rolled away, and Ceres from her golden horn has poured out a
bounteous harvest of flowers, fruit and grain, health and good cheer;
and now from the snow-fed springs of the mountain, the blooming vineyards of the foot-hills, and the broad and fertile valleys, you come
together in tents and booths, like the old Hebrews at the Feast of the
Tabernacle, after the autumnal vintage, to talk over the historj7 of the
past, the prospects of the future, and display the prospects of your skill
and labor. It is too late now to question the utility of these industrial
convocations. It is admitted on all hands that agriculture, at least, has
greatly improved since the establishment of the custom of holding
annual fairs and exhibitions. Before that, the husbandman wanted the
improvement that comes from the fellowship of kindred workers, the
collision of ideas, the interchange of experience and the zeal excited
by
Scattered widely over the face of the
publicity and commendation.
country, immured in quiet rural seclusion, they saw but little beyond
their immediate neighborhood.
They did not meet in annual conventions
for debate and mutual edification, as the ministers and physicians.
They
were not quickened by professional rivalry and ambition as the lawyers
during Court term. The papers did not puff and advertise the wondrous
products of the fields and vineyards as they did the wares and commodities of the city merchant.
Each farmer lived apart, doing his own work
late

in his own way; marketing his
grain, vegetables and eggs; selling his
pork and wool in silent isolation; learning nothing from the experience
of others, and rarely improving upon the methods of his ancestors. State
and county agricultural associations havo helped, perhaps, more than
any other agency, to break up this monotony and stagnation.
They

bring the cultivators of the soil so intimately together, that the skill,
talent and experience of one becomes the heritage of all.
Hence, prosperity and increased intelligence have marked the history of every State
and community that has fostered these exhibitions.
You will hardly expect of me, however, an address upon any of the
subjects directly appertaining to the object of this association.
My
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studies and habits of tbougbt wholly unfit me for the task, and I should
make myself ridiculous to attempt it. Eural life and industry as a school
of manhood, is the topic I have selected, and I trust you will find it in
some degree not unrelated to the occasion. Labor, like everything else,
has an end in view. Its first and lowest aim is to make a living. Man
is a feeding animal, and that want is the spur that quickens his latent
energies.
Hunger drives the savage to hunting, fishing, grubbing for
Inclement weather
roots or planting a patch of corn and potatoes.
compels him to clean out a cave, thatch a hut and seek the rude materials

he needs for clothing.

As Christianity was cradled in a manger, so our proud branching
material civilization was born of a sensation, received its first impulse
from the thrill of a nerve, the imperious cry of a physical want. But
he who toils merely to eat and drink, to pick bed and board out of
nature, pastures upon the surface of things, and is not far removed
from the instinct that prompts the animal to crop the grass, or the hawk
His firmament is a mud sky, and no bright ideals of
to pursue its prey.
a better condition sing to him from the future. And yet how many there
are, even in the most enlightened community, who barely live from hand
to mouth, to wear out the dreary day, mere plodders and drudgers that
never arise above the circumstances in which the}* were born. And he
who lives solety for material gain, to add lot to lot, acre to acre, dollar
to dollar, is very little better off, in soul force and moral power, than the
groundling who lives to tickle a few nerves on the tip of the tongue. I
heard of a man, the other day, so completely materialized that the AssesCould 3-011 look through
sor was compelled to tax him as real estate.
the body as a transparent glass case, and read the interior motives,
thoughts and purposes of the soul, you would be astonished to see how
many people there are happily lifted above pressing physical necessities
that are only half emerged from the earth, and not even "pawing to get
free," like Milton's lion, but are content to absorb, bloat and die.
But labor has still a higher end than merely to feed and clothe the
body or add to our possessions, and that is to idolize and perfect our
work. Through diversified agencies and with varied talent one is called
to work out his mission as a sculptor, another to paint, another to sing,
another to plough, another to plead law, another to preach, and another
to practice medicine
Now, it is a duty we owe to ourselves and to
humanity to do thoroughly whatever task is assigned to us. It is a noble,
manly ambition to make the best of our calling, though it be to shape a
horse shoe, drive a stage or sew a welt. The ambition is the spring of
It is the
all progress in the practical utilities, arts and inventions.
healthy enthusiasm and emulation that gives us such wonderful improvements in machinery, model farms, tasteful gardens, charming varieties of
Your
fruits and flowers, and fine breeds of horses, cattle and sheep.
agricultural associations are helping to foster this spirit of generous
rivalry by the premiums, medals and public honor given to the most successful competitor.
Only so far as the farmer is possessed by the ambition to excel in his special calling will he rise above the drudgery and
routine of a mere plodder.
But there is a still higher end to labor than merely to excel in one's
To live merely
calling, and wear the red and blue ribbons of honor.
to excel in one's special art and vocation is good, but not the best
thing a man can do for himself. Labor must do more than feed and
It
clothe, take out patents, and smirk and grin for an hour's applause.
should ennoble the worker, enrich his mind, sharpen his perceptions
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regale his imagination, elevate his aims, strengthen
and in short make him a wiser, truer, better man. The
chief end of every vocation should be the fullest, ripest manhood of all
who are engaged in it; and just so far as it fails to secure this result
It is not age
it becomes a drag upon the highest energies of the soul.
that makes the man. You may find some men that stand six feet high,
with broad shoulders, looking down into a well of memory forty or fifty
years deep, that are mere boobies. They are men only in avoirdupois.
store his

memory,

his principles,

"

We

in thoughts, not breaths
live in deeds, not years
In feelings, not in figures on a dial.
We should count time by heart throbs. He most lives
;

Who

;

thinks most, feels the noblest, acts the best."

We come to manhood only in the comprehension, development and
maturity of all the faculties we possess. To attain that perfection of
our powers should be the aim of our life, and every calling and purThe
suit should be made as far as possible to contribute to that end.
This world is its first
soul possesses " the powers of an endless life."
school to educate those powers. Every calling you pursue is to some
extent a teacher in this school; and if the farmer, the trader, the artisan, the phj-sician, the lawyer and the minister has not been made truer,
nobler, stronger by his vocation, then his life has been a lamentable
failure.
JSTow, the life of the farmer and dwellers in the rural districts,
it seems to me. are peculiarly fitted to produce a broad and generous
development of some of the most noble and sterling qualities of manI am sure, at least, that their condition has been too greatly
hood.
underrated and restricted.
Allow me to call you attention to some elements of a noble manhood
that country

life

and agricultural pursuits may help to

foster.

element of manhood I name, is physical health and manly
We
too highly value bodily energy, a robust constitution,
cannot
vigor.
good digestion, steady nerves and strong, tough thews. They are as
essential to a well developed manhood as a deep, solid foundation is to

The

first

the stability of a building. The soul carries the body as the tree its
bark or the snail its shell, and so long as this marriage of matter and
mind continues, they are practically one, and must naturally bear each
Like the Siamese twins, they breathe and walk
other's infirmities.
simultaneously, and one cannot take a spree and the other keep sober.
Hence, the trite law of Juvenal, "a sound mind in a sound body" cannot be despised by any one who wishes to realize his fullest powers.
You must possess physical health in order to be intellectually and
The heart must pulsate rythmically in order to feel
spiritually well.
A bilious condition makes an atrobilious temper. Peccant
happy.
humors in the blood fills the mind with all kinds of dismal fogs and
Without good health and bodily vigor, fine talents, the inspiravapors.
tion of genius, refined tastes and a bountiful supply of wit and humor
only intensifies one's misery by making him conscious of powers he dare
not fully exert.
Now, it is happily the lot of the farmer to follow a
calling that, perhaps more than any other, furnishes that desirable
element of manhood, good health and a bountiful supply of physical
All manual toil tends to develop the body but not all in equal
vigor.
proportion. Some only call into exercise a certain set of faculties, such
as the eye, the ear, the touch, and hence the physical benefits are partial,
Some exert deleterious influence and tend to shorten life. Thus, our
life tables show that printers, mechanics, painters, tailors and shoemakers
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Indoor confinement, want of sufficient exerbreathing irritating substances and noxious odors from the material
of their work, reduces their avei'age to thirty-six. At the head of the
health list stands the farmer, whose average is sixty-four, seven years
longer than the lawyer or minister, ten years longer than the doctor,
and nearly thirteen years longer than the blacksmith and jeweller.
Such is the influence of farm labor and country air on physical vigor.
It gives the longest lease upon life.
And then the dwellers in the rural districts are exempt from those
tempting artificial irregularities tbat so early sap and wither humanity

have the lowest average.
cise,

in large towns and cities.
rooms and restaurants, with

Saloons, theatres, gaming clubs, billiard
their brilliant lights and gorgeous attire, do
not attract the laborer, at the close of the day's work, to late hours,
He is not so apt to arise with a bad
dissipation and unnatural excesses.
headache in the morning, a macaroni sky, and fagged, jaded and irritable,
many worn by thought, hardrag himself languidly to his work.
rassed by commercial care, or broken down by carousal and connival

How

pleasures, have exclaimed with Talleyrand, "Oh, that sleep could be
bought that it was in the market at any quotation." The farmer is not
liable to this nervous sleeplessness, does not have to woo Morpheus with
opiates, cordials and hot slings, and is not apt to be chased in his sleep
by horrid monsters, bitten by ogres, and awakened by strange noises,
stumbling over graves or plunging into rolling floods. You may safely
wager that the young bacchinal who dreamed that the devil came one
night and sat down upon his stomach, holding the Bunker Hill Monument in his lap, did not live on a ranch. And then what an appetite the
field laborer has ?
He needs no rum bitters, nor brandy cocktails, to
appreciate his breakfast. And what large families they have in the
country. Fresh rosy girls, that blush without paint, and stalwart boys
that do not stray out too late at night and early wreck their virtue and
manhood upon the Barbary Coast.
The second element of manhood consists in mental activity and a richly

—

furnished mind. Man is distinguished from all the lower orders by his
The birds sing but they never compose music. The
intellectual nature.
bee and the beaver build but they possess no system of architecture.
The cattle roam in bands but they have no social organization. In poetic
license, instinct may be considered as the dim harbinger of reason, but
in no sense whatever can a man's dog ever rise to the dignity of a conscious partner or shareholder along with its master in the responsible
trust of thinking freely and wisely directing.
Only so far as you think
do you live, and come into possession of your patrimony of existence.
You live by eating, and wisely directed thought is a mode of mental
nourishment. As the strength of the laboring man demands a regular
supply of good solid food, so too, no one can hope to possess vigor of
mind, agility of thought in planning and combining, who does not reguIf you
larly supply the mind with wholesome material for thought.
need cordials, appetisers, dainty morsels and pungent condiments to give
you an appetite for your food, you are certainly in a bad way; but if
you have a keen relish for the ordinary staples of the table you have
reason to be thankful that you are in such good condition. So, too, if
curiosity, the appetite of the mind, is wide awake to the beauty, order
and wealth of the universe, and can find regalement in good books and
journals, or art, science, history or some of the inviting walks of literabut if the common-places of conture, then you are in a healthy state
versation, the saws about the weather, neighborhood gossip, the items of
;
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quotations, and the price of corn, pork or wool, be

sufficient to absorb and entertain you, then your intellect ma}' as well
speak for its shroud. Cultivated thought emancipates one from the narman should
row and restricted sphere of his calling and profession.

No

allow his business to measure his intellectual growth. No matter how
useful or elevated it may be, you cannot afford to bury all your powers
in it.
The universe is around you; eternity is before you. All these
stars are but the foot-lights of a mightier drama than any that can be
enacted on the stage of time. And shall we who are destined so soon to
take part in that endless scene, content ourselves in merely crawling
over sacks of grain and bales of merchandise ? And yet how many there
are whose geography consists in running a section line, whose astronomy
an occasional glance at the stars over the chimney tops, whose geology
is all piled up in a stone fence, and whose botany is the dimension of a
vegetable garden. It is all well enough to talk of fine apples and pears,
splendid trotters and sleek Devons, but we must not forget that the fertility and productiveness of mind takes precedence to every thing else.
A well stored mind is the most substantial of our possessions. It
cannot take fire or run away. It needs no lock and key, nor insurance
Even death cannot eject you from such a heritage. And now
policy.
it is the common impression that rural life and industry is not quite so
propitious a school for intellectual health and strength as it is for physical development.
This may be true, but I am sure that it is richer in
resources for thought and mental vigor than many are accustomed to
think.
If the cultivator of the soil has no higher ambition than merely
to excel in his special calling and wear off the honors and premiums of
the fair, he will need the vigorous exercise of his reflective powers.
Skilled labor pays better than plodding routine, and dull stolid contentment with the old methods. And what if any bumpkin that can yoke a
pair of steers and deftly twist a whip-cracker, can raise fine fields of
wheat and barley, mealy potatoes and fat beeves; can any one, who has
ever felt the pulsation of Divinity within him, be content to graduate the
capacity of his intelligence to this standard ? Then agricultural colleges,
journals, fairs, and the many able works written on chemistry in relation
to the soil, pomology, horticulture, the different breeds of horses, cattle
and sheep, are fast elevating the pursuit of husbandry into a science, and
no wakeful mind can willingly consent to live in ignorance of the literature of its special vocation.
Every one should, up to his measure of
ability, keep step with the age in which he lives. He should know something of its material developments, the progress of science, art, literature, politics and religion. And who has a deeper interest in these things
than the farmer ? In some degree all these avenues of knowledge and
elevating enjoyment lie open to his exploring curiosity. The farmer
who economizes his time, and who does not allow his business to make
a drudge of him, may in rural quietude find more leisure for reading
and meditation than the merchant or mechanic in the city, living
in the midst of the excitement of trade, and hotly driven by sharp

competition.

Another element of true manhood

is a love and appreciation of the
All those material objects which give us pleasure in the
simple contemplation of their outward qualities belong, more or less, to
the realm of the beautiful.
are made to admire, to be pleased,
attracted and thrilled with joy, as well as to think, reason and analyze,
and certain forms, sounds and actions are endowed with the mysterious
power of producing pleasurable emotions. A good taste is the capacity

beautiful.

We
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of receiving pleasure spontaneously from those objects that were
intended by the Creator to be grateful and pleasing. Now, this is too
fair and large a domain of the soul to be left wholly uncultivated.
And
yet its gates are thought to be closed against the cultivator of the soil.
He has to deal with utility, and not with the beautiful. Hence it has

become common

speak of country people as rustics, bumpkins, clodThe politician calls them the bone and sinew of the
land, a compliment equally due to horses and cattle.
Now, 1 am confident that rural life and industry are far more favorable to the development of the finer sensibilities than the}' get credit for. It is true the
farmer has no access to academies of design or galleries of art, and does
not daily walk to his business under the shadow of sumptuous architecture, like the dwellers in the city.
But, then, he dwells in God's spacious
studio, and may actually see infinite thought at work shaping the clouds
and painting the hills and fields in variegated hues and tints. It is God's
ideal of beauty that breaks upon you in the glorious sunrise, that is
spread before you in the picturesque landscape and sculptured hills and
mountains -those " great cathedrals of the earth, with their gates of
rock, pavement of clouds, choirs of stream and stone, altars of snow aud
to

poles and mudsills.

—

vaults of purple traversed by the continual stars."
For, after all, what is nature but the embodiment of Divine thought,
the graceful and flowing vesture that enwraps ineffable beauty, order
and harmony. No beaut}* in a farmer's life
Walk through this Pavilion and gaze upon the fruits and flowers displayed upon these tables.
These are not artificial, mere fruit and flower pieces of artistic skill, but
Landseer and Bonheur may paint the most finished represenmiracles.
tatives of animal life, the hoi-se, the dog, the cow, but you possess the
original pictures which they copy.
Surely the sweep of fields, snowcrested mountains, woodland glades, orchards, vineyards and gardens
ought to be more soothing and refining to the soul than the piles of
brick and mortar, the clatter of drays and milk wagons, and the ceaseless roar of mammon.
And allow me to surest to the farmer that it is
a duty he owes to his manhood, to the public good, to give more attenIt is said that an ill-natured woman
tion to the esthetics of his calling.
will knead her irritable disposition into the bread she makes, and thus
Be this as it may,
affect the whole family with her unamiable temper.
we know that every man stamps his individuality upon his work. As
you ride through the lane and look at a shabby, unpainted house, a
straggling woodpile, rickety gates, sloven fences, and the mangy aspect
of things in general, you say instinctively that a clownish, boorish mind
must dwell there. A man cannot live in a muss, with pigs rooting in
the dooryard, hens cackling in the kitchen, and everything in " confuChameleonsion worse confounded," without becoming demoralized.
Rural ornamentation,
like, we reflect the hue of our surroundings.
neatness and taste in architecture, and display of shades, flowers and
smoothly shaved lawns would make home inviting and keep your sons
and daughters from longing to escape from the dullness of the country
And let no one say
to the giddy whirl and dissipation of the city.
that the farmer has no time to indulge in fancies of taste and refinement. He has man}* an hour of leisure quite sufficient for these little
artistic endowments, once his sensibilities are quickened into a lively
appreciation of taste and beauty.
Another element of manhood I must not overlook, is moral integrity.
As you set your time pieces by the sun and adjust your hours of toil by
solar regularities, so our moral nature should be regulated by the great
!
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law of trutb, right and justice. And now I may add that a very bad
man in the country must be akin to the devil. The outward solicitations
to evil are not so imperious there.
The spirit of cupidity and gain rages
in the country, but as competitions are not so
sharply defined, and the
clashings of self interest so fierce and hotly contested as in the city, the
torrent is less apt to sweep you away.
In the city the spirit of avarice
is intensified into a furnace heat.
The only problem seems to be how to
make the most money in the shortest time. If conscience should stray
out of the Sabbath and get in the way, it must be run over. Hence you
may pass across the diameter of the city and scarcely see anything to
remind you of God and eternal things, unless it be the passing of a funeral
cortege, casting its silent and transient lesson upon the hurrying scene.
There is certainly more danger of men being wrecked upon these wild
social breakers than those who are further out upon a calmer sea
In the
city the incentives to jovial vice, amorous and dissolute pleasures, and
wasteful indulgences are tricked out in their most showy and witching
costumes.
Even the fine arts, poetiy, music, painting, wit and beauty
all combine to give a picturesque charm to the broad road, and conceal
the dismal abyss in which it terminates. Now. you who live in the counFewer
try are not drummed and serenaded by the devil in this way.
temptations stray into the country and prowl among the fields, and
therefore we naturally expect to find more virtue and temperance in the
rural home.
Then, again, the dwellers in the country are not so much
annoyed by those little cares and frets that disturb the equanimity of
You have no city taxes to pajT
You are not worried by
city people.
butchers' bills, gas bills, water bills and rent bills every da}'.
Mother
Grundy's eye is not upon you every time you step out of the gate.
There is no water or chalk in your milk. Your butter is not strong
Y"our fruits and vegetables are always fresh and
enough to walk.
You have your local cares and troubles, I know. It is very
savory.
aggravating to have your crops damaged by breechy cattle, or the dogs to
get among your sheep, but on the whole, there is no mode of life so conducive to a serene, happy and contented existence as the farmer.
And now let me exhort you to magnify your calling. It may be made
the school of some of the noblest and most amiable virtues that' can
.

adorn humanity. No clan is so independent and free. The financial
storms that topple down the great commercial houses that stand on the
contingencies of trade do not desolate your quiet so severely.

Remember that agriculture is the chief source of the nation's wealth.
Commerce exchanges it. Manufactures only improve its quality. But
Without the
agriculture is the productive power that multiplies it.

farmer the loom would stand idle, the mill cease to hum, the locomotive
rust on the iron rail and the great ships drop to pieces in the harbor.
Without agriculture, in fact, these great symbols of utilitarian invention
and activity could never have come into existence.

The fee simple to a spot of
spirit.
of liberty. The man who stands upon his own soil
feels that his personal interest is bound up in the honor and
inviolability
of the law that protects him. He feels that of the great
globe, fashioned
by the hand of God and sent wheeling through boundless space, a certain portion is his, from the centre to the stars; and this consciousness
of independence kindles the love of freedom.
And let we also congratulate this society on the stability agriculture
Agriculture fosters the patriotic

ground

is

the

40

germ
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giving to the population of this State. The first exodus of emigrants
for gold, with no settled purpose of staying here.
They were
nomadic, restless, living in tents, wandering along river courses, clambering up the mountain slopes, and diving in dismal canons and gulches,
and when they had found the coveted booty, hurried back home. Thus
for years the wealth of the State flowed steadily out of the Golden Gate
into the Eastern market, returning no equivalent.
You have perhaps
heard of the "laying machine" invented and patented by a live Yankee.
It was so constructed that the egg dropped through the nest into a
pocket below, out of sight, and the hen, failing to find it, concluding she
had made a mistake, went to work to lay another, and so on but it was
soon found out that, however profitable the machine was to the owner,
it was very hard on the hen.
The steady outflow of gold may have been
very gratifying to Eastern and European capitalists, but it was very hard
on California
The discovery of the agricultural resources of the State
has changed this state of things, by giving permanency to the population, and hence turning capital towai'ds us instead of away from us.
You live in a remarkable State, stretching itself over ten degrees of
latitude, washed on one side by the sea, and walled on the other by
mountain ranges. Where on earth will you find more generous soil, a
greater variety of climate, grander scenery, richer deposits of minerals,
a more salubrious atmosphere, and orchards and gardens teeming with
every variety of temperate and tropical fruits and flowers. All this
natural wealth and beauty has been brought to within a few hours of the
East by the recent completion of the continental railroad. Before your
Pacific front stands the nations of the Old World throwing open their
harbors and markets. It remains with the farmers, more than any other
is

came

;

say whether we are worthy to possess this goodly land, and to
lay broad and deep, upon God, humanity and conscience, the foundation
Whether our schools, colleges, churches and indusof this new State.
trial institutes shall be cherished by so enlightened a liberality as to
become a joy and benefaction to posterity. Whether, in short, a race
of men can be developed here whose moral and intellectual worth will
be commensurate with the products of this genial soil and sky.
class, to
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PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

UPPER SACRAMENTO AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY

FOR

1869.

Office Upper Sacramento Agricultural Society,
Pavilion, Chico,
I.

N. Hoaj, for

Stale

the

Board of

December

Agriculture

27th, 1869.

)

\

:

Dear Sir Your letter of November seventeenth to General Bid well,
President of this association, requesting information in regard to the
proceedings of the society for the present year, has been referred to me,
and I have the honor to transmit the following statements
:

:

Our society was organized in eighteen hundred and sixty-seven, as the
Butte County Agricultural Society, and held a fair that season, which
proved very successful, particularly when the short time for preparation
and the total inexperience of all concerned in the management are considered.

Another fair was held by the society in eighteen hundred and sixtywhich was well attended, but which, from various causes, did not

eight,

prove as great a financial success.
At the annual meeting of eighteen hundred and sixty-nine, the society
was reorganized under the present name, and the field of its operations
extended to embrace the Counties of Butte, Colusa, Plumas, Tehama,
Shasta and Lassen, and a Board of Agriculture elected as follows:
President

—

J.

Bidwell.

Vice Presidents— W. N.
Wilson.
Treasurer

De Haven,

S.

M. Sproul, G.

C. Perkins, C. L.

— C. Noonan.
— E. Hallet.
— K. Big^s, D. M. Reavis,
J.

Secretary
Directors

J. L. Keefer, J. C. Mandeville, G.
F. JSTourse, J. J. Morehead, W. P. Tilden. W. F. Cheney. B. F. Allen, J.
Thompson, S. T. Brewster, G. W. Hoag, J. Boggs, J. Billion, J. C. Tyler,
H. A. Rawson, G. H. Messersmith, H. B. Sheldon, J. J. Bell, G. I. Tag-

gart, A.

W.

Heitzig.

It being already evident that we had a season of light crops and low
with the resulting financial pressure to contend with, it became a
matter of very serious discussion whether it was policy to hold a fair
this season; but it was finally decided to attempt it. and the inclosed

prices,
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premium list, offering sixteen hundred and fifty dollars, and speed programme, amounting to fourteen hundred dollars (to which was afterwards
added another purse of one hundred and fifty dollars), was published
and widely circulated.

The

fairs of preceding years having been held in temporary buildings,
was decided to build a permanent Pavilion, and one was erected,
eighty feet by ninety-six feet, at a cost of about four thousand five
hundred dollars, on a block of land in Chico, donated to the society by

it

Genei*al J. Bidwell.
The fair held from September twenty-eighth to October second was
very successful a show of stock not excelled by any district society in
the State, and a display of produce, fruit, vegetables and manufactures
that filled the Pavilion.
The following is a summary of the entries of leading animals and
articles

—

:

—

Horses Thoroughbred
Eoadsters
Draught

Of

all

17

26
5

work

to
8

Saddle

Mules

7
5

Jacks..
Cattle Thorough bred

—
—
—

15

Grades
Sheep Thoroughbred
Grades
Goats Cashmere or Angora
Swine

13

.•

28
25
8
9

11

Poultry

Whole number

250

entries of stock

Produce
Produce Manufactured
Manufactured articles
Mining products
Cabinet minerals
Agricultural implements
Needle and fancy work

89
124
49

—

Works

7
1

18

194
36
32

of art

Miscellaneous

Whole mini ber

,

550

The larger part of the animals on exhibition were the best stock in
the State, of their respective varieties, many of them having taken premiums at the State and Northern District Fairs.
In addition to the articles for which premiums were offered by the
society were fine exhibits of silkworms and cocoons, by Messrs. J. Siebert, of Marysville, and A. P. Smith, of Sacramento ; woollen goods,
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from the Capital and Marysville mills; a

lace robe, by Mrs. .Roberts,
intended as a present to Miss Nellie Grant, and many other articles.
I inclose the opening address of the President.
The annual address,

by Hon. George Barstow, we have

alread}' published,

and forwarded you

a copy.

The financial condition of the society is healthy. We were forced to
incur a small debt in building, but hold property to more than twice the
amount.
Hereafter, with the railroad facilities now nearly approaching compleheavy expense of building partially met, the public interest
generally aroused, and the aid of the experience of the past, we trust,
within a reasonable time, to' make our annual fairs an attraction to all
who take an interest in agriculture and its kindred arts; and who does
not ?
Very respectfully, }"Our obedient servant,
tion, the

E.

HALLET,
Secretary.
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OPENING ADDRESS.

DELIVERED BEFORE THE UPPER SACRAMENTO AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SEPTEMBER TWENTY-SIXTH, EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY-NINE.

By General

JOHN B1DWELL,

President.

Members of the Upper Sacramento Agricultural Society, and Ladies and
On occasions like this it is customary, as you are aware, for
Gentlemen
the presiding officer to deliver an opening address, dilating upon the
importance of agriculture and portraying in glowing terms the resources
of the country, present and prospective; but I have neither time nor
inclination to enter upon, much less perform such a task; nor do I
believe that you, under the circumstances, desire such at my hands.
Officers of an agricultural society, if they discharge their duties as
they should, occupy anything but sinecure positions. No amount of
smooth words, or lazy good humor, or self-laudation will suffice to fill
the chasm of inefficiency. The}' must work that is the word, work
and triumph or fall by their work. Active, earnest, efficient work knows
no such word as fail. And, my friends, it is a glorious circumstance that
we live in an age of universal activity in a country of liberty and proWe should recognize labor as the
gress, where it is no disgrace to toil.
foundation of prosperity; and no man can plead as an excuse that it is
not honorable to work; but all ought to work, with hands or head,
people and officers alike. It is not enough for members of such a society
to elect officers, resolve to hold a fair, and then fold their arms and say
all is done.
But, pardon the comparison of small with great things,
how long would our government, or any other free government, last
without the active sympathy and support of the people? Expenses
must be paid, and moral and material forces bi*ought into requisition.
The life of a society like this, as that of a nation, depends on the existence and efficiency of these essential conditions. When a government
or society is organized, it has but just begun its career. Sympathy and
material support are its vital atmosphere. As " eternal vigilance is the
success.
price of liberty," so is earnest and ceaseless effort the price of
For the two preceding years, the local or Butte County Agricultural
Fairs were temporarily provided with a structui-e dignified with the
name of Pavilion. The plan of annually building up and tearing down
was deemed by the present officers unwise and not to be continued. It
was believed that prominent and enterprising citizens of adjoining counties would come to our aid and do much to promote the object and
:

—

—

—
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success of the annual exhibition (which we have come here to celebrate)
and share equally with us in the beneficent results sure to flow from the
exchange of happy greetings and peaceful rivalry. With these views
and objects, it was but fair to give the citizens of other counties equal
rights and representation. To this end it became necessary to reorganize
and merge into a district organization, under the name of the " Upper
Sacramento Agricultural Society," embracing the Counties of Butte,
Colusa, Tehama, Shasta, Plumas and Lassen, and such others as may
unite with us in the future. This accomplished, an appeal was made for
means to erect a structure which should be of ample proportions to
answer the present and prospective wants of the society; a building
which could be so far advanced, with the means we might reasonably
expect, as to answer the purposes of the present fair; one that could,
when the financial condition of the society should permit, be appropriately finished.
A firm brick foundation, three feet high eighty by ninety-six feet
with two cross walls was laid, and a substantial frame erected thereon.
The outside boarding, though substantial, is temporary; but the floor
and roof may be considered good and permanent.
But further

—

—

is unnecessary.
Without drawing somewhat upon your
imaginations you may not be able to form a proper conception of this
now unfinished edifice when it shall have been completed. But draw

description

—

upon your fancy as you may picture to yourselves this temple of
industry, surmounted with cupola or dome, embowered amidst stately
trees; this vast aisle and transept arched and groined, and these walls
decorated with mottoes and allegorical frescoes all these things and

—

more are within the

possibilities of the near future, if the people will

that they shall be done, and furnish the means. Industry, and rivalry
and development these will secure all that we need, and satisfy our
fondest hopes. In attempting to make these allusions this sort of
general and imperfect report of the doings of this society, let me say,
the work itself is the best witness as to what we have done. Whether
or not it meets with the intelligent expectation of those who have a right
to call us to account, T can conscientiously say it is all we have been
able to do.
We present it to you as the result of your willing contributions, and trust that you will find in it something worthy of your approbation.
We are here to exchange kindly greetings, and celebrate our
annual jubilee and we have reason to rejoice and return thanks to a
gracious Providence, who has crowned the land with abundant harvests,
and filled our hearts with gladness. We are here, my friends, in the
interest of labor, of harmony and good will, and of all that makes us a
prosperous and progressive people, to dedicate this hall to agriculture.
It rose at your command ; it is filled with the products of your industry.
Accept it at our hands, and make this occasion one of sincere rejoicing.
And more than that make it a season of profit as well as pleasure, that
all may be able to say, when they shall return to their homes, that it
was good to have been here; that they feel encouraged, and their
ambition aroused, to excel in their various callings. It is an auspicious
indication to see the growing interest felt in these annual exhibitions.
It is in your power to make them occasions not only of happy reunions,
but of lasting benefit to all; and it is hard to imagine how any can
return from here without feeling amply recompensed. If, however,
there is a son of Adam so buried in avarice, so fascinated with the
bubbles and frivolities of idleness in a word, so lost to the finer sensibilities of his nature, as not to feel the kindling power of emulation
his

—

—

;

—

—

—
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is one of commiseration; he is, indeed, a drone
in the hive of
But if one spark of genuine humanity is left in his bosom,
industry.
there is hope hope that the spark may become ignited into a flame
hope that he will resolve to add his mite to the sum of activity, which
carries the country forward in its career of prosperity, and annually
return to compete in the race of merit, where excellence alone should
win the prize. No man is so wise that he cannot learn none so high
as not to be dependent on his neighbors; none so rich that he cannot
be taught economy none so prosperous that he may not be benefited
by the knowledge and experience of other men ; none so humble that

case

—

—

;

;

he

may not rise.
may be proper

to allude to one or two obstacles to the completeness
of the exhibition the present year. The season for fruit has not been
In comparison with former years, grapes have been almost a
favorable.
failure
and the same may be said of most products of the orchard.
The failure has been both in quantity and quality of the fruit, owing,
doubtless, to the small amount of rain last winter and spring, and the
few days of unusually hot weather in July. Another effect or pecufruits ripened and disappeared a month
liarity of the season has been
earlier than ever before, within the memory of the oldest inhabitant.
I may be pardoned, perhaps, for making one more excuse and counting it among the obstacles against which we have had to contend, and
that is, the stringency of the money market, which is without parallel.
The land is groaning with plenty, but amidst this abundance every man
feels poor.
One thing is evident, there is no available and adequate
market for farm products. Look at your granaries, they are literally
bursting with the staff of life. Look at the banks of the Sacramento,
they are barricaded with grain awaiting shipment. There is, in this
state of affairs, no sufficient circulating medium.
Importations carry
away all the gold and silver, and there is nothing left with which to
From what source are we to find relief? I do not
transact business.
pretend to comprehend the intricacies of financial strategy by which a
few men rule the entire Pacific coast. One thiug is clear a crisis is
It

;

:

—

upon us. The most apathetic must feel it. The year eighteen hundred
and sixty-nine has been made memorable by the completion of the great
transcontinental railway, and we are suddenly brought into more intimate relations with the Atlantic States and Europe. The mystery and
romance of our isolation have been snatched away and we now stand
face to face with the world.
In this changed condition of affairs, what is to be done? Fold our
arms and wait for something to turn up? 1 answer, by no means. To
me the solution of the problem seems not difficult ; but it may be more
must compete, and competition means labor.
readily said than done.
must either go to
Look at the vast array of our importations.
manufacturing or continue to export the precious metals. It now takes
all our gold and silver, as soon as they are dug from the ground, and
a considerable portion of our agricultural products, to pay for what we
consume and wear out, a very considerable proportion of which, sufficient, in my judgment, to relieve this coast from the very embarrass-

We

We

ments we now

suffer, can,

and by every consideration of wise policy or

But I have no time
local pride, should be manufactured in this State.
Look at the vast aye, unlimited
to enter into detail or speculation.
water power of the Pacific coast! Consider this mild and salubrious
climate! See the exhaustless fountain of cheap labor in China and

—

Japan.

Cannot these advantages be made to

avail us

anything

?

I tell
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we remain inert and fail to grasp the logic of
of things, our prestige is gone business must languish
It is not necessary to dive into the severe logic
our prosperity deferred
of political economists; Adam Smith and John Stuart Mill may be laid
on the shelf. Let capitalists begin at once, and spend in the next two
years as much in building up manufactures as they have in the past two
years in wild and fruitless speculations in mines, and, my word for it,
such an impetus to permanent prosperity would be given as to be wholly
without parallel in the history of the State. Reduce, as fast as practicable, the importations, and you will have enough gold to fill every

you,
this

my

friends, that if

—

new order

—

man's pocket every man who shall, by his industry, deserve it, will be
sure to have it.
Wait and hope, and speculate as we may, I do not believe that real
and permanent prosperity will dawn upon us until we become, to a considerable extent, a manufacturing as well as agricultural and miningWe are at too great a distance from the principal grain markets
State.
of the world to make our wheat take the place of gold, except in times
of famine or great scarcity abroad.
According to The Commercial Herald and Market Rcvieiv, a paper published in San Francisco, there were bound to that port, on the seventeenth
of this month, no less than one hundred and thirty-nine vessels. Of
these, thirty -four were from New York, seven from Boston, twenty-seven
from Liverpool, sixteen from Australia, etc. Now, what are these vessels
bringing to exchange for your gold ? The first thing I notice is five
hundred and seventy-five barrels of alcohol, because it begins with A.
But looking down the list I find six thousand six hundred and thirty-five
barrels of whiskey; or, reckoning each barrel at forty gallons, two
hundred and sixty-five thousand four hundred gallons; this at two dollars per gallon (I believe the article rates at about that figure) amounts
Do not imagine this is all the
to more than half a million of dollars.
whiskey consumed on this coast; by no means. This item of half a
million of dollars worth is simply what is on the way here at this parit has nothing to do with the
ticular time to make up the deficiency
of
whiskey and brandy in Calimanufacturing
magnificent operations
Next are four thousand seven hundred
fornia.
So much for that.
hogsheads of coal also, seven thousand two hundred and eighty-three
tons of the same. These are probably a necessity, like many other
But what about four thousand one hundred and seventy-three
things.
packages of boots and shoes? Our hills and plains are covered with
cattle, and still hundreds of thousands of dollars must be sent away to
pay for boots and shoes. Gold is the only thing, as a rule, which they
And what next? Fifty-four thousand four
will take in exchange.
In this land of verdure and
hundred and seventeen boxes of candles
sunshine, where domestic animals live in winter as well as summer on
where the very clouds drop fatness all over the
spontaneous pasture
land; can we not, ought we not, I ask, manufacture our own candles?
Next, thirteen thousand three hundred and forty-six boxes of soap
also, thirt}--eight thousand one hundred and seventy-three casks, kegs,
But I cannot specify the
cases and packages of pickles, preserves, etc.
I am aware that the vessels brin<nn2; these things to
list is too threat.
us will take away some wheat four to eight millions of dollars worth
perhaps, during the entire year, provided they can get it at low figures,
But it takes all our gold, besides,
so low as to be ruin to the producer.
;

;

;

!

;

;

;

—

41
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pay the balance against us; and here, where our currency is gold,
we must have or all business will languish and die. But there is
no need of discouragement if we will but seize the reins and put the car
to

gold

motion. Do not understand me that manufactures are the only
We want combination and co-operation of enterprise.
desideratum.
Agriculture must be better and more varied, to embrace everything
within the range of our unequalled and diversified soil and climate.
Mining should be carried on with more intelligent economy and better
comparative results. All the parts of the industrial resources of the
country should come into play, for they are all necessary to make the
sum of that prosperity which awaits our bidding. These exhibitions of
peaceful rivalry are just what we need to stimulate us to greater and
greater results. They are the fruit of industry and measure the length
and breadth and depth of enterprise. The}7 should therefore receive at
our hands all due encouragement, that may show us to be a people
worthy our name and pretensions free, enlightened, refined, progressive.
Before closing, 1 beg leave to say to those who are here from a disin

•

we are glad to see you and feel honored by your presence. We
are aware of the inconveniences inseparably connected with the sojourn
But I sincerely trust
of a large number of people in a small town.
there will be no such thing as extortion or other cause of complaint.
The people of Chico will, I believe, do all in their power to render the
stay of their visitors agreeable. I must not omit to express the thankfulness of this society to those whole-souled, liberal-minded citizens of
this and adjacent counties, who have in our time of need so generously
lent us a helping hand.
The ladies, whose kind and timel}r assistance was so acceptable in decorating this hall, have our special thanks.
Finally, to one and all,
ladies, gentlemen and children who grace the occasion by your presence,
I greet you in the name of our society with a sincere and heartfelt
tance,

welcome.

Good

night.
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AGRICULTURAL ADDRESS.
DELIVERED BEFORE THE UPPER SACRAMENTO AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, AT
CHICO, SEPTEMBER THIRTIETH, EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY-NINE.

By Hon. GEO. BARSTOW.

Ladies and Gentlemen: We are assembled in one of the largest valleys
of California, surrounded by the products of the field, the orchard and
the vineyard, and by the increase of the flocks and herds, to consider
how best we can improve the gifts of all-bounteous Nature.

THE MODERN FARMER.
of one hundred years ago, for whom it was enough
and drink, who lay down upon his bed of rushes in perfect contentment, while the busy housewife spun and wove the fustian in which he
was dressed who cut down the oak of the forest to warm himself, and,
mounted upon his strange lumbering vehicle, was jolted once a year to
the village fair that being nowhere exists in America. His portrait
The farmer of to-day is another creature. He
is a picture of the past.

The peasant farmer

to eat

;

—

He has a part in the government of bis country. He
It is not enough that lie has sheep, he
uses agricultural chemistry.
must have the best breeds, blooded horses, oxen the sight of which, in
a California landscape, gives him a better picture than Flemish artist
thinks for himself.

—

ever drew.

MODERN AGRICULTURE.
ceaseless new wants which modern civilization has evoked, make
necessary for the farmer to exchange his products for furniture, for
home comforts, for new implements of husbandry, for money. He must
have the threshing machine, McCormick's reaper, and the header. It is
not enough to grow the grain. Without exchange, his crops cannot
bring him even the appliances of productive, wonder-working modern
This involves the necessity of a good market, and for that
agriculture.
commerce comes in, to play her part in this grand drama of nature and
The railar t culminating in the model farm and the perfect farmer.
road, the mighty steamship, the telegraph are called for; the canals that
unite the seas, all the vast enterprise of foreign countries, become agents
and helps but chiefly the power of multiplying products and the means
of transportation within our own borders, are the needs of California
to-day and hence I have chosen "Internal Improvements" as the most

The

it

—

;

—

fitting

theme

for this occasion.
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SAN FRANCISCO BAY AND

The

CITY.

advantage necessary for building up an opulent and powerful
its chief commercial city, its central business, shall be
Behold
located in a commanding position and in a healthful climate.
then, the commercial centre of California, San Francisco, seated by a
" Golden "
by spontaneous agreement of mangate, which is named the
kind, from suggestion of the profit that goes through it, landward and
seaward. That gate is but a channel scooped out by Omnipotent power,
through the vast range of mountains, to make a way for the waters of
the ocean to roll through and spread themselves out into a deep broad
That bay is nothing but one vast harbay, the Bay of San Francisco.
bor, and there, sheltered behind the protecting barriers of the mountains, the navies of the world may ride at anchor.
By such a bay, with
such a harbor, at such a gate and so sheltered, stands San Francisco
the centre and outlet of commerce on the western side of this continent
connected by rivers and inlets with hundreds of valleys that pour
down their streams of trade into it, reaching far up into the plains and
mountain passes, and laying them all under tribute, by the natural laws
of necessity and convenience; a city with no rival on thousands of miles
of sea coast, and prospectively the peer of any city on the globe. State,

first

is,

that

—

—

CLIMATE AND TEMPERATURE.

Think of a great commercial city with a climate of which it may be
said with truth that there is never a cold day and never a hot one
where, but for mechanical and culinaiy purposes, fire is never an actual
where, through all the da}*s of the }'ear the open air is a
necessity
stimulating luxury, and all the nights are fitted for the most refreshing

—

—

and health-giving repose. Such is the climate of San Francisco, and the
advantage it affords to man in enabling him to toil without the enervation

See with how
of heat or the pinching power of cold, is incalculable.
much less physical exhaustion business is transacted and labor performed than in cities where the force of great heat or intense cold, by
imposing an immense tax upon all the physical energies of man, enfeebles him and shortens his existence.

TEMFERATURE OF THE COUNTRY.
Turn now from the city to the country. Think of a State with eight
hundred miles of sea coast; with a temperature in which the cereals
arrive at perfection, the fruits and flowers of the tropics thrive, and
Calculate the
all the garden vegetables of northern latitudes flourish.
advantages of a country where flocks and herds require no expensive
guarding aagainst summer's heat or winter's cold. Such is the climate of
California.

VARIETY OF PRODUCTS.

...

Look next beneath the ground, where Nature has stored up wealth in
exhaustless magazines of gold and silver.
From the mines look abroad
upon the vintage, now at its height; in the warm districts the wine
already made, in the cooler valleys the wine presses now at work. Look
next at the fields, where the yellow stubble gives evidence that the harvest has been gathered.
Count the ships that go out daily to waft the
We are so accussurplus to the crowded inhabitants of the old world.
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to think of California as only a gold-bearing State that we can hardly
realize the fact that, in the production of wheat for export, she is the

tomed

equal of States which export almost nothing else. Twenty years ago who
would have believed that to-day her production of wine, silk, wool and
breadstuffs would entirely eclipse her products of gold and who would
believe me if I should to-da}' predict that, in far less than twenty years
from this time, the manufactures of San Francisco will exceed the products of California gold ? In the department of small fruits, how real
and varied does the producing capacity of the State become to our minds
when we consider that the importation of lemons, oranges, figs, limes,
olives, shelled and dried fruits into the United States, annually, amounts
to ten millions of dollars, and that each one of these articles can be
grown with ease in California. How actual and real becomes that beautiful source of wealth, the silk culture, when we find that at the State
Fair, just held at Sacramento, there were exhibited samples of more than
four millions of cocoons which have been produced here, and of over a
Here is the
hundred thousand mulberry trees growing in California.
infancy of a culture which has enriched China, Japan and Italy by millThe importation of silks annually from those
ions of dollars annually.
lands into the United States swells to a sum which would hardly be
believed if I should state it here; but I may say that every year we
send away cargoes of silver dollars to pay for silks grown on foreign soil
and consumed in our country. California promises to assisr, ere long, in
checking that drain upon the wealth of the nation.
The tea culture in this State, formerly considered a vision, has become
real, by the purchase of two thousand acres o/land in El Dorado County
by a party of Japanese, who are now occupied there in rearing the tea
How vivid the wheat culture of the State becomes to the mind's
plant.
eye, from the single fact stated in the Alta California that, on the first
day of August, fifty thousand tons of wheat, in sacks, waiting for shipment, were stretched along the banks of the Sacramento Kiver, in the
Counties of Tehama, Butte, Sutter, Colusa and Yolo, and that sixty thousand tons more were to follow them, making one hundred and ten thousand
tons of wheat as the yield of five counties. Observe, also, that five years
ago the land from Yolo to Vallejo fifty-six miles was unproductive and
almost uninhabited. Now it is an almost continuous wheat field. A
railroad company has laid its track through that route, and is sending
two wheat trains per day, one every night, and extra trains on Sunday.
For miles along the track the wheat is piled up in sacks, waiting for
shipment, and more than forty thousand tons have been shipped this
year from Vallejo direct to Liverpool. Note also the fact that a million
and a half of orange and lemon trees are to be set out this year, by one
fruit association, upon a farm of six thousand acres, in the County of
San Bernardino, and that the same farm is adapted to the fig, olive,
banana, grape, pine apple, almond, filbert, walnut, chestnut and cocoanut.
Here is a fact of the greatest significance, as showing the varied capacity of the State for producing in that department of culture, wdiich we
consider as but collateral and secondary to the great staples.
;

—

—

THE CHICO FAIR GROUNDS.

But we need not look so far away. Here, upon these fair grounds,
to-day, there has been an exhibition of stock which shows that the
farmers of California have an ambition that will stop at nothing short
of perfection, and that is a kind of insurance effected upon the agricul-
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We

have seen many specimens of those
tural prosperity of the State.
breeds of horses most famous in England and America; the goats of
Cashmere; the finest specimens of Merino, Cotswold and Southdown
sheep; the most celebrated breeds of cattle, and among them one suspected of being that queen of the dairy, the Holstein cow. Add to this
that here, in this town, which is but an infant in years, the large Pavilion
in which we are now assembled has been erected in the interest of agriculture, and is to remain a permanent institution in the district.

RAILROADS.
In view of the, vast productiveness of the lands of California, and the
extension of farming, it is clear that we need more railroad transportation
the land waits for railroads, canals and labor.
What a glorious
event was the completion of the trans-continental railroad
What
amazing energy marked its execution! What astonishing rapidity!
Who will not honor the men who carried it through ? Who will grudge
them their subsidies? But this work, great as it is, should be but the
incentive to others. What we want is a network of railroads connecting
the Pacific country with San Francisco, like that which connects the
whole of New England with the Cit}~ of Boston so much so, that from
early morn to nightfall in that city, there is not a single quarter of an
hour that does not witness the arrival or departure of some railroad
train.
What a magnificent result is this of the enterprise of -New Englanders
and are not the men of New England here? Sec also the railroad connexion of the whole West with Chicago; and are not the men
of the West here? And }*et again see how the whole country east of the
Mississippi is bound by iron links to the City of New York. And this is
what we must have here to connect the Pacific country with the New
York oft he Pacific. A man is more isolated from San Francisco at Halfmoon Bay. than at Gilroy. although it is but thirty miles to Half-moon
Bay. while it is eighty to Gjlroy but he goes to Gilroy bj the iron horse,
and to Half moon Bay by the flesh horse. By means of the trans-continental, we are nearer to Philadelphia and Baltimore than to some places
in our County of San Bernardino; because we measure distances now. not
by miles, but by the means of transportation and by the same rule. Canton. Shanghai and Yokohama are near neighbors of New York and
Boston. Great as the trans-continental railroad is and it is a great
work the aid extended to it by our Government was by no means unexampled or extraordinar}-.
;

!

;

;

r

;

;

—

—

ENGLISH RAILROADS IN INDTA.
Great Britain has signalized her dominion in India by the construction
of a continuous line of railroad from Calcutta to Bombay, a distance of
one thousand four hundred and fifty-eight miles, and when this and the
Indian Peninsula line, which has more than fifteen hundred miles in
operation, shall be completed, with their various branches already projected, England will have four thousand six "hundred miles of railroad
in

operation

to the

in

amount

cost but

India, and will have extended Government aid to them
of four hundred millions of dollars.
Our <n-eat railroad

one hundred millions.

TULARE VALLEY.

—

There lies not very far from here the great Tulare Valley the grand
untamed Eden of this continent. Let a railroad connect it with San
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Francisco or Stockton, and there will be no need of a feverish White
Pine excitement to fill it with people and make it resound with the
cheerful toil of thousands of farmers.
They in turn would load that
road with countless tons of wheat. Commerce would freight her ships
with it. Merchants would barter for it. Bankers would make advances
upon it. Labor would be demanded at every stage of its growth and
its handling; and thus it would contribute in some
degree to make the
State and the nation broader and stronger in their foundation and their
upbuilding.

IRRIGATION.

Next

we want canals for irrigation, but constructed with
make them navigable. We may say in general terms

to railroads

sufficient

depth to

of the seasons of California, that they are two, one of copious moisture,
the first of November and closing on the first of May;
the other is rainless and extends from the first of May to the first of
November. Could we moisten the earth during these last six months,
the productiveness of the State would be absolutely without limit.
Many rich mines have been opened in California, and their harvest of
gold, by lubricating the machinery of manufacturing and commercial
But no country has profited by it so
industry, has enriched the world.
little as the State which
produced it. There yet remains one mine,
however, richer than Ophir, exhaustless as the sea, the treasures of which
are in store lor the people of California whenever they choose to approI mean the melting snow of the Sierra Nevada Mountains,
priate them.
which the suns of summer send down in fertilizing streams upon the
arid plains.
We have but to utilize them to find them a source of
boundless wealth
The practice of irrigation is coeval with history. It
has existed in every country, though much less in the United States
than elsewhere. It was one of the earliest arts practiced by man. The
scientific press of England, in view of the late droughts there, is telling
the people that, even under the conditions of an English climate, which
is one of extreme moisture, the most
profitable use of the surplus water
in their running streams would be to
apply it to irrigation. Italy, with
a climate as moist as that of the Middle States of the Union, with its
annual rainfall, as well distributed through the summer and winter
months, has applied the drainage of the Alps and the Appenines to the
irrigation of a million of acres, and has developed there a new agriculture to such an extent, that a hundred millions of dollars would not
purchase the surrender of its benefits. It is a fact, too, that the rental as
well as the product of the irrigated lands exceeds that of the dry culture,
and in some places amounts to a very large sum per acre. Thus far I
have spoken of countries which I have seen. Old canals for irrigation,
repaired and enlarged by the English in India, and new ones built by
them for irrigation, combined with navigation, are numerous, and are
measured by thousands of miles. One of them, a work purely English
in design and execution, and of modern date, the great canal of the
Ganges, with its branches navigable by steamers through a thousand
The officers of
miles, irrigates more than a million and a half of acres.
the East Indian service are pressing upon English capitalists the further
extension of the canals, not only as important to the commercial prosperity of the country, but as a chance for profitable investment.
Along
the foot of the Cordilleras, in the rainless western slope of South
America, lands have been kept moist by irrigation for more than a
hundred years.
In Spain English capital is building the. canal of

commencing on
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Jenares and the engineer mentions it as a fact of great importance,
that while the average of population of Spain is only eighty-one to the
square mile, the population in one section of irrigated gardens rises to
one thousand six hundred and eighty-one to the square mile; and in
another section, to seven hundred and sixty-seven and he reports it as
;

;

a well established fact, that crops raised upon lands judiciously irrigated
are of better quality and in greater quantity than those produced by dry
culture.

The great need of California now is an opportunity for diversified
crops, ever green and ever growing, to include the grasses of the Eastern States, for hay. which, in the opinion of scientific men as well as
practical farmers, will flourish here by irrigation, and never will without

it.

The marvellous productiveness of the soil of California has excited the
wonder of the world, even more than its abundant yield of gold. Our
rainless summer of six months is the only great drawback upon our
agriculture upon the plains; and I know no way of arresting the deterioration of their overcropped soil when long cultivated, and of preserving forever the native fertility of that portion of it which has nut come
under the plough, except by the free use of water, loaded, as the melting snows of the mountains always are, with fertilizing matter from
decaying vegetation and decomposing rocks. It is more lasting in its
effects than the artificial composts which are now so much employed
in the agriculture of other countries, and which can be applied with
The primaiy
safety in California only in connection with water.
object of artificial irrigation is to supply to the soil the requisite of
moisture, in which the climate is in some countries occasionally, and in
and as thorough drainage
others, like California, periodically deficient
a condition of the improved culture which follows it, lands which are
prepared for irrigation are better protected against the excess of wet as
well as drought, than similar lands under the dry culture.
With a system of works, properly planned and executed, for the irrigation of the
great plains of California, she would be relieved from a great portion of
the loss sustained in floods like eighteen hundred and sixty-one and
;

is

eighteen hundred and sixty-two and droughts like eighteen hundred aud
sixtj-three and eighteen hundred and sixty-four.

WATER. RIGHTS.

The right to withdraw water from a stream ami apply it to irrigation
requires a grant from the sovereign, and in older countries is geuerally
obtained by purchase at high prices. The State of California permits
her citizens to appropriate the waters of streams, not navigable under an
imnlied grant, without application for it and without charge. This
appropriation, which consists in the exercise of due diligence in the
building of the necessary canals for its conveyance, and the condition of
its application to useful purposes, invests the appropriator with the first
right to the use of the water, and the continuance of that right unless
he abandons it aud thus it becomes a species of property, the value of
which, prospectively, if not at present, may be inferred from the price
lately fixed by the G-overnment of Spain upon waters supplied to the
Jenares Canal. The area of land to be irrigated by it is twenty-seven
thousand one hundred and seventy acres, and the quantity of water
utilized for the purpose is one hundred and seventy-five cubic feet per
second.
The price charged by the Government is one thousand eight
;
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hundred and seventy-five dollars per annum for the flow of one cubic

The constant flow of this quantity per second is there
foot per second.
estimated to irrigate one hundred and fifty-five acres. The price of the
water upon entering the canal, which is the price paid to the sovereign,
is about twelve dollars per acre per annum; and the cost paid to the
canal for delivery of the water upon the land is about twelve dollars
more.

There

is

no country

in

which irrigation can be more easily applied,

A sura scale as in California.
practicability of watering more
than three quarters of a million of acres on the right bank of the
Sacramento River, by a canal issuing from that stream near Red Bluff,
leading along the outward edge of the valley, and having its outlet at
Suisun, and it is probable that the drainage of the Coast Range of mountains would swell the irrigating capacity of that canal to one million of
acres.
Large as this area is, a still larger area can be irrigated from collecting in a canal the streams heading in the Sierras, and flowing into
the wide plain on the left bank of the Sacramento, and the vast basins of
the San Joaquin and Tulare. The last named could be gathered into a
we except India, upon so grand
vey already made demonstates the

nor, if

deep and navigable canal, having its head in Kern River and Tulare Lake,
and its outlet in or near the Bay of San Francisco; and the first named
waters would need a canal pointing westward. The areas here named,
if subjected to an irrigation like that of Italy and parts of India, with its
superior advantages of climate and fertility, would yield to the commerce of this State a contribution of almost incalculable value.
SALT LAKE VALLEY.

When the traveller halts in the streets of Salt Lake City, as I did on
the nineteenth of June, eighteen hundred and sixty-nine, he finds that
it is laid out into one hundred and eighty blocks, often acres each, with
avenues between them all, of one hundred and thirtj7 feet in width. He
has read the facts of its climate, and knows that there is not rain fall
enough in Utah to ripen any of the crops on which man depends for
He observes, however, that the gardens blossom, and fill
subsistence.
the air with fragrance; that vegetation is thrifty and green; that the
orchards are loaded with fruit and around the city, and stretching off
in the distance far away, are fields of grain and barns filled with
He sees that the streets are lined with rows of trees, in which
plenty.
He listens, and
choirs of birds appear to assemble to sing their songs.
discovers that there is mingled with the music of the birds the sound
He now perceives that there is a crystal stream
of rippling water.
coursing its way through every street, and making, by outlets, the cirThe bloom and fragrance there are no longer a
cuit of even garden.
On
returning from the city by the stage coach, twenty-eight
mystery.
miles, to the railroad, he crosses more than fifty streams of running
water, some of which have made the circuit of w heat fields in artificial
conduits, and are hurrying their surplus waters down the valley to the
Great Salt Lake, which lies at a little distance below, and in plain
He lifts up his eyes and sees, far in the distance,
sight of the city.
where the Almighty has bended the noble range of Wasatch Mountains,
like a bow, round the two sides of the valley in which the hive-like city
and sweet fields lie embosomed. Though it is midsummer, the snows
;

T
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yet linger upon their summit, slowly dissolving in the sun. and trickling
down their sides in a thousand rills, which are gathered into artificial
channels upon the plains below. He now discovers how it is that a
hundred thousand Mormons, by tireless industry, in a country where
rain seldom falls, have produced the most blooming and beautiful agriculture west of the Mississippi River.
It is done by the process of
irrigation.

THE SUEZ CANAL.

The world is full of enterprise for material development on the
grandest scale, and what I have referred to as needed in California are
not more than commensui'ate with our resources and our destiny. We
see, for example, the Suez Canal, now being urged forward by the
French engineer, Lesseps, and the contractor, Levaliier. That is indeed a
great undertaking. It is nothing less than the connecting of the Mediterranean and Red Seas by a canal which is in itself almost a sea, for it
is one hundred miles in length, three hundred feet in width, thirty-five
in depth, and is nowhere crossed by any bridge or interrupted by locks.
To urge on this work, twenty thousand workmen ply their implements,
and forty steam engines strain at the vast weights of earth raised along
Fourteen years these tremendous forces of men and machinery
its bed.
have been employed, and this year Europe, Asia and Africa are to unite
in celebrating its completion.
It cost eighty millions of dollars, and
forms part of the route which will compete with our trans-continental
route for the carrying of merchandise from the ports of China to London and New York. Had Sir John Franklin lived at this day, his precious
life would not have been imperilled to realize the traditionally dream of
a northwest passage to India. Two routes now lie open to Indian commerce the eastern by Suez, and the western by our trans-continental
either of which is infinitely preferable to a route through polar
railroad
seas, open at best but two months in the year, and even then liable to
be impeded by fields of floating ice.

—
—

THE DARIEN CANAL.

Far to the southward of us lies that narrow neck of land, the Isthmus
of Darien, the scene of one of the greatest of human enterprises, thought
of but not accomplished. It is the opening of a ship canal across that
Isthmus to connect the Atlantic and Pacific oceans.

LAKE MICHIGAN AND

MISSISSIPPI CANAL.

While Ave are pausing before obstacles in the way of this work, behold
towards the north, rising in vast conception before the mind, the
monster project of a ship canal from Lake Michigan to the Mississippi
River, which is nothing: less than the union of the Gulf of St. Lawrence
with the Gulf of Mexico. When that is built, a steamer can go from St.
Johns (New Brunswick), westward in a continuous inland sea, iar
through the Canadas and the Western States of our Union, past Chicago.
on into the Mississippi, down that river, swollen above the risk of insufficient depth by the surplus of waters that now roar usek-ssl}' around the
stormy coasts of Labrador; on and on, till it reaches New Orleans.
can be
eighty-five millions of dollars it is estimated that this canal
and to a depth of sixty feet in eight years. But if the depth be
reduced to thirty-five feet, Av'hich is the depth of the grand canal at Suez.

For

built,
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and the estimated depth of the Darien, the cost can be reduced to sixty
millions; and if Chinese labor be employed, can be accomplished in four
years.

RAILROADS IN RUSSIA.

On the continent of Europe, our friendly neighbor, Russia, has built a
railroad from St. Petersburg to Moscow, thus connecting the head and
heart of the empire by a large artery, like the connection between the
head and heart of the human body. And now a great work, the railroad from St. Petersburg to Odessa, draws near to completion. This
iron path, the original survey of which was twelve hundred miles in
length, runs through thirteen degrees of latitude and connects the Baltic
Sea on the north with the Black Sea on the south, thus uniting the
extremities of the empire. Simultaneously with the inception of these
grand movements, the Emperor abolished serfdom, by which the
shackles of servitude fell from millions of human limbs. Here, in our
own country, after connecting by a network of railroads all the most
populous sections, American citizens took hold of a line that stretches
across the continent and brings together the extremities of the Republic.
Simultaneous with the inception of this great work, and before its comThus it would seem that the
pletion, we extinguished African slavery.
shackles of bondage which have fallen from human limbs have been
forged into chains of communication which bind together nations and
communities in close bonds, making the inhabitants of distant sections
more and more one people, and stamping upon them the impress of unity
consolidated with humanity.
Verily the world moves, and we in California must move with it or be
left behind in the race for business and empire.
While California produces twenty millions of bushels of wheat per
annum, upon the acres under cultivation, she has uncultivated lands of
While she has
equal fertility, capable of producing fifty millions more.
at least fifty mines producing, she has a hundred more of a second grade
lying idle and unworked. If she could quadruple her product of wheat,
and double her product of gold and silver, with a like increase of wool,
barley, wines, and fruits for export, and if she could manufacture those
common articles of prime necessity, for which we are daily sending
money out of the State to pay for, what an overflowing prosperity there
would be upon the whole State. How San Francisco would grow up
and spread out, street after street, and wharf after wharf, along the
water front, with countless dwellings and blocks of warehouses. Across
the ocean there are two empires which have greatly redundant populations.
1 mean China and
Japan, and they are wishing to come to us in
immense numbers. As laborers the}' are industrious, patient, skilful,
and it is greatly to be regretted that
docile, temperate, quiet, orderly
the question of employing them has entered the arena of politics and is
being subjected to the tests of passion and prejudice, when it should be
viewed by the calm e}T e of reason. To say that we shall not have cheap
labor of some kind, is virtually to declare that no more land shall be

—

ploughed, no more mines opened, and no more manufacturing done, and
this is equivalent to sa}7 ing that all the industrial interests of California
shall collapse, and that widespread ruin shall be the result.
I affirm
that at this day no State can thrive by sending its staple products three
thousand miles away to a foreign country to be manufactured, and then
buj'ing them back from the foreigners, and bringing them borne to be
consumed, at a greatly enhanced price, by the men who produced them
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and sent them away. Such a process is suicidal. The wool of our flocks
must be wrought into cloth by our own looms. The leather of the tanThe cocooneries must
neries must be made into boots and shoes here.
be enlarged and the silk-loom introduced. Nothing stands in the way of
this but the high price demanded for labor.
Nothing else prevents the
wheat and barley crop from being quadrupled. Millions more of grapes
could be pressed. The fruit orchards could be trebled, the cocooneries
multiplied without limit, and the culture of cotton, tobacco and rice
could be introduced. The question of cheap labor is therefore vital, and
ought to be considered by practical, sagacious men, and I beg leave to
suggest that prices, as well as hours of labor, should be regulated, like
the price of capital, by the law of supply and demand, and not by arbitrary, tyrannical combinations of men, to keep up prices and reduce the
hours of work, which are only conspiracies against the common good.
Will the present generation of Californians live in a mistake and bequeath
the mistake to their children, or will they gird themselves to confront
prejudice now, and use the means of prosperity which the march of
events is placing within their reach ? With such a combination of

advantages as we possess, if we fail to become prosperous and powerful,
the fault will be our own, and we shall have to make the mortifying confession that we were the people for whom God had done everything, and
we could do nothing for ourselves.

THE TEMPORARY AND THE PERMANENT.
It
first,

was the misfortune of California that the men who came here at
did not come with the idea of making homes and founding a State.

Their families and household gods they left behind, intending to seize
the prize of wealth and make a quick retreat. They considered them7
selves the victims of circumstances.
The} built for to-day, fenced for
All the business and doings of men,
to-day, bought and sold for to-day.
customs of society, usages of trade, indeed, all the conditions of men's
existence here, bore the stamp of to-day. But we have outgrown tempoThe time has come when this
rary as a youth outgi'ows a garment.
must be changed or we must retrogade.
Let us turn back to our early homes in the Atlantic States and contemplate their history, as we were taught it in our boyhood, and every
where the idea of the permanent displays itself. The pilgrim came, in
the Mayflower with his wife and children, to found a new home and a
new country. He never thought of returning to Old England. He
called it New England, for to him Old England had passed away forever.
The Dutch, who sat down upon Manhattan Island, never thought of
returning to their old dykes and canals in Holland. The French Huguenots could speak and dream of La Belle France, but with no thought of
seeing its sunny vineyards and gay city again. All felt that America was
their home.
They filled it with schools, with trade, with ships. They

it against savages.
They built highwa}'s and bridges. They
laid broadly down the pillars of the commonwealth, and upon all their
policy, and upon all their conditions of life and business among them,
throughout their system is stamped the permanent, and the temporary
nowhere appeal's. The Pennsylvania German kept the traditions of the

defended

fatherland, but with no expectations of seeing it again. His descendants and those of the Philadelphia Quakers now possess the Kej-stone
State as a hei-itage from those forefathers. It was the same with the
The Jamestown colonist, through hunger and
Baltimore Catholic.
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And so these men, sprung from different
pestilence, held fast to the soil.
one
common experience of hardship and
were
welded
together
by
races,
toil, into a nation of earnest men, and were made ready for the conflict
which was to try their souls the American devolution.
Turn now from the history of the Atlantic States to our Pacific shore,
and it has for us a solemn interest, for according as we revise and correct
If we would
the past, shall be our increase or diminution in the future.
not retrograde from this hour, then in all that may be called our life,

—

our social and political institutions, our municipal regulations, and in
the very mode and fashion of our upbuilding, we must adopt the permanent and discard the temporary.
CITY AND COUNTRY.

The foolish train of flatterers are prone to tell the people of the
7
country that the} are independent of the city. But the dependence is
mutual. The country must become cosmopolitan like the city. The
country cannot live in suburban retreat. Before railroads came, the
He could not eat
Illinois farmer was almost inundated by his crops.
them, nor sell them, nor burn them. He was like a mole in a boundless
Now the railroads enable him to sell, and from a plethfield of grain

He is a citizen of the
oric grainholder he has become a rich exporter.
world, rich at home because he has the power to send his superabundance abroad. His farm in many instances becomes a village. He has a
market at his door, or at Chicago, and be makes his election. What

would the farmers of New Hampshire be without communication with
?
Or the coal mines of Pennsylvania without iron paths to Philadelphia? It is not enough to have one or two great arteries of intercommunication in California. We must have a complete system of
veins and arteries through the whole State. I have seen the change
come over man}7 a land. 1 have seen in the absence of the railroad,
how everything was limited, provincial, local, stagnant. Then came the
locomotive, and all was changed. Not the least important change was
the cash value established at the farmer's door for everything which he
Boston

had to

sell.

RICH MEN.
I would have our rich men symbolize their wealth, not by splendor of
equipage, but by inaugurating grand schemes of internal improvement,
like the Erie Canal and the Pacific Railroads.
When the name of Vanderbilt comes to the lips, does it call up any thought as to the style in
which he lives? Do we think of him in the way of outward grandeur,
as possessing some large diamond, costly tea sets, or golden goblets?
No we think of him as the embodiment of motive power in the United
States; and if he were fitly jewelled, he would be hung all over with
steamer models, car springs and safety valves, and, mounted on a locomotive, would be rushing down the Erie Railroad to the music of the
steam whistle. But this was not all, to his honor be it said, and we will
not forget it when war came, he resolved to make a present to his Government of a steamship, with her apparel and tackle. It was his favorite
A hundred feudal lords,
Vanderbilt."
model, and was named the
;

•

'

:

whose wealth and power were symbolized
names fading and expiring in the lapse of

in

cumbrous

ages, did

force personified in one Cornelius Vanderbilt.

castles, their

not equal the real
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PEACE AND WAR.

There are those who love to estimate the capacity of nations for war,
if destruction were the highest work of man.
Tbey show us how
Russia can bring into the field one million four hundred thousand men;
Prussia, one million two hundred and thirty thousand
France, one
million three hundred and fifty thousand
Austria, one million one hundred and ten thousand Italy, four hundred and eighty thousand. Then
they calculate the problem of alliances, and show us that Russia and
Prussia, allied, can place upon the field of mortal combat two million six
hundred and thirty thousand warriors; while France and Austria can
array two million four hundred and sixty thousand, to lay waste fields
and kill those who never injured them. Is it not better to persuade man
that war is only ennobled in defence of home and country ? Is it not
better to develop the capacities of nations for those grand enterprises
which improve the material comfort of man which increase the productiveness of the earth which improve their modes of culture, their
dwellings, their social habits and institutions which expand thought,
quicken intellect, multiply the fruits of the earth, with the flocks and
herds and the grain of the fields enterprises of which it may be said,
when accomplished, that "the wilderness and solitary place shall be glad
for them, and the desert shall rejoice and blossom as the rose?"
as

;

;

;

—
—

—

—

CHEERING PROSPECTS.

When we look abroad upon the whole of our country, now in the
season of harvest, there is abundant cause for congratulation. It is
estimated that the cotton crop of the South will be three millions of
bales, an increase of one-third over last year, and is worth three hunThe corn will amount to two hundred and
dred millions of dollars
eighty-five millions of bushels, and will be worth two hundred millions
of dollars; and that the sugar, wheat, tobacco and minor products, will
be worth one hundred and fifty millions more, making a total of six
hundred and fifty million dollars. To this must be added the vast and
varied products of the North, the Middle States, and of the West, of
which the wheat crop alone is two hundred and fifty millions of bushels,
and then the gold and silver of the Pacific States.
That this is a broad basis for prosperity to rest upon, must be
acknowledged. If these calculations shall prove to be correct, the life
which will be imparted to business, when our indebtedness abroad shall
be liquidated by this immense export, and the balance of trade turns in
our favor, will be felt from Maine to California. If it shall come when
it shall be due, according to precedent and the opei*ation of causes supposed to be uniform in their effect, it will happen early in the spring of
next year, and will be to the circles of business and finance like the
coming of spring is to the kingdom of nature.
SAN FRANCISCO IN THE FUTURE.

Very few of us have yet begun to comprehend the future greatness of
San Francisco. To hasten on the hour of its realization, railroads must
go out in all directions to the northward, to the southward, and to the
southeast of us. The bay must be considered but a mere ferry in the

—

great plan.

Looking

into the future with the eye of hope, I see

them diverging

in
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I see the multitudes of
all directions like radii from a common centre.
I hear
passengers hastening to the depots at all the hours of departure.
the bell strike, the clatter of merchandise, the cry of all aboard. Afar
in the distance there is a glimpse of lazy, winding canals, clothing vast
equally in periods of greatest drought and most
plains with verdure
moisture
making their owners independent of rains, defiant of
copious
seasons.
Through the Golden Gate are coming ships, laden from every
land under the sun, while proud ships, outward bound, are tossing impaAt the centre of all this
tiently upon the tide, and eager to get free.
enterprise, this greatness, this grand banquet of traffic, sits San Franarbitress of
cisco, looking from her throne of hills overhalf a continent
a greater commerce than Thebes or Carthage, Babylon or T}~re.

—

—

—

TIIE

SACRAMENTO VALLEY.

We are
for a moment the ground where we stand.
the midst of the Upper Sacramento Valley, at a spot
which the genius of American enterprise dedicated to civilization only
Yonder in the valley comes the Sacramento Biver,
nine years ago.
pouring down from gold bearing mountains, and carrying in its current
the melted snows of the Sierra Nevada. Far through the trees it winds
and flows. It is the child of the Sierras, and reflects their grandeur in
Still and deep it rolls on, bearing many a ship and goodly
its course.
steamer upon its bosom and constituting the charm of this landscape. On
its left bank stands the Capital of the State, whose people built a barrier
To me there
against its current and conquered the power of its floods
are few objects in nature more truly sublime than a valley spread out
by an Omnipotent hand, from foot-hills to foot-hills, on such a vast scale
When dry and parched, no desert is more dreary. When uninas this.
But when the
habited, no solitude is more profound and imposing.
abodes of man dot its surface, when the plow has furrowed it, when
greenness clothes it as with a garment, or when its fields are loaded with
harvest stores, then it is one of the loveliest objects that gladdens the
eye of man, and its riches are but a type of the inexhaustible riches of
the Creator. But the great valley yet waits for the railroad and the
canal.
Wherever such a sj'stem of internal improvements as I have
sketched shall be carried out, its teeming population will be counted by
millions. San Francisco will be greater than ancient Thebes was. Sacramento will be greater than San Francisco now is, and Vallejo will be
the second city west of the Bocky Mountains. Look again at the valley
as it lies spread out around us. forty miles in width from side to side.
There are principalities in Germany where civil government is maintained, and all the pomp of a court kept up, on a much smaller extent of
7
The inhabitants of New England
territory than the Sacramento Valle}
can, with difficulty, conceive of a valley forty miles wide. The dwellers
by the Mohawji and the Shenandoah can have just as little comprehenThe Valleys of the Bhine andtheBhone are insignificant in
sion of it.
And we have just as little
of
territory when compared with it.
point
idea of the beautiful cultivation of their valleys as they have of the prodigious extent of ours. Can we not learn a lesson each from the other ?
Our lesson is that the most magnificent natural advantages are nothing
unless we improve them. Their lesson is, not to remain clinging to the
scanty acres of Europe, but to take up their march for the New World.
Let us survey

assembled

in

.
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ANNUAL ADDRESS.
DELIVERED BEFORE THE SAN JOAQUIN STOCK AND AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT ASSOCIATION, AT STOCKTON, SEPTEMBER, EIGHTEEN

HUNDRED AND

By

Dr.

SIXTY-NINE.

HOLDEN.

Ladies and Gentlemen
An address before an agricultural society
or association partakes more of mixed topics, barely hinting at the
various agricultural productions, modes of cultivation, raising of stock,
Time
etc., than an address made fully and directly upon any one subject.
will not admit of dwelling at length upon any one department of tbe
art and science of agriculture.
It will be well, perhaps, to state here
the object of tin's association, and wby it was organized
:

:

Tbe Directors of the San Joaquin Valley Agricultural Society, a permanent organization since eigbteen hundred and sixty, and one which
will continue scores of years hence, I hope, passed a resolution in May
last not to hold a fair this year, and the Directors had sufficient reasons
for this action
reasons that came directly from citizens of this city and

—

county. In these progressive times and age of improvement, no man
should oppose or withhold his influence from these societies and associations; the benefits arising from them, to all communities, are beyond
This association, "The San Joaquin Stock and Agriculcalculation.
tural Implement Association," was organized in June last, under the
laws of California, by five Trustees, as they deemed it necessary to hold
a fair this season in order to keep up the good reputation this district
has secured b}? such exhibition and for the lack of a hall, to confine the
exhibit wholly to the cattle grounds, which is the custom with a large
majority of similar societies in the Eastern States. The Trustees have
;

made great efforts to produce a good exhibition, and, so far, are well
pleased with the result.
The Trustees of this association do not propose to extend their exhibitions to other years, or in any manner to interfere with the old organiAn individual farmer, however
zation, but, on the contrary, to aid it.
desirous he may be to avail himself of every agricultural help, cannot
always do so unless he is aided by some associated help; and what associated help can he find better than agricultural societies, where, in a few
hours' observation and diligent inquiries regarding products of the soil,
mode of cultivation, raising of stock and mechanical skill which these
annual exhibitions produce, the whole subject is opened to the view ?
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Sir John Sinclair, of England, who, eighty
years ago, first inaugurated
agricultural societies, urged upon legislators the necessity and importance of these societies, and advocated all possible diffusion of
knowledge on the subject. This great benefactor of agriculture, Sinclair,
pressed upon the farmer to preserve the fertility of the soil j free it from
the superfluous moisture at the least expense gather and
apply the best
fertilizers; procure the best instruments of husbandry; select the best
stock, and feed in the most judicious manner; secure the harvest in the
most economical mode; separate the grain from the straw with
economy; in short, perform all the operations of agriculture in the most
This advice was given eighty years ago, and embraces
judicious mode.
all the advice a farmer needs.
Undoubtedly, Sinclair scarcely dreamed
at that time that at this day the iron hoi-se would traverse this continent
from ocean to ocean, throe thousand miles, greeting on this coast
high
civilization
transporting machinery for husbandry that will cultivate
twenty-five acres per day, and harvest and bag for market the product of an equal number of acres.
Agriculture or the products of the soil are now fostered by all nations,
and most wisely so. Agriculture is a mighty giant, the life and basis of
all interests and wealth, without which nations would sink into oblivion
;
and the nation or government that fosters most the agricultural productions, becomes not only the word's benefactor, but increases her
wealth and power. This is the histoiy of all nations, both ancient and
modern and, on the contrary, where legislators have neglected agricultural interests, those countries are backward in wealth,
intelligence and
California legislators, in eighteen hundred and
prosperity.
sixty-five,
;

;

,

comprehended this wise idea, and passed an Act granting State
premiums to the amount of one hundred thousand dollars for the following articles
Sorghum sugar, flax, cotton, tobacco, hops, raw silk, cotton
:

drilling, burlaps, hemp, carpeting, linen, calico, cotton sheeting, pilot
cloths, blankets, ingrain carpeting, wool sacks, woollen drawers, woollen

undershirts, cottonized flax, mens' boots, tea, coffee, assorted cordage,
rosin, turpentine, printing paper, best book on the industrial
resources, wine bitters, linseed oil, cotton seed oil, cotton plantation,
tar,

indigo, rice.

Too much cannot be said in favor of agricultural statistics. They
form the key which unlocks the hidden treasures of agricultural productions, reveals to the farmer and merchant the great laws of demand and
supply, of tillage and barter, enabling both to work out a safe and
healthy prosperity. There is no logic so desirable or so irresistible as
the logic of statistics, and perhaps particularly so in California, where
the farmer and producer are so dependent upon a foreign market, and
often
quite too often
upon the speculator, who pockets, at the farmer's

—

—

Farmers now in this State are in a
condition to hold their crops, and they should do here as they do in the
great West. Let the speculator meet him at his door and bargain for
his crop.
Farmers have now but three things to do: Cultivate judihold on to their crops, and vote for greenbacks. Excuse me,
ciously
sacrifice, the lion's

:

;

share of profit.

;

ladies and gentlemen, for mentioning greenbacks, they will soon
speak
for themselves.
The laws of exchange and currency are like the laws of

The commerce of the world is dependent
nature, they must be obeyed.
on agricultural productions. A scarcity of these, or their superabundance, affects the exchanges of the world; therefore, it behooves the pro43
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ducer of agricultural products to be well posted regarding his prospective
crops; therefore, the necessity of a true table of statistics.
A word in regard to the nsectivorous birds, the insect eaters, the
species that warble to us beautiful songs and ornament home surroundThe species found here are the blackbirds, creepers, finches, sparings.
rows, woodpeckers, larks, magpie, bluejay (though I have not much to
say in favor of this robber of cherries and plums), swallows, martins,
and everybody's pet and friend, cock-robin. These birds daily devour
myriads of insects, vermin, larva, caterpillars, grubs and scores of other
varieties of noxious insects, that would, in the absence of these benefactors and friends of man, completely destroy orchards, gardens, trees
and foliage. Acute observers of the habits of these birds and ornitholGod, in his all-wise
ogists cite hundreds of instances to this effect.
Providence, created the small fish for food for larger ones; so insects
and other vermin were created for food for birds. Yet, in view of these
provisions and protection for bird and man, thousands of boys and men,
full grown men, stand all day as sentinels, shotgun in hand, to kill by
the thousands our friends and protectors, because, forsooth, they eat a
few cherries, a pear or an apple. Did these cruel fellows understand the
habits and use of these species of birds, they would plant an extra fruit
1 think it just and
tree or two for their use rather than shoot them.
fair that these innocent little fellows should have, now and then, a bite
of a cherrj7 as part pay for a hard day's work, in helping the farmer and
cultivator to rid his trees and grounds of noxious insects and vermin.
It is impossible in a few sentences to do justice to this subject.
The
subject should be studied by all agriculturists and horticulturists that
think their interests suffer by birds. 1 will leave this interesting subject, hoping these few hints will lead to investigation by all interested,
and devote a few moments to larger game and one that is seemingly
more profitable the poultry and egg business.
Few persons are aware of the immense wealth produced by
the poultry business, or of the
enormous amount yearly consumed in this and other countries. Time will not admit of going
A few instances of the consumption of poultry and
into details.
Sweet
ear^s in some of the leading commercial marts must suffice.
Erin sends through Dublin, yearly, to her beloved friends in Liverpool
;

,

—

and London, of eggs, seventy-two millions, in value, five million dollars;
Belgium sends yearly to London over forty millions; France, not willing to be outdone by her neighbor in the egg business, sends to John
Bull ninety-six millions, reserving for home consumption three thousand
exhibitmillions, Paris alone devouring one hundred and forty millions
that
France
deals
in
luxuries
than
and
the
fact
other
soup
ing
largely
And John Bull, too, has a taste for other luxuries than beef.
frogs.
England has a constant investment in poultry of fifty million dollars;

—

France, of seventj'-five million dollars.
Crossing the water to the city of notions and isms, Boston: Statistics
show that she, too, has a taste for good things, by consuming 3-early
over two million dollars worth of poultry and eggs. New York, ever
ready to outdo the hub of the universe, even in wickedness and corruption, gobbles up over four million dollars worth of eggs and poultry.
Cincinnati exports, } early, twenty-five millions of eggs. This city,
7
Stockton, sends yearl} to market from two hundred and fifty thousand
This
to three hundred thousand dollars worth of poultry and eggs.
amount is principally produced within a radius of twenty miles of this
A nice little sum as pin money for the wives and daughters of this
city.
T
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of ribbon for a bonnet, a bloomer,

You see, Mr. Farmer, by the above figures, the immense wealth the
Is it not worth your while to pay a little more attenbiddies produce.
tion to your stock of poultry? Give them plenty of fresh water, gravel,
o-ood grub, clean roosts and shelters, and keep only the best breeds. The
most "popular breeds now are the black Spanish, crested or Poland,
Dominiques, Dorkings, the pugnacious game bantams, Shanghai or the
The raising of poultry and eggs for market may
Asiatic varieties.
There is no branch of rural
a trifling concern.
but
to
many
appear
economy more sure and profitable. It not only produces an immense
article of consumption and commerce, but it enlivens and beautifies our
homes. In England and Continental Europe it is an immense traffic,
" small
but Uncle Sam's citizens have had no time yet to spare on this

—

fry."

will spend a few moments upon something fouler
swine. This State contained, by official figures in eighteen hundred and
sixty-seven, four hundred and twelve thousand five hundred and seven

Leaving fowls, we

Raising swine, in all countries, is a profitable business; particuhogs.
larly so in California, as, like our poultry, they find their own grub and
shelter, costing the producer but a trifle aside from his trouble. Mr. Hog
gets his growth and fat either under the millions of oak trees, or picks

up the tens of thousands of bushels of grain left in the harvest fields by
If our farmers
a too common and slovenly practice of harvesting.
would substitute the Berkshire, Suffblks or Chesterwhites, for the slabsided, long nosed tule-rooter, so

common

in

this State, a breed that, the

more they eat the poorer the} get. he would not only get a much larger
find his stock of swine when he needs them,
profit, but would be able to
T

without a week's ride on a worse animal, the bucking mustang, to hunt

them up. But I do not propose to say much about the hog, being too
much of a Jew. Jews, you know, will not eat pig, yet his flesh is consumed by a greater portion of the human race. Sometimes the apothecary makes use of Mr. Hog by making lard "sparmaciti" for healing
unctions; also compounds it into many rejuvinating ointments, which

would astonish the pig, did he know or understand his destiny, or reflect,
while wallowing in mud and fat, that he would sometime be bottled for
"

"cod liver oil," or " bear's grease," or spread into a poor man's plaster,"
or the all-curing "Russian salve," to help the feeble man the better to
grunt and sweat under the ills human flesh is heir to. There is one
instance of the pork packing business in the States worth a minute's
time to mention. Mr. Hancock, of the firm of Cragin & Co., Chicago,
one of the Chicago commercial party, who recently visited this State,
told me while in Stockton, that his firm took account of stock a year
since, and found on hand seventy-one thousand barrels of pork, worth
three million dollars; also, had on hand bacon, in value, five hundred
This firm
I should think this was some pork.
thousand dollars.
of
head
and are
thousand
the
same
cattle,
thirty-one
year
slaughtered
now preparing to slaughter in Southern Louisiana fifty thousand head
This is the way our Chicago neighbors do up business.
this fall.
A word for the bovine race We had in this State, by the last official
in
figures, five hundred and three thousand and forty-six head of cattle,
value (at forty dollai'S per head, the average price), twenty million dolMilch cows, one hundred and efghty-six thousand, valued at fifty
lars.
These cows should
dollars per head, three hundred thousand dollars.
to
or thirty-seven
the
hundred
cow.
of
two
butter,
pounds
produce yearly,
:
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two hundred thousand pounds. Yet there was produced in
eighteen hundred and sixty-seven but four million nine hundred and
This State
sixty-four thousand three hundred and thirty-eight pounds.
has imported butter, since eighteen hundred and sixty-four to August
last, two hundred and six thousand firkins, or twenty million six hundred thousand pounds; in value, at thirty cents per pound, six million
million

one hundred and eighty thousand dollars. So you see, Mr. Dairyman,
the butter business in this State is worth your while to look after.
The dairy products of the United States have become an important
branch of national industry. The butter product in eighteen hundred
and sixty was four hundred and sixty-nine million six hundred and
eighty-one thousand pounds cheese, two hundred million six hundred
and sixty-three thousand pounds, valued at two million six hundred
thousand dollars, and constantlv increasing. Number of cattle in eighteen
hundred and sixtv-eight, in the United States, twenty-eight million nine
hundred and sixty-four thousand; horses, seven million seven hundrd
and fifty-six thousand nine hundred and fort}' swine, twenty-four million three hundred and seventeen thousand; sheep, thirty-eight million
nine hundred and ninetv-one thousand. The value of live stock on Uncle
Sam's ranch (and it is some ranch) is one billion three hundred and
This amount is the tax valuation double
thirty-seven million dollars.
this amount, which is two billion six hundred and seventy four million
an amount more than
dollars, and it would be about the market value
equal to our National debt; a nice commentary upon the croakers and
would-be repudiators of our National currency.
The number of domestic stock in this State, by the last official figures,
were
Horses, two hundred and niue thousand eight hundred and forty
seven cattle, five hundred and three thousand and forty-six swine,
four hundred and twelve thousand five hundred and seventy; sheep, one
million eight hundred and thirty-three thousand six hundred and sixtyseven
milch cows, one hundred and eighty-six thousand. Domestic
stock of all kinds since eighteen hundred and sixty has gradually
increased in quality and value by higher breeding. The mustang breeds,
;

;

;

—

:

;

;

;

Digger Indians, are disappearing from their old stamping
grounds. yielding them to a higher and more civilized race, thus creating
more profit, wealth and taxes.
like the

1

Alluding above to associated help, or agricultural societies and associations for the diffusion of agricultural
to aid the farmer
knowledge,
O
CD
and producer, a combination of farmers and dairymen in neighborhoods,
for the purpose of manufacturing butter and cheese, has become in the
Eastern and Western States quite common, following and profiting by
the old system of combined wealth, and brains of bankers, manufacturers
and tradesmen. There are now in these States over one thousand associations for the purpose of making butter and cheese, producing annually
over two hundred million dollars worth. So far this system lias proved
safe and profitable; therefore, why not inaugurate it in California?
are now importing yearly over two million dollars worth of butter, and
more than half this amount of cheese. This amount should be made in
'

We

—

this State, thus saving the exporting of one of our principal products
gold, in payment. This amount should go into the hands of our farmers
and dairymen. It is graded stock, crosses from thoroughbreds, the
farmer and stock raiser needs to increase the amount of dairy products
and profits. Breed up, instill strains of pure blood, and rid the farm of
all mustang breeds.
Horse racing, or trials of speed of horses, at agricultural fairs, is an
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amusement and practice ignored by many, in all communities, and the
managers of these fairs are much abused because, forsooth, they encour-

—

this profitable branch of natural wealth
the raising of valuable
stock, such as a Norfolk, an Ethan Allen, a Dexter and hundreds of
others, speedy and notable animals, worth from ten thousand to thirty
thousand dollars each. There are reasons why this amusement should
be tolerated at our agricultural fairs. The horse is, by all nations and
in all ages, universal^7 admired, and horse racing has been a matter of
admiration and is coeval with their subjection to man. The value of a

age

is increased a hundredfold by his extra speed and endurance.
The
farmer and breeder exhibits his animal for their extra qualities, with
pride, and in the expectation of getting an extra price, which he readily
obtains; thus stimulating his neighbor to improve his stock. Any judicious mode which will improve desirable qualities of the horse, particularly speed and endurance, increases to a very large per cent, this value,
Trials of speed and endurconsequently wealth, and lessens taxation
ance of the horse are amusements, when well conducted, which even an
old fogy and the fastidious clergymen desire to witness.
Thousands
visit agricultural fairs for no other reason than to witness the horse
department and trials of speed. This class of persons would not travel
so far to see a mammoth squash, an apple, or a sewing machine, so common
in this State, yet, being brought directly in contact with a great variety
of other interests than the horse, return with new ideas, and are better
informed men. Trials of speed, at these fairs, are necessary adjuncts;
they increase the receipts and produce the material aid, which could not
be produced otherwise, thus enabling these societies to pay their bills
and premiums. Without this aid, agricultural societies cannot prosper
or even exist. All good things are liable to abuse.
Who knows but
that beautiful part of creation, the ladies, would not abuse the Suffrage
Act should they be allowed to vote? They might become our lords, and
we men, something else? There is one thing I am sure they would do
vote for a horse race. Excuse me, ladies and gentlemen, for dwelling so
long upon the horse.
The great valleys, San Joaquin and Tulare, extending from Stockton
to Tejon Pass, three hundred miles, by an average width of fifty miles,
embracing twelve counties, containing over eighteen million three hundred and sixty-eight thousand acres, a territory larger than all the New
These counties contain land
England States, save New Hampshire.
susceptible of cultivation, six million of acres swamp and tide lands, five
hundred thousand acres. This amount of land good for cultivation does
not embrace land in the hundreds of little valleys in the mountains, and
on the foot-hills, now well known to be perfect^ adapted to fruit culture,
particularly the grape in most of its varieties. These valleys have been
little known or thought of outside of their resident
population until
Since eighteen hundred and sixty-eight more land has been
recently.
entered in the Stockton Land Office (over two hundred thousand acres)
than in all previous years. The land in the valleys bordering on the
Stanislaus, Tuolumne, Merced, Mariposa, Owens, Fresno and Chowchilla
Eivers are extensively rich in soil, being a sandy loam, alluvium, and
enriched for ages by the accumulation of decomposed vegetable matter
and mineral washings from the mountains and hillsides; also, similar
lands bordering on King's, White, Kern and Tulare Kivers, and the
score of smaller streams which, like the larger streams or rivers, meander through the land from the base of the Sierra Nevada Mountains, and
empty their waters into the San Joaquin River and Tulare Lake, a dis-

horse

—

;

|
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tance of from twenty-five to forty miles from the mountains. Hundreds
of thousands of acres in the mountains and hillsides afford abundance of
This section of the State has
rich grasses the entire year for grazing.
always been preferred by the Spanish and American settlers, the climate
being more genial for raising the immense herds of stock than the
northern section. The old Spanish breed of cattle and horses, that have
continually grazed by the hundreds of thousands in these valleys since
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, have been reduced in numbers, and stock
of all kinds has wonderfully increased in quality by the introduction of
pure American breeds, and recently by pure blooded or thoroughbred
horses, Devon and Durham cattle, Spanish and French Merino sheep,
Berkshire, Suffolk and Essex hogs.
One instance in regard to what this valley (San Joaquin) has produced this season, of wheat, is worth a moment's mention, from the fact
that three years ago this section was a wide waste, not supposed to be
worth the expense and time to cultivate. This section, called the Paradise country, lies between the Stanislaus and Tuolumne Rivers, embracing
a territory of two hundred and thirty thousand three hundred acres in
one field of wheat. Fifteen bushels to the acre is the estimated average per
acre, or equal to about three million four hundred and fifty-six thousand
About an equal amount of wheat was raised this season in the
bushels.
neighborhood of this truly Paradise. A nice little freight for a railroad.
In the Alpine regions, dense forests cover millions of acres, producing
valuable woods for mechanical purposes and varieties of pines for lumber ;
also, minerals of all kinds, inexhaustible quarries of pure marble, quartz,

lime, slate and freestone.

This State contains one hundred and fifty-four thousand one hundred
and sixteen square miles, or ninety-eight million six hundred and thirtyOf this, sixty-five
four thousand two hundred and fort} acres of land.
millions of acres are adapted to agriculture and fifteen million to grazing,
Under judicious
the balance being mountain and swamp, or tule land.
management, experience has demonstrated that almost all productions
of the soil that are raised elsewhere can be produced in California. This
fact is by this time undoubtedly well known to all observing and reading
persons, yet it is well for Californians to keep this fact before the people,
a la Sherman, who made an immense fortune by keeping his lozenges
7

before the babies.
There are several

magnificent features in these valleys (the San
Joaquin and Tulare) probably unsurpassed in the world. The unparalleled grandeur of the scenery; the soil and climate- the facilities for
the
irrigating the whole valley land at a small expense, comparatively
many large rivers and scores of intervening streams that all spring from
the mountains and meander through the land, and empty their waters
into the San Joaquin and the Tulare Lake, have a fall from the base of
the Sierra Nevadas to the river and lake of about eight feet to the mile,
thus giving sufficient force to spread their waters over the plains, by a
system of canals and ditches.
The picturesque scenery is on a scale grand beyond description.
Throughout all the Alpine region, hundreds of lofty peaks piled one
above the other, like stepping stones to other regions, varying in height
from four hundred to fifteen thousand feet above the level of the sea,
are truly sublime and majestic, surpassing that of Switzerland, which
for ages has been famed for possessing the largest body of elevated land
and the largest number of mountain peaks known, and the greatest
;
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number of square miles eight thousand feet above tide water. While
Switzerland Gas only four peaks above thirteen thousand feet, and but
one hundred and fifty square miles above eight thousand feet, the Sierra
Nevada Mountains have one hundred peaks above ten thousand feet, and
three hundred square miles above eight thousand feet. There are several peaks, according to Professor Brewer's estimate, above twelve thousand feet. Mount Shasta, which towers in solitary grandeur seven
thousand feet above everything in its vicinity, and shows three States,
is no longer the highest peak, being but fourteen thousand four hundred
and forty feet. In Kern County, opposite Tulare Lake, is a peak supposed by Professor Brewer to be the highest in the Sierra Nevada
Mountains. Mr. King, of the Brewer surveying party, reached an
elevation of fourteen thousand seven hundred and thirty feet, as high
as he was able to get, from three hundred to four hundred feet was supposed to be above him. This peak not only dethrones Mount Shasta,
but also the highest Alpine region of the Alps.
The Sierra Nevada Mountains, which flank on the east the length of
California, seven hundred miles, overlooking these splendid valleys, is
one of the romantic features of the State, snow-capped in the winter,
and in the summer and fall wearing a sombre blue, whieh gives them an
indescribable grandeur and leads one's thoughts to an infinite power,
the Creator of the heavens and the earth.
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ANNUAL ADDRESS.
DELIVERED AT THE NINTH ANNUAL FAIR OF THE CONTRA COSTA COUNTY
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, SEPTEMBER FOURTEENTH, EIGHTEEN

HUNDRED AND SIXTY-NINE.

By

O. F.

ALLEY,

President.

Officers and Members of the Contra Costa Agricultural Society. Ladies and
I am very happy to be able to meet you to-night under such
Gentlemen :
favorable auspices. Never in any age has the ear of progress been so
heavily loaded with fruitful events as at the present time; never since
the time of our first parents in the garden has the effort of man achieved
I congratulate you, then, that you are of this
such might}' results.
nineteenth century. I am pleased to meet you as citizens of this great
American republic; this God-given land; the home of the free and the
asylum of the oppressed. I am gratified to claim fellowship with you
as citizens of glorious California, the empire of the West and queen of

her sisters in Uncle Sam's broad domain ; and I am more than proud
to be able to claim you as citizens of the County of Contra Costa.
meet to-night in social reunion to commemorate the ninth birthday of
all

We

our society. Since our last annual gathering, the greatest undertaking of
modern times has been successfully accomplished. The East and the West
have been bound together with bands of iron. What but a few years ago
was considered the idle fancy of a disordered mind is to-day an established fact. Tonight, while we are talking, the pioneers of twenty years

way across the continent, travelling in regal luxthese pioneers that left their homes twenty years ago and
embarked perhaps on board some ship that was to make her weary and
pathless track through two oceans; buffeting the waves and storms of
the pitiless and much dreaded Cape Horn experiencing the climes of
every zone, and consuming from four to six months in reaching this, to
them, haven of hope, would have been bold enough to have predicted
that in eighteen hundred and sixty-nine he would take a trip back to the
old homestead by rail?
Is there one of all those who landed on the
Isthmus and was transported up the Chagres River in the log canoe
propelled by naked muscle, that would have had the temerity to have
said, God willing, in twenty years from now I will go back to rny old
ago are speeding their
ury.

Who

of

all

;

home overland by steam ?
Which one, think you, of

"
mid the
the hardy yeomen that came
"
in
a
household
their
gods
prairie
plains across," embarking
schooner," travelling over a trackless waste at the rate of twelve or fifteen miles a day, camping each night, weary and footsore, with no comall

all
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pany save their own

little band, the twinkling stars, and perchance the
of the morrow's sun that should still find them
the
light
reflecting
have looked
pursuing their onward track to these western shores, could
•'
In the march
his fellow voyager in the face and seriously have said
of events, twenty years shall witness the road we now travel over banded
with iron " When they were fatigued and discouraged with the slow progress they were making, and when they saw that the great overland
schooners, that they had allowed would take them over in safet}', were
more fatigued and discouraged than themselves when the tire says to
" I can roll
his felloes
you no further over this desert waste," and the
" so be
felloes replied,
it, I am
heartily tired of being squeezed," and
each spoke set up for itself, leaving the hub no other alternative but
how little those pioneers thought that tire and
to accept the situation
felloes, spokes and hubs, were to be the mile posts to mark the path of
the great railwa}7 of to-da}r that the bows from their wagons were bows
of promise of this great, this glorious achievement. They have lived to see
the time when they can step into a car, luxurious in all its appointments,
and starting from where the Pacific rolls its surges against the western
shores of this broad domain, they can, in a week's time, be set down in
the great metropolis of this republic, whose feet are laved by the waters
of the Atlantic.
While matter can thus be whirled along, our thoughts, that are the
emanations of the spirit that predominates over and directs matter, can
be transmitted across the continent from San Francisco to New York in
As one great thought
so short a time that space is almost annihilated.
is but the father of another that may open the way to grand and hidden
results, so a/ great project is but the introduction of some other mighty
achievement within the almost infinite grasp of man. No sooner do we
see the great railway, the longest in the world, in successful operation,
than we hear of the project of a telegraph line from San Francisco to
Japan, a distance of eight thousand miles. Thus we see one supply
makes another demand. We can take the teas of China and Japan from
San Francisco to New York in one week; but we are not satisfied with
that; we want to be able to ask them in Japan the price of their teas,
and to know how much they are going to give us for good Goshen butter.
While such mighty projects and achievements are being pushed forward
to success, let us turn within ourselves and take a retrospective view of
the country and its affairs, and see whether we are forging a link that
shall make one in the great chain of progress, and that shall entitle us
to the consideration of this progressive age, or whether we shall be left
behind in the great race, as old fossils, fit only for the century that has
gone before ?
As we look around this hall to-night, we are pleased to see the effort
that has been made by the different exhibitors to make our ninth annual
We have quite a
exhibition compare favorably with former years.
Wheat, barley, flax seed, turnips,
variety of the products of the soil.
squashes that might be called some pumpkins, from their size cucumbers that have stretched themselves out so that they look more like the
subtle animal that tempted Eve than they do like cucumbers; broom
corn that looks as though it bad been reaching up to feed upon the dews
of heaven, and to look down with quiet disdain upon the common corn by
its side
beets that are beets, that can beat the beet that beat the beaters.
Watermelons and muskmelons that make the mouth water to look at.

moon

:

—

:

;

,

—

—

;
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Fruits that would tempt the gods, and in such variety as to reflect great
upon the principal exhibitor. While the agricultural,
horticultural and pomological departments are assigned their place, we
are pleased to notice also that the mechanical department puts in a claim
for our consideration, and last but not least, we have to thank the ladies
for the very creditable effort they have made in their department, and
which has added so much to the success of our exhibition, and the lady
who sent us the first products of silk culture in our county is entitled
credit, at least

to honorable distinction.

But while I am thus pleased with the effort that has been made, for
what we have thus done, an earnest of what we can yet do
to make our fair more interesting and attractive, let us inquire if we,
as a society formed for the promotion and advancement of agriculture
and mechanics, are on the high road to success, and if we are realizing
the advantages which united action would warrant us to expect. Let
us seriously inquire if we are not drifting away from the original aims
and purposes of this organization, and converting it into an institution
whose principal feature is horse racing? Shall we make the trials of
speed of our fine horses an incidental affair in connection with and subservient to the greater and more laudable objects of this society, or shall
I

see, in

racing be the neplus ultra, the highest standard we expect to reach? It
seems to me, and it must be apparent to all, that there is necessity for a
radical change.
But how are we to make this change ? I see but one
way, and that is to get up a larger interest. We want more farmers and
mechanics to become members of our society. With five hundred members we could raise funds sufficient to insure good premiums, and wo
should be enabled to have a variety of exercises that would be enterWith a more general interest, lecturers could
taining au<l instructive.
be obtained during our fair week, and each evening could be spent profitably to all. It is said that he who makes two blades of grass to grow
where but one grew before, is a benefactor of his race! How much
more, then, is he a benefactor of his race who can add a thought or suggestion that shall be the means of ameliorating or ennobling the mind or
condition of man ? In this age, so prolific of mighty achievements, we
see that man, possessed of God-like attributes, is never satisfied to remain
quiet until the whole domain of nature has been explored and all her
vast and hidden resources have been utilized and made subservient to
his will.
Man has hardly reached the threshold of science and mechanics,
and the next fifty }T ears will, in all human probability, be as prolific of
inventions and advancement as the past fifty have been. How bright
and glorious then is the future before us! Let us see to it, then, that we
keep pace with the march of advancement and that we are not left
behind in the race.
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SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL MEETING.

The regular annual meeting of the California State Agricultural
Society was held January twenty-sixth, eighteen hundred and seventy,
at the Pavilion, corner of Sixth and
streets.
The meeting was called to order by the President, Charles F. Eeed,
who stated the objects of the meeting to be the transaction of the usual
annual business, and the election of a President for the ensuing year,
and three members of the Board of Directors, to supply the places of
those whose terms had expired.
On motion, the reading of the minutes of the last annual meeting was
dispensed with.
The President announced the first business in order to be consideration
of the following report, which was read

M

:

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
To

the

Members of

the California State Agricultural Society

Gentlemen Our biennial report of the transactions
now in process of publication, will give to members of
:

:

of the society,
the society and

to the people of the State such a full account of all proceedings had
under our direction, and so copious an exhibit of our agricultural interests
and progress, that we do not feel called upon to submit for your consideration any general or extended report at this time.
In compliance, however, with our custom at the annual meetings of
the Board, we will allude briefly to the most important features of the
progress of the society during the past year, and to the present condition
of our rapidly developing farming interests.

We congratulate members that the long struggle we have had with
the unpleasant fact of an outstanding indebtedness has come to a conclusion at last, and that the society is now completely free from debt.
At the beginning of the year eighteen hundred and sixty-nine, the
funded debt amounted to three thousand four hundred and sixty-eight
dollars and eleven cents, and the floating debt was five hundred and

twenty-six dollars and sixty-eight cents. This indebtedness has been
fully discharged, and the treasury of the society now contains one hundred and seventy-one dollars and seventy-eight cents. The total receipts
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from all sources, during the year eighteen hundred and sixty-nine, were
twenty-eight thousand four hundred and ninety -seven dollars and eightyAn examination of the details of disbursements made will
five cents.
show that the closest interests of the society have been consulted in the
expenditures, and that, in addition to meeting all the society's obligations, and awarding bountiful premiums to exhibitors at the fair held
in September, we have made valuable permanent improvements, thus
adding materially to our property interests, and providing means
whereby the expenses of holding our annual fair will be perceptibly
diminished. Needed improvements have been made at the Park, and
others and more expensive ones have been already provided for by approAt the Pavilion we have a steam engine of sixty-horse power,
priations.
in excellent order, and with all the attachments made and other means
provided to furnish motive power to mechanical exhibitors. The last
fair held under our auspices was a marked success.
In comparing the progress made in California during eighteen hundred
and sixty-nine with that of preceding years, in agricultural development,
we find just cause for congratulation. Crops have been generally good.
A vast number of acres of fertile land have been newly broken by the
plough, and we have received large accessions to our farming population.
Stock raising has been attended with general success throughout the
the
State, and our wool interests are in a most flourishing condition
clip amounting to almost one-seventh of the entire product in the United
The foundation has been laid in this State for the eventual
States.
attainment of an agricultural growth second to that of no State in
We look forward with pleasure to the prospective usefulthe Union.
ness of our societ} which has obtained a firm pecuniary footing in
good time to be able to foster the most vital interests of the State, and
do not doubt but that the year eighteen hundred and seventy will find
the society, at its close, in a condition of assured prosperity and useful-

—

T

,

ness.

CHARLES

F.

PEED,

President,

Eobert Beck, Secretary.

On motion, the report of the Directors was accepted and ordered
spread upon the minutes.
It was moved and carried, that a Committee on Finance be appointed
T
b} the Chair, to consist of three members, to examine the accounts of
the Treasurer.
The President appointed E. Black Evan, C. S. Coffin and Eaureu
Upson such committee, who subsequently handed in the following
report

:

We, the committee appointed to examine and report on the accounts
of the Treasurer of the society, have made such examination and found
There is in his hands society funds to the
his accounts to be correct.
amount of six hundred and thirt}'-six dollars and seventy-eight cents.

The next business

in

order was announced by the President to be the

election of a President for the ensuing year.
Charles F. Eced, of Yolo, was nominated.

[William M. ilaynie in the chair.]
having been moved and' unanimously carried that the Secretary
cast the vote of the meeting for Charles F. Reed, the Secretary announced
that he was dulj elected President for the ensuing year.
It

r
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The President, on again assuming the chair, returned his thanks for the
appreciation shown by members of the society of his official course, and
stated that he hoped the record he had made in the past might be justly
considered a sufficient guarantee for his future efforts on behalf of the
society.

The President

stated the next business to be the election of three

Directors.

The following nominations were made E.J Lewis, William Blanding,
W. P. Coleman. C. H. Eoss, J. E. Nickerson, T. L. Chamberlain and S.
Try on.
S. Tryon declined the nomination.
:

William Blanding declined the nomination.
William M. Haynie addressed the society, and expressed the desire of
many members that William Blanding be elected, notwithstanding his
declination.

The President appointed

as Tellers,

W. M. Lyon,

T. J. Clunie, and L.

Powers.

A

ballot

was then taken, resulting

as follows

:

Whole number
Necessary
E. J.

to

Lewis

of votes cast.
a choice
received

201
101
149
133
105
96
84
32

William Blanding

W.

P. Coleman
C. H. Eoss
J. E. Nickerson
T. L. Chamberlain
S.

."

Tryon

1

E J. Lewis of Tehama, William Blanding of San Francisco, and W. P.
Coleman of Sacramento, were declared elected members of the Board
of Directors for the ensuing three years.
William M. Haynie offered the following resolution

:

Resolved, That the Board of Directors of the State Agricultural Society
be instructed to petition the Legislature to make an appropriation of
five thousand dollars annually for two years, for the society, to be applied
as premiums; and also, the further sum of one thousand five hundred
dollars for each of the district societies.

The resolution was discussed by Messrs. Larue, Haynie, Hoag, and
other members, and was adopted.
There being no further business before the society, the meeting, on
motion, at four o'clock adjourned sine die.
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FIRST MEETING OF THE

NEW BOARD

OF AGRICULTURE,

i

FOB

1870.

Sacramento, January

26th, 1870.

A

meeting of the Board was held at the Secretary's office, at three
p. m., and called to order by the President.
Directors Carey, Larue, Wheeler, Coleman, Covey, Mills, Blanding,
Lewis and Hamilton (a full board) were present.
On nomination of Mr. Coleman, .Robert Beck was re-elected Secretary;
and on nomination of Mr. Mills, R. T. Brown was reelected Treasurer.
Messrs. Larue, Carey, Wheeler and Blanding were appointed a committee to prepare a memorial to the Legislature for an appropriation
and on motion of Mr. Wheeler, Lewis was added to the committee.
On motion of Mr. Mills, it was ordered that the next State fair commence on the twelfth and end on the seventeenth of September next.
Messrs. Carey, Larue, Coleman, Blanding and the President were
appointed a committee to revise the premium list.
On motion of Mr. Mills, the Secretaiy was authorized to have the
reports of the United States Commissioners to the Paris Exposition
bound, and also fifty copies of the report of the Board of Agriculture
for eighteen hundred and sixty-six and eighteen hundred and sixtyseven, the bound copies all having been exhausted.
On motion, the meeting adjourned to the call of the President.
o'clock

;

STATISTICAL TABLES FOR
45

1868.
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No. of shingles made.

Feet of lumber sawed

CO

Water power...

h5

Steam power...

Bushels of corn ground..

Barrels of flour made.

Run

m

of stone...
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REPORT.
Ben. E. Harris

City and County Asssessor.

Assessor's Office,

)

San Francisco, August

Hon. John W. Bost,
Surveyor-General

2d, 1869.

j

:

In conformity with an Act of the State Legislature passed in
Sir
eighteen hundred and sixty-six (see Statutes, page 201), I herewith hand
you a statistical report of the agricultural products of the County of San
Francisco, together with a report of the manufactures and mechanical
industries of this city and county for the year eighteen hundred and
:

sixty-eight.

In making up this report I regret very much to have to inform you
that similar reasons to which I referred in my report last vear have
almost entirely rendered the effort to gather statistics useless.
You will at once perceive that in many instances the report is a comThis is owing, as I have said before, to the
plete duplicate of last year.
manifest unwillingness on the part of proprietors and others connected
with manufacturing enterprises, who are in possession of the correct
It is evident that the gathering of statistics by
data, to give the same.
the Assessor has a tendency to prevent the necessary facilities so important and desirable in carrying out the instructions of the SurveyorGeneral.
There is evidently a prevailing notion with many of those persons
referred to, that a fall and correct report of their manufactures, etc.,
would have an effectual tendency to increase their personal property
tax. Hence the oft reply fin answer to statistical interrogatories) is,
"put us down the same as last year." and hence the duplicate.
Feeling a deep interest in a full and complete report from San Francisco County, 1 have endeavored to do all in
power to make it such.
In many instances, when I could do no better, I have referred to the
United States revenue returns as an assistance in the matter, but you are
well aware that even that method would not suffice in point of accuracy.
Earl}* in the month of February I put one man on this work, excluHis time, as
sively, and have kept him continually at it up to this time.
an Assessor, has been completely used up in what seems to me almost
a useless work.
There should be (in my judgment) a law of some force
upon this subject, if at all the State desires information in relation to it.
Before submitting the following list, I beg to return you my thanks
for the prompt and official manner in which you have instructed the
work to be done, subject to your approval and trust that during the
next Legislature you may be able to secure the passage of a law by which

my

;

correct statistical information
the Assessors' department
:

may

be obtained,

if it

must be through
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Axle Grease Manufactory
Men employed

1

5

Eosin used, barrels
Butter used, pounds

1,000
12,000

Bellows Manufactory

I

4

Men employed

5

Horse power of engine
Value of man ufact urea

810,000

Billiard Table Manufactories
Men emplo}r ed

22
97
$450

Tables made

Average

val ue of tables

Box Manufactories
Men employed
Lumber used (pine,

5

169
fir

and spruce),

feet..

5,600,000

Spanish cedar used
Horse power of engines

160,000
90

Brass Foundries
Men employed
Value of manufactures

5

85
8143,000

Boot and Shoe Manufactories
Men employed

3

122

Value of manufactures

$160,000

Breweries
Men employed

21

153

Beer- made, barrels

120,300
9,750

Monthly capacity, barrels

Broom and Wooden Ware Manufactories.
Men employed
Brooms made, dozen
Pails,

7

66
35,000
6,500
1,650

dozen

Tubs, nests of four each
Zinc washboards, dozen
Barrel covers, dozen
Peach baskets, dozen
Sieves, dozen
Broom handles, dozen
Butter moulds, dozen

Cheese

379

dozen
Salt boxes, dozen
Syrup kegs
Powder kegs
safes,

Candle Manufactory

Men employed
Candles made, boxes
Capacity per year for candles, boxes

3,800

450
600
800
26,500
,

400
450
2,200
8,000
6,000
1

11
15,000
25,000
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Carriage Manufactories
[Statistical information generally refused, which
case also in 1868. Hence no report of carriages.]

10

was the

Chemical Works

3
15

Men employed

250
450
520

Nitrate of soda used, tons
Sulphur consumed, tons
Sulphuric and nitric acid made, tons
T
Capacity of works per daj (sulphuric acid) tons.
Capacity of works (nitric acid)
Sulphate of copper made, tons

4
1

125

Cigar Manufactories.

Men

emplo3*ed....
Monthly capacity..

Cigars made

1

70
232

3,500!000
38,692,000

Cordage Factory

1

Men employed

50
150

Horse power of engines
manufactured, tons
Capacity of works per year, tons.

Hemp

1,500
1,750

Dry Docks
[Please to see historical report of last year.]

Hat and Cap Manufactories....
Men emplo3 ed
T

Hats made annually, dozen.
Caps made annually, dozen.

Flour Mills
Men e mploy ed
Flour made in

1867, barrels
Pearl barley, tons
Hominy, tons
Fari n a, tons
Oatmeal, tons
Groats, tons
Buckwheat and rye flour
Feed barley (ground), tons
Run of stone
Horse power of engines
Aggregate daily capacity of mills, barrels of flour

Furniture, Etc., Manufactories
Men e mploy ed
Horse power of engines
Value of manufactures

Gas Metre Manufactory...

Men employed
Value of manufactures..

11

26
520
1,400

12
14

529,400
60
80
50
150
53

950
5,000

45
711
2,005
8

138
20
8170,000
1

4

$4,000

381
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Glass Works
Men employed
Furnaces

2

86
2

15

Pots
Value of manufactures not reported.
Capacity of works per month not reported.

—

—

Glass Cutting Works
Men employed
Value of manufactures

2
6

$8,500

Gold and Silver Eefinery

1

Men employed

5

Gold and silver refined, ounces.

1,500,000

Hose and Belting Manufactory

1

Men employed
Hose made,

17

feet

Belting made, feet

Horse collars made, dozen
Hose and belting leather used,

sides.

Collar leather used, feet

Iron Foundries and Boiler Shops.
Men employed
Pig iron used, tons

Bar

iron used, tons

Sheet and boiler iron used, tons.
Rivets of iron used, tons.

14,000
75,000
500
2,800
50,000

19
1,093
9,880
1,854
2,904

199

Iron Door, Shutter and Safe Shops
Men employed
Sheet iron used, tons

Bar

7

84
542
589

iron used, tons

9

Cast iron used, tons
Cast steel used tons

4

Glue Manufactory

1

Men employed
Glue made, tons
Neatsfoot oil made, gallons
Curled hair made, pounds
Capacity per day for glue, tons..
Capacity per day for oil, gallons.

21

500
5,000
20,000
'

30
200

Last Manufactory
Men employed
Value of manufactures

Lead and Shot Works
Men employed
Quantity of lead manufactured, tons.
Quantity of shot manufactured, tons.
Capacity of works per year, tons ....

$7,000
1

18
900
200
2,000
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Linseed Oil Works
Men e mployed
Flax seed used, tons
Oil made, gallons
7
Capacit}- per da} for

1
8

300
25,000
oil,

900

gallons

Malt Manufactories
Men employ ed

6
18

Grain malted (barley) 100 pound sacks

68,250

Match Manufactories
Men employed

5

43

Match es made, gross

95,000

Mirror Silvering Works

1

Men employed

5

4

Silveri n g tables

Value of man ufactures

$20,000

Pianoforte Manufactories
Men employed

4
19
152

Pianos made

Average value of each instrument

$350

Pyrotechnic Works
Men employed
Value of manufactures

1

4
87,000

Polling Mills
Men employed
Horse power of engines

1

58

300

[Further statistics the Superintendent could not give
due time for this report.]

Salt Mills
Men employed
Salt ground (domestic), tons
Salt ground (foreign), tons

Run

of stone

in

35
.,

4,500
2,800
8

Horse power of engines

Saw Manufactory
Men employed

77
1

Steel used annually, tons

Horse power of engin e
Value of manufactures

Sash and Door Manufactories
Men employed
Value of manufactures

35
50
25
>70,000

261
$773,000

Saw Mills
Lumber sawed,
Saws run

feet

24.200,000

49
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Men employed
Horse power of engines.

380
400

Soap Manufactories
Men employed
Soap made, pounds
Washing powder made, pounds
Capacity of works per month, pounds.
:

Stave Factory
Men employed
Horse power of

383

16
54
4,032.000
225,000
1,000,000
1

engine...

22
18

Capacity, staves per day.

3,000

Steam Marble Saw Works

Men employed
Horse power

ot

engine

Saws run (one gang)
Value of manufactures

— not reported.

1

28
20
25

Sugar Peftneries

3

Men employed

264
250

Horse power of engines
flaw sugar used, pounds
Kefined sugar made, pounds
Syrup made, gallons
Capacity of works per day (raw sugar), pounds.

Tanneries
Men employed
Tan bark used, cords
Hides tanned, number
Calf skins tanned, dozen

Kip and sheep skins tanned, dozen.

Tool and File Manufactories.
Men employed
Value of manufactures

Trunk Manufactories
Men employed
Value of manufactures.

Type Foundry
Men employed
Value of manufactures
Capacity of works per year

Tub and Pail Manufactories
Men employed
Power of engine, horse
Native timber used, cords.,
Barrel covers made
Salt boxes made, dozen

23,160,000
20,254,000
627,000
165,000
15

122
2,487
16,350

950
2,054
2
5

$5,500

30
$37,000
1

35
$28,000
$50,000

20
20
5,000
22,000
1,200
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Sieves made, dozen
all kinds, dozen

400

Pails of

Tubs,

all

sizes

Syrup kegs,

VlNEG A R

3.500

20,000
7,000

in all

M ANUFACTORI ES

4
16

Men employed
Vinegar made, gallons

86,000

Wire Goods Manufactory
Men employed

1

12

Value of manufactures

§25,000

Woollen Mills
Men employed

3

750
350

Horse power of engines
Sets of cards

29

Mules and jacks

40
122

Looms
Spindles

Blankets made, pair
Broadcloth, cashmeres and tweeds, yards
Flannel, yards
Flannel shirts and drawers, dozen

Wool

used,

pounds

11,000
94,500
161,600
845,000
10,000
3,250.000

Most respectfully submitted,

BEX.

E. HAREIS,
Assessor. San Francisco.
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Board of Agriculture,
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YEAES
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SPRINGER

STATE PRINTER.

REPORT.
To His Excellency, Newton

Bootii,

Governor op California:

—

Sir:
Since our last biennial report California has experienced two
successive seasons of unusual drought.
During the rainy season of
eighteen hundred and sixty -nine and eighteen hundred and seventy, the
entire rainfall in the central portion of the State was only thirteen and

one hundredths inches, while in eighteen hundred and seventy
and eighteen hundred and seventy-one it was but eight and forty-seven
one hundredths inches, making the total rainfall for the two entire rainy
seasons a trifle over twenty-two inches, or two and one half inches
more than fell during the unprecedented dry seasons of eighteen hundred and sixty-two and eighteen hundred and sixty -three, and eighteen
hundred and sixty-three and eighteen hundred and sixty-four, and but
little more than the average rainfall for each year for the past twenty-

fifty -nine

two

years.

Notwithstanding these facts, it is a source of congratulation that the
agricultural, and indeed all the material interests of the State, have
suffered much less during the past two years than they did during the
corresponding seasons of eighteen hundred and sixty-two and eighteen
hundred and sixty-three, and eighteen hundred and sixty-three and
eighteen hundred and sixty-four. Indeed, taking into consideration the
progress made in the development of our industries during the past two
years, and footing up the results of that progress and of the two years'
production, we find abundant reason for general congratulation among
the people, and for universal gratitude to Him who visits the earth with
both rain and sunshine, and who tempers the winds to the shorn lamb.
lessons op the drought op eighteen hundred and sixty-three and

eighteen hundred and sixty-pour.

These occasional seasons of drought in California ar.e not without
valuable lessons they are accompanied with benefits as well as disadvantages. In eighteen hundred and sixty-three and eighteen hundred
and sixty-four the general failure of crops throughout all the cential
portions of the State, and the great scarcity of grazing and hay for
stock, directed general attention to the low land constituting the deltas
of our great rivers, and also to the high table lands located well up on

—
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Those who
Coast Range, and the Sierra Nevada Mountains.
explored in the latter direction found to their surprise and gratification
an abundance of the most nutritive grasses, sufficient to feed all the
stock then in California during the entire season. They found there
countless valleys waving with excellent bunch grass, and extensive

the

green meadows, furnishing nutritious and plentiful grazing for their
flocks and herds, ranging almost to the very summits of the highest
Sierras.
These extensive high table lands have been the resort of thousands of cattle and sheep every Summer since that date, and have been
a most valuable addition to the stock raising resources of the State.
Those who turned their steps towards the low tide and swamp lands
were scarcely less successful. They found thousands of acres of the

most prolific natural meadows of which the world has any history,
abounding in wild clover, timothy, and other native grasses. Besides
pasturing large numbers of horses, cattle, and sheep during the Summer
of eighteen hundred and sixty-four, it was estimated by this Board at
that time, and upon reliable data, that there were cut and secured on
these meadows, by parties in different portions of the State, not less
than fifty thousand tons of a very fair article of hay, and that at least
fifty thousand tons more were left standing upon them uncut.
The lessons taught b} the dry seasons of eighteen hundred and sixtythree and eighteen hundred and sixty -four have not been forgotten by
The discoveries then made have been followed up and
our people.
rendered available and valuable each year since that time, and now the
elevated pasture lands of the mountain districts and the broad, natural
meadows of the lowlands around about the confluence of the San Joaquin and Sacramento Rivers are among the most valuable portions of
our State. These two great districts have contributed much during the
two past dry seasons to lessen the effects of the drought which we,
without a knowledge of them, would have experienced. Our farmers
have also learned the great value of straw in keeping stock through the
Winter season, and many of them have of late years been seeding down
portions of their lands to that most excellent grass, alfalfa, so that we
are much better prepared for an extreme dry season in the Summer, or
an extreme wet and severe one in the Winter, than we were a few years
r

since.

Although our official returns show that we had during the past dry
season three times as main* acres of land under cultivation in grain and
other crops in the State as during the seasons of eighteen hundred and
sixty-three and eighteen hundred and sixty-four, more than three times
as many head of horses and mules, one-third more cattle, and more than
eight times as many sheep and goats, yet the losses of stock from the
effects of the drought of the past year were very light compared to the
losses sustained in eighteen hundred and sixty-four.
These facts show a most gratifying improvement in the condition of
our stock raising industries, and at the same time exhibit in a most
striking manner the expansive nature and almost unlimited extent of our
stock raising resources when properly understood and husbanded.
While upom this subject, we would urge upon our farmers the great
benefits to be derived from a practice of keeping a few head of stock
sheep and
to burning

cattle

— on their farms to eat their grain straw,

—

in

preference
the practice in many portions of the State. This
straw, eaten and trampled by the cattle, may be made a source of direct
are
profit to the farmer in furnishing our markets with beef when they
most poorly supplied and when beef commands the highest prices, and
it,

as

is still
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producing qualities and fertility of his soil,
which, however rich now, will, in a few years of constant cropping and
no manuring, be reduced to a state of poverty and unproductiveness.
We would also earnestly urge the planting of greater breadths of land
in alfalfa, and a more general practice of cutting and securing more hay
and other food, such as pumpkins, and beets, and carrots, for feeding
More barns and sheds, also, for the
stock during the wet seasons.
shelter of stock from the severity of stormy during these seasons, are
needed in all portions of the State, and money invested in this way will
We think the experience of many during the
never be regretted.
present season has been such as to attest the correctness of the above
recommendations.
also to contribute to the

AGRICULTURAL EXPANSION AND IMPROVEMENTS.

Not only have we during the past seven years developed stock raising
resources heretofore unknown, and greatly improved the condition of
that interest, while we have been adding rapidly to the number of our
herds and flocks, but we have made even greater developments and
improvements in the general horticultural and agricultural industries of
the country. We have expanded, extended, and diversified our agriculHad the drought of eighteen hunture in a most gratifying manner.
dred and seventy-one found our agricultural operations confined almost
exclusively to the most accessible and easiest cultivated valley lands of
the State, as did the drought of eighteen hundred and sixty-four, and
had we confined our efforts to the cultivation of the limited number of
agricultural products to which our exertions were at that time principally devoted, the condition of our agriculture to-day, and indeed of our
industries generally, must have been anything but gratifying.
Step by
step and year by year we have been learning that California, which we
at first supposed was valuable only as a mining State, possesses a greater
diversity of superior agricultural and horticultural advantages than any
other State in the Union, and we think without boasting we may truly
r
In the earlier
say, than an} other equal portion of the earth's surface.
of
the
State's history the cultivation of the soil was confined to
years
the immediate river bottoms, and a few of the commonest vegetables and
a little barley constituted the entire list of agricultural products it was
deemed possible to grow or safe to experiment with, and fruit culture
was confined to a few suj>posed favored localities immediately surrounding some of the old Missions in the southern portions of the State, and
the varieties of fruit cultivated were exceedingly limited.
The immense plains constituting the next more elevated table of lands
back from the rivers and stretching off towards the foothills in either
direction, covered as they were each succeeding Summer with a luxuriant growth of wild oats, standing from four to eight feet high, and so
thick on the ground that a man on horseback could scarcely force his
way through them, were in those days considered of no value except as
ranges for the countless bands of wild mustangs and wild horned, high
hipped Spanish cattle that roamed over them. A few isolated, and in
those days considered useless and foolhardy experiments were made
with this class of lands by the cultivation of wheat and barley. UnexThe
pected and gratifying success attended the timid experiments.
world knows the result. California wheat has revolutionized the grain
markets of the world, as California gold has her commercial routes and

money exchanges.
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In the meantime California agriculture has continued gradually to
expand and diversify; first stretching out over the next higher table of
red lands, and then creeping slowly but cautiously and surely up the
sides of the foothills, until we now find her luxuriating in the elevated
valleys and spanning the mountain sides of the Sierras and Coast Ranges
from the extreme north to the extreme southern end of the State. She

also extending her arms seaward, and embracing and reclaiming the
And
islands and tide lands in and about our inland fresh water bays.

is

both on the hills and
kinds of crops done

•all

in

the low lands during the past dry season have
better than in the open valleys.

much

DIVERSITY OP PRODUCTS.
instead of being confined to a few of the more necessary
have been cautiously and slowly, but surely and profitably, multiplying, until we now cultivate in greater or less abundance and
perfection nearly every article of necessity or luxury that is grown from
the earth within the temperate and tropical zones. We excel France
and Italy in their vineyards and mulberry orchards, and equal them in
the products of these orchards: wines, brandies, raisins, and silk
cocoons. We are already competing with Germany and Austria in the
cultivation of their greatest and most profitable products, beet sugar,
and will soon be able to supply not only our own demand for this article

Our products,

staples of

life,

but the entire demand of our sister States as well. From the success of
experiments recently made in the cultivation of tea and coffee we have
reason to hope the day is not far distant when we shall be able to cope
with China and Japan in the production of the former, and with the
islands of the Indian Ocean in the cultivation of the latter of these
luxuries of the world. The cultivation of rice to a limited extent has
been attended with such perfect success on some of our swamp and tide
lands as to warrant the belief that this valuable staple can be grown
here in quality equal to the best produced in the Carolinas themselves,
and limited only by the hundreds of thousands of acres of these lands
within our borders.
Cotton and the ramie plant have both been so successfully cultivated
in the State within the past few years that there can no longer be entertained any doubt that we shall soon be aide to excel in the production
of the former of these vegetable fibres the best cotton districts of the
Southern Atlantic States, and dispute with China and the Asiatic islands
the monopoly they have so long sustained in the cultivation of the
latter.

New

Zealand flax-hemp and common flax-hemp have also been successfully cultivated here in various portions of the State; and while the
hitter is grown very extensively and profitably for the seed, the time
when all will be extensively cultivated for their fibres is only delayed
for want of proper manufacturing facilities to render those fibres
available.
It has long since been proven that the best tobacco lands of Virginia
cannot outdo us in the production of this article in quantity; and by the
perseverance and skill of a citizen of our State it has this year been
successfully demonstrated that we can equal if not excel her in quality.
At our last State Fair were shown some samples of opium which,
upon being tested by some of our most skillful chemists and physicians,
were pronounced equal to the best imported article, and we are assured
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by the exhibitors that its production in quantity at the prices it commands may be made very satisfactorily profitable.
The cultivation of the castor bean and the manufacture of the oil is
becoming a permanent and remunerative business in some portions of the
State; Yuba County alone having grown the last year over six hundred
thousand pounds oi beans, while the product of the State was over
seven hundred thousand pounds. This, at four cents a pound to the proThere is no reason
ducers, paid them twenty-eight thousand dollars.
why we should not extend this business and become large exporters
of the

oil, as nearly all portions of the State are equally well adapted to
raising the bean.
The cultivation and preparation of chickory has also been successfully
carried on in Yolo County for a number of years past, by a company of
Germans, and is growing into a business of no little importance. The
product of the firm the last year was one hundred and thirty-five tons,
valued at twenty thousand dollars. Other counties are also engaging in
the business to some extent five thousand dollars' worth having been
grown and prepared in San Joaquin the past season. The soil of all our
river bottoms of a sandy loam is well adapted to this product, and it can
therefore be extended almost without limit, as its demand for commerce
is coequal with that of coffee, with which and as a substitute for which
it is used.

—

English mustard

is

being produced in some of the southern counties

quite extensively, Monterey alone having produced the last year nearly
thirteen thousand bushels, valued at over twenty thousand dollars, while
in Santa Barbara there was gathered forty thousand dollars worth of
wild mustard seed, and in otber counties a considerable quantity, swelling the value of the product of the latter variety alone in the State to

sum of sixty thousand dollars.
The value of the broomcorn crop

the

for eighteen hundred and seventy,
produced principally in the Counties of Yuba, Sutter, and Amador was
over forty-five thousand dollars.

FRUITS.

As to the production of fruits and nuts, both of the temperate and
tropical climates, there is probably no other equal area of the earth's
surface, embraced in a single body or laying together, that can excel or
equal our State in the number of kinds or general good qualities of the
careful conrparison of the apple grown in the
varieties produced.
elevated foothills of our State with the same varieties exhibited at our
last State Fair from the States east of the Rocky Mountains, ranging
from Massachusetts to Kansas, proved most conclusively that for general
good qualities of flavor and keeping, our fruit is equal to the best,
and in size, form, and color, and general inviting appearance, is far
While the apples from all the other States show the
superior to any.
effects of the ravages of insects more or less and in one way or another,
ours are perfectly free from all damage or imperfections caused by these

A

fruit pests.
The extremes of our climate, from the warm valleys of the
coast foothills to the high altitudes of the Sierras at which apples are
cultivated successfully, are so great that with a little care in selecting
in preparations for keeping this most valuable of fruits, we
our markets supplied with fresh apples the year round. Our
peacbes, plums, prunes, figs, apricots, nectarines, cherries, strawberries,
blackberries, raspberries, and gooseberries are universally admired and

varieties,

may have

and
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highly relished by all who visit our State during the fruit season, while
the superiority of our pears and grapes has created a market for them,
everywhere, limited only by the means of transportation and the distance to which they can be conveyed in good condition.
Of the tropical fruits, we have for years and almost centuries at some
of the old Missions in the southern portion of the State, been producing
oranges, lemons, limes, and olives, and they are now becoming almost as
common in the orchards of those localities as apples, pears, and plums,
and are found in the markets of all the principal towns of the State, and
are preferred to any grown elsewhere and imported. Nor are these
delicious fruits confined to the south, but are being grown successfully
in all parts of the State as far north as Butte County, and all along the
foothills on either border of the great central valleys.
In many of the southern counties successful experiments are being
made with other valuable varieties of tropical fruits and exotics. The
pineapple, the banana, the mango, the cocoanut, the plantain, the loquat,
the Chinese guava, yellow jambe, the date, and some other highly prized
varieties of fruit, have been perfected in the open air in this portion of
the State. As it is an important fact that many of the most valuable
fruits and berries now cultivated extensively in the United States are
natives of a more mild climate than that in which they are found to do
the best, we feel warranted in recommending continued efforts in the
cultivation of the above named fruits and in the introduction of other
valuable kinds from the tropical countries.
STOCK.

In stock, our California bred horses are proving superior in speed,
endurance, and general good qualities to the best raised in the Atlantic
States or Europe. The policy of our State and District Agricultural
Societies, in giving valuable purses to bring out the speed and bottom of
young and untried horses of all breeds and classes, is having a most
beneficial effect in the development of the most desirable and valuable
qualities of this noble animal.
As the highest value of the horse is measured by his speed perform-

and as his ability in this direction depends as a general propoupon the judicious crossing of the best blood and highest type of
nerve and muscle, and as this happy union of qualities can only be
determined b}* severe and actual test on the track or road, it is of the
ances,
sition

highest importance to those who make the breeding of horses a business
for profit that some perfectly unbiassed and fair system for the trial of
the speed and endurance of young horses should be inaugurated.
The Agricultural Societies of this State, recognizing the development
of the best and most valuable qualities of the horse as much a part of
their duties as the improvement of cattle for the production of beef or
butter and cheese, or of sheep for the production of wool and mutton,
have undertaken to inaugurate a system by which these valuable qualities may be honestly and thoroughly tested.
Their efforts in this direction have been so generally successful that millions of dollars have been
added to the value of the horses of this State, while at the same time
most valuable lessons in breeding have been inculcated. If it is better
to double the intrinsic and serviceable value of our horses than to double
their numbers without increasing their value, then this action of our
Agricultural Societies is commendable.
Our short horned cattle, born and bred here, excel their foreign bred
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and imported ancestors, insomuch that they are coming in demand for
export to improve the original stock in the countries from which they
are derived.

Our tine wooled rneinno sheep suffer no depreciation when compared
with the best flocks of Germany or France, and their fleeces are as much
sought after by manufacturers of fine cloths as the best clips of Spain or
Australia.

Our Cashmere and Angora goats become more vigorous and hardy
than in their native countries, and their tine silky fleeces of mohair keep
pace with the improvement of the animals themselves.
In such an expansion of our agriculture and such an improvement in
its diversification and condition as we have made since the drought of
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, is to be found the principal reason why
under the influence of an almost equal drought of eighteen hundred and
seventy one, all our industries have suffered so much less than they did
at that time.

THE WORK OF THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
All this expansion, all these improvements in the modes of culture and
in the diversification of crops, in the introduction of better breeds of
stock and new and better varieties of fruit, is more or less due to the

exertions of the State Agricultural Society, working through its annual
reports, and transactions, and its extensive correspondence.
There has not been an advance step taken by our agriculturists, either
towards the foothills and up the mountain sides, or down the rivers to
the islands and tide lands, that the State Agricultural Society has not
pioneered the way and faithfully and truthfully jDointed out the advantages and disadvantages of the new enterprise about to be undertaken.
Fairs,

THE SOCIETY'S ANNUAL PAIRS.

At these annual

Fairs have been collected together yearly in one view
rich products of the varied soils and climates of our mountains
and valleys, of our sea coasts, tule and swamp lands and river borders,
affording our farmers, horticulturists, and stock breeders rare opportunities for observing the advantages of each particular location, the
peculiar products to which its soil and climate are best adapted, of
comparing notes, interchanging of experiences and opinions, and obtaining useful hints and valuable information for their future benefit and

the

many

guidance.
At these Fairs the stock breeder, in whatever class, has presented to
him invaluable lessons in breeding, feeding, and managing stock. He
sees at these annual gatherings of the society the plump, long bodied,
short legged, and deep hammed Berkshire; the fine haired, small headed,
short faced, and more delicately formed Suffolk and Essex breeds;
the thickset, easily kept, and easily fatted China pig, and many other
distinct varieties of swine, and determines for himself the breed or cross
best adapted for his locality and circumstances. He beholds the fine
wooled, closely made, compact Spanish merino; the medium sized, square
quartered, middle wooled, mutton bearing Southdown; the large, heavy
built, strong boned, and long wooled Cotswolds, and other pure breeds
and crosses of sheep, and by inquiry and observation learns all about
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their points and habits, and buys of this or that distinct breed or cross,
He is here made acquainted
to suit his particular location and purpose.
with the majestically made, broad, straight backed, deep chested, velvet

coated, short horned, beef making Durham; the more delicately formed,
thin necked, milk giving Ayrshires and Herefords; the wiry and hardy
looking, symmetrically formed, domesticated, butter making Jerseys and
Devons; and selects the breed or cross adapted to beef raising, milk
the other
selling, or butter and cheese making, according as the one or
business is most agreeable to his inclinations or profitable for his
jDarticular location or circumstances.
Here also are displayed before him the different breeds and crosses of
the horse, from the beautiful, peerless, clean, long legged, fleet footed,
deep chested, silken coated, high mettled, and long winded thoroughbred, to the heavy quartered, thickset, round bodied, square, wide
shouldered, heavy legged, long coated English draft horse. He sees
here illusti'ated and exemplified the great benefits and improvements
brought about by judicious, skillful, and scientific breeding and careful
for
crossing, and a long continued and sytematic exercise and training,
the development of speed and endurance on the one hand, or on the
other for the attaiment of great strength and power, and slow but heavy

service and easy keeping.
He goes home and applies the lessons of the Fair to practice among
his own stock, and by careful thought and close observation discovers
new and valuable points or principles; and following up the new train
of thought and action to which the Fair has introduced him, in a few
a benefit to
years he becomes a prosperous stock owner and breeder,
all classes of our people
and
the
State.
his
Indeed,
himself,
neighbors,
annually attend the State Fairs, and they are becoming to all a source
of pastime and pleasure and a means of universal improvement.

The enterprising mechanic, the ingenious artisan, the skillful-inventor,
the tasteful artist, the profound professional man, all here find food for
reflection and useful lessons for improvement, each in his own particular
calling or occupation.
THE REPORTS OF THE

SOCIETY.

These biennial publications made by order of the Legislature arc
intended to be a true record of the industrial advancement of the State,
and at the same time it is their aim and object to lead and direct these
In the effort to accomplish this important work, it has been
industries.
found expedient to make up in as concise a form as possible the full
transactions of the society for each year, including a record of the new
of culture adopted, and new tacts
products introduced, new modes
in the State.
brought to light in each and every department of industry
to the industrious
Also, to show the many advantages our State presents
where he may
immigrant who is seeking a new and permanent home,
accumulate about him the conveniences and comforts of life with the
and exertion.
These books are distributed free of charge to all members of the
the State, and it is believed
society and to all other applicants throughout
such distribution has accomplished much good in stimulating and direct-

least labor

our people. They are also
ing in a profitable channel the energies of
sent in exchange to all other similar societies in the United States and
in many of the European counties, and to public libraries and private
individuals who apply for them; and in this way we have abundant proof
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that they are accomplishing a valuable work in the interest of immigration by spreading information and attracting attention to our valuable
resources.
We would here suggest that a great amount of valuable information
is annually collected through the channels open to the society for an
annual publication, instead of a biennial one, and that such annual publication would be of but little additional expense to the State compared
to the increased benefits that would result therefrom.
Nearly all the
State societies of the Atlantic States issue annual publications, as does
also the Agricultural Department of the General Government; and certainly there are many more and stronger reasons why our society should
do so than can be urged in favor, of the practice in the old Eastern
In those States the systems of conducting all agricultural operaStates.
tions have been reduced to a science or art by a series of experiences
handed down from lather to son through many generations, until it
would seem but little more was to be learned. They are not seeking to

add to their already crowded population by offering inducements to
immigrants to settle among them, and yet they keep up their annual
used well spent. Although
publications and consider the money thus
we have in a few years made great improvements and advancement in
the development of our agricultural resources, and learned much that
will be of great value to us in the future, yet we have but just begun to
read the great book of knowledge upon this subject which the future
will open to us.
We have abundant undeveloped resources, and but a
very few people, comparatively, to develop them. An increase of population* of the active, working, intelligent kind, is one of our greatest
necessities, and there is no more effectual or economical way of securing
that class of immigration than by publishing and advertising to the
world, and particularly to the class we want, the many advantages we
It is from this class of people we receive the most frequent
offer them.
and
it is found that the most satisfactory manner of answering
inquiries,
such inquiries so as to produce a favorable impression and action is to
send in answer a late volume of the society's transactions. But when
such transactions are published but once in two years much of the
matter contained in any particular volume must of necessit}^ have been
collated from one to two years before publication, and if the volume is
two years old at the time of sending them, such matter would be four
years old at the time of using it in answer to a present inquiry. The
absurdity of such a slow process of publishing to the world our rapidly
developing and as rapidly increasing resources and advantages must be
apparent to every one who has the true interests of our State at heart,
and who will give this subject a moment's thought.
In this connection we will mention that we have already received
numerous orders for the forthcoming transactions, one of which is for a
thousand volumes for distribution by the California Immigrant Union.
As this volume contains more than an ordinary amount of valuable
statistical information gathered from various public and private sources,
and an unusual number of able and exhaustive essays on various agricultural subjects of great present interest, some of which, to render
them more valuable and practical, require to be illustrated by wood cuts,
we would recommend the printing of at least five thousand volumes,
and that provision be made for procuring the necessary cuts for illustration.
We would also recommend that provision be made by the
present Legislature for the annual publication hereafter of the society's
transactions.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
society is annually increasing, both with our
citizens and District and County Societies and Fanners' Clubs and
with similar societies in other States of the Union and foreign countries.
This correspondence embraces every conceivable subject relating to the

The correspondence of the

own

multitudinous industries of the earth. To answer all inquiries in a reliable and satisfactory manner the Board regard as one of the important
objects of the organization of the society, and have always made it one
of the leading duties of their Secretary to cultivate correspondence
wherein information can be obtained or imparted. Carrying out this
idea, our Corresponding Secretaiy early last Spring opened a correspondence with the State Agricultural and Horticultural Societies of
nearly all the Atlantic States, with a view to bringing about an exchange
of products, particularly fruit, for exhibition at the Fairs of the several
societies to be held during the Fall months.
Many of the societies
addressed responded favorably to the proposition, and the result was
that at one Fair we had on exhibition fruit principally pears and
apples from Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, Virginia. Michi-

—

—

gan, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Kansas,
and Nebraska, This exhibition of fruit from so many of the States formerly the homes of so many of our citizens constituted one of the most
It afforded our people
interesting and instructive features of our Fair.
an opportunity of comparing directly the fruit grown in their old homes
with that grown in the homes of their adoption. And although in the
recollections of younger years and of childhood to many of our people
the Eastern fruit had been painted with brighter colors and relieved

with more delicate tints, and although in such recdllections more agreeable flavors and pleasant acids had been attributed to it, yet when these
fruits were brought in direct contact with those grown in our own State,
when the eye could behold and the taste compare, these impressions ot
a former day were quickly dispelled, and the almost universal verdict
was in favor of our California grown fruit. Some of the Eastern apples
were pronounced better than some of ours; but as to pears, ours were
incomparably better than any others exhibited.
Our fruits principally apples, pears, and grapes were also sent East
and exhibited at the Fairs of most of the States above named, and at
the Fair of the American Pomological Society, held at Kichmond, Virginia, and attracted the universal attention of the people in attendance,
The verdict by
and the very general comment of the Eastern press.
the Eastern people and press was generally more favorable to our fruit
than that of our own. Our pears and grapes were natural wonders. It
required very positive assurance to convince many intelligent people that
our grapes were not grown under glass. At the Fair of the American
Pomological Society our State was most highly complimented, and at a
banquet given by the City of Kichmond to the delegates in attendance

—

—

the following sentiment was unanimously approved: " California—the
real or modern Hesperides.
Her fruit trees and vines, with their roots
in a golden soil, bear a golden fruitage."
We have every reason to believe that by this exchange of fruits with
these Eastern societies many advantages will result to our State, by
attracting to it the attention of people who will be induced sooner or
later to

make

it

their

permanent homes.
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As another result of a well directed correspondence, there were
exhibited at our last State Fair many of the industrial products of
China and Japan, and a number of Commissioners from the Japanese
Government, including a Special Commissioner of Agriculture, attended
the Fair in person, with an American as interpreter and agent. These
Commissioners were well pleased with our exhibition, and with the
evidences of agricultural life and prosperity generally. Among the first
visible fruits of this courtesy shown these people we may mention the
fact that a number of fine merino sheep and good blooded cattle have
been purchased by the Japanese and shipped to their own country, and
that some of the most intelligent and wealthy young men of Japan have
been sent out to this State for the purpose of learning practically the
stock raising business, and becoming familiar with our system of agriculture generally; that a large number of fruit trees of various kinds
have already been ordered from our nurserymen for the Japanese market
for the present season, and that the prospect now is good that Japan
will very soon become one of our best customers for our best blooded
horses, cattle, and sheep, and for a large amount of our nursery products, garden

and

field seeds,

agricultural implements, etc.

PRACTICAL FIGURES.

We

have been stating in general terms the adaptability of our climate
to an almost endless variety of valuable products, and the wonderful
To show that we have not overstated facts, we will
fertility of our soil.
here introduce a few practical figures derived from reliable official
sources.
By a careful estimate of the value of the agricultural products of our
State for the year eighteen hundred and seventy a year of drought as
returned by the County Assessors to the Surveyor General, we find that
value to be in round numbers sixty millions of dollars. Feeling a little
in doubt about the correctness of our figures, we asked the United States
Marshal for this State for the agricultural statistics of the State as
obtained through his census agents. His answer and table of statistics
very kindly furnished will be found in the papers accompanying this
report, and by them it will be seen that his estimate is identical with
our own. By the same returns the number of acres under cultivation
for that year was two million five hundred and ninet}^-six thousand six
hundred and twelve, which being divided into the sixty million of dolthe. whole product value
lars
gives as a result twenty-three dollars
and ten cents the value of the product of each acre cultivated.
would here state that this estimate of value is not based on export
prices, but on the prices actually obtained by producers that year.
Again: by the returns of the Census Agent there were under cultivation that year twenty -three thousand three hundred and seventy-five
separate farms. Allowing each farm to have a separate owner or pro-

—

—

—

—

We

we have twenty-three thousand three hundred and seventy-five
farmers, or joint proprietors and cultivators of the soil. If we divide
the sixty millions of dollars equally between this number of proprietors,
each will have received as his gross profits two thousand and fifty-six

prietor,

dollars

and seventy

cents.

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS OP EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-ONE.

Owing

to the

extreme drought the past year,

it

is

probable that the
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aggregate agricultural product of eighteen hundred and seventy-one
was somewhat less than in eighteen hundred and seventy, hut in consequence of the higher prices obtained for most of these products it is
estimated that the total value of the year's crop was not much less than
in eighteen hundred and seventy.
For instance: more fruit has been
exported this year than ever before, and much more money has been
realized for the crop.
The wine crop was fully equal in quantity to
that of eighteen hundred and seventy estimated at three millions of
gallons and much better in quality, and a decided improvement in prices
has been obtained, giving to the producer a larger return. Again: the
wool product of eighteen hundred and seventy-one was in round numbers
twenty-five millions of pounds, against nineteen million four hundred
and seventy-two thousand six hundred and sixty pounds for eighteen
hundred and seventy, being an increase of five million five hundred and
twenty-seven thousand three hundred and fort}* pounds, or a little less
than twenty -nine per cent. While the average price paid to producers
in eighteen hundred and seventy-one was about twenty-seven and one
half cents per pound, that paid in eighteen hundred and seventy was
only nineteen cents per pound; so that while the product of eighteen
hundred and seventy brought the producers three million six hundred
and ninety-nine thousand three hundred and five dollars, the product
of eighteen hundred and seventy-one brought them about six million
eight hundred and seventy -five thousand dollars, or .over fifty per cent

—

—

increase.

We doubt whether another State in the Union can make as good a
showing of agricultural products and values under such disadvantageous
circumstances.

INCUMBRANCES TO THE STATE'S PROSPERITY.

While it is a source of just pride and gratification thus to review the
achievements of the past, we cannot close our eyes to the fact that our
State in every stage of her industrial history has labored under many
disadvantages. While some of these have disappeared by the lapse of
time, and others have been removed by the Acts of the Legislature and
the decisions of the Courts, others still, of a serious and threatening
nature, remain to retard her progress in the way of material prosperity.
With eighty million of acres of tillable land within our borders, and as
we have seen of the most fertile and productive character, we are actually cultivating less than three million acres; and the total population
of the State is but five hundred and sixty thousand two hundred and
twenty-three persons. To make this picture still worse for the prospect
of a general development of our agricultural resources, upon which our
prosperity mainly depends, over one fourth of this entire population, or
one hundred and forty-nine thousand four hundred and seventj'-three,
are residents of one city San Francisco and nearly one half, or two
hundred and forty-nine thousand seven hundred and thirty-eight, are
residents of twenty-four of our larger cities and towns, leaving but
three hundred and ten thousand four hundred and eighty-five as residents of the smaller towns throughout the mining and rural districts of
the State, and actual occupants of the soil. In view of these facts it is
probable that our estimate of twenty-three thousand three hundred and
seventy-five as the actual owners and cultivators of farms in the State,
is rather above than below the truth.
Why this scarcity of population
in the rural districts?
Why so few farmers in a State possessed of such

—

—
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vast quantities of unoccupied and uncultivated fertile lands and a climate
not excelled in the world? Does not farming pay here?
There is no
place in the world where the average farmer does better, as we have
shown above, than in California. Is it not an agreeable and easy country to farm in? There is no country on earth where the farmer can
accomplish so much with so little labor. We have no snow, no cold,
freezing Winter seasons, lasting from four to six months every year,
during which the farmer is kept hard at work to provide the necessary
firewood to keep his household comfortable, and in housing and feeding
his stock, the hay and grain to secure and preserve which he has been
compelled to labor hard the previous six months of the year. We have
here but two seasons the rainy season or seed time, and the dry season
or harvest. As a general thing there is not over forty days in the entire
year in which the farmer cannot without any inconvenience work in the
field; and we are warranted by facts in saying that the judicious and
economical general farmer can, in California, on say fifty acres of land,
and with his own individual labor and a single team, raise and market
more than twice the amount of general agricultural products, and at
double the net profits, as he could in the State of New York or any of
the Northern Atlantic States.
If in addition to such a favorable showing of natural advantages for
California we could go forth and publish to the world another very
important fact, that we have within our borders from thirty million to
forty million acres of land equally as fertile and valuable and as favorably located as much of that which is now under cultivation, and that
all this land was
open to purchase in lots of from eighty to one hundred
and sixty acres each, and at the Government price of one dollar and
twenty-five cents per acre, we are satisfied it would not be three years
before our State would contain half a million of the happiest and most
prosperous agriculturists in the world, engaged in the cultivation of all
the various agricultural and horticultural products to which our soil and
climate are so well adapted. Then the idlers in our towns and cities
would seek and find constant and profitable employment in the country,
or would themselves become proprietors and independent cultivators of
farms and useful and valuable members of the community.
Then our
valuable water privileges, of which we have more than all New England
combined, would be occupied and utilized, and the ring of the anvil and
hum of the spindle would be heard all over the State. Then, too, would
come commerce, and natural and permanent prosperity would return to
the cities.
LAND MONOPOLIES.

—

But what is the position of the millions of acres of uncultivated lands
throughout the State? Why are they uncultivated and unproductive?
Is it true that these lands are monopolized by individuals and held in
large bodies, of but little profit to their owners, and at such immeasurable
disadvantage to the State? What are the facts? By reference to some
statistics collected by the State Board of Equalization for the illustration
of another subject, we find that in the County of Colusa there were
assessed, in the year eighteen hundred and seventy-one, to six different
ownerships, one hundred and sixteen thousand six hundred and fortyseven acres of land; in the County of Tehama, to five different ownerships, forty-eight thousand seven hundred and ten acres; in the County
of Butte, to five ownerships, sixty- four thousand three hundred and
fifty-six acres; in the County of Monterey, to eight ownerships, one
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hundred and twent} -two thousand three hundred and forty-three acres;
County of San Luis Obispo, to eleven ownerships, two hundred
and fifty-one thousand two hundred and sixty-six acres; in the County
of Santa Barbara, to thirteen ownerships, four hundred and ten
thousand nine hundred and seventy-three acres; in the County of San
Diego, to seven ownerships, two hundred and eight thousand seven
hundred and fifty acres; in Kern 'Count}', to nine ownerships, three
hundred and five thousand five hundred and forty-two acres; in Fresno
County, to seven ownerships, two hundred and eighty thousand six
hundred and eighteen acres; in Merced County, to seventeen ownerships,
five hundred and eleven thousand three hundred and six acres; and in
San Joaquin County, to thirteen ownerships, three million one hundred
and thirty-five thousand acres.
Thus in eleven counties of this State, statistics collected by this
Board, not with a view of showing the large ownerships of land, but
r

in the

for another object entirely, develop the astonishing fact that one hundred proprietorships own and control five million four hundred and
sixty-five thousand two hundred and six acres of land, or an average of
This is three
fifty-four thousand six hundred and fifty-two acres each.
million eight hundred and sixty-eight thousand five hundred and ninetyfour acres more land than the whole amount under cultivation in

eighteen hundred and seventy, when the agricultural product of the
Divide these possessions of
State was valued at sixty million dollars.
these one hundred proprietorships into farms of one hundred and sixty
acres each, and they would make thirty-four thousand one hundred and
Let these farms be occupied each by a family of five
fifty-seven farms.
persons, and there would be added to our rural population and producing
classes one hundred and seventy thousand seven hundred and eightyfive jDersons.

If each one of these farms was cultivated and made to produce at the
same rate per acre that our land under cultivation in eighteen hundred
and seventy did produce, the additional value to our annual agricultural
products would be one hundred and thirty-one million one hundred and
sixty-four thousand nine hundred and forty-four dollars, or very nearly

sum, as they are now made to produce but very little to their
owners. This last sum would also be about the measure of the permanent annual addition to the taxable property of the State. Again: this
land is now assessed, as stated by the Board of Equalization, at about
an average of two dollars per acre. If divided into farms as supposed,
it would at least add ten dollars an acre to its annual assessed value,
and thus would add fifty-four million six hundred and fifty-two thousand
and sixty dollars to the permanent wealth and taxable property of
the State. These lands have cost their owners on an average from one
dollar to one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre, and are now, a very
large portion of them at least, for sale in lots to suit purchasers at an
advance figure, though at a very low or moderate price in comparison
to their real value
say from two dollars to eight dollars per acre,
according to quality and location. What we have stated in regard to
large ownerships of land in the counties named, is to a certain extent
this

—

all' the counties in the State.
It is also true that the Central
Pacific Railroad Company own some three million acres of land in the
State, granted to them by the General Government in aid of the great

true of

The lands
enterprises which they have undertaken and accomplished.
of this company are also for sale in lots to .suit purchasers, and at about
the same rates per acre as those of the private parties to which we have
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referred.
These, then, are the facts, that very nearly all the lands in
the State have, in one way or another, passed from the ownership of the
Government to that of private parties, and that the prices of these lands
are advanced considerably above the Government prices for public
lands in this and in other States. These are the facts, and this is the
length and breadth of the land monopoly in California. These are the
present facts with which we as a people, and with which the State of
California have to deal.
It is unnecessary now to complain of the legislation that ojsened the way to this state of things.
It is a fruitless labor
to inquire into the management of our State and National Land Offices,
which has encouraged the accumulation of these lands in a few hands
and in large bodies, rather than in the hands of small farmers, except
to prevent the continuance of such management.
We have to deal with
this question as it now exists, and the best way is to look at it in a
It interests the people and the State
practical common sense manner.
now mostly and almost wholly as it relates to and has an immediate
bearing upon another question of great importance the question of

—

immigration.

There seems to be a universal
of population

ojjinion in California that the increase

by the introduction of an

industrious, working, thriving
to the general prosperity of the State.
This
opinion we believe to be well founded, and that it is to the general
interest of all as well as the duty of all to encourage the immigration
to our State of that class of people.
Does the fact that the millions of uncultivated but rich and fertile
lands of the State belong to individuals instead of the General and State
Governments, change this general interest and this general duty of our
people? Both the General Government and the State have sold their
people,

would add greatly

respective portions of these lands, and have received the full price
demanded for them, so that we as a people have no longer any direct
interest in these lands or in their ownership.
But we have an interest,
and a vital one, in their cultivation and improvement, and in the additional wealth and prosperity we have shown such cultivation and
improvement will bring to the State.
Will the fact that the sale of these lands at advanced rates over the
Government prices brings riches and wealth to some of our enterprising citizens injure any of us as individuals, or detract from the great
benefits that will thus accrue to us as a people or State?
On the contrary, will not the wealth of these individual citizens add so much to the
Will it not be
general wealth and taxable property of the State?
equivalent, indeed, to just so much additional capital put in circulation
among us, to develop our latent resources and add to our general prosperity? Who, then, will be wronged by the encouragement of such
immigration, even at the expense of some of the public revenue? Will
not all the lands within the State the title of which is in individuals be
compelled to bear their portion of such expense? Most certainly they
will.
If, however, these titles were still in the General Government
and State, they would be exempt from taxation for the purposes of
encouraging immigration, as well as for all other purposes. Then, so
far as our people or State is concerned, is it not rather a benefit and
advantage than an injury that these lands are private property, and
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consequently liable to bear a portion of the expenses of the State Government, as well as any outlay for the encouragement of immigration to
settle up and bring additional wealth and capital into the State?
If it be objected that these lands are not honestly or proportionally
assessed and taxed, this is another and separate question, and one that
may be remedied. Let the State remedy the objection, and see to it that

they are properly and proportionally assessed and compelled to pay
taxes on every dollar of their "full cash value," the same as other
property. Nor should their owners complain at this, or even at a proportionally high assessment and taxation, while a portion of the funds
realized from such taxation is appropriated to encourage immigration,
and thus bring to them a greater than an equal share of the benefits of
such immigration by furnishing them customers for their lands and
enhancing their value. It is true that these lands are held at higher
rates than Government lands in other States, and that it will cost immigrants more to obtain lands here than where they can buy at the Government prices. But we would remind the intelligent immigrant that the
lowest priced article, even in land, is not always the cheapest. The
agricultural lands of California, as a general thing, are all ready for the
plow. No clearing of heavy timber is required, no obstruction whatever

to immediate cultivation is presented. And, as we have shown, California is one of the most favorable countries in the world for the poor
have proved by official statistics that the
farmer to get a start in.
average product of all the land under cultivation in eighteen hundred
and seventy, a year of drought, brought to the producers the handsome
sum of twenty-three dollars and ten cents per acre. Well may we ask,
where can the industrious immigrant, rich or poor, do better? Where
can he do half as well? There is no difficulty here in obtaining an}'
quantity of land on most favorable terms as to time. With the proceeds
of the first crop produced and sold within a year from the time of purchase, many a man has paid for his farm and bought as much more land,
or built a comfortable farm house and barn; and the opportunities for
doing just as well by any enterprising farmer are almost without number in all portions of the State. It is true that a considerable portion of
the lands now for sale at very low rates, say two dollars per acre, are
not considered of the best quality for the production of cereals, but are
well adapted to vineyards, silk and fruit culture of all kinds, and when
brought under cultivation in these specialties, never fail of a crop. In
this connection we will state it as a historical fact, that since the first
introduction of the vine into the State, at the first settlement of our old
Missions, there never has been a failure in the grape crop, nor has the
These very lands that can now be
fruit crop ever failed in the State.
had at two dollars per acre will return a greater profit to the skillful
and economical manager than lands in France or Italy, or other European countries, or in any of the Atlantic States, held at from one
hundred dollars to three hundred dollars per acre, if devoted to wine,
silk, raisin, or general fruit and nut culture.
It is also equally true that much of this land that can be had at from
five to ten dollars per acre is equally as valuable for the production of
the cereals as lands now under cultivation in these grains, and from
which the owners realized this season from thirty dollars to forty
dollars per acre.
Again, there are already railroads projected and beingbuilt through almost every section of the State in which any of
these lands are located, so that markets for everything produced will
soon be or are now within easy distance. General plans for irrigation

We
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are also being adopted and pushed forward to completion, thus placing
the certainty of water within the control of every cultivator, and rendering a crop of any kind beyond the possibility of failure. On the whole,
we are well satisfied that no other State in the American Union presents
greater inducements or more certain prosperity to the enterprising,
are also
skillful, and economical immigrant than does California.
well satisfied that whoever persists in publishing to the world the darkest side of our condition in California is not only injuring the bestinterests of the people and the State, but is also doing a great injury to
those who would otherwise come and make their homes among us and
enjoy the unequaled advantages and prosperity that here awaits them.

We

THE FENCE QUESTION.
There is perhaps no subject at present undergoing more earnest discussion in the agricultural communities of the State than the laws reguIf the general expression of the press be
lating the building of fences.
a true indication of the wishes of the people, we must conclude that there
is a pretty general disposition to abandon the system of laws and customs that have heretofore prevailed in this country and State, and adopt
the European system in regard to the protection of growing crops.
While it is the province and desire of the Board of Agriculture to extend
to all the industries of the State a fostering care, and equal protection
and encouragement, we cannot ignore the many considerations urged in
favor of the change proposed. If it be found upon an unbiassed examination of this subject that such a change will bring greater benefits to
the greater interests, or the greater good to the greater number of our
people, without inflicting severe wrong or hardship on other interests,
then the sooner the change be made the better. It is a contest between
two classes of propert}^ in general terms, grain and cattle.
It is
claimed by the owners of the former that as grain or growing crops of
all kinds are passive and cattle are aggressive, that the natural rights of
property and the equities regulating the management and relations of
the same, as well as the moral obligations of the owners, would require
that the latter should be restrained from committing depredations on the
former, and that whatever expense is necessarily incurred in furnishing
the means of such restraint, such expense should be borne by the owners
of the latter, and consequently that all laws founded upon a different
principle should be repealed, and that laws recognizing this position
should be enacted and enforced.

—

RELATIVE PROPBRTY CONSIDERATIONS.

As we have before stated in this report the returns of the County
Assessors and the census reports fix the value of the agricultural products of the State for the year eighteen hundred and seventy, including
grain, roots, and wine, and excluding fruits, at sixty million dollars.
By the same returns, the whole number of grape vines and fruit trees of
various kinds in the State is thirty million nine hundred and ten thousand and forty-six. Valuing these at one dollar each and this is certainly below their real value and discarding the odd thousands for convenience, we have an additional property of thirty million dollars

—

making ninety million

dollars'

—

—

worth of growing crops and property

requiring protection from the ravages of the stock of the State.
Now, taking the whole number of horses, cattle, sheep, and goats in
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the State (leaving out the hogs, because the principle is already recognized and enforced by the present laws as regards them) and placing
their value at their market prices, and we have the total of that value
in round numbers
thirty million dollars or just one third the total
value of the other agricultural products or growing crops.
Here, then, we have among us thirty million dollars of aggressive
property and ninety million dollars of passive, owned to a great extent
by different parties. If the former are allowed to roam and seek their
living without restraint the latter will necessarily, to a great extent, be
destroyed; and -the question arises upon which class of property or upon
which set of owners shall the expense of such necessary restraint be
placed? Not taking into account the amounts or values of the different
classes, and only considering their nature, a disinterested umpire would
naturally say the expense must be paid by the cattle or their owners.
Again, in all associations of property for the general gain incorporated companies for instance the greater number of shares or the
majority in value controls and manages the whole interest, and that control and management is uniformly one of the conditions of the associations.
Why should not the same rule of action obtain in this case and
be enforced by the State in the management of the property of its citizens, as the State, so far as property relations is concerned, is but an
extensive incorporation, founded for the purpose of enforcing the rights
and equities of those relations.

—

—

—

—

EXPENSE OP FENCES.

The number of acres of land under fence in the State, according to
Assessors' returns, is four million nine hundred and eighty-two thousand
nine hundred and forty-two. This fence has not cost less than three
dollars per acre for every acre inclosed, or a sum total of fourteen
million nine hundred and forty-six thousand eight hundred and twentysix dollars, a trifle less than one half the value of all the stock in the
State.

The annual interest on this sum at one and one fourth per cent a month
would be two million forty-two thousand and twenty-three dollars. The
annual expense for repairs of fences, and the natural depreciation beyond
the possibility of repair, can hardly be less in this destructive climate
than twenty per cent of the original cost, a sum equal to two million
nine hundred and eighty-nine thousand three hundred and sixty-five dollars, which, added to the interest account, gives us five million thirty-one
thousand three hundred and eighty-eight dollars, the annual expense of
keeping up the fences of the State. This is noAv a tax and incumbrance
on our agricultural industries and energies. If levied exclusively on the
stock raising interest it Avould amount to an annual tax of over one
sixth, or nearly seventeen per cent of its present value, and would work
an immediate ruin of the business itself. Deducted exclusively from the
annual products of the other agricultural industries, as under the present rule it really is, it forces upon them an annual loss of about eight
and one half per cent, and is truly a serious burden for them to bear.
SCARCITY OP TIMBER.
It is not improper, in this connection, to consider for a moment the
Indeed, this scarcity and the cost of
scarcity of lumber in this State.
lumber for the building of fences may be instanced as one of the
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strongest arguments in favor of a change of law and custom on this
It is now but about twenty-two years since the consumption
of timber and lumber commenced in California, and according to a careful estimate of those best acquainted with the subject at least one third
of all accessible timber of value then growing in the State is already
consumed or destroyed.
We have but just commenced the great work of internal improvements, such as the building railroads, bridges, warehouses, wharves, factories, bulkheads, timbering mines, etc., and in the twenty-two years to
come we shall require for such purposes ten times as much timber as we
have used in that period of the past. If the scarcity and cost of fencing
material is already among the greatest drawbacks or discouraging circumstances to the agricultural advancement of our State, without a
change in this respect we may well feel a degree of solicitude for our
To dispense with the necessity of
agricultural interest ten years hence.
the use of lumber is equivalent to its production. We hope, therefore,
the subject of the fence laws will receive the impassionate and careful
consideration at the hands of the Legislature that its importance at this
time demands.
FOREST CULTURE.
subject.

No more important subject can engage the attention of a California
Legislature than the encouragement of tree and artificial forest culture.
The most wisely managed and most enterprising and prosperous countries of Europe long since saw the importance and necessity of planting
and cultivating forests, and England and Scotland can boast of their
thousands of acres of majestic pines, beeches, and oaks, at home, and
their extensive forests of valuable timbers in their provinces abroad.
Germany has large groves of our valuable California redwood growing
in Government forests, in connection with other groves of valuable
timbers collected from all portions of the world, and these forests are
the pride as they are monuments of the wisdom of the nation.
Germany has a special Bureau of the Government, devoted to the cultivation of the science and practice of artificial forest culture, and the
France, Austria,
preservation and protection of the natural forests.
and Russia, even at an early day, gave to forest culture the countenance
and encouragement of the Governments, and now the artificial forests of
those countries are classed among the most valuable and highly prized
Government property. California naturally was but a poorly timbered
country, and the limited natural forests within her borders have been
most recklessly and uselessly destro}r ed. While it is one of the first
duties of the State to check this reckless destruction of the natural
forests, it is a matter of no less importance to encourage and foster the
growth and cultivation of artificial forests.
HARD TIMBER.

The scarcity of hard wood timber in this State, fit for the manufacture
of wagons, carriages, and agricultural machinery generally, has operated
to retard these particular branches of mechanical industry, and has at
the same time been a serious tax on the farmers who have been under
From the fact that so few
the necessity of using such machinery.
valuable varieties of hard timber were found growing here, naturally
the impression generally prevailed that the climate of the State was not
adapted to the production of such timber; that even though the most
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valuable kinds should be planted and cultivated here artificially, the
timber thus grown in our climate would be brash and brittle, and would
be of a poor quality generally, like that of the native production. Eecent
experiments, brought about by the efforts of the State Agricultural
Society and the offering by them of small premiums in a judicious way,
have most effectually proven these impressions not well founded. It
has been shown by positive experimental proof that the best Eastern
varieties of hard wood timber, particularly the black and yellow locust,
the black walnut, the wild black cherry, the osage orange, the rock and
hickory elms, the various kinds of hard wood mulberry, the butternut,
the chestnut, and the hard maple, and many other good varieties can be
grown here much more rapidly than in their native forests of the
Eastern and Western Atlantic States. Not only this, but the timber of
many of these kinds of trees grown here has been thoroughly and
practically tested by competent mechanics, and found to be equal in all
the qualities of durability, elasticity, and strength to the timber of the

We

same varieties grown East.
have also imported and grown successfully some of the most valuable varieties of hard wood trees from
Australia, and the timber produced from these is also found to be equal
to that grown in its native country.
The facts thus obtained by a small
outlay are very valuable and suggestive, and, in our opinion, warrant a
special appropriation by the Legislature of a liberal sum of money, to be
judiciously expended through the medium and under the direction of
this society or its officers for the encouragement of artificial forest
culture.

AGRICULTURAL ANT) MECHANIC ARTS COLLEGE.
In eighteen hundred and sixty-two Congress donated to each of the
States and Territories which may provide Colleges of Agriculture and
the Mechanic Arts one hundred and fifty thousand acres of land.
In eighteen hundred and sixty-eight the Legislature of California, in
order to reap the benefits of such donation, created and established a
State University, and provided that such University should consist of
the following Colleges of Arts:
First
State College of Agriculture, a State College of Mechanic
Arts, a State College of Mines, a State College of Civil Engineering,
and such other Colleges of Arts as the Board of Eegents may be able

—A

and

find

to establish.
—Aexpedient
State College of Letters.
—A College of Medicine, Law, and

Second
Third

it

other like professional Col-

leges.

In the Act creating this University the Legislature provided expressly
that the College of Agriculture shall be first established, and as soon as
practicable a moderate system of manual labor shall be established in
connection with the Agricultural College and upon its agricultural or
ornamental grounds, having for its object practical education in agriculture, etc., and to afford the students an opportunity of defraying a
portion of the expenses of their education; that the College of Mechanic
Arts shall next be established, and the Eegents shall always bear in
mind that the College of Agriculture and the College of Mechanic Arts
are an especial object of their care and superintendence, and that they
shall be considered and treated as entitled primarily to the use of the
funds donated for their establishment and maintenance by the said Act
of Congress. From the reading of the Act of Congress donating the
land to the State and the Act of our own Legislature in the establish-
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ment of the University, there can be but one opinion as to the intention
of the National and State Legislatures. Tbat intention is definite and
unmistakable that the donation by Congress was for the sole and specific

purpose of founding a college

in

each State for the benefit of those

engaged in practical agriculture and mechanic arts. It was donated
with a view of elevating the industrial classes, of creating among them
a taste for scientific research and practical and technical knowledge,
and thus indirectly of developing and utilizing the vast resources of the
country.
In the Atlantic States this endowment has been and is being administered in a way to secure these benefits to the classes and objects intended.
In Massachusetts, for instance, the Agricultural College is organized so
as to secure upon its Board of Management one Trustee from each
county in the State, and each county has as a Trustee of the college its
best representative of its leading industries.
There is three hundred
and eighty-three acres of the real estate belonging to the college already
divided up into farming ground, orchards, vinej^ards, woodland for artificial forest culture, vegetable and nursery gardens, bo.anical garden,
ornamental grounds, and arboretum. A labor corps of students is established, and all the students are required to labor two hours on each
alternate day in some department of the labor on the farm, under the
direction and instruction of a skillful and intelligent Superintendent.
For all extra labor the students are allowed twelve and a half cents an
hour, and it is found in practice that the best students are most frequently the most industrious laborers and receive the greatest pecuniary
aid therefor, as well as the formation of habits of industry and economy
and good robust constitutions. The farm is well stocked with the best
breeds of cattle, sheep, swine, and horses, and no department of agricultural industry

is

neglected.

The Cornell University of

New

York, also established to secure the
benefits of the national donation to its citizens, is likewise a model institution, and is founded upon the same principles as that of Massachusetts
the primary benefit of the industrial classes and the higher development of the material industries. The students are also required to
perform moderate labor here, and are allowed ten cents an hour for the
same. The President of the institution reports here also the best laborers among the best students of the University.
large amount of
labor, such as under-draining, special and experimental fertilizing, has

—

A

been done on the farm of the college, and nearly all by the students,
who are thus receiving practical lessons in agriculture and farming, in
habits of thrift and economy.
California, above all other States, needs and could be most benefited
by a practical School of Agriculture, of Mines and Mechanic Arts. Her
undeveloped resources, and the new and peculiar conditions of these
resources, demand practical, skillful, and intelligent management for
their development.
The peculiar location and climate of our country
require extensive irrigation and reclamation systems, to inaugurate and
accomplish which demands the highest science and engineering ability.
Indeed, the field for experiment in agriculture, for genius in the direction and development of the mechanic arts and mining and civil engineering, is unlimited, and the future prosperity of the State is, to a
great extent, involved in the good or bad management of these great

physical questions.
How important, then, that all the means in our hands or at our command for the education of our youth in the practical arts and sciences,
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in agriculture and the mechanic arts, should be rigidly and judiciously
applied in that direction.
important that the expressed will and

How

intent of the National and State Legislatures in the establishment of a
college for the benefit of these industries should be faithfully and effectually executed.
Indeed, those interested in these industries and in^he development of
our material resources have a right to and should demand of the State
such an execution of the trust donated to her for their special benefit.
But what is the real condition of our Agricultural College to-day?
have a Universit}^ and as one of the colleges composing that University there is a College of Letters, or Classical College, in all respects
tolerably and in many respects admirably equipped good enough for

We

—

Yale or Harvard.
For an Agricultural College, which by law was to be first established
and to receive primarily the benefit of the donation, we have a Professor
of Agriculture but transferred to and engaged in the chemical department.
For a farm we have at Oakland a highly ornamental park, which is a

—

delightful resort for the residents of the neighborhood, and a favorite
drive for the citizens of Oakland and vicinity.
The ornamentation is of
such a character that no use can ever be made of this ground for
experiments in agriculture or horticulture, and indeed it is not designed
that there ever shall be.
At Berkeley we have a most excellent piece of land, upon which has

been expended this year in laying it out and in general ornamentation
sum of nearly nine thousand dollars; but not one dollar to prepare
it for agricultural or horticultural purposes, and if it is ever to be used
for these purposes most of the work that has been done will have to be
undone. It is understood that the Regents put the time of occupation
of the lands at Berkeley for agricultural purposes to a period of eight or
ten years hence.
The agricultural Professor has not yet been permitted
to plant a tree or make one single experiment on the grounds of the
the

University, either in agriculture or horticulture.
For an Agricultural College building we have the basement story of a
building called the Agricultural College, but really designed in the far
future for a chemical and metallurgical department. Thus it will be
seen that while we have accepted the grant of Congress and nominally
established an Agricultural and Mechanic Arts College, we have really
nothing to show for them in a practical way. All that we have to show
for the congressional donation and the large appropriations from the
State School Fund, the Seminary Fund, and the Public Building Fund,
is a Classical College where students designed for the learned professions are educated free, or rather at the expense of the donation and
funds intended to be devoted exclusively for the benefit of the farmers
and mechanics, and indirectly for the development of the material
resources of the State. A classical education will never make a farmer
or a mechanic; and we think the industrial classes have just cause for
complaint at the manner in which the trust designed for their especial
benefit is being administered.
In looking over the list of twenty-two
Regents who have had the management of the affairs of the University
since its organization, or for the past four years, we find that twelve are
residents of San Francisco, and eight of Oakland or its immediate
vicinity, and that but one of the whole number is a practical agriculturist, and one a practical mechanic.
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Having called attention to some of the facts and features connected
with the Agricultural College about which we think the agriculturists
and mechanics have a right to complain, we commend the whole subject
to the

good judgment of the Legislature.
IRRIGATION AND RECLAMATION.

The season of eighteen hundred and seventy-one was a season well calculated to call general attention to the benefits and prove the necessity
of the adoption of some general plan of irrigation throughout each of the
hundred and sevlarge open valleys of the State. The year eighteen
well calculated to
enty-t^vo is ushered in under circumstances equally as
call general attention to the benefi s and prove the necessities of some
of a very large porgeneral plan of reclamation from i uinous overflow
tion of these same valleys.
An experience of twenty years, during which time the State and individuals have squandered beyond redemption in efforts at special reclamation millions of money, and the floods have swept away millions of
property and caused an incalculable amount of suffering and the loss of
many lives, has pretty effectually proved the utter uselessness of any
effort to reclaim any considerable portion of the swamp and overflowed
lands of the interior of the State on any plan or system that shall not
embrace within its scope all of this class of lands bordering on the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers and their tributaries, including the
islands about their confluence.
The same expei'ience has proved the utter impracticability of any
plan or system for such reclamation that shall not contemplate additional channels to conduct the water through the great valleys which
are by nature necessarily the receptacles of the vast quantities of water
that fall on the great extent of rapidly sloping watersheds that so
closely surround them, as well as additional outlets into the bays or tide
water at points some distance from the one at which all these waters
are now by the natural channels concentrated and, as it were, heaped up
together. These propositions suggest the propriety and importance of
considering a joint plan of reclamation and irrigation that shall embrace
in mutual interests and mutual benefit, and consequently mutual duties
and joint expense, the entire portion of the State lying between the
Coast Range and Sierra Nevada Mountains, and north and east of the
Bay of San Francisco. This district of country embraces an area of not
the largest portion of which, owing
less than five million acres of land
to the droughts and floods to which it is so frequently subject, is not
sufficiently reliable as an agricultural country to support above the
contingencies of occasional loss and suffering any very large amount of
population, but which, securely reclaimed from destructive overflows,
and supplied with the facilities of necessary irrigation, can be made to
support more easily and in a condition of greater permanent prosperity
than the present inhabitants enjoy, one person to every acre of land
within its limits, or five million of people.
The longer the adoption of some plan for general irrigation and
general reclamation is delayed, the greater the difficulties in which the
Local plans and special systems will engage
subject will be involved.
the attention and enlist the energies and means of the people, conflicting rights and vexatious questions of water privileges will grow up to

—
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involve them in unfriendly contention and fruitless litigation, and the
whole country will suffer for the want of a system of general wholesome laws that shall secure equal privileges and equal rights to all.
The Legislature cannot too soon address itself to the earnest consideration of this subject.

REAL ESTATE AND PERMANENT IMPROVEMENTS.
Since the last Report the Board have, in pursuance of the authority
vested in them by the original charter of the society, purchased a very
valuable piece of real estate. Five blocks of the northern half of the
inclosed grounds occupied by the society as stock grounds and race
course, have heretofore belonged to an association known as Union
Park Association. The property was purchased by the association for
the sum of seven thousand two hundred dollars, and the society was
allowed to use it free of charge during its annual Fairs; but the rent of
the ground and all its benefits, except during the Fairs, belonged to the
The Board has purchased sixty-six of the seventy-two
association.
shares of this property, together with all its improvements, at its
original cost, and intend as soon as practicable to purchase the six
remaining shares, which it is understood can be had at the same rate.
The south half of the Union Park ground, now all in possession of
the society, is owned by an association known as Agricultural Park
Association, but the society hold a perpetual lease of this half, the only
condition being that the society shall hold an Agricultural and Stock
Fair annually on the same, and in default of such Fair the lease is abrogated and the land reverts to the original owners. So that it will be
seen that the society is owner in fee of the north half of the grounds,
and so long as it keeps up the annual Fairs is virtually so of the south
half.
The value of this property, with improvements, is, at a low esti-

mate, from thirty-five thousand dollars to forty thousand dollars. Within
the last two years the Board has expended some twelve thousand dollars
in permanent improvements upon these grounds, and within the next

two years

it

will

improvements.

become necessary to make still greater and more costly
The main stand for the accommodation of the people at

the trials of speed, the examination and grand parades of stock, requires
to be taken down and replaced with one of at least double the present
capacity. The necessary expense of such improvement is estimated at
not less than fifteen thousand dollars.
Improvements have also been made at the Pavilion. The County of
Sacramento, with her accustomed liberality toward the society, has
borne a share of these improvements. The capacity of the halls for
exhibition purposes have within the last two years, by such improvements, been doubled, and yet at the last Fair it became necessary to
obtain the use of additional ground, and still all the lumber wagons and
heavy agricultural machinery had to be exhibited in the open air.
It will thus be seen that with the increased usefulness of the society
heavy additional outlays are becoming necessary. As these outlays are
for the direct benefit of the material industries of the State and for the
accommodation of that class of citizens who contribute most to the
improvement of these industries, we feel warranted in asking of the
Legislature a liberal appropriation to aid the society in meeting them.
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LIBRARY.
of the great necessities of the agricultural interests of the State
a general diffusion of agricultural knowledge among our farming communities.
It is to be regretted that we have not on this coast a public
agricultural library, embracing to any extent the many valuable agricultural works now extant and to be found in the libraries of the best managed and most useful eastern Agricultural Societies. The State at great
expense has purchased, and by large annual outlays maintains a library
at the State Capitol, mainly devoted to the subjects of legal jurisprudence and general legal literature, especially for the benefit of the nonproducing classes; but this library is of no practical benefit to the
industrial classes, nor is it designed or intended to benefit them or to
aid in the development of the agricultural or other material industries of
the State.
To secure the general welfare and increase the skill, effectiveness, and
practical intelligence of the producing classes, should be among the first
objects of an enlightened, popular Government; and in no other way
can these objects be so economically and surely secured as by placing
within the reach of these classes public libraries well filled with works
treating in a practical manner of the several industries in which they
are engaged. The State Agricultural Society is the proper custodian of
such library, and but for the want of means the Board would long since
have provided it. The great need of such library is the daily experience
of the officers of the society, as a convenience for reference in answering
The State
inquiries constantly coming from the industrial classes.

One

is

should no longer neglect to supply this want, and thus in this respect
place the producing classes upon an equal footing with its professional
and non-producing citizens. We commend this subject to the attention
of the Legislature, hoping it will be pressed more particularly by the
representatives of the rural districts, feeling confident that its justice
will secure it against any opposition from any quarter.
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FINANCES OF THE SOCIETY.

Unexpended appropriations

in 1869.

Balance brought from account 1869.
Eeceipts for 1870
Receipts for 1871

82,883 00
61 84

33,932 30
44,797 77

881,674 91

Cash assets for two years
Contra.

Premiums
Permanent improvements
Incidental expenses and

for 1870.

Paid for real estate
Incidental expenses and Premiums for 1871.

Permanent improvements
Paid for real estate

.'

828,428 68
6,000 00
5,600 00
33,541 83
6,500 00
1,000 00
81,070 51

Total expenses for two years

Balance

in

treasury January

8604 40

1st, 1872.

CHAS.

F.

REED,
President.

I.

N. Hoag,
Corresponding Secretary.

COMPILATION OF LAWS
RELATLNG TO THE

State Agricultural Society.

A

COMPILATION

OF ALL THE LAWS NOW IN FOECE EELATING TO OE
AFFECTING THE STATE AGEICULTUEAL SOCIETY.

AN ACT
TO INCOEPOEATE A STATE AGEICULTUEAL SOCIETY
PEIATE MONEY FOE ITS SUPPOET.

AND APPEO-

the State of California, represented in Senate

and Assembly,

The People of

do enact as follows:
is hereby established and incorporated a society to
designated by the name and style of the "California
State Agricultural Society," and by that name and style shall have
to contract and be contracted
perpetual succession, and shall have power
a
with, to sue and be sued, and shall have authority to have and use
common seal, to make, ordain and establish, and put in execution such
as shall be necessary for the
by-laws, ordinances, rules, and regulations
good government of said society, and the prudent and efficient management of its affairs; provided, that said laws, ordinances, rules, and regulations shall not be contrary to any provision of this charter, nor the
laws and Constitution of this State or of the United States.
In addition to the powers above enumerated, the society shall,
Sec. 2.
by its name aforesaid, have power to purchase and hold any quantity of
land not exceeding four sections, and may sell and dispose of the same
The "said real estate shall be held by said society for the
at pleasure.
sole purpose of establishing a model experimental farm or farms, erectand designed
ing inclosures, buildings, and other improvements calculated
for the meeting of the society, and for an exhibition of the various
breeds of horses, cattle, mules, and other stock, and of agricultural,
mechanical and domestic manufactures and productions, and for no other

Section

be

1.

There

known and

purposes.

And be it further enacted, That if, from any cause, said society shall ever
be dissolved, or fail to meet within the period of two consecutive years,
then the real estate held by it, together with all the buildings and appur-
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tenances belonging to said estate, shall be sold as lands are now sold bj
execution, and the proceeds deposited in the State Treasury, subject to
the control of the Legislature.

AN ACT
SUPPLEMENTAL TO AN ACT TO INCORPORATE A STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, APPEOVED MAT THIRTEENTH, EIGHTEEN HUNDRED

AND EIFTY-EOUR, AND AMENDED MARCH TWENTIETH, EIGHTEEN
HUNDRED AND EIFTY-EIGHT.
The People of

the State of California, represented in Senate

and Assembly,

do enact as follows:

Section 1. The general prudential and financial affairs of the society
shall be intrusted to a Board of Agriculture, to consist of a President
shall constitute a quorum.
and nine directors, five of

whom

[Amended

section.]

Said Board of Agriculture shall be elected at a general State
Sec. 2.
Agricultural Convention, to be held at the Capital of the State, in the
year one thousand eight hundred and sixty-three, in the month of March,
and in the month of January every year thereafter, to consist of the life
members and annual members of the State Agricultural Society and
four delegates from each County Agricultural Society within this State
incorporated under the general laws of this State for such corporations,
and an equal number from each District Agricultural Society also incorporated under the general laws of this State for such purposes; said
delegates to be chosen at the annual Fair or annual meeting of each such
society next preceding the State Agricultural Convention; provided, said
Convention to be held in March, in the year one thousand eight hundred
and sixty-three, may admit any person or persons representing any of
said County or District Agricultural Societies, as the Convention may
determine by a majority vote, whether such persons shall have been
elected by their respective County or District Societies, as provided in
this Act, or not.
The Board of Agriculture shall, at its first meeting after its
Sec. 3.
divided by lot into three equal portions (omitting the Presibe
election,
in office one year, one portion two years,
dent), one portion to continue
and one portion three years; one third of the number, together with the
President, to be elected at the State Agricultural Convention annually
thereafter; the Directors to hold office three years.
Sec 4. The Board of Agriculture may, in the absence of the PresiThey shall
dent, choose one of its other members temporary Chairman.
elect a Treasurer and Secretary, not members of the Board, prescribe
their duties, fix their pay; and the said Treasurer and Secretary shall
be subject to removal at any time by a majority of said Board.
The Board of Agriculture shall use all suitable means to
Sec. 5.
collect and diffuse all classes of information calculated to aid in the development of the agricultural, stock raising, mineral, mechanical, and manufacturing resources of the State; shall hold an annual exhibition of the
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industry and products of the State; and, on or before the first day of
January of each year in which the Legislature shall be in regular session,
they shall furnish to the Governor a full and detailed account of all its
transactions, including all the facts elicited, statistics collected, and
information gained on the subject for which it exists; and also a distinct
financial account of all funds received, from whatever source, and of
eveiy expenditure, for whatever purpose, together with such suggestions
as experience and good policy shall dictate for the advancement of the
best interests of the State; the said reports to be treated as other State

documents

are.

The Board of Agriculture shall have power to appoint a suitable number of persons to act as Marshals, who shall be from twelve
o'clock, noon, of the day previous to the opening of the exhibition until
noon of the day after the close of the same, vested with all the powers
Sec.

6.

and prerogatives with which Constables are invested, so far as acts or
offenses committed within or with reference to or in connection with the
exhibition are concerned.
Sec. 7.
The Board of Agriculture may, in its discretion, award premiums for the best cultivated farms, orchards, vineyards, gardens, etc.;
provided, that said Board shall not audit, allow, or pay an amount exceeding one thousand dollars in any one year for traveling expenses of Visiting Committees in examining said farms, et cetera; prodded further, that
no person except practical agriculturists shall be appointed on said committees.
Sec. 8.
It shall be optional with any to whom a premium is awarded
to receive the article named or its equivalent (as affixed) in coin.
Sec. 9.
The State Agricultural Society shall have power at its first
annual meeting after the passage of this Act to make such alterations in
its constitution as shall make it conform to the provisions of this Act.
Sec. 10.
All Acts or provisions in conflict with the provisions of this
Act are hereby repealed.
Sec.

11.

This Act shall take

effect

from and after

its

passage.

CONSTITUTION
OF THE

State Agricultural Society.

CONSTITUTION
OF THE

CALIFORNIA STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

ARTICLE

Section

1.

I.

— NAME.

This society shall be called " The California State Agri-

cultural Society."

ARTICLE

II.

— OBJECT.

Section 1. It shall be the object of this society to
cultivation of the soil and the general development of
tural resources of this State.
To foster every brunch of mechanical and
Sec. 2.
calculated to increase the happiness of home life.
To extend and facilitate the various branches
Sec. 3.

mining

interest.

article hi.

encourage the
all

the agricul-

household arts
of mining and

— membership.

—

Section 1. Annual Members. Any person who has during the year
eighteen hundred and sixty-five, or who shall during this year or any
subsequent one, pay into the funds of this society the sum of five dollars, may become a member of the same; such membership fo expire on
the thirty-first day of the following December.
Sec. 2.
Life Members.
Any person may become a member for life by
the payment of fifty dollars; or, if already a member, by the payment
of forty dollars, and shall thereafter be exempt from all dues and assessments.
Sec. 3.
Honorary and Corresponding Members. Any person whom the
Board shall propose may be elected an honorary or a corresponding
member, and shall enjoy, free of charge, all the privileges of the society,

—

—

except voting and holding office.
Sec. 4.
Any citizen of this State, being a
Privileges of Members.
member of this society, shall be eligible to office, entitled to vote, and

—
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enjoy the free use of the library, under the rules of the same, and have
free admission, accompanied by his wife and minor children, to all the
exhibitions of the society, and shall be permitted to compete for pre-

miums

in

any or

all departments.
Expulsion of Members. Any member who shall present for
exhibition ai^ article or animal which he is not entitled by the rules of
the society to exhibit, or who shall attempt to deceive, or be guilty of a
breach of good faith toward the society, may be expelled by a vote of
two thirds of the members present at any meeting of the society; probided, always, that no member shall be expelled unless written notice of
the alleged offense shall have been served on him, or left at his usual
place of residence at least twenty days previous to the action.

Sec.

—

5.

ARTICLE

IV.

OFFICERS.

Section 1. The officers of this society shall consist of a President and
nine Directors, who shall constitute a State Board of Agriculture, five of
whom shall constitute a quorum. They shall elect a Treasurer and Secretary, not members of the Board.
They may also appoint annually, as
officers of the Board, a chemist, a botanist, a meteorologist, a geologist,
a metallurgist, an ornithologist, and an entomologist, and define the
duties of each.
They may appoint such committees on the various

departments of agriculture, mining, and manufactures, either generally
or for specific purposes, as they may deem important for the best interests of the State, and require such committees to report the results of
their investigations to the Board at such times as may be named by
them.

—

2.
Duties of President.
The President shall preside at all meetings of the Board, and of the society; shall have power to call special
meetings of the Board when necessary, and at the written request of
ten members may call extra meetings of the society; shall appoint all
meetings not otherwise provided for: shall vote only at the election of
officers, and in case of a tie; and shall sign all financial and official documents emanating from the society not otherwise provided for. In the
absence of the President from any meeting of the Board or society, any
Director may be called to the chair, and during such meeting, and for
the completion of any business transacted or ordered at the same, shall
have the same powers as the President.
Sec 3. Duties of Secretary. The Secretary shall conduct the correspondence of the society, keeping in a separate book copies of all letters
written in the name or on behalf of the society, holding the same free
to the inspection of any member of the societ3r at any regular meeting of
the same. He shall also receive and file all letters addressed to the society,
holding the same subject to the Board of Directors. He shall attend ail
meetings of the society and the Board, keeping a full record of the doings
of each in a separate book, and shall furnish a copy of the proceedings of
each meeting to the Committee on Publication within five days after the
He shall prepare and publish all notices of meetclose of such meeting.
ings, shall keep a roll of all Standing Committees, and call the same
(noticing absences) whenever desired to do so by the Chair; shall sign
all certificates of honorary and corresponding memberships, and forward
the same to those entitled to receive them. He shall keep, in a book
prepared for that especial purpose, the name and address of every member; shall prepare and sign all gratuitous or complimentary cards or
tickets of admission shall countersign all diplomas, certificates of merit,

Sec.

—

,

;
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society, and forward the same to their respective
shall be ex officio Librarian; shall keep the seal, and all
the plates, dies, engravings, etc., belonging to the society, and shall cause
to be struck therefrom such medals and impressions as may from time to

etc.,

awarded by the

claimants.

He

time be required. He shall have charge of all specimens, models, plants,
seeds, books, etc., and arrange, prepare, or distribute the same under the
He shall prepare all reports to be made by the
direction of the Board.
Board to the Society, and all reports to be made by the Society to the
State.
He shall receive all moneys due or payable to the Society, and
the
same to the Treasurer, taking his receipt therefor; shall hold all
pay
bonds filed by officers of the Society for the faithful performance of their
duty, and all vouchers for every class of expenditure. He shall countersign all drafts ordered by the Board, and all certificates of annual and
life membership, and keep an account of the same, in a separate book,
as they are issued, and shall, in December of each year, prepare a tabular statement of the receipts and expenditures of the Society, according
For which services he shall receive
to the law incorporating the same.
such compensation as the Board shall decide to pay.
The Treasurer shall receipt for all
Sec. 4.
Duties of the Treasurer.
funds at the hands of the Secretary, and shall disburse the same only on
the order of the Board, attested by the President and the Secretary.
He shall also hold in trust all certificates of stock, bonds, notes, deeds,
or other evidences of d d_>t or possession belonging to the Society, and
shall transfer, invest, or dispose of the same only by direction of the
He shall, within ten days
Society, or by a written order of the Board.
after his election, file with the Secretary a bond for the faithful performance of his duties; said bond to be approved by the Board and to be in
a sum equal to twice the combined amounts of the funds on hand and
the estimated revenue for the year; and shall, at the annual meeting,
make to the Society a detailed report of all his doings; for which services he shall receive such compensation as the Board shall from time to
time decide to pay.
The Board of Managers shall have the
Duties of the Board.
Sec. 5.
general and financial management of all the affairs of the society in the
interim of annual meetings. It shall fill all vacancies occurring between
elections, and shall make the necessary preparations and arrangements
The Board shall also have
for all meetings, fairs, exhibitions, etc.
power to make its own by-laws (not inconsistent with this Constitution)
and arrange the time and place of its own meeting.

—

—

ARTICLE

V.

STANDING COMMITTEES.

—

Section 1. Committee of Finance. The Committee of Finance shall
consist of three ^the President and Secretary being two), whose duty it
shall be to audit the Treasurer's account, to examine and approve all
bills before they are paid, to have a general supervision of the finances
of the society, and to report their doings in full to the Board whenever
called on so to do.
Sec. 2.
Library Committee. The Library Committee shall consist of
three (the Secretary being one), whose duty it shall be to have the general supervision of the library and cabinet, to make all necessary rules
and regulations for the government of the same (said rules and regulations being subject to the approval of the Board), to suggest such means
for the safe keeping and enlargement of both the library and cabinet as
they may deem expedient, and to make a full report of their doings,

—

40
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together with the state of the department under their charge, at each
annual meeting.
Sec. 3.
The Visiting Committee shall consist of
Visiting Committee.
three, whose duty it shall be to visit and examine all farms, orchards,
vineyards, nurseries, field crops, mining claims, ditches, mills, etc., which
may be entered for competition, and which shall require examination at
other times and places than the anuual Fair; to award premiums for the
same, according to the schedule, and recommend such gratuities as they
may deem proper, and make a full report to the Board at least one day
previous to the annual meeting.
Sec. -f.
Committee of Publication.
The Committee of Publication shall
consist of three ithe President and Secretary being two), whose duty it
shall be to contract for and superintend, under the direction of the
Board, all printing and publishing necessary for the prosperity of the

—

—

society.

ARTICLE

VI.

DONATIONS AND BEQUESTS.

Section 1. All donations, bequests, and legacies to this society, designated by the donors for any particular purpose embraced within the
objects of the society, shall be with strict fidelity so applied; and the
name of each donor, together with the amount and description of such
donation, and the object for which it was designated, shall be registered
book kept expressly for that purpose.

in a

ARTICLE

Section
Cattle

1.

Show

MEETINGS AND EXHIBITIONS.

VII.

Exhibitions.

— The

in the ChVy of

s"uch other exhibitions as it

culture.
Sec. 2.

society shall hold an annual Fair and
Sacramento, and may at its discretion hold
may deem conducive to the interests of agri-

—

Annual Meeting. The annual meeting shall be held at the
Capital of the State at such time during the month of January in each
year as the Board may designate, at which time all the officers from
whom reports of the preceding year's service are required shall present
the same, and all officers for the ensuing year shall be elected by ballot;
and all officers shall continue in office until their successors are duly
qualified.

—

Sec. 3.
No special meeting of the society
Special Meetings, how called.
shall be called but upon thirty days notice in the columns of a newspaper published in each of the Cities of San Francisco, Sacramento,
Marysville, and Stockton; nor without a request signed by at least ten

members.
Sec -t. Proxy Voting. It shall not be admissible for any member to
vote by proxy in any meeting of this society, or its Board of Managers.
Sec. 5.
Quorum of the Society. At any meeting of this society fifteen
members (a majority of whom shall represent counties other than the
one where the meeting shall be held) shall constitute a quorum.

—

—

ARTICLE IX.

—OFFICE

AND ROOMS.

Section 1. The office, rooms, library, and cabinet of the society shall
be permanently located at the Capital of the State.
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AMENDMENTS.

ARTICLE X.

Section 1. Amendments to this Constitution must be presented in
shall
writing at an annual meeting, when, if unanimously agreed to, they
be adopted; but if there be objection, and a majority consent thereto,
next annual
they shall be spread upon the minutes and lie over until the
two thirds
meeting, when they shall be read, and if after due discussion
of all the members present vote for the amendments, they shall be
adopted and become a part and parcel of this Constitution.
ARTICLE
Section

This

1.

Constitution

XI.

shall

EFFECT.

take effect from and after

its

passage.

I certify the foregoing to be a true copy of the Constitution of the
California State Agricultural Society, as amended by unanimous consent
at the annual meeting of the society, held on the twenty-eighth day of

January, A.

I).

eighteen hundred and sixty -nine.
I.

X.

HOAG,

Corresponding Secretary.
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STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE FOR

1870.

PRESIDENT.

CHARLES
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REED

Grafton, Yolo County.

DIRECTORS.
H. M. Larue
H. R. Covey

Sacramento.
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Sacramento.
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REPORT
OF THE

STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE FOR

To the Members

1870.

of the State Agricultural Society:

Gentlemen: In presenting to you our annual report at this time we
no little pride and satisfaction in being able to say that the State
Agricultural Society, the management of which has been entrusted to
our care, was never in a more prosperous condition, financially and
feel

otherwise, than at present.

A comprehensive statement of the transactions of the Board for the
past year, the present position and wants of the society, together with
some recommendations for changes, with a view to rendering the society
more efficient in assisting in the development of the State's numerous
agricultural and other resources will be found at the close of this report.
In X'eviewing the progress and results of the industries of the State
for the past year the Board find abundant reason for indulging in most
sincere thankfulness to Providence for the general prosperity that has
been vouchsafed to our entire people. In looking over the industrial
prospects of the future we also find abundant reason for entertaining
most sanguine hopes for an uninterrupted continuance of a healthy and
substantial progress in all the arts, sciences, and industries that contribute to the general prosperity and happiness of a people.
The long continued dry weather during the past few months was
beginning to cause serious apprehensions among all classes of the community that we were about to experience a repetition of the disastrous
consequences of a dry season like that of eighteen hundred and sixtythree and eighteen hundred and sixty-four. The late rains, however,
and the general change of the weather gives promise that the ensuing
3^ear will be one of the most prosperous that the State has ever experienced.

In pursuance of a better and more rational system of agriculture
which our grain farmers have been adopting for the last few years, an
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unusually large breadth of land was Summer fallowed during the last
Spring. The weather for farm labor the fore part of the present sowingseason being so favorable, all the land thus prepared has been put in
early and in a most excellent condition. There has been sufficient rain
to keep the work of planting going on continuously in most portions of
the State, and it is believed that as a general thing land has been
in a better condition for working and planting than in seasons when
we have experienced a greater abundance of wet during the planting
time.
If we have the amount of rain fall between this and Spring which
we may now reasonably expect, we may look forward for one of the
most abundant grain harvests we have ever experienced in the State.
The prospects of an unusually large foreign demand for our surplus
grain were never better than at present. The supply of wheat on hand
at the present time at Liverpool, Kew York, Chicago, and Milwaukee,
the great centers of concentration of the breadstutfs of the world, is
reported to be four million seven hundred and seventy-eight thousand
bushels less than it was one year ago. The war in France and Germany,
if continued until after the time for planting in those countries is past,
must cause a very great falling off in the production of breadstuff's there
the coming season, while the excess of consumption and destruction by
the armies over the ordinary consumption of those countries in time of

peace must necessarily be very great. The present indications are that
Germany and France will not only fail to produce a surplus the coming
season, but that they will themselves be heavy buyers for their own consumption.
SILK CULTURE.

As a consequence of the war between France and Germany, this promising industry just in its infancy in our State, has met with a very unexpected and much to be regretted loss. Our silk culturists, encouraged
by previous large and apparently constant demand for California silk
eggs for European countries, turned their product for the past season
mostly into that article. Orders were received from Paris last Spring
for large quantities of eggs, and the prospect for good profits to pro-

ducers looked very flattering. When the war commenced, however, the
orders that had been received were countermanded and no others sent
Great injury to all the industries of France, and especially to those
out.
connected with silk culture and manufacture, is the necessary result of
the war, carried on as it has been entirely within the borders of that
country. The sale of the California eggs has thus unexpectedly been
cut off and the product of the past season rendered almost an entire
As the eggs will necessarily hatch in the hands of the producers,
loss.
no consideration can be realized from them except for those necessary
for home consumption.
Through an anomalous combination of circumstances the immediate demand for cocoons has also been injured by the
war. The silk manufacturing machinery of France, being nearly half
that of the world, has heretofore been able to consume nearly all the
silk produced in Europe, and has also required large importations from
the silk districts of Asia. This machinery is in effect now most entirely
idle.
As a consequence the cocoons and raw silk produced the last
season in many portions of France, in Italy, Spain, and other parts of
Europe, and in China and Japan, are seeking a market elsewhere. The
capital and machinery employed in silk manufacturing, outside of France,
are insufficient to handle and consume the large amount of extra material thus offered.
Thus, for the present, the market is overstocked with
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cocoons and raw

silk

— a thing unknown in the history

of this industry

All such anomalous conin the past, and not probable to occur again.
ditions of commerce and trade, in articles of such universal consumption,
a repetition of themselves in the
which
are followed

prevent
changes are already taking place

by changes

future.
Such
industries.

in reference to these

Manufactured silk goods are rapidly increasing in value, and are
the
Capitalists in our own country are seeing
likely to go very high.
in silk facare
investment
and
of
certain
seeking
large
profits,
promise

Heavy manufacturing houses in Lyons and other portions of
France that have heretofore had only agencies in the United States for
the sale of their goods, are preparing to transfer their entire establishments to this country. Thus the war in France has set the eyes of silk
manufacturers towards the United States. The fifty per cent ad valorem duties which all manufactured silk goods imported to this country
have to pay gives them a strong invitation and inducement to take
advantage of it. The fact that raw silk and cocoons may be imported
free of duty opens the door for the immediate supply of the raw matein many portions of our
rials, while the favorableness of the climate
the
for
California
in
and
production of silk guarespecially
country
tories.

—

—

anties a plenty of that raw material close at hand for all future time.
If peace was to be concluded between Germany and France immedinext year would necessarily be
ately, the silk crop of France for the
very light if not a total failure. It will recpiire years to repair the
injuries already done to this industry, and in the presence of the disease
of the worms which has prevailed there in the past, and most likely will
in the future, it is not probable that the production will ever reach the
maximum raised before the war. Thus the temporary loss to our silk
culturists is accompanied with a promise of almost certain compensation
in the immediate future of an hundred fold, and the industry in which
they are engaged has received an impulse as unexpected as it is encourBy careful inquiry among our silk growers we learn that the
aging.
disease among the worms in some localities, the past season, was entirely
confined to those of French or European origin. The Japanese worms
proved hardy and healthy in all cases, even when fed in the same buildings and close by the side of the French which were badly diseased.
Though the first importations of Japanese eggs were of an inferior kind,
making small cocoons, of late varieties have been obtained from the
extreme north of Japan which are in no way inferior to the best French
annuals in the quality or quantity of the silk produced, and are at the

same time perfectly healthy and reliable.
There are more mulberry plantations being set out this season than at
any planting season heretofore, and on the whole the industry is in a
most promising condition. If our farmers generally would plant a few
mulberry trees about their buildings and on the line of the highways
and division fences they would answer the double purpose of ornamenting and beautifying their places and laying the foundation for the
general introduction of a pleasant and valuable industry. Thus also an
important step would be taken towards a more diversified and hence
more agreeable and profitable agriculture.
BEET SUGAR.
In the report of the Board for the year eighteen hundred and sixtyand in every annual report since that time, the attention of our

four,
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people has been most earnestly called to the feasibility and importance
of the production of the sugar beet in our State and the manufacture
So important have we deemed this subject that we
of sugar therefrom.
have returned to and repeated our recommendations year after year, and
have from time to time shown by carefully compiled statistics the amount
of gold California was annually exporting in return for sugar imported.
Within the last seven years and since we first called attention to this

—

—

we have paid
industry and demonstrated its practicability in California
for imported sugars and molass.es over thirty-four millions of dollars.
In the light of this fact we are able to place some esrimaie upon the
importance of the successful initiation of this industry in our State
during the past year upon a scale that leaves no doubt as to its entire sucWe may now look forward with certainty to
cess in every particular.
the time, and that not far distant, when we shall be able to produce all
the sugar and molasses we shall need for home consumption, and we see
no reason why we may not become exporters. Thus, by the addition of
a single new industry we shall save for distribution among our own
people, and mostly among the laboring class, five millions of dollars a
year.

Other and still greater advantages may be looked for as a consequence
of this new industry. It has been demonstrated that the manufacture
of sugar from the beet contributes greatly to increase the other products of the soil. The extraction of the saccharine matter deprives the
root of only a part of its elements. The pulp and foliage of the beet
supplies for animals an abundance of food, and the returns of the sugar
works will enable them to produce manures which will indefinitely
In a single province of France, where
increase the fertility of the soil.
the product of wheat before the introduction of this industry was but
nine hundred and sixty-one thousand one hundred and seventy-three
bushels, and the number of cattle seven hundred, a few years after its
introduction the wheat product had increased to one million one hundred
and fifty-eight thousand two hundred and fifty-six bushels, and the
number of cattle to one hundred and ten thousand five hundred.
In this connection we would suggest that experience in France, Cermany. and other beet sugar countries, has proven that the best land for
this purpose is that which will produce the best wheat or secretes the
greatest amount of saccharine matter in the grape. Many sections of
this State, where the land has been for many years subjected to an
annual cropping of grain, and is for this crop nearly exhausted, are as
well adapted to the production of the sugar beet as the richest alluvial
bottoms. The beets on such lands,will not grow so large, ami the product of the root j)er acre will be less in tons; but the beets will be
sweeter, and the number of pounds of sugar per acre will be greater.
We would also suggest the practicability and propriety of the organization of sugar companies among our farmers, and the manufacture of
sugar on a scale suited to the means and facilities of the company. One
hundred thousand, or fifty thousand, or twenty-five thousand dollars are
not necessary to a successful beginning. On the contrary, small factories
conducted on the cooperative plan and located in the immediate viciuitj*
of those interested in them, are generally more economically managed
and pay greater dividends on the capital invested. Farmers should not
wait tor capitalists to monopolize the profits of this industry. Cood
lands, the cooperation and intelligent direction of labor, with a small
amount of ready money with which to put up buildings and purchase
machinery are all the elements that are necessary for the successful and
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The process of making sugar
profitable manufacture of sugar.
beets is as easily learned by any farmer and may be as successfully practiced by bim as the process of making cheese from milk.
DAIRY FARMING.

Daily farming, carefully and properly conducted, has always been one
of the most profitable of the agricultural industries of the United States,
and in no State has it paid better than in California. Among our most
prosperous and wealthy farmers are those who, in one way or another,
have made a specialty of dairy farming. The people of no other State
have paid so dearly for their milk, butter, and cheese as those of California,
As prices have rated heretofore, it costs an ordinary family
more to pay their milk, butter, and cheese bills than to pay for all the
flour, potatoes/ beans, onions, and other strictly home produced agricultural necessaries they consume; and yet we are safe in the assertion that
there is not over one farmer in the State that makes a practice of producing butter or cheese for sale to one hundred almost exclusively
engaged in raising wheat and barley for the markets. While we are
large exporters of wheat and barley, we still import annually over one
Such are the inconsistencies
million dollars worth of butter and cheese.
We would most earnestly
of the California system of agriculture.
recommend our farmers to keep more cows, hogs, and sheep on their
farms and cultivate less acres to grain. We are satisfied that such a
change in the practices of the agriculturists generally would result in
greater pecuniary gains, and at the same time increase, rather than
decrease, the fertility and productiveness of the soil.
A few acres well seeded to alfalfa or Chile clover will, in this country,
We have
afford a good living to almost an incredible number of stock.
noticed almost universally increased evidences of thrift and prosperity
surrounding those farmers who have already adopted this system over
those who still adhere to the old plan of producing exclusively wheat
and barley and buying everything else consumed on their place or in
their families.

CALIFORNIA WINES AND GRAPES.

There has for a number of years past been a sensible change for the
This has been evident in the improvement
better in our native wines.
from year to year of the samples exhibited at our County, District, and
State Fairs. Another evidence of such improvement is found in the
increased demand for our wines for general consumption and a correspond
ing decrease in the demand for those of foreign brands. This improved
quality of our wines is the result not so much from au}^ great improvement
in the kind or quality of our grapes as in the S3 stem of making and
r

handling the wines themselves. Our grape growers have learned by
experience that some skill is required to make a good and uniform quality
of wine, and that in the absence of this skill and the necessary means
and facilities for keeping and handling the juice of the grape until such
quality of wine is secured, it is less trouble and more profitable for them
to sell their grapes to those w ho possess that skill and the required
means and facilities. Wine making compames have been formed in many
localities, and wine factories and cellars established, at which the grapes
r

of the surrounding country are purchased, carefully assorted and classed,
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and each class made iiito such wine as in the judgment of the operators
they are best adapted. \ This system of wine making is one that we have
been recommending in ourr reports and otherwise for years past, and we
It is the only system that
rejoice that it is being so generally adopted.
can secure good and uniforms brands of wine, and give them chai'acter
and command for them a marUVet at home or abroad. The evidences of
prosperity manifested by such wrme making companies are conclusive as
to the satisfactory profits made on ttshe capital invested in this manner.
The prices paid for grapes from twetrt£v dollars to twenty-five dollars
Well cultivated vineper ton are very satisfactory to the growers.
yards of the California grape are made to yield* in this way a net annual
income of from fifty dollars to one hundred dollars? per acre. Good vineyards of choice table grapes yield much larger incoiines. The Muscat of
Alexandria have averaged for years as high as two hundred and seventy
dollars net per acre; "while the Black Hamburg, Black '.-Malvoile, and
Golden Chasselas have netted four hundred and fifty dollars, and the
Alexandria Muscat has paid a profit of seven hundred and seventy-five

—

—

u

dollars per acre.

We

present these figures to our grain farmers, and ask them if il«t will
not be better to plant vineyards on some portions of their lands that
have been cropped with grain until the annual product scarcely pa^ys
the expense necessary to secure it. Such lands are still good for tF*»e
vine, and in this way may be made in a few years to yield a handsonpe
income to their owners.
While annual crops of grain exhaust ami impoverish the soil, the vine
t

recuperates and improves it. While grain requires planting yearly,]
grape vines once planted and in bearing will yield annual crops for ai
There has never yet been in the State a failure of the grape \
lifetime.
crop from drought or any other cause. While we would encourage the
grain farmers on the plains to plant vines, and thus diversify their crops,
we do not forget that we have thousands of acres of most excellent vine
land bordering the foothills, generally known as "red land." and a vast
area in the foothills themselves, that for wine making 'and raisin culture
cannot be excelled in the world. France and Germany have heretofore
been our strongest opponents in the introduction of our wines into the
markets of the world. While we regret the present devastating war
between them as a great calamity, not only to themselves, but to mankind generallj*, we are not insensible of the advantages accruing to many
of our industries as a result of that war.
Among those industries
already most favorably affected thereby are grape growing and wine
making, and we hope our people will not be slow to make the most of
the advantages thus accruing, nor in taking the necessary steps to render those advantages permanent and profitable. A late ruling of the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, to the effect that sparkling wines
made from the native grapes, or from wines produced from such, are not
subject to taxation, while all such wines made from foreign grown grapes
or foreign wines is subject to taxation under the Internal Revenue laws,
is most favorable to the wine interests of our State.

FRUIT CULTURE.
Fruit culture in California is becoming one of our most promising
For some years before the completion of the overland railroad and the consequent opening of the Eastern markets for our surplus
fruits, those engaged extensively in raising fruit for sale found it difficult
industries.
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business satisfactorily remunerative. The fact that fruits
portions of our State mature from three to four weeks earlier
than the same kinds do in the Atlantic States, the acknowledged superiority of the California fruits over those of the East, and the improved
facilities lately introduced for shipping fruits a great distance by rail,
are affecting most favorably this industry in our State.
Again, our growers are learning by experience the varieties best
adapted to the different localities and climates of our State, and to the
markets upon which they depend for sales, and are grafting and budding and improving their orchards and fruit accordingly. They are also
learning and adopting a better system of economy in management. Less
fruit is now allowed to go to waste in the orchards than formerly.
It
is either dried or fed to stock or made into vinegar, and thus in one
way
or another made to swell the profits of the year's operations.

FRUITS IN THE MOUNTAINS.

The display of fruits at the last State Fair from our mountain counmade one of the most valuable and interesting features of the exhiA comparison of the same varieties with those raised in the
bition.

ties

valleys, illustrated very strikingly the superiority of the former in many
respects over the latter. The mountain fruit is more highly flavored,
more compact and finer grained, and more tart and juicy. The mountain fruit ripens much later, and is also much superior to that of the
The same varieties of apples, for instance,
valley in keeping qualities.
that ripen in the valleys in September, when raised in the mountains as
high up as Placerville, will keep well until February or March and even
This
later, before becoming mellow and good for eating purposes.
latter fact is one of immense value to our State as a fruit growing

country, and will in time drive the Oregon winter apples entirely out of
our markets. It will enable us to enjoy a plentiful supply of green
The imperfect means at the command
apples through the entire year.
of the Board for collecting reliable statistics of many of our products,
render it impossible for us to report even approximately as to the
quantity or value of the fruit raised in the State. As an illustration of
the adaptability of the foothills and mountains to this industry, and the
proportions it is assuming in these districts, we are assured that during
the months of August, September, and October last, from the orchards
and vineyards within a radius of six miles about the City of Placerville,
there was picked and marketed over one hundred thousand dollars
worth of fruits. The value of the dried and winter fruits produced
within the same districts, it is said will probably equal this amount.
Add to this the value of the wines and brandy made within this same
radius, and from grapes sold and shipped to Sacramento for manufacture, estimated at fifty thousand dollars more, and we have the sum of
two hundred and fifty thousand dollars as the value of the product of
fruit culture in a small section of one of our mountain counties which
but a few years ago contained not a fruit tree or a vine, and was considered worthless except for the gold that could be mined from its soil.
When we state that a very large proportion of the land embraced
within this same section is still unoccupied and subject to be purchased
at government rates, and that not one out of twenty of the occupied
places contains bearing orchards or vineyards, some idea of the vast
agricultural and horticultural resources of the mountain districts of our
State may be formed.
It is a remarkable fact that the owners of nearly
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everj one of the most valuable orchards and vineyards that have produced these astonishing results made their beginning in a small way, as
doubtful experiments. With no other capital but good health and a
will to work, they have, by patient economy, frugality, and persevering
industry, accumulated valuable fortunes for themselves and at the same
time become benefactors to their fellow men. Let those of our fellow
citizens who are without labor, if they would enjoy like thrift and prosperity, imitate their example.

SHEEP HUSBANDRY.
another industry well adapted to our climate, and one that has
rv successful and profitable here.
The seasons are so mild and
favorable that the increase is very rapid, and the ranges have been generally so good heretofore that flocks have not required any additional
The wool has as a general thing considerably more than paid all
food.
expenses of keeping, herding, and shearing the flocks, while the increase
of sheep, with good care, has averaged at least seventy-five per cent
per annum. Those who ten years ago started in the business with a few
hundred head of sheep and have remained in it, can now count their
flocks by the thousands and tens of thousands.
Of late years, however,
a considerable difficulty has been experienced by the owners of large
flocks to secure sufficient pasture for them.
The ranges have been curtailed by the appropriation of the public lands for other agricultural
purposes, and owners of sheep are finding it necessary to seek other
ranges or buy the land required to support their flocks. Without some
precaution or provision for an unfavorable season like that of eighteen
hundred and sixty-three and eighteen hundred and sixty-four, or the
This

proved

is
•

fore part of the present Winter, the owners of large flocks are most
certain to meet with heavy losses whenever such seasons occur. Again,
by allowing the condition of the sheep to become low, the staple of the
These
wool clip of the succeeding shearing is materially injured.
circumstances point to the necessity of adopting a different system of

We would suggest the seeding down portions at
sheep husbandry.
least of ranges to alfalfa, some of which might be used for pasture during the season when the natural grasses are the poorest, and portions
We would
for cutting hay to be used when it may become necessary.
here also repeat our former recommendations that the farmers of the
State enter upon the practice of keeping small flocks of sheep on their
farms in connection with their cows, hogs, and other farm stock. Thus
they will diversify and increase the industries and multiply the sources
upon which they depend for the receipts and profits of the farm. They
may also in this way provide a read}* supply of meats for their families
at all times without even feeling the cost.
A few acres of Chile clover
set aside as a general stock pasture and a stack of wheat straw will be
about all the provisions necessary to keep up a respectable supply of the

—

live

stock for the farm.

WOOL.
While, for want of reliable information on tl_e subject, we are unable
the number of sheep in the State, or the increase from year to
year, we are able from commercial reports to give the annual wool clip,
and thus indirectly show the rapid increase of our flocks. During the
to state

years commencing in eighteen hundred and sixty -three and ending
with eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, the average annual increase of

five
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our wool clip was one million live hundred and ninety-one thousand
three hundred and forty-two pounds. The clip of eighteen hundred and
sixty-eight was fourteen million two hundred and thirty-two thousand
and fifty-seven pounds, while that of eighteen hundred and sixty-nine
was fifteen million four hundred and thirteen thousand nine hundred and
seventy pounds, showing an increase in that year of only five hundred
and twenty-two thousand six hundred ])ounds.
This falling otf in
increase was attributable to scarcity of food on the ranges and consequent poor condition of the sheep. The clip of eighteen hundred and
seventy shows a larger increase than on any previous year, the clip of
the latter year being twenty-one million eight hundred and seventy -two
thousand six hundred and sixty pounds.
The value of the wool
exported in the last three years is, respectively, two million four hundred and thirty-six thousand five hundred and ninety-four dollars, two
million three hundred and seventy thousand one hundred and sixty-five
dollars, and three millions six hundred and fifty -five thousand dollars.
It will be seen that the value of wool exported in eighteen hundred and
seventy appproximatcs to one half of the value of wheat exported in the
same year. It is stated by those best able to judge in the premises that
very fine blooded flocks deteriorate rapidly in this State, and that very
fine wooled sheep are consequently not so well suited to our
dry climate
as those of medium grades.
In view of these facts it is suggested that
an infusion of blood of long wooled sheep would be an improvement to
most of the flocks of the State.
COTTON.

Experiments in the cultivation of cotton have been successfully made
on a small scale in all the valley portions of our State. In eighteen

hundred and sixty-four several jjarties, stimulated by the premiums
offered by the Legislature, planted in some of the southern counties as
high as a hundred acres each. They all labored under the disadvantages of want of experience and skill in the business, and want of good
seed of the varieties adapted to our soil and climate, besides many other
adverse circumstances that always attend the introduction of new industries into new countries on a large scale without proper previous
The results of these large experiments were more than
preparation.
could have been expected under the circumstances.
The crops from the seed of the varieties knowm as the Petit Gulf and
Tennessee Upland were more than an average of crops from the same
variety grown in the Southern States. The quality was pronounced by
experienced judges good.
Owing to the difficulties of securing, preparing, and marketing the
cotton, and there being no longer any hope of encouragement by the
State, the cultivation was abandoned.
Experiments have been made in
the Merced Valley during the past season, however, by a gentleman of
great experience in cotton culture in the Mississippi Valley, which prove
to his entire satisfaction that nearly all of our great river bottoms are
peculiarly adapted to the successful and profitable prosecution of this
industry. The average yield of cotton per acre in the Mississippi
River bottoms is two hundred pounds, while by the experiment referred
to five hundred pounds was produced per acre.
The product was sent
for examination to the Board of Cotton Brokers of Memphis, Tennessee,
and was by them pronounced equal to the best "Middling Upland" of
the South, the staple being finer.
It has been generally the received
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opinion in the South that a good supply of Summer rains was indispensable to the successful production of cotton; but the experiments
made here have proved the fallacy of this theory, and seem to point to
its opposite as more correct, that cotton produced without Summer rains
is

superior.
Petit Gulf Seed, and varieties derived
for planting in this country.

The

from

it,

are

recommended

Quite a large breadth of land in the Merced Valley will be planted to
cotton the coming Spring, and we indulge strong hopes of its satisfactory
success.
Its general cultivation would be of great value to the State,
both to agricultural and manufacturing industries. It would furnish
employment to labor during those portions of the year when such emUntil our industries are so
ployment is now most difficult to obtain.
diversified and multiplied as to give labor employment the year round
California can never come up to a proper maximum of prosperity.

RAMIE.

This textile plant has been experimentally cultivated by a few individuals in the State during the past year.
The result seems to be satisfactory as to its adaptability to our soil and climate. The great obstacle
to the general cultivation of this most valuable fiber has been the want
of proper machinery to separate and prepare it for manufacture. "When
this machinery shall be introduced, we have no doubt its cultivation will
become a valuable acquisition to California.
FOREST CULTURE.

In our report to the Legislature a year since, we gave this subject a
and careful consideration. In view of the rapid consumption and
destruction of timber on this coast, and the natural climatic influences
operating against the reproduction of natural forests, we deem it of the
utmost importance that artificial forest culture shall be fostered and
encouraged in every possible manner. We believe that as a strictly
financial operation the cultivation of forests for timber, lumber, and
wood in this State may be made eminently successful.
For the purpose of calling the attention of our landowners to this
subject, the Board, last Spring, offered fifty dollars for the largest quantity of useful forest trees planted during the year.
We have now three claimants for this premium: E. F. Aiken and
full

Thomas Edwards, of Sacramento county, and James T. Stratton, of
Alameda county. Aiken states that he has planted of Lombardy poplar
and Balm of Cfilead, five thousand; multicaulis, seven thousand five hundred; morus alba, twenty-five hundred; California black walnut, ten
thousand; American white maple, four thousand; American white elm,
five thousand; English elm, two thousand; Spanish chestnut, four hunHe remarks: The last five
dred; American chestnut, five hundred.
varieties were imported from the Atlantic States at considerable
expense and planted in March last, and have done so well that I have
ordered several thousand to set out the coming season. The elm and
maple have grown from four to seven feet this season.
Edwards proves that he has seven thousand locust trees, half one and
half two years old since they were planted out in the form of a forest,
being some four years old from the seed. They are planted in rows
alternately eight and ten feet apart, and four feet apart in the rows.
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Edwards' trees are doing well. He estimates the probable expense of
care and cultivation at about ten dollars per year, and remarks that in
ten years he expects to have fence posts enough to fence all his own
land and some to spare for his neighbors.
Stratton proves that he has planted out on fifty-three and a half acres
of land thirty thousand blue gum (or eucalyptus globulus) trees, and
three thousand red gum trees. His trees were planted in forest form
during the last planting season, and were in August last on an average
four and a half feet high. They are planted eight feet apart each way.
They were grown from seed gathered in December, eighteen hundred
and sixty-eight, from trees belonging to Stratton then seven years old.
Stratton estimates the cost at about one hundred and fifty dollars per
acre before any revenue will have been derived from them, which he
thinks will probably be in about seven years. The eucalyptus is a native
of Australia, where it is considered a very valuable forest tree, being
used extensively for piling, flooring, and other purposes. Thus it will be
seen that we have made a beginning in the cultivation of artificial
forests.

IMPROVEMENTS IN STOCK.

The annual exhibition of stock, both horses and cattle, at the State
Society Fair the past few years have shown most conclusively that California is not surpassed by any other portion of the world as a stock
growing country. The appearance on the Fair grounds at the last exhibition for the first time of many superior specimens of imported
thoroughbred horses, cattle, and sheep indicates that our people fully
appreciate the advantages to be secured by the introduction of the best
breeds of animals. The improvement indicated in our California bred
colts over their dams and sires and creditable performances on the track
speak well for the judgment and intelligence of our stock breeders and
give promise that California may at no distant day present the best turf
record of the world.
<•

GENERAL CONDITION OF THE STATE.
It was generally anticipated that the completion of the Pacific Railroad would bring to our shores a large immigration from the eastern

States, introduce among us a large additional circulating capital, and
consequently give a general impulse to business on this coast. For
reasons now generally understood and much to be regretted, these
On the
anticipations have not been realized to the extent expected.
contrary, our merchants, manufacturers, mechanics, and many classes of
our agriculturists found themselves, by this event, brought face to face
in sharp competition with the merchants, manufacturers, mechanics, and
agricultui-ists of the eastern States, not only in the general commerce of
the world, but in supplying thousands of necessary articles of consumption, wear, and use to the people of the States and Territories of the
Pacific slope.
Our eastern competitors had the advantage of us in many
Their habits of living were more frugal and economical;
respects.
Their products had
their modes of business more close and careful.
been made by cheaper labor. They were satisfied with less profits.
While the money with which all their business operations were carried
on and sustained was rated at an interest of but six and seven per cent
per annum, that with which we were operating was rated at from
twelve to fifteen per cent. With such odds against us it could not be
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our industries would feel the effects of the conGeneral disappointment at the turn things had
taken ensued, and general depression of all kinds of business was the
consequence. The natural resources of the State are too great and valuable to lie dormant.
The determination, perseverance, and energy of our
people cannot be conquered, and we now see on all sides evident indications of change for the better.
Greater prudence and economy in life
and business is the order of the day. Large tracts of land, heretofore
held at extravagant speculative prices, are being broken up into small
farms and sold for agricultural purposes at reasonable rates. A greater
variety and diversity of agricultural and mechanical industries are beingintroduced. A healthy commerce is growing up between the Pacific and
Atlantic States, to the mutual advantage of all
The surplus capital of
foreign countries is feeling and preparing its way for safe and permanent
investment among us, and promises to reduce to reasonable rates the
interest on money.
Rents and labor are moderating their demands in
accord with the general changes of the times, and the Board feel warranted in congratulating the people of the State upon the flattering prospects of substantial progress and improvement in the immediate future.
otherwise than that
test.

They

did feel

all

it.

PERMANENT IMPROVEMENTS.
During the past year the Board have made many valuable improvements and additions to the society's property. In connection with the
county, which has always manifested the most enlightened liberality
toward the society, an addition has been made to the pavilion which has
increased the capacity of the building for exhibition purposes one half.
Other improvements of an important and permanent character have also
been made to the building. At the park all the stalls have been raised
and furnished with permanent roofs and doors. Over the different gateways, other than the main entrance and exit gate's, have been constructed
comfortable sleeping apartments for the accommodation of grooms and
others having the care of valuable stock during the Fairs. Also, new
and appropriate judges', reporters' and visitors' stands have been erected,
and other valuable and necessary improvements of a permanent characThe expense to the society for these improvements has been
ter made.
the sum of six thousand dollars.
PURCHASE OF REAL ESTATE.

The northern half of the inclosed grounds used by the society has
heretofore belonged to an association known as the Union Park AssociThe original cost of the property to the association was seven
ation.
thousand two hundred dollars, divided into seventy-two shares of one
hundred dollars each. By an understanding at the organization of the
association, the society were to have the free use of the ground for purposes of the Fair for an indefinite time, but the rents went to the association.
The society have purchased lifty-tw o shares of the property at
the original cost, or five thousand six hundred dollars, and will probably
be able to obtain the remaining sixteen shares at the same rate.
The
south half of the park grounds are held by the society under a lease of
The whole park has been rented
ninety-nine years, at a nominal rent.
for the ensuing year for three thousand six hundred and sixty dollars;
the lessee at his own expense to put the whole place in condition for the
r

society's Fair.
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FINANCES OF THE SOCIETY.

Balance in treasury January 30th, 1870

$61 84
2,838 00
33,932 60

Unexpended appropriations
Total receipts for the year
('ash assets for the

$36,879 44

year
CONTRA.
$28,428 68
6,000 00
5,600 00

Incidental expenses

Permanent improvements
Paid for real estate
Total expen ditures

40,028 68

Deficit in treasury

$3,149 24

The State owes the society a balance of undrawn appropriations for
the year which will soon be paid of three thousand dollars. This
will reduce the deficit in the treasury, or the debt of the society, to one
hundred and forty-nine dollars and twenty-four cents.

—

—

THE FAIR FOR EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-ONE.

The Board propose, with the assistance of the people of the

State, to
this Fair a real exposition of all the industries of the State.
To
this end a new and comprehensive premium list will be prepared and
published at once, embracing the products of every industry on the
coast, and offering- liberal premiums for their exhibition.
By personal
correspondence, circulars, and an extensive distribution of premium lists,
we propose to reach the' representatives of every industry on the coast,
and endeavor to wake up in them a renewed and earnest interest in their
development, and in the general exhibition of samples of their products
at the coming Fair.
propose also to secure the service of a reliable
and competent person to visit in behalf of and as a representative of the
Board every important locality in the State, for the double purpose of
enlisting the active cooperation of all the people in behalf of the efforts
of the society, and collecting valuable facts and statistics of our industries and resources for publication and general distribution at home and
abroad. In the furtherance of these objects we shall endeavor to estab-

make

We

good understanding between the State Society and each of
the District and County Societies now organized in regard to the times
of the exhibitions of each, and to form some general plan by which
each of such societies may be represented by the products of the industries embraced in their district at the general exhibition of the State
To secure the success of this plan we hope to induce the
Society.
organization of industrial societies embracing every county in the State.
With such a system of societies, organized for such purposes, and
directed with an honest purpose for their accomplishment, it is believed
that the labor, skill, and capital of our people can be rendered much
lish a perfect

more productive.
8
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FINANCIAL REPORT
OF THE

STATE AGRICULTURAL

SOCIETY

FOR

THE YEAR
On what

Date.

30...

u
u
u

May 30
July 20

August 18
September
September

account.

5..

12

Unexpended appropriations
From Dr. Eenz
Eobert Allen, rent of Park
Memberships
Eobert Allen, rent of Park
Eobert Allen, rent of Park
Eebate on currency
Samuel Poorman, pool privilege
For bar privilege
Eemittance to I. N. Hoag, returned from

Auburn
U
u

September

Eeceipts at Park, Thomas Hall
Eeceipts at Pavilion, J. Smith
Entries to races
13.

Eeceipts at Park
Eeceipts at Pavilion
Entries to second race added
Entries to third race

14.

Eeceipts at Park
Eeceipts at Pavilion
Entries to races

15.

Eeceipts at Park
Eeceipts at Pavilion.. v
Entries to first and second races
Entries to third race added

IC
ii

<<

September
u

ct

September

Amount.

RECEIPTS.

1870.

January

1870.

ii

.

ti

a

September

16.

Eeceipts at Park
Eeceipts at Pavilion
Entries to races

September

17.

Eeceipts at Park

«

82,883

State Agricultural Society.

On what

Date.

September

account.

Eeceipts at Pavilion
Entries to races
Purses returned
Cider privilege
Rent of refreshment room

17..

Balance from

J. E. Smith
Collected for memberships sold at election.
Memberships sold since election
State warrant
'Robert Allen, rent of Park
Robert Allen, balance of rent
R. S. Carey, rent
J. C. Carroll & Co., rent feed house
January, 1871.. A. A. Wood, rent of Park
i

I

in hands of Treasurer at last election
State appropriation not yet received

Balance

Amount
Total

of indebtedness.
!
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Amount.

$361
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On what

Date.

CASH PAID TO TRFASURER.

1870.

January 30
January 30

May 30
August 2
September
September

5

September

13.,

September
September

14.,

September
September

16.

12.

a
a

October
October

15.,

17.

8
10...

November
November
1871.
3

January

Jauuary 23

Amount.

account.

1..

14

E. T.
B. T.
T.
|R.
B. T.
;E. T.
IE. T.
E. T.
E. T.
E. T.
E. T.
E. T.
E. T.
E. T.
E. T.
E. T.
E. T.
E. T.
E. T.
E. T.
E. T.

Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown

IE. T.

Brown Treasurer
Brown Treasurer
Brown Treasurer

E. T.
;E. T.

Balance
Total

in

Treasurer
Treasurer
Treasurer
Treasurer
Treasurer
Treasurer
Treasurer
Treasurer
Treasurer
Treasurer
Treasurer
Treasurer
Treasurer
Treasurer
Treasurer
Treasurer
Treasurer
Treasurer
Treasurer
Treasurer

as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as

per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per

receipt,
receipt,
receipt,
receipt,
receipt,
receipt,
receipt,
receipt,
receipt,
receipt,
receipt,
receipt,
receipt.
receipt.
receipt,
receipt,
receipt,
receipt,
receipt,
receipt.

as per receipt,
as per receipt.
as per receipt.

hands of Treasurer at

last election

$2,883 00
500 00

930
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DISBURSEMENTS.

1870.

January

Robert Beck's salary for January
W. B. Beady, premium
J.obn N. Andrews, engraving
I. !N\ Hoag, balance for writing report, 1868
and 1869
E. S. Bingham, premium
Withington & Bagley, premium
Crump, fixing seats for election

30.

it

a

February
February

7..
8..

u
u

Thomas

Hall, clerk at election
B. Bullard, clerk at election

a

Mrs. Graham, premium
Robert Beck, salary for February
Mrs. Cronkite, premium

February 17
February 22

March
March
March
March

4
7
8

Daily Record, advertising
D. Gardiner, wood...
J. S. Harbison, trees and planting.
Robert Beck, salary for March....
F. Foster, binding books.

29....

April 1
April 2
April 12
April 18
April 27
May 4
May 12

May

Post Oflice bill
Sacramento Reporter, advertising
Henry Freeman's bill
Bobert Beck, salary for April
Express envelops and ink
Postage stamps, currency, 65
Bobert Beck, salary for May
W. A. Latin, premium

19

June 7
June 18
June 29

B. J. Merkely, premium
100 Wells, Fargo & Co.'s envelops....
100 postage stamps, currency, $3
350 jiostage stamps, currency, $7

a

a

"
Express charges on
Trotting Rules
Robert Beck, salary for June

a

July

1

W.

July9
July
July
July
July

13
18
26

|J.
1

30

August

1

u
a
n
It
tt

August

2
it

August 4
August 15....

61

Fern, premium

N. Andrews, engraving

Thomas Edwards, premium
Miss M. Myers, premium
Bippon & Hill's bill
R. Walton's

bill,

lumber

250 postage stamps, currency, $5
100 Wells, Fargo & Co.'s envelops

Latch key

to office

Grinding scissors
National Turf Congress Rules
D. O'Connor, carpenter
Robert Beck, salaiy for July
Insurance on Park buildings
P. Chatterton, carpen+er

#150

Transactions op the
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On what

Date.

August

Amount.

account.

Wilkes' Spirit of the Times, advertis-

18.

$118 75
ing, currency
Admission fee to National Turf Con75 00
gress, currency
1 00
Post office order for above

August

20....

August

23....

E.
I.

a
it

a

$194 75
Currency
Walton & Co., lumber
N. Hoag, canvassing, on account

Post office bill
Mrs. Sbipman, premium
Bootb & Co., bill of shakes

8 00
3 00

B. Dennery's bill of spittoons

August 30....
September 1
September 5
September 8
September 10
September 12
September 13
September 15
September 19

I. N. Hoag, on account of canvassing
E. Beok, salary for August and September...
P. Chatterton, on account, carpenter

H. S. Crocker & Co., stationery, etc
James Contell. show cases
F. M. Henderson, carpenter
W. A. Mott, washing drilling
James McGinn, labor
I. N. Hoag to W. P. Coleman, on account....
To W. P. Coleman, the following bills:
A. Hamburger's
$28 25
8 25
B. Hamburger's
7 00
Joseph Bailey's
1 75
G.C.Hall's
Mrs. F. Blackleach's

1

25

21 60
5 25

Bert. Novell's

E.Dale's

H. O. Hale, building ticket office
David Woods, carpenter
E. P. Wingate, Marshal at Park
James H. Johnson, cleaning Pavilion
C. T. Jennings, Entry Clerk, lower Hall
20.

Samuel Deal, main gatekeeper
S.

Jones, labor at Hall

89 35
136 46

162
30
50
36
30
6

James Miller, police
S. D. Van Horn, police
W. F. Knox, on account of new
F. S. Lardner, Superintendent

500 00
6 00
50 00
300 00
40 00
34 00
140 00
16 50
10 00
12 00
50 68

16 00

Badger's

September

$175 28
100 46
50 00

18
24
roof.

upper

Hall....

Mrs. M. E. Jackson, chambermaid

15
9

P. Canagher, police
G. G. W. McCurdy,

32

doorkeeper
Norton Bush, premium

W. Burnett, fixing shafting
Thomas Hall, Ticket Clerk at Park

P.

George T. Glover, Ticket Clerk

500
70

at

Park

25
137
30
24

50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
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On what

Date.

September

20...

63

Amount.

account.

Thomas Byrne, labor at Hall
Henry France, engineer
Wachhorst's bill
W. Andrews' bill
A. C. Bidwell, gatekeeper
J.

John

Shellars, police

Carey, Entry Clerk
N. V. Hatch, carpenter
N. R. Hathaway, carpenter
W. S. Gray, fireman
W. J. Wallace, Ticket Clerk at Park.
J. W. Taylor, gatekeeper
H. McKeune, carpenter
H. Lane, labor
Patrick Lynch, labor

J. T.

u
tt

a

Howard Campion, premium
H. M. Willard, stairkeeper
William Mace, doorkeeper
George Bingham, fireman.

<<
tt
tt

Barney Flinn, labor
Hyde, gatekeeper

it

it

S. F.

Isaac Galloway, labor
R. P. Bartlett, police
C. L. Knowles, Superintendent
Maurice Conner, labor

A. H. Norton, carpenter
P. Chattcrton, carpenter (balance)

it

W.

it

P.

tt

Robert Williamson, premium
W. H. Duncan, Clerk in Secretary's
Russell & Winterburn, printing bill

September
tt
it
tt
tt

26.

Cafferty, police
office..

Van Every & Son, premium
Jesse Slaughter, whitewashing, etc
G. W. Whitlock, decorating hall, etc
Sacramento Reporter, advertising
San Francisco Spirit of the Times, advertising
W. I. Stoddard, canvassing San Francisco..
Miss Landon, premium

tt

a

F. M. Chapman, livery bill
Sacramento Gas Company, gas bill
P. J. Hopper, advertising
Parker k, Hunt, premium
J.E.Smith, Ticket Clerk
E. H. Pomeroy, Ticket Clerk
David Bush, gas fixtures (on account)
S. E. Harvey, stairkeeper

James Anthony & Co., advertising, etc
H. S. Crocker & Co., stationery, etc
Marysville Standard, advertising
John Bruener, rent of furniture, etc

$33 00
82 50
82 50
12 50
30 00
18 00
40 00
122 50
88 50
9 00
24 00
30 00
12 00
30 00
42 00
25 00
18 00
32 00
27 00
36 00
24 00
18 00
18 00
50 00
54 00
33 00
152 00
18 00
129 00
168 00
328 00
5 00
54 00
69 00
69 50
80 00
100 00
5 00
42 00
225 00
12 00
20 00
30 00
25 00
500 00
18 00
259 50
54 75
15 00
68 50

Transactions of the

64

On what

Date.

September

Whittier. Fuller & Co., glazing
I. N. Hoag. balance of bill, as audited...

26.

a

John F. Wall & Co.. sawdust
M. Eckfelt. screen wire

it

J.

a
a

Northern Enterprise, advertising

Stockton Independent, advertising
George Scbmeiser, on account of bill
James McGuire, for bell
William Caswell, bill posting
W. P. Michenor, drilling
Cadwalader & Leonard, office rent, etc...
Petaluma Journal, advertising
Daily Record, advertising
Hamburger & To. bill
Locke & Lavenson's bill
Huntington & Hopkins' bill
Baker & Hamilton's bill

September 27
it
it

it

V

u
it
it

a

a

Watson & Co.. lumber
William Crump, watchman
A. S. Greenlaw, premium
John Isaacs, police
E.

ti

a
a
a

R. L. Bampton, stairkeeper
David Cross, draying
S. H. Davis, hardware bill

a
it

Orleans Hill Vinicultural Association, premi inn

it

September

Keyt &

28.

Co., distributing posters

Thomas May, draying

a
I

n

A. Brokaw, police

JA.

..

jj.

a
a

H. Estell, Entry Clerk at Park
H. Sullivan, baluster

B. F. Cummings, making purses
\V. D. Comstock. bedstead hire
D. G. Webber, straw bill
John Shellers. police
William Harron, Clerk at Park

:.

a
it

a

Sacramento Journal, advertising
W. L. Smith, paper hanging, etc
T. D. Scriver, hack hire
W. I. Stoddard, express
San Francisco Chronicle, advertising
W. H. Keep, premium
David Bush, on account

a
a
a
a
tt
..

a
..

September
September

account.

29.

30.

Daily Bee, advertising
A. J. Holland, police
G. W. Leitch, extra night watch
George Schmeiser, on account
Charles Heinrich, premium
J. S.

Bamber, premium

Peter Humrich, hack hh-e

Amount.

State Agricultural Society.

On what

Date.

October

1.

a

a
it

October

7.

it

it

Bulletin, advertising
P. S. Malone, livery bill
P. Johnson, labor

W. H. Duncan, clerk
George Herged, wood....
John Smith, premium
Hunt & Anderson's bill
Robert Anderson's bill
Krebs, bill
Nell Flaherty's entry returned
N". L. Drew & Co., on account of lumber...
George Schmeiser, balance of bill
James Contell, making stand

a
a
et

a

II.

a

a
it

10.

a

C. Smiley, carpenter

N. L. Drew, balauce of bill of lumber
Estate of C. C. Freeman and J. Sims, hay..
J. W. Avery, lumber

ii
It

a

S.

Wilinski,

A.
12.

October

«

premium
premium

Steiner,

C. F.

Reed, expenditures
Casey & Dw}?-er, nails
O. Bonney, premium

17.

H. Stone, premium
L. Sweeny, premium
California Jewelry Company, medals
John Bruener, premium
C. H. Wattles, carjDenter

B. Bullard, Assistant Secretary

t;

October

J.

14.

a
a

18.

Mrs. Boggs, premium

<(

W.

B. Ready,

c.

M.

S.

premium

Bowdish, premium

it

D. Flint,

ii

J.

a
a
a
a
a
a
a

premium

Hutchinson, premium
Mrs. W. E. Brown, premium
George West, premium
Friend & Teriy, lumber
George H. Baker, lithograph and diplomas

J.

$42 00
32 50
21 00
18 00
66
8
37
174
10

30
80
1,000

52
85

bill

R. Nickerson, premium
M. T. Barr, premium
S. Ryan, carpenter
Henry Austin, carpenter
Barney, carpenter
O. Hannaghan, carpenter
J.

a

Amount.

Smith, carpenter

T. D. Scriver,

c(

October
October

Emmons, premium

C. II.

it

October

San Francisco

Miss

a

account.

65

Creighton,

premium

Robert Beck, bill of expenditures
Robert Beck, salary for October

75
3

6

4
392
644
43
5

10
1,000
5
10

84
15
20
309
120
6

10
20
10
80
20

30
10
5

416
15

120
150

00
00
00
74
00
00
00
00
23
38
00
50
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
50
50
00
00
00
37
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
18
00
00
50
00
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Date.

On what

account.

Amount.

State Agricultural Society.

On what

Date.

September

19.

account.

T. B. Jackson

D. H. Woods
Mrs. E. Ellis
Miss Helen Low
E.

Brown
&

Pollard

Carvill

Theodore Lerond
Jacob Zeck
Mrs. E. F. Aiken
T. K. Stewart
E. F. Aiken
N.Clark & Co
Baker & Hamilton

C.H.Hubbard
W. Sursea
Matteson & Williamson
C. W. Hoyt

J.

IE. J.

Merkley

Mrs. Odbert

John

F.

Cooker

A. B. Gilbert
E. W. Gavitt
|W. Cites
E. Soule
J. C. Meussdorffer
D. II. Quinn
I). S.

Moulton

Mrs. Odbert
A. T. Cotton

Hobson & Ayres
B. Hennery
Mrs. A. S. Morrison
S. H. Davis

Nathan Coombs
L. P. Marshall

John Hall
G lucauf.
John Hall

J.

Joh n Glucauf

John Dixon (Emma Barnes).
George Treat
John Hall
John Glucauf
Theodore Winters
Theodore Winters.
Theodore' Winters.

David Frame
Alexan der Ely
D. W. Downey
R. H. Branton

67

Amount.

$ 5 00

65

68

Transactions of

On what

Date.

September
a
u
u
a

19.

George
L.
L.

tiie

account.

Me Wain..

Upson
Upson

Peter Burnes
C. B.

Hoffman

D. Berry

Alexander Ely...,
M. E. LaMurray..
Alexander Ely
Alexander Ely
C. H. Shear
C. B. Hoffman
Alexander Ely
Alexander Ely
u
u
u
u

U
Ct
t(

U
u
u
u

Henry Meaeham.
Barr

C.

A,T. Nordyke
J. N. Dudley
Maurice Haley....
B. A. Brauton
E. M. Skaggs
J. Colgroye
J. Colgrove
S. B. Whipple
J. Colgrove

F.W. Hatch
H. W. Hawkins
A. A. Trobridge
A exan der Ely
N. Coom bs
E. Jacobs
1

Tom Ed wards
E. Jacobs
R. J. Houston
C.

Youngers
Youngers
Clark & Cox
Cr.
Sweezy
C. Youngers
('.
Youngers
<;. N.
Sweezy
C. Youngers
C. Youngers
C. Youngers
C.

K

I.I.

a
a
u
u
((

((
((

u

S.

R. Hose
Daniels

J.

R. Dose

J.

.1.

S.
J.

R.

Bose

Daniels
R. Bose

Amount.

$30 00
20 00
15 00
10 40
5d 00
40 00
30 00
20 00
$20 00
40 00
50 00
30 00
20 00
15 00
40 00
30 00
20 00
15 00
40 00
15 00
50 00
40 00
40 00
40 00
30 00
20 00

(line bridle).

20 00
15 00
150 00
50 00
40 00
20 00
15 00
75 00
40 00
30 00
25 00
15 00
50 oo
40 00
30 00
20 00
15 00
75 00
30 00
25 00
15 00
50 00
40 00

State Agricultural Society.

On what

Date.

September

19... S.
S.

S.
it

a
a
a
it
it

a

S.

S.

E.
P.
G.

Comstock
Burnes
N. Sweezy...

J.

$30 00
20 00

D. Patterson.

75
50
20
20
15
10

30
20

E. Comstock....

i;

Clark & Cox
G.

JST.

C.

Youngers.

it

15
10

Sweezy.!.,

75
20

a

P. Burnes..
C. Green

a

A. T.

a

Burnes
Burnes
C. Green
Peter Burnes
Peter Burnes
C. Green
Peter Burnes
Peter Burnes
T. McConnell
T. McConnell
T. McConnell
Ellen McConnell
T. McConnell
J. H. Glide

tt

a
a
a

a
a
u
a

a
a
a

a
a
a

a
u

P.
P.

tt

W. M. Lamlrum
W. T. Wilson
W. M. Landrum

a

Tom Butterfield

a

P.

a
a
it
it
ti

a
a

September

6
5

30
20
20
20
20
20

McConnell

T.

Ellen McConnell

ct

Son.

Saxe & Son
W. T. Wilson

& Son....
Kawson
W. M. Landrum
W. T. Wilson
W. T. Wilson
P. Saxe & Son
T. Butterfield & Son....
Gray & Gilmore
T. Butterfield

II.

10
15
15
10
20
5
5
5

A. S. Mc Williams
A. S. Mc Williams
Ellen McConnell

a

a

*

Nordyke

It

tt

Amount.

account.

Daniels
Daniels
Daniels
Daniels
Daniels

tt

u

69

A.

Paid purses at Park....

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
CO
00
00
00
00
CO
00
00
00
00
00
(0
00
CO
00
00
(0
00
00
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On what

Date.

September

..

November

8.

u

November

9.

Amount.

account.

Donation to George Houston..,
Hiram Cook, premium
Mrs. J. Devine, premium, 1869.
David Bush, premium

$100 00
30 00
10 00
10 00
20 00

,

Lewis

November
November
November
November
November

11.

15.
16.
17.

Deitz, premium
Mrs. W. C. Barrett, premium..,
P. A. Espina, premium

5 00
5 00

F. Klotz, wood
Mrs. M. Oatis, premium

10
10
15
26
18

November
November
November

25.

Larkins & Co., premium.
Fred S. Butler, lettering diplomas
Jerry Woods, police
B. N. Bugbey, premium

28.

Yount & Fleteher, painting

December

1...

Robert Beck, salary for November
Matteson '& Williamson, premium
Robert Allen, bill of work

3.

J. C.

Carroll

6.

C. T.

Wheeler, one share Union Park stock...

December
December

18.
19.

&

Co., feed bill

Chris. Green, two shares Union Park stock...
P. Morrill, one share Union Park stock

((

a

M. Frey, one share Union Park stock
George Rowland, one share Union Park stock
F. M. Chapman, four shares Union Park stock
11. M. Bernard, one share Union Park stock..
John T. Carey, one share Union Park stock...
Robert Allen, one share Union Park stock...
F. S. Malone, one share Union Park stock....
J.

u

December

7.

December

8...

C. G. Carpenter,
u
(C

December

11.

u

December
December

M Skaggs, premium
W. P. Coleman, one share Union Park

stock...

Eobert Beck, one share Union Park stock
Hess & Clark, one share Union Park stock...
John N. Andrews, engraving
H. Wachhorst, silverware
Whittier& Fuller's bill
N. Clark & Co., premium
James Farris, one share Union Park stock....
C. G. Carpenter,

14.

Overpaid premium at Park

premium

J. F.

15.

Harrison, premium
music
Tyree's entrance fee returned
J. D. Lord, one share Union Park stock
E. Mills, fourteen shares Union Park stock...
J. Whitcomb, one share Union Park stock...

19.

20.

M.

<<

Willis,

100.

400
100
100
100
100
5

premium

M. Skaggs, three shares Union Park stock

12.

u
u
a

December
December
December

.jE.
E.

40
38
150
75
411
48
100
200
100
100

300
40

00
00
00
75
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
oo
00
00
88
30

loo
100
100
79
262
26 on
10 00
100 00
30 00
10 00
5 00
700 00
50 00
100 00
1,4(10
1(10

(III

George H. Baker, diploma

14

(Ml

Mrs. E. F. Aiken, premium
E. F. Aiken, premium

48 00

00

5 00
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Transactions of the
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I. Lohman moved that the Secretary be instructed to cast the vote of
the Society for Charles F. Reed, present incumbent.
Mr. Reed stated that it was not his desire to be reelected; that the
duties of the position were arduous and required much valuable time in
But he could not fail to discover a somewhat general
their discharge.
desire to have him remain as President of the Society, and at the earnest
solicitation of his friends he would consent to act, provided the Society
saw fit to reelect him. There being no other nomination, the motion
was put and carried unanimously.
Mr. Reed thanked the members for the honor they had thus conferred
upon him, and said that his past record as presiding officer of the California State Agricultural SocietjMnust be their guarantee that his course
in the future would be marked b}' efforts to advance, by every means in
his power, the influence of the Society and the agricultural interests

which it represents.
It was then announced by the Chairman that three Directors were to
be elected for a term of three years, to fill vacancies caused by the
expiration of the terms of R. S. Carey, H. M. Larue, and H. R. Covey.
W. F. Knox and Charles E. Greene were appointed Tellers.
The following named persons were placed in nomination:
R, S. Carey, H. M. Larue, II. R. Covey, H. M. Bernard, Colonel
Younger, of Santa Clara, and J. R. Niekerson, of Placer. Several others
were also named, but they withdrew.
First Ballot.

Whole number

79
40
66

of votes cast

Necessaiy to a choice
Carey received

Covey received

61

ounger received
Niekerson received
Larue received
Bernard received

36
23
20

"Y

14

The Chair announced that Carey and Covey, .having received the
number of votes, were reelected as Directors for the ensuing-

requisite

term of three years.
Second Ballot.

Whole number
Necessary

of votes cast

65
33

to a choice

Younger received

43

Niekerson received

10
12

Scattering

Larue and Bernard withdrew.

The Chair announced that Younger was

elected to

the Board of

Directors.

The Finance Committee not having concluded their labors, it was
moved that they report to the Board of Directors, which motion was
carried without dissent.
On motion, the meeting adjourned sine

die.

State Agricultural Society.
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NO QUORUM.

It was announced previous to adjournment that a meeting of the
Directors would he held immediately afterward in the Secretary's office.
It was found, however, on calling the roll, that no quorum was present,
and the meeting was accordingly adjourned until the fifteenth day of
February, at two o'clock p. m., at which time the date for holding the
next State Fair will be decided upon.

REPORT OF THE FINANCE COMMITTEE AS MADE TO THE BOARD.

Sacramento, January 27th, 1871.
President and Directors State Agricidtural Society:

Gentlemen: We, the committee appointed to examine the report of
the Treasurer of the State Agricultural Society, report that we have
examined his books and vouchers, and find them correct.
E. M.

FEY,

DAVID BUSH,
E. B. KENYON.

10
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OPENING ADDRESS.
DELIVERED BEFORE THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY ON THE FOURTEENTH
DAY OF SEPTEMBER, EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND SEVENTY.

By CHARLES

F.

REED,

President.

Ladies and Gentlemen, and Members of the State Agricultural Society:

We

have come together once more on this the day of California's
and greet each other with words of congratuWe have come once more from the valleys and
mountains, from the cities and towns, to meet here as friends and coworkers in the great cause of social and industrial improvement. It
has been my good fortune, on many occasions like the present, to
address some of you in this same noble hall with words of salutation,
and to extend to you, in behalf of the society, the hand oft welcome and
good fellowship. Permit me once more to repeat those salutations, and
to congratulate you upon the favorable auspices under which California's
Annual Fair for eighteen hundred and seventy is ushered in. Never
before, since the organization of the society, has it been in so prosperous
industrial jubilee, to meet
lation and good cheer.

a condition as to-day.
Eveiy dollar of indebtedness has been fully discharged, and the
financial success of the society is placed beyond a peradventure.
The
number of active members is greater than at any former period, and the

gradually increasing from year to year. The growing interest in
the annual exhibitions of the society has rendered it necessary to build
additional room for the accommodation of exhibitors at the Hall, and
many improvements of a permanent character have also been made at
the Park. Improvements by a State Agricultural Society like those we
have this year been called upon to make are certainly indicative of the
agricultural prosperity of the State, and when we reflect that our
agriculture is but in its infancy, and that it has been built up upon the
decline and decay of another once all-absorbing industry mining we
may well be proud of its present prosperous and successful condition.
But a low short years ago agriculture legitimate, life-giving, nationlist is

—

—

—

—

sustaining agriculture was unknown in California.
Even California herself was to the balance of the world as a sealed
book. Her mountainous regions as an impenetrated wilderness her
broad plains as barren deserts her bays, lakes, and rivers were unknown
to commerce and their waters were undisturbed by man, except as the
wild Indian's frail canoe, now and then, in silence lazily and aimlessly
wafted its indolent owner upon their bosoms, not disturbing, but rather

—

—
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pai't of the universal solitude that then everywhere reigned.
But a better and brighter day dawned. A few American citizens some
by accident and some moved by the true spirit of adventure coming
into and roaming over this country were enraptured with its majestic
and beautiful sceneiy, and captivated by its salubrious and invigorating
climate.
Believing they had found the land of promise the modern
Eden they settled in different localities and began in earnest to build
them houses and raise them up households. Thus was planted here the
seed of American enterprise and of American institutions.
These few pioneers knew not what they were doing; they knew not
nor could they comprehend the great part they were acting in the
important changes the country they had adopted was so soon to produce in the world. But with the certainty of fate, or destiny, or Providence call it what you may those changes came and came rapidly.

forming a

—

—

—

—

—

—

United States a territory equal to an Empire, a terriThey gave
tory richer in precious metals than any other territory of equai extent
the world had ever known, a territory which in the short space of
twenty years has added to the wealth of the world has increased the
business capital of the nation over a thousand millions of dollars!
This
increased capital and wealth has given to mankind throughout the
world new life, new energy, new enterprise, and new capacity for general business and improvement, both private and public.
It has entered
into and had its influence upon all the ramifications of society in all the
civilized nations of the earth.
It has opened the coffers of the rich,
created new channels for labor, administered to the wants and increased
comforts of the poor. It has projected and built thousands of miles of
railroad and telegraph lines, both in the new and the old worlds.
It
has quickened international communications and increased international
commerce by spanning the depths of the largest oceans with telegraphic
cables and seaming the surface of the high seas with lines of magnificent
ocean steamers. It has projected and consummated the two greatest
enterprises ever undertaken by man by uniting the extremes of the
western continent with an overland railroad, and those of the eastern
by a steamship canal, thus creating two short competing routes for the
travel and commerce around the world.
The admission of California in o the Union with her free Constitution
and free territory was undoubtedly one of the principal initiative causes
that brought about the Southern rebellion, and California gold in turn
furnished the Government, in the hour of her peril, with much of the
necessaiy means to crush the rebellion, and with it to banish from the
earth American slavery thus settling for all time to come the most
troublesome question our fathers had to deal with in the organization of
the Government and the most dangerous one that ever has threatened
its continued
Viewed in this light, California
prosperous existence.
furnishes a striking example of the powerful influence that a people
intensely in earnest in the accomplishment only of their own purposes,
and pursuit only of their own ends, may under Providence exert upon
to the

—

—

the destinies of the world.
Our State, as well as our people, is, in many respects, without a precedent or a parallel. She sprang at one bound from infancy to maturity.
Without permission of the General Government, with no enabling Act,
or territorial or other organization known to our laws, publishing to the
world a Constitution expressive of the sentiments and will of her people,
she knocked at the door of Congress for admission among the sisterhood
of nations. After a short but desperate struggle, in which usage, pre-
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cedents, and sectionalism

the

were arrayed against necessity and our

deter-

we triumphed, and but twenty short years ago the ninth of
present month we date the commencement of our existence as a

mined

will,

State.

Well may the California pioneers who took part in the events of those
Well may they
times delight to keep green the memory of that day!
celebrate the anniversary of that day with bonfires and illuminations,
with patriotic poems and orations! for to them the ninth of September
stands next in importance to the fourth of July. Well may they be
proud to number among their members some of the first men and most
distinguished officers in the nation, and well may they feel complimented when some of those officers travel over three thousand miles to

—

them in their celebration.
But we have remarked that a few short years ago agriculture was
unknown in California. At the time of her admission as a State no one
was found so wild as to imagine that she had any other value than for

join

how

different her position as an industrial State!
valuable, are among the least of our industrial
resources, and agriculture is the great all-sustaining, all-enriching, and
From the least, we have, in the short space of
all-important industry.
twenty years, grown to be one of the most important agricultural States
of the nation. In the production of fruits, wines, wool, and silk, we
Our fruit list already
undoubtedly stand the first in the Union.
embraces almost every variety known to the world. The hardier kinds
grow to perfection in all portions of the State, from the northern and
more mountainous regions to the warm tropical climes of the southern
In those valleys, and in almost all the valleys of the State
valleys.
protected from the direct ocean winds and the sweep of the winds of
the broad plains, all the tropical and semi-tropical varieties flourish and
come to a degree of perfection not excelled in any of the fruit-producing
The eagerness with which our neighbors
islands of the tropical oceans.
of the Atlantic slope seek the California fruits shipped across the continent, shows the superiority of those fruits over those of their own

her mines.

To-day,

Our mines, though

still

When we shall have greater facilities and more perfect
growth.
arrangements for shipping those fruits, with cheaper freights, as we will
have in a few years, here is an opening for a trade that is destined to
bring back to California no small portion of the gold that in former
days was shipped out at the Golden Gate in payment for these very
articles imported.
In this connection allow me to remark that there is no longer any
excuse for permitting fruits of any kind to go to waste for want of a

profitable market.

If the} cannot be

demand

7

marketed green,

let

them be

dried,

Eastern States for all that can be thus preThe variableness of our climate
served, at highly remunerative prices.
in different localities, if we choose to avail ourselves of the advantages
thus offered by nature, will enable us to enjoy the luxuiy of green
Thus the same varieties of apples that ripen in
fruits the year round.
the earlj Fall in the valleys, when grown at an elevation of fifteen
hundred feet up the Sierra JSTevadas, do not rqjen until midwinter, and
if grown at from six hundred to one thousand feet greater altitude,
will keep well until our markets are bountifully supplied with the early
This is no wild statement founded
varieties of the following Spring.
upon mere theory or conjecture, but its truth has been thoroughly demonstrated by actual fact.
It is also ascertained that the fruit produced at a high altitude on the

and there

7

is a

in the
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mountains is much finer grained and better flavored than that grown in
the valleys, and, it' possible, the orchards are more prolific. These facts
must prove of great value to California as a fruit growing State, and
those orehardists who first take advantage of them in a practical way
will be doubly rewarded for their enterprise.
Though our Fair comes at a time when all the earlier varieties of
fruit are gone, and though the display is but meagre compared to what
our fruit growers might and ought to have made it, yet we may -without
fear challenge any other country in the world to excel or equal it.
careful examination of the exhibition of fruit before us will fully prove
the strict correctness of the statement we have made in regard to the
climatic and other advantages possessed by California as a fruit growing

A

Our wine product

country.

this

year will probably exceed twenty

million gallons.
Our vinej'ards are steadily growing in numbers and
r
capacit3 and with the age of the vine the wines are steadily improving
in quality.
Those varieties of table grapes that will bear transportation are selling for home consumption and shipment East at highly
remunerative prices, and California as a wine growing country is steadily making a good reputation for herself.
The greatest drawback to her complete success in this industry is the
want of uniformity and system in the selection and assortment of the
grapes and in the treatment of the wines. Thus, instead of producing
a few choice and standard varieties of wines such as would always be
in demand at the highest rates the world over, we have been and are
still pursuing the suicidal course of placing upon the markets wines of
as many different shades of taste as there are different vineyards in the
,

—

State.

Again, our wine dealers, in order to produce some degree of uniformity out of this great variety of wines, have taken up the practice of
mixing and doctoring them so as to give the mixture some of the characteristics of the better brands, for which they pass them off.
This is all
wrong, and a great detriment to the character of the California wines
It is of
generally, and especially so to the wines of the best makers.
the highest importance to our State, and to the wine makers themselves,
that these evils should be corrected.
This object could be accomplished if capitalists and enterprising men
would establish wine cellars in the different wine growing districts, and
buying up the grapes from the producer, and assorting them with reference to their peculiar wine qualities, would submit them to such uniform
treatment as science and good judgment might dictate. Capital could
not find a better investment nor enterprise a more certain reward than
In the absence of such facilities the producers themis here ottered.
selves would find it greatly to their advantage to associate together and
manufacture all the wines of large districts at one common cellar and
under one common management. We commend this subject to the
serious consideration of our wine makers, and to men of capital and
enterprise.

The magnificent

exhibition of fruits, grapes, and wines from our

moun-

tain counties, the old mining districts, is worthy of more than a passing
remark, and it warrants a more particular notice of some of the advantages of those districts.
Some of the best and most extensive and productive vineyards and
orchards in the State are to be found in those localities. Without desiring to make any unpleasant distinctions, but only with a view of illustration,

we would mention

those of Nickerson, of Placer, Marshall, of
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Nevada, Bugbey, of Sacramento, and Chalmers, Dickson, Brooks, CarThe establishments of
penter, Weatherwax, and others, of El Dorado.
each of these gentlemen, comprising as they do, extensive and highly
cultivated and productive vineyards and orchards, together with commodious and well appointed wine cellars and other buildings, and all the
paraphernalia of prosperous mountain farms, may well be pointed out as
worthy of the pride of any State. They are really a credit to California,
and each* is to its enterprising proprietors a valuable fortune. Here and
there, scattered through the foothills, are many other smaller but prosperous vineyards and orchards, but these are named as examples. And

connection allow me to state a fact that is not generally realized
even by those supposed to be well informed. There is on the western
slope of the Sierra Nevadas, a strip of country about twenty miles wide
by over one hundred long, in which there may be selected hundreds of
thousands of farms, equally favorable as to location, soil, climate, and all
the other natural requisites as are the farms above named. All that is
wanted to make these new locations as prolific, as beautiful and valuable
as those referred to, is the same amount of money, skill, and labor
bestowed upon them that these men have bestowed upon their valuable
homes. I will say further that a very large portion of all this land has
been surveyed, and can be bought of the Government and the railroad
company for from one dollar and a quarter to two dollars and a half per
acre.
Here are homes for the million, and those who under such circumstances remain long without homesteads are without excuse.
Our wool clip the last year was a little over fifteen million pounds,
while this year it will exceed twenty million. Never before did our
wool bear so good a reputation or bring so high a price in the markets
as at present.
By the cultivation of alfalfa or Chile clover upon our
sheep ranges the number of sheep may be greatly increased on the
same area of ground and the quantity enhanced and quality improved.
Silk culture is being entered into in all parts of the State, and bids fair
at no distant day to become one of our most important industries.
It is
estimated that there are now in this State two million five hundred
thousand mulberry trees, and the number will be greatly augmented
during the next Winter. During the past year a silk manufacturing
company, with abundant capital, has been organized in San Francisco,
and buildings for the factory arc nearly completed. This will stimulate
the industry by furnishing constant home market for the product, the
want of which has been a serious drawback to it heretofore.
It would give me great pleasure to go through the list of our agricultural products and show the rapid increase in each from year to
year, but space and time allowed in an opening address will not perin this

•

The whole subject of agriculture will be so thoroughly discussed
by the able speakers that are to address you from this stand during
the week, that it seems unnecessary for me to claim your attention
mit.

longer.

however, brieiky to refer to a subject which at the
of greater interest to California and all her producing
and industrial classes than any other. It is an evil which more than all
others discourages and defeats California energy and enterprise, and
disheartens and opposes California industry and labor. I refer to the
exorbitant and unwarranted demands of capitalists for the use of money.
In earlier days, when mining was the leading industry of the State
and gold its only product and export all the necessaries of life being
imported when men with pick, shovel, and rocker, could take from the
I feel called upon,

present time

—

is

—
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earth from ten to fifteen dollars a day each when the merchant could
realize from fifty to two hundred per cent profit every time he turned
his capital over, and money was worth from sixty to one hundred per
cent per annum, all seemed to go harmoniously on, for then wo had no
formidable competitor in our great and only staple export, and the
favors of fortune were so fickle and uncertain that none of the rules
that generally regulate the relation's of capital, enterprise, and labor,

seemed applicable

to us.

Since that time changes have been gradually taking place in our
ivhole industrial system and in our relations to and with the outer
world. The product of the mines has been gradually falling off, and
enterprise and labor have been seeking other channels of occupation.
The facilities of travel and comnferce and general intercommunication
between our State and other countries have been gradually increasing,
until with the completion of the overland railroad the revolution is
thorough and complete. To-day our great staple products are those of
agriculture and manufactures, and wherever, in whatever country,
whether at home or abroad, on the eastern or western continent, those
products seek a market, then they meet face to face and come in sharp
competition with similar products from other portions of the world.
Our wheat has to compete with wheat from South America, the
Atlantic States, Eussia, the Mediterranean, and all other wheat growOur wines find competitors in the Avines of Germany,
ing countries.
France, Italy, Spain, and Portugal. Our wool comes in contact principally with the wools of the Eastern States, Europe, and Australia, while
our silks have to make their way against the old silk growing countries
of Southern Europe and Asia; and our manufactures have to combat
the manufacturing capital, facilities, and skill of the Eastern States and

England.
Thus, nothing we now produce, nothing we now manufacture, can find
a market except against the ever present and ever pressing competition
of the world.

What then, I ask, must be the necessary conditions of prosperity and
success to our agriculture, our manufactures, and our commerce?
Our natural advantages for these great industries are not excelled by
any other country in the world. We have a soil and climate unsurpassed, our manufacturing facilities are equal to those of any other
country, and our location is in the direct path of the commerce of the
world. The skill and energy of our people is proverbial. Then what
more do we want to prosper, to excel? My answer is: cheap capital
and cheap

labor.

Give us the former and the latter will follow, for whenever there is
energy and enterprise in a country, and plenty of money at low rates of
interest, then all the necessary expenses of living will be cheap, and
labor will find constant employment and will be readily and cheaply
Capital in all ages and in all countries is proverbially timid
and slow to move, and in this State it seems willfully and stupidly blind
to the changes and improvements that a few }'ears have brought about.
What reason or sense is there that enterprise and industry in California
should be taxed for the use of capital from twelve to eighteen per cent,
while the same capital in Europe and the Atlantic States or any other
portion of the world cannot command but from three to six per cent
with the same classes of security? None whatever. And yet such is
the stubborn fact. And in this fact, above all others, lies the greatest
impediment to California's rapid settlement to the development of her

obtained.
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boundless resources, and to her upward and onward march to permanent
and substantial success and universal prosperity.
Ladies and gentlemen, permit me to say to vou who have not vet
visited the Park that the exhibition of line stock of all kinds has never
been equaled in California, if in any other State. The exhibition here
It speaks for itself.
With one third addiin this hall is before you.
tional space to our old building we have all full, and it would do credit
It gives me great pleasure again to congratulate you
to any country.
upon the favorable auspices under which the Fair for eighteen hundred
and seventy is ushered in. I bid you welcome to all its enjoyments
and to all its sources of study and improvement.
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ANNUAL ADDRESS.
DELIVERED BEFORE THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, SEPTEMBER
TEENTH, EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND SEVENTY.

By Hon. A. A.

Mr.

President, Ladles

and Gentlemen

SIX-

SAKGENT.

:

I congratulate you upon this annual gathering, this magnificent display, these evidences of prosperity of your society and of the State.
No one who has lived in California for years past, with but brief periods

of absence, can appreciate the effect produced upon the eastern visitor
or upon the Californian who has passed a year or more away, by first
Whatever is lovely in climate,
impressions, or fresh ones, of our Slate.
magnificent in scenery, beautiful in flower, or exuberant in fruit, however familiar to the constant resident, to the visitor or returned wanderer
is novel and enchanting.
A few weeks ago I passed through nearly every
State of the Atlantic seaboard, and thence westwardly from ocean to
ocean.
Through all the region which 1 traversed there was dust and
East of the Sierras the
drought, cloudless skies and suffering earth.
crops were burnl up, (he grass wilted by the wayside, and men looked
up to the unpitying heavens and Ion:;'*' for the rains so untimely withheld.
It may be that such a spectacle prepares for a more full appreciation of the advantages and excellences of this Stale.
The traveler
arriving here finds first the evergreens of the Sierra crowning with life
the granite peaks and doubly refreshing after the wide spaces he lias
In these broad valleys in midsummer he
traversed of sage ami desert.
finds the dust and drought that accompanied a blasted harvest in the
The golden harvest is gatheast, but not here the sign of destruction.
ered in, and the luscious fruits of Autumn astonish by their profusion
and perfection. He left sultry days, where exposure to the sun might
bring paralyzed imbecility or swift death, succeeded by steamy nights
in which unrest turns heavily after the labors of the day. and gains no
refreshment. Here he finds certainly an ardent mid-day sun that may
kiss eagerly but not treacherously, and refreshing nights that repair the
toils of the day by sweetest sleep.
If he is an agriculturist he hears
with astonishment of the yield per acre of cereals stories that revive
traditions of the Genessce, but are nowhere now paralleled.
He may
hear of partial failure of crops, but so broad is the State that universal
failure never occurs.
From foothill to valley, wherever he looks, he
I

—
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finds the bounties of nature prodigally displayed, as if this far west
bordering the sen had been chosen out as the favored of Providence for

the sunniest blessings and happiest destiny.
Compared with many of the Territories that have grown into noble
States, and still keep steadily on in growth and influence, California, in
location, climate, productiveness, in all natural advantages, is far superior.
Yet in population we are nearly stationary.
Bleak Minnesota
Iowa has five times our population. Our
outstrips us day by day.
census to-day will not reveal over six hundred thousand souls in the
State.
It would have shown nearly that number in eighteen hundred
and sixty if it had been carefully taken. 1 fear the present census does
not do us justice; but it approximates closer'to accuracy than that of
eighteen hundred and sixty.
Why are we not sharing more largely in
the fertilizing tides of European immigration?
Why do not colonies of
thrifty Germans and Swedes nestle in our valleys, or develop the large
capacity of our foothills for the vine, for silk, and wool? The mountain
valleys and all the lands on and near the Coast Range are admirably

adapted to grazing. Yet, so inadequate was our dairy farming last year
we imported from the East one million dollars worth of butter.
Chicago sent to us eggs. New York and Oregon sent dried fruit, though
millions of pounds of finer fruit than New York can produce under glass
rotted under our trees.
With the Muscat of Alexandria grapes in
abundance, we now import raisins. We make good candles, but we buy
more, as well as soap, and even cranberries. Oregon sugar-cures hams
for us.
The East furnishes us with much of our furniture. I need not
add to such a list. The showing is better than formerly; but we do not
yet improve our opportunities. For all these articles, as well as in stock
and sheep raising, in special industries, as silk culture and beet sugar
With such advantages our
production, California should be unrivaled.
State scarcely increases with the years.
The railroad spans the continent, competing with the steamers in furnishing cheap transportation to
immigrants, yet the State gains little in population, while its business
men lose by competition with more frugal dealers to the eastward.
Yonder plains should be covered with flocks of the ehoicest sheep, and
our hills with the finest cattle. Our wool clip should supply the world
Vel what aid has legislation
even more certainly than our wheat.
ever given to this end, or is even afforded by enlightened societies like
this.
Compare the speed programmes of agricultural fairs with the premiums for choice cashmere goats or Ayrshire or Alderney calves! We
must know our faults as a community in order to correct them. There
must be some cause for this tardiness of movement of population hitherward, which these industrial societies must discover and endeavor to
correct, or we shall find ourselves left far in the distance by our sister
communities. We certainly are not satisfied to wait until all the more
eastern States have become full hives to swarm upon us. Several generations will elapse before that can take place. With superior attractions
we should take the lead of them, and make the Pacific coast an empire
of wealth and power.
As I am not a practical agriculturist, you will not expect a dissertation on modes of improving stock, on fertilizers, or agricultural chemisBut a few observations may be acceptable upon the question so
try.
interesting to every farmer and to every business man of the State:
Why does not California, with all its attractiveness and productiveness,
that

grow more rapidly in population and development?
The first, and to my mind the strongest reason,

is

the difficulty of
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acquiring lands cheaply in this State. Years ago, before Americans
possessed this El Dorado,, the Spaniard obtained grants of all the lands
fanned by the sea breezes, where, the lord of vast tracts, he lived lazily,
surrounded by herds and dependents. When his possessions were afterwards confirmed to him or to speculators who fleeced him, these great
grants remained, and many remain, in very few hands, held at large
To
rates per acre, and forbidding close settlement and improvement.
supplement this system came fraudulent land grants, absorbing whole
California would be millions of dollars
counties, and often confirmed.
richer to-da}' had not the Mexican system of colonization been practiced
in it,'
provided the valleys and hillsides subjected to Mexican grants had
not been open to the second curse of our land sj^stem that of private
entry.
By this latter device millions of acres of public lands, such lands
as in Iowa and Minnesota sustain hundreds of thousands of farmers,
became the property of a few holders. I do not cavil at the speculators
who took advantage of ill-judged laws to add mile on mile to individual
possessions, and who now hold their cheaply acquired counties at high
I only lament the system that gave the opening for
prices per acre.
such speculation, and try to suggest a remedy. In some of the valleys
of this State a rider with fleet horses ma}' ride all day on one man's
Not a fence
land, acquired tor scrip or greenbacks at depreciated rates.
or plowed field will interrupt that race against time. All is virgin, but
desolate.
From neighboring mountains a copious crystal stream rushes
down, that could be carried over all these broad tracts, and redeem to
But no
fertility the barren square miles lying useless in the sun.
industry is at work. The speculator awaits a rise. He does not improve,
he speculates. -To a settler the sight might not be forbidding could he
purchase at near the price that the government fixes for its lands. But
he turns away where fifteen or twenty dollars per acre are charged and
goes back to bleak Minnesota, where the Winters nmy be cold, but land
is cheap.
Agents looking for land for colonies are thus repelled. Is it
any wonder that our State does not increase in population?
This absorption of vast tracts of valuable lands in a few hands is
contrary to the spirit of our hind laws and the genius of our institutions.
It is effected under color of a law that offers to any purchaser the
chance to buy waste lands which, alter reasonable opportunity for preemption and offer at public auction, are not taken. But the laws design
that settlers shall have ample opportunity first, and that lands shall not
go to private entry until the country is developed about them and they
are still refused.
This was the principle of the great preemption Act of
September, eighteen hundred and forty-one, which has disseminated
Our legislators at that period were
blessings throughout the country.
actuated by a noble spirit of liberality both to aliens and natives, not
That Act has done more toward the
forgetting the rights of women.
promotion of settlements in the vast regions of the northwest, and in
the development of their agricultural resources and interests, than all
other causes combined. Thousands and thousands of indigent families
have been enabled under it to obtain comfortable homes, and by means
of these settlements our western wilds have been subdued into civilizaBut
tion and covered b}r the farms of a prosperous and happy people.
in most of the fertile valleys of this State we have been totally deprived
These
of its benefits by a hasty system of surveys and offering of land.
lands are as effectually locked up to the indigent emigrant as are the
deer parks and rabbit pastures of the English lord.
One remedy for this condition of things is partial, but less satisfactory

—
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the longer delayed.
Congress should pass a law dedicating all the
remaining lands of California to homestead and preemption entry only.
This would save all lands not yet absorbed, and prevent the future
But the effective remedy is in the hands of the Legisoffering of lands.
A heav} land tax. rigidly
lature, and I suggest it with deference.
r

enforced, would make unimproved lands held for speculation cheaper,
and tend to break up the great tracts that now exclude settlement.
is not agrarian or unjust.
The theory of all property taxes is that
they are assessed upon the actual value of the property. If the landholder will not sell his unimproved lands for less than a certain price
per acre, that price should be assessed as the value of the land. The
remedy is gentle; the evil to be corrected is enormous. What greater
curse can the State suffer than to have diverted from it the tides of
population that would make its valleys rejoice and its waste places to
blossom as the rose? ~No one can doubt that our population to-day
would reach one million if every foot of land in the State at its birth
had been Government land, and sold to actual settlers only at one dollar
and twenty-five cents per acre.
Such Congressional legislation as I have suggested has already been
adopted by the House of Representatives; and a bill became a law at

This

the session just closed, which provides that lands subject to private
entry, withdrawn for railroad purposes and subsequently restored, shall
not by such restoration beeome again subject to private entry, but shall
be open to homestead and preemption only.
The importance of these considerations to the prosperity of the State
will be seen by one simple statement: out of about twenty millions
acres of public lands disposed of in this Stale, exclusive of grants in
aid of railroads, only a little over two millions have been sold to actual
settlers or conferred on them under the Homestead Act.
Scarcely more
than a tenth of the lands patented by the Government within our borders during the twenty years of our State existence has gone to actual
Nine tenths are held by large owners or have been peddled
settlers.
not right, then, in
out at ruinous prices to those who would buy.
saying that a principal reason for the slow growth in our population is
the difficulty of obtaining cheap lands in this State?
There are other difficulties in our anomalous land system which this
inay not be the place to dwell upon. The Sierras behind you are feathered with magnificent pines and oaks. From them largely you draw the
lumber for your fences, for your dwellings, perhaps the fuel that warms
you in Winter. Yet not a tree' can be lawfully cut down on Government lands, and there is no way in which the title can be obtained to
the lands from the Government. In those frost3r altitudes settlement
and preemption are impossible. The great industries pursued there,
resembling those of the piney woods of Maine, should be legalized by
legislation, and some cheap method devised by which title to the lands
may be obtained. The miner, working by the side of the lumberman,
has now an opportunity to make his claim his home, and will I trust
cease to be nomadic and become settled and contented, adding to the
stability and prosperity of the State.
While much may be achieved b}~ legislation in repairing the errors of
the past, and laying the foundation of a future prosperity, there are
Our business men
errors of practice of the present beyond its reach.
are learning a rude lesson from the new contact with eastern competition.
They are discovering the necessity of economy and retrenchment. Have not our farmers that lesson to learn also? Have they not
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more to learn, viz: that a farming community does not do wisely that
seeks chances of sudden wealth by over production of some one article
instead of diversifying its products and relying on smaller gains?
I
have called attention to the fact that one million dollars worth of butter
per year is imported into this State. Where are our dairy farmers? Are
they not all wearing out their lands to raise wheat to come in competition with all their neighbors, and make or lose as a bad or good crop
in Europe opens a foreign market?
Our broad acres sheared by machinery tempt to large farms and the cultivation of cereals. Would it
not be better to reduce the size of many farms and diversify the productions?
There is no reason why home-made butter should not expel
every pound of the imported article. Here you need not feed or shelter
your stock during Winter even. In the other States the stock must
be fed and sheltered nearly half the year.
The cost of production
should be so much less here that California should ship its butter and
cheese successfully by the railroad or Isthmus instead of importing it.
But this may not be hoped while our farmers see wealth only in wheat,
and neglect the diversified interests that make up agricultural industry
elsewhere.
The most vigorous protests have been entered of late by agricultural
authorities against the extensive and exhausting production of wheat
that characterizes California and some of the Western States. We are
assured that our soil is being rapidly and hopelessly exhausted. The
elements that go to make this cereal are the most precious constituents of
our soil. To raise twenty-five bushels of wheat on an acre strains the
capacity of that acre, and renders it less able to produce unless recruited
with appropriate plant food. Our rich new land rich in lime and
potassa, in the nitrates and phosphates produces more abundantly, but
every crop weakens the soil. For a few years the strong inducements
to sow a great breath of the productive soil, aided by implements of
modern agriculture, may make the farmer overlook the consequences.
But he is only eating out his fresh and fertile soil, and wasting the heritage of his children. The riches of our lands are drained to pour their
affluence into the sewers of London and Paris. Were I a practical farmer
I would press these facts and considerations with all my force
upon
your attention. As it is, I point to your best authorities who deprecate
the enormous, unvarying production of wheat, and prophesy barrenness
and desolation as a consequence. Is this the practical answer, " If so it
after us the deluge?'
The answer
is, we will get rich in the process
might have been characteristic of California in the past; but now let us
believe it has higher aims and principles.
Another drawback to our State is not the peculiar fault of our farmers
it pervades all classes.
It is that extravagance of life and ideas, born
of the flush days of the State, when the gold glittered among the grass
roots and wealth came and vanished like a dream. It is amusingly illustrated by the affected reluctance of some Californians when first visiting
the East to take small change, as unworthy their attention
an affectation that only makes them ridiculous.
It is also illustrated by the
exuberant, undiscriminating hospitality extended at first to all comers
here from the East, and often bestowed upon mercenary adventurers
or unappreciative selfishness.
The frank openheartedness of Californians was abused and frequently rewarded with sneers.
An instance
occurs to me of a person who was feted about this State and Nevada,
and treated with the utmost consideration and kindness, although he
had no claim to such attentions except as one of a party of early visitors.

—
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He

paid his debt by denouncing his generous entertainers in a public
speech as galloping to bankruptcy from their extravagance, and as havHe is a type
ing only selfish ends in view in their lavish hospitality.
merely of his class, and we have been privileged to receive and worthily
entertain many nobler men.
We have now as our guest a Californian
by association, one of the energetic founders of our State, illustrious for
brilliant achievements in the field, one of the great Generals of the
world, whose fame the future will never allow to die. To such, and to
the great statesmen of our country of any party tempted to visit us by
the completed road, our welcome may well be warm and appreciative.
But the fault of our unusual and overflowing generosity is that it is to
too great an extent undiscriminating. and is one of the evidences of a
luxurious extravagance that new business competitions must correct, or
we shall justify the prognostications of some of our guests and reach
the bankruptcy they predicted. This extravagance, of which the illustrations given are mere casual evidences, leads us as individuals and
communities to live up to or beyond our means, so that no fund is prepared for the future and wealth does not accumulate. A single bad
year, causing a complete failure of his crops, is apt to plunge a farmer
into distress, if not absolute bankruptcy.
Under the influence of the
prevailing habits the farmer is not satisfied with a living and slowly
coming wealth, with a small farm; he must add field to field and cultivate a great space, often bej^ond his capital, and where failure is disastrous.
Under their influence all classes rush into speculation and deal

articles and business of the most opposite character.
A dry goods
dealer speculates in wheat, a farmer in mines, a miner in fast horses.
Each to his trade, moderately prosecuted, would gain a livelihood thai
would be considered prosperous in other States. Here he fails in all
because he expands beyond his means and experience, deprives business
of his legitimate exertions, and depresses the State by his failures.
Another cause for the slow growth of this State is the anomalous condition of its labor market.
While wages are nominally higher here
than anywhere else perhaps in the world, and it would seem that
laborers, skilled and unskilled, would pour in here in vast numbers and
set in motion every wheel of industry and develop every latent resource,
in fact the influx of laboring men is very limited and the encouragement
It is not because we have not
offered for their presence is very slight.
vast fields yet unshorn, fair as the sun looks upon; not because there
are not a hundred branches of manufacturing and mechanical industry
that need to be established or extended; not because remunerative mines
for moderate expectations are not to be found.
The State needs labor;
is able to reward it; why does it not come hither?
It is in a measure
because the wages of labor here are only nominally higher than elsewhere. In reality they are lower. While the artisan or laborer is
employed he obtains a high price for his labor. But if the weeks and
months of idleness are counted, he gains less than his brother in the
East.
The rate of payment for the time employed is jealously insisted
As many
on, while the loss by want of occupation is overlooked.
enterprises that would give steady employment to thousands fail or are
not commenced under the present system, the artisan may ask himself
if there is not some radical error in the dealings of labor and capital
within his power to correct. To repair or build a ship in San Francisco
costs at least twenty-five per cent more than in New York, while the
Is it strange that our shipcost of living on this coast is now cheaper.
wrights are unemployed, when all the commerce of the Pacific might be
in
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If it is confessed that there is a general aim of
tributary to them?
workmen to do the least work for the most money, the reason is given
why enterprise languishes and capital is dormant or removed from the

and Chicago will do our casting, New York
them where possible, the East supply our
manufactures, and the world combine against our prosperity. It is
oatural that there should be the same unwillingness on the part of labor
to adapt itself to the new order of things as that which distinguishes
employers. It is the necessary outgrowth of our isolated and prosperous past. There is need for all classes to recognize the inevitable, and
bring alike their expenditures and their expectations down to the present
capacity of the State. Outside pressure and home distress will force

Adopt this principle
build our ships, and repair
State.

us to this in spite of ourselves if we do not divert the necessity; while
there is an alternative of a better and more durable prosperity if we
heed the obvious lessons of the present.
Many have seen a solution of the labor question in the employment of
Chinese, who furnish a fair article of labor, skilled and unskilled, at
This may be a temporary relief to
which white men cannot subsist.
else would halt indefinitely.
capital, and may forward enterprises that
But I am not able to concur in the opinion that the immigration in large
numbers of this people is desirable. A slower growth of a community,
with the elements in it only of Christian civilization, seems to me far

Would
preferable to rapid development by an alien, heathen population.
not twenty-five stalwart German or Scandinavian emigrants, with their
families, be better for the real interests of the- State than the whole
If the object of society is merely to
Chinese population of I street?
accumulate wealth in the hands of an upper class, and have the laborer
the mudsill if American civilization and republican institutions could
coexist with such a theory and practice then it might be well to crowd
every avenue of labor with Asiatics, and rejoice in the cultivation of the
last inch of soil, the working of the deepest mine, the guidance of every
wheel of industry by the adroit Chinese to the exclusion of white labor.
But while white laborers need employment, as they always will, while
their families must live and their children be educated, while Europe
otters to us every year hundreds of thousands of emigrants of cognate
languages, religion, civilization, and hopes, it may be well to husband
our undeveloped resources for the profitable employment of the future
rather than exhaust them beyond the needs of the present. The census
now being taken will show some remarkable facts in the movements of
The crowded Atlantic States have sent out their enterpopulations.
prising young men and women to the West in great numbers, while
Europe has furnished its best populations to create new homes there. The
national development during the past ten years has been enormous. Here,
we have been stationary, our population probably diminishing, unless the
decrease has been supplied by Chinese importations. Not so the West.
population easily resolving itself into the mass of American society,

—

—

A

readily acquiring our language, honoring our institutions, worshiping

our God, unexcelled in industry and skill, has spread like a flood over
the broad Western prairies, fertilizing like the swellings of the sacred
Cities have sprung up all over the land, tied together in every
river.
There has been haste of developdirection by lines of busy railways.

The stumps of the original forest are seen in the streets;
it is true.
But there is life, and labor,
the prairie mud is innocent of macadam.
and sure advancement, and contentment. There is the life and beauty
The school house and the church nestle
of Christian civilization.

ment
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the cottages, or rise in grainier proportions in the cities.
Is not
development, which is natural in its order, and without limit ot
duration or capacity as long as this land is freer than Europe, and has
that which Europe lacks, undeveloped resources open to the enterprise
of the laborer, and lands untitled, asking him to accept them as a home;
is not such sui*c and essentially American
development better than that
which could possibly be obtained by transporting the Asiatic on any
terms to occupy those fields and exclude their prospective possessors?
Take Iowa, a new and thriving Western State, built up by the means
which I have indicated. Would it not he undesirable to see its population retrograde to the level of Chinese, however industrious the latter
may be? I need not fill up such a picture; much beside industry is
needed to make a desirable community in this land. Yet there is no
practical difference in the result between the recession of an American
community back to the level of Chinese and the displacing or anticipation of such a community by Chinese.
In a few words, the growth of
American and the influx of European population is developing our
resources healthily and rapidly; and it is better for us and our posterity that these causes which have made us a great nation should have
unimpeded sway.
But these considerations give no warrant for the appeals of shallow

among
this

or artful demagogues, who would stir up the reckless or ignorant to
murder or expel the Chinese, or make their presence here the theme of
I have no fear that the Chinese will greatly
partisan declamation.
increase in numbers here or in the other States if stringent laws against
the importation of coolies are passed.
~No political party desires to
encourage their presence; no political economist would deny that the
population of this countiy by races kindred to our own is to be desired
in prefei'ence to it by those which are so incapable of assimilation.
The
remedy for wmatevcr evils their presence entails will be found when the
question is not made the hobby of party, but is dispassionately considered; and that remedy will not be found by erecting a Chinese wall
around ourselves, not by suspending trade and treaties with China and
Japan, and not in the torch, the bludgeon, or the pistol of the bully and
assassin.
I believe that the remedy for the presence itself of the Chinese
is
largely in the hands of these whose only resource is their labor; and
that they should learn that excessive wages for little work prevents the
employment of capital, and with it the employment of labor; or else
drives the former, even against its will, to resort to an}^ cheaper labor
that offers.
While these are truths for the laborer to estimate, there are others
for the capitalist as imperative.
The safety and well being of society
depends on the intelligence and comfort of the laboi'ing classes. A rate
of wages that starves the artisan's family, or prevents the education of
his children, and does not enable the industrious worker to lay by of his
savings for sickness or old age, is un-American, degrading and intolerable.
Our institutions can only be perpetuated by the continued intelThe most numerous class of society will always
ligence of all voters.
be those who furnish the skill or muscle for the many revolving industries of civilization.
They are the workers, and by their numbers,
under our form of government, they are the ones who choose rulers and
determine the destiny of the Republic. They cannot fulfill the duties
of citizenship on the wages of peons or coolies.
Their relation to the
State demand of them education and virtue, which are only to be expected
of those who have the means furnished by a fair share of the profits of
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exchange for their labor and skill to bring education, comfort,
and advancement within their reach. This has been the American
theory. Under it the industrial classes have developed men of inventive genius, ranking among the most eminent of the industrial benefactors of mankind, and furnished constant improvements in every branch
of mechanics. It has fostered independence of labor; it has prevented
class distinctions; it has made ambition and elevation the right of every
one; it has been the parent of virtue, intelligence, and patriotism; it
cannot be superseded andihis country remain a Republic, where rights
and benefits are reciprocal.
capital in

I am not of those who believe that the stagnation of business here
Were it so business
has been caused by our use of a metallic currency.
should have revived rapidly as gold and greenbacks came to equality in
value.
We have escaped the fluctuations that alternately excited and
depressed business in the East, and changed values so rapidly that no
fortune was stable. Except so far as our gold may have been shipped
to speculate in the gambling operations of the New York money
markets, we have been saved from the losses entailed b}~ a depreciatingcurrency, inevitably followed at last by depreciating property. Bat the
speculations of the gold room have not been more excited and unreasoning than many of those which for years have captivated our people, and
drained us dry of our wealth. This State seems to have overlooked the
necessity of developing its own imperial mineral resources to invest
millions in every distant bubble that folly or fraud flashed before the
What untold wealth our people have buried in Mexico!
public eye.
How many productive mines would have been opened at home; how
many farms made fertile out of waste lands, with the labor and cost of
Eraser River! With recent White Pine it is too soon to say that our
people have learned to resist such excitements; but it is indisputable
that the legitimate business of the State will languish, and its growth in
wealth and population be retarded until such unhealthy excitements
lose their power over our people.
There are causes beyond our control which have injured the growth
Surface mines that yielded largely are worked out.
of our State.
Partial droughts have injured our harvests.
We have helped to popuPut the causes I have named
late neighboring States and Territories.
are the results of our own improvidence, recklessness, and cupidity. We
may make the next decade tell a different story, or we may still lag
behind our younger sisters in the Union in growth and prosperity.
It is gratifying to know that our great resources are unimpaired, that
our land is fertile as Eden, our opportunities unexcelled. We have at
our feet all the elements of a grand empire. We have but to build with
the materials shaped to our hands. Our climate and soil are varied
infinitely, and produce in perfection whatever elsewhere is a specialty.
Need I so say with this display around us? Here is the lavish abundance of cultivated nature the fruits and flowers of this productive soil
and genial clime. Our State will produce cereals and vegetables of every
the orange as
kind, fruit of ev^ery variety including those of the tropics
well as the apple; the date and fig as well as plum and peach; the grape
for raisins and wine; the mulberry for silks; even the tea and coffee that
we use; the finest wool in the world; coal, and granite, and timber;
horses, and sheep, and cattle in perfection; and all this makes the future
of the State to the agriculturist full of encouragement.
Here is but the

—
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dawn

of a golden future, where true prosperity will be founded on the
sure basis of exhaustless agricultural resources, by patient, intelligent
industry. But each decade shows tbat in the "United States, notwithstanding the abundance and cheapness of virgin soil, the advantages of
climate, the increased facilities for transportation to available markets,
and the independent condition of our farmers and planters, tbat the ratio
of increase of agricultural products of the United States is in general far
below that of the increment of population, accession of territory, extension of commerce, manufactures, internal improvements, and the modern
appliances for economizing labor. The first employment of man in a
new State is the cultivation of the soil, save in exceptional cases. As
Providence so
population multiplies, industries become diversified.
orders it, that the cultivation of a small part comparatively of the earth's
surface will sustain its inhabitants, and so gives opportunity for the
multiplied employments that characterize civilization. Hence, as communities increase in density and prosperity, numbers resort to the arts,
to manufactures, to mining, and other useful pursuits.
As these industries multiply, the demand for the produce of the earth annually
increases; and to meet this demand a corresponding tillage and application of labor to the soil, guided by science, intelligence, and modern
improvement, necessarily follows. Therefore, while agriculture is the
basis of all prosperity of the State, it is itself dependent for its highest
prosperity on the development of other interests to furnish profitable
markets. In this view it is a matter of congratulation that the manufacturing interests of this State have vindicated their ability to live and
compete with their foreign rivals, and that some of them have even commenced to make their way in eastern markets. Our woolen mills, our
great boot and shoe factories, our sugar refining, our manufactures of
wooden ware, cordage, leather, carriages, iron, etc., are all tributary to
the agricultural interest, in the most profitable form.
The resources of
the State in this direction are beyond estimate, with all Asia and Central
and South America for a market.
Our mines of precious metals, especially heavy placer washings, are
little understood and appreciated as a source of permanent wealth.
The
light placers have been exhausted.
They gave sudden wealth to a fleeting population, which had not the skill or energy to discover or work
the great gravel deposits laid ages ago in the deep beds of ancient
streams, and which are now hidden by later-formed hills and cut through
by more recent streams. Hundreds of feet below the roots of hoary
trees the gold store reposes, requiring patience and energy to find and
develop it. But it is the result of my observation in the mines that the
great placer deposits of this State arc scarcely scratched after twenty
years of mining, and will not be worked out for ages. Here, as in every
other business and profession, experience and skill are needed for success.
Most of the failures in mining have arisen from the running of
useless tunnels in the wrong places, where intelligent miners would not
risk a dollar.
Many of them have been occasioned by extravagant

expenditures by men who never saw a mine until called to superintend
the opening or working of one.
We sutor ultra crepidam. Such work
should be left to miners.
For the development of this great interest
cheap and abundant water is needed. Capital judiciously expended in
mining and furnishing water facilities could not fail of reward. Not
one sixth of the available water of the mountains is diverted to the use
of the mining communities. Yet, if you ask the inhabitants of an}- of
those counties what is needed to develop the deep mines profitably, and
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irrigate the orchards and gardens, to make their region again thriving
and populous, and he will say, "It is water." Many of these observations apply to quartz mining, which is and will be for generations a
Thus the great industry that gave the
profitable pursuit of the State.
first impulse to the settlement of the State is yet one of its most deserving and promising interests, and must not be omitted or underrated in

calculating its resources.
Sitting within the unfolded doors of the Golden Gate, our commerce
should bring to us tribute from the opulent East, and direct to us that
vast trade which flows in currents as naturally as rivers run to the sea,
wherever it flows depositing riches. Our ships were driven from the
ocean partially by English cruisers, but kept-from it by the impossibility
of competition in the foreign carrying trade with the heavy taxation
necessary to the late war and the reestablishment of public credit.
The extraordinary expenses of war are happily over, and a partial
reduction of the debt, demonstrating that the nation can, if it pleases,
extinguish it, has so firmly founded the national credit that only a few
With this condition of things Congress
partisans advocate repudiation.
felt able to add a lengthy free list to the tariff, to reduce the duties on a
multitude of articles, to abolish all internal revenue taxes except on
spirits and tobacco, and a modified income tax, which ought also to be,
and I think will be soon, abolished. The reductions to take effect
during the next year amount in round numbers to eighty millions of
With this burden off the industry of the country we can build
dollars.
and sail ships more cheaply than at any period during the past eight
years, and 1 trust we may soon see American commerce prosecuted in
American bottoms, and that we may do a part of the carrying trade of
the world. Everything that aids foreign commerce builds up our city
by the sea, and so far furnishes a market for our products. But I do
not think that that object is obtained by a license to buy ships abroad,
or transfer foreign lines of mail steamers under our flag, leaving the
organizations which own and manage them and absorb their profits,
unchanged. Such a measure, coupled with another admitting duty free
all articles that go into the manufacture of ships, with a corresponding
bounty where the materials are of American production, might be the
So inseparably woven together are all
dictate of wise statesmanship.
our interests, so much does the farmer, the miner, the merchant, and the
manufacturer each depend on the other, and so much does the prosperity of each go to make a grand total for our noble State, that these
observations may not be deemed misplaced on such an occasion as this
when the products and interests of the whole State pass in review.
have reason for thankfulness that, despite the errors of the past and
some slight depression of the present, the review is so favorable and the
prospect for the future so bright.
Finally, my friends, I congratulate 3^011 that our continent is at peace;
that we may work out our destiny undisturbed by moving armies, by
carnage, famine, and fire. Our peaceful homes are not leveled by deadly
missiles, our harvest fields are not trodden red in the blood of men and
r
steeds, our } oung men and adults are not summoned to fight, our wives
and sisters not left to weep. The horrible war that tramples France in
the dust, and makes two great peoples contend in hate and suffer
wounds beyond estimate, may be the legitimate contest between the
aspiration tor German unity and the resistance imposed by traditional

We
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Or it may arise from deeper causes from race
balance of power.
Whatever the causes of the franantipathies, or i*eligious antagonisms.
tic slaughter, let us rejoice that we are a united people, with united
interests, and that no such desolation can overwhelm our fair land, or
reverse the advancing hand on the dial that indicates our growth in
Christian civilization.
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ADDRESS.
DELIVERED BEFORE THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY AT THE ANNUAL
FAIR, SEPTEMBER EIGHTEENTH, EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND SEVENTY.

By

EZRA

S.

CASE, M.

D., L. L. D., Professor of
in the University of California.

Agriculture,

etc.,

In coining before you to-day I feel that this should be for us not only
a festival, but a day of thanksgiving; that it is our privilege to turn from
the ghastly panorama of death unfolded in other lands from harvests
laid waste and homes made desolate
to these triumphs of industry.
And because our own country has so lately passed through the same
desolating fires we are the better able to appreciate by contrast the
supreme blessings of peace.
These reunions of the "Soldiers of the Plow" are of far greater value
than a careless observer would supjjose. The State Fair is not only the
great industrial holiday, the annual exhibition of our productiveness and
skill, but it is the germinating ground of a thousand new ideas, and the
grave of as many mistaken and erroneous ones. I think in this and
and their social bearings, bringing hundreds of isolated communities into
contact around the centre of a common interest and experience, lies
And I do not see why they are not as profitable to
their chief value.
the trader, the capitalist, the political economist, and the schoolmaster,
as they are to the farmer.
There never has been a time when the best
efforts of the willing hand and thinking brain were more inrperiously
demanded. Our flagging commerce, the agent of our industries, is
having a breathing spell in which to ponder the philosophy of trade as
well as its mutations. The capital of Europe is hiding itself as if in fear.
It is a time when such words as labor, wealth, competition, and cooperation are apt to take new significations.
It is from sources like these voluntaiy assoeiations of industry that
the facts are to be gathered which shall lift these questions into the
elevated regions of science.
In coming before you to-day and witnessing such proofs that you
understand the value of agriculture, as the foundation of all other culture, of State and national prosperity, I feel that I would greatly prefer
to play the part of listener.
But as the arnry scout who goes before to
report obstacles in the way of progress, the strength and force of the
enemy, claims no fitness for generalship, so I, who do not own a foot of

—
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land, offer you some reflections upon the needs of agriculture, and especially
upon the needs of agricultural communities, which I have gathered during
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many

years experience. Bast and West, as one of the pioneers of indus-

trial education.

might claim tor myself as early and intimate an acquaintance with
as the sage of the New York Tribune, for I have plowed
where plowing was anything but a pleasure ride over fields of flowers,
and mowed among bowlders and Canada thistles, where every bushel of
corn cost more patience and muscle than a shipload of California's grain.
I could match Mr. Greeley's experience on the barren hills of New
Hampshire with my own on the Manor of Bensselaer. I also know the
hardness of farm work and its unattractiveness to the young; and yet,
at the summit of life, where I can survey both the ground passed over
and the way I have still to tread, I can say there is no calling as useful,
or on the whole as pleasurable, and none which, rightly understood and
followed, will call into so active exercise the whole range of human
I

this pursuit

faculties.

I believe this is the testimony of the best minds in all ages, and the
question has become one of vital importance to the nation: "How shall
we educate our youth so that there shall be more farmers and more
mechanics in the land, and how shall we raise these pursuits to the rank
they deserve in the hierarchy of industries?" It is useless to eulogize
callings whose votaries forsake them Avith every opportunity and whose
children turn from them with disgust.
Congress might give every acre of the public domain to found agricultural and industrial colleges, making them not only free, but giving
a bonus of public lands as a reward of attendance, and still their halls
will remain empty, until the relations of labor to human nature are
understood and carried into practice; until the farmer, out of his sense
of privation, loss, failure, and onesidedness, shall resolve that his children be as carefully cultured as his fields, that they shall grow up in
pleasant homes, and be laying up. if not dollars and cents, "capital for
after pleasures of thought and memory."
Let us reason together about this business of agriculture, wherein it
fails to meet the demands of human nature, and wiry, in California espeto the lower class of foreigners for the permanent
cially, we are looking
It
tillers of our soil, and the supports of our most important industries.
does not seem possible that the energizing, civilizing forces which

pushed westward from New England. Virginia, and Carolina, displacing
might}' forests by fields of waving grain, are so far spent that we must
depend upon other lands for their renewal. It cannot be that the old
spirit which planted the wilderness with homes of freemen has departed
from us and left nothing but greed of weath and love of show. And
men of the country
yet, how many of the so called liberally educated
would be willing to look to a trade as a means of livelihood, and how
many young lad}' graduates of our female seminaries and high schools
We arc beginare expecting to become farmers and mechanics' wives?
ning to see that there can be no healthy, living community without
plenty of farmers and mechanics, that the factory and farm must be
brought together, and that the salvation, not to say civilization, of California depends upon this.
The first thing which the European emigrant seek to possess is land.
It makes no difference from what part of the country he comes; Irish.
Welsh, Swede, or German, the sentiment has been wrought into every
fibre of his mental and physical constitution that he is nobody without
He sees in it the foundation of wealth, of all distinction, and
land.
family pride, and not until thoroughly Americanized does he come to
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a source of speculation.
Something of this old fashioned sentiin
the
ment came over
May Flower, and got planted on the James River,
but in our migrations across the continent has become sadly diluted. It
the higher classes of society,
certainly does not now, as then, distinguish
and if at this day we look for a hearty, genuine love for the land, we
shall find it among the humbler classes of emigrants, whose wants have
taught them its real value.
The whole Valley of the Rock River in Wisconsin and Illinois is one
of almost unequalled fertility, and within my own remembrance has

regard

it

been twice colonized, first by settlers from New York and New England,
the crest of the wave which in receding peopled Michigan (and which toalmost identical with those
day makes its moral and mental atmosphere
Germans and Scandinavians. The first came
States), and secondly by
in and took up extensive tracts of land which they cropped year after
and returning nothing to the soil.
year with wheat, burning their straw,
of the openings, and the climate being
timber
the
down
cut
spare
They
then considered unfavorable for fruit growing, left nothing in its place.
By the time their farms were well fenced, comfortable houses and barns
erected, they discovered that the crops were not.as heavy as formerly,
there were more frequent droughts, more "chinch bugs; many of the
to Missouri, Kansas, and the Pacific Coast.
pioneers sold out and moved
Meanwhile the hardy Norwegian and German emigrants, who coming
desirable sections of wild land, saving in
later, had taken up the less
of manure, planting trees and vines, and
fashion
scrap
every
European
and neighborhoods, have been
gathering more closely into communities
able in many cases to buy out these improved American homesteads,
until in some locations the entire nationality has been changed, certainly
not for the worse, if the accumulated increase o:' population and the value
of the land is considered. Wisconsin, Iowa. Minnesota, and more lately
Missouri have gained immensely in gaining this home making element.
For whatever reason the love of country life, which has been a characteristic of our blood and race, has so greatly lessened then, it is
While the laboring millions of England stand in
greatly to he deplored.
an almost menacing attitude before her few hundred landholders, and
are forced to emigration as their only resource, our own youth voluntathe modest secure gains of steady industry to the
rily turn away from
uncertainties of city life and the excitements of speculation.
How can we bring about a change in this respect and develop a
r
higher sentiment for that which in older lands represents not onl} a certain amount of money, but social standing, leisure, and culture?
I believe the only way to do this is to educate our youth, boys and
for those pursuits, to provide liberally for such educagirls, into a respect
in every possible way the social enjoyments and
tion, and to multiply
embellishments of rural life.
We must take the social nature of man into the account, and not
expect our children, at the age when social attractions are the strongest,
to dig and delve, and endure the privations which were common under
When I remember how often the growa former condition of things.
ing boy was overworked, the short time he had for study and recreation, the disadvantages with which he entered cultivated society, I do
not wonder that the farmer's son turns to other occupations; or that the
ceaseless household cares of the farmer's wife, in homes where beauty
has not softened the hard outlines of utility, homes without music,
books, or flowers, should discourage and disgust her daughters.
Men have left the farm because the refinements of life, its higher
'
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relations and enjoyments have been lost sight of. and because the demand
for educated men in other callings has been greater than the supply.

We

must change

all this.

We

must become

less

greedy of money, more

craving of neighbors than of acres; we must apply the principles of
cooperation in the purchase and use of machinery as a small beginning
in the direction of social agriculture.

When capitalists abandon speculation and engage in promoting and
diversifying industry; when farmers can purchase and own the lands
they cultivate, and not till then will agriculture take the place it deserves
in the scale of human activities.
The time when all these fertile valleys
and foothills are covered with happy homes need not be so far away.
In southern California, Anaheim furnishes a good illustration of the
advantages of social over isolated settlements. The rapid growth of
such places as Vineland, New Jersey, proves that there is a genuine
love for rural life in the communitj^ when it can be obtained without
the loss of social privileges. And the growing tendency of city population toward suburban life, as shown in the formation of our numerous
homestead associations; is another proof that nature is still consistent
with herself.

Here horticulture, the original fine art, which weaves a Aveb of beauty
around the lowliest home, becomes the uniting link between city and
country. The cultivation of a small garden spot, its harvest of pure
and simple pleasures begets a longing for the wider fields and freer life
of the farm. I rejoice in the almost universal evidence of this taste.
To the stranger in California the clump of lilies blooming in mid winter
by every cottage door, the flowering vines wreathed around porch and
window, arc a more irresistible attraction than the gold of her mines or
the wealth of her commerce.
to

But no social organization, however perfect and attractive, will suffice
permanently elevate our industries. This can come only through

education.
I am aware that there is a prejudice against " book farming," and that
mother wit and plenty of manure are in older sections of the country
considered the great essentials of successsful agriculture. That kind of
farming has had its day, just as pans and rockers have had their day in
mining. When you think that science is simply the record of experience
in these matters, the history oi experiments and of their results
when
you think whether it would be gain or loss to have all the agricultural
journals and manuals removed, ail statistical information withheld, and
the transmission of the most valuable knowledge this age is gaining left
to tradition
you are prepared to estimate what science has done and is
doing for us. Still more, my practical friend, go back to the implements
which your great grandfather, who was " no fool, sir," hoed and bar
vested and "thrashed" with.
Buy a little wheel and a big wheel, and a
reel and loom and dye tub tor your wife, and after using them faithfully
for a year, come back and tell me what you think of the service which
inventors of machinery and improvers of varieties of plants, and men sent
out by our institutions and learned societies to find whatever new ami

—

—

precious thing can be impressed into man's service, have done for the
world.
When I meet a mechanic who is inclined to depreciate the value of
"
education, who points to " successful men
who have made their lucky
hits without it, and who is inclined to follow his calling in a mindh
empirical way, realizing none of the relations of his pursuits to great
material and social laws, I say: " My friend, all your interests are at the
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—

of men who have built up vast fortunes, secured to
themselves vast monopolies, made peace and war in spite of you, burdened you with taxation because yonr craft is only handicraft. A wise

mercy of others

—

foresight toward self-preservation

will

drive

you

to education, if all

other motives fail."
It is true there has been a great gulf between the abstract and practical sides of agricultural science in past years, but this is being rapidly
bridged over in our own country, and I propose to show you how much
more extensively in those countries where agriculture is the most successful and its pursuit most signally honored.
You are aware that in Prussia the Government requires that every
child be educated, assuming it to be the right and duty of the State to
protect itself from ignorance as well as crime. She enjoys the enviable
reputation of being first among nations in this respect. All Germany,
Austria, and of late Russia, are following her example in educating their
farmers and mechanics as well as their lawyers, doctors, and clergymen.
To insure this they have established special schools, with every appliance of land, buildings, and apparatus, taking students from the higher
classes of the public schools or otherwise, and training them for their
pursuits as superintendents, overseers, or laborers. A description of
one of these schools, which has served for a model for the rest of Europe,
will suffice for
" The

all.

"
Royal Land and Forest Academy of Wurtemburg is situated
at Hohenheim, a few miles from Stuttgardt.
You would find there a
large farm adjoining a Government forest of five thousand acres (these
practical Germans know the importance of taking care of and cultivating
forest trees), of which some twenty acres are divided into one hundred

plats used for experimental purposes, kvhereon questions pertaining to
soils and their treatment, and methods of treatment of new plants, are
A botanical garden covering several acres exhibits all the varitested.
eties of plants which can be grown in that climate.
There is a beet
sugar factory, a brewery, a distillery, a starch factory, a vin^ar factory, a malting and fruit growing establishment, a silkworm establish-

ment, and machine shops where agricultural implements are manufactured—for here the best models for Germany are found. The studies
are carried on in connection with actual practice in the field and forest,
and embrace the general principles of agriculture, composition and
quality of soils, special plant culture, meadow culture, grape, hop, and

tobacco culture, fruit culture, vegetable culture, breeding of domestic
animals in general, horses, cattle, sheep, and smaller animals; silk culParallel with
ture, bee culture, dairying and practical farm business.
this practical instruction there is carried along through the course of
study, arithmetic and algebra, bookkeeping, a knowledge of the laws
and principles of taxation, physics, general and agricultural chemistry,
geology, vegetable physiology and zoology, veterinary science, and the
study of foreign trees and their uses.
In the higher departments you will find the sons of the gentry fitting
themselves for the general management of estates; ambitious young
men of the middle class fitting themselves for stewards; lower down, the
sons of peasants, between the ages of fourteen and eighteen, who wish
to become familiar with the routine of farm work, and who spend three
or four hours in study and the rest in actual labor.
Any one can have instruction in the special subjects taught. Besides,
13
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there is a course of three weeks of public school vacation, in which
common school teachers are posted up in the general principles of agriculture,
an example I greatly wish we might imitate in this country.
Nor is this all, or even the greater part of what those enlightened
Governments are doing for the promotion of agriculture. Scattered
through various neighborhoods are what are called experimental
stations, where from twelve to twenty acres are divided into small
sections for experiments iu fertilizers, rotation of crops, etc., with a
chemical laboratory and professor attached; with accommodations for
animals, that questions of breeding, feeding, fattening, etc., may be

authoritatively settled.
What I have said of Prussia is also true of Austria. But Russia, of
all European States, has in the last few 3r ears pushed her efforts in this
direction to the grandest results, making a chain of agricultural schools
from St. Petersburg to the Caucasus. In eighteen hundred and fifty-six
the first of these was founded at Gorigoritz, and since then special
schools have been established for special cultures, such as flax, silk, etc.,
according to the soil, climate, habits, and needs of the people. To the
"
great academy of
Agriculture and Forestry," near Moscow, the Government makes an annual appropriation of one hundred thousand
dollars.
In Caucasia the tuition is not only made free, but small
incomes are secured to the students, ranging from forty dollars for the
first year to eighty dollars for the fourth and last.
What have we to show in comparison with all this? Until within a
very few years there has been no State patronage of agriculture, except
the little that could be accomplished by State societies organizing
annual exhibitions and Fairs, which have been nearly or quite self-supporting.

The National Bureau, at Washington, restricted by inadequate appropriations and seriously interrupted by the war, has nevertheless steadily
worked on in building up a vast repository of all useful information
respecting agriculture in all its branches. This economic knowledge has
been freely dispensed through its reports. It has gathered seeds and
cuttings from every part of the globe, directed public attention to new
objects, and has its corps of observers and reporters investigating the
most important subjects of climates, soils, fertilizers, and destructive
insects.
Every farmer ought to feel the importance of a representation
which will foster and sustain this long neglected branch of the public
It is all
service, and to keep himself informed with regard to its work.
the more important because our sj^stem of agriculture, like our system
of Government, must be developed according to new conditions, and not
in a blind imitation of foreign models.
With the exception of efforts made in Michigan and one or two other
States, the subject of agricultural education was practically ignored in
this country until Congress, by the Act of July second, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, gave to each of the States the means of founding
The object of
{not of sustaining) institutions having this for their object.
this grant was, without a doubt, to make more farmers and mechanics, and
not, as I have heard it claimed, to educate the sons of farmers and
mechanics. Were the latter all that was contemplated, it would be
right to hitch an agricultural professor or two to some existing college
feeder of the professions, and take the income of the grant as a quid pro
quo; but I know of no reason why Congress should educate your son
morejjthan your doctor's, but I do see a vei'y good reason for establishing
great manufactories of intelligent industry. This Congress has aimed

—
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to do, and to its credit be it said, in the darkest hour of the struggle to
preserve the national existence.
The amount of benefit which each State will receive depends entirely
upon the intelligent administration of the fund thence derived, the good
faith in which the spirit of the act is carried out, and the hearty cooperation of the people.
The proceeds from the sale of the lands has not
yet been sufficient to put any of the institutions founded upon or assisted
by the grant in full working order. The Empire State having the largest
representation got the lion's share, and had a citizen rich and public
spirited enough to add to the endowment five hundred and fifty thousand
dollars cash, thus relieving the necessity for an immediate sale of the
lands, which, carefully selected and located under his supervision, now
exceed in value two and a half millions of dollars!
Ezra Cornell has thus, with the help of the General Government,
founded an institution where " any man can receive instruction in any
study" a college for the whole people. Where is the Ezra Cornell of
the Pacific coast?
The State of California, accepting her share of the Nation's gift, has
by a wise legislation made it the foundation of one of the colleges of the
State University.
The University completes the State educational
system, and is the e*rown and summit of that noble- edifice of free
instruction which guaranties to every child the general culture and
special training uecessary to energize and economise, to lighten and
enlighten all labor. This is as it should be, but it is not for the interest
of California, it is not for the interest of her farmers and mechanics, that
the matter should end here.
There are colleges enough for general culture; every denomination
has its own, where the common legacy of literature and science is
i*eceived through some of the many colored theological lenses, and of
whose graduates it is estimated that not more than one per cent ever fill your
ranks.
West of the Eocky Mountains there was not one industrial college ready to take your children from the public or high school, so that
every step may tell upon their life business, and at the same time show
them its wide relation to other pursuits and to the public welfare thus

—

fitting

them

for citizenship.

Nor was

there until October third, eighteen

hundred and seventy, a single school, or college, or university adapted for
the suitable training of farmers or mechanics'' wives.
I am ashamed that
in matters of education we have so
long behaved as if it were better for
man to be alone in his higher life, condemning him to an intellectual
celibacy.
this accounts for the unproductiveness
of his work, but from whatever other

and unprofitableness
walk of life we may
exclude woman, she is as indispensable to the last as she was to the
first farmer.
And if ever toil and care lose their wrinkles and labor is
ennobled and sanctified, it will be through her help and ministry; nor
will the higher education ever be complete until the science of housewifery is as thoroughly taught as the science of husbandly.
The University of California proposes to furnish all the youth of the
State with a theoretical education leading towards industrial pursuits, and
to exhibit the practical applications of science to the culture of our
varied products, the development of our mineral w ealth, and our manuIt makes this education forever free, and admits
factures.
young
women to all its general and special advantages.
Its competitive
scholarships are open to all.

Perhaps

of so

much

T
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In organizing the University our Begents have followed the highest
standards and Americanized the best models, but to carry on their work
and realize their designs they must have the hearty and intelligent cooperation of the people.
It is proposed to gather at the University, at convenient seasons,
those interested in special cultures for mutual instruction and encouragement, a work as indispensable as that accomplished by Teachers' Institutes for the public schools.
It proposes to furnish the facilities for all needful experiments; to be
"
where tests can be made of whatever claims attention; to
the station
become the exponent and repository of our progressive knowledge. It
will possess a complete collection of models in machinery, of seeds and
; '

woods, and textile materials. Its gardens and orchards, formed for
instruction, will become a museum of pomology and horticulture, so
In short, it will be
classified and arranged that it may be read by all.
the volume wherein the gifts of a beneficent Creator to this land and
people have each their appropriate pages, and every letter a type of
beauty, having more than a material significance.
Our climate makes the naturalization of every product useful to man
possible, at least for purposes of instruction and experiment, for the his-

tory of our fruit culture makes us modest in saying what man may not
do under these favoring conditions of climate and soil. Nor can I
believe that the farmers of California will permit their homoculture to
fall below their horticulture in excellence.
I have spoken thus freely and plainly of what the University hopes
You hold in trust the
to accomplish, because it belongs to the people.
Nation's gift; you have generously added another which will greatly
Our schools are the high water mark of our
increase its resources.
civilization; this school must necessarily be the high water mark of your
appreciation, as a class, of the value of industrial education.
If the people determine that their children shall be put in full possession of all their faculties, because they need the full power of manhood and womanhood as much in one pursuit as in another, it will be

If the people see in the public school the only place where the
done.
foreign elements which now enter into our political body can be digested
and assimilated and Americanized, they will jealously guard and generhave taught
ously supply every department of public education.
Europe to respect popular government, let us accept her teaching in
whatever she excels. She has been pouring a flood of emigration upon
us and compensating herself with the flower of our youth to whom she
could offer superior advantages of education, with our scholars and
capitalists to whom she offers the accumulations of centuries of culture,
where money has not been the only object of pursuit, and men are content with slower and more moderate fortunes.
It is not extravagant to place agriculture at the head of industrial
It holds that place in the oldest Scriptures, the oldest literacallings.
ture and mythology.
"Human history opens neither in forests nor in
As long as men
cities, but in a garden which the Lord God planted."
must live by bread the hills and valleys must wave with the wealth of
harvests, and multitudes be busied in the achievements of peaceful labor.
How to dignify this labor with knowledge, and enrich it with thought,
and beautify it with contentment, is a great problem. As the art of life
is learned it will be found that man cannot live by bread alone
beauty

We

—
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and sympathy are also the bread of humanity.
off when the measure of service

not very far

human

And
will
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the time is surely
be the measure of

greatness.
"

Give fools their gold and knaves their power,
Let fortune's bubbles rise and fall;
Who sows a field, or trains a flower,
Or plants a tree, is more than all.

" For he

who

blesses

most

And God and man

Who
An

is blest,

shall own his
toils to leave as his bequest
added beauty to the earth."

worth
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SPEED PROGRAMME,

MONDAY, SEPTEMBEB

1870.

12th.

FIRST RACE.

—

—

Mile heats; three in five; free for all stallions; purse
Trotting Race.
four hundred dollars; first horse, three hundred dollars; second, one

hundred

dollars.
Entries.

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

James L. Eoff, Colusa, enters blk. s. Blackbird.
John McDonald, San Francisco, enters br. s. F. F. Low.
H. Walch, San Francisco, enters s. s. Venture.
John Mackey, Sonoma, enters s. Alexander.
Charles Shear, Yolo county, enters

s.

Primus.

Result.

111
112
4 drawn.
113

Blackbird
F. F.

Low

3

4

4

2
4

2
3

3

2

3

Venture
Alexander
Primus

2

2

2

dis.

drawn.

Time— 2:34|;

2:36^; 2:351; 2:39; 2:37; 2:41; 2:42.

SECOND RACE.

—

Mile heats; three in five; free for all horses that have
Trotting Race
never beaten 2:50; purse eight hundred dollars; first horse, five hundred dollars; second, two hundred dollars; third, one hundred dollars.

—

Entries.
1.

2.

3.

4.

James L.

Eoff,

San Francisco, enters

s.

m. Baltimore Belle,

(formerly Annie Stephens).
Barney Bice, San Francisco, enters s. g. Alex. Benham.
J. B. Stanton, Sacramento, enters b. g. Clipper.
A. F. Smith, Sacramento, enters b. m. May Fly.
Result.

Baltimore Belle

Alexander Benham

*

2
3

3
2

3
2
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Clipper

dis.

May Fly

1

Time— 2:39;

2:37*; 2:39£.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBBE

1

1

-

13th.

FIRST RACE.

—

Sweepstakes for three year olds; mile heats; three in
one hundred dollars entrance added; fifty dollars forfeit; to name
and close with Secretary of Society on or before the twentieth of August;
purse five hundred dollars, to be divided in same proportion as other
'Running Race,

five;

—

purses.
Entries.

D. E. Callahan, Sacramento, enters b. f. Nell Flaherty, three years old.
by Rifleman, dam Jennie Hull.
Henry Walch, San Francisco, enters b. f. Susy Martin, three years old,
by Norfolk, dam Pile, by Belmont.
William Meek, Haywood, enters b. c. Phil Sheridan, three years old, by
Norfolk, dam Bonny Belle.
John Greer, Sacramento, enters g. c. Tom Atchison, three years old,
by Norfolk.
three years old, by Billy Cheatham.
N. Briggs, Napa, enters eh. f.
,

dam by Ashland.

Result.

Nell Flaherty

Susy Martin
Phil.

Tom

Sheridan
Atchison

Briggs'

111

3
5
2

dis.

3

dis.

4

4

dis.

12

filly

Time— 1:46|:

2

2

1:47; l:49f; l:50f

t

I

SECOND RACE.

—

—

Two mile heats; free for all; purse eight hundred
First horse, five hundred dollars; second horse, two hundred
dollars; third horse, one hundred dollars.
Running Race.

dollars.

Entries.

R. T. O'Hanlon, San Jose, enters s. h. Medoc.
Thomas Atchison enters b. h. Bloomsbury.
H. Walch enters br. h. Sacramento.
Theodore Winters enters gr. h. Queen.
J. T. Devine enters b. h. Kirby Smith.
enters
Wakefield.
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Result.

Medoc
Bloomsbury
Sacramento
Queen
Kirby Smith
Wakefield

2
3
5
4

dr.

1

1

diet.

2
3

dist.

Time— 3:44|;

3:49f.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

14th.

FIRST RACE.

—

—

Mile heats; three in five; free for all; purse six hunTrotting Race.
dred dollars. First horse, three hundred and fifty dollars; second horse,
one hundred and fifty dollars; third horse, one hundred dollars.
Entries.

B. E. Harris enters b. g. Regulator.
J. S. Eoff enters b. g. Shoo Fly.
H. Waleh enters s. h. Venture.

1.

2.
3.

Result.

111
112

2

Regulator
Shoo Fly
Venture

2

2

2

dist.

Time— 2:30f;

2:31f

;

2:30f

;

2:32f

;

2:31.

SECOND RACE.
Trotting Race.

— Mile heats;

in five; free for all horses that have
one thousand
forty seconds; purse
dollars; second horse, three hundred

three

two minutes and

never beaten

—

dollars; first horse, six hundred
dollars; third horse, one hundred dollars.
Entries.
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

John Boggs enters ch. g. Jerome.
Alex. Sturgeon enters b. g. Billy Russell.
J. S. Colgrove enters b. m. Flora.
S. B.
Whipple enters b. m. Harvest Queen.
J. S. Eoff enters b. m. Don't-Bodder-Me.
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Result.

Jerome

2
3
4

2

Harvest Queen

112

l)on't-Bodder-Me

5

4

Billy Bussell

Flora

Time— l:32f;

2:38f; 2:32; 2:35f; 2:29f

2

Diet.

1
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R. T. O'Hanlon enters

e. h.
g. Al. Bascom, four years old, by Rifleman;
dam, Fashion Bellnia.
Thos. Atchison enters b. s. Idaho, four years old, by Volscian; dam.
Endra.
E. Bent enters s. g. John Morgan, three years old, by Billy Cheatham;
dam, by Niger Boy.

Result.

May-be-so
Kirby Smith
Al.

3

4

3

4

3

dist.

2

2

2

Ill

Bascomb

Idaho
John Morgan

dist.

Time— l:48f;

l:50f; l:49f

THIRD RACE.

—

to

Running Race. Single dash of one mile; free for all two year olds;
name and close on or before the twentieth of August with the Secre-

tary of the Society; fifty dollars entrance added; twenty-five dollars
three hundred dollars, to be divided in same proportion
forfeit; purse
as other purses.

—

Entries.

D. E. Callahan, Sacramento, enters h. Ben Butler, two years old. by
Eifleman; dam. Jennie Branch.
John Boggs, Colusa, enters b. c. Mark Twain, two years old, by Norfolk;
dam, Ariadne.
W. K. Squires, Rio Vista, enters b. m. Lady Norfolk, two years old,

by Norfolk; dam, Cheatham.
A. Mustek, Sacramento, enters b. s. Mark Moore, two years old, b}r
George Moore; dam, Sallie Franklin.
Nathan Coombs, Napa, enters ch. f., two years old, by Billy Cheatham;
dam by Ashland.
b. f. Jennett, two years old, by Woodburn;
Esparanza, by Ringgold.
E. Bent, Contra Costa, enters s. f. Marietta Sinies, two years old.

John

Hall, Alameda, enters

dam

Result.

Ben Butler

dead heat.

Mark Twain
Lady Norfolk
Mark Moore
Coombs filly

2

3
1

dead heat.

Jennett
Marietta Simes

Time— 1:51$;

1:55$.
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FKIDAY, SEPTEMBEK

16th.

FIRST RACE.

—

Two mile heats; free for all; purse, eight
Trotting Race
dollars; first horse, five hundred dollars; second horse, two
dollars; third horse, one hundred dollars.

hundred
hundred

Entries.
1.

2.

3.

4.

B. E. Harris enters b. g. Begular.
John Boggs enters s. g. Jerome.
S. C. Boley enters b. g. Dexter.
George Treat enters ch. s. Venture.
Result.

Eegulator

Jerome
Dexter

2
3

2

1

1

Venture

dis,

dis.

time— 5:061; 5:08f
SECOND RACE.

—

Pacing Race Mile heats; three in five; Billy Mayo to wagon, Longfellow to harness, and all others to go as they please; purse, four hundred dollars; first horse, two hundred and fifty dollars; second horse,
one hundred dollars; third horse, fifty dollars.
Entries.

Boley enters s. g. Longfellow.
H. Shear enters b. g. Americus.
H. S. White enters blk. g. Onward.

1.

S. C.

2.

C.

3.

Result.
1

Longfellow
Americus

dis.

Onward

2

Time— 2:28;

1

1

2

2

2:30f; 2:32f.

THIRD RACE.
Mile heats; three in five; special purse, one hundred and
first

horse, one

hundred

dollars; second horse, fifty dollars.
Entries.
1.

2.

Algerine.
Bosedale.

3.

Alameda Maid.

fifty dollars;
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Result.

Algerine
Rosedale

Alameda Maid

Time—2:50;

...3

3
1

3
2

2

1

2

2

1

dis.

1

2:47f; 2:46f; 2:48f

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

17th.

FIRST RACE.
Trotting Race.— Mile heats; three in five; free for all horses that have
never beaten two thirty-four; purse eight hundred dollars; first horse,
five hundred dollars; second horse, two hundred dollars; third horse,
one hundred dollars.

—

Entries.
1.

2.

3.

G. Boley enters b. g. Dexter.
A. T. Smith enters b. m. May Fly.
John Mackey enters b. s. Alexander.
S.

Result.

12 11
2
12 2

Dexter
May Fly
Alexander

dis.

Time—2:35;

2:37£; 2:32£; 2:36f

SECOND RACE.

—

—

Running Race. Mile heats; three in five; free for all; purse eight
hundred dollars; first horse, five hundred dollars; second horse, two
hundred dollars; third horse, one hundred dollars.
Entries.
1.

Martin Howell enters

2.

R. T.

3.
4.

O'Hanlon enters

b. h.
s.

White Stocking, blue and white,

g. Al Bascomb, blue and
b. h. Idaho, blue and red.

Thomas Atchison enters
H. Walch enters br. c. Oliver Cromwell,

white.

fancy.

Result.

White Stocking

dist.

Al Bascomb
Idaho
Oliver Cromwell

2
3

Ill
Time— 1:48;

1:61; l:53f

3
2

3
2
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THIRD RACE.

—

—

Running Race Mile heats; free for all beaten horses; purse five
hundred dollars; first horse, two hundred and fifty dollars; second horse,
one hundred and fifty dollars; third horse, one hundred dollars.
EntriaN.

William Meeks enters

b. h.

dam Bonnie Belle.
Thomas Atchison enters b.
dam Bonnie Belle.
H. Walch enters b. f Lizzie

Sacramento, four years
h.

Bloomsbury,

old,

by

six years old,

Eiflenian,

by Bertin,

Martin, three years old, by Noi'folk,

dam

Pelo.

N. Coombs, eh.
Ashland.

f.

Briggs' Filly, three years old, by Cheatham,

dam by

Result.

Sacramento
Bloomsbury

-4

dist., crossing, foul riding.
dist. flag.

Lizzie Martin

3
2

dist. flag.

Briggs' Filly

1

1

Tinte— 1:50;

l:49f.
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PREMIUMS AWARDED

IN

1870

FIRST DEPARTMENT.
THOROUGHBRED HORSES.
Animal.

Exhibitor.

Premium.

Stallions.

Nathan Coombs...

—

Lodi
stallion, four years old and over
Montana
stallion, three years old
Ironclad
stallion, two years old
General Bidwell
stallion, one year old
stallion colt under one year Peggy Ringgold's colt

L. P. Marshall
John Hall
J. Glucauf.
John Hall

Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

J. Glucauf.

Mares.
Best mare, four years old and over, with

—
—
—

—

J. Glucauf.

Theodore Winters

Best

»..

—
—
— Emma
—
mare colt, under one. year— Evadne
—

Theodore Winters

—

David Freme

—

A. Ely

,$20

,.§t>0

..§nn
..§40
..§30

•$25
..§20

Families.
Best thoroughbred sire, with not less than ten
of bis colts, all thoroughbred Norfolk
Best thoroughbred dam with not less than four
of her colts Evadne
Best stallion other than thoroughbred, with not
less than ten of his colts
George Moore
Best dam, with not less than three of her colts

Theodore Winters

|

§75
$50
§40
§30

colt —

Pastora
Best mare, four years old and over Virginia...
Best mare, three years old
Barnes
Best marc, two years old Jeannette
one
Best mare,
year old Antelope

George Treat
John Dixon
John Hall

I

.si

00

§60

—

Nora

..§50

HORSES OF ALL WORK.

Stallions.

DdWlleV

— Solano
—
two years old Tickly my Fancy
jBest stallion,
Mares.
Best mare, four years old and over — Julia Ann
Best mare, three years old — Queen
Best mare, two years old — Rosa
Best mare, one year old — Nancy
Best stallion, four years old and over

Chief

R. A. Branton

George McWain
L. Upson.
L. Upson....
Peter Burns

i

..§30

§20
§15
§10

State Agricultural Society.
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GRADED HORSES.
Premium.

Animal.

Exhibitor.

Stallions.

C. B. Hoffman

D. Berry

Best stallion four years old and over- -Lexington
Best stallion, three yearsold -Henry Williamson

A. Ely

M. E. La Murray
A. Ely

—
—

Best stallion, two years old Wesley
Best stallion, one year old Clarence Manegan.
Best colt under one year, without reference to
sex No Name

430
..$20

—

Mares.

A. Ely
C. H. Shear
C. B.

$50

Hoffman

A. Ely

—

Best mare four years old and under Nancy
Best mare, four years old and over, with colt
Alicia Mandeville
Best mare, three years old Ida May
Best mare, two years old Henrietta
Best mare, one year old Ceta

—

..$20

..$10
j

—

..$50
..$30

—

..$20

—

A.Ely

..$15

|

DKAFT HORSES.
Premium.

Animal.

Exhibitor.

Stallions.

Henry Meacham
C. Barr
A. T. Nordvkr..
J.

N. Dudley

—

Best stallion, four years old and over Pollok...
Best stallion, three years old Barr's Dragon
Best stallion, two years old Young John Bull.,
Best stallion, one year old Robert Bruce

—
—

$40
$30
$20
$15

,

—

]

Maurice Haley...

Mares.
Best mare, four years old and over, with
Molly and colt

R. A. Branton....

Best mare, one year old

colt

—

— Bessie

!

$40
$15

,

ROADSTERS.
Premium.

Animal.

Exhibitor.

Stallions.

E. M. Skaggs

Lewis Dietz
Colgrove
D. Flint

Best stallion, four years old and over
Rattler..
Best stallion

— St.

..$50

Clair

—

Colgrove...

—

—

John
F.

Colgrove...

W.

Hatch

M. Skagg>

W.

B.

Holcomb

.$30

—Joseph..
over— Lady

..$40

Best mare, four years old and
Blanchard
".
jBest mare, three years old San Mateo Maid...
[Best mare, two years old Nan

Note. — Recommend

horse Honest
Best matched

span

440

—
—

special
premium
George, stallion of all work".

E.

..$40

Best gelding, four years old and over

Mares.
S. B. Whipple...

..$20

Best "stallion, three years old Whipple
Best stallion, two years old Yankee Blade
Note. Judges recommend a premium for
William Woodward's two years old gelding
Honest John, no premium being offered for
said horse.

John

— Young

carnage

Washington and Lady Bell
Best double team roadsters
Sherman

horses

.$30
..$20

to

— Lady

— Bucephalus

and

Silver goblet— $40
Silver goblet-
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SADDLE HORSES.

J.

W. Hawkins

Premium.

Anirnal.

Exhibitor.

Fine bridle
A

Best saddle horse- Jeff Davis
Colts.

For all except those entered as thoroughbred
graded.
Best yearling horse colt Edwin Forrest
Best sucking horse colt Blondin
Best yearling mare colt— Ellen
Best sucking mare colt No Name
Best yearling horse colt George

oi'

D.
D.
A.
A.

Flint
Flint

A. Trowbridge
Ely
W. R^ Wright

—
—
—
—

.

Special

—

$30
$20
$20
$15
$15

SWEEPSTAKES.

N. Coombs.
Glucauf

Premium.

Animal.

Exhibitor.

—

Best stallion of any age Lodi
Best mare of any age Pastora

—

Silv. pitcher

— $150
— $100

iSilv. pitcher

JACKS AND MULES.

E. Jacobs

Thomas Edwards
E. Jacobs
R. J. Houston

—

Best jack Sampson
Best jennet Lady Franklin
Best mule, two years old and over
Best mule, one year old Coaley

—

—

DURHAM

CATTLE.

Bulls.

Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

Cows.
four years old and over Rose Bud
three years old and over Beauty
two years old and over Luckv Lass...
one year old and over Lady Kemp....

Best

G. N. Swcezy.

Best

C. Younger....
C. Younger....
C. Younger....

Best
Best heifer

Best

—
—
—
—

four years old and over Jeff Davis
three years old and over Glencoe
two years old and over U. S. Grant...
one vear old and over Duke of Cuba.
bull calf— Prince Charles

C. Younger....

— Lady Bell

$50
$40
$20
$15

— Sam

Animal.

Exhibitor.

Coleman Younger.
C. Younger
Clark & Cox
G. N. Sweczy
C. Younger

Premium.

Animal.

Exhibitor.

—
—
—
—

Premium.

..$75

.*40
..$30
..$25

..$15
..$50

..$40
..$30
..$20

..§15
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DEVONS.
Premium.

Animal.

Exhibitor.

Bulls.
J.

R.Kose

S. Daniels

J.R.Rose
J. R. Rose

—
—

Best
Best
Best
Best

four years old and over Bloomfield
two years old and over Victory
one year old and over Phil. Sheridan
bull calf— Captain

Best
Best
Best
Best

four years old and over Ida
three years old and over Maude Second
two years old and over Lassie.
one year old and over Belle

—

Cows.
S. Daniels

J. R. Rose
S. Daniels

Seneca Daniels

—
—
—
—

AYRSHIRES.

Exhibitor.

$75
$30
$25
$15
$50
$40
$80
$20
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SWINE.
Animal.

Exhibitor.

Peter Burns
C'liarles

Green.,

Premium.

—

Best boar, two years old and over Dick
Best boar, six months and under one year

—

..$20

George

.$10

Breeding Sows.
two years and over

— Bright.
—
breeding sow, one year old Dolly
—
sow, six months and under one year

A. T. Nordyke

Besl breeding sow,

.$15

Peter Burns
Peter Burns

Best

•$15

Best

Mary
Charles Green..

.$10

Best lot of not less than five pigs

..$20

POULTRY
Animal.

Exhibitor.

Peter Burns...
Pel

:r

Burns...

Charles Green
Peter Burns...
Petci- Burns...

Best lot

Best
Best

lot

Best

lot

lot

d!' white or gray Dorkings...
of Jersey blues
of Sumatra game

iglish

game

of white and dark Brahmas.

DUCKS.

Exhibitor.

Premium.

.$5
.$5
.$5
.$6
.$5
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FRENCH MERINOS.
Animal.

Exhibitor.

J.

H. Glide

Best three

Rams.
ram lambs

CROSS BREEDS OF THOROUGHBRED SPANISH

Exhibitor.

Premium.

..$20

AND FRENCH.

Transactions op the
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COTSWOLDS, THOROUGHBRED.

Wm,

Rams.

M. Landrum.

Best ram, under two years

T. Wilson

Wm.

— Prince of On-

Best ram, two years and over
tario

W.

Premium.

Animal.

Exhibitor.

M. Landrum

'Best three

— No Name

..$30
..§20

ram lambs

.$20

Ewes.
Best three ewes, two years and over
Best three ewes, under two years

T. Butterfield and son.
Peter Saxe and son

,.$20

LEICESTERSHIRE.
Premium.

Animal.

Exhibitor.

W. T. Wilson
Best ram, under two years old
T. Butterfield and son 'Best three ewes under two years, crossed with

$20

Cotswold
ram, two years old and over, crossed with

$15

Leicestershire

$20

|

H. A. Rawson

—

Thomas Brewster

The Committee recommended special mention
and premium for ram Neptune, as best mutton sheep of two years old

Diploma awarded.

STOCK SHEEP AND MUTTON.

Wm.
W.
W.

M. Landrum.

T. Wilson

T. Wilson

Peter Saxe and

Premium.

Animal.

Exhibitor.

son.

— Wm.

Wallace'
Bes1 ram, two years old and over
Best ram under two years old
Best three ewes, two years old and over
Best three ewes under two years old

SWEEPSTAKES.
Exhibitor.

,

$20
$15
$15
$10
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GOATS— THOROUGHBRED.

Gray

& (Jill more

Besl

Cashmere

— Sultan.

buck

goat,

..$30

T. Butte: field and son.. Best she goat
T. Butteriield and son.. Best three kids

..$20
..$20

GOATS-GRADED.

Gray

Premium.

Animal.

Exhibitor.

& Gillmore.

Best lot of three.

..$15

SECOND DEPARTMENT.
MACHINERY.

Matterson
liamson

&

WilStockton
Grass Valley.
Grass Valley.

William Sawdon
Erich Lundquist

Premium.

Article.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

Best Union harvester, header
and thresher combined
California sewing machine....

chine

William Eberhardt.. Sacramento
Baker & Hamilton... Sacramento
laker & Hamilton... Sacramento
Baker & Hamilton... Sacramento
Baker & Hamilton... Sacramento
San Francisco.
(). Bonny
San Francisco.
O. Bonny
Sacramento
C. H. Hubbard
Warden, Mitchell &
Co
Springfield, 0.
Linforth, Kellogg &
San Francisco.
Co
1

Linforth, Kellogg

Co

&

.Special

$20
— Diploma.

Watchmakers' helpmate maOval and round turning
Moulding machine

lathe..

$5

.Framed Diploma.

Improved separator
Best cider mill and press
Best broadcast seed sower

$10
$10

Best horse rake
Best grain lifter lor header....
Best hay press

Best self-raking reaper.
Best

combined

reaper and

Diploma.
Diploma.
$20
..$10

" World

mower

.Diploma and $20

San Francisco. " World " mower
The Committee regard

mower

Diploma.
Diploma.

superior in

.Diploma and $10
thi*

design

and workmanship, and in
having its boxes protected
from dust, etc., and its gearing cut so as to give smooth
action.

W.
W.

B. Ready
B. Ready
D. F. Gillis

Sacramento
Sacramento
Stockton

....

Best corn cultivator

Marsh's harvester
Best harrow

$5
.Diploma.
$5

Transactions of the
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MACHINERY— Continued.
Residence.

Exhibitor.

Best harrow and seed sower.
San Francisco. Best farm feed mill

Stockton

B. E. Gillis

M.

S.

Premium.

Article.

Bowdish

.Framed Diploma.
§10

Marsh, King, Miller

&Co

Sacramento
Best fanning mill
San Francisco. Fanning mill and grain

R. Stono

.810

sepa-

rator

lano County. Best windmill
Best beehive
Co... San Francisco, Double motion churn

&

F. T. Houghton.
AY. H. Keep

M.
M.

&

Hunt.

liamson
Treadwell

Sacramento

Best

Stockton

Best well pump
Best apparatus for raising
water for irrigating pur]

Sacramento
Sacramento.
Sacramento.

R.Rose....
R.Rose....

&

Matherson

..$3
..$10

washing machine and
wringer combined
San Francisco. "Little Giant" wringer

Jackson

Parker

.|15

Chico

John Boggs
E. R. Howes
J. B.

Best steam

pump

for all

Co.

&

work.

broom corn

Lamb
Lamb

San Francisco, Patent milk cooler
San Francisco. Patent root cutter
Hopkins & Wenson.. San Andreas... Vegetable chopper
Linforth, Kellogg &
San Francisco, Gerrish submerged pump
Co
Sacramento
Patent wine press
G. Schmeiser
amento
lombination draw lock
A. A. Flint
San Francisco. Grape crusher and stem sepaTreadwell & Co
<

rator

Waterhouse

&

Diploma.
Diploma.

ter

Churchman

Wilkie Darling

John A. Ball
William Smith
J. T. Harrison

W. Culver

.

Framed Diploma.
Diploma.
.Diploma.
..Diploma.
..Diploma.

.Diploma.
..Diploma.

..Diploma.
..Diploma.
..Diploma.
..Diploma.

Les-

John Stockman
A. T. Sprague

John Ross

Special.

pump
Horse powers
Sacramento
Portable steam engine
San Francisco. Hair picker

San Francisco. Horse hoe and weed cutter
San Francisco. Broom scraper for cleaning

Walton
William Lyne..

T. C.

§10

§20

For improvement on Blake's

Wil-

William Lyne...
Knapp, Grant

T. B.
T. B.

.Diploma and $5
Diploma.

Stockton

&

— Diploma.

Silveyville, So-

Stone.

Henry

.Special

Dold's tenanting machine

Sacramento.
Sacramento
San Francisco.
Sacramento

Stone

drill

Bank vault door
Model snow plow
San Francisco. Nathan & Dryfus' oil cups
and cylinder lubricators
Grass Valley... Elevator for dredging or excavating
San Diego
Still and rectifier (model)
Sacramento
Display of brooms
Solano County Weight power
San Francisco. Boat detaching model
,

Diploma.
Diploma.
.Framed Diploma.
Diploma.
.Diploma.

Diploma.
Diploma.
.Framed Diploma.
Diploma.
Diploma.

State Agricultural Society.
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VEHICLES.

Pollard
Pollard
Pollard
Pollard

&
&

Carvill...

Larkin
Larkin
Larkin
Larkin

& Carvill...
& Co
& Co
& !o
& Co

Larkin

& Co.

First— ?50
Francisco. Fine clarence carriage
Premium.
Francisco. Best family carriage
Premium.
Francisco. Best top buggy
Francisco Best display carriages
Diploma.
First—Diploma and $15
Francisco. Best trotting buggy
Francisco. Best doctor's phaeton
Special premium.
Francisco. Best open buggy
Special premium.
Francisco. Best four-spring family car
Special premium.
riage
.Honorable mention.
San Francisco. Best display unfinished work,
First—$15
Sacramento
Best farm wagon
Sacramento...., Best wheels and hubs of California locust
§10
Sacramento
..Special Diploma.
Improvem't on thimble skein
San Francisco Child's hearse
Diploma.
..Special
.Honorable mention.
Sacramento.... Imperial carriage
Be,>t
wheelbarrow
Sacramento....
Diploma.
Sacramento.... Patent iron wheels
..Special Diploma.

San
San
San
San
San
San
San
San

Carvill...

>x Carvill...

(

E. Smile

Premium.

Article.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

.

•

E. Soule

:

E. Soule

James McGinn
P. Caduc
James McGuire

W.

II.

,

&

Les-

Sacramento

.

Defrees Sacramento

.

ter

Best carriage material, hubs,
spokes etc
Display of' farming wagons...
,

Copeland

&

•

—

Devalin

Waterhouse

—
—

.Honorable mention.
.Honorable mention.

PLOWS.

Hill

& Knaugh
& Wil-

Matterson
liamson
Matterson
liamson

&

Article.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

Wil-

Marysville

Best sulky two-gang plow...

...

Best two-horse single plow.

[Stockton

Premium.

.Diploma.
$10

Best three-gang plow
{Stockton
|Best one-horse garden plow.
[St. Helena
San Francisco.. Best single steel plowfor general purposes

420

San Franci-co.. Best sidehill plow
Sacramento..... For two-gang plow
|San Leandro... For ironclad two-gang sulky
plow

$5
$15

]

David Fulton.
W. Waiton

W. Lyne
W. B. Ready
J. Sursea

,..§5

..$10

$15
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THIRD DEPARTMENT.
SILK.

Exhibitor.

Residence.

Premium.

Article.

William H. Banter

&Co

Silk cocoons
Best exhibition of the silk
business, from the mulberry
tree to the silk cocoon, including the feeding of the
worms, their eggs, etc

Napa

Theodore Lerond

Sacramento

.

.Honorable mention.

§50
.Honorable mention.
.Honorable mention.
.Honorable mention.
.Honorable mention.
.Honorable mention.

Edward Muller
Nevada City.. Samples of cocoons
El Dorado ..... Samples of cocoons
John Bradshaw
Los Angeles... Silk cocoons
David F.Hall
Thomas A. Garry.... Los Angeles... Silk cocoons
Santa Clara....
Finch
Captain Blanding.... San Francisco

S.

A.

Van Vleck

Placerville

NEEDLE, SHELL, AND

Silkwoi ms, cocoons, and eggs.
Baleof reeled silk and cocoons
in their natural state
Samples of whole and perforated cocoons

WAX WORK,

Special

— $50

.Honorable mention.

CLOTHING, HATS, CAPS, FURS,

ETC.

Exhibitor.

Miss
Miss
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

Jennie Marks.

Helen Low....
Goldschmit....
M. C. Tilden.
T. S. Harris-

Residence.

Premium.

Article.

Sacramento
Mokelu'ne Hill
Sacramento
Sacramento
Sacramento

Lamp mats

.Honorable mention.
$8.
$5.

Tatting

Embroidery
Needlework tidy

.Honorable mention.

Under clothing for men and
women, and specimens of
Paper bouquet

.Special

—

Diploma.
— Hpnorable

....Special

tatting

Mrs. R. Westlake.... Sacramento

mention.

Mrs. Mary MooreSacramento
head

Cache Creek

Mrs. Boggs
Miss Agnes

Hum-

Crystalized sea moss, frosted
...

work, etc
Crochet quilt
of mats,
embroidery, etc

Sacramento..*.. Variety

rnell

Miss Dollie Brown... Sacramento

Stool

braided

cover,

Law

Folsom

Cotton

Philip Phillips

Sacramento

Lace work.

Miss Mary
berg

Sacramento

Crochet

knit

Diploma.
.Special
Special $10.

—

cushions,

Breakfast knife.
dress,

and button charm

Mrs. Henry

—

;

stockings,
slipper pattern

— Napkin ring.
— Honorable
.Special

Special

and

nieiii ion.
q?3.

Rosentidy,

suspenders,

daisy, mats, etc

Miss Daisy Ryan
Sacramento
Miss Jennie Bradley Sacramento
Mrs. II. J. Miller..'.. Sacramento

Patchwork
Patchwork

Log cabin

....Honorable mention.

— Napkin ring.
— Honorable
...Special

Special
1

<

1

il

)

quilt

t

s;,.

mention.
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NEEDLE AND SHELL WORK, ETC.— Continued.
Residence.

Exhibitor.

Miss Ada WadsSacramento.
worth
Sacramento.
Mrs. M. Otis

Premium.

Article.

Special— Napkin ring.

Tattingtidy
Best display of quilts, spreads,

and patchwork,

in this class

Framed diploma and
$10.

Patchwork.

Miss Nellie Pierce... Sacramento.
Mrs. Sarah Beau-

mont

Special— Napkin ring.

Knit piano spread,

Stockton

tidies,

and

collar

Patchwork

Mrs. General Collins Sacramento.
Mrs. J. L.

Hummel! Sacramento.

M. H. Kuhl

Embroidery,

Sacramento.
Sacramento.

Mrs. Barrett

— cup.
— Honorable
mention.
— Honorable
Special
mention.
—
....Special Diploma.
Special

.Special

quilt
etc.

Infants' clothing, etc
Best variety of artificial flow-

.

.$o.

ers.

Miss H. M. Brooks.. Sacramento.
Mrs. J. R. Sturtevant
Sacramento.

Best specimen of waxwork.

Mrs. M. E. Stovall... Sacramento..
Mrs. M. N. Dingley Sacramento..
Miss J. M. Andran.. Sacramento..

.$5.

Wreath of preserved flowers
and autumn leaves in wax.
Water color painting
Lace pillow, collar, etc
Hair and feather wreaths

Napkin

ring.

Diploma.
..Honorable mention.
.Special

— Honorable

mention.

Mrs.

Arnold Hey-

man...

Sacramento,.

Miss Eniina Myers..

Worsted tidy, embroidered
smoking cap, and handkerchief box
Seed and hair wreaths

Amador

..Honorable mention.
.Special

— Honorable

mention.

Mrs. M. C. Dufficy. Marysville

Child's dress, infant's hood,

.

etc

Special

— Honorable

mention.

Mrs. Geo.

W. Mowe

Worsted work

Sacramento.

...Special

— Honorable

mention.

Hair wreath

Mrs. William Yule.. Sacramento.
Mrs. Joseph Proctor Sacramento.

Wild

flowers in

wax

Mrs. W. H. Devalin Sacramento.
Miss Landon
Sacramento.
Miss Mary Sparks... Sacramento.

Air castles

Miss D. Emmons
Sacramento.
Mrs. M. J. Grirmell. Sacramento.

Case of velvet and lace hats.
Burr picture frames

Wax

Commercial

— Napkin

ring.
$5.

Sofa cushion, worsted work,

Necklace of watermelon seed
Sacramento
San Francisco. Best specimens of penmanship

..Honorable mention.
.Special

$10.
— Honorable

mention.
..Honorable mention.

Diploma.
Diploma.

Sacramento.... Penmanship

Sacramento
Sacramento

F.Foster

&

Special

Col-

lege

Hicks

—

mention.

fruit

etc

Harry Haskell
C. P. Heald
P. A. Espina
Landers' Pacific

....Honorable mention.
Honorable
Special

j...

Co

Sacramento

J. C. Meussdorffer..

D. H. Quinn

Sacramento
Sacramento

.

.

.

.

.

Sacramento
Sacramento
Sacramento.
Sacramento

T. Armstrong

.

M. D. Saunders
M. F. Barr
Hiram Cook

.

.

16

Ornamental penmanship

Diploma.

Best display of blank books
ami binding
Special Silver medal.
Display of blank books and
.2d Special
Diploma.
binding
Best silk hat
$5
Best exhibit of men's hats and
$5
caps

—

—

Best exhibit of horse collarspat. hame fastener
Best display of saddle trees.
Best ladies' saddles

Howard's

—

Diploma.
.Honorable mention.

...Special

Special.
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NEEDLE AND SHELL WORK, ETC.— Continued.
Residence.

Exhibitor.

Hiram

G >ok

Best farm harness
B
gentli men's saddles
Best sel of carriage harness...
Bes1 display of saddles and

amento.
amento.
amento.
Sacramento
-

i

J.T.Sti

Hiram Coi ik
Hiram Cook

Premium.

Article.

..;

.

S10
810

bridles

J.E.Parker
II.

Behrenhardt

Samuel Wizinski

I

Dodge

Sonoma

Smith

James

amento.

Parson-;

Thomas Beven

Yuba

Mhs

Lou. Nickel
Mrs. C. Cook

Lincoln
San Francisco
San Francisi
Brosse
Mrs. W. E. Devalin Sacramento
Samuel Jelly
Sacramento

Mme.

('.

-

-

Mrs. J. Rippon

imento

Amador

H. Marble

Isaac P. Allen
I. L. Merrill
Oakland Cotton

Sacramento
amento

Manufacture
Mrs. A. F. Eitel

Oakland
Sacramento
San Francisco..
Sacramento

Henry White

Wm.

Sharp

.

Cotswold fleeces
Crochet tidies
Hair work jewelry
Dress cutting and patterns
Air castles
Silverware
PI ia to! n bouquet
Patenl wood collar
Display of perfumery
Lamps and oil

Sj lecial

Diploma.
— Diploma.
sr
s5

Besl exhibit of boy's clothing
Best dress boots
uck eloves
Laboring and riding gloves...
Best display of ladies' boots
and -hoes

-

A. Gilmore
S. B.
J. T.

&

Sacramento.... Single harness
San Francisco. Best display of trunks

ramento.
amento.
Sacramento.

Co.

HO

-Diploma.

.Spe

;

>

Special—Diploma.
Diploma.

.Special

Special-

—

Special.
Silver medal.

Diploma.

Premium.
Diploma.
Diploma.
Diploma.
Diploma.

11

.Honorable mention,
'ion.
.Honorable
.Honorable mention.

Premium.
Premium.

Burlaps
Bride's dress

Scrap book
Display of carpets, rugs,

etc.

3]

cial

Diploma.
— Diploma.

FOURTH DEPARTMENT.
CABINET

Exhibitor.

WARE— CALIFI >RNIA MANUFACTURE.

Residence.

Article.

F. Christopher

San Francisco.. Inlaid center tables
San Fram
Billiard table
S icramento
Best woodwork frame
San Francisco.. Chair and stepladder com-

E. Brown
E. H. Green

Sacramento.
Sacramento.

John
John
John
John
John
John
John
John

Sacrame

L.
Phelan

ino

*

&

(

James Knapp

Brunei'
BruneiBrunei'
BruneiBrunei-

Bruner
Bruner
Brunei-

Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
amento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.

bined
inva id's chair
Patent spring bed
Besl spring mattrass
Best dressing bureau
Best sofa.
Best lounge
Best extension table

Best office chair
Best se1 of parlor chairs
Bot center table

Premium.

Silver medal.
Silver medal.

Honorable mention.

Diploma.
>•'
Special diploma.
Special diploma.
|10.
$10.
$«>
I

•

i

?10.
s:>-
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CABINET

Domingos

&

Esseg...

W. L.Wright

Premium.

Residence.

Article.

Sacramento
Sacramenl
Sacramento
Sacramento
Sacramento
Sacramento
Sacramento
Sacramento
San Francisco.

Best pair of side tallies
Bes1 -'l of parlor furnitureBest display of furniture
Bes1 display of mattrasses

Exhibited.

John Bruner
John Bruner
John Bruner
John Bruner
John Bruner
John Bruner
John Bruner
D. L. Moulton
Alex. Denney

WARE— Continued.

icramento.
Vallejo
S

$20.
,$20.
,..$5.
,..S5.

writing desk
case,
Best
Best wardrobe
Best school seat and desk
Patent clothes dryer and unhitching shelves
Patent bedstead fastener

..$5.

!-

1

Bouton

Ames'

<*c

$10.
..§5.

.Honorable mention.
..Special

— Diploma.

patent

.Honorable mention.

spring bed bottom

WOODENWARE.
Residence.

Exhibitor,

Nichols, Falvey

&

Co
Nichols, Falvey
(

Sacramento.

Best display of cedar ware.

Sacramento.

Best display pine ware

&

!o

31

K CH ANIC AL

Clark & Co
Clark & Co
Clark & Co...
Clark & Co
A. P. Andrews

N.
N.
N.
N.

Sacramento..

Sacramento.

Sacramento..

SacramentoSacramento..

son.

Sacramento.

P. H. Merrill
R. C. Terry & Co

Saeramento.
Sacramento.

.$5.
.$5

and

silver

medal.

PRODU CTS.
Premium.

Article.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

Van Every &

Premium.

Article.

Best pottery of various kindsBest sample drain tile
Best sample fire-brick
Best sample potter's clay

Best model patent chimney
cowl
Best extension new homecomfort cook stove tbr coal
or wood
Best patent stove collar
Best improved French range
f >r wood »r coal, with boiler,
steam ventilator, and hot

.Silver

medal.
§5
$3

.Diploma.
.Diploma.

.Honorable mention.

(

R. C. Terry

&

Co.

Sacramento.

water attachments completi
Best Palace and Richmond
portable range for wood or
eoal, with warm or hot water

Gillig,
Gillig,
Gillig,

Motl
Motl

&
&

Mott A:
William Friel

attachment and roaster

complete....-

Co.
Co.
Co.

.§10

Sacramento.... Co^k stove
Sacramento.... Fruit can
Sacramento.... Can tops and bottoms
San Francisco. American vapor stove

,

Diploma.
.Honorable mention.
.Honorable mention.
.Honorable mention.
Diploma.

Transactions of tee
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MECHANICAL PRODUCTS— Continued.
Residence.

Exhibitor.

W.

II. Earl
J. C. Hammond
R. C. Terry
Co...
R. C. Terry
Co...

&
&

&

R; C. Terry

Co...

Sacramento....
Saci amento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento....

Sacramento....

Premium.

Article.

Best milk cans
I.X.L. metal

Diploma.
Diploma.
sr

Best challenge hot air furnace

>

Best copper, tin, and enameled cooking- furniture
Best bronzed stand lamps and

.810

.Honorable
.Honorable
.Honorable
.Honorable

fixtures

San
San
San
San

F.T.Houghton
F.T.Houghton
F.T.Houghton
F. T. Houghton

Francisco
Francisco
Francisco
Francisco

—

Sacramento
Sacramento
Sacramento
Sacramento
JST. Clark & Co
Sacramento
N. Clark & Co
Sacramento
L. Wells
P. J. Phillips A: Co- San Francisco.

L. Sweeny
N. Clark & Co
N. Clark & Co

Know] ton

&

P. Donnolly

M. H.

Harris..
Co...

&

Bottgers

(

.

W.H.Nichols.

Folsom

W. Gwynn

Sacramento.

J. F. Fugazi

Hobson
Hobson

&
&

A;.

Hobson

&

Ayers.

i

.

..

L. Merrill.
Justin Gates

Saci

Co....

G.J.Exley
D.

Flint....

F. A.

Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.

Sacramento.

I.

&

Portable

gas

Howard

.Diploma.
.Diploma.
.Silver

medal.

amento

.

California

Diploma.
.Honorable mention.

wheat starch

wall finish
Oriental oil hairdye
Best sample gas fixtures
Best
washstand,
porcelain
steam heater, plumb n -'
good-, etc
For rebronzing old fixtures...

Lamp ware
DeBose horse and family
ment

Sacramento..
Los Angeles.
Sacramento..
Sacramento..
Sutter Creek.

California

Honorable mention.
Diploma.
Diploma.
Diploma.

Diploma and $10

Diploma and $10
.Honorable mention.
Diploma.

lini-

Diploma.
$5

a lue

Model portable fence
Model fence gate
Patent farm gate

.Honorable mention.

Teel's patent fence
Smith's patent truss bridge...
Model patent fence

.Honorable mention.
.Honorable mention.
.Honorable mention.

Diploma.

Diploma.

W.H.

Sacramento..

China ware, Bohemian platio
Parian marble and porcelain bouquet

B. Dennery,

Sacramento.

One twenty-four

light

'
.S10

glass

chandelier
Portable lamp and lantern
best display
Pacific Glass Works. San Francisco. Samples of glass Work
San Francisco Best display fancy soaps
A. J. Kame
San Francisco. Best display candles
A. J. Kame

Sacramento.

B. Dennery,

$10

t

marble
Pruning shears and grape
picker combined
Kimber's patent porcelain

Sacramento.

..

Diploma.
Diploma.

;

Surgical instruments
Be
case of tools
Soda fountain with Lisbon

B. Dennery

Hoagland

.Honorable mention.

w ater grease
California luster

Gorrill
J. T. Harrison

Newson

s:;

Diploma.

and

burners

Oakland
Sacramento

Reed,

$5

.

.

H. C. Kirk
T. L. Hunt

.Honorable mention.
Diploma and $20
Silver medal.

knife
Best brass goods
Best pottery of various kinds..
Best samples of drain tile
Best fire brick
Best potter's clay
Best trotting horseshoe

lamp
San Francisco. Best writing ink
San Francisco. Be.-t saleratus and best yeast
powders
Sacramento
Composition snow and salt

F. H. Merrill
Sacramento
Johnston, LaGrange
San Jose
& 'o
H. C. Kirk
Sacramento.
C. H. Davis
Sacramento
Sacramento.
Justin Gates

A;

Rubin-' patent saucepan
Ironing holder
Patent can opener
Kitchen's
mincing
patent

mention.
mention.
mention.
mention.

—

.Diploma.
....Diploma and $10
Silver medal.
lal.
Silver
*o
i

&
San Francisco. Attachment

for

windows.

.Diploma.
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FIFTH DEPARTMENT.
BRANDIES.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

Dim'd Springs Best brandy

C. G. Carpenter-

three years old.
Best brandy two years old...
Best brandy one year old
Dim'd Springs Besl peach brandy
Lincoln
Bes1 pear brandy
Best rectified brandy
Sacramento
Sacramento
Best herb bitters
Best brandy and wines
Napa

Sacramento

Charles Il'inrich.
J. R. Nickeson

Wilcox...

N. Woodward

$15
$10
$5
$15
.Special $5

—

Lincoln

C. G. Carpenter...
J. R. Nick- 'son

Rock &
J. Reny

Premium.

Article.

—

....Diploma.
....Diploma.
....Diploma.

WINES.
Exhibitor.

Residence.

George West.

Stockton

Pr•em mm.

Article.

Best white
years old

still

wine,

four
•#10

Hill Viuicultural Society.... Sacramento.

Best white wine, three years

Hill Vinicultural Society.... Sacramento.

Best white wine, two years

Orleans

old

Orleans

old

B. N. Bugbey
Eolsom
Orleans Hill Vinicultural Society.... Sacramento.
Orleans

Hill

..$10

Best white wine, one year old.

410

Best red
old

,.$io

still

wine, four years

Vini-

cultural Society.... Sacramento.

George West

Stockton

B. N. Bugbey
J. R. Nickeson
J. R. Nickeson
J. R. Nickeson

Polsom

Frank Ebner

Sacramento.

Lincoln
Lincoln
Lincoln

Best port wine
Best sherry wine....
Best muscatel wine.
Catawba wine
Isabella wine
Angelica wine
Hock wine

$io
•

.

.

Orleans

Hill Vinicultural Society.... Sacramento.

Nickeson
George West
J. R.

Lincoln
Stockton

Reisling wine
Blackberry wine.
Frontignac

.

.

Hill Vinicultural Society.... Sacramento.

Folsom

B. N. Bugbey.

A.

from

.

Black

Prince

grape
Sparkling wine, two years old
San Francisco. Sparkling wine, one year old..
Sacramento
Wine vinegar
Sacramento
Best white wine, eight years

jFolsom

Fink.......:

Charles Heinrich
Charles Heinrich

Tokay...

Wine

.

icial

.

Orleans

B. N. Bugbey....

— Diploma.
Special Diploma.
—
.Special Diploma.
—
.Special Diploma.
—
Special Diploma.
—
Special Diploma.
—
Special Diploma.
— Diploma.
Spi
—
Special Diploma.
—
Special Diploma.
—
Special Diplom
a

.

Diploma.

old

.Diploma.

Orleans

Hill Vinicultural Society.... Sacramento.

B. N. Bugbey

Folsom

,

Best white wine, seven years
old
Best exhibit of wines

foreign grapes

.

$10
$10

.

Special

— Diploma.

from
$20

Transactions of the
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BUTTER, HONEY. PRESERVED PICKLES, ETC.

Premium.

Article.

Exhibitor.

A. T. Cotton

Freeport

Mrs. E. Ellis
Mrs. E. F. Aiken....
Mrs. E. F.Aiken....
Mrs. E. F. Aiken....
Boston Cracker Co..
Boston Cracker Co..
l>«>-ton Cracker Co..
Boston Cracker Co..
Boston Cracker Co..
Boston Cracker CoMrs. J. P. Odbert..
Mrs. J. P. Odbert..
Mrs. E. F. Aiken....
Mrs. E. F.Aiken....
Miss Arabella John

Sacrament"
Sacramento
Sacramento
Sacrament'

Best twenty-five pounds June
butter
Best ten pounds fresh butter

First—§15
First

Best variety canned fruit
Best variety preserved fruit
Best wheat bread

$5
|2
si
$2
£2
¥2
$2

San Francisco- Best pilot bread
San Francisco.. Best biscuit
San Francisco.. Best soda biscuit
ISan Francisco.. Besl butter biscuit
weet biscuit
San Francisco..
jSan Francisco.. Best Boston biscuit
Best variety jelly
'Sacramento
Sacramento
Best peach jelly
Sacramento
Best quince jelly
Sacramento
Best apple jelly

son
Sacramento
Mrs. A. S. Morrison Sacramento
Sacramento
J. S. Harbison

— 810

Diploma.
Diploma.

!

J'

Diploma.
83
^

:

>

|3

?3

Best grape jelly
Loaf hop-yeast bread
Hive honey and observatory
hive

8-2

Special

J

premiums

SIXTH DEPARTMENT.
WHEAT AND
Residence.

Exhibitor.

R. Threlfall

&

Bro... Stanislaus.

Mrs.Peter McGregor Sacramento.
Lincoln
T. L. Chamberlain
..

FLOUR.

Premium.

Article.

Best two bushels white Aus-

Best two bushels Australian

wheat
T. L. Chamberlain

..

.Honorable mention.
Diploma.

t ral ian wheat
Best Egyptian wheat

.First

......

Lincoln

One hundred pounds

Yolo County.

Sample wheat from

Sacramento.

Best Chile wheat

Sacramento.

Best twenty pounds oat meal.

Sacramento.

Best twenty pounds cracked

Framed diploma.

nia flour

A.

J. Stiner

— silver medal.

Califorfifty-two

810

acres

Pioneer Mills, H. G.

Smith & Co
R. C. McCreary
Co
R. 0. McCreary

..

&

wheat

Co

........

J. L. Seeter

...Honorable mention.

A:

Co
R. C. McCreary

First—$10

...Honorable mention.

&
Sacramento.
Sacramento.

Best twenty pounds

Best

fifty

flour

hominy

.

...Honorable mention.

pounds California
....First

— silver medal.
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SEEDS, ETC.

Exhibitor.

Sacramento.
Rio Vista....
Rio Vista....

E. F. Aiken
D. L.Perkins
D. L. Pei kins
C.

C.

W.

Hoit..

W.

Hoit..

Wm.
Wm.

Sacramento
Sacramento

Crites.

Article.

Residence.

Brighton

.

.

....

Best sample castor bean
Best sample flax
Best one hundred and forty
varieties garden seed
Best one hundred pounds
sugar beet seed
Besl fifty pounds muskmelon
seed
Best lour sacks Ramsdell's

Norway
Johnson.

Richland ....
ramento

Be

t

.

First- -35
First- -$5
First

Best yellow Dent corn
Best white Dent corn

.

samples of barley, three
samples of oats, one sample
of rye, four samples of corn,
two samples of flour
Sample surprise oats, one

—

!

First-

$5

First-

*2

First- -35
First- -$5

oats

alfalfa seed

A. B. Gil
A. B. Gilbert...
.•(Sacramento.
Best early Held corn
Sacramento
A. B. Gilbert
Produce Exchange
San Francisco. Forty-four samples of wheat,
Company
.

Premium.

Kir-t- -35
,

First- $5
First- -$5

six

W.

Hunt..

Oakland

hundred and
to the acre

HOPS.

Exhibitor.

.Framed Diploma.

thirty bushels

.Diploma.

Transactions of the
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VEGETABLES, ROOTS, ETC.— Continued.

Robert
Robert
Robert
Robert
Robert
Robert
Robert
Robert
Robert
Robert
Robert
Robert
Robert
Robert
Robert

H.
H.
H.
J. H.
J.
J.
J.

Premium.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

Williamson
Williamson
Williamson
Williamson

Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento
.

S

!

sramento.

Sacramento.
Williamson Sacramento
Williamson Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Williamso
Williamson Sacramento.
Williamson Sacramento.
Williamson Sacramento.
Williamson Sacramento.
Williamson Sacramento.
Williamson Sacramento.
Williamson Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Wolfe
Wolfe
Sacramento
Sacramento.
Wolfe
Sacramento
Woitc
"Williamson

.

i

.

.

Best white button onion

First

Best yellow onion
Best celery
Best root salsify

§5
§3
$3
$3
§2

,

|

Chickory lettuce

|

Premium.

Best Chine.-!' beans
Best early Goodrich potatoes

Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

parsnips

,

'

carrots

peppers
ice

cream watermelon...

lima beans
Best Hubbard squash
Best Carolina -weft potatoes.
Greatest display melons
Best green flesh muskmelon.
Best sweet corn
Best mountain sprout water

§5
§3
S3
?5
So
§3
$3
§5
First—$10
S3
S3

melon

D. L. Perkins
D. L. Perkins
C.

W.

Rio Vista....
Rio Vista....
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.

Hoit

John Smith
John Smith

— §3

Best red potatoes

.S3

Best long blood beet
Best early rose potatoes

First- -|3

Best Wadsworth sugar beet..
Best display tomatoes

First— S3
First §5

$5

—

Best peck tomatoes

13

FRUITS.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

i

A.
E.

W.

pies.

Best twelve varieties—

Sacramento

S. Greenlaw..

Premium.

Article.

b

grown and correctly named
Best

Placerville

Garvitt...

six

named —
each

C.

W.

..§10

Pears.
best
Best twelve varieties
specimens and correctly
named
three specimens
each

—

Sacramento

Hoit

420

varieties, correctly
six
specimens of

—

J. R. Nickeson...

Lincoln

Best six varieties,

and

420

best

specimens, and six of each,
correctly

named

..§10

Peaches.

James Creighton
C. G. Carpenter

E.

W.

.

Garvitt....

six varieties, and best
six of
grown specimens
each, correctly named
Diamond Sp'gs Best one' variety, tweh e specimens

El Dorado

Placerville

I'.e-f

,

—

..§15
...§5

Nectarines.
Greatest number of varieties
and best specimens, cor
rectly

named

.§10

\
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FRUITS— Continued.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

E.

Quinces.
Best apple, or orange.

Coloma

M. Smith

Premium.

Article.

$5

Olives.

Greatest number of varieties
and best specimens
Special

Sacramento.

T. K. Stewart

— Silver napkin

ring.

J. R.

Lincoln

Nickeson

Best general display of

,

fruits,

embracing best and greatest

425

varieties

Dried Fruits.
Greatest number of varieties
and best specimens, not less

Mr?. E. F. Aiken.... Sacramento.

than three pounds each
Best dried prunes, ten pounds
Best twenty-four pounds rai-

Mrs. E. F. Aiken.... Sacramento.
Mrs. E. F. Aiken.... Sacramento.

sins

Mrs. M. C. Tiklen... Sacramento.
Placerville ..
R. Van Vleck
O. H. Vinicultural
Sacramento.
Association
R. R. Carrington

Sacramento.

$15

Finest Bartlett pears
Superior display of pears

Excellent exhibit of Orleans
and Reisling grapes
Fine exhibit of white Nice

grapes
Exhibit of extraordinary clusSacramento.
ter of pears
Colusa
Superior orange cling peaches
Diamond Sp'g? Fine display of fruits
Fine display of apples
Sacramento
Fine display of grapes
Sacramento
.

J.

H.Wilgus

E. H. Morrill

William Kramps
J.

Runyon

M. Sprague

..$10

Special.

Special.

.Honorable ment'on.
Special.

.Honorable mention.
Special—$5

—

Special $5
Special.

Plums.
J. S.

E.

Bamber

W.

Best six varieties, six specimens each
Best one variety, twelve speci-

El Dorado..
Placerville

Garvitt

,

mens

.$10
...$5

Grapes.
J.

R. Nickeson

Greatest number of varieties
and best specimens of foreign grapes, three bunches

Lincoln.

D. L. Perkins

each
Best one variety, six bunches
Best one variety for dessert or
Coloma ....
table use
Sherman Isl'nd Best one variety for raisins...

J. R. Nickeson

Lincoln

Greatest

Sacramento

and best specimens
one variety,
Best
specimens.

El Dorado.

'Bamber
E. M. Smith

J. S.

C.

W.

E.

M. Smith

1 igs.

Hoit

number of

,$25
,..$5

•

$5

varieties

.$5

twelve
.$3

Prunes.

J. S.

Greatest number of varieties
and the best specimens
twelvt
Best one
variety,

Celoma

Bamber

El Dorado.

specimens
Oranges.
T.

Sacramento

K. Stewart

17

.

Greatest number of varieties
and best specimens

.$5
.$3

.$5

Transactions of the
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FRUITS— Continued.

Exhibitor.
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DBA WINGS, PAINTINGS, ETC.— Continued.

S.

W. Shaw

Mrs.

Wm.

Premium.

Article.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

San Francisco. Best fancy painting

in

oil

(Fool'sCap).
Best specimen in water colors
(clusters of fruit)
Best pen drawing
Sacramento
San Francisco.. Best carriage drafts

Yula

..$10

Sacramento....

P. Espina
J. H. Plath

.

Special

$5
— Diploma.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

Jacob
Jacob
Jacob

Zech...
Zech...
Zech...

J. F.
J. F.

Cooper
Cooper

San FranciscoSan Francisco.,
San FranciscoSacramento
Sacramento

Premium.

Article.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

grand

$2©
$20
$20
$5

piano....

square piano...
boudoir piano

.

flute

violin

Special.

MARBLE.

J. C.
J. C.

Devine
Devine

&
&

Article.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

Bro. Sacramento.
Bro. Sacramento.

Premium.

Best sculpture
Best collection of marble.

..$20

FLORAL.

Exhibitor.

O'Brien
J.

&

Residence.

Best

Dalton.

Hutchinson

Article.

Oakland

floral

Premium.

design and minia-

ture garden
Cut flowers

..$40
,.$20

Transactions of the
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WINTER PREMIUMS FOR

1870.

AETIFICIAL FOBEST CULTUBE.

Premium

List of the State Agricultural Society for eighteen
fifty dollars was offered for the
At the
largest quantity of useful forest trees planted during the year.
meeting of the Board of .Agriculture, held on the 9th inst.. this premium
was awarded to James T. Stratton, of Alameda county. There were
three applicants for the premium Mr. Stratton, and E. T. Aiken, and
Thomas Edwards, of Sacramento County. The contest was considerably spirited, and has excited a good deal of interest. The subject being
new in the State, and of so much general importance, we give below the
statement of each applicant made in writing to the Board. They will
be found to contain many valuable hints in regard to the cultivation of

In the

hundred and seventy one a premium of

—

artificial forests.

Mr. Stratton proved that he had planted during the year, on fifty-three
and one half acres of land, in one tract, thirty thousand blue gum trees
{eucalyptus globulus) and three thousand red gum trees, and that all were
in a healthy, growing condition.
The following is

Mr. Stratton's Statement.

The seed from which the above trees were grown was gathered in
December, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, from trees about seven
years old, at my own residence, in Brooklyn, Alameda County, and was
sown in a frame under glass, on the fifteenth of April, eighteen hundred and
sixty-nine, where the plants remained until they were about three inches
high in the middle of June following when they were transplanted
into boxes three feet square, six inches deep, and one hundred in a box.
They were well attended to by a careful gardener until November following, when they were carefully cut out, so as to leave attached to
each tree a ball of earth three and one half inches square and six inches
deep, in which condition they were planted in their permanent location.
The land on which they were planted included a variety of soil, about
one half being nearly level, with a stiff, dark loam of good quality, and
the other half a heavy adobe, somewhat saline in places and slightly
The whole had been under continuous cultivation, in cereals,
rolling.
the
during
past seventeen 3-ears, and had become somewhat impoverished by continual use. The land was prepared by being plowed in the
usual manner, as soon as it had become moistened by the Fall rains, and
and the soil was thoroughly pulverized to a depth of fifteen inches, in
lines or strips two feet wide and eight feet apart from center to center,
in which strips the young trees were planted, in rows eight feet apart
each way; the task of planting ending about the first of February, eighteen hundred and seventy.
After they were planted they were well plowed, hoed, and cultivated,

—

—
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and are now in splendid growing condition, generally about four and
one half feet high, although many of them have attained a hight of
eight feet.

The expense

of the enterprise has thus far been about fifty-five dolhundred and fifty trees, exclusive of the land: and
it is expected that they will have cost one hundred and fifty dollars per
acre before any revenue can be derived from them, which will probably
be in about seven years.
The eucalypti are considered very useful forest trees in Australia,
where they are indigenous; the variety globulus being used extensively
for piling (as they are free from the attacks of the toredo), and for
I
flooring, as it is a beautiful white color and wears perfectly smooth.
have no doubt that it will be found useful for many other purposes.
lars per acre of six

Mr. Aiken jn'oved that he had planted during the year, and in accordance with the plan set forth in his statement, namely, in nursery form
the rows five and six feet apart, and the trees one foot apart in the

—

—

trees of the varieties named:
of (lilead, five thousand; morus multicaulis, seven thousand five hundred; morus alba (2), five thousand; California black walnut, ten thousand; American white maple, four thousand; Amei'ican white elm, five thousand; English elm, two thousand;
Spanish chestnut, four hundred; American chestnut, five hundred. All
of which were in a good growing condition. Below is

the following number of
Lombardy poplar and balm

rows

Mr. Aiken's Statement.
In the fifth department of the premium list for eighteen hundred and
seventy, entitled "Agricultural Products," the Board of Directors of
the California State Agricultural Society have offered a premium of
" for the
fifty dollars
largest quantity of useful forest trees planted
during the year."
Here is an industiy that is second to none in the whole list of agricultural productions.
The rapid disappearance of the forest trees all

over our State, especially in localities bordering upon our rivers and
sloughs, has for several years excited the attention of all who claim
a home in California and feel an iuterest in the future welfare of our
State.

Since the writer became a resident of this county, there was a fine
growth of oak and sycamore timber bordering the Sacramento from the
city to its mouth, which, it would be safe to say, would yield from one
thousand two hundred to two thousand cords of wood for every half
The oak trees were generally straight and handmile, on either side.
some; many of them would make two rail cuts of twelve feet each in
This fine growth of
length, with several cords of wood left in the top.
timber which once graced our river, tempered the atmosphere, and gave
23rotection to the adjoining plains

from the sweeping winds, has entirely
disappeared the woodchopper's axe has stripped the river farms of
nearly all the hard wood timber, and the owners are now obliged to rely
upon the grow th of willows for firewood. One of the greatest disadvantages which the farmers of our plain lands labor under is the want
of timber lands and forest trees. There is nothing to protect the growing grain, the young vineyards, or the newly planted orchard from the
fierce northerly winds which visit us almost
periodically, and generally

—

7
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at a most critical time for the farmer, and in two days time blow
hope of a good harvest for the season into despair.
These evils can be easily avoided and at the same time a supply of
timber secured to every farmer, and in a much shorter time, too, than
many would believe possible, by planting suitable trees in nursery form
in different places or plantations on the farm, where they may be carefully cultivated for the first two or three years, when they may be properly thinned out and those removed planted in belts, always taking care
that they run in such direction as to afford the best shelter to crops from
the prevailing winds. Trees planted in this manner, and kept thoroughly
cultivated and well mulched, will make a fine growth and require no
irrigation.
Mulching and cultivation are better than irrigation. This
mode of cultivation has a tendency to encourage the roots to run deep,
seeking a moist soil, and giving the trees a hold upon the earth that will
prevent their being blown down. It has been demonstrated that nothing is required but an effort on the part of our farmers, skillfully
directed, to grow many kinds of our most valuable forest trees on our
dry plains, and it would be money well invested for all our agricultural
societies to offer liberal premiums for the best and most extensive tree
What better or more enduring monument than can be
plantations.
The managers of
erected in living tree characters on our prairie farms?
our agricultural societies should encourage the good work by liberal
premiums. Make the good work popular, and our winds and plain wastes

come

his

will soon be conquered.

The following

is

Mr. Edwards' Statement.

—

three
I planted seven thousand locust trees last year and this
thousand five hundred each year for which I claim the society's
premium. I have them set out in alternate rows, eight and ten feet
I raised the trees from seeds
apart, and four feet distant in the rows.
I got in the neighborhood.
To germinate the seeds I put them in warm water, covei'ed them, and
set them by the stove for about a week, until they got started; then I
set them out in nursery form for one or two years before they were set
out in the artificial forest. The forest is on high land, about three miles
south of Sacramento. I have plowed between the rows four times each
The first I set out did remarkably well this year; and those of
year.

—

I will
this year's planting are all alive, except two or three per cent.
state here that the land had not been cropped for a number of years
I think the expenses will be about fifteen
before the trees were set out.
dollars or twenty dollars a year; but I expect to get some firewood from
it before the end of ten years, by trimming and thinning out.
In
I hope the society will excuse me for not bringing in a sample.
about ten years I think I shall have fence posts enough to fence
own land and some to spare for
neighbors.

my

my

The Board awarded the premium to Mr. Stratton, on the ground that
their offer of a premium for forest trees planted during the year contemplated that the trees should be planted permanently where the forest
was to grow, and not in a nursery from which the trees were to be taken
and sold from year to year, as demand for them could be found. While
they would encourage the laudable efforts of Mr. Aiken to introduce the
growth of shade and forest trees in all parts of the State, and especially,
as is suggested, on the plains, and in belts, so as to form wind breaks or
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and shelter the growing crops, they could not divert the
offered for a special purpose from the claimant who had
the conditions contemplated. The Board did not express an

opinion as to the proper distance trees for a forest should be planted.
They leave this question to the judgment and experience of the cultivators, only requiring that the trees should be planted for permanent
The same premium is continued for eighteen hundred and
growth.
seventy-one.

EAMIB.
First Statement op John

S.

Finch.

Hayward's, Alameda County, October

Eobert Beck,

Dear
instant,

Sir:

and

Esq., Secretary State

This will
I hasten to

20, 1870.

Board of Agriculture:

acknowledge the receipt of yours of eighteenth
answer your interrogatories seriatim, as follows:

—In answer to "What have you done in raising ramie?"

I have
imported from the State of Louisiana ramie cuttings in sufficient quantities to plant above two acres of land, in advance, as I believe, of all other
cultivators, to develop and advance our agricultural importance as a
State, and the producing capabilities of our soil and people.
Second " How much .land have you planted in ramie?" In answer, I

First

—
acres.
two
say, a fraction
the cost per acre?" I answer, the ramie plants
Third — What

would

ov*er

"

(2)

is

suffi-

cient to plant one acre cost me, at the time I imported, two hundred
dollars (8200), and for cultivating the same, six dollars ($6) per acre.
much will an acre produce?" In answer, an acre will
Fourth
own experience and calculation, nine hundred
produce, according to
and sixty (960) pounds of long, bleached fiber at one cutting, sample of
which I send in envelop marked mumber one, valued at two dollars ($2)
per pound. Envelop number two contains the fiber in a state for spinning (as sent to me from L. W. Wright, of Brooklyn, New York), value
four dollars ($-4) per pound.

— "How

my

—

" What is
Fifth
your experience in raising and preparing the ramie?"
In answer, I find it adapted to the soil and climate of California; not
prejudiced by insects or other enemies; hardy, tough, and a vigorous
grower, and soon to take precedence of all other textile fibers. My
experience in preparing the ramie has been necessarily confined to what
I required to show its fiber; but I am told by professional spinners and
bleachers that fibre number one can be produced for six cents per pound.

All of which

is

respectfully submitted,
And I remain yours, with consideration,

JOHN

S.

FINCH.
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EAMIB.
Second Statement of John

S.

Finch.

Hayward's, Alameda County, December 28th, 1870.

Eobert Beck, Esq.:
Dear

In accordance with the requirements of the State Agriculwhich you are Secretary, I herein submit, briefly, the
following statement regarding the growth, cultivation, and value of the
Sir:

tural Society of
"

ramie plant," for premium:

—

"As to the next previous crop," I would say that according to
First
calculation per acre, the crop would realize nine hundred and sixty
(960) pounds of long bleached fiber at one cutting, and after the first year,
the growth of the plant will admit of three cuttings, according to the
experience of growers in the Southern States, which in the aggregate
would yield per acre a crop of two thousand eight hundred and eighty
(2,880) pounds, at the gross value of five thousand seven hundred and
sixty ($5,760) dollars, calculated at two dollars per pound, when its
estimated value is as high as three dollars per pound.
is a
Second " The kind and condition of the soil."

my

—

My ground
It is
sandy loam, plowed twice, and not Summer fallowed.

heavy,

my judg-

ment that in a fine, light, rich alluvial deposit soil, properly cultivated,
the thrit'tiness of the plant growth is greatly enhanced, and in my judgment it is well adapted to any character of soil fitted for the successful
growth of the cereals.
Third "The expense of planting and harvesting." Eamie plants

—

an acre, at present prices, cost two hundred ($200) dollars
and for cultivating the same, say six dollars per acre; and
harvesting, say two dollars and fifty cents per acre. The value of the
crop has been estimated approximately in the first interrogatory. In
sufficient for

per acre;

general terms, the prospective value of the ramie cultivation to CaliSo valuable is its fiber as a textile fabric
fornia is beyond computation.
material, admitting of admixture with silk or cotton goods, thus lending
strength, beauty, and fineness which has not been attained by any other
known material. It easily accommodates itself to our dry Summers, is
its growth, easily laid down, and hardy in its nature.
Time,
with proper machinery, and plenty of the raw material, will ultimately
render it the most valuable manufacturing material grown; then in all
truth it maybe said that "Eamie is king." One other advantage attending its cultivation, and of great moment, is, that it is a continuous
grower, perennial in its life, and needs but one planting. All of which

thrifty in

is

respectfully submitted.

JOHN

S.

FINCH.

State of California,
\
County of Alameda, j
Finch, being duly sworn, deposes and says: That he raised a
ramie the last past season upon two acres of land measured by
Moore, and that the statement annexed, subscribed by this depo-

John
crop
P. S.

S.

of*

nent, as to the

manner of

cultivation, expenses, etc.,

is

in

all

respects
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knowledge and belief, and that the sample of
a fair sample of the whole crop for which I claim premium.

true, to the best of his

ramie

is

J.

S.

FINCH.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this twenty-fourth day of DecemA. D. eighteen hundred and seventy.

ber,

JOSEPH GRAHAM,
Justice of the Peace.

Award.

— The

premium of twenty-five

dollars

was awarded

to

Mr.

Pinch.

CORK
Statement of crops grown by A. B. Gilbert, on the American River,
Brighton Township. The quality of the soil is sandy loam. The
manner of cultivating for corn: first, plow about eight inches deep;
second, plant the corn in hills about three feet eight inches apart; third,
cultivate with cultivators and hoes, and suckered or thinned when two
thirds grown; fourth, cost of plowing and cultivating ten acres, two
in

hundred and ten dollars; fifth, value of crop raised on ten acres, four
hundred and thirty-six dollars and sixty cents; profit, two hundred and
twenty-six dollars and sixty cents.
State op California,
County of Sacramento,

)
j

A. B. Gilbert, being duly sworn, say upon my oath that the foregoing
a correct statement of crop raised by me in said county.

I,

is

A. B.

GILBERT.

Subscribed and sworn to before me, January 27th, 1871.

WILLIAM

ELLIS,

Justice of the Peace.

Award.

— The premium of thirty dollars w as awarded Mr. Gilbert.
y

HOPS.
To

the

Honorable the Board of Directors of the California State Agricultural

Society:

The undersigned, R. J. Merkley, of Sacramento County, herein makes
application for and claims the premium of twenty-five dollars offered by
your society in the fifth department, class second, of the premium list of
the California State Agricultural Society for eighteen hundred and
18
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seventy, for "best crop of hops, not less than ten acres nor less than two
five hundred pounds per acre;" and in support of said claim
the
following statement and affidavit:
presents

thousand

—

For statement of the next previous crop, and how measured,
your Honorable Board is referred to my statement of eighteen hundred
and sixty-nine, on file in the office of your Secretary.
Second The soil upon which the field of hops was raised for which I
claim the premium as above, is a sandy loam, intermixed with a very
little clay, if any at all, and cultivated in the usual way of cultivation
for the production of hops, being plowed and harrowed so as not to
permit weeds to grow.
Third The expense of cultivating, picking, and curing has been about
seven and a half cents per pound, and the value of the crop is about
twelve and a half cents per pound.
Fourth I raised two thousand six hundred and fifty pounds per acre
making the whole crop of ten acres twenty-six thousand five hundred
pounds. The profit of which, from the above statement of expense and
value, is about one thousand three hundred and twenty-five dollars.
The land upon which said crop was raised is in one contiguous
Fifth
piece, measured by myself, and contains ten acres.
First

—

—

—

—

—

E.

State of California,
County of Sacramento.

J.

MEEKLEY.

ss.
[

Merkley, being duly sworn, deposes and says: That he has raised
of
crop
hops the last past season, upon ten acres of land measured by
himself, and that the quantity of hops was two thousand six hundred
and fifty pounds per acre, and that the statement hereto annexed, subscribed by this deponent, as to the manner of cultivation, expenses, etc.,
is in all respects true, to the best of his knowledge and belief, and that
the sample of hops herewith presented is a fair sample of the whole
crop for which he claims a premium.
E. J. MEEKLEY.
E.

J.

Subscribed and sworn to before me, this twenty-sixth day of January,
A. D. eighteen hundred and seventy-one.
A. COMTE, Jr.,

Notary Public.

The premium of twenty-five

dollars

was awarded

to Mr. Merkley.

WHEAT.
Eobert Beck,

Esq., Secretary California State Agricultural Society:

I hereby make application for the premium of fifty dollars, given by
the above Society for " best crop of wheat, not less than fifty bushels
per acre," and append the following statement:

First

—The previous

taken of

it.

crop was not measured, and no special account
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—

The soil is sandy loam, was Summer fallowed, in good condiand well broken up. It was sowed between the twentieth and
thirtieth of October, eighteen hundred and sixty-nine, and then cultivated in. There was sown seventy-one pounds of Club seed per acre.
Third It costs about three dollars to Summer fallow and sow the
same, and about five dollars per acre to harvest, and three dollars and
thirteen cents per acre to sack, and seventy-five cents per acre to haul
to market.
Total cost to deliver to market, eleven dollars and eightySecond

tion,

—

eight cents per acre.

—

Fourth A sample of the above was on exhibition at the last annual
meeting of the Society.
The crop was raised on a parcel of land measuring twenty-two acres,
one hundred and forty-four rods, and six links, and is part of the northeast quarter of Section One, Range One east, Township Nine, and situated about two and one half miles southwest from the Town of Woodland,

County of Yolo.

State of California,
Yolo County,

")

j

Adam Steiner, being duly sworn, deposes and says: That he raised a
crop of wheat the last past season upon twenty-two acres, one hundred
and forty-four rods, and six links of land, surveyed and measured by
Donnovan, a surveyor of the Town of Woodland, County of Yolo,
and that the quantity of grain was (3,159) three thousand one hundred
and fifty-nine pounds per acre; and that the statement annexed, subscribed by this deponent, as to the manner of cultivation, expenses,
etc., is in all respects true to the best of his knowledge and belief, and
that the sample of wheat sent is a fair sample of the whole crop for
which he claims premium.

ADAM

J.

STEESTER.

Subscribed and sworn to before me, this sixth day of December, A. D.
1870.

ELIAS PETERSON",
Justice of the Peace.

The premium of

fifty dollars

was awarded Mr.

Steiner.
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CLAIMS FOR THE GOLD MEDAL FOR

1870.

FIRST DEPARTMENT.
STATEMENT OF JOHN HALL, OF ALAMEDA.
To

the Committee to

award Gold Medals

in the First

Department :

Gentlemen: I will state that I think I am entitled to the gold medal
department on my exhibition of fine thoroughbred horses.
My entire exhibition embraced thirteen head, twelve of which were
thoroughbred and one graded. Woodburn, Peggy Ringgold, and Moss
Eose were imported by me from Kentucky, where they were considered
The blood of
as good blood as was to be had in the United States.
in this

Woodburn

The balance of the stock
is not surpassed in the world.
exhibited by me are of my own raising in this State, and are all by
Woodburn, except one two year old, which is by Norfolk. Take my
lot of horses as exhibited by me at the Fair, and ask the opinions of
competent and impartial judges, and I am satisfied they will pronounce
it the finest lot of horses ever exhibited by one man at any Fair in California, and will compare well with any stock of horses in any country.
I received eight premiums at the late Fair of the Bay District Society
and seven at the Fair of the Santa Clara Valley Agricultural Society.
At the latter place I was awarded a premium on every animal I exhibited.

Hoping your committee

I

am most

will give the matter a careful consideration,

respectfully,

Yours,

JOHN HALL.

etc.,

STATEMENT OF

G.

N.

SWEZY, OF YUBA.

Gentlemen of the Committee on Gold Medals:
I submit to you that in your department the rearing of cattle is of
more importance to the State than that of horses or sheep. Sheep will

only afford us mutton and wool, the horse his service, while cattle will
not only afford us our principal meats, but leather, milk, butter, and
It would be hard to do without beef, milk,
cheese, and service as well.
butter, and cheese, while we might do without the sheep and horse, as
silk, cotton, and other textiles would supply us with our principal
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clothing in so favorable a climate, and the ox and mule be a fail' substiwith steamboats, railroads, steam plows, and threshers, for the
service of the horse.
Again, the principal portion of the land of this State is high and dryThis land is our best grain and wine land.
plain land and foothills.
This land, now so productive, will, in a tew years devoted to successive
cropping, become impoverished unless fertilized. We cannot fertilize
with either timothy, clover, buckwheat, or other crops turned under, as
in other countries, because the land is too dry to grow these.
We then
must depend upon the barnyard for fertilizers; and all our straw and
hay must be consumed and converted there into manure and returned
The straw left upon the land, or burned, as is the custom,
to the land.
will not enrich the land in so dry and burning a climate.
It must go
into the barnyard and there be used as food, bedding, and shelter for
cattle, and receive and absorb the moisture of the cattle's droppings
and ammonia of their urine, and be tramped and converted into useful
and enriching fertilizers. This can only be done profitably by cattle, as
the milk, butter, cheese, and increased, weight of beef will profitably
repay all the labor and care bestowed, to say nothing about the profit
the farmer will realize from his manures as fertilizers to his other productions.
To farm successfully the farmer must diversify his productions; and what interest can he so profitably carry on with the raising
of grain as the rearing of cattle. It will be but a short time before the
grain farmer will find the rearing of cattle indispensable to his successI will not be tedious.
You have
fully raising profitable crops of grain.
tute,

to gather
I contend that

enough

my idea.
my exhibition

of full blooded Durham cattle, and of
crosses between blooded Durham and blooded Ayrshire cattle, was the
most meritorious exhibition, and one that would be greatly more for the
interest of the State than any other cattle exhibition made at the State
Fair.
My blooded Durhams or shorthorns have perfect pedigrees. I
exhibited five, and their records will be found in my name in volume
five of the American Herd Book, page three hundred and twenty-two,

and volume nine, first part, pages forty-five, one hundred and seventyhundred and ninety-five, and four hundred and fifty-three;
second part, pages six hundred and ninety-six and nine hundred and
fifty-nine.
My old cow, Kate Dunne, is of the pure Teese water milch
stock; so is her heifer'Beauty, and j^earling First Duke of Yuba. Beauty
took the sweepstakes, and has taken the premium eveiy year of her life
in her class, and two sweepstakes this year, being the only times shown.
The First Duke of Yuba has always taken the premium in his class.
He has been shown four times and taken four premiums and one sweepstakes.
These all have size, weight, beauty, symmetry, and are good for
beef or milk and butter; indeed, cannot be beaten. The first Duke of
San Mateo is a fine animal large, well built, and of exceeding weight
for his age, two years.
I believe there is no better animal standing than
he is. lie comes from the celebrated Bates & Booth's Duchess Durham,
with a pure pedigree. His great grandsire and granddam are from the
most celebrated bull in England, Vanguard, of pure milch stock. That
strain of milk alone is worth thousands to have it introduced into this
three, three

—

other cattle exhibited are a cross of two milk strains, the
and Ayrshire. These animals are symmetrically
and finely made, of good size and form and weight, and the best of
milkers and butter makers. I keep them for milkers. They make beauState.

milking

My

Durhams
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cows; are small boned, though large, and are pictures in a pasture
the barnyard; and fatten readily when dry, and yield in beef
almost equal to the Durham.
As to Colonel Younger's exhibition, I have nothing to say, as I do not
know the quality of his animals, and know nothing of their bloods, as I
have not been able to find his or his animals' names in the Herd Book.
I think either of our exhibitions superior to the Devons. I have not found
them even in the Devon Herd book. You see by these last remarks I
rely a great deal upon pedigree and purity of blood, so does your socieWe should always breed so as to imI have reason for so doing.
ty.
we
cannot
this
our
stock;
surely and successfully do without
prove
pure blooded animals. The cold blood will often cry back. The rule is
to infuse superior strains and not tainted or inferior strains of blood
If possible the male should always be superior to the
into your herd.
female; if so, the get will always be superior to the dam; if not, it will be
inferior, and so we go back.
Again, if there is a bad strain of blood in
the male it may show itself way back to a remote scrub of an ancestor.
In all cases it will and does weaken and neutralize the better strain and
welfare
quality you desire most to propagate and preserve. So for the
of the State one pure blooded animal that will transmit its valuable
properties is worth more than a whole herd of animals of impure blood,
or without well established useful qualities of milk and beef. My animals are all kind and gentle, and by nature quiet and docile, good feeders,
and in no way breachy. I have never had a bull or cow, old or 3-oung,
leave my inclosure, though my fences are but the most ordinary; this
I submit the
trait, all who have purchased of me, give my animals.
above, regretting that I have not time to give more attention to the sub-

tiful

field or

ject.

Yours

respectfully, etc.,

STATEMENT OF W.

T.

G. N.

SWEZY.

WILSON, OF OREGON.

the Committee of Gold Medal Awards on Stock, at the annual exhibition
of the State Agricultural Society, held in Sacramento, September, eighteen

To

hundred and seventy:

Gentlemen: Having made entry for the society's gold medal for
stock exhibited at the fair grounds, I submit the following reasons why
I compete for and claim the prize:

The value and profit of sheep raising is greater to California than that
of any other kind of stock. As a growing industry its magnitude and
importance is second to none else; and it is limited alone, prospectively,
to the amount of pasturage and feed that can be economically produced
for the range and feeding of such stock.
Less expense of care, labor, and food is required for sheep than is the
case with any other stock that will equal the income; while but little
outlay of money will start one in the business of sheep raising.
The rapid increase of sheep by breeding is too well known to require
argument.

Mutton is fast taking the place of beef. It can be afforded at a less
and still allow a better profit to the producer. It is fast gaining in
favor among learned men and consumers of meat; and it is quite

cost,
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generally conceded to be as palatable, nutritious, and health giving as
beef or any other meat. While beef is often forced upon the market in
a condition hardly fit for consumption, good wholesome mutton is always
obtainable at a lower figure.
The value of the wool clip in this State is an item worthy of high conIt is better than mines of gold, which simply represent
sideration.
It is a product that builds up factories, encourages home
values.
industry, and clothes the people substantially.
Although wool is one of our most valuable exports, it is but natural
to predict that we will soon make it up into clothing for ourselves and
the world, instead of selling our wool and buying our clothing. In a
practical and economic light, clothing made from our fresh clipped
fleece is worth one hundred per cent more than the seadieated imported
materials.

Home

industry receives a direct encouragement from sheep raising
yielded by no other class of stock, and as the breeds are improved
farmers with a few acres will find it convenient and profitable to keep
The introduction and encouragement of large,
a few choice sheep.
T
superior wool and mutton sheep will do aw ay with the prevailing notion
that thousands of acres of wild lands are necessary to profitable sheep
that

is

raising.

As sheep are cheaply and easily kept, are more profitable, are of greater
material value including meat, wool, and industrial encouragement to
this State
than any other stock, I see every reason why the gold medal
should be awarded to sheep. The profits of horse raising, aside from
horse racing, etc. which is of very questionable importance are quite
small.
More might be said in favor of cattle. But of the great and
growing importance of sheep there can be no question.
My claims consist in the fact that I have exhibited the best specimens
of the best variety of sheep the Cotswolds all of pure breed. These

—

—

—

—

—

—

have imported directly from Gloucestershire, England,
sixty-two sheep
the native country and home of this breed of sheep. These were selected
and purchased of Mr. W. Lane, one of the most distinguished sheep
breeders in England; and I confidently assert that no finer breed of sheep
were ever brought to the United States. For size of carcass, excellence
of wool, purity of breed and general excellence I assert they have no
I

—

superiors.
Late prizes in Englaud. Among the twenty-two bucks and forty ewes
shown by me at this Fair in Sacramento are four ewes, four years old,
that took a first prize at the Lynncester cattle show last May; also
one buck, " Lord Bath well," took the first prize at the same show. I
claim that there is not one ordinary or inferior sheep in the whole collection which I exhibit, and that no man can make, or has made a better
showing of pure blooded Cots wold sheep in this country.
Habits of the Cotswolds. They are strong and hardy and easily domesticated, making the best of mothers. They are quiet, not given to

—

wild roving, but will be content on sparse pasturage; but they are full
eaters and upon good feed will fatten quickly; they will thrive where
restless sheep will

grow poor.
The Cotswold wool is a long staple, the most valued by our manufactures being easily combed and worked, lustrous, and best for staple

—

as

It brings the highest price in market, and the sheep yield quite
to the yearly fleece as the same number of Merinos.

brought

in direct

goods.

much again
The Cotswolds

are taking the place of Merinos as fast as they are
comparison and competition. The Cotswolds are the
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all long wooled sheep; they produce more wool and longer
wool than any other breed.
The Cotswolds for mutton are the most profitable sort of sheep known.
There is a blending of fat and lean, and a juciness of meat altogether
superior, while the weight will exceed any other sort.
In conclusion, I respectfully submit to your judgment the facts as
I might quote a mass of authority for every satement substated.
mitted, but prefer to leave the subject as presented to your intelligence.
One statement more which I overlooked: for crossing with other
breeds, the Cotswolds are admitted by all good breeders of sheep to be
superior to any other variety.
This enterprise is one calculated to be of vast and permanent value to
I shall expect
this coast, and I claim some credit for this importation.
the gold medal for making the best exhibit of the best breed of sheep
made at the State Fair this year the most valuable show of stock.

favorites of

—

W.

Eespectfully,

T.

WILSON.

SECOND DEPARTMENT.
STATEMENT OF LINFOETH, EELLOGG &

CO.,

OF SAN

FEANCISCO.

To

the

Gold Medal Committee:

We claim the gold medal for the "World" mower and
reaper combined, because it is the most perfect machinery
of its kind made. Unlike all other reapers and mowers, the gearing is
It is accurately bored, then placed in the lathe
cast blank, like this cut.
and turned down to a standard size, which is unvarying as the finest
From the lathe it comes in the shape
calculation and skill can make it.
shown in this cut, excepting that there is no tooth (the artist having
introduced this to show its relation to the general surface of the blank),
and is perfect in all its proportions, eveiy part of it having been subFrom the lathe, the blank
jected to the most accurate measurement.
passes to the gear cutter, upon which the cogs are cut with faultless
precision and the pinion delivered in the shape shown in this illustration.
Nothing in mechanism can excel the exactness with which these gear
cutters (models of ponderous elegance) do their work.
They (the gear
cutters) were invented and built expressly for this purpose, at a cost of
Gentlemen:

mower and

fifty thousand dollars, and are the wonder and praise
see them.
They have been made to do work perfectly by a
process which the best mechanical talent of the country had pronounced

two hundred and
of

all

who

—

Thus, from the
impracticable all previous attempts having failed.
character of the machinery and mechanical ability employed in its con" World "
struction, you can judge of the mechanical excellencies of the
mower and reaper and mower. Every wheel and cog is made by the
same process and with equal care. The blanks are cast as perfectly as
any other casting, turned down to a standard gauge, bored with equal
precision, and the cogs cut so faultlessly that one does not differ in the
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smallest degree from another.
The iron used is of the best quality,
"
Hanging Rock coal blast charcoal pig," better than which cannot anywhere be found, and the equal of which is rarely used in agricultural machinery.
The shafting is made of iron of the best quality,
and, like the gearing which it is to carry, prepared with the greatest
care.
It is turned throughout its length like that of the best grades of
machinery, and fitted to the wheels with such exactness that there cannot be the slightest vibration. It is key-seated, as are the wheels, by
machinery, so that when the two are fitted together they are substantially one.
Having secured perfect gearing in the manner indicated, the next
important matter is to give it fixed relations. These are secured in the
"World" first by means of a solid cast iron ease frame into which the
bearings for the shafting are moulded. These bearings, with their caps,
are babbitted with metal of the finest quality, a jig representing the
shafting being used to locate and regulate the proportion of the bearing
cannot here explain the necessity tor the use of the jig
precisely.
further than that it is an invention of comparatively recent date, and is
the only means by which the bearings can be so nicely adjusted as that
all the undue friction (causing heating and rapid wear), so common in
ordinary machinery, can be obviated. Second: the bolt holes, instead
of being formed with a core and cast as commonly done, are bored
through the solid iron, their size and location being fixed with faultless
exactness.
slight elevation surrounding the bolt holes, through both
frame and caps, is planed, so that the surface against which the bolthead and nut are brought is perfectly smooth.
circular countersink
is cut into the
pillar block, and a stool, corresponding in form and size
precisely with it, is cut upon the cap (the bolt hole passing through the
center of both) by which means the position of the cap cannot be
changed when drawn down to its place, no matter how great the strain
in any direction.
This device, peculiar to the " World," is one of special
excellence, and its importance cannot be overestimated indeed, cannot
be appreciated by any one not familiar with the fact that to keep box
caps firmly in place is a prime necessity.
The bolts, like those of the locomotive and the class of machinery to
which it belongs, are turned throughout their length and made to fit so
tightly into their holes that considerable force is required to drive them to
their places.
The thread is cut upon the lathe (not squeezed out as is
commonly the case), the under side of the head faced smoothly, so that
coming in contact with the planed surface of the case, as already
The nut, cold pressed and like the head
described, the bearing is perfect.
of the bolt hexagon shaped, is faced up, and the thread cut on the lathe
and coming in contact with the elevated and planed surface of the cap,
makes a fit which, with the permanency of the bolt cap, sufficiently
accounts for the fact that no nut or bolt has ever been known to come
loose.
Every wheel, shaft, bolt, and nut being perfect in itself, accurately adjusted, each in its relation to the other, and secured with
unchangeable permanency, the movement of the whole construction is
as easy, noiseless, and smooth as that of the locomotive or engine lathe.
Protection to the gearing, the importance of which is apparent, is secured
completely by means of a hinged cover, which with the solid iron case
or frame excludes water, sand, grass, and indeed every kind of dirt which
could in any way hinder the movements or cause wear to the vitals of
the machine.
chiefly

We

A

A

—

19
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The durability of the "World can only he determined by a comparison of it with the machinery built in the same manner to be used for
other purposes. The engine lathe, which is in no point superior to it
(the same material and mechanism being common to both), after constant use during an average of ten (10) hours each working day for
if any, indication of wear.
There
twenty (20) years, and shows little,
"
can be no reason why the " World should not last and do its work an
equal length of time, and the proof of this is apparent in every machine
yet built, the testimony of those who have used it since its introducion
" there is not the least evidence of wear in
any
being to the effect that
of
the
gearing." The same causes which insure its durability
part

equally establish its freedom from liability to derangement. The importance of this to the farmer, who with a full force of hands -employed at
high wages, is depending upon his machine for the prompt dispatch of
the harvest work and the security of his crops, is too manifest to be
discussed.
Of the "World," one who has thoroughly tried it says: "It
worked like a charm, and there was no hindrance in the way of tinkering, not even for a moment."
The mowing bar of the "World" is made of cold rolled iron of the
best quality, it having been clearly demonstrated that it best answers
the purpose. The knife is greatly strengthened and improved. The
heel (made of steel and planed down so as to secure easy movement),
extends with a gradual taper out upon the knife, thus insuring perfect
safety to both, whatever may be the shocks or resistance the latter may
meet.
The guards are of iron of the best brands, forged by regular "guard
makers," instead of being cast or malleable, as is commonly the case
with many other machines. The inside is lined with cast steel, then
ground so that a sharp edge is presented on both sides, and the keen
and highly tempered knife vibrating rapidly through them, the grass,
however tangled, wet, heavy, or dry, is mown so easily and smoothly
that, as an enthusiastic admirer says: "It is solid pleasure to see it
work." The guards are highly polished, so that they offer nothing to
which wet grass can cling.
The rolling motion of the bar enables it to follow and adapt itself to
the undulations of the surface over which it is cutting, thus making a
stubble of uniform length and clean work anywhere. This is further
facilitated by the drag bar, which, like the runner of the "Yankee
Jumper," carries the bar and knife down into and over ditches and dead
furrows, and insures its safe passage over obstacles of every kind without jar or danger of breakage.
The parallel movement, an arrangement peculiar to the " World," hy
which the knife and pitman are kept perfectly in line (no matter how
low the bar may sink or how high it may be lifted), thus preventing any
binding or strain upon either, is a point of acknowledged and superior
merit.
to

The ball and socket pitman joint provides for every twist and strain
which the pitman is liable, thus securing an uncramped movement

while allowing the bar perfect freedom to adapt

itself to

the surface,

however rough or rolling may be the ground.
The lifting arrangement is a simple lever and chain, so adjusted that
the cutter bar can be raised to and by means of a pawl and ratchet, conveniently located and under easy control, kept at any hight desired to
clear stumps or other formidable obstacles.
The purchase is such that
very slight

effort is

used to handle

it.
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do not wish to consume the time of the committee, hut are anxious
them understand all the points of superiority we claim for the
" World."
It is emphatically the machine for this coast, and if we
receive such encouragement from your committee as we think we are
entitled to, i. e., the gold medal, it will be a great inducement for us to
make the effort to have the machine manufactured here, because it is so
peculiarly adapted to this coast where the dust and sand soon cut away
and wear out machines that are not protected by being completely covered in an almost water tight case, as is the "World." It seems to us
that we are entitled to the gold medal over all other competitors, for the
most useful, perfect, and complete machine yet made. It stands without
a rival.
Your decision (if favorable, as we think it ought to be and will be),
may be the means of starting the manufacture of this kind of machinery
here, which ought to be done, we all know, and so add another interest
to our material prosperity on this coast.
to have

Yours respectfully,

LINFOETH, KELLOGG &

CO.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM SAWDON.
To

the

Gold Medal Committee:

I submit to you my claims for the gold medal, which
with attention and careful investigation.

I trust will

meet

The Californian Sewing Machine is the first that ever was invented
on the Pacific Coast, and also the first ever manufactured in the State
of California. It is one of the cheapest and most durable. There is no
difficult movements in it, and is easily managed, and not liable to get out
of order, like others. It works easily, and with verj' little noise. It
will sew the finest muslin, or the strongest cloth or leather; and by a
simple arrangement the thread is passed from the spool to the needle
without having a hole to thread. It will do all the different kinds of
work, such as hemming, braiding, tucking, felling, etc., and is equal in
every respect to any imported machine. It is also an important item in
Californian manufacture. Thousands of dollars have been sent to the
East for machines which can be kept at home; besides, it will furnish
employment to molders, machinists, carpenters,
Those claims I submit for consideration, etc.
Yours, respectfully,

etc.

WM. SAWDOK

STATEMENT OF EEEICK LUNDQUEST, OF GEASS VALLEY.
To

the

Gold Medal Committee:

The claims of the undersigned for award of the gold medal for the
watchmaking lathe are based on the following grounds:
The machine is entirely new and different from any now in use, and
having for its design the enabling of watchmakers to constructor repair
any part of a watch, excepting the main and hair springs and dial, with-
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out involving the trouble and expense of procuring a separate machine
for every different part of a watch to be constructed or repaired.
The machine is a combination of machines, all in one, and by it a
workman can make a correct duplicate of any part of a watch that can
possibly get broke, including the cases, by a quicker, easier, and more
correct method.
It is a valuable invention, not only to watchmakers but to machinists
in general, who can apply its principles to their calling with ease and
profit.

To bring this machine to perfection has cost an immense amount of
labor and study.
It is a California invention, and well worthy the attention of every
watchmaker and machinist for the accuracy of the work which its use
will insure, as well as for its great labor-saving qualities.
I am perfectly willing that it should undergo any amount of further
examination, and will cheerfully give a complete personal explanation of
all its parts.

Eespectfully,

EEBICK LTJNDQUEST.

STATEMENT OF POLLAED & CAEVILL. OF SAN FEANCTSCO.
To

the

Gold Medal Committee:.

Gentlemen: We lay claim to the State Agricultural Society's gold
medal in our department. We had on exhibition six vehicles: one ClarWe
ence, one family carriage, three top buggies, and one open buggy.
claim that our display showed better work than ever was exhibited at
any Fair, and most certainly a larger and better than was on the list at.
the last meeting of the Society. All of the work exhibited by us was
of our own manufacture, the work, even to the bending of the rounded
lights in the beautiful Clarence, being done in our shop.

Yours

respectfully,

STATEMENT OF
To

the

C.

H.

POLLAED & CAEVILL.

HUBBAED, OF SACEAMENTO.

Gold Medal Committee:

would most respectfully ask of the Board or the committee who are
award the gold medal lor the most meritorious exhibit of California
manufactured and invented machinery, to consider my claim for tbe same.
I ask for the medal ottered to this department, basing my application
on tbe Price's Patent Hay Press, which is purely a California invention,
and all of California manufacture. It is a press that has proven to be
better than any other manufactured in the United States.
In California,
where ha}' baling is one or' the most necessary branches of agriculture, it
I

to

has driven all other kinds of presses out of market. Its reputation here
cannot be doubted, as manj' of them are now in use, and all who have used
them are ready to certify that this press is much better than any other
they have ever seen. The inventor is now about to introduce it into the
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Eastern States; heretofore his capital has not been large enough to do
I claim for this invention a press upon entire new principles, combining strength, rapidity, and compactness never before obtained in a
A full description of the working of the press would require too
press.
it.

much

of your time.

will be given if requested.)
Being
of great benefit to the agricultural portion of the
State, and purely of California invention and manufacture, 1 think it
well worthy of your consideration; and if the committee who are to
award this medal will give my application their consideration, I think
they will agree that this press was the most meritorious invention
exhibited in that department.

an invention which

I

(A description

is

am, yours most respect fully,

C.

If.

HUBBARD.

THIRD DEPARTMENT.
STATEMENT OF HIRAM COOK. OF SACRAMENTO.
To

the Committee to

Award Gold Medals:

Gentlemen: The undersigned, in accordance with the regulations of
your honorable Society, herewith very respectfully submits his claims
for award of gold medal for the third department.

my
—-Your
Committee on

I base

claims as follows:

Premiums have awarded me first premium
on the best carriage harness, best farm harness, best ladies' saddle, best
display of riding bridles; also, best assortment of saddlery on exhibition
at the State Fair in eighteen hundred and seventy.
Second The above articles were manufactured in Sacramento, where
I have been manufacturing harness, saddles, and everything in the above
line for the last eighteen years.
Third I am using California leather only, and employing a large
number of hands in the manufacturing of harness, saddlery, collars,'
whips, lashes, etc. I therefore claim your honorable consideration.
First

—

—

HIRAM COOK.

Respectfully,

STATEMENT OF JOHN
To

the

S.

FINCH, OF HAYWARD'S.

Board of Award of Gold Medals:

Gentlemen: Herewith please find a stalk and the rough fiber of
I have entered in competition for the gold medal
premium as a new and valuable product grown in the County of Alameda and State of California.
ramie plant, which

Its

general merits, -though

lately

introduced

in

this

country, are

becoming generalky acknowledged, and as it is likely to effect a great
revolution in the manufacture of fibrous fabrics, it is of the utmost
importance that a knowledge of its great intrinsic value be universally
diffused.
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1 claim to be the pioneer introducer and cultivator of the ramie plant
in California.
I claim for the ramie plant a superiority over every
known fiber in use in strength, durability, texture, and cost. I claim
for it that it is susceptible of culture in almost any soil; that as an
exotic it becomes readily acclimated; that it is cheap to produce it; that
is easily cultivated; that it has fewer enemies in its growth than
other fibers; that neither drought nor wet weather will injure it; that
it propagates rapidly
that it produces largely; that it commands high
prices; that a ready market invites general production; that it opens up
a new channel of industry that will revolutionize the material interests
of the State; that its introduction generally will develop new industries
among our people by which employment will be furnished for thousands
of laborers who will make their homes among us; that it "will furnish
the means by which manufactories will spring up; that but little capital
it

:

its production; that it is as strong as hemp, as flexible as
be made as fine and firm as silk; that it furnishes a matethe poor can afford to be finely clad; that the plant itself
is healthy and vigorous, and that its leaves are susceptible of being
manufactured into paper of excellent quality.
These and other reasons specially set forth in the accompanying pamphlets are a few. and only a few, of the reasons I urge in favor of this
plant so justly celebrated, and afford the reasons upon which I claim
the award of the gold medal premium.
With these statements I take pleasure in handing you specimens of
the plant referred to, as well as of the rough fiber.
is

required in

flax, and can
rial in which

Very

JOHN

respectfully yours,

S.

FINCH.

STATEMENT OF JAMES PAESONS, OF SACEAMEXTO.
To

the

Gold Medal Committee:

Gentlemen:

I

claim

the gold medal premium for the following

reasons:

—

First The styles of gaiters, shoes, and balmorals which I exhibited
at the State Fair of eighteen hundred and seventy were all of California
manufacture, and more elegant than any of the same class ever imported

made in this State, not excepting those from the best Eastern and
European markets.
Second For workmanship and beautiful finish I claim they are
superior in every respect to any ever imported, and certainly far ahead
of any ever exhibited or manufactured in this State.
Third This branch of home industry, which I represented at the late
or

—

—

State Fair, with proper encouragement, will save millions of dollars that
annually leave this State for the East and Europe. I hope the committee will, therefore, award me the gold medal.

JAMES PAESONS.

Eespectfully yours,

STATEMENT OF
To

the

My

H. M.

BEOOKS, OF SACEAMENTO.

Gold Medal Committee:
application for

award of a gold medal

for exhibition at the last

State Agricultural Society.
State Fair
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based on the art of successfully imitating nature in

wax

work.
Respectfully,

STATEMENT OF MRS.
To

the

C.

H. M.

BEOOKS.

COOK, OF SAN FRANCISCO.

Gold Medal Committee:

It having been desired that I should submit some of the reasons why
the gold medal of my class should be awarded to me, I will state that I
have, for at least seven years, made the best display of hair braids and
fine device and landscape. hair work of any one on this coast.
This has
been allowed by the press and also b}r experts and critics. The articles
I exhibit are home manufacture.
I therefore say, with full confidence.
that my manufacture is the means of keeping a much larger amount of
capital in the State than many larger ones of other characters, and I trust
will not receive a less degree of encouragement than I received in the
Eastern States before making California my home, more especially as since
that time I have made important improvements every year, and should

my efforts sufficiently to encourage me, I propose to make
better display next j'ear.
It is my intention to show the entire
process of manufacture, which will be very interesting and very attractive; this 3'ou will understand will benefit your institute and the State.
I also intend to display two excellent workstands of
own invention.
r
The3 work well and easy, raising and lowering the braids as desired,
and being, I think, as near perfect for the purpose intended as possible.
Trusting that you will give
application for the gold medal of
class a favorable consideration,
you appreciate
a

still

my

my

my

I

am your

STATEMENT OF
To

the

F.

obedient servant,

C.

COOK.

FOSTER, OF SACRAMENTO.

Gold Medal Committee for eighteen hundred and seventy:

Gentlemen: Permit me to present to you the statement of my claim
medal for the most meritorious exhibition in the third department, including textile fabrics, mill, and other manufactures.
My exhibition consisted of samples of bookbinding, embracing blank
books in every style for general and special purposes, also printed books
in all varieties of covei*, and finished in all the various styles of workmanship. The regular committee in this department awarded to my
exhibition a silver medal, being the highest premium paid to any exhibitor in the department.
This award was made for the superior excellence
of the exhibition itself, and may be considered as a special recommendation for the ffold medal, to the extent that that committee had the
means of judging. But as I am informed that your committee may, in
their discretion, and probably will, take into consideration all legitimate
to the gold

circumstances connected with the claimant's business that may tend to
add merit to the exhibition, I venture to call your attention to the
following facts: Mine is the oldest bookbinding establishment on the
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It was commenced in eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
and has been in 'constant operation from that day to the present time.
Like the pioneers in all other manufacturing industries on this coast, I
have met with many discouragements, and have labored under many disadvantages. Not the least among these has been the sharp competition
of imported ready-made work, especially in the line of blank books of
the plan of
every description. While eastern establishments work upou

Pacific Coast.

a division of labor, each devoting its attention to only one special class
of work, the peculiar isolated condition of our State has been such that,
in order to secure work enough to keep my hands employed, I have been
labor for
compelled at great expense to provide machinery and skilled
the accomplishment of all varieties of work, performed in other counThe high price of labor and material
tries in several establishments.
here in early days was almost a complete bar to the success of my enterto persevere as longprise; but having once engaged in it, I determined
as I could make it afford a livelihood. Even now I am unable to compete
with importers of blank books for general purposes, but am compelled to
depend for patronage upon those who require work of a special charand willing
acter, and can appreciate work of high merit, and are able
to pay for it — such as banks, large mercantile establishments. State and

county

ofiices, etc.

made

A

this
large portion of my exhibition was work of
The material used in my establishment, such

to order.

character,
as paper, leather, thread, glue, cloth, etc., was formerly all imported, but
I have alwaj 8 made it a rule to purchase homemade articles whenever I
could find them; and I am happy to say that most of these materials are
manufactured here, and by giving encouragement to my enternow
T

being

will also be
prise by awarding to me the gold medal, your committee
me.
indirectly encouraging the manufacture of all the materials used by
exhibition and those of other
I could draw comparisons between
or perparties in competition with me, but do not consider it necessary,
to do so, as the committee are abundantly able to do that

my

haps proper

I will only say that next to the "art preservative"
for themselves.
mine may be classed as important, as its direct tendency is to preserve
in a neat and convenient form for the use of mankind the best thoughts
of our best and ablest men.

All of which

is

most respectfully submitted

in faith

and hope.
F.

FOSTEE.

FOURTH DEPARTMENT.
STATEMENT OF ISAAC
To

the

P.

ALLEN, OF SACEAMENTO.

Gold Medal Committee:

The reasons why we should have
during your
goods that at

a gold

medal awarded us for display

last exhibition are, first, that there was no display of like
all approached our display in magnificence, taste in arrang-

were all manufactured in the United
French goods of the same class, and
"
they are noted the world over for magnificence and "keeping qualities.

They
ing, and quality of articles.
States.
They equal if not surpass
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added a great deal of cheerfulness to the part of the Pavilion
This was remarked by many. In fact, I might
placed.
the feature of the new part of the Pavilion.
Trusting
say that it
that the above reasons may be evidence enough to your committee of
our just claim to the award asked for,
Secondly,

which

in

it

it

was
was

We

are,

ISAAC

yours truly,

P.

ALLEN

& CO.

STATEMENT OF JOHN BBEUNEB. OF SACRAMENTO.
To

the

Gold Medal Committee:

The reason why the gold medal
the articles mentioned herein is:

premium should

me

be awarded to

—

Home Manufactory. One Turkey lounge, one sick chair, one
high' dining chair, two walnut embroidered ladies' chairs, one
parlor suit (seven pieces), one California laurel parlor suit (seven
one attorney's office desk, with revolving desk, book shelves of

on

walnut
walnut
pieces),

walnut

laurel; one office rotary chair, two bedroom chairs, one rocking
chair, one walnut hat rack, one towel rack, one spring mattress, one

and

hair mattress.

Any good mechanic must acknowledge that the articles mentioned
are the best of workmanship, and cannot be excelled; and it was the
best display ever exhibited in this State.
Very

STATEMENT OF

JOHN BEEUNEE.

respectfully,

E. C.

TEEEY &

CO.,

OF SACEAMENTO.

the Honorable Committee for Awarding the Gold
of eighteen hundred and seventy :

To

Medal

at the State

Fair

for claiming the medal are that we believe we had the
most meritorious display in the fourth department of home
(or domestic) manufacture, added to our goods partly and wholly
manufactured abroad.
Our French ranges, broilers, copper boilers, and copper furniture are
California manufacture, mostly of our own make, and our display of
stoves and heaters, mounted and partly manufactured by us. In short,
we claim that we exhibited more home manufactured goods than any

Our reasons

best and

other party in this department.

Very truly and
20

respectfully yours,

E. C.

TEEEY &

Co.
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STATEMENT OF THE PACIFIC INK FACTOEY, OF SAN
FRANCISCO.

Eob't Beck, Esq., Secretary California State Agricultural Society.

Dear

Sir:

In answer to yours of the twenty-third ultimo, requiring

" as
competitors for the gold medal premium, in the fourth departthe
ment, to file with you a written statement, giving our reasons
us,

why

gold medal should be awarded us," we beg leave to say:
First
We claim that our inks, mucilage, and liquid blueing are superior to any imported.
Second The Alta, in eighteen hundred and sixty-nine, estimated that
upwards of one million of dollars per annum was sent out of the State
to pay for imported inks alone, all of which we expect to
stop within
the next twelve inonths, by furnishing a better article at less price.
Thihl We expect not only to supply the region heretofore supplied
from San Francisco, but shall shortly commence exporting to the
Southern and Western States; and as we are enabled to manufacture
inks here cheaper than they can be manufactured in New York and
Boston, we have no doubt but their exportation will be profitable to us
and advantageous to the State.
Fourth The inks imported into this market come from New York,
Boston, Philadelphia, London, Paris, and Berlin; there are no other ink
manufactories of any note, in the world, other than those named, and
the establishment here, upon the shores of the Pacific, of an ink factory,
supplying the world with inks superior to any other, should be a source
of pride to Californians, and the Managers of the State Fair are in duty
bound to do all in their power to bring about this great desideratum.
Our establishment, directly and indirectly, gives employment
Fifth
to a large number of men.
Our bills, for printing labels alone, amounting to some two hundi-ed dollars per month, and continually on the

—

—

—

—

—

increase.
Sixth The announcement in the public newspapers, that the California State Fair had awarded us the gold medal, would give our manufactures a status abroad that would be of great pecuniary advantage to
us and of permanent benefit to the State.
Hoping that your committee will examine the matter thoroughly, and

—

conclude that our manufactures, being of great importance to the State,
and as we have never before applied for or received a medal, and that
as the advancement of a home industry is the enrichment of our whole
people, will, in your good judgment, award us the medal,

We

remain, your most obedient,

KNOWLTON

STATEMENT OF NICHOLS, FALVY &
To

the

CO.,

& HAEEIS.

OF SACEAMENTO.

Gold Medal Committee of eighteen hundred and seventy:

Gentlemen: Wc enter our claim for the gold medal in the fourth
department, and think that we arc entitled to it for the following reasons:
that our goods (pails, tubs, and woodenware), being entirely and exclusively of home manufacture, are entitled to and deserving of more credit
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than any other display in the same department; that ours is an industry
which, it" properly fostered and encouraged, "will grow to be of great
e'xtent, keeping money in the State that would otherwise go out of it;
that although there may have been more brilliant displays in this department than ours, there were none of goods that required so large an
outlay of capital and time to produce them. Hoping the committee will
acknowledge the justness of our claim, we remain, gentlemen,

Your obedient

NICHOLS, FALVY & CO.

servants,

STATEMENT OF HUNTINGTON, HOPKINS &
EAMENTO.
To

the Committee for

Awarding

the

CO.,

OF SAC-

Gold Medal Premium:

Gentlemen: As competitors for the gold medal premium, we claim
that it should be awarded to us for making the largest and most meritorious display of goods in the fourth department, having on exhibition a full and complete assortment of hardware, house furnishing
goods, and railway supplies, comprising between nineteen hundred and
two thousand different pieces, and valued at six thousand five hundred
dollars.

Yours

truly,

HUNTINGTON, HOPKINS &

CO.

FIFTH DEPARTMENT.
STATEMENT OF THE SACEAMENTO VALLEY BEET SUGAE
COMPANY, OF SACEAMENTO.
To

the

Gold Medal Committee of the State Agricultural Society for the year
hundred and seventy:

eighteen

Gentlemen: The Sacramento Valley Beet Sugar Company was organized in March, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, for the purpose of purchasing lands, raising beets, and manufacturing beet sugar. The com-

pany was duly incorporated April twenty-fourth, eighteen hundred and
sixty-eight, with a capital of one hundred thousand dollars, and all its
capital stock was subscribed by citizens of Sacramento.
An agent was sent by the company to Europe in May, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, who was authorized to proceed, at the expense of
the company, and examine into and report upon the condition of beet
sugar manufacture. This agent was absent several months, visiting the
most important sugar districts of Germany and France. On his return
he made a lengthy report to the company, which was published and
gratuitously distributed among those interested in beet culture and
sugar manufacture.
In the meanwhile, a tract of land of about three hundred and sixty
acres was purchased near the City of Sacramento, and immediate steps
we're taken to procure seed from Europe suitable for the production of
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sugar bearing beets. A quantity of the seed was planted, and with the
beets grown therefrom the first beet sugar ever made in California was
produced in the factory of the Sacramento Valley Beet Sugar Company,
and a sample thereof exhibited at the Fair of the State Agricultural
Society in the year eighteen hundred and seventy.
During this year, some sixty acres of beets were planted on the
ground of this company, and in June steps were taken to get machinery
in operation in time to make sugar when the beet crop was fully
matured. There was, however, considerable delay in getting the machinery, and before it could be finished and put up in complete working
order, the beet crop had commenced a second growth, and they had lost
a large proportion of their sugar properties. The result has been that
the percentage of yield in sugar has not been so satisfactory as could be
desired and as was expected while the beets were growing.
The company are making ju'eparations for sowing a large breadth of
land the coming season, and are confident of producing results that will
be satisfactory to the stockholders, and be the means of establishing an
industry in California of the utmost importance. These facts are submitted to your committee, and we solicit at your hands the bestowal of
the gold medal offered by the State Agricultural Society for the most
important exhibit in the department to which beet sugar belongs. We
ask for this gold medal upon the following grounds:
The Sacramento Valley Beet Sugar Company was the first
First
company to organize in the State for the manufacture of beet sugar.
Second This company has been expending large amounts to get the
best information available in this country and Europe, and have made
experiments in beet culture in California, the results of which will be of
great importance to those who prosecute the business hereafter.
Third This company are the pioneers in an industry that is destined
to become one of vast importance to California, and in which a large
amount of capital will eventually be invested.

—
—
—

All of which

is

respectfully submitted.

W.

E.

BBOWX,

President of the Sacramento Valley Beet Sugar Companj*.

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT.

Gentlemen: We have been making several practical tests in the matter
making sugar from beets grown upon our lands near Brighton. The
results convince us that the second growth which the beets have taken
within the last six weeks has very materially reduced the quantity of
sugar contained in them. In the manufacture of some thousand pounds
of sugar we find that the yield of sugar and syrup has been but about
eight per cent of the beets used, the same being weighed after the shank
or waste was trimmed off. As but about sixty per cent of this result
would be sugar, it will be seen that the yield of sugar would be but four
to five per cent of the weight of trimmed beets; whereas, with proper
of

cultivation, they should yield at least eight per cent of sugar.

Some portions of our machinery are capable of running through thirty
tons of beets in twenty-four hours, and if we should increase the other
portions to an equal capacity, and had beets that would yield eight per
cent of sugar, we should undoubtedly arrive at results something like
the following:
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Expenses.
Thirty tons of beets, at five dollars per ton
Six eords of wood for engine, at three dollars
Thirty-one Chinamen, at eighty eents per day
Eight men for boiling, etc., at two dollars per day
Three engineers, eight hours each, at three dollars per day...
Team work, etc.

Bone

black, etc

Superin ten dent

Re boiling syrup

Contra.
Sixty thousand pounds beets yielding eight per cent of sugar
would be forty-eight hundred pounds, at eight cents
Sale of beet clippings, for feed, six tons, at two dollars and
a half.

$150
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STATEMENT OF ORLEANS HILL YINICULTUKAL ASSOCIATION, OF SACRAMENTO.
To

the Committee on

Gold Medals:

Gentlemen: The history of grape culture and the manufacture of
wine is too well known and written up to require comment from us.
The benefits to the country and to this State are well understood by
you. You are well aware of the fact, that we have in this State thousands of acres of land of but little value for any other purpose, and yet
when put under cultivation in the grape are rendered of equal, if not
greater value than any other lands, even the best wheat and orchard
In twenty years from this time this industry will, in our opinion,
lands.
if properly encouraged, be of greater value to the State than any other.

The Orleans Hill Vinicultural Association are fostering this industry to
their utmost ability, and this fact we urge as a reason why we are
also claim the medal
entitled to the gold medal in this department.
for the reason that we have this year exhibited at the State Fair the
greatest variety of uniformly good wines, and obtained for them the
therefore ask at
greatest number of premiums and special awards.
your hands the gold medal for wines.

We

We

•

Eespectfullj',

OELEANS HILL YINICULTUKAL ASSOCIATION,
By Carl

STATEMENT OF
To

the

B. N.

Strobel, Secretary.

BUGBEY.

Committee State Agricultural Society awarding Department Gold

Medals:

Gentlemen: The undersigned, an exhibitor in the late State Fair at
Sacramento, claims the award of the gold medal in the fifth department,
for the following reasons:
That wines and brandies are the most valuable and important
First
in the list of articles competing for the gold medal in this department,
the value of the product of grapes being the third leading agricultural
product of the State; also, that it is more important to foster the wine
producing interest than any other in the fifth department of the late
State Fair, as giving greater employment and increased value to land
and labor than any other in proportion to the capital invested.
Second That the undersigned, as an exhibitor, has made the largest and

—

—

more valuable exhibit of wines and brandies produced from foreign
all of excellent flavor; thereby showipg concluvarieties of grapes

—

sively the capacity of our soil and climate to produce successfully the
finer wines of France, Germany, .Spain, and other wine countries of
Europe. This result has been effected through great cave and expense,
extending over a period of nearly ten years, and is destined to have an
important and favorable influence in competing with the finer varieties
of wines which have heretofore been imported from Europe. The under-
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signed claims that he has produced as fine qualities of wines from the
different varieties of grapes used as can be had
age and other circumstances considered anywhere, and that the result thus attained he has
made the common property of all other viniculturists in the State.

—

—

I

am

BENJ. N. BUGBEY,

yours, truly,

Per H. D. D.

SIXTH DEPARTMENT.
STATEMENT OF
To

the Committee on

T. K.

STEWAKT, OF SACBAMENTO.

Gold Medals, at the Fair of eighteen hundred and seventy:

Gentlemen: As an applicant for the gold medal, to be awarded by
your committee for the most meritorious exhibition in the sixth department, I beg leave to submit to you the following facts for your consideraI came into the State in eighteen hundred and forty-eight, and in the
tion
following November 1 settled where I now live, on the American river,
within the present limits of Sacramento. Having brought with me a
supply of garden seeds of various hinds, and apple seed, pear seed, and
peach pits, etc., to the amount of about two hundred pounds, I planted
them all in the following Spring, and in the Summer of eighteen hundred and forty-nine succeeded in producing a very fair crop of nearly
every variety of vegetables; such as corn, beans, beets, potatoes, peas,
melons, etc. I also planted the peach pits, apple and pear seeds, all of
which came up well; but during the warm, dry season, not having any
facilities for irrigation, and not knowing much of the peculiarities of the
climate, a large number were killed by the drought; I succeeded, however, in keeping alive and raising some half dozen pear and apple trees,
and a dozen peach trees. I also, the same Spring, planted a few fig ami
olive trees, and succeeded in raising one of each.
At the late State Fair I
exhibited from these trees, now over Ttwenty years old, apples, pears, figs,
and olives. As early as eighteen hundred and fifty-one, desirous of testing
the question, whether the climate was adapted to the successful production and maturing of oranges, I obtained some orange seed and planted
them, and the sweet oranges exhibited by me at the Fair w ere from the
trees then planted.
Finding, from this early beginning, that the climate was favorable to the growth of the various kinds of fruit trees, I
was encouraged to extend my experiments in this direction, and in
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, with a view to supply myself with the
stock necessary for a more extensive orchard, I planted out a nursery of
about one acre in extent, and embracing nearly all the varieties of the
most useful fruits now produced in the State. From this nursery I sup:

T

plied many of my neighbors with trees for a beginning in the fruit business, reserving for my own use a sufficient number to plant some twenty
acres, which is the size of
present orchard and vineyard, and which
is in a good bearing condition.
exhibition at the Fair embraced a large number of varieties of

my

My

apples, pears, plums, oranges, figs, grapes,

and

olives.

For oranges and
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olives I received respectively the first premiums.
In fact,
exhibition
contained all of these excellent fruits at the Fair, and for this reason I
claim special merit, and trust the committee will appreciate
efforts to
show the adaptability of the soil and climate of this part of the State to
their cultivation.
I also claim for
exhibition special merit on the
ground of
early beginning in tins important industry and the many
early experiments made by mc at a time when the minds of nearly all
the people of California were turned toward the mines, and agricultural
and horticultural pursuits were considered of but little account. While

my

my

my

my

others were digging out the precious metals, to be shipped from the
State in payment for the agricultural and horticultural products of other
countries imported, I was thus early laying the foundation of an industry which was in time to check the export of gold from the State and
develop her most valuable and lasting resources. It is true that my
commencement was small and seemingly insignificant, but all great and
valuable enterprises have their small beginnings, and should be measured

and adjudged by their results. My experiments and efforts have been
continuous from the Spring of eighteen hundred and forty-nine, when
my seed were planted, to the present time; and while from my location
the floods have done me much damage and thus retarded my operations
and prevented their extension, so that some others who commenced at a
later day have larger orchards and more extensive establishments, still
they have all bad the advantages afforded them by my pioneer experi-

ments. From this small beginning fruit culture in this portion of the
State has continued to develop, until it is now becoming one of the most
important industries of the country. If the committee, in making up
their decision, take into consideration the risks run and obstacles met
and to be overcome by the pioneers in new and untried fields of industry,
as 1 think they should, then I trust that my exhibition is at least entitled
to a fair share of consideration, and I shall hoj)e to receive the award of
the gold medal for the sixth department.

Wry

respectfully,

your obedient servant,

THOMAS
STATEMENT OF
To

the Committee on

J.

E,

K.

STEWAET.

NlCKESON, OF PLACEE COUNTY.

Gold Medals for eighteen hundred and seventy:

Gentlemen: In coming before you as an applicant for the gold
medal in the sixth department, I desire; in the first place to state thai
[
shall presume thai in determining the degree of merit to which an
exhibition is entitled, you will not only look at the exhibition itself, but
will take into consideration any and all relevant circumstances tending
question either for or against the exhibitor. My statemenl
this presumption, and I hope the exhibition may be
judged of accordingly.
I will premise then by saying that since the existence of the State
Agricultural Society I have been one of its constant, and I may in truth
Whatever has tended to increase
say, one of its principal supporters.
its interest, or extend its influence and usefulness, has been a
subject of
lively interest with me, and has received my active and substantial supSo constant have been my exhibitions at the Fairs of the society
port.
to affect that

will be

made upon
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that the officers have come to regard an exhibition from me as certain
as the Fair itself, and in fact I would almost as soon think of omitting
to gather my annual crops as to exhibit samples of them at the Fairs of
the State Society. If all the farmers of this State were to take, or had
taken in the past, the same degree of interest in the society, how different would have been her position to-day, and how much more extensive
and important would have been the agricultural industries of the State.
My exhibition this year was but a repetition of those made by me each
year for ten years past, and embraced the following number of varieties
of the different kinds of fruit: of grapes, two hundred and fifty-five
varieties; of apples, two hundred and seventy-six varieties; of pears,
eighty varieties; of peaches, thirty-five varieties; of plums, twenty-five
varieties; of figs, eight varieties; of English walnuts, one variety; of
almonds, one; of pomegranates, one; and of quinces, eight varieties;
making in all seven hundred and twenty varieties of fruits exhibited by
me. And I here state as a fact, that my exhibition of fruit embraced a
greater quantity, and a greater number of varieties, than all other exhiIt gives me pain instead of pleasure that such is the
bitions combined.
fact, for it tells too emphatically of the negligence and indifference existing among the fruit growers of California with reference to an industry
of such vital importance.
In addition to the above exhibition of green fruits, I exhibited dried
fruits as follows: one variety of raisins; five varieties of figs; five of
prunes; three of peaches; one of nectarines; one of pears; and eight of
plums. I am sorry to be compelled to state that in this branch of the
fruit exhibition, mine embraced more varieties than those of all other
exhibitors.
Too much cannot be said or done to induce our fruit
growers to enter into the business of diying fruit. Thousands of
bushels of every variety of fruits go to waste annually that might be
made to net a handsome profit to the producers if they would take the
trouble to dry them; and the wages of the labor necessary to perform
this work would contribute to the comfort and happiness of thousands
of needy families. I make it a point in the management of my orchards
and vineyards to allow nothing to go to waste that will pay for the
labor necessary to take care of it; and my object in exhibiting dried
fruits, was to wake up an interest in this particular department of fruit
culture, and try and save to our State annually a lai'ge income which,
under the present management, is entirely lost.
Besides the above exhibition of fruits, green and dried, I had at the
Fair eighteen distinct varieties or samples of wine, and one of brandy.
These, although not fruit, are the result or product of fruit, and may
well be taken into consideration in making a decision on the merit of an
I will state for the convenience of the committee that I was
exhibition.
awarded for my exhibition the two highest premiums offered in the
sixth department, viz: "For the best general disj)lay of fruits, embracing best and greatest varieties, twenty-five dollars." Also for "greatest
number of varieties and best specimens of foreign grapes, three bunches
each, twenty-five dollars." I was also awarded the first premium for
the greatest number and varieties and best specimens of figs, five dollars," being more than was awarded to any other exhibitor in the same

department. This award alone, being made by a competent and critical
committee, should be decisive as to the merit of the exhibitions.
There are, however, other considerations which tend to invest my
21
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exhibition with

more than ordinary

interest,

and which

may

contribute

merit.
The first of these is found in the great number of varieties
of the different kinds of fruit exhibited. There are in fact but a few
varieties of fruits, comparatively speaking, profitable to cultivate in California.
object in producing so many varieties has been to determine
own benefit.
the best varieties for
object in exhibiting them was
to give others and the public at large the benefit of
experience. To
produce so many varieties for the purpose above named has cost me a
large amount of money, and the benefits accruing are as much the property of others as of myself. Again, the location of
place is in the
foothills of the Sierra Nevada Mountains, and
success in that locality
goes to show that those foothills are as well if not better adapted to the
cultivation of all the varieties of fruit and wines than any portion of the
yalleys of the State. There are thousands of locations in these foothills
just as favorable for entering into the fruit and wine business as
own, and the land can be had at the government price. The tendency
and object of
exhibition is to call attention to these facts, and thus
to benefit the State and the people who may be induced to take advan-

to

its

My

My

my

my

my

my

my

my

tage of them.
With these considerations I beg leave to place
hands, and abide the result.
J.

Eespectfully,

STATEMENT OF
To

the Committee on

E. F.

Awards of

the

my
E.

claim in your

NICKESON.

AIKEN, OF SACEAMENTO.
Gold Medals:

Gentlemen: The object of the Directors of the Agricultural Society
gold medals for the most meritorious exhibit in the different
departments is without doubt to encourage and stimulate those interested
in the several departments to such productions and manufactures at
home as will eventually put a stop to the immense drain of ccin from the
State to pay for articles imported, thereby keeping our coin at home and
creating new industries, which will give employment to hundreds and
thousands now coming to our State from the East.
Mrs. Aiken respectfully presents her claim for the gold medal in the
sixth department, in behalf of an interest destined to be one of the most
in offering

important of the agricultural interests of the State, viz: dried fruits,
prunes and raisins. These intei*ests were honorably represented by Mrs.
Aiken at the late Fair, the committee awarding her five premiums and
two diplomas for the exhibit of Iruits and raisins; the raisins and prunes
receiving especial mention as being equal if not superior to the imported
articles.

Many of the best varieties of fruits in the Atlantic States are gradually
but surely decreasing in quantity and quality. The best varieties of
cherry trees throughout the Easterm and Middle States are being rapidly
decimated by a disease called the " black knot," and the cultivation of
plums and prunes is almost discontinued on account of the curculio;
these insects often destroying every plum and nectarine on the trees.
No remedy has yet been discovered that has proved effectual. California, thus far, has escaped the ravages of insects and diseases peculiar
to the Atlantic States, and with her incomparable climate, combined
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and industry of her horticulturists, is proving, beyond a
one of the best fruit growing countries in the world.
be
to
question,
The area of our territory is such that we have a diversified climate,

with the

skill

which enables us to produce fruits of all climes worthy of cultivation,
from the apple and pear of our Northern homes to the orange, the lime,
and the olive of the tropics.
The quality of our fruits cannot be excelled; and they are now being
produced throughout our State in such quantities as to far more than
equal home consumption. Our fruit raisers are beginning to realize that
we have a climate with peculiar advantages for drying fruits and
making raisins, and have already demonstrated that this industry can
be made a paying one to themselves, and of immense value to the State.
The process of making raisins and prunes is simple. The prunes are
picked when fully matured, and exposed to the sun (spread on boards
or tables prepared for the purpose) for several days, turning occasionally;
and when dried sufficiently they are taken and dipped in water to
moisten them. They are then placed in a hot oven on shallow pans for
a few minutes, until thoroughly heated, to start the sugar in them.
They are then spread again to cool, and when cool and dry are ready to
be packed down for market. Raisins are made in a similar manner,
with the exception that they require no fire heat.
For want of proper statistics I am unable to state the amount of
money paid annually for dried fruits and raisins imported into the State;
but it will be safe to say that we are paying more than a million and a
half of dollars to other countries for what we have in abundance within
much better, then, for the interests of our
our own boundaries.
fruit gi'owers, and the State at large, when we can produce enough of
the above mentioned articles to meet the call for home consumption,
thereby retaining at home the immense sums of money sent abroad
annually to pay those who do supply the demand. This state of things
cannot remain so long. We shall soon be able to supply the whole
Pacific Coast with all varieties of dried fruits, and have a large surplus
to export to the Atlantic States.
The foregoing statement of this new interest among us (which, without doubt, is justly entitled to the gold medal) is most respectfully submitted for your consideration.

How

ED.

F.

AIKEN.

SEVENTH DEPARTMENT.
STATEMENT OF JACOB ZECH, OF SAN FRANCISCO.
To

the

Gold Medal Committee:

In compliance with requirement of exhibitors to file written statement
of claim, I beg to submit the following reasons for claiming a gold medal
fine arts:
in the seventh department
First
My pianos are entirely of California manufacture, are of superior workmanship, are fully as good, if not superior in tone and finish,
to any imported pianos, and are unqualifiedly superior to the imported

—

—
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article, in having all the woodwork preserved against the trying influences of this climate by the injection into the pores of the wood of the
vapors of hydro-carbon oils.
Second I have since the first commencement of my manufacturing

—

hundred and fifty-six, made and sold five hundred and
The enterprise is beset with
sixty pianos, all a California production.
bitter competition from importers and agents of Eastern and European
manufactures, and requires from organized public California societies
some substantial acknowledgment of the excellence of the piano produced at home, in order to enable me to make head against the fashion
of admiring a piano in proportion to the distance from California of the
place of its manufacture.
Third Erom sixty to seventy pianos are imported into California and
This business, which would employ one hundred and
sold monthly.
twenty hands, might in a short time, as I have stated before, be all
secured here; we would turn out pianos equal in all respects to the
imported ones, and superior in the quality and durability of the wood
used.
To accomplish this result of building up home industry is the
point at which we are both aiming.
Fourth As the last and most powerful reason in support of my claim
T assert that
to the gold medal in the seventh department
fine arts
in my pianos I have exhibited the most meritorious article in department seventh, and relj* on the report of the committee on this class in
support of this assertion.
here, in eighteen

—

—

—

I remain, respectfully yours,

—

JACOB

ZECII.

STATEMENT OF AITKEN & LUCE.
To

the Committee on

Gold Mi dais:

Gentlemen: We herewith file our reasons for claiming the gold
medal in the seventh department.
First
We claim it because we had the largest collection of marble
work, greatest variety, and worth more money than any in our line.
We had the best sculpture and more of it than has ever been exhibited
For the best sculpture we refer,
in the State Fair by any one firm.
first, to a "spread wing dove;" second, to an original design for a child's
monument, with tablet resting on a pile of rocks, with a lamb resting in
perfect repose in front. As works of art they have not been excelled

—

the State. Our exhibition consisted of five monuments of unquestioned proportion, four pieces of sculpture, and one marble table, the
whole in California marble, thus demonstrating the fact that we have
within ourselves the material for any purpose for which marble is used.
Second -Because we have labored almost exclusively for the last thirteen years to develop California resources, and have finally succeeded in
producing a quality of marble that has no superior in this or any other
country, it being more i'i\'o from flint or iron, finer and more compact,
stronger and capable of more "relief" than either Italian or Vermont.
Third By such developments we will save more money in the State
than any other branch of fine arts.
Fourth That in bringing about this result we have been unaided by
any except our own labor, and the acknowledged worth of the matein

—

—
—
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produced having thus far overcome all the discouragements naturally attendant on all new enterprises in new countries.
are supplying not only large portions of our own State but
Fifth
also a large portion of the marble that is used in Oregon.
And by
receiving the fostering care and encouragement which its importance
demands, we hope to extend the demand for California marble until the
whole Pacific Coast and the "Islands of the Sea" shall pay tribute
towards the general wealth of the State, and thus give employment to
rial

— We

hundreds of our own people.
The importance of the development of our marble quarries can
scarcely be realized, except by persons who have paid some attention to
this particular branch of industry.
The development of quarries of
equal quality within the same distance of New York that these are
from San Francisco would add millions to the wealth of that State, and
it only requires time to produce the same results here.
We have expended several thousand dollars in improvements and
machinery in developing it.
For the above reasons we submit our claims, hoping you will appreciate our efforts in building up the real interests of the State, as well as
cultivating a love for the beautiful, by awarding to us the gold medal
for the seventh department.

AITKEN & LUCE.

Sacramento, October 15th, 1870.

STATEMENT OF
Robert Beck,

Esq., Secretary State

S.

W. SHAW.

Board of Agriculture:

Dear Sir: Your letter of September twenty-second, informing me that
the Board required from all competitors for the gold medal premiums
at their late Fair a written statement, giving their reasons why these
While this
premiums should be awarded them, was duly received.
requirement seems to me eminently just and proper, and calculated to
elicit a fund of valuable information in every department of agriculture,
it does not seem hardly the right thing for an artist to
attempt to set
forth what he deems his own merits.
Art has been considered in all ages worthy of the patronage and
Wherever it has flourished it has ever
encouragement of the State.
been referred to as evidence of prosperity, high culture, and refinement
among the people. In a State like ours, so far removed from all the
great commercial centers, the devotee of art labors under peculiar disadvantages. There being no art societies or galleries for the exhibition
of their works, they are compelled to exhibit in shop windows or avail
of such other opportunities as are offered. Seeing this want in a new
State, the founders of the State Agricultural Society very commendably
established a department of art, and set apart certain moneys to be
awarded as premiums the value of a premium not being the cash value
of the thing received, but the stamp upon it, declaring the receiver

—

worthy.

The gold medal of the State Agricultural Society being a prize
worthy, and calculated to stimulate to higher efforts not only the recipient but all others who are striving for excellence, if justly bestowed;
feeling confident that your honorable body fully intended to deal
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late
impartially with all competitors, I placed in your Hall at your
Fair eight oil paintings, all properly belonging to one department of
that of portraiture. Most of these
art that the most difficult known
we have in the
paintings have been examined by the best connoisseurs
of
and
of
art
true
works
and
any gallery in
worthy
State,
pronounced
the world. None are perfect, and we are all liable to feel a partiality
for ourselves.
Making all allowance for this partiality, I feel that my
exhibit justly entitles me to the award.
With this statement I leave my case with the enlightened Board of
Agriculture, feeling confident that they will render impartial justice.

—

—

Very

truly,

your obedient servant,

S.

W. SHAW.

STATEMENT OF HOWAED CAMPION, OF SACEAMENTO.
To

the Committee on

Gold Medals, State Board of Agriculture:

Gentlemen: In accordance with circular of September twenty-second,
I beg leave to lay before you the following reasons why I should receive
the gold medal premium to be awarded for the best collection of

—

paintings:

I had the finest oil paintings on exhibition, consisting of one
First
animal painting of a doe and fawn, life size, which has been highly
complimented by both the leading journals of San Francisco and this
I claim this to be the finest and most attractive oil painting on
place.

exhibition.

—Seven portraits

in oils, one of which was the portrait of the
Lewis, which took the first premium as the best portrait on
exhibition; three landscape paintings, consisting of Cascade Lake, Carson Valley; Emerald Bay, Lake Bigler, and two flower paintings. Total
number of oil paintings thirteen.
I claim for the above the kind attention of the honorable committee,
and feel that they will award " merit to whom merit is due."

Second

Hon. E.

J.

—

HOWAED
STATEMENT OF

D. H.

CAMPION.

WOODS.

Gentlemen of the Gold Medal Committee:
I have received notice from your Secretary that you require competitors for gold medal premiums to file statement in writing, setting forth
In complying with your rule, I will confine
their claims to said medals.
class should
myself to the reasons why I think the medal for the
be awarded to an artist, instead of a manufacturer.
The works of artists form a more attractive feature of the
First
exhibitions.
Second The outlay of time necessary to make a creditable display, for
which the artist can hope for no adequate remuneration except the
exert upon his future business; while the
prizes, and the influence they
manufacturer's wares have a fixed value, in accordance with the cost of

—
—

production.

State Agricultural Society.
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—

Third The long years the artist must give to his studies, without
remuneration, in order to fit himself to make a creditable display of
original paintings.
In regard to

my own claims, I merely call your attention to the large
including portrait, landscape, animal, and still life painting;
also, to the award of the committee on that class of works at the late
space I

filled,

Fair.

D. H.

Eespectfully submitted,

STATEMENT OF MES. W.
Majo?-

E.

WOODS.

BEOWN, OF SACEAMENTO.

Beck, Secretary:

Dear Sir: In reply to your kind favor of the twenty-second, request"
ing my reasons why I should be awarded the gold medal in the seventh
department, as to what claims I have as a competitor," etc., delicacy
would lead me to answer that my works must speak for themselves. In
an artistic point of view I believe such an encouragement as the bestowal
of that premium would prove an incentive to further progress on my
" California
artist," which
part to become worthy the proud title of
been
committee
have
to
your
pleased
designate me, as we all need some
little encouragement, and more than a passing notice for continued efforts.
Now for the facts of the case. I have spent much time last year amid
our wild mountain scenery, working with colors on the spot, and feel
that I have some fine studies, which for one self-taught, my friends are
kind enough to say have compared very favorably with skilled professionals.
And even at your last year's exhibition, hanging side by side
with those of a neighboring artist, my pictures were favorably mentioned in three different criticisms in connection with those referred to;
which, although quite flattering to me, that my efforts could be and had
been mistaken, and counted in with those of a professional, thereby
increasing the merit of his display, for which two premiums were
awarded, and I feel well bestowed. Yet that triumph was not so great
an encouragement as a premium, however trifling, from your honorable
Board, to inspire me to further progress. Perhaps you think as on
several occasions I have taken the first prize for fruit and flowers, I am
encroaching on the rights of legitimate artists in presuming to compete
for the highest prize.
Yet to the earnest worker for and lover of art,
the goal will be reached in view of all discouragements. And thus I
leave my fate in your hands.
Very

STATEMENT OF
To

the Committee on

J.

respectfully,

C.

DEVINE &

MES. WM.

BEO.,

E.

BEOWN.

OF SACEAMENTO.

Gold Medals of the State Agricultural Society:

Gentlemen: We. the undersigned, as competitors in the sixth and
seventh departments of the recent Fair, having made the most meritorious exhibition in those departments (for which we received the two
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premiums), hereby most respectfully file our claim for the gold
medal, and base our claim ou the following facts:
All work exhibited by us is of our own manufacture, and has
First
been under the direction of no other person.
Second That after due consideration for business we will abundantly
prove that our sole aim has always been to perfect and elevate our business in California by trying to emulate the most celebrated sculptors,
and by creating a friendly rivalry among other manufacturers.
Third That our large monument built of Italian blue or veined
marble is of the highest standard of architectural beauty and finish,
and is also of original design, the product of our own brains. That we
will pit the aforesaid piece of workmanship against anything of marble
work of its nature in the State. Its style of architecture is the Ionic,
though somewhat relieved by a composite architecture greatly lightening the brilliancy and effect of its appearance. Its projections are so
accurate, and the relieved work so small and fine, that we claim for it
the name of "masterpiece." We began this piece of work in March
last, expecting to have more competitors, and advance the idea that
inasmuch as that the work was executed solely with a view to competiThe cost
tion and not for merchandise, our claim is thereby enhanced.
of labor upon it was seven hundred dollars.
Fourth Our Gothic tombstone, with shield and wreath of flowers, we
claim to be as true to nature as any that can be hewn from marble in
The wreath consists of an interlaced circle
this or any other country.
of immortelles and lilies (a peculiar^ difficult flower to cut), and is
finished in the highest style of art.
Our scroll, with sleeping infant, is, from the very peculiar
Fifth
nature of the material from which it is cut, a most praiseworthy production.
We append the following extract from the Sacramento Reporter of
first

—
—

—

—

—

April eighteenth last:

"In dropping into the marble works of the Devine Brothers we were
highly pleased by the inspection of a sleeping baby on couch, by the
beautiful proportion of the limbs and accuracy of expression, which
makes it compare favorably with the best masters, and was executed by
Mr. J. C. Devine's own hand, as an actual occurrence."

—

Sixth Our modern style chimney piece and mantel is cut from Italian
statuary marble, and is provided with side trusses; on each front side is
cut a fruit piece in bold relief, surrounded and entwined with the grapevine and leaf, which for accuracy and perfect finish we challenge the
Pacific Coast.

—

Seventh This statuette, strictly speaking, comes under the head of
the sixth department, and we trust will serve to show what care and
It is an allegorical representation
time, combined with genius, may do.
of Virtue and Innocence, and fearing that in describing it we would
©verstep the bounds of modesty, we most respectfully ask that, if consistent with convenience, the committee will call upon us at our works

and examine

it in person.
Eighth We are young mechanics who, in an honorable desire to excel,
have given our care, time, and means for the advancement of our business on this coast, and hope by your encouragement to persevere until
it shall be truly said California excels in marble work and statuary, as

—

State Agricultural Society.
our last Fair has abundantly proven she does in

all
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other arts and indus-

tries.

All of which

is

most respectfully submitted by your humble servants,
J.

C.

DEVINE & BRO.

ADDENDA.
"We view with regret the fact that mines or leads of marble in this State
are but poorly developed.
have ourselves inspected the various mines
in Amador and Placer Counties, and are of opinion that none of it, in
qualities most essential for working, equals the Cararra marble.
are satisfied that with the necessary encouragement from the State,
marble quarries could be developed which would not only supply our
own demands, but furnish material for exportation, thereby inaugurating another of the already long list of products for which our State

We

We

has become famous.
Respectfully, your obedient servants,

Nos. 216 and 218

K

street,

J. C. DEVINE & BRO.,
between Seventh and Eighth,

Sacramento, California.

22
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REPORT OF THE GOLD MEDAL COMMITTEE FOR

To

the State

1870.

Board of Agriculture:

Gentlemen: The committee appointed by your Board to award the
gold medals offered by your Society for the most meritorious exhibition
in each of the several departments of the last Fair, would report that
they have examined the articles on exhibition and have read and considered the several claims filed by the different competitors, and have
awarded the medals as follows:
SECOND DEPARTMENT.
"William

Sawdon

— For

California invented and manufactured sewing

machine.

third department.
F. Foster

— For California bookbinding.
FOURTH DEPARTMENT.

To

Nichols, Falvy

&

Co.

—For woodware

(tubs, pails, etc.), California

manufacture.
fifth department.

To

B. N.

Bugbey

—For California wines and brandies.
sixth department.

To

J.

E. Nickerson

— For exhibition of fruits of various kinds.
seventh department.

To Jacob Zech

—For California manufactured pianos.

The Committee,
award,

if

in addition to the

they can consistently do

above,

so, special

recommend the Board to
gold medals to each of the

following parties:

—
—

To John S. Finch For ramie plant or fiber.
To John Bruener For furniture.
To the Sacramento Valley Beet Sugar Company
sugar.

To

S.

W. Shaw

All of which

— For

is

— For samples of beet
,

oil

paintings.

respectfully submitted.

H. L.
B. B.

NICHOLS,
BEDDING,

HOUGHTON,
LEONABD GOSS.

J. F.

STATISTICAL TABLES

FOR

1869-70.

AS REPORTED TO THE SECRETARY OF THE STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE BY THE STATE SURVEYOR GENERAL.
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OPENING ADDRESS.
DELIVERED BEFORE THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, SEPTEMBER NINETEENTH, EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-ONE.

By CHAS.

F.

KEED,

President.

Gentlemen of the State Agricultural Society, Friends and Fellow Citizens:

The return of our great annual festival again calls for an account of
a year's stewardship. Your partiality has called me to this important
position for the eighth successive year, and the labors of that year are
fast hastening to a close.
At this time, and from me, you will not expect any learned discussion
upon the philosophy or abstract principles of agriculture. Nor even
will you expect any considerable amount of suggestion or instruction
pertaining to the future of your work as cultivators of the soil and
improvers of the State. These things will be ably presented to you in
the annual address soon to be delivered by a gentleman who once presided over your body with great success, and is eminently fitted, by
long and large experience, to treat the subject in a most satisfactory
manner.

From me you will expect only an account of our year's progress; and
this I propose to give you very briefly and in plain phrase.
At the time of our annual meeting, in January last, fearful forebod-

—

ings of disastrous drought oppressively rested upon us all forebodings
which a season of unparalleled scarcity of rain has since fully justified.
Through large districts of our State the rainfall for the entire year
has not been sufficient to mature a kernel of grain or pound of hay not
sufficient to keep from actual starvation large numbers of the various
classes of stock not sufficient to keep the population of the State, as a
whole, from large decline in means and in courage. In such a state of
things it has not been surprising that large numbers of our culturists
and our artisans have sought new homes in our sister States and Territories to the north, where they could find rains more regular, and the
hopes of steady accumulation more sure.
Thus, while our fields were barren, our cattle and horses and sheep
vainly roaming in search of food; our laborers out of employment, our

—

—
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artisans unpatronized, our merchants destitute of custom, and multitudes of our people leaving us for scenes of richer promise, the work of

getting up an annual Fair, though presenting many forbidding aspects,
was entered upon, a few months since, with an unusual fullness of determination to make it a success and for my associates I can truly say,
men never wrought with better will, nor more firmly faced a foe.
AVith no moneAr in our hands, and the whole people groaning under
misfortune, we increased both the size and number of purses and premiums for every class of industry and production within the legitimate
We enlarged the accommodations of the
sphere of our organization.
Park tor all classes of stock, and the conveniences for exhibitors and
We largely improved both halls of the Pavilion and added
spectators.
All this was done under the
several new and important features.
impression that our people are at all times equal to any legitimate emergency. How this impression was justified is evinced by the results
already manifest. Let us look, for a moment, at some of them.
To pass by, with only a glance, the show of native woods, and the
furniture made therefrom, either of which would endure favorable comparison with any other, in any part of the world; and the native
products of the grape, in their sparkling beauty and varied forms of
excellence, and the display of fruits, which most necessarily suffer
largely from the year of drought, I beg to call especial attention to the
most numerous exhibition this Society has ever seen of that great inven-

—

tion

—

The joy of every wife and mother,
Her pride, and glory, too;
A greater balm than any other,
For woman's weary woe,

The

Well knowing that the final triumph of industry
depends largely upon the multiplication and general use
of labor saving machinery, we ventured The expense of preparation for
an unusual display in this department, which waves so much labor
where time and strength are most precious, and toil most exhausting and
And even the large preparations we made have proved insufficostly.
cient for the ready and hearty response to our invitation.
We have
found it utterly impossible to furnish the required space.
Nor has utility absorbed all, or even taken the lead. It is only a few
years since a small upper room, on the rear of the corridor, was ample
Last year the
for the display of all art work offered for exhibition.
entire north wall of the main building was thus appropriated, and the
department of fine arts became, and continued to the closing hour of the
And as one direct result of that exhibition, a
Fair, a marked feature.
young artist, with skill, but no fame, who for years had wrought, with
unrequited diligence, often hearing "the wolf at the door," tremblingly
hung his work upon yonder wall, and before the close of the Fair
received orders for important work, which have continued to flow in from
that day to this, giving him constant and remunerative employment and
establishing for him a reputation, paving with gold all his future
path of life. This department much larger last year than ever before
has been so largely patronized, that instead of one hundred feet of wall
r
space, there Avas asked for, ten days ago, one hundred and seA enty-tiA-e
feet, and Ave now have filled a gallery two hundred and eighty feet long,
and that, too, Avith works many of which would be coveted by and
richly grace the finest palace in an European home of art.
seAving machine.

in California

—

—
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Here, too, is a music show, which, for the extent of its display and
the elegance of its instruments, is entirely without a rival in our history,
and would be an honor to any Fair held in our land.
We have also an unparalleled exhibition of furniture, manufactured
within our own State, from material grown on our own soil; while the
display of California manufactured vehicles would compare favorably
with the best seen anywhere.
But further than this, there have come " wise men from the East" to
show us the fruits of their skill and industry. The empire of Japan has
stretched out her hand, laden with the elegant products of her industry,
across a watery waste of ten thousand miles, and looks you in the face
from the post of honor this evening; and surely, after an impartial examination of this inagnificent display, no intelligent mind can despise the
civilization of the Japanese.
We have also instituted a system of exchanges with more than twenty
of kindred institutions in the older States sending them supplies of our
fruits and grains, and in return receiving theirs, which are now before
you in this building. Thus, while this course, and the throwing of our
competition open to all North America, has given us a national character, and the proffer of Eastern Asiatic nations to enter the arena with
and this, with our peculiarly fortunate
us, an international character
location, will in a short time render our exhibition more cosmopolitan in
character than any other of the kind held on the globe.
We have also added, at considerable expense of time and labor, another
entirely new feature, a living floral garden. This has been so successfully
arranged and supervised by one of the Society's oldest servants and best
friends, that it cannot fail to be an object of deep interest to every lover
of the harmonious combination of Nature and Art who may attend the
Fair.
Nay, I should not wonder if its fragrant bowers and moss covered seats witnessed more than one solution of the problem, how can two
be only one?
But time forbids my specifying here.
I propose a trip to the Park.
And as most of us have drunk the cup
and eaten the crust and slept in the blanket of pioneer toils, a little reminiscence, by the way, may not be out of place.

—

—

Though

last

week we were merchants and statesmen, lawyers and

men and Western men,
Northern men and Southern men, Republicans and Democrats, Catholics
and Protestants, Jews and Mahomedans, with characteristics as diverse
as the forms of our features or the shades of our faith, yet this week
here we meet on common grounds we are all agx-iculturists, believing
in Agricultural Fairs, and loving such of their fruits as hot rolls and fried
chicken, roast beef and plum pudding, warm blankets and 2:40 teams.
But really, why so much ado about agriculture? The culturist is a
staid, sober, candid man, not full of form and ceremony, nor yet of shouts
and enthusiasm.
His golden harvest fields, his bleating flocks, and lowing herds, and
prancing steeds, and flowing vines all inspire him with emotions holier
than mirth, more dignified than enthusiasm.
And yet, at his success the world is full of joy. In this success the
soldier sees the guarantee of fuller, fresher rations, the merchant of
enlarged commerce, and the epicure of more richly laden sideboards.
In this success every laborious profession, every honest calling, every
physicians, preachers and politicians, Eastern

—
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laudable department of human effort, is certain to share. "As the farmer
thrives so the whole world lives."
These annual gatherings of the great multitude of our culturists, each
laden with the year's experience in his own particular sphere, ready to
cast it into the lap of all the others, strikingly remind us of those good
old times when they " had all things in common." They literally enable
each of an hundred men to learn all that the others know of experiments tried and theories demonstrated; which knowledge, thus diffused,
constitutes a system of practical education second to none ever instituted
for the instruction of man.
In this gathering, also, the various departments present the choicest
specimens of their purest bloods an exhibition of which any State or
nation might be justly proud; horses, such as well might cause a monarch
to exclaim, "My kingdom for a horse" like this; bulls ruore noble than
those of Baslian; cows richer than those that Avent lowing with the ark
of God from Ekron to Beth-Shemeth; sheep of finer fleece than the vales
of Cashmere ever grew; and machines such as the world never saw

—

before.

Machines have been recently invented and manufactured in this State,
each of which, with only three men and a team, is capable of cutting,
thrashing, cleaning, and sacking thirty acres of wheat per day that will
yield forty bushels per acre.
And such machines are needed in a country where a single proprietor
has a single wheat field containing sixty thousand acres. Twenty-five
square miles in a single patch of grain! Why, this man alone would
need half a score of these machines, and even then it would take him
two solid months to gather his harvest.
But how did he put in such a crop? With his gang ploAvs and chisel
cultivators, to be sure!
By old-fashioned means, had he set ten teams at
work, and thus put in twenty acres per day, it would have taken him
two and a half years to do his seeding; and by the corresponding means
of harvest the cradle, the rake, and the band the same ten men would
have been more than five years harvesting it.
The manufacture and use of the best labor-saving machines are absolutely necessary to successful farming on a large scale.
We, the producers of this State, have not met here to canvass political
issues or discuss theological science
to unravel the vexed question of
international immigration, or to inveigh against the squandering of our

—

—

—

—

public domain to theorize upon human equality or contemplate the
glories of annexing the whole continent to our nation; hence it is not in
place would be impertinent for me to occupy your time with adroitly
framed ai'guments in favor of or against a hard money or a paper currency. These things might tickle the fancy of bankers and brokers, and
inspire enthusiasts with visions of a country made rich in specie by a
liberal use of greenbacks; but it would be no more in place than a Coroner's jury in a ball room, or the performance of an opera in a Quaker

—

—

meeting.

As we entertain errors we multiply hazards; and as we correct them,
we multiply the means of success. And yet errors, radical errors, are
common among us, very. One of these is that the railroad communications in a country interfere with one of the prominent interests of our
this is by no means true
society stock raising.
they actually

—

Now

—

and the philosophy of this apparent paradox is this: vast
quantities of fertile and easily cultivated land are so remote from market
that when transportation depends upon team wagons, the cost of freight
facilitate

it,
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a positive bar to successful husbandry. Hence such lands either lie
entirely waste or are claimed and occupied by people who erect a cabin,
milk a cow or a goat once a day, plant a patch of corn and squashes to
be shared in common by an equal number of squalid urchins and grunting specimens of embryo bacon; raise a few chickens to supply omelets
and egg-nogs, and an occasional four-legged calf with which to grace the
return of a prodigal two-legged one, and a donkey or a mule to pack a
grist to mill and his owner to town on election day to hear the news
once a year.
In such a state of things there is absolutely no demand, no use for
good stock, and very little for any sort. But build and stock and work
a good railroad through such a district of country, and you have comis

paratively brought the metropolis, with its ever increasing demands
and upward tending prices and cash payments, to every door. Now,
these waste places are called upon for holiday poultry and breakfast
steaks and dinner roasts, and vegetables and fruits to the extent they
have never dreamed of; and under the influence they awake to the propriety and profit of enlarging their operations, cultivating their lands and
securing to themselves some of the good things of this life as they pass
through it. Now, their butter and their cheese, their bacon and their
beef, find buyers at their own doors. Now, the price of grain at the depot
warrants the running of a score of gang plows, calling for half a hundred pairs of animals. And the farmer, thus waked up by the locomotive whistle, will not be slow to observe the advantage of blooded
Devon steers at the plow, whose elevated heads and elastic step and all
day endurance give him a hundred per cent more work than the best of
scrubs, while it actually costs him less to keep and manage them; and of
blooded horses, whose action and bottom give him twice the distance in
an hour, whether at the plow or on the road, that he can safely get
from the slow molded, quickly exhausted, common horse of the country.
And now how changed the scene! The donkey, between the splintered shafts of his rickety cart, gives place to a pair of roadsters and a
phaston; the broad expanse, grimmed with gastly desolation, becomes a
fertile plain, waving with a golden harvest; plows and harrows and
reapers and mowers and thrashers and cleaners, each in season, and in its
place, adds life to the view and zest to the scene, until the whole year
becomes a gala day of active, exciting, productive industry. The farmer,
no longer a drudge and a drone, perches himself upon the elevated seat
of his improved implements and with absolute comfort rides through the
work of the year.
And of stock, if any land on earth can produce good stock, it is this.
I know it has been said of sheep that the finer grades deteriorate,
grow coarser here. But our Flints and McConnells and Websters have
demonstrated the error of this, and now show us specimens of the sixth
and eighth generations, actual improvements upon the imported parents.

Surely our AValshes, Emersons, Swezys, Eoses, and Youngers have
shown us that the noble Durham here attains a size and form equal to
the best in the world, and the elegant Devon color, and symmetry, and
power, and endurance in the yoke second to none, while the magnificent
Alderneys fill longer buckets and require larger churns and more powerful presses than in any other land on earth.
I also beg to call attention to a new California invention for the making
and refining of brandies from the grape in so brief a time and in such a
state of perfection as to render this important department remunerative,
instead of ruinous, as it has heretofore been. There is already a large
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and flourishing institution established upon a firm basis in this city,
which will give employment to a large number of men and a free market
for an unlimited quantity of grapes, which might otherwise be a drug
on the hands of the grower.
And right here, lest I forget it in a more appropriate place, I propose
to say what would make my own ears tingle, and I fear unduly excite
me, should I hear it said by any other than a California!!, viz: that it is
a shame a disgrace a burning sarcasm upon the intelligence, and
industry, and financial common sense of California agriculturists, that in
such a country, where dairy products might be mure abundant and
secured at Less expense than anywhere else in the land, so many sit
down and fold their hands, or roam from place to place looking for " situa"
tions
behind the counter, where they may sell tape and calico to lady
shoppers, or in some counting room, where they may phiy second fiddle
to an assistant bookkeeper's clerk, while we pay for the making and
bringing three thousand miles a hundred tons of butter a week and all
this while tens of thousands of acres of as good dairy lands as ever lay
outdoor, and as many lowing herds of the best dairy kine unite in calling
you young men to marry wives and milk the cows and make the butter
and get the money Tor your purse. If you have no capital, take a farm, as
the old folks say.
on shears." and my word for it the clippings of those

—

—

—

••

" shears "
will, the first year, enable you to begin to buy, begin to breed,
begin to multiply your stock, begin to be an employer, an independent,
influential member of society, and a benefactor of the State.
I
But I must haste to the point I have
put off as long as possible!
"
cannot escape it. I must -'talk burse just a little.

—

—

We want horses the best Of horses horses of pure blood and easy
pace and speedy trot and long endurance.
When Pope was defeated, and Banks, ignorant of the fact, was marching his gallant band into the very jaws of death, and to save them all
from utter ruin. Baker, the successor of two who had failed in the
attempt, must ride knee deep in Virginia mud, through a pelting storm,
a hundred and twenty-four miles in twenty-one consecutive hours, to
carry dispatches from the War Departmenl to Hanks, what if there had
been no thoroughbred at his service? Or. what if after the first twentyfour miles, and no relay could be found in all McDowell's corps equal to
the task the horse had been a scrub, or a half-breed, would he have
resumed and completed the enormous task?
Or, when gaunt with
ninety-five miles of fasting and foaming be was put to the task of carrying his rider through a gap, only twenty yards wide, in a battalion of
the enemy's infantry flanked by a hundred of Virginia's best-mounted
cavalry, all ready to shower him with bullets would he have shot
through that opening like an arrow, with his rider hugging the side of
his neck, and then carried him thirty-five miles further, outstripping
those fresh cavalry chargers, if there had been one drop of' cold or
impure blood in his veins? Never: Such ordeals are never passed, such
triumphs never won. but by pure blood ami careful training.
And yet of' the pure blood and distinct races of the horse there is, perhaps, among the American people, less knowledge and more humbug
than upon any other equally important subject. While we have at least
half a dozen distinct varieties of first-rate horses, we pass them by as
only "common Canestoga, or Canadian, or Norman, or pacer/' and yet
"
English cart horse, the
talk, with a great show of learning, about the
the
the
Cleveland
Suffolk
Punch," etc., which
Bay,
English dray horse,

—

—
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are about as real existences as was Barnum's mermaid, or Mrs.

Tom

Thumb's baby.
If

we

we may make England, and not America, our theme.
that in our country good horses, like good education,
among the people, and not, as in Europe, confined to princes

talk horse

While the truth
are

common

is,

and nobles. Here, every man. old and young, with his thousand a year,
must have his fast nag. And yet where is the man that really knows
how to manage a horse properly after he is broken and bitted?
And yet genuine, refined horsemanship needs cultivating in our midst,
until our youth, both male and female, can
"

Rise from the ground like feathered Mercury,
And vault with such case into the saddle
As if an angel dropp'd down from the clouds
To turn and wind a liery Pegasus,
And witch the world with noble horsemanship."

Instead of this it seems the hight of our ambition to so train our horse
as to reach the greatest speed and bottom, without reference to such
manner as will secure ease to his reinsman or backer and economy of
seldom do we meet a buyer who looks for edupower to himself.
cation in his purchase a mouth that feels and yields to a feathers
weight on the rein, and the right toot foremost in the lope an elevated
And how few would find it if they did
crest, and a chin to his chest.

How

—

—

know it when they found it.
it, and fewer still would
pure blooded, well educated horse, in the hands of an accomplished
horseman, whether in the harness or the saddle, or the plow or the
wagon, on the road or on the track (aside from "the human form
seek

A

the finest, grandest, noblest creation of the earth.
and train and prove a horse of purest blood and vast
endurance is one of the noblest occupations of man. To hold the reins
and see him go, and mark his time, is one of the most exhilarating
recreations.
I tender to you a hearty welcome to our Fair, and congratulate you
yea, I congratulate the whole people on the auspicious opening of this
Fair.
May every day of its continuance be full of joy to all, and its
close a season of mutual regrets that we could not bathe in its waters,
divine ")

To

is

raise

—

—

and bask

in its sunlight,

and recline

in its

bowers forever.
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ANNUAL ADDRESS.
DELIVERED BEEORE THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, SEPTEMBER TWENTY-SECOND, EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-ONE.

By

Mr.

President,

Members of

T. G.

PHELPS.

the State Agricultural Society,

and Ladies and

Gentlemen :

Another year, with its changing seasons of seed time, flowers and
harvest, has rolled its busy round, and we have met together again for the
annual disj)lay of the products of our skill and labor, that each may
learn from all the others whatever experience has taught, or skill or
inventive genius may have developed during the year, which may he of
general or partial utility in the future, whether it be in the cultivation
of the soil, the enlarging of the variety of our marketable crops, the
adaptation to our wants of new or better perfected labor saving machinHow much we learn
ery, or in the inrprovement of our herds and folds.
from each other from these annual convocations is shown by the great
7
variet} and fine quality of the exhibit here made of the productions of
the farm, the orchard, the vineyard, and by the great variety and superior quality of the thoroughbred and judiciously graded domestic animals I have seen in your stalls, and the quantity of meritorious labor
saving machinery on exhibition here, on which ingenuity seems to have
exhausted skill, and perfection in many instances to have been reached.
What kind of success would that husbandman meet with who would
confine himself to the use of the very best appliances of twenty-five
years ago? Plowing with a cast iron plow of inferior mold, reaping
with a sickle, and thrashing with a flail? In that brief period Ave have
passed from the cast iron plow to the steel gang, from the sickle to the
header, and from the flail to the steam power and horse forks. The next
advanced step will be to steam plows and steam harvesters. Eminent
success in the present advanced and rapidly advancing age can only be
obtained by the farmer by raising the best crops, the most of them, and
his future reliance
at the lowest cost, Avithout deterioration of his soil
Here we learn from each
as the source of his future productions.
other's experience how to attain the former and aA'oid the latter.
These annual gatherings are not only necessary to the prosperity of
individuals, but equally so to the prosperity of communities and States.
In our agricultural productions, we are, in this age of steamboats and
AVe need, thererailroads, in open competition Avith the civilized world.
fore, the most approved appliances of husbandry and the ripest experience

—
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of the practical and scientific. We have many advantages in our favor,
and some very great disadvantages and embarrassments to contend with.
These must all be summed up and fully understood, and then we must

prepare ourselves for. successful competition. On this our individual
future, and the future of our State, depends. We can and we must achieve
success.
In this connection I have some practical suggestions to make,
which may or may not be worthy of your consideration, and which yo.u
will accept or reject, as your greater wisdom and experience may dictate.
I make them with the hope they may elicit discussion, through
which important facts may be evolved and correct theories established.
Looking to the future of California, nothing strikes me as so important as the furnishing of employment to all our people. That country
is growing rich or poor, advancing or retrograding, not in proportion to
the nominal rates of wages allowed its laboring men, but more nearly
in proportion to the regularity of their employment.
While we in California maintain, perhaps, the highest rates of wages
of any country under the sun, it is a fact as patent and undeniable as it
is lamentable that the average earnings of our working men are not correspondingly great, because we have a large idle population, and this,
too, in the infancy of all our enterprises, with a broader field open to
the laboring man, in farming, mining, manufacturing, and mechanical
In this there is
pursuits, than ever before tempted men to industry.
something radically wrong, which must be radically changed. Hands
should not be without labor while the golden harvest invites them to the
field.
The causes which have led to this condition of things are various,
and have grown out of our past and present surroundings. Many old
Californians are too restless, and too much occupied with the golden
dreams and visions of the past, to settle down to any steady or safe
If they would build themselves houses they might at
employment.
least be surrounded with every comfort.
The next most serious hindrance to our prosperity is the tendency of our people to drift into our
large towns and cities. This disposition is not only manifested by the
people of California, but of the whole country, and must be regarded as
one of the most evil tendencies of the age. One fourth of the population of this State to-day resides in the City of San Francisco, and one
fourth of the balance in the six or seven next largest cities of the State.
Rural life is fast losing its charm for our people, who are exchanging
their quiet homes and simple habits, the pure air and pleasant scenery of
the country, for rented rooms amid the restless contusion of city life.
This is greatly to be regretted. While a few in cities attain great
wealth and opulence, it is to the yeomanry of the country a State must
always look for its development and sources of wealth. A busy, thriving country population may maintain large cities in the commercial
exchange of its products, but large cities can never maintain the country.
The surplus
Cities, as a rule, absorb more of wealth than they create.
population of our cities must be employed in rnanufactimng and mechanical enterprises.
This can and should be done, though large cities are
by no means the proper places for carrying on manufacturing enterprises, for the reason it costs the operatives much more to live, which
must be added to the cost of the product of their labor, and there are
no corresponding advantages. Yet a diversified industry is not only
The manufacturer is no less
desirable, but necessary to our prosperity.
important than the farmcfr. These industries must go hand in hand.
That State is in the best condition which most nearly supplies its own
wants, and sells its surplus in the most valuable and marketable shape.
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There is no more mistaken policy than that which would compel our
people to become producers of raw material only. This course would
render us large sellers, it is true, but it would also render us equally
large buyers, making us dependent upon the fluctuations of foreign
markets instead of the stability of our own. The early history of California is sufficient to convince any one of the correctness of these views.
Then we produced largely a material which is the standard of all values
the world over, but were compelled to rely upon the other States and
countries for all the necessaries of life. What was the result? Just
what might have been expected. The profits were made by those who
furnished the supplies. California gold has built more palaces on the
Hudson than on the Sacramento, more mansions in New York and Boston than in San Francisco. We are now, with all our complaints of dry
seasons and hard times, gaining in material wealth faster than we were
The experience of every country which has confined
fifteen years ago.
The
itself to a single industry, however important, has been the same.
history of the Southern States up to the time of the late war furnished
a most striking illustration. The people of those States, having control
of a soil of unsurpassed richness, and favored by a temperate climate,
availing themselves of a cheap servile labor, directed their main attenTheir product was in great demand,
tion to growing cotton for export.
and they virtually controlled the market. Their exports were enormous; but did they increase in wealth and general prosperity? No
not in comparison to other less favored sections maintaining mixed industries.
New England, with her sterile soil and bleak hills, far outstripped
them in the accumulation of wealth, the average comfort of her people,
and the general diffusion of knowledge. It is unnecessary to enlarge
upon this point, as it is generally very well understood. It becomes a
matter of interest, then, to inquire what progress we are making towards
supplying our own wants. In other words, how independent have we
become, through our own industries, of the people of other countries?
That we have made fair progress in manufacturing, considering the cir-

—

cumstances which have surrounded

us, is

probably true.

We have many

manufactui'ing enterprises of which not only those engaged in them, but
the State, may well be proud. But should we be content with what we
have done? By no means. We now ship away seven or eight million
This wool, manufactured, would sell for twenty
dollars' worth of wool.
millions, at least.
Why, when we have idle labor, should not this value
We export hides, import boots, shoes, and harness. We
be added to it?
export timber and import furniture, and yet we have the finest woods
We export wheat
for furniture on this coast to be found in the world.
and import agricultural machinery; and so on through the whole catalogue, and this, too, in the face of the fact that men are importunate for
the opportunity to labor. This is a wrong to the poor, who should be
encouraged to add, by their industry, to their own comfort and the
wealth of the State.
Let every effort be made to foster and encourage manufacturing
Let them have the
interests of every sort, in every part of the State.
protection they need to nurse them into lite and full growth. To extend
this to them is no less the interest of the farmer and mechanic than the
manufacturer, so intimately blended are all these interests. The man
successfully establish a manufacturing enterprise, however
a public benefactor, and should be honored as such.
These industries have been greatly checked, no doubt, by the differences which have arisen between the employers and the employed

who can
small,

is
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relative to the rates of wages and the hours of labor, or what many
are pleased to call the antagonism between labor and capital. There
seems to be but one way out of this difficulty, and that is through
'

individual enterprise, where that is practicable, and where it is not, the
combination of the capital of the operators in cooperative organizations.
It would seem that these associations should give to operatives exactly
what they earn, and leave them free, without let or hindrance, to fix the
hours of toil to suit their own convenience and interests. As nothing
seems to stand in the way of their formation, it is surprising they have not
been more generally resorted to. One thing is certain, it is every man's
duty to himself, to his family, and to society, to be as independent as
possible of all others in the control of his labor, and in reaping all the
fruits therefrom.

Who can contemplate a life less interesting, more perfectly bereft of
every ambitious hope of improved condition, than one spent as a journeyman mechanic, or as an operative in a manufacturing establishment? In
such a life the ordinary stimulus which impels men to action is wanting,
and it is not sui'prising, therefore, that men become restless and comEvery man who employs himself will find that he is his own
plaining.
best paymaster, and with himself he will never have any disputes about
rates of pay or hours of labor, nor will he be ordered by his society to
strike, and as a consequence see his family starve, while he remains
unemployed. If men cannot control their own labor in our cities, how
much better than idleness, or at least the uncertainty of employment,
would be a farm in the country. Here at least all can place themselves
above want, if they will depend upon their own labor and not make
farming a hazardous speculation. But many will say there is no land
within their reach. Is this true? The Secretary of the Interior estimates the amount of land adapted to agricultural purposes in this State
to be about sixty-five million acres, and fifteen million in addition as
In eighteen hundred and sixty-five there was
suitable for grazing only.
of this amount under fence four million fifty-five thousand six hundred
and ninety acres, and under cultivation but one million five hundred and
four thousand six hundred and eighty acres.
Probably there is not now more than six million acres under fence,
and two million five hundred thousand under cultivation. These estimates, which are believed to be large, would show that but ten per cent
of our agricultural land is yet under fence, and less than four per cent
under cultivation.
This shows that there is not only room for all our people who desire
to cultivate the soil, but for more than twenty times the number we
now have. At first thought we are staggered by such a calculation as
this; but if we take a ride from Yolo County to the north line of the
State, and from the Stanislaus to the Colorado Eiver, or, if we spread
before us the map of California, and pencil off that portion of the State
which is now actually occupied by the agriculturist, we shall see the
estimate is a true one, and that the amount of land actually cultivated
contrasts with the area of the State as an ordinary garden does to a
farm. Those who are interested in the future of the State should use
all their influence to have this vast unoccupied domain held- for those
who are to cultivate it. It is believed by men of enlarged views that
the true policy of the Federal Government is to withdraw from sale all
its public lands, and hold them as the free heritage of the poor under
27
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the homestead law. The wealth of a State is made up of the aggregate
wealth of its citizens; its growth in wealth depends upon their aggregate earnings. True economy therefore dictates the placing of every
man in a position to add to the wealth of the State by his industry.
How can so good a disposition of our public domain be made, therefore,
as to give it to the poor, and thereby enable them to become producers
who might otherwise be a tax upon the energies of others. Every one
hundred and sixty acres actually occupied will not only steadily increase
in value, but on an average will turn olf more in value each year than the
price of its purchase; yet every dollar realized from it from year to year
will generally be expended in the support and education of the family
occupying it, and the purchase price, if the occupants be compelled to
pay it, will hang over him for years, if not paralyzing his energies, at
The passage of the homestead law was a step
least clouding his hopes.
in the right direction.
Let all unite in the interest of the laboring men
of the country, in the interest of an enlightened humanity, and for the
common good of all, in demanding that the public domain be set apart
forever as the free inheritance of "our own and our immigrant poor. Let
us at once demand of the next Legislature a repeal of the law whereby
speculators have become possessed of large tracts of swamp and overflowed lands the very choicest we have. Let these, too, be held, if not
without price, at least for those who will cultivate them. Let it be
understood no fault is to be found with, those who have availed themselves of a bad law; the fault is in the law which permits them to profit
off the j)oor, or what is more frequently the case, embarrass the poor
without profit to themselves.
The system of farming hitherto followed is both wasteful and disadvantageous, but it is believed to be wholly the outgrowth of the peculiar

—

Farmers have relied
embarrassments under which we have labored.
almost wholly upon a single kind of crop. This failing, they have failed.
Nothing can be more risky. But it has been heretofore almost impossible for the majority to diversify their crops and combine farming with
stock raising, because of the great cost of dividing up their farms with
fences so as to admit of this kind of husbandry. But if we would farm
profitably this must be done. Meat and bread must be grown together
This is a truth well known to our
if we would not deteriorate our soil.
farmers, and yet one to which we have so far paid little attention. But
he who so farms as to exhaust his soil makes a present profit only to
insure a future loss. The farmer who grows grain and raises no stock,
as too many do, wastes the profits which should be realized in the gleaning of his stubbles, in the utilizing his straw stacks a profit equal to
what farmers make in many parts of the world. The stubbie and straw
from a grain field, properly cared for, are worth more to the stock raiser
than the natural grasses which would grow upon the same land. This
shows at once the importance of combining the two interests. As fast
as men can prepare themselves to carry on this better system of farming,
it is to be hoped they will do so, and until then, in common justice, the
obnoxious law requiring A to fence his grain field against the depreda-

—

Each man should be enabled to
possess his own. This policy of discriminating in favor of an inferior
against a superior one is a blighting wrong, which has worked a great
injuiy to the State.
Among the very best indications for our future prosperity are the
preparations being made for irrigation in that section of the State most
needing it the San Joaquin Valley. This great valley, the most extentions of B's stock should be repealed.

—
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sive in area and rich in the earthy salts of any we have, is so subject
It is time tlie
to drought as to make farming exceedingly hazardous.
great rivers penetrating it, which run at full banks during the season
their waters are needed by the agriculturist, should be utilized. Nothing
gives me such buoyant hopes for the future of this great section as the
work now going on for the distribution of the waters of these rivers
over the diy but rich plains, for they contain an inexhaustible source of
wealth to the farmer, which cannot be estimated, but which far exceeds
the value of the golden sands that once lined their banks. The San
Joaquin and Tulare Valley, for it is one valle}*, eovers an area of more
York. But unlike
than one third the size of the State of

New

New

York, there is necessarily no waste land on the whole of it, while the
average quality of its soil, to say nothing of its favorable' climate, is
equal to the very best river bottoms in that State. It is no exaggeration
it may be, by the flowing
streams nature has provided, is capable of producing a larger agricultural product than the entire State of New York, and of far greater
value, because of the superior quality and greater variety of its productions.
Among the productions of this great district of country, which
may be marketed in the future in almost limitless quantity, are wines,
Americans have had little experience
brandies, cotton, and beet sugar.
in irrigation, and naturally ask what will be the effect of it upon the
The answer is, there is no soil needing it which will not be
soil.
improved by it, if properly applied, and this answer embraces the expeWhen should it be
rience of the world up to the present moment.
For cei'eals, and in fact most all annuals, from October to
applied?

to say, therefore, that this valley, irrigated, as

If applied later, unless there is a growth of trees, alfalfa, or some
other crop on the ground to shade it, it would undoubtedly be disadvantageous to light clay loams and kindred soils, causing them to become
compact and hard. There is no farming land in this State which will
not produce a full crop in the dryest season, if once thoroughly satuFrom that
rated by irrigation, in October, November, or December.
time on the rainfall will always be sufficient to supply surface moisture,
until the sun reaches altitude enough to draw up the supply held below
For the truth of this assertion,
the surface by capillary attraction.
reference is made to a farmer in San Joaquin who flooded a part of his
lands in the Winter of eighteen hundred and seventy, harvesting therefrom a full crop that year, and another in eighteen hundred and seventyone, from the unexhausted moisture from the irrigation of the year
before, while his crops on adjoining land entirely failed.
Among the first of new enterprises should be classed that of making
sugar from beets. One company engaged in this business, at least, has
met with very satisfactory success. I refer to the California Beet Sugar
Company, whose works are located at Alvarado, in the County of Alameda. This company has in more than five hundred acres to beets, and
notwithstanding the dry season, will make one and one quarter million
pounds of sugar, worth in the San Francisco market not less than one
hundred and fifty thousand dollars. It will be seen, therefore, that the
product even in this worst of seasons we have ever known, will reach
three hundred dollars per acre.
The sugar is of the finest qualit}r and can readily be put into any
desirable shape, whether loaf, lump, crushed, granulated, or pulverized.
The average annual importation of sugar into the port of San Francisco
is something more than fifty million pounds, worth, duties paid, about
This is a very considerable drain upon our wealth
five million dollars.

May.

,
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and resources.

To buy

at average yield

and

this amount of sugar requires the exportation,
prices, of the entire crop from more than three hundred thousand acres of wheat, while less than fifteen thousand acres
would produce the sugar, with far less drain upon the soil used.
The experiment of making sugar here having proved an entire success

in every particular, it is confidently predicted that in four years from
to-day we will produce all the sugar consumed in the Pacific States and
Territories, and in ten years we will send to other States and countries.
of our own production, three times the amount we now import.
There is now quite a large amount of flax raised in this State for the
seed alone, no use being made of the fiber. This is a great waste, which
Cannot some cheap method be devised
should, if possible, be avoided.
for preparing this fiber for use, though it may be in the coarsest products,
such as grain bags or rope? He who can utilize this material and prevent
its waste will confer a great benefit upon the State.
One experiment, at least, upon a scale sufficient by large to test our
climate and soil for raising cotton successfully, is being made. A field
embracing seventy acres is now growing, on the Merced River, five or
When I had the pleasure of
six miles below the Town of Snellings.
visiting the field, some six weeks ago, the cotton was in a very thrifty
The harvest of the fiber is
condition, with the early seedballs closed.
will
and
continue until November
now
about
commencing,
probably
or December. Experienced cotton growers from the Southern States
informed me that this field was a fair average of the crops in Louisiana,
and would probably yield three fourths of a bale of ginned cotton to
the acre. The entire crop was planted and cultivated by three men.
This is more ground, I am informed, than the same men could have cultivated in the Southern States. The experiment, therefore, bids fair to
prove a satisfactory one, and it is quite probable we may hereafter be
able to add cotton to our regular productions.
The raising of grapes and the manufacture of wine and brandy seems
now to be firmly established as one of our leading and most profitable
industries.
There is no longer, I am informed, any difficulty in marketing the entire product at remunerative rates, and it is quite probable the
demand will increase faster than the production can be increased. Last
year we produced six nnllion gallons of wine, worth three million six
hundred thousand dollars, and one hundred and fifty thousand gallons
of brandy, worth, duties unpaid, one hundred and twelve thousand five
hundred dollars. This year it is estimated we will produce from eight
million to ten million gallons of wine, worth say four million five hundred thousand dollars, and two hundred thousand gallons of brandy.
worth one hundred and fifty thousand dollars, and it is fair to calculate
that this ratio of increase in production and values will be kept up for years
to come.
It is estimated by our principal wine merchants that one half
of our product is consumed by the States to the east of us, while they
are regularly shipped to Mexico, South America, Sandwich Islands, Australia, Japan, China, England, and occasional lots to the continent of
Europe. From every part of the world to which they are sent fair reports
come back as to their excellence, ami orders increase, showing that they
have a better standing abroad than at home. Of course their reputation
has suffered somewhat from unskilled makers, and from counterfeiting.
Messrs. I. Landsberger & Co. are now putting up one thousand five hundred dozen per month of their champagne wine, and are unable to supply
the demand. What may we not expect from this industry, when we
reflect that th© entire champagne district of France is not greater in era
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than Sonoma county, and yet employs ten thousund men in cultivation
of the grape, and ten thousand more in the preparation of the wine for
market? We have now thirty-live million bearing vines growing on
forty-seven thousand acres. The average yield per acre for the grapes
is about sixty dollars, but the choice varieties will yield one hundred
dollars or more, and this too on our poorest soil.
What more profitable or sure investment can a poor man desire?
Uncle Sam gives
the land, and his own labor is sufficient to put out a vineyard from
which a sure annual revenue may be derived for himself and his children.
One of the strange peculiarities of our people, showing their singular
attachment to articles of foreign growth and manufacture, may be noted
in the fact that while we are sending wine to the four quarters of the
globe a wine that we know to be pure juice of the grape we imported
during last year four hundred and fifty-one thousand nine hundred and
forty-seven gallons of wine, costing, duties paid, more than five hundred

—

—

and

fifty

thousand

dollars.

Would any other

people under the sun* be guilty of thus patronizing
a foreign product and market at the expense of their own, and that, too,
at their individual cost?
Time is not afforded me to mention other industries, both in farming
and manufacturing, which at least bid fair to succeed, and which will be
watched by our people with the deepest interest. In our domestic
animals we are making a gradual but steady improvement. That we
are taking the pains with our herds which true economy would dictate,
however, cannot be contended.
There are many yet who cannot realizo the fact that it costs just as
much and often more to raise a poor horse or cow than it does a good
one; that it costs just as much to raise a sheep which will shear three
pounds of inferior wool as it does a thoroughbred Merino or Cotswold,
which will yield a fleece of six pounds of superior quality.
If one will pay the cost of raising, what an enormous profit must the
other yield? It' I was called upon to name the class of persons who
have done most to advance the best interests of the State, I should
unhesitatingly say, that according to their numbers, those men who
have emploj^ed their time and experience and embarked their capital in
the improvement of our domestic animals are entitled to this great distinction.
From the improvement already effected, I think it safe to say
the value of our herds has been more than doubled. Let the improvement go on until it shall be our boast to say, California raises none but
the best.
To the ladies, whose splendid exhibition makes up one of the most
pleasing features of this great display of labor and skill, not being a
judge of the materials so artistically arranged by their fair hands, I only
feel competent to say, that for the general interest they have added to
the Fair they are certainly entitled to the thanks of the Society. On
the whole, we may justly claim to be making fair progress as a people.
But should we be content with this? No; not so long as we have an
idle man among us, or a physical want or comfort unsupplied; not so
long as we are dependent upon any other country for a single article
which we can produce; not so long as we have to depend upon other
countries for ships to carry our surplus products away. This shipping
can and must be supplied by ourselves. The world does not furnish
such materials for wooden and composite ships as are found on this
coast.
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We

a cheap process for preserving this wood from rot, and
it as durable and even more desirable than iron.
Ship
have now just
once become a leading industry.
at
should
building
begun to realize something of that Oriental trade to which we have been
looking forward for a long time, expecting it to add largely to our

have

therefore

now

making

We

wealth, and give an impetus to all our industries. Within the last thirty
days there have been received from China and Japan more than two
million nine hundred and forty thousand dollars worth of merchandise
This is but the beginning of a trade
for transition across the continent.
which will revolutionize the old currents of commerce. Within a few
years San Francisco ought to become the emporium for the exchange of
Her
Oriental products and the monetary exchanges of the world.
position commands both these, and she will some day attain to this commercial and monetary greatness. It depends upon us to say how soon
that day will be reached.
We have great interests confided to our care. Let us remember that
in activity there is life, and that indolence is mental and physical death.
We should be duly thankful that the great disposer of events has cast
our lot in this favored land, with its genial climate, its grand scenery,
limitless productions, and its possible future, more grand, more
glorious than any spot of earth upon which the sun shines. Let it be
the ambition of each of us to see who shall be entitled to have his name
written highest among those who have advanced the great interests of
its

the commonwealth.
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FINANCIAL EEPOET
OF THE

STATE AGRICULTURAL

SOCIETY

FOR

THE YEAR
On what

Date.

1871.

1871.

Amount.

account.

RECEIPTS.

January 28 From A. A. "Wood, rent of Park
a
Memberships
March 1.... A. A. Wood, rent of Park
A. A. Wood, rent of Park
April 1
April

11....

May 9
June 12
JulyS
July 13

August
August

5...

August

19..

15..

$305

State appropriation, 1870
A. Wood, rent of Park
A. Wood, rent of Park
A. Wood, rent of Park
A. Wood, balance of month's rent
A. Wood, rent of Park
On warrant of State appropriation

A.
A.
A.
A.
A.

Entran ce
Sept. 9

Sept. 15.
Sept. 18.

From C. B. Polbemus, entrance money
A. T. Eenwiek, amount drawn by Society premium last Fair
A. A. Wood, rent of Pai*k
Chase & Bowley, pool privilege
Membership tickets sold since last

election, fifty-

four, at $5 each.
Cl

Bar privileges
Entrance to two-year-old race
Receipts at Park, per T. Hall
Receipts at Pavilion, per J. Tingman....
Entrance to race, ]5er E. Mills, at bank.

Sept. 19.

Receipts at Park, per T. Hall
Receipts at Pavilion, per J. Tingman....
Entries to race, per E. Mills, at bank....
Entries to race, per Beck
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Date.

On what

account.

Amount.
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On what

account.
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Amount.

DISBURSEMENTS.
balance overdrawn on treasury
Cash paid H. C. Kirk, premium of 1870

By
G.

H.

W. Whitlock, fixing seats for election
S. Crocker & Co., Sacramento Directory

D. Bush, balance gas-fitting bill
L. Deitz, premium 1870
Ben. Bullard, Jr., Clerk election
L. Stanford, one share Union Park stock

Locke & Lavenson, door mat
Daily Record, advertising
Daily Bee, advertising
F. B. Patton, Clerk election
R. J. Merkeley, premium 1870
A. B. Gilbert, premium 1870
Telegram
Expressage on Turf Register
Post Office stamps
Expressage on seed
Newspapers containing report of proceedings of Board
Robert Beck's salary for February
J. E. Parker, bridle
Whittier, Fuller & Co., diploma frames
A. J. Steiner, premium 1870
C. W. Clark, one share Union Park stock

C.

W.

Clark, one stall at

Robert Allen,

Park

bill

D. Gardner, wood
E. F. Aiken, trees
Jas. T. Stratton,

premium, 1870, $50; trees, $21
Carey, one share Union Park stock
T. Durkin, trimming trees
J. B. Turner, trimming trees
I. N. Hoag's bill
Robert Beck's salary, March
Hanks & Wilson, setting tanks
Central Pacific Railroad Company, four water tanks
R.

S.

Telegrams
Expressage on books
Wells, Fargo & Co., envelops
Postage stamps
Capital Savings Bank, for $160 currency, at 91£, and paid
assessment to Turf Congress, $80 currency, and new rules,
$80 currency— $160

San Francisco Examiner,

to send circulars

Secretary's traveling expenses during 1870
W. Williamson, Course Clerk, 1870
B. F. Hastings, one share Union Park stock

28

3,151
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On what

account.

Amount.

Rural Press, advertising.
E. F. Aiken, trees
A A. Wood, for boxing and watering trees.
Eobert Beck, salary for April
I. N. Hoag, account of salary
City taxes on Union Park
Peter Burnes, premium 1870
A. Steiner, filling diplomas
A. A. .Wood's bill
Eobert Beck's salary for May
I. N. Hoag, account salaiy..
Central Pacific Railroad Company, spout and door
Dr. Harkness, one share Union Park stock
Dr. Cluness, one share Union Park stock
Post Office bill
Gleason Brothers' bill

Hunt & Wilson's

$ 6 00
10 00

78
150
200
42
5
9

36
150
100
6

bill

Eobert Beck's salary for June
A. A. Wood's bill....";
I. 1ST. Hoag, on account salary
Miss J. N. Andnair, premium 1870
John A. Smith, one share Union Park stock
Eobert Beck, salary for July

,

Harbison, premium 1870
N. Hoag, on account of salary
H. H. Pearson, one share Union Park stock
E. M. Smith, premium 1870
I. N. Hoag, on account salary
W. Bacon, carpen ter
Dusen bury, carpen ter
T. Marshall, carpenter
Tod h unter, carpen ter
A. Keith ley, cai'penter
P. Chatterton, carpenter
Insurance on building
I. 1ST. Hoag, on salary order
J. S.
I.

H. Cooksley, masonry
I. N. Hoag, salary
Ered. Werner, sixteen stalls at eight dollars
E. T. Brown, purse No. 1
E. T. Brown, purse No. 2
E. T. Brown, purse No. 3
E. T. Brown, purse No. 4
E. T. Brown, purse No. 5
E. T. Brown, purse No. 6
E. T. Brown, purse No. 7
E. T. Brown, purse No. 8
E. T. Brown, purse two-year-olds, 6100; entrance added, 875
E. T. Brown, bout purse
E. T. Brown, purse No. 9

100
100
12
90
90
150
55
100
3

100
150
5

100
100
15
100
20
20
20
20
20
20
158
32
20
114
128
1,000
1,000

800
1,500
1,000
1,000

600
1,200

175
100
1,000

75
00
00
75
00
75
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
62
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
13

00
72
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
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Amount.

account.

T. Brown, purse No. 10
T. Brown, purse No. 11
T. Brown, purse No. 12
T. Brown, special purse
L. .Robertson & Son, feed

E.
E.
E.
E.
E.

$1,500

Booth &

Co., shakes
Todhunter, carpenter

11.

E. Otis, laborer

John Ten brook, labor
F. M. Marshall, carpenter

.

A. Keathley, policeman, six days
A. Keathley, laborer.
Isaac Galloway, labor, six days
M. T. Howard, labor, six days
W. J. Robertson, horse hire
James Casserly, horse hire

McGo wan,

P.

policeman

Samuel Deal, policeman
John Wooster, policeman
Mrs. Jackson, chambermaid
M. Dusen berry, carpenter at Park

,

,

,

Orleans Hills Vinicultural Association, premium.
P. Ch atterton, carpenter
E. S. Carey, labor
E. S. Carey, wood
William Collins, policeman
Mrs. M. Carrington, premium
James Iiarve} Marshal
E. Eockforth, police
W. M. Millard, stair keeper
II. II. Holton, stair keeper
r

,

John Studeras, premium.
Mrs. N. Clark, premium.
William Harrou, ticket clerk
W. T. Crowell, doorkeeper
D. J. Simmons, doorkeeper
Isaac
S.

Ga How ay,

labor

H. Davis, hardware

bill

E. Johnson, cleaning closet at Park
Eph. Burns, labor
Central Pacific Eailroad Company, tank

Miss Annie Gerber, premium
John Nickerson, police
E. G. Jefferis'

\

bill

James Johnson, whitewashing and cleaning Pavilion.
O. C. Casey's bill
S. Cotton, labor at Pavilion
G. W. Whitlock, labor

James

W.

Contell's
Cortus' bill

bill
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James Johnson, labor at Pavilion
George Duprey, board of Japanese
W. Burk, hauling
Hill & Knaugh, premium
James Anthony & Co., advertising,
Mrs. S. M. Hover, premium
H. S. Beals, hay
H. M. Bernard, premium
C. H. Shear, premium

etc

Daily Record, advertising, etc
W. F. Fills, bill posting

F.

bill

Adams, labor

Fourth Avenue House, board
Hunt & Anderson's bill..
P. A. Espina's account

of*

Japanese.

A. Maillard, premium
G. Schmeiser's bill
G. H. Baker, diploma
James Carolan & Co., truck
Van Heusen & Huntoon

W.

P. Michener's bill

H. Cantwell, clerk
G. H. Swinerton's bill
P. Burns, premium
W. B. Nichols' bill
0. Kuttschmitt, premium
Nash, Miller & Co., premium
E. C. Chaimbers' bill
F. A. Muller,

W.

premium

Sutton, police

N. Hoag, on account of salary
Western "Union Telegraph Company
Spurgeon Bros.' bill

1.

F. Screiver's

Amount.

$ 4 00

W. S. Frazier, hauling
W. Crump, watchman

Bobert Cown, premium
Hobson & Ayers' bill
Sacramento Gas Company's
D. H. Quinn's bill

221

bill

Hartwell, Hotchkiss & Co.'s bill
N. L. Drew & Co., on account
Friend & Terry, lumber
N. Clark & Co., premium
E. Soule, premium
John Smith, premium

Capt. Bobinson, assistant clerk
Sacramento Reporter's bill
N. L. Drew & Co., balance of bill
J. B. Nickeson, premium

999
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On what

James Sunderland,

Amount.

account.

$24
40
15
52
25
132
18

carpenter..

Fred. MacCrellish, advertising.
Henderson & Clark, premium..
F.

A.

M. Chapman's bill
S. Grenlaw, premium.

Dewey &

Co., advertising
Chas. Dell, clerk

Miss
Mrs.

J.

C.

M. Pierce, premium
James, premium

3
3
90
12
18
15
10
76

John Breuner, premium
E. Woods' bill
Women's Cooperative Company, premium.
Mrs. Preston's bill
J. K. Jewell, premium
A. Meiss, labor
C.

5

Coyle

J. S.
J. S.

18
14
35

Williams, police
Williams, watchman

W. B. Ready, premium
James Perry, hauling
J. C.

8

27
10
30

Sedley, doorkeeper

Alex. Mackey, premium
Leonard & Cadwalader's
Mrs. Anderson, premium

Mott &

Gillig,

bill.

5

4
3
60
50

Co.'s bill.

Pos^Office bill
San Francisco Spirit of the Times, advertising
Robert Beck, premium
Bills and premiums paid at Pavilion, as per vouchers.
Expenditures, as per vouchers
Premiums paid at Park, as per vouchers
Will iam Lee, services

2.584
1,102
3,255
69
111
25

Th omas O'Brien, services
Daily Bee, advertising
Benjamin Billiard, Clerk

Dewey
Russell
G. G.

<fc

& Winterburn's

Mc Curdy,

Bean &

70

Co., advertising
bill

services

Co., advertising

George W. Wallace
O. C. Wheeler, Superintendent
Mrs. O. C. Wheeler, purses

Dorse v & Lowry
J. C. Devine & Co.'s
F. S. Malone's

bill

bill

H. A. Rawson, premiums
California Stock and Poultry Association, premium
C. Detten, premium
& Cu Ivertson
JSTe whal
Wells, Fargo & Co., freight on fruit
1

,

,

00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

85
00
00
00
25
00
75
50
00
00
00

4
527
24
133
148
200 00
12 00
5 00
6 25
30 00
85 00
60 00
20 00
35 00
61 20
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account.

E. T. Brown
A. Music, premium
C. E. Paine, livery
J.

Builder, police
Meussdorffer,

J. C.

premium

E. C. Terry & Co.'s bill
Eobert Beck, salary for August, September, and October...
J.

Lipman &

Dale &

Co.'s bill

Co.'s bill

C. II. Krebs' bill

William Corliss'
J.

E. Carroll

&

B.
E.
P.
L.

Dennery's

bill

bill

Co.,

hay

Mills, interest on Union Park stock
A. Espina, balance of salary
B. Harris, Entry Clerk
I. N. Hoag, salary
A. A. AVood's bill
B. N. Bugbey, premium

Nevada

Ice

Company's

bill

William Caswell, posting

bills

Charles J. Torbett, Clerk
Wells, Fargo & Co., freight
Huntington & Hopkins' bill
Hasselgren & Wilson's bill

Summit
I.

H.

Ice Company's
L. Merrill's bill
C.

Locke

Kirk & Co.'s
Lavenson

bill

bill

<fc

E. Ireland's

bill

Thomas

Hall, Clerk
California Jewelry Company, medals
B. (I. Perry, premiu

m

Bradwell, stairkeeper
J.

Mckeson, labor

C. Collins, police
D. O. Mills & Co., interest

P. A. Espina, filling diplomas
I. N. Hoag, salary
Eobert Beck, salary
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SPEED PR0GRAMME--1871.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBEE
First Pace

— Class

—

18th.

I.

in five; free for all stallions.
Purse,
Trotting Race Mile heats; three
one thousand dollars; first horse, five hundred dollars; second horse,
two hundred and fifty dollars; third horse, one hundred and fifty dollars;
fourth horse, one hundred dollars.

Entries.

By whom

entered.
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Entries.

By whom

Name.

P. O. Address.

entered.

Mr. Bailey
Mr. Corbetts
John Boggs
Charles McLaughlin
P. A. Finnegan
Perry Gwinnet
C. B. Polhemus

San FranciscoPrinceton
San Jose

Sun

Francisco..

Santa Clara.

Driver.

.A.

br. g. Surprise
br. m. Highland

Mary.
gr. m. May Howard
rn. m. Nell
s. g. Fred
rn. g. Berkley
b. c. Forrest

Cumminge

..H. L. Spencer
.Dan. Dennison
....J. B. Hinkle

Boy
.John Gordon.

Result.

Surprise

Highland Mary

d. h.

2

2

2

May Howard....

d. h. 1

1

1

Nell

Fred
Berkley Boy....
2 dis.

Forrest

Time—2:36£;

2:34; 2:36£; 2:36f.

TUESDAY, SEPTBMBEK
First Eace

— Class

—

19th.

III.

Running Race Mile and repeat; free for all three year olds. Parse,
eight hundred dollars; first horse, four hundred dollars; second horse,
two hundred dollars; third horse, one hundred and twenty-five dollars;
fourth horse, seventy-five dollars.
Entries.

By whom entered.
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Result.

Governor Stanford

dis.

5
2

Captain Jinks

Mark Twain
Nelly Brown

4
1

Ironclad

Time—I'M;
Judges

1:46 }.

— C. F. Eeed, John M. Duncan,

Second Bace

S. T.

— Class

—

Running Race Mile heats, three in five
hundred dollars; first horse, eight hundred
hundred dollars; third horse, two hundred
hundred dollars.
;

•

By whom

entered.

Geo. Treat

Brewster.

IV.
all.
Purse, fifteen
dollars; second horse, four
dollars; fourth horse, one

free for

Entries.

P. 0. Address.

San Francisco,

Pedigree.

br. c. Oliver

Crom-

well
,

b. c. Sheridan

Geo. A. Johnson.
Thos. Atchison-

James

Sacramento

g. c.

Thos. Atchison..

br.m.Nell Flaherty.

Shelton....

m.

J. C. Taylor

Tehama

b.

Theo. "Winters....

Davisville

b. c. Bois

John Hall

b.

d'Arc.

m. Alice May.

4 yrs.
4 yrs.

State Agricultural Society.
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— Class

First Race
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20th.

V.

—

Mile heats; three in five; in harness; free for all
Trotting Race
horses that have never heaten 2:30. Purse, one thousand dollars; first
horse, five hundred dollars; second horse, two hundred and fifty dollars;
third horse, one hundred and fifty dollars; fourth horse, one hundred
dollars.
Entries.

By whom
Mr.

entered.

San Francisco

Slicer.

Wm. Hamilton
&

Driver.

Frank Rhoads, formerly John Conness
Alexander
b. m. Mary Davis

b. c.

h. h.

E. M. Skaggs
Singleterry

Name.

P. 0. Address.

Sacramento
Boggs.

Princeton

.H. L. Spencer.

blk. h. Blackbird

E.H.Miller
John Boggs
John Dickerson
Peter Goodhue

Sacramento

ib.

m.

Princeton

is.

g. Jerome....

Ben. E. Harris

San Francisco.

Woodland

Dickey.
.John Mackey.
....Col.

May

Fly

....A.

b. g. California Dexter.
s. h. Copperhead
b. g. Regulator

F. Smith.

.Dan. Dennison.
....Barney Rice.

Result.

Frank Rhoads

3

Alexander
Mary Davis

2

3

3

dis.

Blackbird

May

Fly
Jerome

.

California Dexter

2

13

111
2

5

4

4

2
5

5

5

4

dis.

Copperhead

4

Regulator

Time— First horse— 2:33;

2:34; 2:33i; 2:34|.
2:34i; 2:331; 2:34|.

Second horse— 2:34f

;

Fines — Dan. Dennison, twenty-five dollars;

Second Race

—

— Class

Barney

Rice, five dollars.

VI.

Mile heats; three in five, in harness; free for all horses
Trotting Race
that have never beaten 2:50. Purse, one thousand dollars; first horse,
five hundred dollars; second horse, two hundred and fifty dollars; third
horse, one hundred and fifty dollars; fourth horse, one hundred dollars.

228

Transactions of the
Entries.

By whom

entered.
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— Class VIII.

—

Running Race Two mile heats; free for all. Purse, twelve
dollars; first horse, six hundred dollars; second horse, three
dollars; third horse, two hundred dollars; fourth horse, one
dollars.

hundred
hundred
hundred

Entries.

"By

whom

Name.

Age.

Pedigree.

b. c. Oliver Cromwell
b. c. Sheridan

4 yrs.

By Lodi, dam Annette.
By Norfolk, dam Bonny

entered.! P. 0. Address.

San Francisco...
George Treat
Geo. A. Johnson...:

4yrs.

Belle.

i

Thomas

Atchison.. Sacramento

g. c.

Thos. Atchison.. 4 yrs.

By

Norfolk,
G.

Singleterry and

Funk

Colusa

...

Nathan Coombs... INapa

James Shelton

Tehama,

b. c. Capt.
b. c. Gift

Jinks

3 yrs.
3 yrs.

By

m. Nell Flaherty- 4

yrs.

dam

Bel-

mont.

By
br.

Norfolk,

dam Mary

Lodi,

dam Ruby by

Winnebago.

By Rifleman, dam Jennie Hall.

Result.

Crom wel 1
Sheridan
Thomas Atchison
Captain Jinks
Oliver

.

dist.
1

1

Gilt

Nell Flaherty

2 dis

Time— 3:371;

3:41 J.

FELDAY, SEPTEMBER
First Eace

—

— Class

22d.

IX.

Trotting Race Mile heats; three in five; free for all horses that have
never heaten 2:35. Purse, one thousand dollars; first horse, five hundred dollars; second horse, two hundred and fifty dollars; third horse,
one hundred and fifty dollars; fourth horse, one hundred dollars.
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S. B. Whipple
H. L. Spencer
John Boggs
John Dickenson

San Francisco
San Jose

b. h. Ajax
b. m. Flora

Princeton

Howard
gr. m.
br. g. Danger
rn. m. Nell

May

"Woodland

Charles McLaughlin... jSan Jose

E. M. Skaggs
Pat. Finnegan

Sacramento
San Francisco
San Rafael
San Francisco

A. Maillard
C. Staggs
Peter Goodhue.
J. T. "Wilson....

John Boggs

McLellan.

.Dan. Dennison.
...Barney Rice.
..J.

m. Lady Belle
b. m. Peanuts
b. m. Lady Slasher
blk. h. Hiram "Woodruff..

B.Hinkley.

|b.

h.

Princeton

,

J.

.

Mr. Ellis.
.James Driscoll.

Copperhead

m. Coquette
m. Marysville Queen..

Result.

Ajax
Flora

12 13

4

Peanuts

4

2

Lady Slasher
Hiram Woodruff

2

May Howard
Danger
Nell

Lady

Belle

Copperhead

3

2

5
4

4

5 dis.

5

4

12 11

dis.

5
3

'.

Coquette
Marysville Queen

Time—First horse—2:36};
Second horse—2:36 i
Fines

3

— Mr. Finnegan,

five dollars;

3

2:36£; 2:40: 2:36i; 2:37*.
2:3~8i; 2:401:; 2:37£; 2:40f.
;

Mr. Farrell,

five dollars;

Dan. Den-

nison, five dollars.

Second Pace

—

— Class

X.

Trotting Race Mile heats; three in five; in harness; free for all
horses.
Purse, one thousand five hundred dollars; first horse, eight
hundred dollars; second horse, four hundred dollars; third horse, two
hundred dollars; fourth horse, one hundred dollars.

State Agricultural Society.
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— Class

Second Eace

—

XII.

Running Race Mile heats; free for all beaten horses. Purse, seven
hundred and fifty dollars; lirst horse, four hundred dollars; second
horse, two hundred dollars; third horse, one hundred dollars; fourth
horse, fifty dollars.
Entries.

By whom

entered.

State Agricultural Society.
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IN

1871

FIRST DEPARTMENT.'
CLASS I.— THOKOUGHBKED HORSES.

Exhibitor.

Name.

Animal.

Residence.

Premium.

Stallions.

Nathan Coombs Napa
John Hall

,

Alvarado

John Boggs

Colusa

John Hall

Alvarado

John Hall

Alvarado

,

,

,

Best stallion, four years
old and over
Best stallion, three years
old and over
Best stallion, two years
old and over
Best stallion, one year
old and over
Best
one
colt, under
year

Lodi

$75

Norfolk

Tom

.§50

Merry.

Alic

.$30

Bally

.$20

Mares.

John Hall

Alvarado

A. D. Maillard.. San Rafael
R. T. Leet

Sacramento

John Hall

Alvarado

Theo. Winters... Solano

A. D. Maillard.. San

Ral'ael

,

...

Best mare, four years old
and over, with colt
Peggy Ringgold
Best mare, four years old
and over
Hennie Farra....
Best mare, three years
old
Fringe
Best mare, two years

.$60

.$50
.$40

old
Abi
Best mare, one year old. Laura Barnes.
Best mare colt, under

one year

.$30
.$25

Bell.

.$20

Families.

Theo. Winters... Solano

Best thoroughbred sire,
with not less than ten
of his colts, all thor-

John Hall.

Best thoroughbred clam,
with not less than four
of her colts, all thor-

Norfolk

oughbred

Alexander

Alvarado

Ely...

$100

.

oughbred
Peggy Ringgold
San Erancisco. Best stallion, other than
with
thoroughbred,
not less than ten of

Alexander

his colts

Daniel Flint.

Sacramento.... Best

S. B. Whipple...

San Mateo.

$75

dam, other than
with
thoroughbred,
not less than three of
her colts
Nelly Bly.,
Stallion
Speculation
j

i

30

Special, silver
goblet. ...$30

Transactions of the
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CLASS II— HOUSES OF ALL WOEK.

Name.

Animal.

Kesidence.

Exhibitor.

Premium.

Stallions.

Joshua Reeves... Place* County Best

stallion, four years

old

R. A. Branton... Solano County Best

and over

Vibrator

."

stallion, three

years
Tickle

old

$30

Best stallion, two years

"W. D. Ashley... Stockton

Bismarck

old
S. B. Whipple...

$40

My Fancy

San Mateo

Best stallion, one
old

$20

year
Speculation,

1

Jr..

$15

Mares.
Best mare, four years old
G. W. Me Wain Chico
Julia Ann...
and over, with colt
San Francisco Best mare, four years old
John Howes
and over
Lady Grant.
Alexander Ely.. San Francisco Best mare, three years
old
Dolly
Best mare, two years
S. B. Whipple.. San Mateo
Ada Whipley....
old
Best mare, one year old. Wild Pigeon.
S. L. Monday.. Cacheville

.$40

,

.$30
.$20

$15
$10

j

CLASS

Exhibitor.

III.— GRADED

HORSES.
Premium.

Name.

Animal.

Residence.

Stallions.

David

Berry....

Oakland

Best stallion four years
old and over

Henry Williamson

D. M. Downey
J.

D. Can-

Solano County Best stallion three years
old
Best stallion two
old

Monterey

Ironclad

..$40

years

Membrino

Pat-

chen, Jr

A. Musick

Sacramento

Alexander Ely

San Francisco Best

...

Best

stallion

one

..$30

year

old

under one year
old, without reference

Selkirk.

..$20

No Name.

..$20

colt

to sex

Mares.
Jas. A.

Merritt.

C. H. Shear....
S. B.

Whipple.
C. H. Shear ....

Napa
Sacramento
San Mateo
Sacramento

...

...

Best mare four years old
and over
Best mare three years old
Best mare two years old
Best mare one year old..

Clara Hastings

.

..$40

Lily Shear

..$30

Dot

..$20

Peggy McGee...

415
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Exhibitor.

IV— DRAFT

Residence
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HORSES.

Name.

Animal.

Premium.

Stallions.

John Dardis

Petaluma.

Best

stallion four years

old and over

R.

W.

Ottawa Chief.

Pember-

ton

Best stallion three years

Valley o

Daniel McCray.. San

Jose"

old
Prince June.
Best stallion one year old Black Sand..

.

.$15

Mares.

John Neal

Sacramento

M. Shepler.... Sacramento
A. H. Thomson.. Folsom

F.

...

...

Best mare four years old
and over, with colt
Eliza
Best mare three years old Julia
Best mare two years old.. Mignoni

CLASS

Exhibitor.

V— ROADSTERS.

.

.$40
.$25
.$20
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Exhibitor.
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CLASS I.— THOROUGHBRED CATTLE.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

Name.

Animal.

Premium.

Durham, Bulls.
-

C.

Younger

San Jose

..

R. B. Cannon... Solano Co.
G. N. Swezy

Marysville.

"Werner&Harnill Davisville.
C.

Younger

San Jose

...

Best bull, four years
and over
Besl bull, three years
and over
Be t bull, two years
and over
Best bull, one year
and over
Best bull calf.

Durham

old

Glencoe

,.§75

,

old

Perfection
old

Duke
Yuba

First

440
of

San Jose

Best cow, four years old

C.

Younger

San Jose.

Best cow, three years old
and over
Sprightly
Best cow, two years old
and over
Maggie Second..
cow, one year old
Mary Stuart
and over
Ella' Tenth
Best heifer calf.

C. Your.

and over.

R. B. Cannon..

^;

an

Jose...

Solano Co.

Devon
J. R. Rose.

Lakeville.

J. R. Rose.

Lakeville.

J. R. Rose.

Lakeville.

J. R. Rose.

Lakeville.

..$15

Cows.

Younger

....

425

Bolingbroke.
Richmond....

C.

R. M. Sparks.... Lincoln

,.§30

old

Maggie

§50
;

§40
§30
I

§25
§15

Bulls.

Best bull, four years old
Bloomfield
and over
Best hull, three years old
Frank Quarterly
and over
Best Will, one year old
Red Jacket
and over
Rover
Best bull calf.

,.§40
,.§25

§15

Devon Cows.
Rose

Lakeville.

Best cow. four years old

J. R. Rose

Lakeville.

Best row, three years old

J. R.

and over
and over
Rose

Lakeville.

Best cow, one year old

J. R.

Rose

Lakeville.

and over
Best heifer

Sacramento.

..§50
..§40

Nelly
Jenny.

.

calf.

Ayrshire
Bryte.

Second-

Mary

J. R.

M.

Maud

..§20

..§15

Cattle.

Best cow, one year old

and over

Flora Mclvor.

..§20
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CLASS

Exhibitor.

Residence.

II.— GKADED

CATTLE.
Premium.

Xante.

Animal.

Bulls.

E. Comstock..

"Werner
Hamill

Yolo County.. Best bull, three years old
and over

.§30

Billy.

&
Davisville

.

Robt. Ashburner San Mateo.

Best bull, one year old
and over
Billy..
Best bull calf.
Major

.815
•§10

Cows.

Clark

&

Cox

Sacramento.... Best cow, four years old

Emma
and over
Yolo County... Best cow, three years old
White Lily
and over
R. "Williamson.. Sacramento.... Best cow, two years old
and over
Lily
R. B. Cannon.... Solano County Best cow, one year old
and over
Molly
Coleman Younone
of
herd
Best
San
Joseany
ger

§30

E. Comstock

§20

!

I

§15
|

|10

breed, not less than ten,
owned by any one person

§100
Special.

Clark & Cox..
Harris

Sacramento.

CLASS

Exhibitor.

Graded heifer calfFat steer and cow.

III.— CATTLE

Laura...

SWEEPSTAKES.

Silver cup-§15
Sil.

goblet-$20

State Agricultural Society.
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SPANISH MERINO.

Exhibitor.

Amos
Smith

Name.

Animal.

Residence.

ram two years old
and over
Red Leg..

Roberts... Solano county Best

&

Best ram under two years
Grayson
Best three ram lambs
Thos. M'Connell Elk Grove
Amos Roberts... Solano County Best three ewes two years
old and over

&

.$30

Over-

hiser

Smith

Premium.

Over-

hiser

.$30
.$20

•

Grayson

Best three ewes
two years

under
.$20

FRENCH MERINOS.
Exhibitor.

Residence.

Animal.

Name.

Premium.

Rams.
"William Blaco... Centerville
"William Blaco... Centerville

William

Blaco... Centerville

Best ram, two years old
and over
Best ram under two years
Best three ram lambs

..$30
,.$20
..$20

Ewes.

William

Blaco... Centerville

William

Blaco... Centerville

William

Blaco..

Centerville

Best three ewes, two years
old and over
Best three ewes, under
two years
Best live ewe lambs

..$20
..$20
..$20

SILESIAN SHEEP.

Exhibitor.

Residence.

Animal.

Sacramento...

Best ram, two years old
and over
"...

Name.

Premium.

Rams.
Robert Beck

..$30

Ewes.
Robert Beck

Sacramento.... Best three ewes, two years
old and over

..$20

Transactions of the
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COTSWOLD SHEEP.
Name.

Animal.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

Premium.

Rams.
Sacramento.... Best ram, two years old
and over

Peter Saxe.,

Landrum
Rogers

Landrum

&

Rogers

Landrum

Watsonville

...

Best ram,under two years California Chief.

Watsonville

...

Best three

&
.

&

Rogers

ram lambs

..$20

Best three ewes, two
years old and over
Sacramento.... Best three ewes, under
two years

Watsonville

Peter Saxe

..$20

Ewes.

Rogers

Landrum

..$30

&

I

Watsonville

...

,

Best

five

..$20
..$20

ewe lambs.

..$20

LEICESTERSHIRE SHEEP.

Exhibitor.

Residence.

Name.

Animal.

Premium.

Rams.
Will

am

Blaco.

Centerville

Will

am

Blaco.

Centerville

Will

am

Blaco.

Centerville

Best ram, two years old
and over
Best ram, under two
years
Best three ram lambs...

..$30
..$20
..$20

Ewes.
Will

am

Blaco.

Centerville

Will

am Blaco.

Centerville

Will

am

Centerville

Blaco.

CROSS

Exhibitor.

Brst three ewes, two
years and over
Best three ewes, under
two years
Best live

ewe lambs

•$20

I

i

BETWEEN ANY TWO THOROUGHBRED.

$20
$20

State Agricultural Society.
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GKADE OR CROSS WITH SPANISH MERINO.
Premium.

Best ram, two years old
and over
Best ram under two

Mrs. F.Graham. Elk Grove
Mrs. E. Graham. Elk Grove

.$20

.$15
.$20

years
Best three ram lambs
Best three ewes, two
years old and over
Best three ewes under
two years
Best live ewe lambs

Mrs. F.Graham. Elk Grove
Mrs. F.Graham. Elk Grove
Mrs. F. Graham. Elk Grove
Mrs. F.Graham. Elk Grove

CROSS

.$15
.$15
.$15

WITH COTSWOLD.
Name.

Animal.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

Name.

Animal.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

H. A. Rawson... Tehama

Best ram, two years old

H. A. Rawson... Tehama

and o»er.
Five bucks

Premium.

$20

Premium

re-

commended.

SWEEPSTAKES.
Name.

Animal.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

Amos

Roberts... Solano

County Best buck of any age or

Amos

Roberts... Solano

County Best ewe of any age or

Amos

Roberts... Solano

County Best pen of not less than
five of any age or breed.

Red Leg.

breed

breed

Premium.

.$30
.$25
.$30

ANGORA GOATS.
Name.

Animal.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

Premium.

Gray & Gilmore. El Dorado

Landrum
Rogers

Best thoroughbred buck- Sultan

County...

&

Watsonville

Gray & Gilmore. El Dorado
County

...

Best thoroughbred
goat

Best thoroughbred three
kids

31

II..

.$30

she
.$20
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GKADED GOATS.
Exhibitor.

Gilmore

Premium.

Animal.

Eesidence.

El Dorado
County

.815

Best lot of three.
Be-t two years old South-

H. A. Eawson... Tehama

down ram
H. A. Eawson... Tehama

J

Special—§30

Best one year old South-

down ram
H. A. Eawson... Tehama

Best pen of

Special— §20
five

South-

down rams

Special— Silver

goblet— §20

SAYINE.

Exhibitor.

M. Sprague

Sacramento.

E. S.Thompson, Xapa
E. S.Thompson. Napa
Peter Burns

Sacramento.

E. S. Thompson. Napa
E.

S.

Animal.

Eesidence.

Best boar, two yea > old
and over
jDick
Best boar under two
General
years
Best boar, six months old|
and under one year
Best breeding sow, two
years old and over
Best breeding sow, one
year old
Besl sow, six

Thompson. Napa

Premium.

Name.

•

Warren

•

§10

•

§25

.§15

months old

and under one year

.§10

lot of not less than
>ix pigs, not less than
five nor more than ten

Best

E. S. Thompson. Napa

820

months old
Peter Saxe.

§30

.§20

Sacramento.

Special— Silver
goblet—§20

Berkshire pigs, imported.

POULTRY.

Exhibitor.

Sacramento
Peter Burns
Sacramento
Peter Burns
Green
Charles
T. E. Finlev, agent
Stock
California
and Poultry Association

T. E. Finley
T. E. Finley
T. E. Finley
T.
T.
T.
T.

E.
E.
E.
E.

Finlev
Finley
Finley
Finley.

Premium.

Animal.

Eesidence.

....
....

Best white or gray Dorkings
Best Jersey blues
Best lot of English game

S5

Best light Brahmas
Best two lots of dark Brahmas
Best two lots of buff Cochins
Best two lots of silver-spangled Ham burgs
Best lot of Silver Polish
Best lot of Golden Polish
Best lot of Japan bantams
(Best lot of game bantams

$5
?5
$5

|5
§5

?5
s ">
.

1

i

85
15
|5
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POULTEY— Continued.
Kesidence.

Exhibitor.

T. E. Finley.

Premium.

Article.

Best lot of golden lace Seabright bantams
Best lot of Houdans
Best lot of partridge Cochins
Best lot of Bouen ducks
Best lot of silver-penciled and

T. E. Finley.
T. E. Finley.
T. E. Finley.
K. Towne

45

Dominiques

C.W.Upson...
Robert Cowne.
Peter Burns....

Sacramento

.

Best
Best
Best

.$5

lot of Crevecceurs
lot of turkeys
lot of geese

•*5

The committee recommend a
premium of $5 to the exhibitor of four pair of Madagascar rabbits.

SECOND DEPARTMENT.
MACHINERY, IMPLEMENTS,
Residence.

Exhibitor.

Etc.

Premium.

Article.

The Babcock Northwestern Fire Extinguishing Co., S.
C. McDowell, ag't. San Francisco. Fire engine and extinguishers

Pneumatic

Pacific

Gas Co., F. P.
San Francisco. Pneumatic gas machine
Howard, agent

Thomas Day, F. P.
Howard, agent

San Francisco.

New

style

.Diploma.

.

opal globes and

chandeliers,

L. Marks and Molineaux
San Francisco
Jones & Hewlett
Stockton

lighted

by
.Favorable mention.

pneumatic gas
Pacific gas

.Framed diploma.

machine

.Diploma.

Portable thrashing machine,

Wood, Taber

&

Morse,

Eastern inanufactiu e
-

C. B. Brown
Placerville
Nicolas Lumsden.... Sacramento....
J.

M.

Frey,

M.

D.... Sacramento....

Self-generating gasburners....
Machine for manufacture of
screwed boots and shoes
Model of Frey's improvement

.Diploma.
.Diploma.
.Diploma.

on

Evans' under-current
sluices for saving gold and

Keller

&

At wood

quicksilver, for quartz mills
and surface mines

Willard.

&

Bod well,

Franklin

Diploma.

Vibrator thrashing machine

"
M.S.Bowdish, ag't San Francisco.

and mounted horsepower...
Little Giant

power

"

.Framed diploma.

sweep horse.Diploma.
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MACHINERY, IMPLEMENTS, Etc.— Continued.
Residence.

Exhibitor.

Matteson
liamson

&

"Wil

&

"Wil

Stockton

Large

»

Matteson
liamson

W.

Premium.

Article.

chisel cultivator, self-

sharpening

H. Pope

.Diploma.

Horse hay or grain fork
Graham's broadcast combined
seeder and cultivator

Stockton
Stockton

§5.

.Diploma.

Baker & Hamilton.. San Fran, and
Sacramento Combined " Buckeye " reaper
and mower, Nos. 1 and 2.
..

Eastern manufacture

Dunn &

,

Campbell... San Francisco.. Iron harrow
Steam harvester
Napa City
Sacramento
Horse corn cultivator

M.

S.

San Francisco.. Challenge feedmill,
nia manufacture

Bowdish

Dewey & Co

San Francisco..

Diploma.
.$5.

B. P. Cook
E. P. Aiken

.Favorable mention.
.....§5.

1

Califor-

•Diploma and §10.

Phillip's patent spiral corn-

husks

Nash, Miller &
P. M. Ranous

Co...

Sacramento

Yreka

corn from
husker,
stalks, or after it is picked.
Diploma.
Grain separator
.Diploma and §5.
Patent gate latch, California
invention
and regulator,
California invention
Diploma recommended
;

Baker & Hamilton... San Fran, and
Sacramento
Sacramento
J. S. Harbison
Sacramento
J. S. Harbison
N. S. "W. Parkhurst San Francisco..
J. G. Anderson
Gilroy
J. G. Anderson
Gilroy
J. G. Anderson
Gilroy
J. G. Anderson
Gilroy
Richmond
Iddo Green
San Francisco..
A.S. Hallidie
San Francisco..
A. S. Hallidie
Thomas B. Park
Downieville ....

..

Buckeye cider mill

Diploma.
Diploma.
Diploma.
Diploma.
..Diploma and §10
Diploma.
Diploma.
Diploma.
Diploma.
Silver medal.
.Framed diploma.

Beehive
Italian bees

Display of scales
Patent cheese vat

Curd

cutters

Agitator

Lactometer
Butter worker
Endless wire ropeway
Patent grip pulley

Double action horizontal
tary churn (California

roin-

no

vention)

"William Cantelow... Vacaville
San Francisco
Weichort & Co
Sfcn Leandro..
David N. Phelps

Churns
Reaping and mowing

knives..

Air pump for preserving fruit,
milk, etc

Thomas Orchard
Thomas Orchard
G.A.Lloyd
"Williams

& Hum-

Sacramento....
Sacramento....

Well auger
Post auger

San Francisco Gopher trap
Stockton

phrey

Barley forks

Lauf hotter Brothers Sacramento.... Stock's patent pump valves.
Otis H. Weed & Co.. Sacramento.... Patent carpet sweeper
Dr. J. L. Bartlett
I. L. Merrill

Williams
phrey

Sacramento....

Portable gas machine
Bright Union safety lamp...

Stockton

Grain draper and header apron

Stockton

& Hum-

Thomas Whcaton.... San Francisco Buckeye hay and straw cutter
San Francisco. Clipper mower
Hawley & Co
M. Barthel
Pacheco
Best farm gate
M. L. Reynolds
Sacramento.... Imperial wash boiler and machine combined

H. H. Hewlett

Stockton

.Diploma.
§5

Williamson's road steamer
(Thompson's patent)

Diploma.
medal.
Diploma.
Diploma.

.Silver

Diploma.
Diploma.
Diploma.
Diploma.
.Silver medal.
.Diploma.
.Diploma.
.Diploma.
§15

..Diploma and

.Diploma and §

§.">
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PLOWS.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

Hill
Hill

&
&

Marysville
Marysville

Knsuigh

Knaugh

&

Matteson

Stockton ....
NapaGummow... Marysville

P. Rose

Myres

&

&

Matteson

Two gang plows.

.$40
.$10

Stubble plow

Wil-

liamson.

M.

Premium.

Article.

Plow

for general purposes..

One-horse plow

..$5

Subsoil gang plow

.$10

Wil-

liamson
Stockton
Sulky two gang plow11
utiin.... Two
Haines~. ........ Maine
.iLtuju. Prairie..
»v gan
G.
W.
TT
ciui^
j'lvny
g plow
Sacramento
Two gang plow.
W. B. Ready... A
•

•

t

i

i

»

i

i

.l

.

i

J.

.Special— $30
.Special $20
.Special—$20

—

.

VEHICLES.

Exhibitor.

Residence.

Premium.

Article.

Studebaker Brothers
Manufacturing Co.

(Ames & Woolver-

ton, agents)

Ross

& Smith

Waterhouse

&

S.

Two farm

Reno

ble skein, and one iron axle..
Two sulkies (Ross' patent

wagons, one thim..Diploma.

wheel)

..Diploma.

Les-

Assortment of wagon and carriage material and trimmings
San Francisco. Three sets of side carriage
springs, one set milk wagon
springs, one set of Clarence

Sacramento

ter

W.M.

Sacramento

Betts&

Co..

H.Davis.

Daniel Mason
Harry Bernard

Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.

springs, five sets of buggj'
springs, one set of sulky
springs, one set of express
wagon springs
One Little Giant carriage jack
One single seat open buggy...

..Diploma.

Framed Diploma.
$5

Diploma.

|

Five top buggies (two with
patent wheels)

Harry Bernard

Harry Bernard
Harry Bernard
Harry Bernard

jSacramento.
iSacramento.
Sacramento.

Sacramento.

P. Craig and son
San Francisco.
Excelsior Power Co.
of New York (E.

One trotting sulky (weight
64% pounds)
One spring market wagon
One street goods wagon
Twenty sets of carriage and
buggy wheels and hubs
One hearse

Sacramento.

One

Sacramento.

One

E. Soule

Sacramento....

hubs, set wheels (locust hubs
and bent rims), locust felloes
and planks wood, California growth, and all California make
Assortment of thimble skeins

B. Ready
B. Ready
Pollard & Carvill

Sacramento

One

Soule, agent)

E. Soule.

Silver medal.

$15

..Diploma.

anti-friction axle with
metallic balls applied.

Diploma recommended

light running gear with
anti-friction beai'ing, locust

—

Wm.
Wm,

Sacramento....
iSan Francisco.

trotting

Farm wagon

Diploma.
$15

buggy

One two-horse family

Diploma.
I

carriagej

$15

Diploma and $30
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VEHICLES— Continued.

Exhibitor.

Pollard
Pollard

&
&

Carvill....

Carvill....

Kesidence.

Premium.

Article.

San Francisco. One one-horse family carriage
San Francisco. Two top buggies
Committee recommend the
gold medal to Pollard &

.Diploma and $25
.Diploma and $20

Carvill.

Manufac
San Francisco. Two
turing Co

Kimball

two-seated

open

car.Silver medal.

riages

Manufac
San Francisco. Five open buggies.
turing Co
Kimball Manufac
Co
San Francisco. One case plated ware,
turing
Kimball

McKibben
Henderson

&

San Francisco

Clark. Stockton

.Silver

ing of specimens in plating
of carriage tips, etc
Two patent iron wheelbarrows
One three-quarter trotting

.Diploma.
.Diploma.

wagon

E. Soule
"Weister

&

Faighn..

Sacramento....
Sacramento....

Farm wagon
Top buggy.

THIRD DEPARTMENT.
SILK.

Exhibitor.

medal.

consist-

.$15

Diploma and $15
and silver medal.
Diploma.
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FABRICS MADE FROM CALIFORNIA SILK— Continued.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

Joseph Newman..
Joseph NewmanJoseph Newman..
Joseph Newman..

San
San
San
San

Joseph Newman..

San Jose.

Premium.

Article.

Best
Best
Best
Best

Jose
Jose
Jose
Jose

pair silk gloves

shawls
cravat
piece of pocket handkersilk

$10
$20
$10

I

silk

chiefs

such

Also

$10
honorable

award
Mrs. S. A.

as the society
see fit.

may
!For an interesting exhibit of
the silk business

Sellers.... A/itioeh

ManSan
ufacturing Co

Silver medal.

California Silk

Tobin,

Davisson

Francisco.

&

Co

.

For a valuable exhibition of
raw and sewing silk
Special— Silver medal
and diploma.

San Francisco.. American manufactured
manufactured
goods
Cheney Brothers

—

silk

by
Special

— Silver

medal

and diploma.

M. Kraker

Sacramento

.

Fine display of gentlemen's

and ladies' underclothes and
[Special- -Silver

furnishing goods

NEEDLE,

WAX AND

Exhibitor.

S. Wilzinski

Madam
Madam
Madam
Madam

& Co-

Anna
Anna
Anna
Anna

SHELL WORK, CLOTHING, HATS, CAPS.

Residence.

Oakland

Oakland Mills

Getz...
Getz...
Getz...
Getz...

Mrs. A. O. Cook

medal.

Sacramento.

Premium.

Article.

Exhibition of jute goods
Best exhibit of gent's and
boy's clothing

.Silver

medal.

Diploma.

San Francisco.. Wax work flowers
San Francisco- Group of wax work flowers...
San Francisco.. Wax fruits
San Francisco- Funeral wreaths
San Francisco- Wax flowers, wax shells, and

$5
85
$5

•

Silver medal.

statuary

Miss Belle Maguire.. Sacramento
Cross and pond lily, wax
Mrs. C. Cook
San Francisco- Hair jewelry, fine device of
hair work, sea moss
Mrs. Carrie E. James Sacramento
Sea moss
Mrs. E. M. Skaggs.. Sacramento
Hair wreath
Mrs. S. Sims
Sacramento
Hair wreath
Mrs. R. W. Murphy Sacramento
Best display of millinery
Mrs. S. Sims
Sacramento
Best crochet shaw!
Mrs. R. W. Murphy Sacramento
Best velvet bonnet
Mrs. R. W. Murphy Sacramento
Best variety artificial flowers..!
Mrs. W. C. Barrett- Sacramento
Best silk bonnet
Mrs. W. C. Barrett- Sacramento
Best group artificial flowers..
Mrs. C. Cook
San Francisco- Best embroidered rug
Mrs. W. F. Hicks... Sacramento
Best embroidered chair seat.
Mrs. W. F. Hicks... Sacramento
Best embroidered ottoman....
Mrs. W. F. Hicks... Sacramento
Second best silk embroidery
Mrs. Evaline Morris San Francisco. Best gentlemen's shirts
Woman's Cooperative Union
San Francisco- Second best gentlemen's shirts
Woman's Cooperative L'nion
San Francisco.. Fine sewing

Silver medal.
.Special mention.

—

.Silver

cup $15
.Napkin ring.
Silver medal

'

Napkin

[

j

s;>

$5

j

|

ring.

$20
$5
$5

I

..$10

.Napkin

ring.
.$5

•$5

Diplom
$5
Special.
Special.
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Transactions of the

NEEDLE WORK, SHELL WORK,
Residence.

Exhibitor.

Etc.— Continued.

Premium.

Article.

"Woman's Cooperative Union
San Francisco. Best knit stockings
"Woman's Cooperative Union
San Francisco. Second best crochet work.

Woman's

silk

:

A.

Sacramento.
Sacramento
Sacramento
Sacramento
'Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento

J. Aiken....

J. M. Pierce...
J. M. Pierce...
Sallie Russell..

Anna

I

.

exhibit

and

?5
greatestl

number of articles
Best tatted collar

*
'

j
'

Lamp

.

Diploma and §10
§3

j

Best chenile work
stand
Sofa pillow
Best flower work

.

Gherber.

embroidery

Second best tatting
Second best bead work

.

Lizzie Allen....
J. M. Pierce...

S. F.
lain

Special*

Coopera-

Union
San Francisco. Best
"Woman's Cooperative Union
San Francisco.. Best
tive

Mrs.
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Mrs.

S3

Special.
Special S3
Special §5
§3

—

—

§5

]

Chamber-

Sacramento ....
Mrs. M. Lamerkin.. Sacramento ....
Miss Mary E. HanIon
Sacramento ....
Miss Carrie James.. 'Sacramento ....
Miss Mary Packard. Santa Barbara.
Miss Mary Goethe.... Sacramento ....

Best cone work
Best skeleton leaves.

,

;

I

,

.Special

So
— diploma.

Best shell work

;

,

Second bust shell work
Best embroidered picture
Second best embroidered pic-

ton

Best

Florin

patchwork

quilt

§10
'

ture
S*n Francisco. 'Best afghan
Sacramento
jModel for dress fitting

Mrs. L. A. Cole
Mrs. R. L. Jones
Mrs. J. H. Carring-

§5

Special.

Special.
!

j

Special

—Diploma.
diploma.

(log

cabin)

•

So

Mrs. E. "W. AnderSacramento.
Miss Jennie Bradley Sacramento.
Mrs. S.M. Hoaver...! Elk Grove ..
Mrs. J. P. Odbert...| Sacramento.
Mrs. A. S. Greenlaw Sacramento.
Mrs. M. A. JojT
Sacramento.
Mrs. Alexander Mac-|
Sacramento.
kay
Mrs.
Charles
N.
Rhodes
Sacramento
son

!

So
So
S5
S5
So

.|Best silk quilt.
,:Best white quilt

Best coverlet
Best knit bedspread
Best hearth rug

.

.

.

Second best hearthrug

.

Special.

.Best rag carpet

§10

needlework
corset and

§5

hoops
Mrs. Asburv & Crase San Francisco.. Magic curler
Mrs. S. M. 'Hoaver... Elk Grove
.Best knit stockings
dress
Mrs.H.T. Lowery... Sacramento
"Walking
Miss J. M. Pierce.... Sacramento
jCrochet work
Skeleton leaves
Mrs. M. Lamkin
Sacramento
Wreath of feather flowers
Miss Sallie Coons
Elk Grove
Sacramento
Mrs. R. Jones
jModel of dress fitting
Mrs. J. H. Roberts- Sacramento
Tatting tidy and tatting collar
Hair wreath and seed wreath
Mrs. Barney Clark- Sacramento
Mrs. T. E. Coleman Knight's LandWorsted wreath
ing

Diploma.
Diploma.

M. Freud

(Best ornamental

San Francisco.. Shoulder

brace

S3
'

Diploma.

Napkin

ring.

j

!

:

;

Diploma.

Napkin

ring.

Diploma.
Special mention.
Napkin ring.

Napkin

ring.
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CHINESE AND JAPANESE GOODS.
In consideration of the great prospective good that must result to our State and the
whole Pacific Coast from the opening of the Japan and China trade, this committee would
or medal—
recommend, as a testimonial of our recognition of this good, that a silver goblet
with a token of welcome engraven thereon— be awarded to each of said exhibitions.

Exhibitor.

Kesidence.

Transactions of the
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FOURTH DEPARTMENT.
CABINET WAKE.
Residence.

Exhibitor.

Premium.

Article.
1

California made billiard
table, California laurel and

San Francisco- Best

George E. Phelan.

C. B. Pennington.... Sacramento....
Sacramento....
John Breuner
Sacramento....
John Breuner
Sacramento....
John Breuner
Sacramento....
John Breuner
Sacramento....
John Breuner
Sacramento....
Breuner
John
Sacramento....
John Breuner
Sacramento....
John Breuner
Sacramento....
John Breuner
Jacob Strahle & Co. San Erancisco
,

black walnut, with Eureka
wire cushions
Diamond mahogany hat rack.
Best dressing bureau
Best sofa lounge
Best extension table
Best office chair
Best set parlor chairs
Best book case
Best set parlor furniture
Best sick chair or couch
Best display of furniture
Best billiard table, wire cush-

—

Second Diploma.
.Honorable mention.
$10
§5
§5
$5
§10
§5
§20

...

$5
820

ions, California laurel and
birdseye redwood, Califor-

nia invention

Jacob Strahle

&

Co..

Jacob Strahle

&

Co. San Francisco. Best center

.Silver

medal.

set bedroom furniture,
California laurel and birds-

San Francisco. Best

eye redwood
table,

..$20

made

of

twenty different California

Jacob Strahle & Co.
Jacob Strahle & Co.
A. S. Hallidie
N. P. Langland

woods
San Francisco. Best ladies' work-boxes
San Francisco. Mosaic inlaid floor
San Francisco. Wood carpet
and laurel
Sacramento..... Black walnut
newels, rails, and bannisters

Cooley& Green
"W. J. T. Palmer
Co

Sacramento

&

for

stairway of State

Capitol
Crandall's patent spring bed

San Francisco. Principal

..§5

.Honorable mention.
Diploma.
Diploma.

school

.Honorable mention.

Diploma.

teacher's

desk

.Diploma.

WOODEN WAKE.
Residence.

Exhibitor,

Premium.

Article.

*

Falvey

Nichols,

Co

&
Sacramento

Assortment of wooden ware,
Cal. cedar and pine

§10

,

Nichok, Falvey
Co.

&

Best display of wooden ware
Sacramento
Sherman Isl'nd One bundle basket willow
Best two oval wine casks
Sacramento
San Francisco.. Best writing desk
San Francisco- Best school desks

:

A. J. Biglow
C.Shafer

W.
W.

C. Palmer
F. Palmer

Pacific

Wood

serving

.§50

.Honorable mention.
§10
$5

§5

Pre-

Company. San Francisco- Display of preserved wood?
for various purposes

.Silver

medal.
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Exhibitor.
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MINERALS.

Exhibitor.
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
Premium.

Exhibitor.

L. K.

Hammer

Sacramento....

L. K.

Hammer

Sacramento....

L. K.

Hammer

John F. Cooper

John F. Cooper

jBest grand piano (manufac-

tured by Chickering& Co)..
Best square, piano (manufac-

tured by Chickering& Co)..
Sacramento.... •Best parlor piano (manufactured bv Chickering& Co)..
Sacramento.... !For Mathushek "Colibri"
piano

Sacramento

JohnF. Cooper

Sacramento
John F. Cooper
Sacramento
William G. Badger.. San Francisco
R. C. Marsh
Sacramento

tine Derrick & Felgemaker portable pipe organ

§20
$10
.Silver

medal.

For

Reed organ
Silver flute
Hallet
Davis' pianos.

&

Diploma.
Diploma.
Diploma.
.Special mention.
.Special mention.

Hews' piano

FIFTH DEPARTMENT.
CHEESE.

Exhibitor.

Residence.

Premium.

Article.

J. R. Jewel.

Petal uma

Best cheese under one year

Samuel Cole.
Samuel Cole

Gilroy
Gilroy

Best cheese one year and over
Sweepstakes on cheese for

old

.§10

—

the largest and best display
of cheese

,.§15

.Diploma and §20

BUTTER.

Exhibitor.

Residence.

Article.

William Johnston.

Richland, Sacramento Co. For best lot ten pounds butter

E. F. Aiken.

Sacramento.... Best firkin of butter not less
than twenty-five pounds,
and three months old

in rolls

Premium.

..§10

,.§15

Transactions of the
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BEE AD AND CEREAL FOOD.
Residence.

Exhibitor.

Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

H. Wolf.
H. Wolf.
E. F. Aiken
J. H. Wolf.

J.
J.

Best
Best
Best
Best

Brighton
Brighton

Sacramento
Brighton

domestic wheat bread.
domestic brown bread.
domestic corn bread....

J. S. Harbison.

Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs:
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

E. F. Aiken
J. P. Odbert....
F. Aiken
F. Aiken
G. Brown...
F. Aiken
F. Aiken
F. Aiken
J. P. Odbert.
E. F. Aiken..
E. F. Aiken..

E. F. Aiken..

Residence.

Sacramento

.

.

.

Mrs. N. Clark

Sacramento

Mrs. J. P. Odbert...
31 1>. J. P. Odbert...
Mrs. E. F. Aiken....
Mrs. N. Clark
Mrs. N. Clark
Mrs. N. Clark
Mrs. ST. Clark
Mrs. N. (lark
Mrs. E. F. Aiken....

Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento
Sacramento
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento
3a ramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
'Sacramento.
iSacramento.

31 rs. J. P. Odbert...
Mrs. J. P. Odbert...
3Irs. J. P. Odbert...

E. F. Aiken
31 rs. J. P. Odbert....
Mrs. J. P. Odbert....
31 rs. E. F. Aiken
3Ir.-.

Premium.

Article.

.

.

.

.

beeswax
canned tomatoes
canned blackberries
canned raspberriescanned peaches
canned pears.
canned apples
canned quinces
Best canned cherries
Best canned gooseberries
Best canned currants
Best canned grapes
Largest and best varieties of
canned fruit
Largest and best varieties of
canned jellies
Largest and best varieties of
canned preserves

85

Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

Best apple jelly
Best currant jelly.......
Best

peach jelly

Best quince jelly
Best preserved quinces
Best preserved peaches
Best preserved pears
Best preserved apples
Best preserved plums
Best tomato catsup
Best cucumber catsup
Mushroom catsup
Best pickled gherkins
Best pickled peaches
Best pickled tomatoes
Best pickled onions

BACON.

Exhibitor.

Etc.

Best ten pounds honey and

.

Sacramento
Sacramento
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.

Mrs. J. P. Odbert... Sacramento

•85
.$5
.15
.f2

biscuit

HONEY, CANNED FRUITS, PICKLES,
Exhibitor.

Premium.

Article.

.83
.$3
.8:5

.|3
.83

|3
83
83
83
s3

83

Diploma.
Diploma.
I

Diploma.
83
s:;
j

I

'

!

$3
83
83
83
S3
83
83
83
S3

Premium recom'ded.
>:;

I

S3
f3
S3
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SIXTH DEPARTMENT.
GRAIN AND GARDEN SEEDS.
Residence.

Exhibitor.

Sherman

D. L. Perkins.
H. Cronkite....

Isl'-d.

Brighton

Premium.

Article.

Largest display of grain seed.
Best two sacks white Tuscan

410

wheat

A. B.Gilbert...
A. B. Gilbert...
R. J. Markley.
.*..
F. Heim
A. J. Bigelow.

Sherman

Isl'd,

Sherman
J. Bigelow
P. H. Fisher
Brighton
Johnson Co. Agricultural and Me-

Isl'd,

A.

,.$10

Best'one bushel white corn...
Best one bushel early corn....
Sacramento
Best one bale hops
San Francisco. Best two sacks Surprise oats..
Sherman Isl'd, Best one sack Australian

Brighton
Brighton

J. Bigelow.

A.

wheat
Best one sack Little
wheat

...$5
,..$5

,..$5
,..$5

,$10

Club
.$10

Best one sack Russian barley
Best one sack yellow corn

,.$5
,..|5

chanical Society... Iowa

E. F. Aiken
John Studarus
D. G. Perry

.Diploma.

Sacramento
Brighton
Isl'd.

D. G. Perry
D. L. Perkins

Sherman
Sherman
Sherman

D.
D.
D.
D.

Sherman
Sherman
Sherman
Sherman

Isl'd,

Sherman

Isl'd,

L.
L.
L.
L.

Perkins.
Perkins.
Perkins.
Perkins,

Isl'd.
Isl'd.

Isl'd,
Isl'd,
Isl'd,

Best half peck castor oil beans
Best half dozen watermelons.
Best variety potatoes
Best variety yellow onions....
Best two varieties corn (dry

and green)
Best summer squash
Best variety tomatoes
Best variety cucumbers
For largest and best variety
of vegetables raised by one
exhibitor

D. L. Perkins
A. B. Gilbert
Henry Hyser

Brighton

One sack garden peas
Best variety of pumpkins

Sacramento

Best three green flesh mush-

melons
Robert Williamson.. Sacramento.
Robert Williamson.. Sacramento.
Robert Williamson.. Sacramento.
Robert Williamson.. Sacramento.

Best half bushel Carolina
sweet potatoes
Best half peck white onions:....
Best twelve carrots
Best half peck sweet pepper

Robert Williamson.. Sacramento.

Best half peck sweet pepper

!

(green)
(dry)

Robert Williamson.. Sacramento.
Robert Williamson.. Sacramento.
Robert Williamson.. Sacramento.
Robert Williamson.. Sacramento.
Robert Williamson.. Sacramento.
V. Russell
Brighton
P. H. Fisher
'Brighton
J. H. Wolf.
Brighton

Best six stalks celery
Best six Hubbard squash
Best half peck white kidney
beans
Best half peck cucumbers
Best half peck tomatoes
Best mammoth pumpkins
Best half dozen blood red beets
Best and greatest display of

melons
J.

H. Wolf.

Brighton.

J.

H. Wolf.

Brighton.

Best and gi'eatest display of
squash
Best mountain sweet water

melon

H. Wolf.
Brighton
T. S. Chamberlain... Lincoln

J.

John Smith
John Smith

Sacramento.
Sacramento.

Best
Best
Best
Best

half dozen sweet corn...
Australian wheat

sugar beets
assortment tomatoes

$5
$3

1

$10
93
...#£>

..$10
|

,..$5
,..$3

,.$50
,..$3

...$5

•$3
•

•

$5
$3

•$3
.$3
•

$3

.33
.$3

$2
•

•

$2
$3

.$5
•$3
..$10
..$10
,..$2
...$3

..$10
,..$3

,..$5

Transactions op the
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Exhibitor.
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FEUITS— Continued.
Residence.

Exhibitor.

E.

W.

J. S.

Gavitt

Placerville
Placerville
Placerville

Bamber

E. W. Gavitt
O. B. Shaw

Sonoma

J. S. Bamber
A. J. Biglow

Placerville

B. N. Bugbey

Sherman
Folsom

R. B. Blowers

Woodland

Isl'd..

Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

live varieties

peaches

,.§10

ten varieties plums...

..$20

live varieties

plums..'
twenty varieties grapes..
ten varieties grapes

I

single variety grapes
and greatest varietie

..sio

wine grapes
Fine exhibit grape.Choice table grapes

W. S. Runyon
Sacramento
Robert Williamson.. Sacramento
J. R. Nick^son
Lincoln

10

.Dip!
.piploi

Best display of seedling fruits
Best general display of fruit,

embracing best
varieties
C. G. Carpenter
J. S. Bamber

Premium.

Article.

810

and greatest

Diamond Sp'gs General
Placerville

......

Mrs. E. P.Aiken
Sacramento
Miss F. W. Smith... Sacramento
Mrs. E. F. Aiken
Sacramento

display of fruit
Best display of dried fruits
General display of dried fruits
Best dried tigs
Best twenty-four pounds rai-

.Silver mi

|10
I

jsins...:

Mrs. E. F.Aiken
0. B. Shaw

Sonoma

E. M. Smith
Mrs. J. Lohman
C. W. Hoit

Sacramento
oacramento.

Sacramento

.

Best dried prunes
Best half peck soft shelled

..gio

almonds

Coloma
.

•

Best lemon quince
Best apple quince
Best ripe undried figs
Exhibitors of fruits from
Leavenworth, Kas.; Boston,
Massachusetts; Lee
County, Iowa; Princeton,
Illinois:

Keosauqua,

.Special mention.
.Special mention.
Special mention.
•

Van

Buren County, Iowa; FarClub (agricultural
and horticultural), Milton,
Wisconsin Grand Rapids,
Michigan; Louisville, Ky.;
Iowa City, Iowa; Johnson
County Agricultural and
Mechanical Society, Iowa
City, Iowa; Virginia Horticultural and Pomological
Society; Kansas State Agmer's

;

ricultural Society; Illinois
State Agricultural Society;

N. Y.; Marshal
P. Wilder, Boston, Massachusetts; Fairfield, Iowa;
South Pas?, Illinois; Jones
County, la. Cedar County,
la.; Connecticut Board Agriculture; Shanghae, China.
Best oranges
Best lemons
Very choice samples of a
Rochester,

;

Sonoma.

0, B. Shaw..
0, B. Shaw.,
J. Rutter

Sonoma.,
Sacramento.

.Honorarv diploma.
85
15

of

large variety
grapes.
(This entry, by mistake,
was not on the committee's
books, and did not, therefore, claim the attention of
the committee on fruit)....

33

.Silver

medal.

Pt>\
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SEVENTH DEPARTMENT.
FINE AETS.

Residence.

Exhibitor.

Article.

Premium.
in

Sacramento.

Best

Sacramento.

Best portrait painting in

oil,

F. Swanwell....

Sacramento

.

by California artist
Best landscape painting in
by California artist

oil,

John A. Todd

Sacramento

.

Best specimens of uncolored

D. H. Woods..

life-size

photograph

oil

D.H.Woods..

..?20

..§50

photographs
Oscar Kaltschmidt... San Francisco. Best specimen fruit painting..
Sacramento..... Best specimen of California
Howard Campion
landscape in oil, by Califor-

•jko
••$10

nia artist

$20

.Diploma and $50

Oscar Kaltschmidt... San Francisco. Best exhibition of paintings..
Harrison Eastman &
San Francisco. Best fancy paintings in water
Co
:

colors

Diploma.
Diploma.
Diploma.

San Francisco. Best wood engraving
Crane & Curtis
Best porcelain painting
Mrs. W. E. Brown. Sacramento
Pacific Business Col-

San Francisco. Best specimens of penman-

lege

•$5

ship

Sacramento....

0. Schrader.

Sophia P. Gregory

Best specimens crayon drawbig

Sacramento
(pupil of Espina)...
Mrs. E. C. Bingay... Sacramento.

Best specimens pen drawing.
Best specimens pencil draw-

& Bro..

Sacramento....

&

Sacramento

Best sculpture
Best collection of marble work

.

.§5

in Br-

C. C. Devine
C. C. Devine

Bro..

.s.">

s-n

'

—

$20

Charles V.Rhodes... Sacramento.... Carving on wood
Bestmodel bridge
Oakland
Pacific Bridge Co
San Francisco. Display of large and very fine
I. W.Taber
plain photographs
Best display of pen drawing
Sacramento.
P. A. Espina.,

and ornamental

penman-

Silver medal.

medal recommended.
Diploma.

Silver

ship

Sacramento
Arnold Bradford
San FranciscoJohn Allen
Mrs. A. E. Wood.... San Francisco..
San Francisco..
W. C. Butler

Diploma
Diploma.

Crayon drawing, by a boy
Stone seal engraving
ivory type
Best display of wood engrav-

Silver medal.
Silver medal

Diploma
Diploma

ing

F. Marriott
John Nehrbass

San Francisco.. California Mail Bag
Statuette and mining scene
Sacramento

Henry Fisher
Kobert Cowne

Sacramento
Sacramento

in

confectionery
Cases fine confectionery
Samples ramie plant and fiber

.Special
.Special

in different stages

Buckley

&

Strong...

son

V. Foster

H. Waehhorst.

Sacramento
Sacramento

Special.

Samples California raised cotton, being sample of large
quantity produced this sea-

Merced

.

.

Book binding
Splendid display of jeweler's
ffoods

— Diploma.
— Diploma.

Special-

Hon. mention
Diploma.

—
Special Silver medal.
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REPORTS OP SPECIAL COMMITTEES.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
Sacramento, September 26th, 1871.

To

the Officers of California State Agricultural Society:

The committee appointed

to

examine musical instruments report as

follo*ws:

We find on exhibition one grand piano, one square grand, and one
parlor square, manufactured by Chickering & Sons, Boston, and exhibited by L. K. Hammer, agent; one grand piano, one square grand, and
two parlor squares, manufactured by Hallet & Davis, Boston, exhibited
by W. G. Badger, agent; one grand square piano and one colibri,
manufactured by Mathushek; two parlor gems, manufactured by Marshall & Mendenhall; one portable pipe organ, manufactured by Derrick
& Felgemaker; one reed organ and one silver flute, exhibited by John
F. Cooper, agent; one parlor square piano, manufactured by George
Hews, Boston, and exhibited by R. C. Marsh, agent.
On examination the committee have awarded first premium to L. K.
Hammer for best grand piano, best grand square, and best parlor piano,
exhibited by him and manufactured fey Chickering & Sons, Boston.
They would also recommend that a special premium be awarded to
John F. Cooper for his Mathushek colibri piano, which to all intents
and purposes answers the requirements of a boudoir piano. They also
recommend a special premium for his very fine Derrick, Felgemaker &
Co.'s portable pipe organ.
The reed organ and silver flute exhibited by
him deserve special mention.
The fine display of Hallet & Davis pianos exhibited by W.

G. Badger
are also deserving of special mention. As is also the piano made by
George Hews, Boston, and exhibited by B. C. Marsh, agent.

Eespectfully submitted,

GEO.

J.

GEE,

john McNeill,
g. w. wallace,
john n. turpin.

BABCOCK FIRE EXTINGUISHER.
Sacramento, August 22d, 1871.

We, the undersigned, having been appointed a special committee of
the California State Agricultural Society to witness a trial of the Babcock Fire Extinguisher, and report upon its merits, respectfully submit
the following:
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The

fire

was composed of a pyramid of thirteen

pitch,

pine tar barrels,

with shavings in each, the whole thoroughly saturated with coal oil,
making the most inflammable pile of material that could be devised for
the test; the match was then applied, and after the whole mass was
completely enveloped in flames and intensely hot. the word was given to
apply the stream, when in an incredible short space of time say three
and a half minutes the fire was completely extinguished.
This satisfactory test has given us perfect confidence in the capability

—

—

of the machine as a fire extinguisher, and
to the public, and that a premium be award

we

cheerfully

recommend

it

G.-SCHMEISEK,
Chief Engineer Sacramento Fire Department.

JUSTIN GATES,

Wholesale Druggist.
'V.

A.

KIKBY,

Exempt Sacramento Fire Department.

THE SAL WAY PEACH.
Your special committee appointed
"Salway Peach," a special entry by E.

to examine specimens of the
F. Aiken, Sacramento, beg leave

to report as follows:
This is a large yellow freestone peach, imported from England in
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, by the late Isaac Pullen, Esquire, of
Jersey; introduced into California by Edward F.
Hightstown,

New

Aiken, proprietor of Glen Gardens, Sacramento, in eighteen hundred and
sixty-eight, and fruited for the firsKHime in the year eighteen hundred

and seventy-one.
James Alexander Fulton,
it

in his

new work

on peach culture, describes

as follows:

•

••'It is a
large peach, of very great beauty and good quality, nearly
round, with suture well defined towards the apex; terminal point disseveral days
tinct.
Its distinctive virtue, however, is its late ripening
after the Smock, which has heretofore be.en considered our latest variety
of freestone peaches."

—

The specimens consist of a box, and branches loaded with fruit, but
scarcely ripe enough to show their color or give their flavor and texture
Your committee, however, believe that the description quoted
correctly.
above is fully sustained in this exhibit, and that the time of ripening in
this locality is from the twentieth of September to October twentieth.
The character of the wood and foliage indicates hardiness and combelieve that it is a valuable acquiparative freedom from curl leaf.
sition to our list of fruits and worthy of the attention of tree planters.

We

'

J.

S.

A. P.

HAKBISON.
SMITH,

POBEET WILLIAMSON,
W. H. NASH.
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PEESEEVED WOODS.
Sacramento, September 28d, 1871.
To

the President

and Directors of

the^State

Board of Agriculture:

Gentlemen: Your special committee have examined the specimens of
wood, preserved and unpreserved, decayed and sound, etc., exhibited by
the "Pacific Wood Preserving Company," of San Francisco, the details
of which are set forth in the accompanying catalogue issued by the
company, and beg leave to report as follows:
Fencing -The fences in common use in this State are made with redwood posts and Paget Sound fir boards. The posts are riven, beingselected, from such portions of the tree as split the easiest, viz:,tne top
and branches. Such of the butt cuts of redwood timber as will retain
all o^ nearly all of their original moisture will not decay; but this is
npt the case with the lighter and dry portions of the tree, such as are
riven into fencing and railroad ties.
Fence posts should certainly all
be "preserved" for economy's sake, and the durability of the boards
would also be greatly increased, though this is obviously less important.
Farm Dwellings and Granaries The foundations of these should all
be "preserved"
not only to prevent dry rot or decay of any kind, but
to secure immunity against vermin and insects, nearly all of which are
repelled by the hydro-carbon vapor absorbed into the preserved wood.
Farm Wagons and Agricultural Implements would be far more durable
if subjected to the preserving process, which is one of the most effective
means known of preventing decay and shrinkage of the wood from the

—

—

—

iron.

The Wood Preserving Company have exhibited interesting specimens
of the efficacy of their process in rroisting the ravages of the toredo
nivalis or marine worm, so destructive to piles and all harbor constructions.'
Though the recommendation of the best materials for harbor
and coast work devolves upon the Chamber of Commerce and Board of
Engineers, it is of interest to the State from its relations to the consumption of timber and the preservation of forests on this coast.
Indeed, it
is from a conviction of the
importance of making the consumption and
production of timber more nearly equal that your committee base their
recommendation of this wood preserving process. In Europe stringent
forest laws are found necessary to prevent the drying up of streams and
rivers.
To increase the durability of timber is equivalent to an increase
of supply, and is consequently a question of public if not political economy. We are of the opinion that all public structures for local or State
use, or whenever public money is expended and wood the material
employed in construction, should be built with a recognition of the
The application of
scientifically demonstrated value of this process.
wood to ship building on this coast is referred to in the annual address
to the Society, delivered by the Honorable T. G. Phelps, on the twentieth instant.

We
Wood

therefore cordially

Preserving

a special gold medal to tho " Pacific
for their meritorious exhibition of articles

recommend

Company"

which could not be classed under your catalogue.

EZEA
I concur:

W.

S.

CAEE,

WADSWOETH.
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CLAIMS FOR THE GOLD MEDAL FOR

1871.

FIRST DEPARTMENT.
CATTLE.
San
To

the

Jos£, California,

December

20th, 1871.

Committee appointed on awards of Gold Medals of the State Agri-

cultural Society in the first department:

Gentlemen: I propose to give you some reasons "why I ought to have
the gold medal awarded to my exhibition of Durham stock over all
competitors at the late State Fair for eighteen hundred and seventy-one.
I exhibited twenty-four head: one four year old bull
Glencoe five
cows, two three year old heifers, two two year old heifers, three one
year old heifers, five heifer calves, two yearling bulls, and three bull
I will now state the number of premiums awarded to my stock
calves.
at the different Fairs last Fall, beginning at the Bay District Fair. I
exhibited fourteen head. The awards were as follows: Glencoe received
the premium for the best bull four vears old and upwards; Lady of the
Lake for the best three year ola cow; Lady Belle, best one year old
heifer; Helen for the best heifer calf; the premium for the best herd
was awarded to my stock. At the Santa Clara Valley Agricultural
Fair I exhibited twenty head. The awards were as follows: Glencoe,
best bull four years old and upwards; Sprightly took the premium for
three years old and upwards, although she had to compete with aged
cows; she also took the sweepstakes premium for all ages and breeds;
Bichmond for* the best bull calf; Jeannie for the best heifer calf; and
also the premium for the best herd. At the Stockton Fair Glencoe
received the premium for the best four year old bull, and also for sweepstakes; Sprightly for the best cow three years old and upwards; "Shoo
Fly for the best two year old cow; White Swan for the best yearling
heifer; Comet, special premium; also, the premium for the best herd.
At the State Fair at Sacramento I w as awarded the following premiums:
Glencoe, the best four year old bull; Richmond, the best bull calf;
Maggie, the best four year old cow; Sprightl}', the best three year old
cow; Mary Stuart, the best one year old heifer; and the premium for
the best herd of any "breed not less than ten head, owned by one man;"
also, made a draw for two other premiums, the first for yearling bulls,
Comet, Sunlight, and Bolingbroke, the latter belonging to Werner <fc
Hamill, of Davisville. The committee disagreed and called in the fourth
man, and he awarded to Bolingbroke. The other was my two cows
Sprightly, three years old, Mary Stuart, one year old, and Mr. G. N.
Swezy's Beauty, four years old. This was for sweepstakes for all ages
and for any breed. The committee again disagreed and called in the

—

—

T

—
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fourth man, and he gave the premium to Beaut}^. This shows that the
competition was strong, and, further, that when the Judges had made
up their minds there was no compromise.
The Fairs at San Francisco, San Jose, and Stockton would have done
credit to. any country much older than this, but the grand exhibition
culminated at the State Fair. In addition to much of the stock shown
Mr. Moses Wick, of Butte, with sixteen head;
at the Fairs mentioned
E. M. Sparks, of Lincoln, ten head; Jesse Carr, of Monterey, eight
head; Peter Saxe, ten head; E. B. Cameron, of Solano, ten head all
those mentioned above had been recently imported from Ohio, Missouri,
Illinois, and Kentucky, by men of experience, for their own use, and, it
In addition to
is said, selected out of the best herds in those States.
these, G. N.# Swczy, of Maiysville, ten head; Werner & Hamil, of Davisville, two yearling bulls, also imported; Eobert Ashburner, of San
Mateo, sixteen head; Dr. Holden, of Stockton, one aged bull; S. B.
Whipple, two young bulls; Smith & Cox, of Sacramento, one three year
old bull; W. F. Overhiser, of Stockton, fourteen head; John Brewster,
All of these were thorof Gait Station, one fine three year old bull.
oughbred Durham. Then comes J. E. Eose, of Petaluma, with a herd
of Devons, as finished in form and color as can be shown by any breeder
It is due to the gentlemen
in the United States of that breed of cattle.
above named to say that each and every one of them made a splendid
exhibition; not that each animal shown was faultless, but that each
showed some superior cattle, and should all have their full meed of praise
I will here mention
for helping to make the Fair such a grand success.
some that I think could not be excelled by any stock from any country.
I will begin with the exhibit of G. 1ST. Swezy (who did good service in
induce them to
traveling with me among the stock men of the State to
" Kate Dunn " and "
bring their stock to the State Fair)
Beauty."
They may Have equals, but no superiors. His young cattle looked well,
and to his credit he had them in a finished condition. Then I will mention "Heroine," "Bell Eepublic," and also " Glen wood," belonging to
Mr. M. Wick, of Butte. They are splendid specimens of the Durham
Werner &
stock, but not in that high culture they ought to have been.
"
Hamil's yearling bull "Bolingbroke is among the finest of his age. I
mention these because they filled my notion in form and color not that
There were
they were better than some others that were shown.
ninetj^-two head of Durham, eleven Devons, a few Ayrshires and nineIn my opinion
teen graded making about one hundred and thirty.
these ninety-two head cannot be beaten at any Fairs in the United
— some of the most important at
States., I was awarded six premiums
the State Fair, for the best bull, the best cow, the best three year old
cow, the best one year old heifer, the best bull calf, and the best herd.
I claim that I have produced evidence enough to entitle my exhibition of
Durham stock to the gold medal, providing you think the cattle was the
best on exhibition in that department; but you may incline to think
that the horse department made the best exhibition. Well, in numbers
they had a little over half. I admit in every class of stock the exhibiIn the horse department it was more than good.
Some
tion was good.
of the horses shown have a national reputation, and deservedly so
though in numbers there were but few of that class. I think that the
cattle greatly predominate in the aggregate over all other classes of
Now, if you are in
stock, in their wonderful size and finished form.
doubt as to how you ought to award the gold medal from the successful
exhibition in each class of stock, and are forced to give some oonsidera-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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lion as to th'e true value of each class of stock to the human family to
sustain life or in plain words, to furnish food and the necessaries as well
as the luxuries for all the human family, the cattle must get the medal.
I think it will only be necessary to call your attention to a few facts
to prove this.
Beef, butter, cheese, cream, and milk go into the consumption, in whole or in part, in every family throughout the Christian
world. Take your wealthy man, deprive him of the produce of the cow,
what he terms the real luxuries of life, and what would supply its place
would the horse, sheep, or in fact any other or all other stock?
They
would not. Then come down to a poor man with a family give him a
cow, and there is food to raise his children on and that of the best.
The truth is, that more poor families are kept from poverty and sufferby the produce of the cow, than from any other one source, and
sometimes, than from all others. Here I have only mentioned a few of
the benefits of the cow. Just take, for instance, the item of leather
what an amount of trade it produces in a single year what comforts it

—

—

—

—

.

—

—

and how universally it is used and in a variety of ways. Then
the tallow is used for many valuable purposes. Even the bones, horns,
and hoofs are valuable. I\ow look back through these various channels
gives,

and see their magnitude. Beef feeding its millions, rich and poor feasting upon it. The same to be said of cheese, butter, cream and milk;
the rich using them and esteeming them a great luxury; the poor man
taking great care of his cow from the fact that she ffives more and
better food for his wife and little ones than ten times the amount invested in anything else. Now let me ask you to look at this matter
through all its. bearings in reference to the human family. Can you
compute the amount it produces in money in a single year even in the
United States, let alone the world?
This is only the cash view of
the matter.
Now if you will make an attempt to estimate the blessings it produces to mankind in the matter of food to sustain life, in
luxuries and in the real comforts, they swell up in magnitude until the
mind becomes wearied. Now I ask is there anv other single class of
stock that would begin to supply their jjlace. You can have but one
answer that is no. Then cattle should have the preference. First,
because the}' made the best exhibition; secondly, because they are
worth more to man; and lastly, as I made the best exhibition in that
department I ought to have the gold medal awarded to my stock.
There is another interesting view to be taken of this subject. Look
at the nations of the earth and contrast them.
Take those that use the
greatest quantity of beef, and at a single glance you can see their superiLook at the beef eating English.
ority, physically and intellectually.
What nation in Europe, or elsewhere, are their equals in everything
that go to make up the elements of a great people.
Cooped up on a
small island, their commerce extends to every part of the earth; their
sails whiten every ocean.
It is an old saying that " Briton rules the
waves." Her soldiers have fought in every clime, and have conquered
in nearly every instance.
Their only failure was when she attacked the
Yankee nation. It took a second trial to convince them that we were a
beef eating people ourselves. What has their intellect, industry, and
enterprise done for themselves and the world? .Look at their manufactories of every kind
railroads, great public improvements; their vast
capital meandering through every clime, entering into every pursuit of
I contend that the
life; their language is fast becoming universal.

—

—

nations of the earth are superior to each other in proportion to the
difference of beef consumed.
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I think it will be admitted that the Americans are the first nation of
the world, the English next, Germans next, French next; these four
nations are the superiors of all other nations if the French had been
beef eaters in place of horse eaters they would have been the masters
There can be but one opinion, and that is in favor of
of the Prussians.
the nation that consumes the greatest quantity of beef. Beef being
the most nutricious meat known to man, producing a larger frame, more
muscle, less disease, better health, longer life. These give vigor' and
freshness to the intellect. I come to the conclusion that beef has had
much to do in making great men and nations. Much could be said
of the horse, his splendid appearance, his grand speed on the turf, but
these are but fancy; the two-twenty or the seven-nineteen and a half
does not make bread for the poor, and greatly tends to idleness if not to
something worse; while on the contrary—^breeding of cattle leads to
industry, produces food for man, has no immoral tendency, keeps young
men out of town, away from the snares of the world, gives them industrious and frugal habits— taken in all its branches one of the most useOne more thought and I am done. In all my
ful occupations in life.
acquaintance through life I have observed that the man who gives strict
attention to cattle "has done well, and more especially in this country.
Many large fortunes have been made and all have done well. While on
the contrary, if horsemen have made fortunes they are exceptions to the

—

rule.

Most

respectfully,

your obedient servant,

COLEMAN YOUNGEE.

SECOND DEPARTMENT.
CABKIAGES AND WAGONS.
Statement of H. M. Bernard, op Sacramento.
To

the

Honorable Committee on Gold Medal:

Gentlemen: I submit the' following claim for the gold medal in the
I commenced carriage and light wagon work in
second department.
this city nearly twenty years ago, and although nearly discouraged
many times by so very many Eastern buggies and carriages beingshipped to this market by capitalists, I still kept on contending with
them, inch for inch, and to-day there is not one fiftieth part of the carxVlthough my
riages and buggies imported that were fifteen years ago.
capital was limited illdeed, I invested every dollar in the business and
built thousands of dollars worth of work every year, giving employment to quite a number of hands and saving thousands of dollars to the
State every year, in keeping the money among our own merchants and
work has earned a reputation for itself, for style and
mechanics.
durability, second to none in the State, and superior to any that can be

My
34
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imported. When the State Fair was first organized in this city I was
one of its supporters, and exhibited my own manufacture of carriages,
wagons, hubs, and wheels from year to year, until to-day I can boast of
forty-two premiums, taken at the State Fair; also, the first premium on
light work, at the Mechanics' Fair held in San Francisco in eighteen
hundred and fifty-seven. I also went to the upper District Fairs with
my carriages and wagons, showing the people of the country what we
could do in Sacramento in the manufacturing line. Both at Chico and
Marysville I have been well rewarded for making a display at their
Fairs, by disposing of my work and receiving twenty first premiums,
besides several orders for work.
This makes total premiums received
from the different Fairs held in the State for my own manufacture sixtyI
three, besides the gold medal of eighteen hundred and sixty -nine.
refer to the books of the above societies to bear me out in this state-

ment.
Gentlemen, I exhibited at the last State Fair, of my own manufacture,
the following articles: One fine family carriage, of the latest pattern;
one farmer's family carriage; six top buggies, of different styles and patterns; one light track sulky, weighing sixty-four and three-fourths
pounds; one spring market wagon; one street goods wagon; also, twenty
sets of white hickory carriage and wagon wheels, entered for premiums,
but for want of room in the Pavilion I had to place them outside, where
I exhibited fifty sets, making a prominent feature in the exhibition, as
Cash value of my exhibit, seven
they were shown without paint.
thousand one hundred and fifty-five dollars.
I claim to have taken more premiums than any other mechanic in the
State, and to have done more towards stopping imported carriage work
I employ none
to this State than any mechanic in my line of business.
but the very best workmen, and use nothing but the best material; my
lumber is always a year or two on hand before it is worked, and those
who use my work will bear me out in this particular. While exhibiting
my work at Marysville a few weeks ago, I was invited by Mr. Dodsworth, who keeps a livery stable there, to visit it. On doing so, I found
one of my make of buggies there, in good condition, that I built sixteen
years ago, and has been in constant use ever since. Another instance:
I built the first two-seated carriage made in Sacramento, in the Fall of
eighteen hundred and fifty-three, and sold it to Mr. Charles Justice, of
Bear Eiver, in the Spring of eighteen hundred and fifty-four. It is
doing good service yet. I merely mention this to show the superiority
of California manufacture over any imported article.
On the above exhibit I made this year I received six premiums, and
now claim the gold medal for making the largest and most meritorious

exhibit in this department.
All of wdiich I most respectfully submit to your consideration.

Bespectfully,

H.
Carriage Manufacturer, corner Sixth and

31.

L

BERNARD,
*reets, Sacramento.
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WAGONS AND PLOWS.
Statement op W. B. Beady, op Sacramento.
the Committee on Gold Medals, offered by the State Agricultural Society
for eighteen hundred and seventy-one:

To

Gentlemen: Permit me to present my claims to the gold medal for
the most meritorious exhibition, made in the second department of the
late Fair.
My exhibition consisted of two gang rplows of different stjT les
of manufacture, one trotting buggy, two farm w agons of different sizes
and finish, and one self-sharpening cultivator, all of which were made at
my shop, numbers three hundred and one and three hundred and three
J street, Sacramento.
I claim especial merit for the Challenge Gang Plow, it being my own
invention, patented as early as eighteen hundred and sixty-one, and
improved by myself from time to time, until at present it has no equal
in the State or United States.
The peculiar merit of this plow over all others is its light draft. The
line of draft being placed at a point below a horizontal line with the top
of the standard of the jalow, all unnecessary weight on the wheels is
avoided.
Again, all my plows of the same pattern are exact duplicates of each
other, so that extras are always obtainable to fit any one of my plows
The mechanical parts
in use anywhere, without delay or extra expense.
of this plow are simple, strong, neat, and durable. The j)low can be
managed easily by a boy, the power necessary to raise and lower it beinghalf less than is necessary to perform the same objects on any other

plow in use.
The trotting buggy too is built on a principle of my own discovery,
and is an entirely new feature in that line. The entire vehicle weighs
but one hundred and fifty-five pounds, and it Avill safely carry three
hundred and fifty pounds. The springs are made of wood with spiral
springs attached in such a manner as to secure equal strength, elasticity,
and durability without the expense and weight of steel springs. If
there is merit in originating or inventing labor-saving machinery superior to that of merely manufacturing it, then I claim that superior merit
I have been engaged in the manufacfor the two articles above named.
ture of agricultural implements in this State for more than fifteen years,
during which time I have kept within the State hundreds of thousands

of dollars, which have been distributed among hard working mechanics,
families have resided here among us, adding wealth and prosperity to the State. The money which I have paid these people has in
turn gone to the farmer to pay for the products of the farm, thus
encouraging and sustaining California agriculture and California industry
generally. I have at great expense furnished my shop with suitable
machinery, by the uSe of which I am successfully competing with the
importers of goods of the description I manufacture. Since the State
Fair I have taken several orders for wagons of different kinds, also a

whose

great many for plows, harrows, and cultivators, and I am now building
and expect to sell between this and the commencement of the new year
one hundred gang plows, besides many other articles in my line.
I will here state that on account of the increased impetus given to
the importing trade by the completion of the Pacific Bailroad, and the
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unusual drought of the past season, I have been able to meet all demands
and to place my business on a sound and promising basis, and with
proper encouragement and a liberal share of patronage, hope soon to be
able to add still greater facilities of manufacture, and thus be of still
greater benefit to the State, and defy competition from abroad.
I am glad to be able to state that the mechanical industries of the
State are looking up. and the prospects of all mechanical and manufacturing trades are "Towinc; brighter.
My own business in the year
eighteen hundred and seventy-one has been at least double what it was
in

eighteen hundred and seventy.
Without further comment, I will

state that

my

claim to the

gold medal:
First

— Upon the merit of inventing the plows and trotting bug
—Upon the fact that my exhibition embraced a greater variety

Second

of home manufactured agricultural implements than any other exhibition,
and that each article exhibited by me was equal, if not superior, to similar articles exhibited by any other person.
All of which is respectfully submitted, by

Yours,

WILLIAM

etc..

B.

HEADY.

WAGON
r

Statement of

E.

Sotjle.

To the Gold Medal Committee:

Gentlemen: As there is a gold medal to be awarded to the most meritorious exhibition in each of the seven departments, as an exhibitor
in the second department I thought it proper to present to you for your
consideration
bllowing statement: With regard to the extent of
my manufacture for the last twelve months, of farm, lumber, and expri
wagons, I have built and sold one hundred and twenty -farm wagons, at
an average of one hundred and sixty dollars each, amounting to near
Have built and sold of express and other
id dollars.
twenty
wagons to the amount of thirty-five* wagons, at an average of two hunisand dollars.
dred dollars each., amounting to
Also, about
five thousand dollars of rep;
upwards of thirty thousand
;

The above work has

been manufactured in Sacramento, and
e of from eighteen to twenty men and for
the mi
las come from Nevada, Idaho,
material purchased here.
State, and so great has been the
Oregon, and from many parts o
demand for these wagons that the capacity of my works has been
inadequate to filbmy orders for the lust eight months. Another important feature in home industry most of these wagons have been manuis city, from patterns of my own
factured from thimble skeins
make, amounting to some one thousand five hundred dollars the last
Heretofore all had to be imported. The important improvements
year.
on my thimble skeins has made them preferable to any other. 1 have
also been testing our locust of home growth for the past three yea;
and have found it and recommended .it as being equal if not superior to
any Eastern growth I have ever seen. Through my experiments and.
exhibitions of this timber I have called the attention of hundreds of
farmers to the importance and value of the timber, and I have no doubt
dollars.

all

—

i
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it has been the means or cause of hundreds of acres of this valuable
timber being planted, that will' ultimately save thousands to the State
As our agricultural interest has become
in place of imported timber.
the chief interest of this State, and the object of our State Agricultural
Society is to foster all the industries of our home productions, I will
briefly state there has been a large quantity of farm wagons imported
from Michigan, Illinois, Yfisconsin, and Indiana, amounting to over one
hundred and fifty thousand dollars a year of money taken from our
mechanics, our families, and our merchants, and sent away to enrich
Eastern manufactures and to empoverish our State. This can be remedied
by the aid and encouragement of our people, provided it is properly
"hown to them the importance of sustaining our home manufacturers.
My object has been for the past year to do all in my power to sbow and
prove that a success can be made in the manufacture of our farming and
With the aid of capital and experienced
agricultural implements here.
mechanics all our farming implements can be made at a profit here, and
save a large amount of money now being paid to Eastern manufacturers.
I will say to your honorable Board, you have shown conclusively to me
that you appreciate the importance of fostering and sustaining the industries of the country, and if in your judgment you think I am entitled to
the gold medal of the Society, it will stimulate me to renew my efforts

to attain the highest success in

home

Yours

industries.
truly,

E.

SOULE.

CABKIAGES AND BUGGIES.
ATEMENT OP POLLARD & C'ARVILL, OF SAN FRANCISCO.
To

the

Gold Medal Committee:

As we have beAi awarded the first premiums at the late Fair held at
Sacramento for the best display of carriages and buggies, and are competitors for the gold medal to be awarded for the manufacture of articles
most useful and most meritorious to the State in the class to which we
belong, we have deemed it proper to suggest to you some reasons and
considerations why the gold medal should be awarded to us:
We are one of the oldest carriage manufacturing establishments
First
in the State.
From small beginnings and under many discouragements
in former years we have finally succeeded in profitably employing and
developing California labor, skill, and capital in an important branch of
manufacture, and in building up and establishing a prosperous business
in spite of Eastern cheap labor, capital, and competition.
Second We are the only company on this coast that strictly confines
its business to the manufacture of Clarence coaches and fine carriages,
in successful competition with the celebrated establishments of Brewster
and Bogers of New York; and we have made the manufacture of them
our specialty, that we might secure tbe highest excellence and command
the market on this coast.
Third During the past year we have manufactured twenty-four first
class Clarence coaches, of the value of forty thousand dollars, and about
twice that amount in value of buggies and other fine carriages; three
fourths of which amounts were the direct product of California skill

—

—

—
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and

labor, thus saving to the State from ninety to one hundred thousand
dollars, which would otherwise have been sent out of it, and stopping
the importation of Clai*ence coaches entirely, and other fine carriages to

a considerable extent.
Fourth The business which we have thus established upon a basis
which defies competition is destined to expand in importance as the
wealth and population of the State increases, until, in the very near
future, it will save to and retain in the State hundreds of thousands of
dollars annually, which would otherwise be sent out and lost to the
State, and thus deprive large numbers of our most skilled mechanics of

—

employment.

—

We are also hoping and expecting that many of the materials*
Fifth
required in the manufacture of carriages, in consequence of the steadily
increasing demand for them created by our business, will soon be produced in our own State, thus largely extending the field of productive
industry.

From
medal

these considerations

to be

awarded

we deem

to our class,

ourselves entitled to the gold

and submit our claim to your favorable

consideration.

Kespectfully yours,

'

POLLABD

& CABVILL.

PATEXT EXTEXSIOX SIDE-STICK

Statement of John F. Uhlhorn, of Sacramento.
To

the

Honorable Committee appointed

to

award Gold Medals:

'Gentlemen Having made an entry competing for a gold medal to be
awarded by your honorable body, 1 beg leave to present the following
:

claims:

—

It is the only practical invention introduced to the printing
First
business invented and manufactured in California, an^l is being extensively used by all the leading job offices in San Francisco and Sacra-

mento, to whom I cheerfully refer.
Second It meets a want that has long been felt in job printing that
It can be adapted to any size form in a
is, an adaptable side-stick.
moment, and possesses the merit of extension without any drawback in
The extension is unaccompanied by any change of
loss of strength.
is preserved with mathematical accuracy by the
which
justification,
principles on which the invention is based.
Third It is a time, labor, and material-saving apparatus. It effects
an important saving of time, as it is only necessary to draw it out to
adapt it to any form, and thus the use of the saw is dispensed with; the
old method being to cut each size side-stick to each particular size form.
It saves material as thus: with ten side-sticks of the old pattern but
five forms can be locked up unless the sticks are cut down, and to waste,
as well as involving loss of time, while with the "extension side-stick,"
comprising ten pieces, over fifty different sizes can be locked up without
any waste of material, extra labor, or unnecessary loss of time. Being
made of brass, they will last as long as the chases themselves, while
with the wooden ones continually wearing out it is a constant expense.
The importance of and gain in general convenience and saving of timo
" art
will be readily appreciated by all who are familiar with the
pre-

—

—

—
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|

servative," and
in

is

apparently destined to revolutionize that "particular

which

it is applied.
I will give fifty dollars to any one

department

to the invention.

who

can

offer a practical objection

•

The following are some of the
received by the press of California:
[From

Useful to Printers.

many

notices this invention

has

the Kecord.]

—John F. Uhlhorn, of this

city, in

H.

S.

Crocker

&

Co.'s job office, has invented and patented one of the most useful
articles for a printing office that we have ever seen, the same being an
extension " side-stick," an article that, while effecting an important saving
in time, causes an equal economy in material, as with it there can be no
cutting down to fit "forms" of different sizes nor wearing out.

Any

printer

who

sees

them

benefit to the craft.

newspapers and job

will at once acknowledge its great practical
They will bo found especially useful to country

offices.

[From

Extension Side-Sticks.

the Union.]

—John F. Uhlhorn, a practical

printer of this

has invented an extension " side-stick," which has been in use in
one of the Sacramento job offices for three months, and during that
time, we are informed, has performed its work admirably, saving the
trouble and vexation frequently experienced, in job offices especially, in
" side-sticks" to " forms."
fitting
city,

[From the Reporter.]

Valuable Invention.

—John

F.

Uhlhorn, an ingenious journeyman

printer of this city, has invented and patented what is termed an extension " side-stick."
[We would suggest right here that those uninitiated
in the sublime mysteries of the printing business need not read any
more of this item, because they won't understand it. Eeporter.] With
"
the wooden " side-sticks at present in use in job printing offices much
trouble, vexation of spirit, and loss of time are frequently incurred in
Considerable
fitting "side-sticks" to "forms" required in a hurry.
expense, too, results from cutting up furniture for odd sizes, etc. This
contrivance puts an end to that trouble. It is an adjustable arrangement, and can be lengthened or shortened in a second to fit "forms" of
any size, and no loss of strength results from its extension. The use of
the saw is dipensed with by this invention; it effects a great saving in
material, and the time saved will pay the cost of the article in a few
weeks. The job printers of this city and San Francisco have already
commenced using these time and labor savers, and all express themselves fully satisfied.
Being made of brass, these "side-sticks" are not
liable to wear out in a hurry.
Parties desiring further information can
obtain it from Mr. Uhlhorn, at the office of II. S. Crocker & Co.

—

I hope you will make due allowance in passing your judgment on the
classification of articles in the department to which I have been assigned.
article does not strictly come under the heading of any dtpartment
as laid down in the catalogue of last year, but comes better under the

My

heading of

"

Useful Inventions."

Respectfully yours,

JOHN

F.

UHLHOEK
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STEAM PUMP.
Statement op A. L. Fish, op San Francisco.
Committee on Gold Medals:

Gentlemen: At the last State Fair I exhibited Knowles' patent steam
pump. There being no competition it would naturally be entitled to the
first premium, but as a most meritorious machine I ask that a gold medal
be awarded it. The grounds upon which I would base such claim are
as follows, to wit:
First As a simple, durable, and economical apparatus for raising water
for irrigating, mining, or any other purpose, it is without an equal
there being nothing so generally required on the Pacific Coast as an
economical water lifter. (I would respectfully refer you to the trial by
Mechanics' Institute Fair, of San Francisco, ending September ninth,

—

—

—

eighteen hundred and seventy-one showing a saving over the Hanscom
water lifter of thirty-seven per cent, and receiving the highest premium
and diploma over all other steam pumps.)
Second This pump has no fly wheel, no intermediate connections, and
is without centers or dead points, water working the valve the same
as steam, consequently it will start from any point of the stroke, requiring no lever or hand work to start the valve or piston.
Third The surfaces are all ground, requiring no rubber packing.
Fourth The valve being positive under all circumstances, the pump
may be placed down in the deepest mines connected with a steam pipe
to the boiler, the pump being controlled by the engineer on top of the

—

—
—

ground.

— The suction and discharges

are all very large; the openings, in
correspond; the valves are of large area, requiring but short
lifts.
Valves of different material and kinds to suit different purposes.
Sixth The workmanship is superior and the material of the very
Fifth

the

pump

—

best.

As a worthy machine, standing at the head of its class, a machine
generally required and deserving the highest award, I ask you to give
it a gold medal for its intrinsic worth and as an advertising card.
Yours respectfully.

A. L.

PISH. Agent.

BOOT SCKEWING MACHINE.
Statement of Nicholas LumsdEn, of Sacramento.
To

the Committee on (laid

Medals:

I claim a gold medal for
It is easily made,
First

screw machine because:

my
—
which
and can screw boots on unplated
no other machine can do.
Second — When lasts are plated with iron my machine, in the hands of
lasts,

an ordinary workman, will screw the bottoms on from four to six dozen
pairs of boots in one day; boots which are sold at from six dollars to
nine dollars a pair.
Third The price of

—

my

machine

is fifty

dollars; other

machines cost
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one hundred and twenty-five dollars to four hundred dollars to screw
boots on lasts when they are plated with iron.
Fourth My machine is not one tenth the weight of other mr.chines,
and is as strong, and will last a lifetime. It is a California invention,
and patented.
For the merits above stated I claim a gold medal.

—

Yours

NICHOLAS LTJMSDEN,

truly,

Inventor.

GAS BURNER.
Statement of
To

C. B.

Brown, op Placerville.

Gold Medal Committee:

the

I see by an advertisement that parties applying for the gold medal at
the State Fair are required to make statements of their claims for such.
My claim is:
First
That my self-generating gas burner is the first and only cne of
this class of burners that has ever been invented in this State and
secured a patent therefor.
Second That it is the only self-generating burner that produces a perfect combustion of the gases.
Third That it produces a clearer and whiter light than any other
burner or gas machine in use.
Fourth That it manufactures its own gas as fast as required for use,
without any machine but the burner, and at a less cost than any other
burner or machine for the amount of^ light that it produces.

—

—
—
—

Fifth

— That

it is

perfectly safe from explosion.

Most respectfully yours,

C. B.

BROWN.

GAS MACHINE.
Statement op A. D. Well, of the Pacific Pneumatic Gas Company,
San Francisco.
To

the

Gold Medal Committee:

The

original inventor of this kind of works was a Mr. Rand, an Eastwho has since become famous as the discoverer of petroleum gas. He never made it successful, nor have any of his Eastern
took hold of it, remodeled it in eveiy part, struck upon
assignees.
many important improvements, some of which are patented as original
inventions by members of our company, and have made these works an
extraordinary success.
For a year past we have had a powerful opposition, who have not been
scrupulous in their efforts to retard our progress; but the company is

ern gentleman,

We

stronger and

its

35

machines

in better repute to-day

than ever.
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For brilliancy of light, for economy, for simplicity, efficiency, cerand security, they are not only unexcelled, but there are no
machines that can compare with them.
"We have no customer out of the many in California who will say
tainty,

—

—

less for us.
all the distinguishing parts of these works,
merits, are California inventions.

"We claim that
its real

I

am

A. D.

yours, respectfully,

WELL,

which are

Secretary.

GOPHER TRAP.
Statement of George A. Lloyd, of San Francisco.
To

the

Gold Medal Committee:

Gentlemen: Our object in making application for the gold medal for
the gopher trap exhibited at the State Fair, held September eighteenth,
eighteen hundred and seventy-one, is to show the superiority it has over
all others now in use, and over all others now on exhibition throughout
the State. It has been acknowledged by all that have seen and used it
that the animal has no escape from it. It goes for them. Large sums
of money have been expended by some of our farming districts for the
capture of the gopher and squirrel with but little success. Since the
introduction of our trap into Alameda there have been hundreds killed,
thus showing the great value of the trap. Again, it is both novel and
useful.

Your award will gratify and stimulate the inventor, and will also
greatly enhance the value of the indention by increasing its use.
Yours

GEORGE

respectfully,

A-

LLOYD.

ENDLESS ROPEWAY.
Statement of A.
To

the

Committee on

Award

S.

Hallidie.

of Gold Medals, State Agricultural Society:

Gentlemen: In explanation of the system for the economical transportation of ores, rock, etc., over mountainous countries and difficult
roads, exhibited by me at the late Fair of your Society, I beg to make
the following statement:
This system was invented by myself to meet a great want in the
rough mining regions on

this coast,

and to provide means whereby mate-

can be transported at low cost and

in large quantities, thus enabling
the mine owner to convey the ore from the mine to the reducing works,
especially low grade ore, and under conditions and circumstances when
it would otherwise be practically impossible, or nearly so.
In order to make this statement clear and intelligible, I shall have to'
refer to diagrams accompanying this; but I may say that the general
system is by means of an endless steel Avire rope, which, passing around
rial
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pulleys of large diameter at each end of the line, and being supported at
intervals on guide pulleys, is set in motion and carries with it the mate»
rial to be conveyed.
The complete system has been a subject of many inventions, each of
which is secured by United States patents granted to me.
There is placed at each end of the line that is, at the mine and at the
reducing works or mill a grip pulley. The function of this pulley is
to transmit power to or from the endless wire rope.
By reference to
Figures 1 and 2 it will be seen how this is accomplished. Figure 2 is a
general view of the pulley, at the circumference of which are fitted
clips, which, by the pressure of the rope, close over and grip the rope,
thus preventing the rope from slipping around the pulley.
Figure 1 is a section of the rim of the pulley; A, rope; ii, clips, working
in recesses cast in circumference of the wheel (Z/L), and on fulcrums
The part
is cast separately and bolted on to the wheel after
(xx).
the clips are fitted.
On the line of the route and at distances of about two hundred feet
the distance, however, depending on the configuration of the country
are erected strong posts, having cross arms (like telegraph posts) sufficiently high above the ground to clear any obstruction; these posts are
well stayed and firmly planted. On each end of the cross arm are fitted
sheaves or bearing and guide pulleys, in manner shown in Figure 3; and
it will be seen on reference that there are two pulleys on each end of
the cross arms the upper pulley has a quarter circle groove, the lower
pulley a semicircle groove; and the inner flanges of the pulley* run in
close contact, but between the outer flanges there is a space equal to
half the diamete? of the rope; this space is left to enable the carrier
(Figure 4) to pass, and the pulleys are placed as shown in Figure 3, to
keep the rope in the groove of the pullej's and under control a being
the upper pulley, b lower pulley, A rope.
The grip pulleys at the end of the line and the guide and bearing pulleys of the posts on the line of the route being now in position, a steel
wire rope made from patent tempered steel wire, and about three quarters
of an inch in diameter is stretched and placed around the end pulleys
and between the guide and bearing pulleys. The two ends are brought
together and spliced by a long splice, thus forming an endless rope.
It is obvious that if the grip pulley is set in motion by suitable gear
attached to the steam engine, water wheel, or whatever power may be
employed, it will actuate the rope in the direction of the pulley without
difficulty, as it is supported at intervals of about two hundred feet by the
Now, if suitable receptacles are propulleys, as shown in Figure 3.
vided, distributed, and attached to the wire nope and so adjusted as to
pass by all these pulleys and posts, the rope will convey .by its motion
these receptacles from one end of the line to the other. In order to
obtain this result I have invented various contrivances, but will describe
but the one shown in the model exhibited at your late Fair.
At distances, say fifty feet on the steel rope arc attached carriers,
secured to the rope by their steel clasps, which surround the rope and in
form as shown in Figure 4, running off from the upper quarter of the
rope and the upper side of the carrier being tangent to it the strength
of the carrier being increased in proportion to the length of the arm
from the rope. On the outer end. of the carrier a journal fitted with
collars is turned so as to receive a suspension bar fitted to the journal,

—

—

K

—
—

—

—

—

which

is allowed to swing, hanging vertically by gravitation, and
being
bent or curved sufficiently enables it to pass by the bearing pulleys. By
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referring to c, Figure 3, this is shown in connection with the carrier, rope,
and pulleys, and will be understood at a glance.
The load usually attached to one of* the carriers is from seventy-five
to one hundred and fifty pounds; but I have suspended and carried eight
hundred pounds on an ordinary carrier, as a kind of test load.
For conveying ore boxes or sacks one of these carriers is employed,
as the load rarely exceeds one hundred and twenty-five pounds; but for
a load of three hundred to four hundred pounds, two carriers are em-

ployed in manner shown in Figures 5 and 6.
The ore box is usually made self-dumping, and the frame is provided
with joints necessary to enable it to turn all curves, vertical or
For still greater loads the number of carriers can be
horizontal.
increased in like manner.
In Figures 3, 5, and 6 the arrangement of the pulleys is such that any
vertical angle can be made by the rope, and the load can be conveyed
over any mountain, ever so steep, or across any valley; but to turn a
horizontal angle, or to pass around a spur of a hill, a different arrangement of pulleys is necessary. The manner in which this is done is
in Figures 7 and 8.
Figure 7 shows the mode of turning an acute angle.
The projecting arms of the carrier (Figure 4) prevents the application

shown

of a horizontal pulley at the interior angle; but, in the exterior angle
is the usual mode, and but one pulley is necessary.
In passing an acute interior angle two horizontal pulleys are used, the
rope passing on to the farther pulley half around, thence to the nearer
in manner shown in Figure
pulle}", and thence in the direction required,
7; the rope running in the direction of the arrows.
In passing a moderate angle or curve (Figure 8) a series of pulleys are
so placed that the rope of the interior angle leads fair on to the pulleys,
and is slightly deflected in passing off", leading fair on to the next pulley,
and so on until the curve is completed. I find that the rope should not
be deflected between one set of pulleys from a true line to exceed ten
degrees. By referring to Figure 8 it will be seen how this is done.
Figure 9 shows another method of conveying a light car containing
The lower end of the suspension bar attached to the rope is fitted
ore.
with a bar set at an angle and fitted with notches. The car is placed
As the notched bar comes along it
on a track slightly descending.
and over
passes between guides and catches a similar bar attached to
the car, retaining it in the notches, and carries the car along the track,
which being descending is separated from the car and the car is then
carried along to its destination, where it strikes an ascending track
which lifts the frame of tSe car above and away from the suspension
bar, thus leaving the car behind.
Having thus described the modus operandi of my system of transportation by means of an endless rope, and which has been perfected after
many years of study and experiment, in accordance with the general
suggestions contained in your notice I will add some data of work and
cost.
Speed of rope, say 200 feet per minute; weight of each load, 100
z
=s= 400
pounds; distance between each load, 50 feet; then -$> X 100
24,000 pounds per hour, or 120 tons per day
pounds per minute X 60
of ten hours or 288 tons per day of twenty-four hours. The amount of
ore deliverable per day can be more or less, according to requirements.
The cost of construction varies according to location and work to be
done, but may be placed at from five thousand dollars to seven thousand
five hundred dollars per mile.
The cost of delivering material, includ-

this

=
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ing wear and tear, interest, and all expenses, is from fifteen to forty
cents per ton per mile.
By reference to Figure 10 a general idea is conveyed of the working
of this system. The distance such a line can work is limited only by
the capacity of the power employed and the strength of the rope. Its
most economical application would bo for lines of above three miles, but
there is no reason why lines of fifteen or twenty miles in length, with
the steel wire ropes of the high tensile strength now made, would not

work

to advantage.
I conceive this of so

much importance

to the public generally, espe-

ask for it your careful attention.
It is applicable to many uses other than for conveying ores from the
mine to the mill, as for instance: carrying agricultural produce to tho
nearest depot, especially to ships in an offing; for conveying coal to gas
works, or beets to the sugar mill; for carrying sand or rock to fill
embankments, or grade lands; for conveying light material or passengers over any difficult road. And it has these advantages: no grading
or road building is required; it can work under all circumstances of
weather, with great depths of snow on the ground during heavy storms
and freshets; it can run constantly without rest, as well during a dark
night as a clear day; it can cross deep gorges and chasms; it, can pass
around precipitous bluffs and perpendicular cliffs; the rope can never
leave the posts or sheaves; it can furnish and transmit power when
there, is sufficient descent, by its own gravitation, or by an engine
attached to either end. It can be constructed and worked cheaper than
any other system or road can be constructed and worked.
cially the

mining public, that

I

A.

October

28, 1871.

S.

HALLIDIE.
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General view of Hallidie's Endless Ropeway.
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THIRD DEPARTMENT.
HAEXESS MANUFACTUEE.
Statement op
To

the Committee

J.

E. Parker, of Sacramento.

on Gold Medals for eighteen hundred and seventy-one:

Gentlemen: The exhibition for which I claim the gold medal offered
by the State Agricultural Society for the most meritorious display, was
made in the third department, and consisted of one set of double carriage harness; one set single carriage harness; one set double team harness; five gentlemen's saddles, and one lady's saddle; also, a number of
riding bridles. I do not claim the medal on the ground of a large or
extensive exhibition not considering this necessary to entitle me to
merit, but my exhibition was made up of samples of the kind and quality
of the work I am constantly turning out of my shop.
I believe, and have no doubt the committee will agree with me, that
there is merit in quality as well as quantity. This is the principle upon
which I work, and I find it to lead to success in the general actual business transactions of life, and more especially in the manufacturing busi-

—

and why not in competing for premiums and gold medals? By
adhering closely to this idea I have secured a custom among men consumers of my line of articles who think the same as I do. Hence, a
"
very large proportion of my work is what is called in the trade as fine
I
receive
the
which
for
harness
are
highest prices. My single
work,"
generally made to order at from thirty to one hundred and thirty dollars
each. The same may be said of nry double carriage harness, which I
sell at from fifty to one hundred and seventy-five dollars per pair.
I opened a shop of my own in eighteen hundred and sixty-four, and
since that time have turned out, on an average, about eight thousand
dollars worth per annum. I have made it a rule to use all the California
made leather in my work, when I could get it suitable for the purpose,
and I will here say, to the credit of our California tanneries, that their
leather commands the highest price in all the leather markets of the
world, and is really a superior article for all purposes for which leather
ness,

—

—

is

used.

object has uniformly been to encourage California industry, and
California labor, and by adhering to this object strictly, I have been
the means of doing
adopted State and her citizens at least some
humble way, many a dollar and many
good. By this course, even in
thousands of dollars have been kept within our borders and circulated
among an industrious class of citizens and farmers, thus encouraging
immigration to the State by the most practical way in the world giving constant and reliable employment to those already among us.
I might mention here, that since mj- commencement in business I
have been a most constant exhibitor at the Fairs of the State Society,
exhibitions have been meritorious, they have always received
and as
]\ly

my

my

—

my

premiums. The premiums awarded

me

at the late Fair

highest given for the articles exhibited.

were the

first

and
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Trusting that my exhibition will receive the favorable consideration
of this committee,
I am, very respectfully,
J. E. PARKER.

AMERICAN

SILKS.

Statement op Tobin, Davisson &
I.

Co., op

San Francisco.

N. Hoag, Esq., Corresponding Secretary, Sacramento:

We

Dear Sir:
beg leave to call the attention of your Board of Directors to the late exhibition made by us of Messrs. Cheney Bros' American
dress silks, and to ask you to place the goods among the list of those
for which you grant gold medals, provided you feel that you can consistently do so.

The development of this particular interest is one of great importance
to this country, employing, as it necessarily does, a large amount of
capital and labor, skilled and otherwise, besides keeping in the country
millions of money which, in the absence of such industries, would be
sent away to enrich foreign manufacturers.
submit, therefore, that
anything that can be done to stimulate and encourage such enterprises
should be done.
Hoping you will give the matter your careful consideration, we are,

We

TOBIN, DAVISSON & CO.

Respectfully,

SILK

CULTURE AND MANUFACTURE.

Statement of Joseph Neumann, op San Jose\
To

the Committee on

Award

of Gold Medals:

Gentlemen: The merits upon which

my

claim for the gold medal

is

based are as follows:

—

In the third department all the silks I had on exhibition were
First
of California production and the work of my own family.* The articles
on exhibition by my competitors were of foreign material and not manufactured in this State. Especially must I mention the showcase of sewing silk exhibited by the San Francisco Silk Manufacturing Company
were not of their own make, but manufactured at Patterson, New Jersey.
exhibition in this department was one of the most meritorious, so
was the expression of all the visitors.
Second In the fifth department my exhibit of silk culture, from the
eggs to the raw silk, was one of the most practical, and although the
cash premium on the same has not been awarded to me, yet the general
expression was that mine was the most practical in that line. Hoping
that your honorable body will take the same view and award me the
gold medals in the third and fourth departments, I remain,

My

—

Yours, most respectfully,

JOSEPH NEUMANN.
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EXHIBITION OF KEELED SILK.
Statement op Ed. Muller, op Nevada.
To

the

Gold Medal Committee:

The undersigned submits the following as his reasons why his exhibit
of silk at the State Fair of eighteen hundred and seventy-one should be
honored with a gold medal. The producer, in my opinion, should also
be a reeler of silk. The two departments of labor can be conducted by
the same family with good advantage. As soon as the cocoons are produced and gathered they may be put into the water while the moth is
This adds the labor and value to the product
still alive and reeled.
before it is put into the market, It furnishes labor to the country
If the cocoons are put into the market before being reeled the
people.
to the manufacturer, and the labor is perprofits of the reeling goes
formed in the city instead of the country, where the expense of living
of the silk
is greater than in the country, and consequently the expense
itself will be increased.
Silk culture is one of those kinds of business that is most successful
and most profitable when conducted in a small way in the family as an
rather than as a large and exclusive
adjunct to other farming operations,
It is one of the best and most appropriate occupations for
operation.
It teaches them to notice and study the operations of nature;
children.
It begets habits of
to acquire habits of thought and observation.
to feel the responsibility and
them
accustoms
and
and
thrift,
industry
care of something especially committed to their charge. The reeling of
the silk is especially well adapted to the girls of the family. The work
and care, and is
is light and easy, but requires the strictest attention
for both mind and body.
consequently one of the best of schools
If all our people in the mountain districts would plant a few muleach year, they would soon learn
berry trees and raise a few cocoons
that it is one of the most pleasing and profitable of occupations they can
in the County of
engage in. I have taken the lead in this industry
are more
Nevada, and through my persuasion and efforts many families
or less interested in it. We have now in the county hundreds of thousands of mulberry trees cultivated with direct reference to silk culture,
at my instance or suggestion. A
nearly all of which have been planted
number of those who planted their trees but two or three years since,
have already been greatly benefited by it. I have also taken a great
deal of pains to teach the children the art of reeling the silk from the
should go hand in hand
cocoon, and to inculcate the idea that the reeling
with the production. This fact, taken in connection with my small exhibition of reeled silk, gives to it an interest and merit which alone it
would not possess, and upon this fact I base my claim in a great degree
to the medal of the third department.
Others may have had more showy and more extensive exhibitions,
but the circumstances connected with such exhibitions add to them
no special interest or merit, except such as are usually attached to
towns or cities,
ordinary manufacturing operations of the factories of tho
while my exhibition of reeled silk indicates the beginning of an industry
that if properly encouraged by the State Agricultural Society, and other
local industrial societies throughout the State, will ere long do much to
induce the poor people of those towns and cities to seek healthful and
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remunerative employment in the country. The great evil of modern
civilization is the concentration of population in the towns and cities,
and he who introduces an industry, the tendency and operation of which
is to counteract the centralization of population and to cultivate habits
In view of
of industry, is certainly entitled to some degree of merit.
with a good
attended
which
have
been
in
this
efforts
direction,
my
in
degree of success, 1 think I am at least entitled to some consideration
connection with the gold medal.
Respectfully,

EJD.

MULLEE.

FOURTH DEPARTMENT.
PIANOS.
Statement of L. K. Hammer, of Sacramento.
award the Gold Medals for the State Agricultural Society
hundred
and seventy -one:
for eighteen

To

the Committee to

Gentlemen

:

At your request

I

have the honor to make the following

statements:

As agent of Chickering & Sons, I exhibited in the fourth department
pianos manufactured by them, as follows:
One grand piano;
One square grand piano;
One parlor square piano.
There were three other exhibitions of pianos, manufactured by as
many different houses, and in order that an unbiassed and perfectly fair
committee might be selected to pass upon the relative merits of the
musical instruments so exhibited, each exhibitor selected one member to
This committee, after a
compose the regular awarding committee.
careful examination and test of the instruments, awarded to each one
exhibited by me the first premium. As this committee was composed of
very competent gentlemen, their decision will undoubtedly bo regarded
as conclusive as to the relative merits of the exhibitions of musical
instruments.
This question settled, the contest for merit lies between the exhibition
made by myself and others of an entirely different character, but classed
in the same department, such as ordinary cabinetware, woodenware,
worked metals, chemicals, glass, crockery, stoneware, etc.
In comparing the workmanship on the Chickering pianos with that
on the ordinary cabinetware, such as bureaus, bedsteads, etc., there
certainly can be but one opinion, and that in favor of the pianos, even
so far as the strictly cabinet part of the instruments are concerned.
But when we take into consideration the great perfection to which the
action or musical portion of the piano has been brought, the evidences
of great mechanical ingenuity and merit of the very highest order are
moi'e perfect and convincing than in any other mechanical work yet
made by human hands. It is proper here to state that the Chickerings
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are not only manufacturers, but by their discoveries and improvements
of the piano they have contributed more to the perfection of that instrument than all other American manufacturers combined.
One of the Chickerings is the inventor and patentee of the iron frame
used in all the first-class pianos now made. For this invention he was
awarded a first-class medal at the World's Fair at London, in eighteen
hundred and fifty-three, and since that time some ninety medals from
State and National Fairs in all parts of the world. For this he was also
awarded a gold medal by the jury of the Universal Exposition at Paris,
in eighteen hundred and sixty-seven, to which the Emperor, as an evidence of his special and personal approval, added the high distinction of
the Legion of Honor. Mr. Chickering is also the inventor of the circular scale now so generally used, and which has contributed so much
to the perfection of the piano; besides, many other less prominent
improvements have been made by him.
The faculty of- music is the most noble of the human soul. This
faculty, well cultivated, brings into exercise the most exalting and most
divine-like attributes of an individual, and renders him more happy
and contented, and better fits him to discharge the many social and
domestic duties he owes to those that by chance or choice he may be
surrounded with. As with an individual so with mankind generally and
with communities and nations. Hence the wisest statesmen and most
enlightened educators recommend that in the education of youth, music
be by no means omitted, and in all the most approved systems of modern
education, music, both vocal and instrumental, is as regularly taught as
the art of reading and writing, and this fact is telling in the higher
moral standing of the nations who have adopted this custom.
No man or association of men has done more towards the musical
education of the people of the United States in the last fifty years than
have the brothers Chickering. With greater reason we may apply the
same remark to the youth and people of our own State, California.
The factory for the manufacture of the Chickering^ pianos is the
oldest, as it is the most successful, in America, having been established
in eighteen hundred and twenty-three, and has been steadily increasing
in capacity and in the number of instruments manufactured since that
It now gives constant employment to over four hundred men,
time.

and thus furnishes the means of a good living to over two thousand perIt turns out now over three thousand instruments per annum, of
sons.
a value of over one million of dollars. Of this large number California
receives her full share, one hundred and fort}' having already been sent
This partiality of the people of
to this State during the present year.
California for the Chickering piano may well be considered as one of the
best evidences of their genuine merit, for no people are more capable of
a correct and discriminating judgment in regard to such matters, and
none more distinguished for a universal disposition to own none but the
best.

Having full faith in the superior merit of my exhibition, and full confidence in the integrity and good judgment of the committee, I submit
the above statement and my claims to the gold medal for the fourth
department.
L. K.

Agent

HAMMEK,

for Chickering

& Sons.
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ARCTIC SALVE.
Statement of Nicholas Lumsden.
To

the Committee on Chemicals

:

I claim a gold medal for my great Arctic Salve, because
a California discovery, and patented. It is a sovereign remedy, and
has never yet failed to cure when the directions were followed. Here in
Sacramento it has been tested by men and women. Leading papers of
Europe and America acknowledge it. Doctors, as great as the world has

Gentlemen:

it is

seen,

recommend

it,

and say

it is

Please consider the merits of

what

my

wanted.

is

salve,

and

I will abide

by your

deci-

sion.

Yours

truly,

NICHOLAS LUMSDEN,

Proprietor.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
Statement op John
To

the

F. Cooper.

Honorable Committee on Gold Medals

.

,

:

Gentlemen: As the gold medal is offered for the most meritorious
display in the fourth department, I would petition for it on my fine display of musical instruments, consisting of §even, all constructed on new
and improved principles, of fine tone and especially adapted for our
California climate, on the point of durability and compactness.
The Committee on Special Premiums have seen proper to award me a
diploma for the most meritorious exhibit and a silver medal for the
Mathusheh Colibri, for great power and sweetness of tone, in a small
compass. A special premium was awarded for the Derrick & Felgemaker organ, and special for the Reddington cabinet pipe organ, and
special for silver flute; besides, the committee made special mention for
meritorious exhibit.
Hoping your committee may look upon this application for the gold
medal with favor,
I remain, yours

JOHN

very respectfully,

F.

COOPER.

BILLIARD TABLES.
Statement

of.

Jacob Strahle &

Co., op

San Francisco.

In addition to the premiums awarded to us, which are certainly by
themselves a very flattering reward, we would most respectfully suggest
that an acknowledgement of our claim to the gold medal of our department w ould be a justice. We claim that no other industry in our line
employs more hands, and benefits the country more than wo do; all the
material used is of California growth or production; woods, iron, varT
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Such establishments are few, as
nishes, etc., aro all of our State.
the capital invested in the various branches of our business is over one

hundred thousand dollars.
These houses are a credit to our State, and as such ought to be encouraged by the eminent men who are at the head of the State AgriculThe samples
tural Society, and who desire the prosperity of our State.
exhibited by us at the last State Fair, comprised: one new style Grecian
curved billiard table with four legs, made of California woods, the carving alone cost four hundred dollars, the design of said table being of our
own invention, and the first of the kind ever made; a new style cue
rack, of Corinthian style, richly carved, combining cue rack, pool
board, and marker the whole of California laurel, and birdseye redwood; one set chamber furniture, of California birdseye redwood and
laurel; one center table, inlaid with all kinds of California woods; ladies'
work boxes, and a richly inlaid floor to match the billiard table.
We would then solicit a fair consideration for our claim from the commitee of awards, and would be greatly honored b}' receiving the fourth
department gold medal, for the best California made billiard table with
the Delaney's patent wire cushion attached (a California invention.)
Hoping you will favor our claim, we shall rest certain that justice will
be done to whom justice is due.

—

"We remain your most obecie.it servants,

JACOB STEAHLE &

CO.

WOODENWAEE.
Statement or Niciiols, Falvey &
To

the

Co., op

Sacramento.

Gold Medal Committee:

Gentlemen:
department

We

submit our claims for the gold medal

in the fourth

pails, tubs, etc., to your con'are entitled to it for the following reasons:

for, our display of

woodenware,

sideration, and think we
That our productions are entirely of home manufacture; that it requires
a large outlay of capital to produce them; and that by their production
herelt prevents the importation of these goods and serves to keep in the
country much money that otherwise would be sent out of it. The business here is still in its infancy, although nearly double what it was for

the previous year, with a prospect of a far greater increase for the year
to come.
The quantity of these goods used annually on this coast is estimated at from three to four hundred thousand dollars, and from one
third to one half of which is still imported from the Eastern States, that
manubeing less by far than for the years previous to our starting the
facture here, and the prospect is good for entirely stopping the importation in a short time.
Hoping that your committee may think favorable of our claims, we

remain, gentlemen,

Yours very

truly,

NICHOLS, FALYEY k CO.

State Agricultural Society.
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POTTEBY AND STONEWABE.
Statement op N. Clark &

Co., of

Sacramento.

Sacramento, October

To

the Committee on

28, 1871.

Gold Medals:

Being exhibitors in the late State Fair, we herewith present our claims
to the gold medal to be awarded in the fourth department.
By reference to our entry you will see our exhibit consisted of pottery of various
kinds stoneware, firebrick, flooring tile, sewer pipe, and drain tile.
But few are aware of the difficulties that potteries have had to labor
under on this coast, as wages and material have been high, and our
losses in not being acquainted with the nature of our clays have been
much greater than in countries where potteries have been long estabIn old established potteries the present workmen have the
lished.
benefit and knowledge of perhaps several generations.
Not so wdth us.
must be tried in the furnace; and you will readily understand the
nature of the furnace when we state to you that we have had fourteen
Having large experience in different
potteries to fail in this State.
States and on different clays we did not for a moment believe the difficulties would be so great or lasting.
Eight years ago we purchased our
present works; we expected to lose fifteen per cent in burning, which is
five per cent above the rate of old established potteries; this would leave
us a margin for profit at the prices of goods. After four years of toil we
find ourselves several thousand dollars worse off than when we began;
instead of fifteen per cent we have been losing forty to sixty per cent,
with a poor quality of goods. Our friends tried to induce us to abandon
the business, as they had failed in the same undertaking; they offered
us funds to engage in other business, but not to invest in pottery.
Having no stockholders to tax we concluded to tax brains and muscle
a little further, and never was the saying more true than " perseverance
are now manufacturing at as small loss, or perbrings its reward."
haps smaller, than any other factory of the kind in the United States,
while the quality of our goods, in the line of stoneware and sewer pipe,
is equal to the best.
Our experiments in firebrick warrant us in saying that we have the
material, when properly combined, to make firebrick equal to any

—

We

We

imported.

We

have the past season been experimenting with underground irrigaby means of earthen pipe laid under the ground, which promises to
be of vast benefit to our State, -while it can be used to advantage in any
soil.
It seems peculiarly adapted to adobe or clay soils that derive but
little benefit from top irrigation on account of the surface baking.
The manufacture of terra cotta seems to offer inducements to capiI believe that one hundred thousand dollars could be
talists.
profitably
employed in its manufacture on this coast. Our climate is well adapted
to its varied uses; our wet and dry seasons operate against wood for
architectural decorations, while iron is too heavy and costly. Experiments could be made at small cost; we have plenty of room and our
furnaces would answer for experiments.
We tender the use of them
without cost to parties that wish to experiment in this line.
tion

37
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We

give employment to seven hands directly, and indirectly to as
The
more, in chopping wood and digging and hauling clay.
present season we will consume two hundred tons of stone clay, two
hundred tons of earthen clay, and four hundred cords of wood.
We feel that we are entitled to special consideration at your hands for
the following reasons:
Perseverance under difficulties;
First
Second We have succeeded where others failed;
Third We were the first to improve the quality of stoneware;
Fourth By establishing a house at San Francisco we have been able
to stop the importation of this line of goods;
Fifth We have been the first to make firebrick that would compare
with the imported;
Sixth
We have been the first to introduce stone sewer pipe on the

many

—
—
—
—
—
—
coast;
Seventh — We have been the

first to introduce drain tile and use it as a
means of underground irrigation. We claim by its use that it will not
require more than one third the water that will be required on the

By it we
surface; that adobe or clay soils will not bake from its use.
can apply our fertilizers in a liquid state, thereby preventing foul seed

from getting in the land.
It will increase the warmth in the soil,
The same pipe
thereby bringing our vegetables earlier into market.
can also be used as a means of drainage in wet seasons. Its use will also
in a great measure neutralize our alkaline soils, as during the rainy
season the alkali is brought to the surface by moisture, the pipes draining the surplus water would readily carry off the alkali that is held in
solution.

In conclusion, we would say we have had a hard struggle to 'establish
ourselves in business.
The prejudice of the people has been on one
But, happily, we have overcome
side, and the importers on the other.
the difficulties, and while we have got on the bright side of business,
we would be pleased, if you think our efforts are deserving, to have the
bright side of one of the gold medals to look on to remind us that our
efforts

have been appreciated.

All of which

is

respectfully submitted.

N.

CLAEK

& CO.

\

CABINET WAKE.
Statement op John Breuner, of Sacramento.
the Committee to award the gold medals offered by the State Agricultural
Society for eighteen hundred and seventy -one:

To

Gentlemen: Having been an exhibitor at the late State Fair, and bemy exhibition to be worthy of the award of the gold medal in
the fourth department, I submit for your consideration the following
statement of facts: I have for seven years been a dealer in and manufacturer of furniture and cabinetware in this State, and for a number of
lieving

years an exhibitor of such furniture at the State Fairs.
This year my exhibition consisted of the following articles of imported
goods:

One rosewood
One rosewood

inlaid bedstead.
inlaid bureau.

State Agricultural Society.

One
One
One
One
One
One
One
One

Two
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rosewood inlaid washstand.
rosewood inlaid somino.
walnut chill head bedstead.
walnut dupease bureau.
walnut somino.
walnut bedstead represt wardrobe.
rosewood cylinder bookcase.
extension sick chair.

steamer chairs.

One walnut extension table.
One walnut sideboard.
One walnut sofa, silk cover.
One walnut easy chair.
Four walnut parlor chairs.
One rosewood marble top center table.
One woven wire spring mattress.
One looking glass.
Of goods manufactured by myself, I exhibited:
One walnut chill head bedstead.
One walnut chill head bureau.
One w alnut chill head washstand.
One walnut chill head somino.
One wardrobe heavy glass door.
Two embroidered work fancy chairs.
One sick entry chair.
One lady's secretary.
One double office desk, revolving shelves.
One walnut office chair, leather cover.
One walnut hat rack.
One walnut sofa, cover blue and white.
r

Two

walnut easy chairs.

Four parlor chairs, walnut.
One walnut gilt high D. chair.
Two rosewood finish easy chairs.
Four rosewood finish parlor chairs.

One clipper lounge.
The cash value of the

entire exhibition was over six thousand dollars,
and the regular awarding committee awarded me nine first class premiums more in number and more in cash value than was awarded to
any other exhibitor in the same department. This fact of itself, it seems
to me, should have a significance in the investigation of this committee,
especially as the premiums were mostly awarded for articles of home

—

manufacture.
While the average amount of business done by me per annum is about
made in my own
fifty thousand dollars, the amount or value of articles
shop is about seven thousand dollars. I give regular employment to
nine mechanics, from three dollars and fifty cents to four dollars per
day. I have commenced this manufacturing business, not because I can
with my present facilities make more money from the capital invested
than I could from the same amount of capital continued in the importation of goods, but for the purpose of building up in time a business that
shall keep at home some of the vast sums annually sent out of the
State for imported goods.
It is estimated that the furniture annually imported into California
from the Eastern States and other countries cannot be less in value than
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two

million five hundred thousand dollars, while there may he five hundred thousand dollars worth manufactured here. This great drain on
our circulating medium to keep up the industries of other countries
should and can be checked, if men of capital will study the interests of

the laboring class among us, and devise ways and means for giving them
constant and remunerative emploj'ment. From the experience I have
had in my small way of manufacturing furniture, I am of the opinion
that a large establishment with capital to operate with, so as to take
advantage of circumstances, located in Sacramento, could be made to
pay a handsome profit on all the money invested.
The freight on furniture is greater in proportion to the value of the
goods than on most any other class of goods imported, on account of
their great bulk.
Again, the average breakage and damage to fine furniture by being
handled is very great; while all furniture comes in a more or less
damaged state, and has to be overhauled and repaired at considerable
extra expense before it can be sold. The change of climate has also a
very damaging effect on furniture. For instance, furniture put up in a
damp climate, like that of New York or Boston, will last a long time if
used in the same climate; but if transported into a dry climate, like that
of Sacramento or most parts of our State, it falls to pieces in a very few
years.
The annual loss to the people of California on furniture from this
cause alone is thousands of dollars, all of which might be saved if this
furniture could be manufactured in the State, in the vicinity and climate
in which it is used.
Had I the capital to invest, I would manufacture
all the furniture I sell; but being unable to do this, I claim no less merit
should be awarded me, because I have demonstrated that it can be done,
and I am endeavoring to induce capitalists to put their money into a
joint stock company against my knowledge and skill in the business.
With these remarks I leave the matter in the hands of the committee.

JOHN BEEUNEE.
CANDLES.
Statement of Winter, Maurer &
To

Co., of

San Francisco.

Gold Medal Committee:

the

Gentlemen: We desire to call your attention to the importance and
extent to which the branch of domestic manufactories which we represent affects the trade and industrial manufacture of California:
First
The importation of candles in boxes, as per official records,
amounts to three hundred thousand boxes, valued at over one million

—

dollars.

—

Second Tallow, heretofore exported, did not realize to shippers over
six to seven cents per pound net, while now, since our factory commenced operations, it is sold here at a ready market at ten cents per

pound.
Third

—

To furnish our factory with tallow requires not less than the
fat of thirty thousand head of cattle annually; the price obtained for
tallow oilers a great inducement to farmers and stock raisers to increase

State Agricultural Society.
their stock
of a State.
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and herds, which always tends toward the general prosperity

—

Fourth The importation of candles and exportation of tallow employs
but few persons, while the manufacture of candles and such other
articles immediately connected with this branch of business employs a
large number of hands, "exclusively white labor," whose wants create
a market for all the requirements of life, and help develop kindred
manufactories, such as box makers, coopers, plumbers, and gives also
employment lo foundries in its various branches who supply all kind of
machinery, tools, etc.
Fifth—The amount of capital employed in business at present is one
hundred and twenty-five thousand dollars, the profits on which are
used in this State instead of being distributed in other States and cities."

— We

are now engaged in building and have nearly finished
building a soap factory of the largest dimensions, having not its equal
on this coast. The Union Iron Works, H. I. Booth & Co., build for this
establishment two kettles, holding eighty thousand pounds of soap each.
When worked, which will be in a fortnight from now, we shall employ
Sixth

many more hands as we do at present; besides, it will add greatly to
other advantages heretofore pointed out.
Seventh In about one month from now at the utmost we shall be in
full working capacity, and propose to manufacture not less than about
one half million of dollars worth of candles and soap annually, the capital
of which will remain in this State and help towards furthering prosperity.
Gentlemen, we do not propose to point out any further the advantages this State will derive from any and all well conducted manufactories; they are, to such an intelligent body of men as you, sufficiently
known, and in saying anything more we would be simply intruding upon
your valuable time.
We beg to submit all these facts to your kind consideration, and
remain with all due respect,
as

—

Your most

Copartners
Lavenson.

— M.

MAURER

& CO.,
WINTER,
Proprietors of the Mission Candle Works.

obedient,

Morgenstan, Henry

San Francisco, September

S.

Winter, Fred. Maurer, Isador

30th, 1871.

FIFTH DEPARTMENT.
GRAPE AND WINE CULTURE.
Statement op B. N. Bugbey, of Folsom.
To

the Committee on

Gold Medals for eighteen hundred and seventy-one:

Gentlemen: Having been an exhibitor

in

the

fifth

department of the
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and believing myself justly entitled to the gold medal
for the most meritorious exhibition in that department, I accept your
invitation to place before you in writing the grounds upon which I base
late State Fair,

In this department were exhibited the following agriculbelief.
tural products:
The products of silk culture cocoons, raw and reeled silks,
First
that

—
—
Second — The various kinds of grains and their products,
barley, oats, corn,
Third — The products of the dairy, as butter, cheese,
Fourth — All kinds of vegetables and roots.
—
Fifth Flowers and
displays.
Sixth — The products of the vineyard — wine, brandies,
eggs, etc.

as wheat,

etc.

etc.

all floral

'

etc.

question to be decided is, as to which of these
several divisions or classes is entitled to the greatest merit, or in other
words, which is working the greatest benefit to the State by developing
her peculiar resources and material advantages. What are the peculiar
resources and natural material advantages of California, considered with
reference particularly to the production of the articles above enumerated?
That California is a great grain raising State there is no longer any
question. Her plains, her swamp lands, and even her foothills, high up
among the mountains, have all been proven by experience to be among
the best grain producing sections of the world, when property and skillBut that same experience has also demonstrated the
fully cultivated.
fact that constant and exclusive cultivation of grain impoverishes the
soil and must eventually work a great injury to the State.
Again,
nearly all the other States and Territories of the Union are well adapted
to grain raising,, and we cannot therefore look to them for a market for
our surplus products of grains, nor are we any way sure of a continuous
I

suppose that the

first

foreign market at remunerative prices.
As to vegetables and flowers, while we can excell in the production
of these also, by their very nature we canuot to any extent become
exporters, and by their production cannot expect therefore to make
money as a State, or do more than to save it to the extent of the value
of the home consumption.
The same mayr be said of the productions of the dairy. With this
exception, however, that while we have a country well adapted to this
industry, we are still, to our shame, importers of its products to a very
great extent. This industry should be encouraged and fostered in every
way possible, but not with any view to make our State to any extent an
exporter of its products, for the same sources which now supply our

wants, over and above our own production, will undoubtedty continue to
supply themselves.
As to silk and wine, our State has undoubtedly not only peculiar, but
as relates to any other State or Territory within the Union, almost
exclusive advantages. We have a climate and soil well adapted to the
prosecution of both of these valuable industries, and in their productions,
as before intimated, we have not only no rivals within the Union, but.
the people of all the other States are consumers, and will be glad to
become our best customers. Not only this, but we may reasonably
entertain the belief that the markets of the world cannot be over supplied with either of these products, hence we may anticipate great
benefits

from their successful cultivation here.
silk and wine does not exhaust, but rather

Again, the production of
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fosters the fertility of the soil, and the longer any particular piece of
is devoted to their production the better are the realized results.
Then, too, the vine and the mulberry tree flourish and do best in the loothills, on land which is the least value for most other agricultural products, and which would be of very expensive cultivation for such products.
Hence, the successful development of these new industries in
our State will bring into use and make valuable millions of acres of a
class of land that can in no other way be rendered of but little value.
To the exhibitors of these particular classes in this department then the
meed of merit will doubtless be awarded, and while I would concede
great merits to the pioneers and exhibitors in the silk industry, yet I
think it will be admitted that sufficient has not been accomplished in
silk culture to entitle the industry to rank before that of the cultivation

land

of the vine and the manufacture of its products.
The benefits to the State from silk culture are mostly in anticipation,
while those from vine culture and wine manufacture are in a fair state
of realization. This advanced stage of the latter has been brought about
by the foresight, enterprise, and perseverance of a few individuals.
The whole enterprise from the beginning was a doubtful experiment.
First, it had to be proved that the grapes could be grown and the wine
made. Second, a long established and deep seated taste for foreign wines
had to be changed, and a taste for home made wines cultivated and estabThis
lished before a market could be found for the home production.
taste for foreign wines was backed by a strong prejudice in their favor,
and this prejudice had also to be removed. This has been a work of no
small magnitude, and none but those personally and directly interested
in it can realize the difficulties and discouragements the pioneers in the
That they have boldly met
business have had to meet and overcome.
and overcome most of the obstacles to success, I have no doubt the
committee will conceed, entitles the industry they have established to the
highest position of merit in the department. If this position be granted
then I ask the committee briefly to review the part your humble servant
has acted in the accomplishment of this work.
In eighteen hundred and sixty-one, I purchased a piece of land in Salmon Falls Township, El Dorado County, upon which were then planted
" Natoma Vineeight acres of vines. I gave to this place the name of
and
all
and
since
that
time
best
the
my
energies
capital I could
yard,"
command have been devoted to the industry. I have now one hundred
and fifty-seven acres in vines, and for a number of years past I have
made from, grapes grown by myself, on my own land, on an average of
from fifty thousand to sixty thousand gallons of wine per annum. Last

product was sixty-six thousand gallons. During this entire
have been constantly and carefully carrying on experiments, the
object of which has been to determine: first, the varieties of grapes best
adapted for making superior wines of the different kinds in California,
and second, the best mode of treating those wines in this climate to
secure the best results from any given variety.
For the double purpose of assisting my own judgment as to the success with which these experiments "were being attended, and to establish
a reputation and market for California wines in general, and my own in
particular, I have taken a great deal of pains and spent a great deal of
money in placing them on exhibition and competition with the wines of
other producers at our own Mechanics' and State Fairs, and also
exhibited them at the Universal Exhibition at Paris in eighteen hundred
and sixty-seven.

year
time

my

I
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As an evidence of the high approval with which my wines have uniformly met since eighteen hundred and sixty-three, I beg to refer the
committee to the following certificate of the Secretary of that society:
Kooms California State Board of Agriculture,
Sacramento, December 31st, 1870.

")

}

I hereby certify that the following premiums have been awarded by
the California State Agricultural Society to B. N. Bugbey, Esq., of Folsom, Sacramento County, State of California:

Date.

Premium.

Article.

September,
September,
September,
September,
September,
September,
September,
September,
September,
September,
September,
September,
September,
September,

1863.
1863,
1865,
1866,
1866,
1866,
1866.
1866.
1866.
1866.
1867.
1867.
1867.
1867.

Septem ber,
Septem ber,
Septem ber,
Septem ber,
Septem ber,
Septem ber,
Septem ber,

1867.
1867.
1867,
1868,
1868,
1868.
1868.

September,
September,
September,
September,
September,
September,
September,
September,
September,
September,
September,

1868,
1868,
1868,
1868.
1868.
1870.
1870.
1870,
1870,
1870,
1870,

Best red wine, two years old and over
Second best red wine, one year old and over

First.

»
Second.
Best one variety of grapes
First.
Best wine, one year old, from foreign grapes
First.
Best white wine, one year old.....
Special.
Best red wine, one year old
Special.
Best exhibit of wines from foreign grapes
First.
Best exhibit of wines from native grapes
First.
Best brand}', one year old
First.
Best twenty-four pounds of raisins
First.
Best claret wine from foreign grapes
First.
Best exhibit of wines from foreign grapes
First.
Best grape brandy, two years old
First.
Best wines from Calalyac, Johannisberg, Keisling, and
Orleans grapes
Special.
Best one variety Tokay grapes
First.
Best twenty-four pounds of raisins
First.
Best exhibition in the Fifth Department
i..Gold medal.
Best exhibition of foreign grapes
First.
Best one variety grapes for dessert or table use
First.
Best twenty-four pounds of raisins
First.
Superior wine, three years old, from Italian and BurFirst.
gundy grapes
"Wines from Malaga and Muscat grapes
First.
Wines from Black Malaga grapes
First.
Best exhibit of wines from foreign grapes
First.
Best brandy, two years old
First.
Best exhibition in Fourth Department
.Gold medal.
Best still white wine, one year old
First.
Musca telle wine
.Sp. diploma.
Black Prince wine
.Sp. diploma.
Best sparkling wine, two years old
Fust.
Best exhibition of wines from foreign grapes.
First.
Best exhibition in Fifth Department
.Gold medal.
j

i

:

I

EOBEBT BECK,
Secretary.

This year I was awarded by the State Society:

For best sparkling wine
For best exhibition of wine
For best and greatest variety of wine grapes

First premium.
First premium.
First premium.

It is proper here to say, that by a very unfortunate mistake in the
entry of my wines this year, the age of the different kinds was not
marked on the bottles, and as a consequence they were excluded from
competition with the wines of the same age and kinds exhibited by
other parties.
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Some members of your committee having served on the Wine Committee will be able to explain more fully the cause and effect of this
mistake. Suffice it to say it was no fault of mine, and I would not have
had it occurred for one thousand dollars. In all my exhibitions at the
Mechanics' Institute my wines have been equally well and highly
appreciated, having been awarded a number of premiums over all other
competitors, and this year the gold medal in the class in which they
were exhibited. They also received high commendation from the jury
of the Universal Exhibition of Paris. In addition to having secured a
large trade in our own State, I have agencies for the sale of my wines,
champagnes, and brandies in Chicago, Buffalo, Albany (New York),

New York City, Philadelphia, Washington (District Columbia), Hartford (Connecticut), Worcester, Springfield, and Boston (Massachusetts),
Manchester (New Hampshire), Little Pock (Arkansas), St. Louis (Misat Folsom the
souri), Council Bluffs; and previous to the disastrous fire
past season, which destroyed a large portion of my stock, I was sending
forward to all of these agencies large quantities to supply a rapidly
increasing demand. As will be seen by reference to my exhibition this
year I also manufacture wine brandy, in order more fully to economize
the product of my vineyard.
BRANDY.
I commenced the manufacture of brandy in eighteen hundred and
sixty-three, and have since that time averaged about four thousand gallons per annum.
product for eighteen hundred and seventy-

My

In eighteen hundred and sixty-eight
my
improved still for the manufacture of
Johnston. Having satisfied myself that it
brandy, patented by
was a good improvement, I built and set to work the first working still
ever made under the patent. The venture proved a good to myself, and
the introduction and general use of this still cannot fail to be of immense
Whatever that benefit may
benefit to the vine interest and to the State.
be, it gives me no small degree of satisfaction that through my patronage
as a vine growT er it was first introduced and proved of value.
By the use
of this still the operator can by one operation clear the brandy of the
The same
fusil oil and acetic ether and retain all the natural aroma.
quantity of grapes or other fruits will make twenty per cent more spirits
than by the old process, with twenty-five per cent less expense.

one was eight thousand gallons.
attention

was

called to an

CHAMPAGNE.
of champagne in eighteen hundred and
year's experiments in this business my losses
next year's operations
were not less than twelve thousand dollars.
were more successful, and though the exj)erience was dearly bought I
am now able to produce a good article of champagne with the same certainty that I can produce from a good article of a good variety of grapes
a good article of still wine. My average product of champagne since
eighteen hundred and sixty-eight has been about four thousand eight
hundred cases or dozens per annum. This class of wine being so much
more expensive than still wines, it will be seen that their manufacture
and sale at home or shipment abroad brings a proportional greater benefit to the State and its industries than the manufacture of still wines.
I

commenced the manufacture

sixty-eight.

By my

first

My

38
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In this class of wines I have no competition among the exhibitors and
claimants of the gold medal, and this fact alone, I submit, should be
sufficient to decide the question of merit and the medal.
RAISINS.

samples of raisins produced by me. Very soon after
the cultivation of a vineyard I determined to learn by
personal experience whether a good article of raisins could not be made
in California.
My experiments were crowned with perfect success. I
succeeded in proving that California is capable of not only supplying
the one hundred and eighty thousand dollars worth of raisins annually
imj)orted, but if her people were disposed to engage in the business with
energy and spirit, they could soon supply the entire demand for the whole
United States. The annual importation of the "United States is valued
The success of my
at about one million two hundred thousand dollars.
efforts proves conclusively that we have a soil and climate in the western
slope of the Sierra Nevada Mountains most eminently adapted to the
successful and profitable prosecution of this industry. All we want to
secure this entire trade and this large amount of mone}r annually is a
proper degree of enterprise, perseverance, and cheap and reliable labor.
If there is any merit in having been the pioneer* in an industry promising such vast resulting advantages to our State, then I om\ entitled to that
I have
merit, and I have no doubt the committee will award it to me.
made and marketed some ten thousand boxes of raisins in this State,
receiving for them the highest market j^rice. The only reason why I
have not made this a principal branch of my business is, that my wine,
champagne, and brandy manufactures, and the cultivation and extension
of my vineyard, have taken all my time. Were I relieved from the care
of these departments, I should engage immediately in the cultivation
and manufacture of raisins.
The following is a list of the articles exhibited by me at the State
Fair of eighteen hundred and seventy-one:
I also exhibited

engaging

in

One dozen bottles of Muscatel wine, vintage of 18G9;
One dozen bottles of White Frontingnac wine, vintage of 1869;
One dozen bottles of Gray Eeisling wine, vintage of 1869;
One dozen bottles of Black Prince wine, vintage of 1869;
One dozen bottles of Alaconte wine, vintage of 1869;
One dozen bottles of Traurina wine, vintage of 1869;
One dozen bottles of White Eeisling wine, vintage of 1869;
One dozen bottles of Johannisberg wine, vintage of 1869;
One dozen bottles of White Malaga wine, vintage of 1869;
One dozen bottles of Verdelho wine, vintage of 1869;
One dozen bottles of White Nice wine, vintage of 1869;
One dozen bottles of Pedro Exomenus wine, vintage of 1869;
One dozen bottles of Orleans wine, vintage of 1869;
One dozen bottles of White St. Peter's wine, vintage of 1869;
One dozen bottles of Royal Muscatine wine, vintage of 1869;
One dozen bottles of Charabertin wine, vintage of 1869;
One dozen bottles of Zinfindel wine, vintage of 1869;
One dozen bottles of Port wine, vintage of 1869;
One dozen bottles of Sparkling Muscatel wine, vintage of 1869;
One dozen bottles of Champagne wine, vintage of 1869;
One dozen bottles of brandy, vintage of 1868;
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One
One
One
One
One
One
One
One

dozen
dozen
dozen
dozen
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dozen
dozen

bottles
bottles
bottles
bottles
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bottles
bottles
bottles
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brandy, vintage of 1869;
Alaeante wine, vintage of 18G8;
Reisling wine, vintage of 1868;
Camberton wine, vintage of 1868;
Muscatel brandy, vintage of 1868;
Muscatel brandy, vintage of 1869;
Catalyn wine, vintage of 1867;
Alaeante wine, vintage of 1868.
GRAPES.

Pedro Zomenes, Malaga Muscatella, Pineaux, Black Hamburg, IsaChasselas de Fouslambleu, Blue Malvasia, Plaining Tokay, Catawba, Fih Zagos, Orleans, Johannesberg Reisling, Crizzly Frontigon,
Black Zinfindel, Eed Traurina, Pride of Paris, Cerian, White Palestine,
White Muscat of Alexandria, Queen of Nice, Alicante.
bella,

RAISINS.

Twenty-five pounds of raisins.
All of which

me

to

respectfully submit, trusting your committee will
to the most meritorious exhibition, whether that falls
I

award the medal
or not.

Yours,

B.

etc.,

K BUGBEY.

WINE CULTURE.
Statement of
To

the Committee on

Gentlemen:

J.

R. Nickeson, of Lincoln.

Gold Medals:

Having been an exhibitor

in

late Fair of the State Agricultural Society, I

the

am

department, at the
an applicant for the

fifth

also*

gold medal in that department. My exhibition embraced fifty-three separate and distinct samples of wine, and seven samples of brandy. Having
a large vineyard, embracing over two hundred and fifty varieties of
grapes, I have for several years back turned my attention to the manufacture of wine. My success in this direction has been such as to
warrant the outlay of large sums of money in the way of wine cellar
and other conveniences for carrying on the business on a large scale;
and I have, within the last two years, put up one of the best wine
The object of making so many
cellars, if not the very best, in the State.
varieties of wines is to test the qualities and value of different varieties
of grapes for wine purposes. The object of exhibiting was to obtain
the judgment of others upon these same questions, to assist me in my
future operations.
My exhibition this year was awarded five first premiums viz: For best white still wine, two years old, ten dollars; for
best red still wine, two years old, ten dollars; for best red still wine one
year old, ten dollars; for best claret wine, ten dollars; for best brandy,
one year old, ten dollars; making more first premiums than were received
by any other exhibitor of wines and brandies.
Respectfully,

J.

R.

NICKESOK
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WINE CULTUKE.
Statement of Orleans Hill Vinicultural Society.
To

the

Gold Medal Committee for eighteen hundred and seventy-one:

Gentlemen: In presenting the grounds upon which the gold medal in
the fifth department is claimed for the Orleans Hill Vinicultural Assoit will be necessary, to show to what degree of merit their
exhibition is entitled, to give a brief history of their experiments in
grape culture and wine manufacture, and something of the successful
results to which these experiments have led.
The father of the President of this association is a successful wine
manufacturer near Johannisberg, in Germany, and the son was born and
bred to the business.
Coming to California in an early day he soon
formed an opinion that the soil and climate of many portions of the
State were well adapted to grape growing and wine making, and early
resolved to test the correctness of that opinion by experiments of his
own conducting. In eighteen hundred and fifty-three he imported a
large number of grape slips of different wine varieties, direct from
Germany, and at once commenced their propagation and cultivation,
near Sutter's Fort, in Sacramento County. In eighteen hundred and
sixty he was awarded a diploma by the State Agricultural Society for
In the meantime, his
the best sample of wine from foreign grapes.
experiments giving very satisfactory results, he had been examining the
country for a favorable location for a vineyard, determined to pijt in
practice, on a large scale, what he had to his own satisfaction demonstrated in a small way. In eighteen hundred and fifty-eight he selected the
ground where the vineyards of the Orleans Hill Vinicultural Association
are now located. In eighteen hundred and fifty-nine he removed all his
vines to that place, planted them out, and commenced a vineyard in good
earnest. In eighteen hundred and sixty the Secretary of the association
located a piece of land adjoining that of the President, and also commenced a vineyard. Although not yet associated together for general
business purposes, experiments for mutual benefit of both were then
systematically commenced, to determine the best varieties of grapes to
cultivate for wine purposes.
Sixty different varieties were planted, cultivated, fruited, and experimented on, and as fast as one variety was
rejected the vines of that variety were grafted with the variety giving
This weeding out process has been continued
the greatest promise.

ciation,

wine purposes, the association, which was organized in eighteen
hundred and sixty-nine, are now cultivating but two varieties the
" Orleans " and the "
Beisling."
The object aimed at in all these experiments has been to produce
light and heavy table wines of uniform quality, equal or superior to the
best European brands, and the first point was to find the grapes best
adapted to the soil and climate of California for that purpose. There is
no merit in the production of a good wine by accident, merely because
the circumstances happen to be favorable, nor will such accidental production build up for California a good and lasting reputation as a wine
producing country. The man or association who, by a long series of
experiments, learns the variety of grapes best for a superior and perfectly reliable and uniform quality of wine, contributes more to the
permanent success of the wine industry in the State even though he

until, for

—

—
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—than does a hundred or a thousand

men who cultivate their hundreds of varieties
make their hundreds of thousands of gallons of

of grapes and annually

wine, one half of which
will have finally to be sold for vinegar, and the other range all the way
from poor to good, according to its accidental favorable or unfavorable treatment.
While experimenting upon the kinds of grapes as
above intimated, we have at the same time been as carefully and eagerly
carrying on experiments in the manufacture of the wine, until we are
now prepared to produce a good article of wine of the variety desired,
providing we have good grapes, with the same certainty and uniformity
as the miller produces good flour from good wheat.
If all other wine growers and wine makers had been equally careful,
the reputation of California wines would have been very different from
what they now are, and with one half the annual product the value of
that product would have been at least doubled. The Orleans grape
being a good thrifty grower and prolific bearer and late to mature, we
plant this variety on the sunny exposures of the hills, and the lieisling
being the reverse of these in their habits, they are planted on the north
The association own now eight hundred and
slopes of the same hills.
fifty acres of land, situated in the foothills of the Coast Range of mountains, in Yolo County, of a soil of as favorable a chalky formation as that
upon which are located the celebrated vineyards of Johannisberg. On a
portion of this land they have ninety thousand vines of the two varieties
above named, and are annually adding more. In the year eighteen hundred and sixty-nine the association produced twenty thousand gallons
of wine, in eighteen hundred and seventy, eighty thousand gallons were
made, and the present year they will make an equal quantity. They
have never experienced any trouble to find a ready and remunerative
market for all the wines produced, nor would they if the product were
increased ten or a hundred fold. They have adopted and unifoimily
practice the plan of closed fermentation, and rind it much better for our
California climate. As a satisfactory test of their wines, the association
have imported pure German wines, made by the father of the President
of the association from the same varieties of grapes, and submitted
them, with those of their own make, to disinterested good judges. The
reports of these judges have uniformly been most favorable to the California product.
These wines have also been exhibited for competition at the Fairs of
the Mechanics' Institute and the State Agricultural Society in eighteen

hundred and seventy and eighteen hundred and seventy-one, and have
received at both places most encouraging commendation, securing a
greater number of first premiums compared to the number of kinds
If the committee
exhibited than the wines of any other exhibitor.
award the gold medal in the fifth department to the exhibitor who has
really contributed most by skillful experiment and successful results to
the advancement of the wine industry of the State, then we think the
Orleans Hill Vinieultural Association justly entitled to that award.
Eespectfully,

Carl Strobel, Secretary.

JACOB KNAUTH,

President.
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SILK CULTUKE.
Statement of Ed. Muller, of Nevada.
To

the

Gold Medal Committee:

fifth department was a represensilkworm eggs to the eggs again,
showing cocoons hatching and feeding in every stage of growth to full
Also showing the moths
size, and until they were spinning cocoons.
hatching from the cocoon, and laying the eggs again. In fact, I showed
all the conditions of a cocoonery in full operation.
My exhibition was

Gentlemen:

My

exhibition in the

tation of the silk business, from the

but a small edition of my own cocoonery, as it has been sbown in
Nevada during each Summer for years past. The experiments conducted by myself and others for a term of years have demonstrated
beyond a doubt that the foothills of the Sierra Nevadas are most
admirably adapted to the cultivation of the mulberry tree and the feeding of the silkworm to silk culture in all its parts. I regard it only
as a matter of time to see our hills and mountain sides covered with
mulberry plantations, and the silk industry prospering everywhere in
that portion of our State in all its glory, employing thousands of
people portions of the year in rearing the insect and other portions of
the year in reeling the silk and preparing the same for the factory.
There is no other industry in our State, in my humble opinion, that can
be made so beneficial to our people and the State at the same time as

—

But to bring it up to this beneficial position something
Our people are unacindividual exertion is necessary.
customed to the care and strict attention that the successful prosecution
of this industry requires. They are ignorant of the first rudiments of
its requirements, and not inclined to engage in new industries.
But the art of managing the business in all its stages is easily learned,
and if the industrial societies and the State Legislature will give it the
benefit of their fostering care it may in a few years be generally introduced. 1 would have no extravagant premiums given for the cultivation of trees, but I believe that a small premium offered by the State for
each one hundred pounds of cocoons of good quality, or for each twentyfive pounds of reeled silk, would be a most judicious expenditure of some
Such legislation would call attention to the inof the State's money.
dustry and show that it had the approval of the State. Silk culture and
wine culture flourish in the same counties and require the same conditions of soil and climate, and are both well adapted to the foothills.
Wine culture has already obtained a firm footing and is past the necesNot so with silk culture. It needs encouragement,
sity of State aid.
and will well repay that encouragement. I have done what I could
during the last ten years to give this industry my countenance and encouragement in the county in which I live, and through my exertions
this county
County of Nevada stands foremost as a silk growing
silk culture.

more than

—

—

the State. In Nevada we do not consider it necessary or
county
even advisable to put out large plantations of trees or build expensive
buildings for cocooneries in order to enter upon the business successfully or profitably.
A few trees set out around the place as shade or ornamental trees
will at the same time answer for furnishing the leaves for the worms.
No better or more beautiful trees than ihe white mulberry or moretti
in
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can be found for the purposes of shade or ornament. They have a luxuriant dark green foliage, are rapid growers, and can be trimmed or
trained to any desired shape or form.
They are among the cleanest
trees we have, bring no offensive insect to breed in them or feed on their
foliage, and shed no unpleasant green or oLher substances ahout the place
like many other trees used for shade.
Not only this, but they produce
a great abundance of most excellent fruit, much of it being nearly equal
to the blackberry for eating raw or for cooking purposes, and all being
a good food for chickens and pigs. Ripening as this fruit does about
the season of most varieties of cherries and early figs it will also be useful in keeping the wild cherry birds so well supplied with food in which
they delight that the cherries and figs will be safe from their ravages.
But those who plant the mulberry for shade will find its greatest
value to consist in its value for silk purposes. The day is not far distant when in this country, as in the countries in the south of Europe,

command in the market a regular
About every town there will be families who
price.
will make it a business to feed each year a small number of silkworms
from the leaves they may be able to purchase from their more fortunate

the leaves of the mulberry tree will

aud remunerative

neighbors.

SIXTH DEPARTMENT.
FRUIT.
Statement of
To

the Committee on

J.

R. Nickeson, of Lincoln.

Gold Medals for eighteen hundred and seventy-one:

Gentlemen: As you require a statement of my claims to the gold
medal in the department in which I exhibited, permit me to submit the
following:
I exhibited in the sixth department as follows:
One hundred and twelve varieties of apples;
One hundred and forty varieties of grapes;
Forty-five varieties of pears;
Seven varieties of peaches;
Eight varieties of tigs;
One variety of pomegranates, one of prunes, one of English walnuts,
and one of almonds.
For the above exhibition the Committee on Fruit awarded the first premium for the " best general display of fruit, embi'acing the best and
greatest number of varieties," and for which 1 received the sum of one
hundred dollars. I could give the committee a full history of my experiments, successes, and losses since 1 embarked in the fruit business in this
State; but, as I did this in full last year, I do not deem it necessary now.
If the committee desire any more detailed statement, I most respectfully
refer them to my last year's statement, on file in the Secretary's office.
All of which is most respectfully submitted.
J. R. NICK.ESON.
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SEEDS.
Statement of D. L. Perkins, of Emmaton.
To

the Committee on

Gold Medals:

Gentlemen: The following claim for the gold medal for agricultural
products by me is most respectfully submitted for your consideration:
Agriculture is one of the most important employments in the world,
and in order to carry out its great importance it is necessary that in all
of its workings everything should be of the best, not only in its workings, but also in the materials to be used to carry it on well and be of
benefit to those engaged in it.
Thence, in going into field culture it is
of the greatest importance that everything of the seed kind should be
I have now been for the past fourteen
of the best quality.
years
engaged in the growing of seeds, for the purpose of giving to the public
the best and purest kinds for their good and benefit in the vegetable
department. What greater luxury can we have at our table than good
choice vegetables of all kinds? In order to have these, great care and
attention is required on the part of the grower to see that nothing but
the best is put into the market. In carrying on this branch of agriculture, st!i ly is required in order to carry out all of its branches successfully.

Let us go over the past, and see what I have done: To nearly every
country I have sent choice collections of California seeds. At the Paris
Exposition my collection took the prize of the silver medal, although
This fact alone shows that my collecI had eighty-four competitors.
tion was appreciated by those who acted the part of Judges. And now
comes Japan to this State. She has sent her young men to learn how
we farm, and learn and judge of the difference of the two countries.
Already I have shipped to their Government a large case of California
grown seeds, as a present, and another installment of grain and seeds
will soon follow through a private party.
This is but the beginning of
This I chum to be of invaluable
a great and important business.
importance to this State and to the country at large. And it is by the
energy or' individuals that these things are brought about and good
I claim that it is the starting of an
results from them.
enterprise that
gives life and tone to any business, and though small at first, it will
gather such an impetus that no one can foresee its magnitude. Japan
not only wants our grains and seeds, but already they are buying choice
stock to send to their country, thus showing that they fully appreciate
what they see when they come to view our Golden State.
Look at my record for the past fourteen years at the different Fairs.
The result has been highly satisfactory, showing that what has been
exhibited by me has always carried off the premiums, showing that the
judges fully understood tfce difference between the fruits of different
It has been impossible for me to fill orders for seeds for
competitors.
the past two years. It was not owing to my want of knowledge, but to
the new plan to which I had selected to carry out the great business of
seed growing. Dealers write to me very early in the season for me to
fill their orders, so that if I should fail
they can send East for them.
The time was when they would not buy of me, but that prejudice has
worn oft', and they find that the seeds grown in California, by a competant and trustworthy grower, are better than the foreign seeds. Proba-
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bly there is no State in the Union so well adapted in its soils and climate
as California for the raising of seeds; they seem to hold their vitality
longer than anywhere else. I have sent a great many seeds to different
States, to parties sending for them, and in all cases they have always
given the best of satisfaction, producing larger and finer vegetables than
Thus we see how a business of this kind
their own of the same variety.
is acknowledged abroad; it is of great value to many of all ranks in
life that are benefited through this channel of business.
Unaided
It seems unnecessary for me to enlarge upon this subject.
and alone, I have done all that a private individual could do to show to
the world at large what California can do.
object in thus sending
abroad our productions was to further the cause of immigration and
agriculture, and to promote our future prosperity.
In view of what I have thus done, upon your kind judgment I rest
my claim.
All of which is most respectfully submitted to your consideration.

My

DANIEL

L.

PEEKINS.

SEVENTH DEPARTMENT.
WOEKS
Statement op
To

the Committee on

J.

C.

IN MAEBLE.

Devine & Brother, of Sacramento.

award of Gold Medals of the

State Agricultural Society:

Gentlemen: In our department, on the merits of executing the finest
and best pieces of sculpture in marble which were exhibited at the State
Fair of the present yeai', held in this city, and as regards the same we
submit:

—

That the exhibition of the same was attended by considerable
First
cost and labor to us, our object being to have the fine arts of our State,
as produced by hammer and chisel, fairly represented, and thus call for
honorable competition.
Second We claim the gold medal for our beautiful display of marble
work in mantelpieces, scrolls, and monuments representing the best
workmanship in that line of art ever exhibited at a State Fair in California and as soon as our competitors learned that we had such pieces
for exhibition, they concluded not to conrpete, so we were the only
marble workers who made a display at the State Fair of eighteen hundred and seventy-one.
Third In our department at the last State Fair, the two mantels were
of native Vermont white marble, as fine in "texture" and as susceptible
of as bright a polish or luster as any marble imported.
Fourth We have also to say for information, that there has been discovered in our neighboring State, Nevada,' an immense ledge of marble,
specimens of which having been worked and polished by us, prove as
all

—

—

—

—

—
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and as susceptible of as

brilliant an exterior as the famous Italian
lode is situated at Pyramia Lake, and the discoverer is
Mr. Beapheal, of Wadsworth.
would impress upon your minds, gentlemen, that in getting
Fifth
up one of the fine mantelpieces referred to, we went to very great
expense, our aim being to exhibit something alike creditable to our
glorious State and the Pacific coast. It is too costly an ornament to
find a ready customer, as its price, fifteen hundred dollars, would be but
fine

statuary.

The

— We

a

fair

remuneration for our

All of which, gentlemen,

skill

and labor.
to your judgment and discretion.

we submit

J.

C.

DEVICE & BEOTHEE.

PAINTINGS.
Statement op D. H. Woods, of Sacramento.
To

Gold Medal Committee:

the

Gentlemen: In answer to your request that I shall file a written statemy claim to the gold medal for works of art, there is but little
I hope the committee will not place a collecI can say with propriety.
tion of copies from chromos and engravings on a par with original
If they do, we may expect future exhibitions to be made up
paintings.
of copies only, it being much easier to remain in the studio and copy
the productions of eminent artists, than to travel and make studies from

ment of

nature.

Tours

D. H.

respectfully,

Sacramento, September

Mr.

I.

WOODS.

21st, 1871.

N. Hoag:

Dear

answer to your inquiry as to which of my pictures are
and which copies, I answer: That I have one cabinet portrait
of the father of Mr. D. H. Haskell, of this city, which I copied from an
ambrotype, the subject having died some years before. My portraits I
make as follows: I make a photograph, from which I make the drawThe horses, Lodi and
ing, and then I do all the painting from life.
Cheatham, were drawn and painted from life. My cow was also drawn
and painted from life. My landscapes I sketched from nature at the
places they represent. My fruit I selected at the orchard of Mr. C. C.
Eeed, of Washington, Yolo County, and made my drawing and painting
The sheep I have painted were first photodirectly from the fruit.
graphed by J. G. Brayton, Esquire, of Napa City. I will state that it
has become the universal custom of portrait painters to first secure a
photograph of their sitters. I know of no exceptions to this rule on
Sir: In

original

this coast.

Yery

respectfully yours,

D. H.

WOODS.

P. S. In each case where -I have not used the word "photograph,"
the picture was drawn and painted from nature. I enter one painted
D. H. AY.
photograph. I made the photograph myself.
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PAINTINGS.
Statement of Mrs. W. E. Brown, of Sacramento.
To

the Committee on

Gold Medals:

I desire to enter the pictures which I had on exhibition at the last
annual Fair, for competition for the gold medal of the society. I claim
the medal, first, on account of the number and variety of the pictures
exhibited by me, embracing landscapes from original sketches; heads,
in oil and water colors; foliage, in oil on porcelain; and fruit, in pastels;
second, on the ground of their superior excellence.

Very

MES. WM.

respectfully,

E.

BROWN,

Corner Third and

streets.

PAINTINGS.
Statement of Oscar Ivattschmidt, of San Francisco.
To

the Committee on

Gold Medals

:

Gentlemen: It does not seem to me to be exactly in accordance with
good taste for an artist to set forth the merits of his own art performances, especially in a contest for merit with the works of his brother
It would he much more agreeable to me to leave this matter of
artists.
comparative merit entirely to the good taste and judgment of those who
are especially designated to decide it, without comment. But as you
require statements from all contestants for the gold medal, I suppose I
will have to \&y aside my own feelings in the matter and comply with
the requirement.

would remark that as the contest in the fine arts departprincipally between two classes of work, viz: ordinary work
in marble, and paintings, I presume the committee will have no hesitation in determining which of these classes is entitled to be placed first in
the scale of excellence or degree of merit. Had the artist in marble
presented finely executed specimens, requiring the highest order of art
in his class, such as historical or allegorical representations or statuary,
and the painters had presented only such samples of their art as require
the lowest order of skill, such as copies of other paintings, or specimens
of portraits, then a different question would have been presented to the
committee from the one raised by the facts of this exhibition. This
question having been decided, as I am satisfied it will be, in favor of the
paintings, the second question arises as to which artist in this class
exhibited works requiring the highest order of art to represent or
design and paint. This question can be easily determined by reference
to the entry books of the Fair, or it was undoubtedly remarked by those
members of the committee who examined the exhibitions of the different artists in the gallery.
The exhibition made by myself embraced all the following subjects: hisFirst, then, I

ment

lies

and fruit, while, if I am not
mistaken, the exhibition of none of the other artists embraced more

torical, allegorical, landscape, portraiture,
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latter, placing animal painting with portraiture, where it
properly belongs.
Providing, then, that the execution of my pieces was only equal to
that of my competitors, my exhibition, embracing a broader field and
subjects of a higher order, must certainly be entitled to the greatest
degree of merit; and 1 may be permitted, with propriety, here to state
that the regular Committee on. Fine Arts seem to have come to this conclusion, as they awarded me the premium of fifty dollars offered by the
society for the best exhibition of paintings. It is also proper here to
refer to the fact that in addition to oil paintings in all the above classes
my exhibition embraced drawings in India ink and pictures in water
colors, thus showing work in three distinct branches of art, while none
of -the other artists showed in more than one of these.
Now, as to execution, I will not speak either of the execution of my
work or that of the others, as I do not feel at liberty to do so; but I will
in general terms point out some of the characteristics of well executed
works of art, and to some extent contrast them with the characteristics
of poorly executed works, leaving the committee to determine the relaIn all historical, general,
tive classification of the several exhibitions.
and allegorical paintings no artist can succeed unless in the first place
he has a distinct and vivid conception of his subject and the light in
which he wishes to represent it. He must then convey or transfer to
the canvas his own conceptions, so that they may be seen and recognized by the average public with the same distinctness and vividness as
he conceived them. The artist must not only understand and appreciate,
or as it were feel, the character of his subject, but he must portray that
character with living, acting, and almost speaking characteristics, and
in doing so he should be able to bring to his aid all the effect of brilliant,
fresh, and soft coloring, in accordance with the rules and laws of art, so
No person can become proficient in
as to produce a perfect ensemble.
this class of paintings unless he possesses not only the historical
knowledge necessary to illustrate his subject, but he must possess in
addition the real feeling or inspiration of an artist, and be able, in a
manner, to act over again the history of the times he attempts to portray.
These requisites place the historical and allegorical above all other
classes of paintings, and such works are entitled to higher merit than

than the three

any other.
Then in regard

to portrait paintings; the artist should not only throw
into the picture the individual expression of his subject, but as much as
The execution should show a
possible, a trace of his character as well.
freeness and ease of expression, the portrait setting out from the background with a natural and lifelike appearance. The flesh tints should
be preserved with a delicacy and clearness in all stages, from the deepest
shadow to the highest lights, always preserving a true relation to the

general tone of the ensemble.
of action.
t

A

portrait should be a thing of

life if

not

As to landscape paintings, their great merit is to be found in their
truth to nature, correctness of design, and naturalness in execution.
Originality should be the key to merit, as it is comparatively easy to
make a copy, but it requires skill to sketch and execute an original.
Having thus thrown out a few hints, 1 will allow the committee to
determine how well my performances conform to the rules I recognize as
binding.
All of

which

is

respectfully submitted.

OSCAE KATTSCHMIDT.
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the State Agricultural Society,

Sacramento, California :

Gentlemen: The undersigned, in the discharge of the duties assigned
them of awarding the gold medals in the different departments of the
State Fair, made, during its progress, a careful examination of all the
articles and products exhibited.
With a view to a more complete understanding of the case of each claimant, they invited a full written statement of the grounds upon which such claim was based, thereby gaining
much information with regard to the practical value to the State of
The committee met, pursuant to adjournseveral important industries.
ment, at the society's rooms in Sacramento, and after careful and deliberate reading of the papers there submitted, made the following awards:
Second Department To E. Soule, of Sacramento, for home manufactured farm wagon, and wagon materials made from California grown
locust timber.
Third Department To Joseph Neumann, of San Jose, for home made
silk goods from California raised cocoons.
Fourth Department To Winter, Maurer & Co., of the Mission Candle
Works, San Francisco, for home made candles.
Fifth Department To Ed. Muller, of Nevada City, for exhibition oi
the silk business.
Sixth Department To J. E. Nickeson, of Lincoln, Placer County, for
exhibition of fruit.
Seventh Department To J. C. Devine & Bro., of Sacramento, for

—

—
—
—
—
—

sculpture and other work in marble.
The medal for the first department was not referred to this committee
to award.
In addition to the above, the committee recommended a gold
medal for the Pacific Wood Preserving Company, of San Francisco.
In making their awards the committee have been governed by the
following considerations:
The merit of the exhibits;
First
Second The value to the State of the interest thus represented;
Third The need of its encouragement.
Had the merits of the exhibit been alone considered, the awards would
in some cases have been difficult.

—
—
—

SECOND DEPARTMENT.
In the second department there were ten contestants, viz:
E. Soule, of Sacramento, for home manufactured farm wagons, and
wagon materials made from locust timber;
H. M. Bernard, Sacramento, for large and meritorious exhibit of carriages, wagons, carriage materials, etc., for which he has hitherto
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—

received the gold medal of 1869, twenty first premiums in all, sixtythree premiums, at different Fairs in the State;
William P. Eeady, Sacramenta, for two gangplows of different styles
of manufacture the Challenge Gangplow, invented by him and patented
in 1861; a trotting buggy of his own invention; two farm wagons, and
one self-sharpening cultivator;.
A. L. Fish, agent, for Knowles' patent steam pump;
Michael Lumsden, for boot screwing machine;
George A. Lloyd, for a gopher trap;
C. B. Brown, self-generating gas burner;
Pneumatic Gas Company, for gas machine;
John F. Uhlhorn, for extension sidestick;
Pollard & Carvill, San Francisco, for Clarence coaches, wagons, and

—

carriages.

THIRD DEPARTMENT.
In this class there were three contestants, viz:
Joseph Neumann, of San Jose, for home made silk goods, manufactured
from California raised cocoons;
Tobin, Davisson & Co., of San Francisco, for exhibit of Cheney & Co's

American

silks;

E. Parker, for one set of double carriage harness, one set single
carriage harness, one set double team harness, five gentlemen's saddles,
and one lady's saddle; also, riding bridles, made of California tanned
leather; which articles have been awarded premiums.
J.

FOURTH DEPARTMENT.
In this there were seven contestants, viz:
Sons Pianofortes; one grand piano;
L. K. Hammer, for Chickering
one parlor square piano; one square grand piano.
Nicholas Lumsden, lor Great Arctic Salve.
Jacob Strahle & Co., San Francisco, for large and meritorious exhibit
of new Grecian curved billiard table, with cue rack, pool board, and
marker, all of California laurel and birdseye redwood; one set of
chamber furniture; one center table, and set of workboxes of California woods.
John F. Cooper, for exhibit of a variety of musical instruments, seven
tV.

in

number, which have been awarded special premiums.
N. Clark & Co., San Francisco, for pottery and drain tile.
Nichols, Falvey & Co., for woodenware; pails, tubs, etc.
John Breuner, for furniture; one rosewood inlaid chamber set.
Winter, Maurer & Co., of the Mission Candle Works, San Francisco,

for

home made

candles.

FIFTH DEPARTMENT.

own manufacwhich have
and
him
his
on
own
land,
from
grown
by
ture,
grapes
received three gold medals, twenty-three first premiums, two special premiums, and a special diploma, at our State Fairs, since September, eighteen hundred and sixty-three.
B. N. Bugbey, for exhibit of wines and brandies of his

1).

L. Perkins, of

Emmaton, Sherman Island, for California grown
awarded many premiums, both in this country

seeds, which have been
and in Europe.
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Orleans Hill Vinicuitural Association, by their President and Secretary, lor wines grown and manufactured by them.
J. P. Nickeson, Lincoln, Placer County, for fifty distinct samples of
wine, and five of brandy, to which five first premiums were awarded.
Edward Muller, Nevada City, for the most meritorious exhibition of
processes of silk cultivation and manufacture.

SIXTH DEPARTMENT.
In this department there were only two competitors, viz:

W.

Garrett, for best exhibit of seedling fruits.
P. Nickcson, of Lincoln, Placer County, for lai'gest collection and
greatest variety of named fruits raised by him, viz: one hundred and

E.
J.

twelve varieties apples; one hundred and forty varieties grapes; fortyvarieties pears; seven varieties peaches; eight varieties figs; one
each of prunes, English walnuts, apples, and pomegranates."
To this exhibition the first premium was awarded.

five

SEVENTH DEPARTMENT.
In the seventh department there were four competitors, viz:
D. H. Woods, of Sacramento, for oil paintings from nature.
Mrs. W. E. Brown, of Sacramento, for exhibition of landscapes, heads,
foliage, fruits, etc., executed by herself.
Oscar Kattschmidt, for oil paintings, India ink drawings, and water
color pictures.
C. Devine, of Sacramento, for sculpture and other work in marble.
The committee also recommended a gold medal to the Wood Preserving Company, of San Francisco, believing that to increase the durability
J.

of timber is equivalent to an increase of supply, and is consequently a
question of public economy. The production and preservation of timber
is, in the opinion of the committee, a matter of vital importance to the
State.

The committee experienced much embarrassment from the imperfect
Thus in the same category were
the exhibits of wines, brandies, and silk culture. The former purely
classification of the different exhibits.

articles, and the latter agricultural products, the committee being placed in the position to decide between the relative merits
of agricultural and manufacturing skill, where in point of fact no relaIn such cases, where the exhibits were equally meritorious
tion exists.
of their kind, the committee gave the award to the industry which in

manufactured

The committee would, theremost earnestly recommend that each of the great and leading
industries of production and manufacture be so classified in future that

their opinion most needed encouragement.
fore,

only those of each kind shall come

in competition.
the objects of agriculture (including the minor culture of fruits,
are to increase the quantity and improve the quality of plants and
etc.),
animals useful to man at the least cost and in the shortest time without
permanent deterioration of the soil, your committee would further recommend that all exhibitors competing for premiums be required not only
to give a detailed written statement of the mode of production but the
In this way there would be collected at each Annual
cost of the same.
Fair a large amount of practical information of incalculable benefit to
the agricultural and manufacturing interest of the State. Ever so merit-

As
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orious an exhibit will contribute nothing to our industries if the cost of
is such as to make the thing

production, including permanent deterioration,

produced unremunerative.
All of which

is

respectfullly submitted,

EZEA
A. T.

S.

CABE,

DEWEY,

NEWTON
B. B.

W.

BOOTH,
BEDDING,

WADSWOBTH,

E. G.

WAITE,
Committee.

Special Gold Medal.

At a meeting of the State Board of Agriculture a special gold medal
was awarded to A. D. Maillard, for his superior horse " Monday."
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AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES IN THE UNITED STATES.

Hon.

I.

N. Hoag, Corresponding Secretary,

etc.:

Your request that I would furnish a statement of the working condition of the various agricultural colleges of the country at the present
time, and the prospects of the agricultural department of the University
of California, for j'our forthcoming volume, I cheerfully comply with. I
have received the annual catalogues of nearly all of them, and the recent
visit of General Horace Capron, late head of the Agricultural Bureau at
AVashington, who made a tour of inspection among them hefore leaving
the country to introduce the best features of our agricultural progress
among the Japanese, enables me to give you a summary of his personal
examinations.
I will name them in what he considers the order of their excellence,
taking the time since the organization and means employed fully into
account.
Massachusetts Agricultural College, at Amherst, endowed by two
thirds of the Congressional grant (the other third going to the Institute
of Technology at Boston), one hundred and sixty-eight thousand dollars;
gift of county, seventy-nve thousand dollars; State of Massachusetts,
one hundred and twenty thousand dollars; to which was added by the
Legislature of last Winter one hundred and fifty thousand dollars, and
from private individuals enough to make a productive fund of five hundred thousand dollars. Chartered April, eighteen hundred and sixtythree; opened to students in eighteen hundred and sixty-seven. January
first, eighteen hundred and seventy-one, had one hundred and fortyseven students, of whom thirty were in the fourth or senior class. Two
weeks ago the original twenty-seven who first entered received the
honors of the institution. Its real estate is valued at one hundred and
ninety-six thousand and five hundred dollars.

Its live stock, vehicles,

Of this stock the herd
and implements, fifteen thousand dollars.
book shows fourteen short horns, five Aj-rshires, four Devons, and four
Jerseys, twenty-seven grade cattle, twenty-seven Southdown sheep,
nineteen swine of the Suffolk and Chester White breeds, and six horses.
The necessary
Eighteen dollars a term is charged for tuition.
annual expenses of students are from two hundred and fifty dollars to
three hundred dollars. All the County and District Agricultural
Societies of the State own scholarships in the institution, and send
students approved by their own examiners, whose expenses are paid. A
labor corps is established for the benefit of such students as desire to
work their way through the college, and so important do the trustees
find this feature that they recommend raising a fund for employing
industrious students at a fair rate, without too strict regard to the
remunerative value of their labor, that habits of industry and a spirit of

40
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independence be fostered and encouraged, and because sucb students
are most likely to become valuable members of the agricultural community. All students are required to labor two hours on alternate days
with the skillful and intelligent superintendent of the farm. For all
additional work they ai*e paid twelve and a half cents per hour. It not
unfrequcntly happens that the best student earns the most money.
What do they study at Amherst? The very first study of the first
year is human anatomy and physiology, with chemical physics, commercial arithmetic, and bookkeeping.
They have lectures on agriculture, considered first as an art and in its
relations to other pursuits, and are taught what education a man must
have Avho would succeed in it. Then they begin to examine the subject
of soils, their origin, nature, and varieties. Lectures through the term
on the laws of health, and daily military drill, "the school of the
The second term they begin chemistry, learn how soils are
soldier."
improved by chemical and mechanical means; the philosophy of drainage,
irrigation and tillage; the chemistry of the improvement of metals, and
With this, instruction in elocution; vocal music
their use in the arts.
and composition also, military exercises in the " school of the company."
With the third term closer habits of study and observation are formed.
We have more lectures on agriculture, on sterility of soils, causes and
remedies, rotation of crops. Now comes organic chemistry and laboratory instruction, the close practical imitation of Nature's great
processes; daily recitations in algebra, geometry, and French, in elocution and reading.
Infantry tactics are continued in the "schools of the
company and battalion."
Three years more of orderly progression from this starting point of
symmetrical, rational development of every faculty of body and mind,
science and ai't moving hand in hand, every step made practical, ought
to make a Massachusetts farmer every inch a man.
No sensible person can read the full curriculum of studies pursued,
especially history, political economy, commercial and rural law, etc.,
and not be convinced of the immense advantages of the "new educa"
over the old as a preparation for citizenship.
tion
The corps of instructors consist of eight full professors, with two
There are fourteen
assistants, a gardener, and farm superintendent.
lecturers, men distinguished in special departments of science, as Professor Hitchcock, on Comparative Anatomy; George B. Emerson, on
Arboriculture; James Law, on Diseases of Animals, etc., wlrb regularly
fill their appointed places in the course of study.
The Massachusetts Agricultural College owes much of its prosperity
to a wise provision of its charter which gave a trustee to each county,
and made the appointment one for life unless removed for cause. The
representative of old Suffolk is Marshall P. Wilder; of Berkshire, Henry
;

Colt; of Bristol, Nathan Denfee, who has at his own cost erected a magEach county has given
nificent conservatory upon the college grounds.
its best man and one distinguished for zeal and knowledge in these pursuits, and thus some of the evils which State institutions labor under
To show that a farm, vegetable garden,
are practically avoided.
orchards, etc., are not serious drawbacks to the financial prosperity of
agricultural colleges, even in their early beginnings, I append this item
of the Amherst records for eighteen hundred and seventy-one:
Total credits of farm, including property inventoried January first,
eighteen hundred and seventy-one, credit for labor performed in grazing,
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and receipts for produce and live stock, nineteen thousand eight hundred
and seventy-three dollars and nineteen cents.
Total debts of farm, including- property inventoried January first, eighteen hundred and seventy, and all expenditures for live stock, labor,
implements, repairs, and fertilizers, twenty-one thousand four hundred
and nine dollars and sixty-nine cents.
Three hundred and eighty-three acres of the Amherst domain have
been judiciously divided into farming ground, wood land, orchards,
vineyards, reserve, vegetable and nursery gardens, botanic garden, ornaA generous citizen has donated ten
mental grounds, and arborium.
thousand dollars for the care of the botanic garden. The model barn,
capable of holding fifty head of cattle and horses, cost ten thousand
dollars.
The most expensive of the college buildings cost thirty thousand dollars; farm house, four thousand dollars.
So much for an institution which, throughout its course of study and
by every appliance of instruction, emphasizes the truth that one of the
most dignified and important of human emploj'ments is to feed and
clothe the world, and strives to make the workman worthy of his work.

CORNELL UNIVERSITY,

Nobly endowed and wisely planned

to meet the educational wants of all
likely ere long to rival Amherst in calling the
most distinguished agriculturists into her service, and by perfecting a
model farm, under the direction of Henry McCandler, late of the .Royal

our leading industries,

is

The agricultural and mechanical
Agricultural College of Scotland.
operations at Cornell have been carried on- mainly by students. They
have done a large amount of under-draining and other substantial work
during the present year, at the rate of ten cents per hour. As a class,
the President reports the working students in the voluntary labor corps
among the very best in the University.
Among the many prizes to undergraduates it is noticeable that the
founder's prizes are, first, to the student of the Voluntary Labor Corps
on Agriculture who, without neglecting other University duties, shall
show himself most efficient, practically and scientifically, upon the University farm, fifty dollars; second in merit, twenty dollars; third, ten
dollars; second, the same amounts to meritorious students who excel
in the University workshops.
The President's prizes fully recognize agriculture, one of fifty dollars
being offered for the best thesis or original investigation, fifty dollars for
meritorious student in botany and horticulture, with several others of
smaller value. The noble spirit of beneficence in which this industrial
University was begotten is self-perpetuating; gifts to meet its varied and
growing wants are pouring in; it needs only to be free and open to both
sexes to be worthy of its position in the Empire State. Opened in
eighteen hundred and sixty-eight;

it

numbers eight hundred students.

IOWA AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE,
Located at Ames, Storey County, was opened in eighteen hundred and
labor system for house
sixty-nine to both sexes, with a well developed
"
and farm. All members are laborers during the afternoon, at prices
ranging from five to ten cents per hour; has an excellent farm of six
hundred and forty acres; tuition free. General Capron reports this as
'•
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one of the very best institutions founded on the Congressional grant,
and far in advance of some who got a greater share of the lands.

KENTUCKY
the Southern and Southwestern States in industrial education.
of her State University has a farm of four
hundred and thirty-three acres, consisting of Ashland, the home of
Henry Clay, and the adjoining estate of Woodlands. Every student is
required to work two hours a day in the horticultural depai'tment without compensation. Those who wish to defray a part of their expenses
by their labor can work four hours a day on the farm, or five hours in
the shops, receiving from five to ten cents per hour. One hundred
young men were enrolled on this labor corps in eighteen hundred and
Of seven hunsixty-nine, many of them defraying all of their expenses.
dred and fifty-seven students in the University, three hundred and eightythree were in the agricultural and mechanical departments.

Leads

all

The Agricultural Department

ILLINOIS

Has

a farm of a thousand acres to be developed principally as an experimental and stock farm; forty acres are set apart for gardens and nurLabor classes have been organized. Sixty-two out of one hunseries.
dred and ninety-six students have been enrolled in these. Young women
One of the best movements of the University has
have been admitted.
been the establishment of Farmers' Institutes in different portions oi the
State, where practical questions are discussed and lectures given by the
Agricultural Professors. The stock books already contain many valuable
donations and specimens, and some of the best farmers and stock growers are on its managing Board.

MAINE
farm of three hundred and seventy -three acres in the
From one half to
direction of horticulture, especially fruit growing.
one fourth the expenses of the students have been defrayed by their
Is developing her

employment

in this

work.

MINNESOTA
putting her best strength into her Industrial College. The President says: "It is no longer a small number of persons preparing for
professional work who are demanding higher education, but a vast body
of people, hitherto unknown to educators, thronging forward and clamoring to be taught how to do their work in the right way."

Is

KANSAS

Has

a well organized labor system, employing both sexes; carries on
experimental and miniature farming, allotting portions of land to stuThere are ninety-six young men, seventy-six young women, and
dents.
thirty-seven classical students. Two of the Professors are ladies.

MICHIGAN

Had

her Agricultural College established with a very effective manual
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labor system, before tbe passage of the Congressional Act. The additional funds thence derived have been employed in buildings and other
valuable improvements. It has averaged ninety students per annum
There are ten young ladies among its students this
since its opening.
The Presnient says: " Our students work willingly and well,, and
year.
thus preserve both the habit of labor and the taste for it."

MARYLAND
doing nobly with her share of the grant; has this year one hundred
and eigditeen students; the expenses of sixty of these (tuition and room
rent) is paid by the State.
Is

MISSOURI,

Who has thus far not realized a dollar from the grant of Congress,
started her Agricultural College in connection with the State University,
bought a farm, organized a labor corps under the direction of the Agricultural Professor, hired a farm superintendent and horticulturist, and
now asks the Legislature for one hundred thousand dollars with which
" The
to bring it up to the standard of her neighbors.
agricultural farm
must be made a model, representing the State of Missouri; it must be
stocked and furnished, and sustained for a brief period, after which it
The land is divided into
will be self-supporting," say the Curators.
fields, each designated by a particular name; careful experiments are
made upon these, the results of which are published. Labor of students,
paid for at the rate of ten to fifteen cents per hour. Grape growing
and stock raising will be specialties, to which particular attention is
given.

NEBRASKA

Has her agricultural building and faculty, but her farm is not yet develThe Kansas plan will be fully carried out as her means become
oped.
available.

WISCONSIN
Is rapidly developing her farm. Students are paid twelve cents per hour.
Several acres are used as experimental grounds by the State Horticulexcellent report of farm operations is published
tural Society.

An

annually. The Agricultural College is one of the departments of the
State University. A noble edifice, costing fifty thousand dollars, has just
been given by the State for the special accommodation of the young lady
students.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Has an

excellent domain long

known

as the

Conant Farm.

Its

former

owner had cleared one hundred thousand dollars from it without deteriorating its value. The Agricultural College is a department of Dartmouth.

VERMONT
Created an Agriculturul College in her State University at Burlington.
The farm purchased last year has not yet been adapted to purposes of
instruction.
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NEW JERSEY
Has, through the work of her Agricultural College and the indefatigable
Professor Cook, added greatly to our practical knowledge, especially in
the direction of vegetable and fruit growing. "Four of the agricultural
students are from Japan.
CONNECTICUT

Made over her share

of the grant to the Scientific Department of Tale
College, adding the funds to those of the Sheffield Scientific School. This
school substantially covers the ground of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology; they are the Mechanic Arts Colleges of their respective
States. The Sheffield School has graduated twenty-seven; has at present

twenty-five seniors, thirty-seven juniors, thirty-nine freshmen, twelve
one hundred and forty.
special students
Without specifying further, it is enough to say that in almost every
institution founded upon or receiving the benefits of the Congressional
grant, the labor of the students is being used to develop the industrial
departments. Michigan early adopted this system, and no student is
excused from his daily three hours labor except for physical disability.

—

GENERAL REMARKS.
Briefly then, 'the Agricultural Colleges, without a notable exception,
are meeting the reasonable expectations of the public. They flourish
just in proportion to the prominence given them as integral parts of the
system of public education. Where the Agricultural College is made a
mere adjunct or appendage to a literary institution, students are few,
undecided as to their pursuits, and led by sympathy away from the
specific objects of agricultural training.
The Commissioner of Agriculture in his recent report says: "These
institutions are destined to become a vital power in the land, and to
wield an influence which colleges freighted with a curriculum of classical studies can never exert. Mistakes and misconceptions of the sphere
of their highest utility will occur, but ultimately, when the grand idea of
practical education shall be fully crystalized and their faculties be composed of young and vigorous men developed within these institutions
and under the influence of higher progression in physical and practical
science, their utility and beneficent influences will fully appear."
The admirable report of the Commissioner of Education is not less
emphatic upon this subject: "Great and commendable as was this gift
of Congress, had a wider knowledge of technical education prevailed,
hundreds of thousands of dollars would have been saved to this great
trust, and unspeakably greater results secured."
This resume of agricultural institutions for the year eighteen hundred
and seventy-one would be incomplete without a mention of the HortiThe
cultural School for Women at Newton Center, Massachusetts.
culture of flowers, small fruits, and vegetables is practically taught, the
students laboring the entire Summer from three to five hours daily, with
a very marked gain both to physical health and intellectual vigor.
Boston affords a market for the products of the garden and greenhouse,
the receipts from which are already so large that the institution is
expected ere long to become entirely self-supporting.
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CALIFORNIA.

The Agricultural College of our University is in (prospective) occupation of a farm so admirably located and adapted by diversity of soil
and exposure to various cultures, that by an organization of students'
labor it may be improved with a moderate outlay of funds. Its course
of theoretical instruction is well arranged, but theoretical instruction
alone is not going to make farmers of our young men. It is for the
State to decide whether she will lag behind all others in this respect.
Whether the University lands shall remain for a long term of years an
undeveloped site, suggestive of splendid possibilities, remains to be seen.
The education of our youth in the interest of agriculture and the
mechanic arts, the object of the Congressional grant, is to me the most
This ought to be secured with the least
vital of "labor questions."
possible sacrifice of productive industry a principle which Cornell University and several others apply in farm and workshop, with manifest
economy of their funds.

—

While Minnesota

planting orchards, and Massachusetts growing
and shrubs in their Agricultural Colnot surprising that the question is so often asked
is

sets of California trees

complete
lege grounds, it is
what our agricultural department is doing in a practical way. Local
and private enterprises are being started for industrial education at
other points, which may take the place of German real schools; but the
University should lead, and not follow in everything .which tends to
develop, diversity, and enoble the industries of the State.
It is proposed that at the next session of Congress a committee be
appointed to examine minutely the plan of organization, construction of
buddings, management of grounds, and general working of all the institutions organized under the grant, with instructions to report to the
next following Congress, for the information of the country and the
benefit of similar institutions yet to be organized.
I trust such committee will not find the site of our Agricultural College unoccupied. An Agricultural College without a farm suitably
arranged for illustration and experiment would be like a chemical school
without a laboratory, or a mechanical school without tools and machinery.
Yours, very truly,

University op California, Oakland, October

EZRA
2d, 1871.

S.

CARE.
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TRAINING AND PRUNING GRAPE VINES.

BY

I.

N.

HOAO.

There are many farmers who would plant vines and enter upon the
business of grape culture to a greater or less extent but from the fact
that they have obtained the idea that there is something very difficult
and hard to learn or comprehend in the management of the vineyard.
To such we would say, the best way to learn is to plant a few vines and
become interested. Then what now seems so difficult will by degrees

become simpler and

easier.

many different opinions as to the best mode of
training and pruning vines with a view to obtain the best results. There
are also many different practices based upon these opinions. From these
differences of opinion and practice among professional viniculturists has
doubtless arisen. the prevailing idea above referred to as existing among
our farmers.
With the grapevine, as with all other vines, trees, and plants, various
modes of treatment are required, depending on the soil and climate, as
also to some extent on the variety of grape and the purposes for which
The principles and reasons involved in the adaptation
it is to be produced.
of crops, trees, and vines to soils and climates, and in the different modes
of treatment by different circumstances, constitute the practical science
To study and become familiar
of agriculture in its most general sense.
with science is the interest and duty of every person who proposes to
follow agricultural pursuits as a means of livelihood. The performance
of those things which this science requires to be done at the proper
time and in a skillful manner, so as to produce desired results, constitutes the art of agriculture in the same general sense.
It is equally the interest and duty of every farmer to strive to become
To
proficient in the art as well as learned in the science of agriculture.
accomplish these requires reading, thought, and practice combined. By
reading we learn the result of the experiences of others. By thought
and practice we apply the information thus obtained with intelligence
In the training and
for the accomplishment of our own desired objects.
pruning and care of the vineyard science and art as above defined may be
and require to be constantly brought into practice; then the whole thing
becomes so simple that the operator wonders that he did not compreIt is true there are

hend

it

before.

LOW TRAINING.
General experience in this State, where the atmosphere at night is so
dry and pure as to induce a low degree of temperature in the Summer
season as compared to that of the days, has proven that low training and
pruning is the best. The grapes being close to the ground feel the influence of the heat absorbed during the day by the earth and given out during
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the succeeding night, while those higher up are exposed to the greater
extremes of the atmosphere. Hence, grapes near the ground or on low
ti'ained vines are found to ripen in the same vineyard in this State from
ten days to two weeks earlier than the same varieties trained over trellises.
It is also found that the former arc fairer, larger, and more highly
flavored than the latter.
Some claim that the mildew is not so apt to affect the grape grown on
high trained vines, where the atmosphere circulates freely, as on those
close to the ground.
We think reason and experience are both in favor
of the opposite opinion.
Mildew on a growing plant is not induced by
the same causes as mildew on dead and decaying matter. The extremes
of heat and cold during the natural flow of the sap is believed to be one
of the chief causes of mildew in the grapevine. As these extremes are
greater at a distance above the ground, so the inducing causes of mildew
are proportionately greater, and we find experience agrees with reason
on the subject.
We think that the time of pruning has more to do with mildew on the
grape than the manner, as we shall show hereafter. In accordance with
the general experience of the best cultivators, we would recommend that
vines be so trained and pruned as to form the head from one to two feet
above the ground. The use of stakes may thus be entirely dispensed
with, and quite an expense saved.

TIME OF PRUNING.

When the object is to induce a rapid growth of wood, as in young
vines before they are of proper age to fruit, the pruning should be done
in the Fall or fore part of Winter.
If, however, it is desired to produce
less wood and more fruit, the time of pruning should be delayed until
later in the season.
The time should also be governed by the soil to
some extent. On elevated land and a dry soil, where the vine naturally
forms but little wood and is inclined to bear too much fruit, pruning
should be done early in the Fall after the leaves have fallen. Then
when the sap starts in the Spring it will swell the buds with force, and
send out strong canes and less fruit spurs.
On the contrary, vines growing on rich, alluvial soil, where too much
wood and too little fruit is the natural rule, this tendency may be
checked to a great extent by delaying the annual pruning until late in
the Spring even so late that the leaves on the canes are forming. By
cutting back the canes of the past Summer's growth at this time, leaving but two or three buds near the base, these buds would then swell
evenly and develop strong fruit spurs, and, as a general thing, the result
would be a good quantity of well developed fruit stems and blossoms.

—

A FACT IMPORTANT

IF

GENERAL.

Here we would mention a fact which has come within our observation
and experience, which, if generally true, is of some importance. It is
this: that the third fruit bud from the base of the past year's cane
throws out larger and better developed bunches of grapes than either
the first or second.
The grapes from these buds seem also better
In
flavored, and generally superior to those on the first and second.
accordance with this hint we have adopted the plan of cutting the cane
41
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at such length as to leave the third bud, generally, and sometimes the
fourth, when a good strong one, and then rubbing off the first and second buds, and leaving the third and fourth for fruit.

The number of fruit buds left on any vine must depend on the age and
strength of the vine. If the vines are strong and vigorous, at three
years, from two to three bunches of grapes may be allowed to mature
on each, without injury. The next year the number may be increased,
and so on, increasing the quantity of fruit with the age of the vine.
Having completed the annual pruning, the next operation to be performed in the vineyard is the Spring cultivation. It requires some
expei'ience and judgment to determine when and how to cultivate the
vineyard; for each locality and soil requires a treatment peculiar to
itself.
And the same vineyard requires a different treatment, depending
on the purposes for which the grapes are to be used.
CULTIVATION ON DRY

SOIL.

If your vines are on a dry soil, one that is not well calculated to retain
the moisture well into the Summer months, then the cultivation should
begin early and continue as long as any weed seed will sprout and grow.
The cultivation of such should be deep and thorough. The ground
should be finely and thoroughly pulverized from the depth of eight
inches to a foot or sixteen inches plowing both ways and close up to
the vine. Care should be had that this plowing is done when the ground
is in the proper condition, so that it will not break up into lumps and
clods.
After plowing each time a cultivator or one-horse harrow should
Such
follow, so as to keep the ground level and smooth on the surface.
cultivation will insure a good crop of grapes for wine purposes on the
driest soil in our State, even in our driest seasons.
Of course we speak
of vineyards of some age, say four years or over.

—

CULTIVATION ON MOIST SOILS.

Vineyards on our low, rich river bottoms require very different treatment; indeed, such cultivation as we have pointed out above given to
vineyards along the banks of our rivers, where the soil is deep, damp,
and rich, would most certainly render such vineyards nearly if not quite
valueless.
We have known many vineyards, on such lands and cultivated under such a thorough system of cultivation, to bring nothing but
disappointment to their owners for years in suecession. The vines groAV
luxuriantly, and each year put out an abundance of fruit spurs and blossoms, giving promise and hope of a large and valuable crop. But when
the berries are about the size of bird shot, and from that up to the size
of small peas, mildew makes its appearance on the leaves and grapes,
and the more luxuriant the vine the more vigorous the spread and
growth of the mildew. From the time the mildew makes its appearance the growth of the grape is cheeked, and when it should begin
swelling the second time, instead of doing so it remains stationary or
nearly so. Some of the bunches on the same vine will do much better
than others, and some of the berries on the same bunch will grow to
tw ice the size of others. Some make an effort to color, while others
remain a dingy green.
Year after year we have seen the same thing occur, the owner each
year making renewed effort to give his vines better treatment, earlier
pruning and more thorough cultivation, and each year meeting with the
r
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same unsatisfactory results, until at last, discouraged and disgusted, he
have known quite a
digs up his vines and gives them to the flames.
number of good vineyards thus destroyed.

We

PERSONAL EXPERIENCE.

Three years ago the writer came into possession of a vine}r ard on the
Sacramento river bottom, on rich alluvial soil. Remembering what we
had seen, we regarded this vineyard of but little importance; indeed,
the first thing we did with it was to give about one half of the vines to
a neighbor, provided he would dig them up and take them off the ground.
He did so, but before he had transplanted them he also became discouraged in grape culture on such soil, and allowed the vines to die without
resetting them.
Having a great

amount of other farm work to do, the vineyard was
not even pruned until the vines were green with young leaves, and the
ground was thickly covered with weeds from three to four inches high.
At this stage the vines were thoroughly pruned, leaving only from four
to six fruit buds to each vine. The vineyard was then about seven years
The fruit buds left on the vines, being near the base of the canes,
old.
had at the time of pruning swollen but little; those further towards the
ends having robbed these of the necessary sap. The vines bled profusely
for several days, but finally the bleeding ceased, and the buds began
rapidly to expand and throw out leaves and fruit stems in the greatest
abundance. As two horses and a large plow could not be worked among
the vines, the ground was then plowed, as well as it could be, with a
small plow and a single horse. It could only be plowed from two to
three inches deep, just enough to cut the roots of the weeds and turn
them bottom side up, or roots up.
After the rains had all passed for the season, and the weeds had got a
good start once more, the vineyard was again plowed, in a similar manner, and then dragged or harrowed with a one-horse harrow, and left
As soon as the fruit was set, all the suckers and young
for the season.
canes that had no fruit on were pulled off". No other Summer pruning
was done, and no pinching off the ends of the canes. A quantity of sulphur was purchased to keep away the mildew; but as no mildew made
its appearance, the sulphur Avas laid away for the next year.
The next
year the vineyard was treated in a similar manner, and with a similar
result, and the sulphur is still on hand.
The average product of grapes for each of the two years was over
four tons per acre, of the best quality of table grapes, of the California
The bunches were very large and compact, and the grapes
variety.
None of the fruit was sunburnt in the least.
large, fair, and uniform.
The vines also bore and matured quite a quantity of second crop graj)es.
In the same neighborhood and on similar soil other vineyards,
early
pruned and thoroughly and deeply plowed and cultivated, produced
nothing but a scattering crop oi half grown and half ripe gra]3es,
together with an abundant crop of mildew on both grapes and leaves.
CAUSES OP MILDEW.

From
at least

the above experiments and their results, we think may be traced
some of the causes of mildew on grapes. Where the vines are

pruned early a superabundance of sap is forced into those portions of
the vines not cut away. This produces a rapid and unnatural growth

—
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a growth of itself partaking of the nature of a fungus and furnishing
the most natural food for that fungus known as mildew. When to early
pruning we add deep plowing and thorough cultivation of a rich and
moist soil, we only increase the cause of mildew by forcing the vine to
a more rapid mushroom growth. By late pruning we take from the
vine a large quantity of sap, with the canes cut oft', and also bleed the
vine, and thus relieve it of the superabundance of sap which early pruning retains in it to force an unnatural growth and induce disease.
In other words, early pruning destroys the equilibrium between the
wood of the vine and its food; while late pruning restores that equilibrium, or retains only the proper amount of food to sustain and keep up
a natural growth of the vine which is left after pruning. Again: by
allowing the weeds to grow in the early part of the season, we extract
from the soil the unnecessary moisture and nutriment which exists natThus in a decree we reduce
urally in our rich alluvial bottom lands.
the lands to the condition of the less rich and drier uplands on which
the grape in California is never troubled with mildew or rot.
We believe the greatest cause of mildew is the presence of too much
moisture both in the air and in the soil. In countries where rain is frequent during the growth and ripening of the grape, mildew is much
more prevalent than in our State on our richest and most moist soils.
In such countries the grape growers have to contend with both a damp
atmosphere and soil, while we have but one, and that only in our low

bottom

lands.

DRAINING LOW LAND VINEYARDS.

Wherever vineyards on low lands are so situated that they can be
thoroughly drained, either by open or covered drains or ditches, there
is no doubt that much of the trouble of mildew can thus be
got rid
of.
The system of allowing the weeds to grow we would only recommend as a temporary expedient. We believe that draining will accomplish the same result and has many advantages.
The vineyard can thus be kept looking well, while the growing weeds
are an eyesore to any good farmer.
Again: when the vineyard is once
well drained the trouble is removed for years and perhaps for a lifetime.

SUMMER PRUNING.
There is a great diversity of opinion among vine growers in this
country as to what amount of Summer pruning is best for the vineyard;
Some contend that
also, as to the best time for doing this pruning.
cutting the vine back destroys the equilibrium between the vine and the
roots that it is contrary to nature and tends to weaken the vine and
shorten its life. Others say that judicious pruning is indispensable to
the production of good fruit, and that it is impossible to destroy the
balance of power between the roots and top, because the growth of the
It is not strange that
roots is governed by the growth of the branches.
there should be a diversity of opinion upon most all subjects connected
with the culture of the vine, since our people have learned or had their
experience under so many different circumstances.
Some of our vineyardists are from Germany, some from France, some
from Italy, Spain, Portugal, some from the Eastern and some from the
Western States. All who have had any experience in vine culture before
ene;a<nn2' in the business in California have brought with them the
notions and systems of culture of the country from which they came.

—
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Those who have taken up the business here and this class compose the
greater number of vine growers of the State have had their experiences
under as many different circumstances as there are different localities
and climates in the State. Hence we say it is not strange that there
should be a great difference of opinion on most all subjects connected
with the business, and this difference of opinion and practice is very
striking in reference to Summer pruning.
The vine will produce fruit, to some extent, under most all circumstances and most any mode of treatment, and the same variety of vines
undoubtedly require different treatment in different countries, and in
different sods in the same countries.
Some varieties of grapes require a
warm, sunny exposure, like the south and southwest side or slope of a
hill, while others require a cool, shaded exj>osm*e, and will do better on
the opposite slope of the same lull. Vines, that in Europe, where the
atmosphere is humid and the temperature pretty even, night and day,
require a southern and very drying exposure, might, in California, do
better on a northern exposure; and still nothing but a practical test of
this supposition would do to rely upon.
Thus it will be seen that the management of a vineyard in California
is, or should be, different from the management in most other countries
in which ain* of our vine growers have had
experience just as different
as our climates and soils are different from the climates and soils of those
countries. Hence no invariable or universal rule can be safely laid down
or followed for any part of such management.
One important thing that should always be borne in mind, in the pruning of a vineyard, in this or any other country, is the fact that grapes
always grow on wood grown and matured the previous year, or on wood that is
one year old. Hence there are

—

TWO LEADING OBJECTS

To be kept constantly

in mind in all operations in the vineyard, and
especially in all the pruning operations:
-First
To secure as large an amount of fruit of good quality each
year as the vine, considering its age, its present strength, and future
good health, will produce.
Second To secure the growth in its proper place on the vine of a sufficient amount of good, strong, and well matured wood, with
plenty of
large, plump, unbroken or dormant fruit buds, to insure a crop of good
fruit each succeeding year.
Whenever the knife or shears are taken up
to be used on a vine these twT o objects should be remembered, and each
cut with the knife or clip with the shears should be with a view to the
attainment of these two ends.
Having called special attention to the leading objects of pruning the
vine, which are the same in all countries, and adverted to the influences
of soil and climate in different countries and in different localities in the
same country, we will now speak more explicitly of the immediate subject under consideration.

—

—

THE FIRST YEAR.

The

object to be obtained the first year after the cutting or year old
planted in the permanent vineyard, is to secure a good growth of
at least ohe main cane, which shall form the future body of the vine or
grape tree, as it may be called. We call it tree for the purpose of giving

vine

is
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a better idea of what we want to secure by the first Summer's growth.
It is really a dwarf grape tree which we want to secure
with a body
of good, sound, and smooth growth standing erect, at least to the hight
we wish our future vines to grow. This object, it is evident, can be best
attained by throwing all the strength and growth of the young vine
into this one cane or body.
If more than one bud starts from the cutting, the upper end of which
should always be covered at least an inch with soil, let them all grow only
till you can see which throws out the strongest shoot, and in the best
Then pinch all the weaker shoots off, and
position for the future body.
keep them so pinched off during the first Summer, thus throwing the
entire strength of the vine into the remaining shoot.
Keep this shoot
erect or perpendicular by carefully tying it to a stake set in the ground
The string or cord used should be soft and of good
for that purpose.
Of course the soil
size, so that it will not cut or injure the tender cane.
should be well cultivated, often, during the first Spring and Summer, so
as to prevent the growth of weeds and to secure the best growth of the
But care should be had not to continue the growth so late in the
vine.
Fall as to endanger the tender growth to be cut by the first frost at its
extreme end.
THE SECOND YEAR.

—

—

If a good stand or body has been secured the first year, the principal
object to be attained the second year is to keep that body erect and give
It should therefore be cut back to the
it as great a growth as possible.
desired hight soon after the leaves have fallen, in the Fall generally in
but the locality and season must govern as to
this State in November
If any lateral branches have grown below the point at which it is
this.
desired to form the head of the tree, they should now be carefully and
smoothly cut off with a sharp knife, and all dormant buds below that
point should also be removed. As to the proper hight to make the head
of the tree there is some difference of opinion, but we would recommend
that it should not be over eighteen and not less than ten inches above
the ground. The principal reason in favor of low- pruning is, that in the
latter part of the Summer, when the grapes are. growing most rapidly
and approaching maturity, the thermometer shows that the atmosphere
at from six to twelve inches above the ground is from six to eight
degrees warmer, both at night and in the daytime, than it is from four
to six feet above, and that the grape will grow more rapidly, ripen

—

—

and be sweeter and better.
Another reason is that the grape near the ground is not so likely to
mildew. The head of the tree should be so formed as to balance, as
near as may be; consequently, at least two shoots, on opposite sides,
should be allowed to grow the second year, and no Summer pruning
earlier,

—

should be practiced this year, unless it be a little pinching in if it be
necessary to secure that balance of growth.
Form a good, smooth, and perpendicular body and a well balanced
and symmetrical top or head, and you have done all that is necessary for
the second year. A vineyard thus formed will alwaj's be a matter of
pride and mental satisfaction to its owner, and the future care and labor
in attending it will be much lighter than if the vines were allowed to
lean this way and that. Then, too, vines erect and symmetrical can
hold up, unassisted by props, a much larger weight of fruit, and they
will be able to bear and mature them much better without injury.
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PREPARING THE GROUND TO PLANT CUTTINGS.
In the

place the ground is plowed and subsoiled from twelve to
and then well cultivated or furrowed down smooth.
Stakes of redwood are then set just where the vines are to be planted.
Holes, two feet in diameter and twenty-two inches deep, are now dug
close by the side of these stakes, and all on the same side of them, while
the stakes are lei't standing. The surface dirt taken from the hole is
then returned to the bottom of the hole, and the bottom dirt is deposited
on the surface, thus entirely changing the relative position of the soil.
This being done, the planting of cuttings commences.
first

fifteen inches deep,

MANNER OF PLANTING THE CUTTINGS.
The cuttings are made just twenty-two inches long or equal to the
depth of the holes. The operator has an iron rod about three feet long,
with a split or crutch in the lower end. He places the butt or lower end
of the cutting within this split and holding the iron in the right hand
and the top of the cutting in the left, he places the lower end of the iron
and the bottom of the cutting on the ground close by the side of the
stake, and presses them at an angle of about forty-five degrees, down
into the loose earth with which the hole has been filled, until the hard
earth at the bottom of the hole is reached. He then holds the cutting
in its place and pulls the iron from the
ground, and with it works and
presses the soil closely or compactly about the cutting, and the work is
completed for that cutting; and so he goes to the next.
THE ADVANTAGES OF THIS MODE

Of setting cuttings are obvious. The bottom of the cutting from which
the root must start rests upon the packed or compressed earth, pressed
down and packed by the iron and cutting as they are forced through the
soil.
The top of the cutting is left about an inch below the surface, so
as to protect it from the drying sun.
The rich surface soil being in the
bottom of the hole, forces the growth of the roots and plant, while the
soil being loose above absorbs and retains the moisture
during the
season.

We

can recommend this mode of planting cuttings to
new vineyards or extend old ones.

to start

all

who propose
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FARMERS' GARDENS.
BY

I.

N.

HOAG.

There are many anomalous features and inexcusable defects in the
system of agriculture as practiced in California. We shall endeavor to
that
point out some of these defects and suggest the remedies, in hopes
by so doing we may induce a better, more thorough, and economical system of farming, and thus bring more profit to individual farmers, and
comfort and convenience to their families, as well as increased prosperity
to the commonwealth.
One of the most striking of these features and one that requires
attention at the present time, is the almost entire absence of vegetable
gardens throughout the great grain districts of the State. In many of
these districts one may travel hundreds of miles through flourishingwheat and barley fields, passing the residences of well to do farmers,
and not see a solitary vegetable garden worthy of the name.
Californians as a general thing are too apt to exert all their energies
in a single direction and trust all their chances of success, all their hopes
of a fortune, to the throwing of a single die. Greatly to the disadvantage of our agriculture, this one idea system of farming has absorbed the
attention and'monopolized the energies of our agricultural communities.
Wheat and barley have been and are still too much the exclusive product of the State.
jSo agricultural country can be assured of an uninterrupted and continuous prosperity unless it produces as nearly as may be all the necesAs our agricultural industries are now situated, two or
saries of life.
three seasons unfavorable to wheat and barley would render by far the
As it
larger portion of our farmers poor, if not completely bankrupt.
is with a State or large community, so it is with smaller ones or with
Those who depend for a livelihood upon the
individuals and families.
all
products of the soil should endeavor to produce as near as may be
the varieties of food they consume. Especially should no farmer in this
One
State be without a well tilled and well stocked vegetable garden.
half acre well prepared, planted and cultivated in a good variety of garden vegetables, will administer more to the real wants, comfort, health,
and happiness of a family and will saVe more money to its owner than
ten acres devoted to wheat, barley, or other ordinary field crops.
Again, the garden is the place for experiments. It should be in miniature an experimental farm. TJfe man who really becomes interested in
and cultivates a good garden, will become a better and more intelligent
and successful farmer. By degrees he is led to stud}r more closely the
nature and wants of the soil the treatment adapted to different kinds
of plants, and by degrees he applies the lessons learned in the garden to
all his farming operations.

—
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The garden is also a great economizer and utilizer of a farmer's time.
Suppose that every farmer in the State had at the present time a good
vegetable garden attached to his home, how many hours in the aggreand how
gate, now wasted in idleness, would be turned to good account
man\ more necessaries and luxuries would be enjoyed by the families
throughout the agricultural districts. How many dollars, now worse
than wasted in bar rooms and at idle games, would be devoted to rendering our rural homes more comfortable, beautiful, and attractive.
Again, the farmer who cultivates a garden must of necessity and by
his own experience learn the important fact that his success does not
depend so much on the number of acres cultivated, as uj^on the manner
of their cultivation, and not so much upon the quantity of any one crop
produced, as upon the excellence and variety of his crops. The almost
universal neglect of vegetable gardens among our farmers may be set
down as one of the principal causes if not the principal cause that

—

r

operates against a more general or universal success of the agriculturists
our State. Strange as it may seem, many of our grain farmers buy
almost every article of food consumed in their families from one year's
end to another. All the beef, pork, mutton, or other meats; all the potatoes, cabbages, turnips, onions, beans, peas, tomatoes, and other vegetables; all the fruit, and even butter and cheese used in their families for
the year, are bought, and have to be paid for out of the proceeds of a
single crop of wheat and barley. Thus is kept up a constant drain upon
their purses, every day of the year, from the time that one crop of grain
is sold until it is time to sell another
and in many cases this drain
becomes so great that the proceeds of the grain cvoi) have to be anticipated, and debts accumulate.
Then under such circumstances, if the crop of grain fails, what is the
condition of the improvident farmer? Too many have already stared
this condition of things in the face, and too many have been thus compelled to reap the reward of this imperfect and reckless system of farming so prevalent in our State. As a counterpart to this want of farmer's
or kitchen gardens in the country, we find many extensive and well cultivated gardens clustered about every city and town in the State, so
that our markets are as well if not better supplied with vegetables the
year round than an}' other country in the world. Our vegetable dealers
in all our towns and cities are among the most successful and prosperous
tradesmen in the State, and anomalous as it may appear, yet it is a fact
that more of the wealth of these tradesmen has been gained from the
profits on sales of vegetables to the farmers of the country than to residents of the towns and cities.
The country peddler is an institution that may be met with the world
over. He generally travels from house to house among the farmers selling diygoods, tinware, Yankee notions, and things of a similar character.
In California Ave have this same indispensable institution performing
the same duties and supplying the same wants. But here we have also
a country peddler of another character one, under the circumstances,
more useful and indispensable to the agricultural or grain districts than
the one above referred to. He is peculiarly a Californian institution.
He is in fact the grain farmer's portable vegetable garden. He buys his
vegetables of the dealers in the towns and cities and peddles them about
the country. As he deals in articles that everybody in the grain districts wants and scarcely anybody produces, his business is a profitable
in

—

—
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But the fact that his occupation is necessary is a
one.
scandal to California agriculture. And the fact that our farmers pay
the professional gardeners a good profit on all the vegetables they consume, and then pay the dealer and peddler their liberal profits for handling and conveying them from point to point, is anything but complimentary to the energy, enterprise, and skill of the farmers themselves.
So long as such a state of things is allowed to continue, so long will
farming in California continue to be an uncertain, speculative occupation, instead of, as it may be, a sure, safe, reliable, and profitable business.
"We are aware that many farmers claim that, under the dry climate of
California, vegetables cannot be profitably raised in the wheat growing
districts of the State.
We are also aware that but a few years ago the
same doubt was almost universal in regard to the growth of small grains
on these same soils. Time and experiment have fully controverted the
latter doubt, and we firmly believe that a little more time and a little
more experimenting will as fully controvert the former. We believe the
defect is not in the climate, nor yet in the soil; and we will endeavor to
show that our belief is well founded. We will also endeavor to point
out to our farmers the time for planting and mode of cultivation necessary to be pursued in order to succeed in making good vegetable gardens
in the grain raising districts, and thus secure to all good, fresh, and
and prosperous

healthy vegetables from their own grounds.
There seems to be a prevailing dislike or distate among farmers

generally, and more especially among American farmers, to the care and
There is j)robably no State in the Amercultivation of kitchen gardens.
ican Union in which the dislike is more deep seated and universal than
in California.
Our California farmers are possessed with almost a universal mania for the cultivation of broad fields of extensive farms of
from one to ten thousand acres, where more physical and less mental
labor is required.

—

This system

is

more

speculative, has

more excitement

in it;

and

if

liable to great losses, it still, under favorable circumstances, may bring
great gains. This element is what gives ib favor with our California

farmers.
On the other hand, the cultivation of the garden is no speculation.
Though a small business, it is safe and sure. But the garden, to be made
successful and profitable, requires the exercise of judgment, system, and
These, accompanied with a little care and attention at the
patience.
proper time, would secure to every farmer in our State, whether his
farm be large or small, a good garden, from which, at almost all seasons
of the year, his table could be supplied with an abundance of the choicest
vegetables crispy and fresh from the soil.
What California farmer, or farmer's wife, would not like, in the early
Spring, to be able to step from the house into a well inclosed and well
cultivated vegetable garden, in which, each in its apjjrojn-iate place, were
growing luxuriantly all the luscious, early vegetables such as lettuce,

—

—

radishes, peas, beets, turnips, onions, potatoes, tomatoes, sweet corn,
beans, carrots, parsnips, etc.? No matter if a sweet pea vine, a honeysuckle, a pink, a geranium, or other innocent flowers were allowed a
little share in such a garden, in the stead of weeds,
they would do no
harm, but would add, by their cheerful presence and delightful fragrance,
to the pleasurable emotions of the owner or other members of the family
when they step out to pluck some of the choice fresh vegetables for the
breakfast or dinner table.
After ornamenting the garden it would detract nothing from the
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cheerfulness and happiness of the family at the meal if a few of these
flowers were permitted to ornament the table; they might in this way
preoccupy the places in some young mental gardens that would otherwise be usurped by tares and weeds.
We presume we shall find no one to disagree with us in the proposition that every farmer in the land should have a vegetable garden
attached to his house; and we come now to consider the question suggested above: "Whether the grain fanners, in the recognized grain districts of the State where the soil is of a clay or adobe nature, can raise
good vegetables with success; and if so, what are the conditions necessary to that success?" To the former portion of this interrogatory we
have no hesitation in saying yes; and will at once proceed to the consideration of the necessary conditions.

THE WILL.
ISTo

man

can succeed in any business unless he has the will to do

—

so.

object is worth striving for in this instance
that a good garden is worth the trouble required to make and maintain
it, he must thoroughly make up his mind that he will have one; that he
will, in the first place, set apart a piece of land to be especially devoted
to the garden; that he will enclose it so as to keep out stock of all kinds
as well as fowls.
high, tight board fence would insure the double
purpose of such inclosure, and as a wind break, which in many places
would be a great benefit. Having determined that he will devote the
necessary land for the purpose, and that he will give to the garden the
required time, the next consideration is i,he

Having determined that an

A

LOCATION.
This, for

many

reasons, should be near the house.

Many

leisure

moments of the farmer himself and of his boys, and hired labor that
would otherwise be lost, could thus be turned to good account by work-

Many steps of the housekeeper would also be saved
going to and from the garden to pick the vegetables, and the table
would be more likely to be at all times supplied with fresh vegetables,
if in the garden.
Again, a good vegetable garden attached to the house tends to add to
it the appearance as well as the realities of home.
It concentrates the
home attachments, strengthens the domestic feelings, and brings into
activity many of the finer virtues. If near the house it will be under
the eye and supervision of the household, and will be a pleasant resort
for females and children of the family; thus administering to their
health and pleasure, by inducing exercise in the open air, as well as by
There will also more likely be
affording agreeable and healthy food.
better taste displayed in the arrangement of the garden and more care
and attention bestowed in keeping it in a good state of cultivation if
near the house; for the reason that the interest as well as the taste and
pride of the wife and daughters will be brought into exercise, and have
their influence over those who do the labor.
It will also be visited by
neighbors and friends, with a view to compare notes and make friendly
observations and suggestions; and thus will be kept up a friendly and
healthy rivalry in neighborhoods, both as to the general arrangement
and surroundings of the house and the quality and early maturity of the
products of the garden. For what is more unpleasant to a farmer's
ing in the garden.

in
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family of spirit and pride, than to know that their next neighbors are
enjoying the luxury of early asparagus, peas, beans, lettuce, etc., when
theirs will not do to pluck for days, and perhaps weeks?
The best soil
for a vegetable garden is undoubtedly a deep, rich, sandy loam, so composed that it will absorb a great quantity of moisture, and allow it to
jiass so far below the surface that it can be cultivated very soon after
heavy rains, and at the same time retain that moisture so it will keep
the surface moist during the dry season. It should contain sufficient
muck and clay to give it strength and durability, and sufficient sand to
prevent sun or surface burning. It should be porous, to allow the air to
penetrate as deep as the roots of vegetables will grow.
We have a great deal of excellent soil for gardens in California. The
land along the creeks and rivers of the entire State, outside of the moun-

"made land," is well adapted to this purpose.
of the small valleys in the foothills and many of the hills themselves contain soil alread}r prepared by nature for the most successful
cultivation of vegetable gardens.
very large proportion of the soil
in the State, however, located on the broad, open plain, one elevation
above the immediate river banks, is too heavy and contains too much
clay and sticky substances for the successful cultivation of vegetables.
It is too wet in the rainy season, and too dry and hard in the dry season.
Such, generally, is the character of the soil in what we have
termed the grain districts of the State. While such soils, properly cultivated, are well adapted to the production of the small grains, they
tains, generally called

Many

A

require some artificial manipulations and changes to make them good
To show what these changes are, and how they can be
for gardens.
made, will next claim our attention.

PREPARATION OP

SOIL.

The soils along our river banks are generally called "made land," and
are principally composed of clay, fine sand or sediment, and decayed
vegetation.
They are of recent formation, and have been made by the
operations of nature. The annual deposit of the leaves of the forests,
and the annual growth of the grasses and weeds, have been covered by
the occasional overflow of the streams, bringing along and depositing
fine clay and sand from the mountains.
Since the commencement of
mining in this country the making of land in this manner has been going
on very rapidly. If the deposit has been with too great a proportion of
clay, then the soil thus made is heavy, stiff, and sticky, and though very
and strong and excellent, when jn'operly and carefully worked, for
some kinds of crops, it is not well adapted to the production of garden
vegetables. It settles too close and compactly together when wet by
heavy rains or overflows, and if allowed to dry without stirring, it is so
hard and stiff that it is almost impossible to plow or Avork it at all. If
worked in this condition it is unproductive the lumps and clods refuse
to yield to the roots of vegetation the necessary nourishment and food
If plowed when too wet its condition is still worse it
for their growth.
assumes the hardness of puddled soil or manufactured adobes. Such soil
must be worked with the greatest possible care and only when in a
proper condition, and even then it is not good for garden purposes. You
may with great care get your seed into such soil in good condition, but
if you have a Spring shower, followed by warm, sunny days, before
your vegetables are out of the ground there will form a crust over them
which it will be impossible for the tender shoots to penetrate, and you

rich

—
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under the necessity of replanting. We have seen corn and pea=<,
and even beans, after sprouting vigorously, thus prevented from coming
out of the ground by a crust formed on the surface.
The proper proportion of sand and vegetable decomposition mixed
with the clay tempers the soil and renders it easily worked at all times.
It renders it porous and susceptible of absorbing and retaining moisture
in the proper degree to dissolve the nutritious elements of the soil, and
thus feed and nourish the plants. We have seen just such stiff adobe
soils as we have described above completely renovated and converted
into the very best of garden land by a single overflow of a river, and a
deposit upon it of two or three inches of fine sand. By plowing deep
and cultivating and mixing the deposit of sand with the old clayey stiff
soil, we obtain a lively mellow and porous soil capable of being worked
A soil that will allow
at almost any time in the year without injury.
the air to penetrate to a great depth, and which will extract from that
air sufficient moisture to support the growth of plants in the driest of
seasons.
We have known large tracts of land bordering the Sacramento Eiver to be thus changed, and more than quadrupled in value, by
the deposits of a single overflow, We have known such renovated land
to rent annually, for garden purposes, for more money than it could in
Thus nature manipulates and
its original condition have been sold for.
makes land and changes whole sections in a single year from stiff, heavy,
and intractable soils to light, lively, and sandy ioams, thus doubling and
will be

quadrupling their value for

many

purposes.

A LESSON FROM NATURE.

From such operations of nature, the farmers, on the stiff, clay soils
of the prairies and oak openings of our State, including all our red soils,
and in fact nearly all of what are generally recognized as the best grain
From these operations they
districts, may learn an important lesson.
may learn just what they may do with a small piece of land to give each
of them as valuable a garden spot as nature ever formed. These prairie
soils are stiff and heavy, and want to be tempered with sand and vegeThe vegetable matter is always at hand in every barntable matter.
yard. There are but few localities in this State where plenty of good
sediment sand cannot also be obtained within a reasonable distance.
Oue hundred and sixty feet square a space sufficiently large for a
good vegetable garden for a large sized family, could be covered three
inches deep by almost any farmer, within a year, and he would scarcely
feel the expense. Having selected the place for the garden, he should in
the first place plow and subsoil it, at, least from sixteen to twenty inches
deep two feet or more would be still better. Then draw on the manure
well rotted barn manure would be best and sand in about equal proportions. Let the whole be thoroughly mixed with the soil, as low down
as it has been subsoiled, but leaving a larger proportion of sand and
manure mixed with the surface foot of earth. A deep ditch say three
or four feet deep— around the entire plat, with two or three blind ditches,
say two feet deep, and equal distances apart running from one side to the
other and emptying into the border ditch, would add very much to the
life and elasticity of the soil and to its productiveness.
It may bedoubted by some whether land on the dry plains of California would be
benefited by drainage. In answer to this doubt we would remark that
the object of such drainage is to introduce air into the soil and thus
render it more moist in dry weather, as well as lighter and drier in wet

—

—

—

—

—
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weather. It has been well and truly said, " that drainage makes cold
land warmer, wet land drier, dry land wetter, and heavy land lighter."
The principal object to be attained by the introduction of sand and
manure, is to open the pores, as it were, of the soil and keep them open;
and this object is still more perfectly attained by the proposed drainage.
It enables the soil to breathe, and thus extract from the air the moisture
as well as the fertilizing gases, and distribute them among the rootlets of
the growing plants, just as the lungs of the animal extracts the oxygen
from the -air and diffuses it through the animal system. Soil thus prepared will thereafter require only an annual top dressing and good cultivation to render it almost incredibly productive.

SELECTING GOOD SEED.

"We presume that most farmers will, when they have fairly initiated
the garden system in this State, raise and save garden seeds for their
own use. It will pay them to do so, provided they understand the true
principles of reproduction and exercise the necessary care and patience
to practice upon them.
In the animal kingdom it is a well established rule, and one that is
generally understood, especially by stock growers and farmers, that
"like begets like." This rule holds equally good and is equally important in the vegetable kingdom. In selecting the vegetables from which
seed is to be saved for replanting care should always be had to choose
only the very best samples. For instance, if you propose to save beet
seed, you should select the best shaped and best grown beet, one possessing all the characteristics of color, form, fineness of grain, and all other
properties which it may be desired to reproduce.
Then care should be taken to plant the beet in such soil and location
as will secure to the seed the best possible chance to grow and mature
From the seed thus carefully grown nono
in the most perfect manner.
but the best should be saved for planting. The same care should be exercised in regard to producing the seed of all other vegetables.
By so
doing and by. the interchange of seed between different countries and
different localities in the same country all our crops of vegetables and
grains may be much improv
It is the present practice of most of those farmers who cultivate gardens, whether as professional gardeners or only for their own tables,
to buy all their seed from the various seed stores in the towns and vilThis practice has one advantage it secures an interchange from
lages.
one locality to another; but we find that as a general rule those who
produce the seeds so sold neglect a strict compliance with the acknowledged rule of reproduction above referred to. Their seeds are sold by
the pound, and the more pounds the more dollars.
e the business of any one
Without desiring to
enterprisingseed man, we would recommend that each farmer, as soon as possible,
inaugurate the practice of producing his own seed of all kinds. He
may then interchange frequently with his neighbors and friends who
exercise the same care with himself, and he may thus improve all his
crops from year to year. In the long run we think this will be found
the most economical plan, as we shall never be subjected to the trouble,
expense, and vexation caused by planting dead or poor seed, and being
under the necessity of replanting and suffering the loss of time thereby.

—
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TIME FOR PLANTING.
the greatest mistakes connected with gardening in this counmany varieties of seed at the wrong time of the year.
Our Winters are so mild in this State that many varieties of vegetables
will grow better and be more tender, juicy, and more delicately flavored
if grown in the Winter or rainy months than if grown in the Summer or
The seeds of such kinds should be planted in the Fall
dry season.
instead of Spring.
Our professional gardeners, especially the Portuguese, Italians, and
Chinese, understand this, and hence we are so often found admiring the
luxuriant growth of the vegetation in their gardens when our own gardens arc not yet planted; and hence, too, the " China vegetable man"
takes many a dollar from our pockets for vegetables before ours of the
same varieties have made their appearance above ground.
The markets of our cities and towns ure supplied with beets, carrots,
parsnips, cabbage, radishes, lettuce, celery, salsify, small onions, and
other kinds of vegetables, fresh from the grounds of the professional
gardeners and in good condition, during every month of the Winter
season.
These vegetables are all grown in the open air. The seeds are
planted in August and September while the ground is warm, and with
care and attention and irrigation they are made to germinate and grow
These rains find the soil warm, and the rains
until the first rains fall.
themselves are generally warm like Spring showers. The vegetables
thus started grow rapidly and continue to grow during the whole Winter.
Here we have a lesson for our grain farmers to learn and imitate.
From a small piece of land, prepared as we have directed and sheltered
from the winds, the table of every farmer in our State may be supplied
with the greatest abundance of fresh vegetables of all the above varie-

Ono of

try

is

in planting

from October to May.
this time on may be added asparagus, rhubarb, early peas, cucumbers, green corn, early beans, squashes, tomatoes, potatoes, and other
early vegetables. As the season advances the later kinds and other
Add
varieties come on and supj^ly the place of those that are gone by.

ties

From

to these luxuries strawberries, raspberries, currants, grapes, cherries,

and other and larger fruits in their seasons, and we have a continuous
supply of the most delicious vegetables and fruits the year round. Then
by a little forethought fresh milk, butter, and cream may be provided
from two or three good cows pastured in a small field of Chile clover that
will keep green the year round.
With these facts before us, all of which may be fully realized by any
careful and industrious farmer in this State, we may well exclaim, who
can live better or cheaper and more independent than a California farmer!
What advantages he jrnxy enjoy over his neighbors of the Atlantic States
or most any other part of the world!
It seems not to be generally understood that pea vines will stand a
pretty heavy frost without much injury, and that peas planted in the
month of January or February will grow and make vines and be all
ready to blossom and bear peas uj:>on the first appearance of warm Springweather. Such is the fact, and if peas are planted in February in good
warm soil, and in a protected locality, they will generally furnish this
delicate vegetable for the table before the time it is now generally the
seed.
Potato tops are easily checked in their growth by a slight frost; but

custom to plant the
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unless the frost is pretty severe this injury does not reach below the
surface of the earth and is but temporary. The roots continue to grow
and the tops start up again with renewed vigor.
As a general thing it is safe to plant early varieties in February, and
by covering the surface with straw or coarse stable manure the}' may be
brought forward very early so early in fact that no inconvenience will
be experienced from the wdting ol* the old potatoes before the new ones
will be large enough to take their
place on the table.
It is too generally the received opinion among farmers on the uplands,
that potatoes cannot be raised on such soil. If the land be prepared as
we have suggested, and the potatoes are planted early, so that they will
have the benefit of the late Winter and Spring rains, they will make a
good crop, and form a most acceptable dish on the table when fresh dug
from the garden.

—

HOT BEDS.
Professional gardeners understand and appreciate the advantages of
in bringing forward for the market their early vegetables.
Professional florists also avail themselves of the hot house or green
house to bring forward their early flowers. With a little care and extra
expense they each, in this way, obtain extra prices for their products,
and are well repaid for the extra expense and labor. In this country,
above all others, liberal prices are cheerfully paid for vegetables, fruit,
and flowers offered for sale out of the ordinary season, either very early
or very late.
Bat farmers being generally away from the towns which afford
mai-kets for the professional gardeners, cannot, even if they would,
avail themselves of the luxuries of these extra early vegetables from
the market gardens. They must therefore either deny themselves and
families many luxuries enjoyed by the denizens of the towns, or contrive some mode of producing those luxuries for themselves.
We are
among those who believe that, above all classes of people, the farmers
may and should become the best livers, in all respects, in any countiy,

hot beds

and especially

We

in California.
believe that the farmers of California, if

they choose to avail
themselves of the advantages they naturally possess, may enjoy more
real and substantial luxuries
luxuries, we mean, produced from the
soil
than almost any other people in the world. It shall be our aim to
point out the ways and means by which these luxuries may be produced

—

—

and enjoyed.
Early vegetables cost the denizen a considerable money they would
only cost the farmer a little time, with the additional advantage in favor
of the farmer that he and his family '.night
enjoy them direet from his
garden, fresh and crisp}', while before they appear on the table of the
denizen they have been handled and mussed over till they have lost half
their attractiveness and real value.
If there is one farmer in this State Avho has a hot bed, made and used
exclusively* for the purpose of producing early vegetables for the use of
his family, we have not seen that man.
We do know of many who
make it a practice to make hot beds every Spring in which to sprout
their sweet potatoes, but they seldom use them for
any other purpose.
Those who raise sweet potatoes for sale are compelled to have hot beds
to obtain the sets, otherwise they would not probably make them.

—
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BED.

Farmers generally imagine that it is a great deal more trouble and
expense to make a good hot bed than it really is. Many of them never
having seen one do not know how to make one, and never having experienced the advantages of one cannot appreciate them. For the benefit
of such we give the following cheap and easy mode of construction and
management: Make a frame or box, say three feet wide, and six. nine,
or twelve feet long, depending on the size of the bed you desire. It may
be made of inch boards and should be, say one foot deep in front and
on the
eighteen inches on the back. Dig out a trench in the garden
south side of the fence the same Size as the frame and eighteen inches
Fill up with fresh horse manure mixed with straw
or two feet deep.
about as it comes from the stable where horses are carefully bedded

—

with straw — to the depth of a loot or fifteen inches. Then put on the
frame and cover the manure from eight to ten inches with good, rich,
sandy loam, or light warm soil, that will not bake or crust over when
sprinkled with water. Bank up the outside of the frame with the same
kind of manure used inside, and cover with common window sash of the
proper size to cover the frame, and your hot bed is completed; and as
soon as the manure begins to ferment and heat it is ready for use.
How much dias it cost? About one day's work, and the price of the
windows used. The expense of the window may be dispensed with, and
any old piece of canvas, or a bed sheet, or old mat may be used instead

answer a very good purpose, though the glass is better, as it lets in
more light and heat from the sun.
Now plant your seed in rows across the bed and in a few days you

anil

have the satisfaction of seeing the plants for an early garden burstIn warm pleasant days the cover should
ing up through the warm soil.
be left off, and the plants should be sprinkled with water from which the
chill has been taken just enough to keep the soil moist and steaming.
As soon as the weather is warm enough, and the plants of sufficient
of the open garden,
size, they may be transplanted to the warmest part
being careful to protect them from the cold nights, if any occur.
By this simple means every farmer's table may be supplied with a
in our market,
plenty of all kinds of vegetables as early as they appear
and much better. Try it once, and we guarantee that it will pay.
will

TIDE AND OVERFLOWED LANDS.

As Corresponding Secretaiy I received an invitation to accompany an
excursion to the swamp and overflowed lands located about the confluence of the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers, and deeming them of
so much importance to the agricultural interests of the State, I propose
to give a brief description of those lands, both as to their location and
character.

As many of our readers have probably never given much attention to
the subject of the tule and overflowed lands of our State, we will first
very briefly give them a general idea of the location and character of
these lands, and the means adopted for their reclamation.
The two great rivers above named, and all their large tributaries, have
a strip of tule land on each side of them stretching from their entrance
43
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into the valleys to the points where the latter empty into the former,
and from thereon until the former reach and lose themselves in the bays
leading into the Pacific Ocean.
Originally these rivers are supposed to have flowed through the lowest
points in the valleys, but the annual overflows to which they are subject
nave gradually deposited debris and sediment on their immediate banks
until all through the upper portions of the courses and until they
approach their mouths, these banks are from ten to twenty feet higher
than the lands, from one half mile to three miles back, so that all our
navigable rivers are literally "highways of commerce." Into these low
lands or basins thus formed empty numerous creeks from the foothills
of the Sierra Nevadas and Coast .Range of mountains, and the overflows of
the rivers at high stages of water keep them full during the wet seasons,
and generally well into the Summers. Hence the soil becomes wet and
swampy, and all vegetable growth coarse and rank.

To this coarse grass the Indians gave the name of "tule," and this
name has hence been applied to the lands themselves.
As the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers approach the straits and

—

—

bays into which they flow only a few miles apart their banks gradually become lower and lower and the distance back to the edges of the
tules becomes less, until finally the rivers themselves seem to break up
into a great

number of smaller

rivers or watercourses, called sloughs.
left, dividing the tule lands
of islands of all shapes and sizes, until hundreds of

These sloughs stretch out to the right and
into a great

number

thousands of acres are thus cut up and surrounded by a system or net

work of navigable watercourses.
The islands thus formed, like the banks

of the main rivers, are generand for similar
reasons; but these banks are generally but little above high tide at the
low stage of water in the Summer season. The waters of the rivers,
however, having here so many channels through which to flow, are comparatively but little affected by a rise which overflows the banks of the
main rivers and floods the whole country above. Hence it is comparatively a much easier task to keep the waters of the sloughs from overflowing these islands than it is to keep the waters of the main rivers
higher up the country from overflowing their banks and flooding the
tule lands we have described as stretching along on either side of them.
ally higher next the water's edge than in their centers,

THE IMPORTANT FACT
So potent to

all

now, has only been discovered and practically appre-

this State, after an experience of nearly twentyyears, derived from an almost constant yet fruitless and costly effort to
reclaim the tule lands along the main rivers of the State.
For the discovery and practical demonstration of this valuable truth
we are indebted to a few humble farmers, who some twelve or fifteen
years since settled upon Sherman Island, and who have since that time
pretty effectually reclaimed the whole island from overflow and brought
In doing so they have acquired for
it into a good state of cultivation.
themselves and their families a good competency, if not a fortune.
While these men were struggling along from year to } ear, alternately
cultivating their crops and working on their levees,

ciated

by the people of
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gentleman who is now the great leading spirit in nearly all the swamp
land reclamation enterprises of the State, was a practical and successful
miner in Grass Valley, Nevada County. Having met with some severe
losses in his mining operations, he was looking about him for some other
and more safe place to invest his money. By accident his attention was
He went
called to the operations of the farmers on Sherman Island.
personally to investigate the whole subject for himself, and having
observed the productiveness of the soil and the feasibility of the reclamation of all the islands similarly situated, he at once commenced buying up these lands and urging his friends to do likewise.
He soon succeeded in forming what is known as the Tide Land Eeclamation Company, composed of some of the heaviest and most enterprising capitalists in the State. For the last two years he has been perfecting plans of reclamation, organizing labor and machinery for their comthe great value ot
pletion, and calling the attention of the public to
these lands, and to the additional wealth and prosperity their reclamation and cultivation would bring to the State. For this latter purpose
he conceived and organized

THE EXCURSION TO THE TULE LANDS,
«

incidents and lessons of which Ave will now call the
attention of our readers. The invited guests were about eighty, conthe press,
sisting of business men, capitalists, and representatives of
mostly from San Francisco, Sacramento, Santa Clara, Yuba, and Nevada
Counties.
The party left Sacramento at about eight o'clock on Friday, October
twentieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-one, on the steamer Victor,
Captain Sommers. After stopping at two different points on the river
we arrived at E. Kerchival's, at the head of Grand Island, at noon.
This island lies directly in the forks of the Sacramento Elver, and
about twenty-five miles south of Sacramento. It is the first of the system
of islands formed by the breaking up of the river into sloughs, as above
It is bounded on the east by what is called the Old Eiver,
described.
and on the west by a branch called Steamboat Slough. It is favorably
situated for catching the debris and sediment floating down the river,
and hence, as might be expected, the banks are higher and more firm
than those of the islands further down. The strips of land between the
immediate banks of the river and the tule toward the center of the
island is quite wide, and for four or five miles down on either side is
occupied by settlers, most of whom have very fine farms in a good state
of cultivation. The climate here is excellent, being a happy medium
between the windy region further south and the oppressive heat further

To the valuable

up the river.
The country

for six miles above this point, and as many miles helow,
without exception the best for peaches in the entire State. The early
and late Crawford peaches, which at Sacramento are hardly worth raisthe most
ing, here grow and ripen in the greatest perfection, and make
is

valuable market peach we have. The plum, apricot, and nectarine also
flourish in great perfection here.
Apples and pears do well, and grapes
grown here, though of but little value for wine, command the highest
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prices in the market for table use, being very large, well covered, and ot
most excellent flavor.
We went back from the river about a mile here for the purpose of
examining the soil where a deep ditch was being cut; this ditch being
the upper end of the canal which is to be dug through the center of the
found the surface, about a foot deep,
island for drainage purposes.
to be a line yellowish sediment of tule deposit; then to the depth of
about tour feet more the soil was a mixture of loam and clay, checkered
did not see the soil
with streaks of decayed vegetable matter.
deeper down, but were apprised by Mr. Kerehival. who had the ditch
dug, that immediately underlying this clay was a strata of some four or

We

We

five feet deep of almost unmixed decayed vegetable matter, having much
the appearance of a rotten dunghill. This island is about twelve miles
long, averages about three miles wide, and contains about seventeen
thousand three hundred acres; of this about seven thousand acres,
mostly next the river banks, is owned by settlers. About two thousand
acres, running diagonally across the island from water to water, is owned
b}' William Gwynn and Henry Miller, of Sacramento, and the balance,
the center portion, is owned by George I>. Roberts.
It is estimate
that six dollars and thirty cents per acre will defray
the entire expense of the work necessary to keep the water on this
The levee around the island will be about twenty-nine miles
island.
long; about twenty miles of which is already completed and the balance
will be done in five weeks time.
The work is let to Chinamen by the
There are over
job, at from twelve to seventeen cents per cubic yard.
The average width
five hundred Chinamen now at work on the Levee.
The width of
of the base of the levee is thirty feet; it is six feet high.
the top is three feet, and the inside slope is one and a half to one, the
outside is two and a half to one. The earth is taken from the outside or
next the river. All the sloughs making into the island are substantially
I

dammed and provided with

flood gates, so arranged that the gaics clo
tide; so that while the water is prevented
from passing in, all the seepage water runs out. The same gates will
answer the purpose of irrigation, should it ever become necessary.
at high tide

and open at low

NEXT YEAR'S

CROP.

the intention of the owners of the tule land on this island to have
cultivated and cropped next season.
They propose to lease it on
shares for a term of three years. The tule is now being burned off of
some portions of it, and all will soon be in condition to burn. After the
tule is burned, it is expected that most of the land on this island will
On the islands, lower down, such
require to be plowed before sowing.
as Sherman and Twitchell, the surface being composed mostly of decayed
It is

it all

vegetable matter, when once dry, will burn down until the fire reaches
the water, and is stopped by it. On Grand Island, as we have stated.
this same vegetable matter is found in most places, some five feet below
the surface, having been covered by late deposits of sediment which is

gradually forming into loam and clay.
The sediment and clay, however, instead of raising the surface of the
land equal to the thickness of their deposit, seem by their weight to
have sunk the vegetable matter nearly that much into the water except
near the banks where the soil is thickly studded with the roots of trees,
em to have held the soil to its normal position. Thil
wi. ih
secures to this island all the advantages of water near the surface, and
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at the same time it has a soil rich in the elements of production and most
certainly so in those of durability.

LATE POTATOES.

While our attention is on Grand Island we will state that on our
had gone to San Francisco and Sactrip, when most of the party
ramento on the regular boats, the Victor ran up through Steamboat
Slough and stopped at a ranch on this island, some two miles from its
head, in order to let us see some late potatoes growing on the tule land.
They found here a field of fifteen acres of potatoes growing most luxreturn

of fair
uriantly, the bulbs being quite plentiful in number and generally
some being as large as a man's fist. They were of the Pigeon
Point red seed. The tule, which was very heavy and tall, had been cut
down in June, and after drying had been burned. The ground was then
plowed and harrowed well, and plowed and harrowed the second time.
The potatoes were planted between the twenty-sixth of July and the
size

—

second of August. Had Early Eose seed been planted, the crop would
have been ripe and eould have been dug some time since.

ANDREW'S ISLAND.

On the east and southeast of Grand Island, and separated from it by
the Old Eiver, lies Andrew's Island. This is as long as Grand Island,
Some four or five farmbut not more than a mile wide on an average.
ers in the center of it have clubbed together and built cross levees above
and below them and next the sloughs on either side, and have produced
this season most excellent and satisfactory crops .of wheat, barley, corn,
No general work for reclaiming this
potatoes, and other vegetables.
island has yet been commenced, but we understand there soon will be.
Still to the southeast of Andrew's Island are two other long, irregular
islands
Tyler and Staten containing about twelve thousand acres each,
and separated from Andrew's Island by the Georgiana Slough and by
the North Fork of the Mokelumne Eiver. We did not visit these islands,
but they are said to contain very valuable tracts of land and susceptible
of easy reclamation, which is already commenced.

—

—

SCHOOLCRAFT ISLAND,
Containing twelve thousand acres of land, lies directly west of Grand
bounded on the north and west by Miner's Slough, and on
the west by the west branch of the Sacramento Eiver. The land of this
island, viewed from the boat, seems lower than that of Grand Island,
and has not been covered with so heavy a bed of sediment. It looks as
though it might be more difficult of reclamation. The next island visited
by the excursion party was
Island, being

BRANNAN ISLAND,
directly south of Grand Island and east of the town of Eio
The reclamation company own most of this island, and are now
engaged in damming the sloughs that put out into it. and putting in flood

Which

lies

Vista.

gates preparatory to a thorough reclamation by levees. -Upon this
we found a fine vineyard of Mission grapes.
The bunclies were the largest and most compact we have ever seen of

island, at Smith's ranch,
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this variety, and the grapes were very large and fine flavored.
In this
vineyard we noticed the salt grass growing most luxuriantly, indicating
the presence of alkali, which, however, seemed to produce no visible
effect on the vines or fruit.
We also noticed here fig trees of the large purple variety, full of fruit,
in all stages of growth, from the size of a kernel of corn to the full sized,
At Sacramento the second crop of fruit all ripened
ripe, and luscious fig.
on this variety of trees some three weeks since, and no more is starting.
This difference in bearing must be attributable to the difference of climate
and supply of moisture to the roots.
It being now near night, and Mr. Roberts wishing to save all the time
he could and enable his guests to see as much as possible of interest by
daylight, headed the Victor for

THE WEBB TRACT,

A

large piece of swamp land in Contra Costa County, fronting on the
south bank of the west channel of the San Joaquin River for some
twenty-five miles, and running back to the high lands. It contains about
fifteen thousand acres, and is owned by Eoberts, Kimball, and MeMurtry, who are driving forward the work of reclamation as fast as possible.
One advantage this tract has over those on islands is that it runs back
to high lands, and in times of very high water stock can be very easily
driven to these lands for safety. Another is that the expense of reclamation will be less, requiring a levee onl3r on one side. We notice the
owners fully appreciate these advantages, as they hold the land at one
hundred dollars per acre for the entire tract. The levee is being constructed here by machinery. There are two steam machines at work by
the job or contract at ten cents per cubic yard.

THE ROBERTSON MACHINE

Works very similarly to the ordinary dredging machines. It is transported on a scow which floats in the canal made by the excavation. It
cuts the canal or ditch twelve feet wide and four feet deep at one swath,
and deposits the earth on one side in the shape of a rough levee, which
is afterward faced
up with the shovel by Chinamen. It does its work
well and makes on an average about three hundred and twenty running
feet of levee in a day.
Considering that this machine is the first and
only one built under the patent, it is a good success and promises to
become valuable to its owner, and very useful in the reclamation of the
tule land.

THE ROBERTS

MACHINE

Is moved on wheels, laying and taking up its track as it goes.
It cuts
four feet wide and four feet deep at a swath, elevating the earth by an
endless chain elevator, and depositing it on the opposite side of the ditch
from that occupied by the machine. To widen the ditch and increase
the levee it rej)eats the swaths, lengthening the elevator and depositing
the earth each time on the top of the first deposit. We did not see this
machine work, but were assured by Mr. Kimball that it was generally
considered as a more promising one than the other.
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SHEEP AND CATTLE.

On one portion of this tract, the proprietors have twenty-five thousand head of sheep, which have been grazing there all Summer, and
look in a very good condition. Another portion of ten thousand
acres is leased to Lux
Miller, of this city, who have on it eleven thousand head of cattle less than an acre to an animal. These cattle have
occupied this pasture since Spring, and they are now in such a condition
that their owners are making weekly shipments to supply the San Francisco market with beef.
We noticed, growing on this tract, a number of
varieties of clover, and a great profusion of native grasses. When fully
reclaimed and burned, we have no hesitation in believing each acre of
the entire tract sown in Chile clover would produce annually from six
to nine tons of good hay, and in addition keep an ox or horse in good
condition from September each year until the first of December.

—

tS:

BURNING THE TULE LANDS.
the lower end of the Webb tract the proprietors propose to plant
thousand acres in wheat. This portion was ditched last
year and has "dried out," as they term it, when they mean to say the
land is ready to burn.
Here we saw the burning process in operation. The tule and grass is
set on fire and is rapidly consumed.
But the fire is not satisfied when
it reaches the soil, but penetrates and consumes this also until cheeked
by the dampness underneath. This reached, the burning ceases, leaving
a few inches of light ashes and charred soil as the remains of the spongy
vegetable composition. This process lowers the level of the land from
four to six inches. In this condition the land is ready for the seed, but
being too soft and miry to support the weight of horses or cattle, it cannot be cultivated with teams and harrows in the ordinary way.
Hence the plan of treading in the grain with sheep has been resorted
to and found to work well.
The large flock is divided up into smaller
ones of two or three hundred each, and a boy and shepherd dog takes
charge of each of these small flocks driving them back and forth as
you would drive a team with a harrow, until the whole ground has
been tramped over. This is the way the first crop is put in.
The second year the land is generally volunteered. The sheep are

On

this season five

—

in this process also.
Too much grain generally
the ground, while harvesting, to seed it properly for a good crop;
so immediately after harvest the sheep are turned in to pick up this surplus seed, and while picking up some they tramp in the rest, leaving the
ground seeded about right and well tramped in.

brought into requisition
tails to

TWITCIIELL ISLAND

Was the next point visited. This island lies directly south of Brannan
It contains three thousand
Island, and north of the San Joaquin Biver.
"
six hundred acres.
It was leveed last year, but not in time to " dry out
the land in the center sufficiently to burn, so that only one thousand
The
acres, and that in a strip around the edges, was sown to wheat.
Beclamation Company last year sold this island to Minor, Prather & Co.
one of the firm purchasing being George D. Boberts for sixty-eight
thousand dollars, after the work of reclamation was completed.

—

—
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The proceeds of the wheat crop raised on the one thousand acres
planted has been sixty-seven thousand seven hundred dollars within
three hundred dollars of the entire purchase money. Besides this, there
are several thousand dollars worth of vegetables now on the land not

—

yet gathered.
The center of the island is now being burned preparatory to seeding
and tramping, while the sheep are fattening on the surplus grain left on
the last year's stubble, and tramping in or volunteering what they cannot e;it.
The levee around Twitchell Island is twelve feet base and three and a
half feet high. The wagons used on this island have wheels with felThe steam thrashing machine and boiler
loes and tire six inches wide.
were provided with like wide-wheeled wagons.
This precaution is
necessary to make them float, and yet, as they roll along over the
surface, they stir up clouds of dust.

SHERMAN ISLAND

—

Lies between the two largest rivers in California the Sacramento washing the northwestern bank and the San Joaquin the southeastern. The
head of the island is within three miles of Eio Vista, and the foot
We judge it contains about twelve thoudirectly opposite Collin sville.
sand acres; it was the first of this great group of islands leveed, and is
in a more forward state of reclamation and cultivation than any other.
We visited but one farm on this island that of A. J. Bigelow, on the
Sacramento River.
Mr. Bigelow owns four hundred and thirty acres
lying in a body about half under cultivation. If we had seen nothing
before, we saw enough here to convince us that the resources of our
State are but just beginning to be known and developed, and that the
garden spot of California will yet lie found in the tule lauds forming the
deltas of her two great rivers.
Here were grapes, strawberries, watermelons, muskmelons, sugar beets, mangel wurtzeis. carrots, parsnips,
turnips, squashes, corn, tomatoes, wheat, barley, Chile clover, red
clover, timothy, and we cannot say how many other horticultural
and agricultural products growing, and all in the greatest perfection, on
a soil, the cost of which is not much over half the cost of cultivating
the soil of the ordinary upland, while the chances of a failure of any
crop, when the seed is once in the ground, are scarcely to be taken into
We were so pleased with the general exhibition of farm
consideration.
products, that in the short time which we had to remain we could
gather but few specific facts.
One field, however, we learned was sowed in February last to barley
and Chile clover at the same time. There had been gathered from this
field a crop of barley of over sixty bushels to the acre, and since that
time the clover had been mown twice, yielding each time a ton and a
half per acre, and the third crop was nearly in bloom again. Another
field was sown to wheat and Chile clover in February.
From this field
had been gathered forty-five bushels of wheat to the acre, and one crop
of one and a half tons of clover per acre had since been cut, and for
three weeks two or three head of stock had been feeding on each acre,
and the feed was still knee high and growing luxuriantly.
The people of Sherman Island have laid it off into school districts, and
have already at least one good public school in operation. They have
also laid out public roads, and have a Post Office, and a good wharf at
the town of Fmmaton, on the west side of the island, at which the Sac-

—

—
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ramento boats stop every day on their up and down trips. Indeed, they
present every indication of a wide awake and prosperous community.
Lands there, brought under cultivation, are worth and being sold, when
sold at all, for from fifty dollars to seventy-five dollars per acre.
OTHER ISLANDS.
In addition to those above named, we may mention Bouldin, Venice, and
Maudeville Islands as in progress of reclamation, each containing from
five to em-ht thousand acres of land, the soil of which is very similar to
that of Twitchell and Sherman.

ROBERTS AND UNION ISLANDS.

At a point some twelve miles nearly south of the City of Stockton,
where the San Joaquin .River divides, one branch called the San Joaquin
then
proper, runs nearly north to within a few miles from Stockton,
bears westerly in a very crooked line to a point at which the Town of
Venice was founded and built on paper; the other branch, called West
Channel, drops off to the southwest, and finally sweeps back and rejoins
the main river about three miles below Venice. The greatest distance
between the two rivers is about eighteen miles. The oval-shaped piece
of land thus surrounded by these two channels is traversed, a little south
of the center, by another river called the Middle Channel, thus forming
the two large islands known as lloberts and Union Islands the former
contains sixty thousand acres, and the hitter from forty-five thousand to
the Eeclamation Comfifty thousand, nearly all of which belongs to
pany, and is claimed by them to be susceptible of easy and perfect reclamation, and when so reclaimed to be among the most valuable of their

—

swamp

land possessions.

DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS.

There is a striking difference between the topography of the Sacramento islands, or those washed by the waters of the Sacramento and the
sloughs making out of it, and those washed by the San Joaquin and its
branches or sloughs. The banks or edges of the former are considerably
higher above low water mark than those of the latter, and are all studded with bushes mostly willow; and with sycamore trees, from twenty

—

to fifty feet high, while the centers of the islands are entirely desolate
of shrubs and trees, being covered by a very tall and heavy growth of
The banks of the San Joaquin islands, on the contrary, appear to
tule.
be no higher than the centers, and are almost uniformly destitute of
bushes and have no trees of any size, while the centers of the islands
are dotted with bunches of willow, and the tules are thinner and shorter
being mixed with a much greater quantity of coarse grass of different
kinds, including now and then patches of California clover. Again, the
soil of the Sacramento islands is to a great extent clay and a late deposit
of fine yellow sediment, underlying which is a strata of almost pure
decomposed vegetable matter. On the other hand, the surface soil of the
San Joaquin islands has scarcely any other material in its composition
than this decomposed vegetable matter.

—
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overflows.

The Sacramento Kiver, it is well known, is subject to more frequent
overflows than the San Joaquin. The cause of these more frequent overflows is attributable to the fact that the Sacramento has a number of
large branches leading direct from the Sierras, and bring to it large
accessions of water, while it has but one channel through which to
convey these waters until they reach the head of Gravel Island, where
they meet a heavy ebbing and flowing of the tide. The San Joaquin, on
the contrary, as we have seen, is divided into three about equal channels,
some twelve miles above Stockton, which do not again unite until within
a few miles of the Sacramento, when another system or network of
sloughs come immediately to its relief, and assists in conveying its waters
to the broad and deep channel opposite Sherman Island.
Again, there
is more mining on the Sacramento and its tributaries than on the San
Joaquin, and this fact, coupled with the more frequent overflows, accounts
for the higher banks and heavier soil of its islands.
The difference in
timber and vegetation follows the difference in soil the heavier the soil,
dampness being equal, the heavier the growth of trees and vegetation.

—

TULE ISLANDS AS HOMES.
doubt that most if not all the islands that we have
so as to render these lands very valuable more
reliable, in fact, for producing annual crops, or in other words, less liable
to failures on account of overflows, than the uplands are on account of
drought. Indeed, with the facilities they possess for irrigation, they
may be kept up to a good degree of fertility under a system of constant
cropping for a long series of years, or an indefinite time, without any
other fertilizing applications except what will be supplied from the
water. But the important question in reference to their settlement is,
can they be made so secure against overflows in such times as eighteen
hundred and fifty-two and eighteen hundred and sixty-two as to render
property of all descriptions and the lives of the inhabitants safe upon
them? For all ordinary seasons we are of the opinion that the present
plan of reclamation ditches and levees provided always that the
levees are made sufficiently high and strong, and watched with care, and
kept in good repair, will render them safe not only for the accumulation
of property but as homes for the families of their occupants. But how
will it be in case of such a flood as that of eighteen hundred and sixtytwo, when all the lower country becomes so filled up with the accumulated waters as to check the current in the Sacramento Eiver as high up
as the City of Sacramento and in the San Joaquin at Stockton?
These
islands were then all under water to a depth of equal to if not greater
than any of the levees being constructed upon them. When these
islands are all leveed, as is now the intention to do, and an attempt is
thus made to confine such a bulk of water in the narrow sloughs, will it
not necessarily be forced up to a greater hight than when allowed to
spread out over hundreds of thousands of acres in extent?
This question addresses itself not only to the individual who owns
land here and who proposes to make a home for himself and family, or
to have others do so, but it addresses itself to the people of the entire
State to the State Government whose duty it is not only to reclaim

There

is

but

little

—

named can be reclaimed

—

—

—
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its citizens

who

upon them.
ADDITIONAL OUTLET.

Those who have made the reclamation of the swamp lands of this
State a study, and who understand the question, have long since come
to the conclusion that some additional outlet, through which the waters
that accumulate, on the occasions of great and long continued floods, at
the confluence of the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers, above Rio
Vista, may escape more rapidly into Suisun Bay, is a matter of very
great if not absolute necessity.
number of plans for the accomplishment of this object have been
suggested by engineers and others, some of which are doubtless pracOne which seems to have the approval of many
ticable and feasible.
largely interested, and in which every owner of swamp land on the
Sacramento and San Joaquin is interested, is to tap Linda Slough, which
is a southern branch of Cache Slough, by a canal running back of the
Montezuma hills directly into a tributary of Suisun Bay. The distance
across is but about seven mdes, and the fall from point to point is said to
be fourteen feet, or two feet to the mile. The highest point of elevation
is some thirty feet, but the distance at this elevation is very narrow
This or some
most of the way being but little above the water level.
other outlet should be constructed without delay. The interests at stake
are too great to be longer sacrificed.
Such an outlet would materially enhance the value of every acre of
land lying within the swamp land districts of the Sacramento and San
Joaquin Valleys, and these lands should be assessed to construct it. This
subject should be brought before the next Legislature early in the session,
so that provision for its accomplishment may be made before the close of
the session.

A

—
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THE CUT-WORM.
BY

I.

N.

HOAG.

This is the American name of one of the most destructive insects in
the country. It is sometimes called the com grub, from the fact that it
is so destructive to young corn.
In English agricultural works these
worms are called surface grubs or caterpillers, from the fact that they
are always found near the surface of the ground.
The American name seems very appropriate from their habit of cutting off young and tender plants, upon which they feed, as smoothly as
There are many varieties of this worm,
if done with a keen edged knife.
each varying slightly from the other in appearance, and each differing a
little from the other in its habits and modes of depredation on growing
The most common and the most destructive variety is
vegetables.
called the
STRIPED CUT-WORM.

by Doctor Asa Fitch, Entomologist, to the
State Agricultural Society, as a cylindrical worm, usually
about an inch in length when disinterred beside the several plants in
our gardens and corn holds, and upwards of an inch and a quarter when
Its ground color is dirty white or ash gray, occait is fully grown.
sionally slightly tinged with yellowish; the top of its neck shining
black, with three white or pale longitudinal stripes, a whitish line along
the middle of its hack between two dark ones. On each side three dark
It is particularly described

New York

by two pale ones, whereof the lower one is broader,
often a somewhat glucous white stripe below the lower dark one, and
all the underside below this dull white.
stripes separated

TUEIR IIABIT OF CUTTING YOUNG PLANTS.

Some of this family of worms cut the young corn or other plants, such
as tomatoes, cucumbers, melons, wheat, barley, and oats, just below, and
some just above the surface. But all alike lay covered in the earth
during the daytime, and only come forth to seek their food and do
damage in the night. Owing to this habit they are comparatively safe
from being devoured by fowls and birds; as also from being caught and
In seasons when these worms are plenty they do
destroyed by man.
great damage, often destroying the crops of the garden, and corn in the
fields, so that it becomes necessary to replant several times before a good
Sometimes their depredations are so
start for a crop can be made.
extensive and persistent as to render it necessary to abandon one kind of
crop, and plow and plant some other kind not so liable to be injured by
them.
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REMEDIES.

In cold countries, one of the most effectual modes for destroying these
pests has been found to be plowing them out during the freezing season,
when in a torpid condition and unable to seek protection under the earth
until the frost has done its* work.
By thus exposing them suddenly to
the cold and freezing weather many ol' them are destroj'ed, and the
ground rendered comparatively free from them the following season.
Gradual freezing, however, in the ground aud in the places selected and
prepared by these worms, it has Leon found does them no 'injury. Like
many other insects and reptiles, if allowed to freeze gradually with the
ground and thaw out gradually undisturbed, they come forth unharmed.
This remed}r however, cannot bo rendered effectual in but few of the
cultivated portions of California or the Pacific Coast, for the reason that
we do not have weather sufficiently cold. When their field of operation
is limited, as in small gardens, these worms may be caught and destroyed,
by digging from one to two inches deep around the hills of corn, cucumThe best time
bers, or other vegetables upon which they are feeding.
for this operation is early in the morning, before they have gone far after
obtaining their night's meal.
This remedy is slow and too expensive to be resorted to for field crops.
It has been recommended that corn or other seed be soaked in copperas
water before planting; but it is doubtful if this is of an}- avail, on account
of the rapidity with which the earth absorbs and dispenses the properIt' any application can be made effectual to
ties of the sulphate.
prevent
the ravages of the cut-worm, it is evident it should be something applied
as the tender stem
to the parts of the plants upon which they feed
and that should be applied at the time they are committing their
,

—

—

depredations.

WHALE

Has been found

OIL SOAP

a most excellent remedy for all kinds of plant and tree
including the Woolly aphis so frequently infesting our apple trees.
used in solution or suds made by dissolving about a pound of soap
to seven gallons of water, and applied by a syringe.
The efficacy or value of this application is owing in part to the peculiar offensiveness of the smell.
Why should not this application, made
in the same way, prove equall}' efficacious to keep away the cut-worm
from the young corn, tomatoes, beans, cabbages, etc.? We hope some
or many of our readers will try this experiment. One thing is certain,
the application will do any young plant good as a fertilizer, and with a
bucket of suds and a syringe it can be applied so rapidly as to render it
practicable in the fields as well as iu the gardens.
lice,
It is
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HEDGE OR LIVE FENCES.
BY

I.

N.

HOAG.

In any country where wood is scarce (and it seems to be getting scarce
the world over), in these days of railroading, wharf building, etc., it
becomes a question of no small moment to the agricultural interests to
In this State the
find some substitute for rail, or post and board fences.
expense of fencing land is getting to be one of serious consideration to
the farmers. It is operating as a serious drawback to- the agricultural

and indirectly to all others.
There are but few of our good agricultural districts furnished with a
Most of the lumber for
sufficiency of good fencing timber near at hand.
boards and fences has to be transported from high up on the Sierra
Nevada mountains, or from the timber districts of Oregon, and the coast
still farther north.
All, or very nearly all, the timber for posts comes
from a few of the coast counties.

interests,

Thus our agriculturists, in all the great central portions of the State,
are not only compelled to buy most of their fencing material, but have to
pay high rates for transporting the same, by rail or otherwise, from
points hundreds of miles away from where they want to use it. These
considerations are used with great force in favor of adopting the European
plan of fencing or rather, of not fencing.
In the agricultural districts of Europe it is a rare thing to see a fence,
even on the division lines between estates, or along the road sides. Very
few farmers are able to bear the expense of dividing their farms up into
in America. In many
fields, as is the custom in all agricultural countries
portions of Europe, and more especially in England, a system of growing
live or hedge fences has been practiced for many years or generations
back. But in most of those localities the land has become so valuable
that even these fences are, to a great extent, being dispensed with, the
convenience of fences being considered of less moment than the value or
use of the land on which they stand.
The American farmers on the contrary have a plenty of land, and
have become strongly wedded to the system of dividing off their farms
into fields of convenient size for different varieties of crops and for
So strongly have they become attached to this system that many
stock.
of the best and most wealthy farmers, especially in the early history of

—

agriculture in this State, have made themselves bankrupt by an endeavor
It is certainly a great convenience to
to keep their lands well fenced.
the general farmer who wishes to devote some of his land to grain, some
to meadow, some to orchard and vineyard, and some to stock; in short,
who purposes to follow the only safe and rational system of farming a
diversity of crops and a rotation of these to have his land fenced off
into fields; but we doubt its practicability in this country, unless some
substitute can be found for redwood posts and pine boughs.

—

—
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THE OSAGE ORANGE.

Many of the "Western Atlantic States have been, and are still to some
extent, laboring under the same difficulty in this respect that we are.
Many of tbose States have of late years adopted the system of live or
hedge fences, and have found it to possess many advantages over the
In the first place a good osage orange hedge fence, the
old system.
kind most universally adopted, is much cheaper than a rail or board
In the next place it
fence, taking into consideration the first cost only.
costs much less to keep a hedge fence in order and repair than it does
either of the other kinds named, and while the latter will last but a few
years the former will last a life time and even much longer. The hedge
fence on the open, treeless plains, may, after once being fairly and
properly started, be allowed to grow up to a considerable bight, ancfthus
become a good break-wind and shelter for growing crops or stock.
To show how popular these fences are becoming in Illinois, for instance,
we will state a fact which has been lately brought to our notice. The
first osage orange hedge plants were introduced into that State about
twenty years since, and for the first three years there were not sold, in
the whole State, over five hundred thousand; while in the year eighteen
hundred and sixty-eight there were sold and set out into hedges in that
State over two hundred and fifty millions of these plants.
It Avould be well for farmers to look into this question of growing live
These fences must be generally
fences, in this State, very generally.
adopted, or wc must abandon the system of fencing our farms altogether.
Lumber is becoming too scarce and dear for fencing material. Wherever
the osage orange has been tried, even on the driest of our plains, in
Solano County, they have given general satisfaction. There are a number
of our nurserymen now engaged in cultivating the plants annually for
sale; the principal ones in this part of the State being Fraser & Fisher,
of Solano County, and Robert Williamson, of Sacramento.
HOW

TO PROPAGATE THE OSAGE ORANGE FROM SEED.

Prepare the ground thoroughly by plowing or spading, and pulverise
To sprout the seed, put it in a vessel and
finely with harrow or rake.
cover with warm, not hot, water. Keep the vessel in a warm place, and
Let the seed soak from five to ten days,
change the water once a day.
after which pour oif the water and cover the vessel with a damp cloth.
Keep in a warm room and stir the seed occasionally; in about one week
more they will begin to sprout and are ready for planting.
There are a little over eleven thousand seeds in a quart, and it is safe
to calculate that a quart will produce five thousand plants, if it is properly
managed. The seed should be planted, in this State, in March or April,
according to the season, and in drills eighteen or twenty inches apart,
with twelve good seeds to the foot in the drills.
If the season should
prove very dry, and the seed are not on very moist soil, they will want
some irrigation; but if on sandy and moist soil, they will probably not
h' the weeds grow freely it may become necessary to handneed it.
weed the rows before the plants will show themselves, as they are vei*y
delicate and tender until they get three or four inches high, and require
careful culture and a clear entrance into light.
When once fairly out of
the ground, they will become hard and strong in a few days.
The rows will now require to be cleaned once or twice a month with
it
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a cultivator and hoe until the weeds ceaso to grow. The plants in good
soil will make an average growth of from three to four feet the first
season.
The next Spring, or when one year old, they should be transplanted in the hedge and cultivated as directed below.
COST OP SETTING AND CULTIVATING THE PLANTS.

We

are informed that plenty of one year old plants can be obtained

for ten dollars per thousand, or enough to make a mile of hedge for
ninety dollars. It will cost about twenty dollars per mile to prepare the
soil and the plants, and about fifty dollars to keep in order and cultivate
them till they arc three years old. At this age the hedge will turn stock
This is certainly the cheapif it has been well cared for and cultivated.
est fence that can be made in this country by over fifty per cent; and
when once built, as we remarked before, it will last a life time; while it
is well known by every farmer that board fences go to decay here, under

now

the influence of our extremely wet and dry seasons, more rapidly than
in almost any other country.
For the benefit of those who may desireto set out hedge fences we give the following directions:

PREPARATION OF GROUND.
a very hardy and rapid growing shrub or tree.
with the mulberry, and in many respects is
very similar to that plant or tree. It will grow well in most any climate.
and will stand great extremes of drought and wet. The usual age for
transplanting the plants from the nursery to the hedge is one year. The
ground on which they are to be planted should be well and deeply
plowed the season before the plants are to be set in it to the width of
from eight to ten feet. Then plowed again and subsoiled before planting
so as to be completely pulverized.

The osage orange

It

is

is

classed, scientifically,

SETTING THE PLANTS.

The plants should be carefully taken from the nursery, without injuring the roots, and the tops cut off, say three inches above the roots.
deep furrow having been plowed on a line where the plants are to be set,
stretch a cord, with knots tied in it every six inches; then sort the
plants into classes so that those of a uniform size may be set together.
Set a plant a: each knot in the. cord, pressing the fine dirt compactly
about the roots, and leaving about an inch of the stem above the soil.
Then cultivate thoroughly, keeping the soil well stirred and weeds down
for two or three Summers, allowing the plants to grow naturally with-

A

out pruning.
PLASHING.
If the hedge is set in a very rich and deep soil, and grows rapidly, it
should be " plashed" the second Spring from planting; but if it does not
grow so rapidly, this operation should be dela}-ed until the third Spring;
or perhaps a better rule would be. not to plash until the hedge will
average six feet high.
The old system of cutting back every year to within a few inches of
the previous year's cutting, in order to make a thick growth from the
ground up, has been abandoned by the best hedge growers, and the
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plashing system, to obtain the same object, has been found much better
and more effectual, and it is attended with much less labor.
To plash the hedge, begin at one end and cut the first plant half off,
on the side towards the next plant and close to the ground, and bind it
down to the ground in a line with the hedge, and from the next plant.
Cut the next in the same way and lay it down in like manner on the first,
and so on, twining the branches together so as to keep each plant laid
down as near in a horizontal position as possible. Each stump and each
body thus laid down will throw out shoots all along the hedge, making
a perfect network of canes and thorns from the ground up, so thick that
no bird, rabbit, or large animal can get through.
Having thus laid the foundation, the hedge can be trimmed and kept
in such shape thereafter as the fancy or interest of the owner may
suggest. After cutting and trimming it back until formed into as strong
and good shaped hedge as may be desired, it will do no harm to allow it
to grow up pretty high, and thus answer as a wind-breaker and a fenco
at the same time.

OSAGE ORANGE HEDGES FOR OVERFLOWED LANDS.

The tenacity with which this plant adheres to life, and its ability, like
the willow, to stand without injury long continued overflows, leads the
writer to believe that it may be used for making fenees in the tule lands
of the State; of course, the land for some distance on each side of such
hedges will have to be plowed and kept clear from tules, so as to prevent
fires from destroying them, when the tules are dry and liable to burn.
The writer intends to test this question by experiment this season, and
hopes that others may do the same; for if the idea is practical, it is worth
a gueatdcal of money to those owning land bordering and extending into
the tule.
No other fence can be made in these lands of a permanent and reliable
character, as the water will wash out the posts and float the fence away.

43
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METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

By

THOMAS

M. LOGAX,

AT. D., Meteorologist to the State

Board of 'Agriculture.

In presenting his usual report, the Meteorologist takes occasion to
congratulate the Board upon the propitious season at hand. Although
at the present writing the rains are tar from being over, still an ample
supply has already fallen to insure an abundant harvest and a prosperous
It is to be regretted that the recpiisition for the printing at this
year.
time precludes the possibility of furnishing as completely as is desirable
the tables herewith presented. It Avas our design to compile a full
record of all the different points in the State where observations have
been made the present year. This must, however, be deferred to another
year, when, it is to be hoped, that with the steps that have been taken
to procure more extended benefit from the " Signal Service," our branch
of the agricultural department will be rendered more beneficial, and the
husbandman will be enabled to operate with certainty in the field, or
prepare himself for the storm which heralds itself by the telegraph.
Should the bill which has been introduced into the Senate, providing for
meteorological observations in every county, become a law, we will then
be possessed of the much needed information for determining the relative value of different topographical districts, and the amount of water
necessary to be supplied by artificial means in average seasons.
The Central Pacific Railroad Company have shown much public spirit
in this respect.
From information collected by them and printed in the
report of the State Board of Health we compile the following table of
the inches of rain at various points from August, eighteen hundred and
seventy, to July, eighteen hundred and seventy-one:
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PLACES.
r-

3"

Summit
Cisco

Emigrant Gap.
Al ta
i

Colfax

Auburn
Eocklin
Chico
Marysville

Sacramento
Stockton

Modesto

....

34.50
33.00
31.50
28.00
31.00
17.50
10.00
17.75
6.75
8.50
4.75
2.25

In the rapid decrease of the rainfall which is observed as we descend
from the Summit to Modesto, there are two decided interruptions; one
As a general rule, the higher the mounat Alta, and the other at Chico.
tains against which the rainclouds are blown from the ocean, the more
rain is precipitated on their western slope, while on the eastern side, in
the short distance between the Summit and Reno, at an elevation of four
thousand five hundred and twenty-five feet, where the rainfall was one foot
two and a quarter inches, we find a much more abrupt decrease, amounting to about thirty-two inches. The difference of eleven inches between
Chico and Marysville, at the same elevation, in the same large open valley,
only forty-five miles apart, and about the same distance from the ocean,
is very remarkable, and can only be accounted for by the relative posiIt will be noticed that from
tion of the Buttes to the latter place.
Eocklin to Alta, on the'foothills, sufficient rain for all agricultural purposes fell this year (eighteen hundred and seventy), which was a }'ear
of comparative drought. The farmers of the valleys were dried out
then, while in many places they were almost drowned out by the floods
of this } ear. From these drawbacks, as well as from that of frost, the
foothills are almost free.
Crops, particularly grapes, are always cerr

the rainfall be ever so short elsewhere.
are indebted to Chief Engineer Montague, of the Central Pacific
Railroad, for the following additional statistics, published in the San Francisco Bulletin, of the rainfall at the various stations of the Central Pacific,
California Pacific, San Francisco and Xorth Pacific, California and Oregon,
and San Joacpiin Valley (branch Central Pacific) Railroads, in the years
tain, let

We

eighteen hundred and seventy and eighteen hundred and seventy-one.
These statistics will be found of great value to stock raisers and agriculturists, indicating as they do the localities where moisture is scarce
or plenty.
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STATIONS.

1870.

1S71.

Central Pacific Railroad.

14.47

San Francisco.
Nilcs

2.05

*Livermore
Ellis

Stockton
Sacra m onto
Eocklin

Auburn
Colfax
Alta (report for December, 1871, wanting)
Emigrant Gap (instruments burned in August, 1871;
n o report since)
Cisco
'

Summit

Truckee
Bocia

22.48
25.81
31.90
17.69
7.73

1.79

*Keno
"Wads worth

3.27
6.32

Hot Springs
Brown's

1.61

Humboldt
Winnemucca

7.16
6.26
9.57
2.13
1.98
2.21
4.96
7.35
9.55

Iron Point

Battle Mountain.

Beowawe
Carlin

Elko
Halleck
Wells
Cedar

Toano

4.15
1.53
12.52
7.59
5.22

Tenace
Promontory
Corinne

Ogden
California

20.35
56.69
60.29
30.84
16.87
4.56
4.04
5.41
4.65
10.94
6.71

5.64
4.01
4.24
5.57
5.22
7.51
9.44
3.45
4.66
3.37
15.81
14.39
9.46

and Oregon Branch.
13.17
22.58

Marysville..
CI.
inco

Tehama

4.53
6.02
10.07
15.58
21.33
31.49

23.12
18.13
17.80
13.42
15.62
18.26
20.53
33.94
37.16
14.08

(no report for

November and December,

1871)

Miller's .Ranch

6.74
14.30

San Joaquin Valley Branch.
Modesto

7.98
9.60

....

Chowchilla.
California Pacific.

Davisville (only established
months report only)

November

1,

1871;

two
12.75
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Fairfield (only established

November
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1870.

1,

1871;

1871.

two

months report only)
San Francisco and Northern Pacific Railroad.
Pctaluma (only established November 1, 1871; two
months report only).
Healdsburg (only established November 1, 1871; two
months report only)

18.51

15.60

23.16

The reports for eighteen hundred and seventy (with the exception of
San Francisco and Sacramento) are for the last eleven months only. In
regions where snow fell the snow was reduced to a rain basis. Where
asterisks are attached, one or more month's reports were mislaid or are
wanting.

Nearly all of the railroad stations between Eeno and Promontory are
on plains, and the rainfall is generally at least one half lighter at them
than on the adjacent mountains and valleys.
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A

more

ities

may

perfect idea of the different climatic elements of certain localthis compi„
be obtained from tins
comparative table of meteorological
results in twenty-seven stations in the Pacific States:

>

STATIONS.

t-l
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1871.

1870.

JSlii).

1S68.

1807.

18G6.

1S65.

1864.

18G3.

18G2.

1861.

«

H
O
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CENSUS STATISTICS FOR

1870.

Office United States Marshal
for the District of California,
San Francisco, December

28, 1871.

I. N. IToag,
Corresponding Secretary State Board of Agriculture,
Sacramento :

IIon.

Dear

Sir: In pursuance with your request, I have the honor to forfor publication in your annual report some statistics collated from
the late enumeration of the State, prepared under
immediate direc-

ward

my

Chief Assistant and Deputy of Statistics, II. C. Bennett,
Esquire. It will be observed that the table will be useful for reference.
It is not my purpose now to elaborate at any length upon the agricultural resources of California, or comment to any great extent upon the
following figures. Mr. Bennett and myself have now in course of preparation for the press a volume embracing the salient points of the census
of eighteen hundred and seventy, wherein our agricultural interests will
receive the merit they deserve.
In explanation of the wine product for the year eighteen hundred
and sevent}'', as given in the accompanying table, it is necessary to state
that the quantity therein referred to includes only that made by farmers
and vinegrowers who make wine on their farms or vineyards. The
wine made by those who purchase grapes 'or crude materials is entered
under the head of " Manufactures," as is also spirits made from grape
juice.
By comparing the quantity of wine made by manufacturers and
the quantity of spirits made from grape juice, it will be found that the
total quantity of wine made during eighteen hundred and seventy
exceeded three million gallons.
In addition to the various products
enumerated in the table the following items also properly belong to the
agricultural products of the State for eighteen hundred and seventy:
Fresno County produced nearly four tons of cotton. San Diego also
produed thirty bales, raised by Jonas George.
Yuba produced broom corn to the value of five thousand seven hundred and sixty dollars; Sutter, of the same crop, raised twenty thousand
dollars' worth, and Amador twelve thousand dollars; small quantities
were also produced in other localities. The value of the broom corn
for the year exceeded forty -five thousand dollars.
Yuba County produced nearly six hundred thousand pounds of castor
beans, and several other counties produced smaller quantities, the aggregate reaching above seven hundred thousand pounds, valued at four
cents per pound, equal to twenty-eight thousand dollars.
Yolo Count}^ raised one hundred and thirty-five tons of chicory, valued
at twenty thousand dollars; and San Joaquin produced aD additional
tion,

by

amount

my

—at least

five

thousand

dollars.
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Monterey produced one hundred tons of sorghum sugar cane, valued
hundred dollars.
Barbara County was gathered nearly forty thousand dollars'
worth of wild mustard, whilst several other of the southern counties
at eighteen
In Santa

yielded considerable quantities; and it is estimated the aggregate value
of this crop alone reached the astounding figures of sixty thousand
dollars.

Monterey County produced twelve thousand seven hundred and forty
bushels of English mustard seed, valued at nearly twenty thousand dollars.

Mariposa produced two thousand pounds of mohair from two thousand
hundred Angora goats.
It may be safely estimated that the aggregate value of the marketable
crops of all descriptions of agricultural products during eighteen hundred and seventy exceeded the sum of sixty million dollars. This valuation is not based on export values, but on the prices paid to producers.
For instance, the value of the fruits sold, according to the table, was
only one million three hundred and ten thousand two hundred and seventeen dollars; but before the fruit reached the consumer the value had
more than quadrupled by expenses of transportation, packages, dealers'
profits, and agents' commissions.
five

The statistics given in the table pertaining to the County of Napa arc
only partial; circumstances beyond the control of the undersigned prevented full justice being done in the enumeration of that county.

Very

respectfully,

your obedient servant,

WM. GOUVERNEUR MORRIS,
United States Marshal.
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POPULATION OF CALIFOKNIA, BY COUNTIES.
Official

Statement of the Population of the State of California, by Counties,

to the Ninth Census.
Furnished, with the compliments of the United States Marshal, to the State

and San Francisco, by Wards, according

Board of

Agriculture.

Counties.

Alameda

24 ,237
685

Alpine

Amador

9 ,582
11 403
8 ,895
6 165
8 ,461
2 022

Butte
Calaveras
Colusa
Contra Costa
Del Norte ...
El Dorado....
Fresno

Humboldt

10 ,309
6 ,336

6 140

...

1 ,956
2 925

Inyo

Kern
Klamath
Lake

1 ,674
2 ,969

Lassen
Los Angeles.
Marin
Mariposa
Mendocino ...

Merced

Mono
Monterey

Napa
Nevada

1

327

15 ,309

.

San Francisco....
San Joaquin
San Luis Obispo.
San Mateo
Santa Barbara ...
Santa Clara
Santa Cruz
Shasta
Sierra

Siskiyou
Solano

Sonoma

7 ,545
2 ,807

Trinity

7 .163
19 ,134

Popul'n.

;*.

Plumas
Sacramento
San Bernardino
San Diego

Stanislaus
Sutter

6 .903

430

,

Placer

4 572

9 .876

....

Counties.

Popul'n.

Tehama
Tulare

Tuolumne
Yolo

Yuba
Total

11,357
4,489
26,830

3,988
4,951
149.473

21,050
4,772
6,635
7.784
26.246
8,743
4,173
5.619
6,848

16,871
19,819
6,499
5,030

3,587
3,213
4,521
8,150
9,899
10,851

560.223

State Agricultural Society.
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ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE

STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY FOR 1872
BEING THE EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL MEETING.

State Agricultural Society took
was a full attendance of the
There
place January
members, not only from Sacramento and vicinity, but from the adjoining
The proceedings were characterized by great harmony and
counties.
unanimity of feeling.
At half-past twelve o'clock the meeting was called to order by the
He announced that the business in order
President, Charles F. Eeed.
before the Society was the reports of the officers and the election of a
President and three Trustees. The first thing in order, he remarked,
was the reading of the annual minutes, which would now take place.
The Corresponding Secretary commenced reading, when Senator Lewis
moved that the further reading be dispensed with, which motion was

The eighteenth annual meeting of the
24th, at the Pavilion.

carried.

The President announced

that the next business in order would be the

REPORT OP THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS.

The Secretary commenced the reading of the report, when it was
moved that its further reading be dispensed with. Motion adopted.
[The report in full will be found on page three.]
GENERAL BUSINESS.
Dr. Harkness moved that a committee of five be appointed by the
Chair to consider and report upon the financial statement of the Secretary.
It was

moved as an amendment that the committee be composed of
members instead of five. Carried.
The President announced as the committee, Dr. Harkness, L. A. Upson,

three

and John H. Carroll.
Dr. Harkness stated that he must decline acting on the committee.
The President said he would name in the place of Dr. Harkness, Marcus D. Boruck, of San Francisco.
Mr. Boruck declined, when the President appointed in his place Senator Perkins, of Butte.

State Agricultural Society.
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The President then remarked that ho had intended to call for the cremembers residing outside of .Sacramento, and would do so
now. He would request members of the Society from other parts of
dentials of

the State to pass in their credentials.
The credentials of the members were presented as follows:
Siskiyou Senator Irwin, J. K. Luttrell.
Sonoma and Marin If. L. Weston, F. W. Lougee, Lee Elsworth, H.

—

—

N. Hinshaw.
Santa Clara W. C. Wilson, James P. Sargent, II. W. Frank, C. Maclay.
Upper Sacramento District Gr. C. Perkins, W. N. De Haven, E. Hallet.
San Joaquin Valley Agricultural Society -George West, T. K. Hook,
George S. Evans.
Northern District Agricultural Society Honorable C. Kent.
Bay District Agricultural Society Honorable John Boggs, F. A.

—

—

—

—

—

Miller.

The President then called the attention of members to the reading by
the Corresponding Secretary of the following communication from the
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Washington, D.
I.

C.

December

20th, 1871.

N. Hoag, Sacramento, California:

Dear Sir: By the Act of the second of July, eighteen hundred and
sixty-two, Congress donated to the several States a portion of the public
lands, in the ratio of their population, for the purpose of establishing
Agricultural Colleges, thereby evincing a purpose to promote that great
interest through the instrumentality of the respective States.
Many
State
colleges have been and doubtless many more will be established.
Agricultural and Horticultural Societies and Boards of Agriculture have
been established by law in many States.
correspondence and consultation between friends of these interests have led to the conclusion that
a Convention of Delegates representing them, for the purpose of conferring upon subjects of mutual interests, would promote the good of
all.
It has been suggested that I take the responsibility of initiating
such a meeting. I therefore propose that each Agricultural College,
State Agricultural Society, State Horticultural Society, and State Board
of Agriculture depute two Delegates to meet in Convention at the City
of Washington on Thursday, the fifteenth of February next, to take
such action regarding the interests of agriculture as they may deem

A

expedient.
I

am, very respectfully,

FREDERICK WATTS,

Commissioner.

Captain Haynie moved that the Society elect two Delegates to the
Convention spoken of.
The motion was adopted.
L. A. Upson moved to reconsider the vote just passed, for the purpose
of having the subject matter referred to the Board of Directors.
The motion was reconsidered, and it was then moved by Mr. Upson
that the Board of Directors be authorized to appoint the two Delegates.

The motion was adopted.
52
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The President then presented

to the meeting a

communication from

the

SIGNAL OFFICE AT WASHINGTON.

"Washington, January 13th.
I.

N. Hoag, Secretary of the Meteorological Committee of

the State

Board of

Agriculture, Sacramento, California:

Sir: By direction of the Chief Signal Officer of the Army I have the
honor to acknowledge and answer your communication to him of the
twenty seventh ultimo. This office is much gratified at the commendation of its labors expressed by you, and is very desirous to establish
more stations on the Pacific slope with reference to the enlargement of
the system of observation, report, and forecast for that region. At this
time, however, the condition of the appropriation is such that curtailment rather than expansion will become necessary without special
action of Congress.
What is now done is the utmost possible with the
means given. There will be no difficulty about the occupancy of any

necessary stations, provided the Secretary of War be authorized to use
sufficient force and Congress will furnish the necessary money to meet
the really economical cost. It is sufficient that a representation from
your Board, with petitions from corporate bodies and prominent citizens, addressed to the Senators and members of Congress representing
the parties interested, and other petitions addressed to the Secretary of
War, under cover of this office, would be useful in accomplishing the
object desired.
I am,

sir,

respectfully yours,

GAEEICK MALLEEY,
Captain and Brevet Lieutenant Colonel United States Army, Acting
Signal Officer and Assistant.
Dr. Logan said:
Mr. President: The letter which has just been read by our Secretary
is the result, as }'ou have been informed, of the action which has been
taken b}T your Committee on the Signal Service, of which committee I
have the honor of being a member. It is unnecessary to consume the
valuable time of the meeting in discussing the advantages to be derived
from a more extensive establishment of this important arm of the agricultural department
they are patent, and have been recognized and
appreciated by the whole community. Permit me, therefore, to offer in
lieu of a report from the committee I represent the following preamble

—

and resolution:

Whereas, From the success which has attended the operations of the
Signal Service in predicting storms on the Pacific Coast, it is evident
that additional benefits may be secured by an increase in the number of
stations; therefore,
Besolved, That the State

Board of Agriculture be requested to memoCongress urging the necessary appropriations for such increase
of. stations, and that proper representations be made to the "War Department in favor of one of these stations being located at Sacramento it
being a central point, both geographically and climatically.
rialize

—

State Agricultural Society.
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Senator Minis moved that the resolution be adopted.
The motion was carried unanimously.
Secretary Hoag then announced that the next business in order was
the electioa of a President of the Society.
Senator Lewis moved that the election be conducted by ballot and two
Tellers be selected.
J. II. Carroll here ottered the following preamble

and resolution:

Whereas, The State Agricultural Society fully appreciates the importance of having the products of our State in all the departments of industry represented at the World's or International Exhibition at Vieuna in
eighteen hundred and seventy-three; and, whereas, for want of proper
countenance and assistance from the State Government we were but
poorly represented at the International Exposition held in Paris in
eighteen hundred and sixty-seven; therefore,
Resolved, That this Society earnestly recommend the Legislature to
make a liberal appropriation to assist in securing a creditable exhibition
at the World's Fair in Vienna in eighteen hundred and seventy-three,
and also to appoint proper Commissioners to see that such products are
well displayed, and to report on the exhibition generally.

The resolution was adopted.
The President then announced

as Tellers, L. Powers and C. II. Eoss.
Nominations were called for and Frank S. Malone nominated Charles
F. Reed, and moved that his election be made unanimous.
Senator Minis seconded the nomination, and moved that he be nominated by acclamation.
Senator Lewis being in the chair, F. S. Malone suggested that the Sec-

retary cast the full vote of the Society.
The suggestion was adopted.
The Secretary deposited the vote and the Chairman. Senator Lewis,
declared that C. F. Peed was elected President.
It was then announced by the Chair that the next business in order
was the election of three Directors in the place of Edgar Mills, Robert
Hamilton, and C. T. Wheeler.
M. D. Boruck moved that the list of the members of the Board be
read, which was done by the Secretary.
Senator Lewis put in nomination Messrs. Mills, Hamilton and Wheeler,
and remarked that for some time past he had acted in concert with these
gentlemen, and he looked upon their presence at the Board as almost
indispensable.

M. I). Boruck inquired how many of the Directors were from Sacramento, and the answer was made from the Chair, four.
The President announced that the nominations were now closed.
Dr. Montgomery here moved that the Secretary be authorized to cast
the vote of the Society in the matter of the election of the three members of the Board.
Motion adopted.

The Secretary cast the vote, and the President declared that Edgar
Mills, C. T. Wheeler, and Robert Hamilton were elected Directors of the
Board for the term of three years.
It was stated that the report of the Finance Committee would be made
to the Board of Directors instead of to the Society, inasmuch as its general business was transacted.
Notice was given that the Delegates to the different Agricultural

NOTES

UPON CALIFORNIA PRODUCTS,

SUBMITTED TO THE AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY AT THE
ANNUAL MEETING IN RICHMOND.

BY DR.

J.

STRENTZEL.

Numerous books and innumerable newspaper articles have from time
to time heralded to the world the wonderful resources of California, the
prolific and mammoth growth of its forest trees, gigantic pumpkins,
hefty pears, and luscious grapes, so that but little more on that scope
remains to be said.
Otherwise, it is of the utmost interest to every
terraculturist repeatedly to dwell tipon the conditions favorable to the
'development of those products; to unravel the mooted points regarding
the culture of our fruits, and decide upon their adaptability to different
sections of the country; and finally, to relate, compare, and compile the
individual efforts and experiences.
Favored by a most genial climate and a virgin soil rich in all the
elements of plant food, the first seeds here given to the earth grew up
luxuriantly, amply rewarding the labors of the culturist.
Still, at the
threshold of our efforts, we were controverted by the advocates of deep
and of shallow plowing, or even trenching, as a preliminary operation
to planting.
The conviction here appears to be settled, that a deep,
mellow, and friable soil will do with less plowing; but heavy, adhesive
clays cannot be worked too much, provided the soil is well stirred but
not turned over to a great depth nor left too flaky, but well pulverized
and compressed. In this during six months rainless climate, if the soil
is well pulverized, corn, beans, and many vegetables are raised successSome
fully without a drop of water, and fruit trees develop thriftily.
ascribe this to capillary attraction of moisture from the bowels of the
earth; others, with better reason, to the known processes of condensation.
With twenty inches of yearl}T rainfall favorably distributed, all
grain and fruits yield abundant crops. Still, judicious irrigation would
enable us to grow perpetual crops during the year, and also, if applied
early in the season, would improve the size and juiciness of our fruits

without deteriorating their keeping qualities. Newly transplanted trees
can gain by irrigation in one the growth of three seasons.
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Irrigation, so well understood by the ancients, but neglected under
the barbarism of the middle ages, begins to receive that attention comTo prevent and repair
mensurate to its importance for California.
waste is an incontroverted axiom in agriculture.
Still, there is but
little done with ug to utilize the most valuable part of our surface soil,
or prevent its being carried off by heavy rains and overflow. Millions
of acres of the richest soil, now lying barren or with only scanty vegetation, are waiting for the vivifying flow over their surface of the superabundant waters of the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers and their
tributaries, to fill the granaries of the world; and the overflowed or tule
land .at the conjunction of those rivers, if reclaimed, would surpass in
abundance and variety of products the famous delta of the Nile. The
work of reclaiming these tule lands is prosecuted most energetically;
and the facility of its accomplishment, and the success already achieved
in raising bounteous and luxuriant crops, surpasses the most hopeful
Their value is enhanced by the locality being exempt
anticipations.
from miasmatic diseases. They are subject to public entiy at one dollar
and twenty-five cents per acre, and the j^roceeds are disbursed for their
reclamation. Here are homes for the asking, in the future Holland of
the Pacific—-the most valuable, the most highly to be prized land in

California!

The tap root was another source of botheration, until by digging,
observing, and comparing following up several roots through many
yards of gopher holes, some by a circuitous route of over forty feet into
a well, and others about the cellar -I concluded that it was wicked to
It was opposing the instinct' of nature by a
curtail that appendage.
All the trees I
contracted spirit; besides, it was fighting a shadow.
ever bought had a superabundance of top, but scanty taps.
In my first efforts at horticulture, I was forcibly impressed, while contemplating the promising fruit buds on my yearling peach trees, that to
secure peaches for next season I certainly should not whittle up uy
darlings into fashionable standards, so I contented myself with pinching off the ends of the shoots, and have invariably followed the practice
since with profit, though often mortified by the remark of Eastern
" The trees looked unnatural."
Low-branched fruit trees
visitors, that
the
shade
ground, protect the stem from injury and sun scald, and
reduce the expense of pruning and gathering fruit fully fifty per cent.
Our protracted dry season, bright skies, and high temperature, are
favorable to the development of fruit buds, hence our fruit trees are
weakened in their physique by overbearing; and if to this is added

—

—

insufficient moisture, close planting, and neglect in pruning, they soon
The advice holds good, to follow the renovating system of pruning
fail.
by shortening in the branches, thinning out the fruit, clean culture-, and

There is a needless apprehension with some, that
shading the trunk.
covering the stems of fruit trees with a wash composed of clay,' lime,
and ashes, which is otherwise veiy serviceable to protect the stem from
manifold injuries, would obstruct the pores of the bark, to which they
ascribe the office of lungs. Having had occasion to apply such a mixture some seven years ago, I observe the good effects of that application
The once painted bark of those trees is perfectly smooth
to this day.
and healthy looking, while the bark above has a dull appearance and is
covered more or less with moss.
There is considerable difference here in the season of the ripening of

many

some late Winter varieties getting mellow in
depends entirely on the location, influenced by the aspect

varieties of fruit;

the Fall; but

it
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of the ground, dryness of the soil and the temperature, and is not genhence our markets are supplied for many months with a given
variety of fruit in all stages of ripeness. From the same cause there is
also a great difference (undoubtedly more than in other countries) in
the flavor, size, and coloring of California fruit. Our pioneers in horticulture, formerly strangers to that vocation, tried to surpass each other
in possessing the greatest number of varieties; and it is to be regretted
that in very many instances they were imposed upon by unscrupulous
nurserymen with long catalogues of so called choice varieties, which
mainly proved perfectly worthless, and the products of those -trees now
encumber our markets with unsaleable and inferior fruits.
It would be desirable if there could be the same spirit enlisted in the
effort of renovating and infusing new vigor in the few really choice and
desirable varieties that is now devoted to producing new ones from seed.
The effort would he as alluring in its results^ and require fully as much
attention, care, and judicious discrimination, besides affording far more
profitable returns; it would necessitate the careful selection of well
developed seeds from thrifty seedling trees, if possible, to raise stocks,
and the selecting of cions from perfectly healthy young trees bearing a
number one fruit and in every way of normal condition.
Our fruit trees are as yet measureably exempt from disease and depredations of insects, but those pests begin to multiply and soon will be as
annoying as in the older cultivated sections of the country.
But California can claim preeminence in the culture of the vine. The
choicest foreign varieties, either adapted for the table or for wine, thrive
to perfection, and it is only a matter of time to render superfluous the
importation of raisins and wines. It is not to be expected that a new
industry, requiring very nice and careful manipulation, considerable accumulated capital, and many provisions and appliances which in other
countries took many generations to establish, can have arrived at perfection within the one decade past; but there is no exaggeration in proclaiming that here are lying'idle innumerable most choice spots in every
way favorably adapted for viniculture, waiting for the first comer to
appropriate his share as a free gii't from the nation. Those future
princely vineyards can be selected according to whim or knowledge in
every desirable aspect, altitude, underlaying strata of decomposed volcanic or aqueous detritus, with afey desirable predominance, either of
silicius or calcarious formations, and with equally great modifications in
climate and other meteorological conditions. The vine once rooted
delights in the ardent rays of the sun; no drought checks its growth; no
vicissitudes of season destroy the vinegrower's hope in California; no
exhausting labor exacts his every* moment ot' existence for carrying
on his back the little earth he can Scrape between rocks and cliff's to
eral;

.

nourish his vine; nor needs he to toil through many unpropitious seasons to obtain now and then a fair crop. The fig, the olive, pomegranate, the citron family, the tea and coffee, and even the tropical palm and
banana are ready to fill his lap with golden fruit a most worthy prize
for exertion.
The more modest mulberry is destined to exceed them all
in value with the silken threads soon to be spun in so many
prosperous
households. Nut bearing trees of many varieties and the nourishing
chestnut are ready as so many substitutes for bread. Even the cork
oak takes delight to float us over many difficulties and assist in all good
offices towards the vinegrower.

—

J.

Aljiambra, August 12th, 1871.
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*T RANSACTTONS OP

THE

CLAIMS AND CONDITION OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
BY

E.

S.

CARR, M.

D.,

PROFESSOR OP CHEMISTRY AND AGRIGULTURE IN THE

UNIVERSITY OP CALIFORNIA.

When I think of the great mechanical and manufacturing interests to
which England owes so much of her wealth and prosperity; of the condition of her working classes, the thousands who barrow in her mines
and are ground in her factories until all semblance of the higher humanity
is lost, and contrast it with the comfort, intelligence, political and social
power those very classes so quickly reach in this free land; when I think
of the great facilities afforded in Europe for technical and agricultural
education, and how careless our Government has been, until recently, in

—

that is, the absence of all restricthis respect, I realize that "Freedom
tions which can prevent men from using to their advantage the powers

—

which God has given them is the mightiest of all the conditions of
progress in civilization and culture." Freedom of thought and conscience,
planted on such a field, sees that every step of her progress is dependent
upon the popular intelligence, and that with every step comes some new
question of responsibility; some new social or political problem which
If Europe, foreseeing
requires a trained intellect and wdl for its solution.
the approaching doom of principalities and powers by the light thrown
from these shores, has been preparing for popular government by popular
education, how careful and zealous should this nation, holding in trust
the faith of all nations in free institutions, be to secure their perpetuity
and full development? Never in the histoiy of the world were its toilers
and thinkers brought into such close fellowship; the exchanges of products between them has never been so rapid and the good results so
generally acknowledged. Our system of popular education is the first
great constructive measure of national progress, and this has yet to be
moulded to its purposes through a system of higher institutions organized
into harmony with the great requirements of our country and period.

THE FIRST GREAT REQUIREMENT.

That the first great requirement of our country is the fullest, freest.
and most liberal education of the masses, no one will deny who thinks
what the duties of American citizenship are fast coming to be, and of her
Asia by one hand ami Europe by the other.
peculiar position, holding
What great questions of race, sex, of political and religious liberty, of
to be acted upon, if not settled, by
property, of capital and labor, are
Can wo feel that the kind of
the children now in our public schools!
is sufiicient, or that best calculated
are
children
our
receiving
training
How much arithmetic,
to prepare them for their great responsibilities?
geometry, and grammar will enable your son to vote intelligently on a
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question of free trade, to become Chairman of a legislative committee
who have the pauperism, the criminality, the insanity of the State to
look after? Does it require years to learn how to build a house or a
steamship properly, or to make a machine, and neither time nor training
to

make
It

a just

law?

must soon be understood and conceded that a thorough training

—

in

general science, culminating in the science of life the scientific study
of human nature is essential to a right performance of any of the
functions of government. The reason for this is very simple. Nations
are only aggregates of individual life, and all this phenomena displayed
on the larger have their explanation in the laws which govern the
narrower field of individual action. Legislation will always be a series
of experiments, often very poor ones; it will continue to be a kind of
tinkering at legalized abuses, until a clear comprehension of the laws of
life, and the way in which these laws underlie and determine social

—

growth and organization,

is

obtained.

have lingered over these* considerations because we are so apt to
look only upon science as the instrument of our material prosperity, to
congratulate ourselves upon the way in which we have made steam and
electricity and various agencies lighten our muscalar labor and add to
our comfort forgetting that "there is no wealth but life," including all
its powers of labor and of a wise enjoyment of its fruits of hibor.
The
invention of a machine which will do the work of twenty men, though
it make the inventor rich and gives to each laborer a certain amount of
leisure, is'a questionable blessing unless this wealth and leisure become
means for the satisfaction of higher wants. If the sons of farmers,
manufacturers, and mechanics abandon their fathers' business, which
was the source of their wealth and leisure, and transfer all their ambition, influence, and power to the pursuit of rank and reputation and the
building up of false standards of social life, we have loss instead of gain;
loss in the productive and no gain to the intellectual class.
In Europe
a mechanical pursuit, like a factory or commercial house, becomes a
matter of family pride and inheritance. It is plain that our well to do
middle classes are not as well satisfied as those of foreign lands with
modest competence; are not honoring their callings by a firm and dignified adherence; but are recklessly and often ruinously following the
armies of speculators and spendthrifts.
I

—

HOW SHALL W# EDUCATE

?

The question has become one of vital importance to the nation, how
we educate our youth so that there shall be more farmers and
more mechanics, more producers in the land? and how shall we raise these
shall

pursuits to the rank they deserve in the hierarchy of industries? It is
in vain, however, to eulogize callings whose votaries forsake with
every
opportunity whose children turn from with disgust. Congress might
give every acre of the public domain to found Agricultural and Industrial Colleges, making them not only free but giving a bonus of lands as
the reward of attendance, and still their halls will remain emptj' until
the relations of labor to human nature are understood and carried into
practice until the farmer and mechanic, out of their sense of privation, loss, failure, and onesidedness, shall resolve that his children be
as carefully cultured as his fields; that they shall grow
up in pleasant
homes and be daily laying up, if not dollars and cents, "capital for after
pleasures of thought and memory." Let us reason together about this

—

—
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business of industrial labor, agriculture, wherein it fails to meet the
higher demands of human nature, and why, in California especially, we
are looking to the lower class of foreigners for the permanent tillers of
American soil and laborers in the more important industries.
In Great Britain men seek to gain fortunes that they may become the
owners of country homes; it adds to their dignity to be landed proprieThe tastes of rural life are there cultivated and diffused. This has
tors.
given to its farmers great social and political consideration. They have
a weight in shaping the policy of Government which they do not have
elsewhere, and this int spite of an aristocratic social structure which
would seem far more unfavorable than that of our own country.
Throughout Europe it may be asserted that the foundation of social distinction is always in the ownership of land, not held as with us for speculative purposes, but for actual and perpetual use.
Something of this
sentiment came over in the Mayflower and got planted on the James
River, but in our long migrations across the continent it seems to have
'lost greatly in strength.
Certainly it does not now distinguish the
higher classes of society, and if Ave look for a genuine, hearty love for
the land, we shall find it among the humbler classes of European emigrants who have becn»taught the value of it by their wants.
The Valley of the Eock River, in Wisconsin and Illinois, is one of
almost unequaled fertility, and within my own remembrance has been
twice colonized first, by settlers from New York and New England, the
advance of the wave which spent itself so largely in Michigan; and
secondly, by Germans and Scandinavians. The first came in and took
up extensive tracts of land, which they cropped year after year with
wheat, burning their straw, and returning nothing to the soil. They
cut down the spare timber of the openings, and the climate not being
favorable for fruit growing, left nothing in its place. By the time their
*
lands were well fenced, comfortable houses and barns erected, they discovered that the crops were not as heavy as formerly; there were more
" chinch
bugs*;" many of the pioneers sold out
frequent droughts, more
and. moved to Missouri, Kansas, or the Pacific Coast. Meanwhile the
•

—

hardy Norwegian and German emigrants, who, coming later, had taken
up the less desirable sections of wild land saving, in European fashion,
every scrap of manure, planting trees and vines, and settling more in
communities, have been able in many cases to buy up these improved
homesteads, until in some locations the entire nationality of a district
has been changed certainly not fm* the worse, if the accelerated increase
of the population and value of the land is considered.
Wisconsin, Iowa,
and Minnesota, and more lately, Missouri, have gained immensely in
gaining this home-making element.

—

—

RESPECT FOR THE

SOIL.

be true that there is a degeneracy of sentiment in respect to the
and nobleness of industrial pursuits in American }*outh,
and that the elders seem to look to these rather as a means to some very
different end than the handing down of a well-earned success to worthy
successors in the same line, then let us seriously ask the question: How
shall we improve in this respect, and create in this country, as there is
in Europe, a higher sentiment of attachment to the soil than springs
from a sordid self-interest, till paternal acres represent here, as in older
I believe the
lands, social standing, intelligence, leisure, and culture?
only way to do this is to educate our }-outh boys and girls into a
If

it

intrinsic dignity

—

—
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respect for these pursuits; to provide liberally for such education, and
to multiply in every possible way the social enjoyments and embellishments of rural life. We must take this social nature of man into the
account and not expect our children, of the age when social attractions
are the strongest, to be willing to dig and delve and endure the privations common to a former condition of things.
When I remember how
often the growing boy was overworked, the short time for study and
recreation, the disadvantages with which he entered cultivated society,
I do not wonder that the farmer's and mechanic's son turns toward
other occupations, or that the ceaseless household'cares of the farmer's
wife, in homes where beauty has not softened the hard outlines of utility,

homes without music, books, and

flowers, should discourage and disgust
her daughters. Men have left the farm and the' shop because the refinements of life have been left out of these pursuits, and because the demand
for educated men in other callings has been greater than the supply. We
must change all this. We must become less greedy of money and be more
craving of neighbors than of acres, and learn to apply the principles of
When gambling
cooperation in the purchase and use of machinery.
enterprises shall no longer be sustained by public opinion or legislative
enactments; when hands hardened by honest toil shall equal in social
value hearts hardened by vicious indulgence; when capital shall abandon
speculation and engage in diversifying our industries; when farmers can
purchase and own the lands they cultivate; then shall these fertile valleys
and foothills be filled with free and happy homes, and then we shall have
made a beginning in the right direction.

RURAL COMMUNITIES.

*

In Southern California, Anaheim is a good illustration of the results
of social, in contrast to isolated settlements. The rapid growth of such
rural communities as that of Vineland, New Jersey, proves a genuine
love for rural life when wis not purchased by the loss of social priviThe growing tendency of city population towards suburban
leges.
life, a tendencj' shown in the formation of our numerous homestead
associations, is another proof that nature is still consistent with herself.
Here horticulture, the original fine' art, which weaves a web of beauty
around the lowliest home, becomes the link uniting country and city.
The cultivation of the small garden spot, its harvest of pure and simple
pleasures, begets a longing fbr the wide*r fields and freer life of the farm.
To the stranger in California, the clump of lilies blooming in mid- Winter
by every cottage door, the vines wreathed around porcn and*window,
are a more irresistible attraction than the gold of her mines or the
wealth of her commerce. No social organization, however attractive,

permanently to elevate our industries;
through education.
BOOK FARMING.

will suffice

this

can come only

I am aware that there is a prejudice concerning "book farming," and
that mother wit and plenty of manure are, in older sections of the counThat kind
try, considered the great essentials of successful agriculture.
of farming has had its day, just as pans and rockers have had their day
in mining.
When you think that this science is simply the record of
experience in these matters, the history of experiments and their results; when you think whether it would be gain or loss to have all the

53
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and horticultural journals removed, all statistical information withheld, and the transmission of the most valuable
knowledge this age is gaining left to tradition, you avi prepared to
Still more, my
estimate what science has done and is doing for us.
Go back to the implements which your grandfather,
practical friend.
who was no fool, sir, hoed and harvested and thrashed with; buy a
little wheel, and a reel, and loom, and dye tub for your wife (if you are
so fortunate as to have one), and tell me what you think of the service
which inventors of machinery, and improvers of varieties of plants, and
discoverers sent out *by our institutions to find whatever can be impressed into man's service, and newspaper men, are worth to the world.
And when I meet a mechanic who points to successful men who have
made lucky hits without much education, and who feels inclined to
follow his calling in a mindless, empirical way realizing none of its
connections with great material and social laws, I say, "My friend, all
your interests are at the niercy of men who have built up vast fortunes;
secured to themselves vast monopolies; made peace and war in spite of
you; burdened } ou with taxation; because your craft has been on\y
handicraft. A wise foresight or self-preservation will drive you to eduagricultural, mechanical

—

T

cation, if all higher motives fail."
It is true that there has heen a great gulf between the abstract and
practical sides of industrial pursuits (and of a good many other things
also); but this is being bridged over, and I propose to show you how
extensively in those countries where they are most successful and most
honored. You are aware that in Prussia the Government .requires that
every child shall be educated; assuming that it is the right and duty of
the State to protect itself from ignorance, the most fruitful source of
She enjoys the enviable reputation of
crime, as well as crime itself.
being first among nations in this respect. All Germany, Austria, and
of late Eussia, are imitating her example, and act on the principle that
the farmer and mechanic must have as thorough an education as the
lawyer, doctor, or clergyman. To insure tills, the}* have established
special schools, with every appliance of land, buildings, and apparatus;
taking students from the higher classes of the public schools or otherwise, and training them for their pursuits as superintendents, overseers,
or laborers.
description of one which has served for a model to the
rest of Europe will suffice for all.

A

a moBel school.

The B»yal Band and Forest Academy of "Wurtemburg is situated at
Hohenheim, a few miles from Stuttgart. You will find there a large
farm adjoining a Government forest of five thousand acres (these practical Germans know the importance of taking care of and cultivating
trees); about twenty acres, divided into one hundred plats, are used for
experimental purposes, where all questions based uj>on soils and their
preparation, methods of culture of new plants, are tested; a botanical
garden, covering several acres, exhibiting all the varieties of plants
which can be grown in that climate; there is a beet sugar factory, a
breweiy, a distillery, a starch factory, a vinegar factory, a malting and
fruit growing establishment, a silkworm establishment, and machine
shops where agricultural implements are made and mended; this department being expected to furnish the rest of Germany with the best
models. All the studies are pursued in connection with actual practice
in the field and forest, and embrace the general principles of agriculture,

t
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meadow culture,
composition and quality of soils, special plant culture,
grape, hop, and tobacco culture, fruit culture, vegetable culture, breeding
of domestic animals in general, horses, cattle, sheep and smaller animals,
silkworm culture, bee culture, dairying, and practical farm business.
Parallel with this practical instruction, there is carried along through
the course of study arithmetic and algebra, bobk-keeping, a knowledge
of the laws and principles of taxation, physics, general and agricultural
scichemistry, geology, vegetable physiology and zoology, veterinary
will find in
There
uses.
their
and
forest
trees
of
and
you
ence,
study
the highest departments sons of the gentry, fitting themselves for the
the middle
general management of estates; ambitious young men from
the sons of
classes, fitting themselves for stewards; and lower down,
who wish to bepeasants, between the ages of fourteen and eighteen,
come familiar with the routine of farm work, and who spend three or
four hours in study and the rest in actual labor. Any one can have
instruction in the special subjects taught.
Besides, there is a course of
three weeks of public school va^tion, in which common school teachers
are posted up in the general principles of agriculture— an example
worthy of imitation.
WHAT EUROPEAN GOVERNMENTS ARE

DOING.

Governments are doing for this branch of
in various neighborhoods are what are
arouud
Scattered
industry.
called experimental stations, where twelve to twenty acres are divided
into small sections for experiments in fertilizers, rotation of crops, with
a chemical laboratory and professor attached, and accommodations for
animals, that questions of breeding, feeding, and fattening may be setThese are nurseries for professors in the secondary schools, and
tled.

Nor

is

tins all that those

are supported by Government.
Equally thorough and comprehensive
"
of Prussia. At Holzminden, one of these
are tha. " building schools
has live hundred pupils; and at Neinberg, in Hanoverian Prussians one
of the same grade for machinists and millwrights, masons, carpenters
and joiners, cabinet makers and locksmiths. France, before the war,
had taken the lead in technical education. There was hardly a town
which had not its school of design; and even in Great Britain, from
ninety thousand to one hundred thousand pupils are annually receiving
this kind of instruction.

from Eussia, who has been making such immense advances
developing all her resources, that Ave might draw the most striking
example for imitation. In eighteen hundred and fifty-six she founded the
Imperial Agricultural Institute at Gorigoritz, embracing primary, intermediate, and superior departments. Then rapidly followed the creation of
numerous establishments for the production of silk, with departments for
instruction in the art; schools of horticulture, farm schools, model farms,

But

it

is

in

all distributed with a liberality almost
special schools for the culture of flax,
of
the
the
vast
over
Empire, according to the nature
territory
profuse
of the soil and climate, and the habits and needs of the people. Then
followed in quick succession the great agricultural museum at St. Peters-

burg, with numerous smaller ones in various parts of the country; schools
in Bessarabia, in Caucasia, and last of all, the great Acadenry of Agriculture and Forestry near Moscow, to which the Government makes an
annual appropriation of one hundred thousand dollars. In Caucasia the
tuition is not only made free, but small incomes are secured to meet the
At Tiflis they have a school for teaching the
expenses of students.

#

t
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applications of science to horticulture, arboriculture, bee, vine, and silk
culture, where they give board, lodging, clothing, and books to a limited,
number of pupils, with forty dollars for the first .year, sixty-four dollars
for the second, seventy-two dollars for the third, and eighty dollars for
the fourth and last year; and all this does not adequately illustrate the
spirit and energy with which the Government is pushing forward the
noble work of educating the agricultural classes. Nov is she doing less
The Emperor Alexander has given
for her schools of arts and trades.
the most careful attention to the tx*aining of mechanicians and technologists, and to the furnishing of workshops and laboratories where these
are taught; one hundred thousand dollars is expended annually for a
school of this kind at Moscow, where fourteen professors impart
theoretical instruction, with a still greater number of practical mechauics
to oversee the foundries, forges, lathes for wood and metals, cutting
machines, and trip-hammers, which earn an additional sum of forty
thousand dollars for the support of the institution.
I might fill pages with the details of^vhat the Continental States of
Europe are doing in this direction, drawn, not from government reports,
but from that of our own Commissioner to the Paris Exposition in
eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, the accomplished* Secretary of the
Wisconsin Agricultural Societ}*, who has no superior in zeal or in knowl*
edge of either agriculture or education.

WESTWARD PROGRESS.
]STot only eastward, but westward, do we see the same large policy
toward the uplifting and enlightenment of industry. The ancient empire
of Japan has called from our Bureau of Agriculture its efficient head, at a
salary of twenty thousand dollars and his expenses (equal to the salary of

the President of the United States). It has secured the services of four
other principal officers of the Bureau, and made the most muniticent
This, in a country which
provisions for the success of their work.

already knows how to make its limited territory feed a larger population
than 4s done on any equal area on the habitable globe. Nothing w as
done worthy of us as a nation until Congress, by the Act of Jul}- second,
eighteen hundred and sixty-two, gave to each of the States the means of
founding (not of sustaining) an institution of this class. The amount of
benefit each will receive depends entirely upon the intelligent administration of the fund thence derived, the good faith in which the spirit of
the Act is carried out, and the hearty cooperation of the people. The
object of the grant was, without a doubt, to make more farmers and
mechanics, and not, as has been assumed in some places, to educate the
sons of farmers and mechanics. Were the latter all that was contemplated it would be right to hitch an agricultural professor or two to
some existing college feeder of the professions, and take the income of
the grant as liquid pro quo; but 1 know of no reason why Congress
should educate your son more than your doctor's son; though I see a
very good reason for her establishing great manufactories of intelligent
industry. And this she has aimed to do, and to her credit, be it said,
she accomplished her part of the work in the darkest hour of her strugT

k

gle to preserve the national existence.
The proceeds from the sale of the lands thus donated by Congress
have not yet been sufficient to put any of the institutions, founded upon
or assisted by the grant, in full working order. The Empire State,

having the largest representation, got the

lion's share,

and had a

citizen
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rich and public-spirited enough to add to the endowment five hundred
and fifty thousand dollars cash, thus relieving- the necessity for an
immediate sale of the lands, which, carefully located and selected under
his supervision, exceed in value at the present time two and a half
millions of dollars. Ezra Cornell has thus founded an institution, where,
#to use his own language, " any person can receive instruction in any
study," a college for the whole people.

»

CALIFORNIA AND THE UNIVERSITY.

The State of California, accepting her share of the nation's gift, has,
by a wise legislation, made it the foundation of the colleges of her State
University. The University completes the State educational system^
and is the crown and summit of that noble edifice of free instruction,
which guarantees to every child the general culture and special training
necessary to energize and economize, to lighten and enlighten all labor,
until the measure of service shall become the measure of greatness.
This 'is as it should be, but it is not for the interest of California, it is
not for the interest of her farmers and mechanics, that the matter should
stop here.

There are colleges enough for general culture;

denomination has

its

own

-where the

common

every

lea;acv of literature

and

received through some one of the many colored theological
lenses, and of whose graduates it is estimated that not more than one per
cent ever fill the industrial ranks. West of the Rocky Mountains there
was not one industrial college to take 3 our children from the public
schools, carry them forward so that every step may tell upon their life
business, and at the same time show them its wide relations to other
pursuits and to the public welfare, thus fitting them for citizenship. ISTor
was there until October third, eighteen hundred and seventy, in all this
broad land a single school, or college, or university adapted for the suitable training of farmers' and mechanics' wives.
I am ashamed that in
matters of education we have so long behaved as if it "were better for
man to be alone in his higher life," condemning him to an intellectual
celibacy.
Perhaps this accounts for the unproductiveness and unprofitableness of so much of his work. But from whatever other walk of life
we may exclude woman, she is as indispensable to the last as she was to
the first farmer.
And if ever toil and care lose their wrinkles, and
labor is ennobled and sanctified, it will be through her help and ministry.
The higher education will never be complete until the science of housewifery is as thoroughly taught as the science of husbandry.
It affords me great pleasure to add in this connection that our State
University now joins hands with all the great progressive institutions of
the world in saying to the daughters, as well as the sons of California,
"
any person may rind instruction here in any study." No sooner had
the Eegents put the institution in working order and fully organized its
courses of instruction than they welcomed the first young lady applicants,
science

is

T

and

without a dissenting voice.
of California proposes to furnish all the youth of the
State with a theoretical education leading toward industrial pursuits,
and to exhibit its practical application to the culture of our varied produets, and the development of our mineral wealth, and makes this education forever free.
It proposes to gather, at convenient seasons, those
interested in special cultures for mutual instruction and encouragement;
that, too,

The University

,
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for
just as necessary a work as is accomplished by. Teachers' Institutes
the public schools. It proposes to furnish the facilities for all needful
experiments; to be the "station" where tests can be made of whatever
claims attention; the repository and exponent of our progressive knowlof
edge. It will have a complete collection of models in machinery,
seeds and woods and textile materials; its gardens and orchards, formed
for instruction and not profit, will become a museum of pomology and
horticulture, so classified and arranged that it may be examined and
read by all. It will be the volume wherein the good and perfect gifts
of a beneficent Creator to this land and people have each their appromore than a
priate pages, and every letter a type of beauty which has
material significance. Our climate makes the naturalization of every
product useful to man practicable, at least for purposes of instruction
and experiment. And the history of fruit and grain growing makes us
modest in saying what man may not do under these favoring conditions
of climate and soil.
I have spoken,thus fully and plainly of what the University hopes to
accomplish, because the realization of these hopes depends upon the
It is a sacred and inalienable trust bequeathed to the poople
people.
for their own benefit and that of future generations.
They have an
unquestioned right to demand that it shall primarily be adapted to popular needs, that its course of instruction shall be arranged to meet, as
The
fully as possible, the wants of the greatest number of our citizens.
farmers, mechanics, miners, and teachers of California have a right to
ask that this bequest shall aid them in securing such educational advantages as shall fit them for their pursuits in life, and which, by an infusion of intelligence and power, shall elevate these pursuits to a social

dignity commensurate with their value.
The University will be all that I have promised and more, if the
people to whom »it belongs, through their representatives, cherish and
sustain it.
Our schools are the highwater mark of our civilization
this school will be the highwater mark of your estimation of the value
of industrial education.
If the people determine that their children shall first be put in possession of all their faculties, because they need the full power of manhood and womanhood as much in one pursuit as in another, it will be
done. If the people see that the school is the only place where the
foreign elements which make up our political body can be digested,
assimilated, and Americanized, they will see the necessity for the largest
and most generous provision for every department of public education.
Europe has been pouring a flood of immigration upon us from her
poorer classes, compensating herself with the flower of our youth, to
whom she offers superior advantages of education, with our scholars and
capitalists, to whom she offers the accumulated gains of centuries of culture, where money has not been the only object of pursuit, and where
men are content with slower and more moderate fortunes.
It is not extravagant to place agriculture at .the head of industrial
callings; it holds this place in the oldest scriptures, the oldest literature,
and mythology. And such it is destined to become more and more as
science introduces new variations into the songs of labor, and as education lifts the desires and aspirations of men out of materialism towards
the gratification of higher wants.

—
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CULTURE.

I.

N.

HOAG.

The fig is the most delicious and healthy fruit known in the world. It
requires a tropical or semi-tropical climate. It flourishes well in most
all
pj,rts of California, producing and maturing two crops of fruit each
season.
The first crop grows on the last grown wood of the previous
season. Having started to form in the Fall, the embryo fruit is checked
by the first frost or cold weather, and remains dormant until the return
of warm weather in the Spring. The small figs are then seen swelling
before the leaves make their appearance on the trees.
With us this crop ripens in the forepart of July, and the fruit is generally larger than the next or Summer crop, though not usually so
numerous.
have both the common blue or black fie; and the brown
ischa.
The latter, when ripe, is of a greenish brown color', and we have
had them average a quarter of a pound apiece as they were picked from
the tree.
think this the most delicious kind of figs we ever saw.
While it is very rich and melts in the mouth like a delicate peach, it is
entirely free from that sickish taste always present in the blue or black
varieties.
While we have heard many persons say they did not like the
fig because it was too rich, we believe we never saw one who did not
like the brown ischa on first taste.

We

We

DRYING AND PRESERVING

PIGS.

Figs have not heretofore been properly utilized in this State, for the
reason that our people have not understood the proper method of dicing
or preserving them. Dried fruit generally, such as apples, peaches,
plums, etc., are cooked before eating, and however thoroughly or hard
they may have been dried the cooking softens them up and brings out
the original flavor. Not so with the fig. This fruit is best uncooked, to
eat as a dessert, and in preparing it for this purpose arises the difficulty.
It will not do to dry the fig to a crisp, as we do other fruit, for that
renders it tasteless and useless. The (hying process must proceed to a
certain point and then must be checked and the fruit preserved for use.
In other words, the water must be so far evaporated that the sugar in
the fruit itself will preserve it or prevent decay. To determine exactly
when the drying process should be checked requires judgment and
experience, which can only be attained by actual practice.
Another great difficulty has to be overcome to prevent the fruit
when packed away from becoming wormy. Flies and other insects are
very fond of figs when drying, and will lay their eggs in the cracks of
the skins, and unless these eggs are killed your fruit will be destroyed
and your labor lost. After a number of unsuccessful efforts to dry or

—
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with
preserve figs running through so many years we were furnished
the following recipe, which we have followed since with satisfactory
success:

"Pick the figs when thoroughly ripe, dry them on racks as you would
other fruit, in the sun, for- four or five days or until the water they
If there is any dew, cover them
contain is thoroughly evaporated.
Then place them in a vessel perforated with holes, like a culnights.
lender, and dip them into hoiling water for about one minute, after
which again expose to the sun until the surface water has been evapoThen lay them into wooden, tin, earthen or other vessels and
rated.
press closely, so as to exclude the air, and cover securely."
In this Avay we have preserved figs so that they were equal to the
best imported. We would recommend all who raise this fruit to try
The scalding answers the double purpose of killing
the experiment.
all insect eggs and softening the skin of the fruit so that the sugar will
come to the surface, as may be seen on the imported figs.
Our experience, however, teaches us that it is better to allow the
in
fruit, after being taken from the scalding water and dried one d^
the sun, to be jiacked loosely in a fly-tight sack, and there to remain say
a week or ten days examining two or three times .to see if they are
mildewing before packing closely in the boxes, as directed in the
This causes the water more perfectly to evaporate and the fig
receipt.
to assume a better condition for packing, and induces the sugar to come
to the surface more; giving them a more desirable appearance, and improving their keeping as well as eating qualities.
A dry warm, sand is the best material on which to lay the fig for
drying, as this retains the warmth accumulated in the day time well
into the night, and dries the under side of the fruit.as well, as the upper,
thus avoiding the necessity of turning them over so frequently.

—

-

—

—

THE BEST VARIETIES.

The white Smyrna fig is undoubtedly the best variety known for
This is the kind mostly imported from the south of Europe
drying*
and the Asiatic Islands, and which generally appear on our fruit stands
These figs are generally imported in bulk, and frein small packages.
in
At San Francisco, for this coast, they are
rawhide
sacks..
quently
taken out of these large packages and repacked nicely in small ones for
retail.

We have as yet very few of the real white Smyrna fig in the State.
There has been a spurious article here called by that name, and being
an inferior variety, it has thrown discredit on the genuine fruit. The
why the Smyrna fig is superior for drying consists principally in the fact of its being freer from that sickish taste so common to
the blue varieties, and at the same time the skin -is more delicate and
thinner than the brown ischa.
It is also a plumper fruit than the latter variety, filling out better at
the seed end, which renders it less liable to receive the eggs of insects.
The brown ischa tree is apt to bear so full that the fig does not fill out
and mature well. This can be remedied by trimming in the trees well
each Winter, when the sap is down in the roots, and giving the tree a
plenty of moisture and a good top dressing of well rotted manure each
Fall.
The blue figs generally are too rich, or so much so as to have a
This taste, however, does
sickish taste when eaten fresh from the tree.
not adhere to them when dried and cured as above directed.
reason
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Of all the fruits kept for "Winter eating, the fig is the greatest luxury
for eating after the meal as a dessert, or between meals.
It is true it is
so rich one can eat but little, yet that little affords a great degree of
enjoyment to those who have formed the habit of eating them.
CULTIVATING AND PRUNING THE FIG TREE.

Fig trees want plenty of room, and do not bear crowding. If crowded,
they will not bear well, and the fruit will be inferior. The trees should
be planted at least forty feet apart and trained low, so that they will
B3nd out horizontal limbs or arms. These may need propping to support
the crop, but it will pay much better to train them in this way than to
let the top run up high.
The fruit will grow larger, mature better, and
be richer.
PROFITS OF FIG CULTURE.

There

is

no doubt but,

of figs can be

made

if

properly managed, the culture and preserving
one of the most profitable branches of

in this State

fruit culture.

The trees commence bearing young, and are among the most prolific
fruit-bearing trees known. After the trees arc say eight or ten years
old, the annual crop can easily be made to yield ten dollars on an average.
The writer has known them to do much better than this in this State"
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SILK

CULTURE.

THE COCOONERY.

The building to be used as a cocoonery should be regulated as to size
One ounce
so as to accommodate the number of worms to be fed in it.
of eggs is said to contain from thirty thousand to forty thousand; but
we think thirty thousand as many as will on an average hatch from the
ounce. The smaller trivoltine or bivoltine kinds may contain more than
this number, but we think the larger annual kinds will fall short of it.
Taking thirty thousand as a basis, we may easily determine the space
required to feed the worms from any given number of ounces of eggs.
One hundred and fifty worms of full age or growth should have at least
one square foot of shelf or table room, and one ounce will therefore
require two hundred square feet, and this increased in proportion as the
number of ounces of eggs to hatch is increased. No extra building
need be provided for a cocoonery if there is a barn or other building on
the place that can be spared for use during the Summer season. The
shelving can be so put up that it can be taken down and laid away, and
It is said that in many portions of Spain
so kept from year to year.
and in other countries sheep hoods are used as cocooneries, and that the
smell of old manure is believed to be of no detriment to the health of
the worms, but rather a benefit. So a horse barn or a ha}' barn can be
cleaned out and used without danger to the worms.
VENTILATION AND TEMPERATURE.

One important matter in fixing up a cocoonery is to pi'ovide the means
for plenty of ventilation. There should be an opening at the highest
point to let the bad air escape, and openings at the bottom to let in fresh
and cool air; and\hese ventilations should be fixed so as to regulate the
There should also be some handy way to
circulation of air at pleasure.
wet down the floor (and this may be either boards or well packed earth)
The evaporation of water judiciously used
in hot, dry, and still days.
may be made to keep down the heat two or three degrees in the building below what it would be without the use of water.
Though this is one of the most even or uniform climates in the world,
yet the changes of temperature between the nights and days, especially
in the open valleys and in the Summer season, are greater than in many
other countries. Indeed, this regular daily change of temperature is one
of the greatest difficulties in our opinion with which our silkgrowers
have to contend. With our generally even temperature, if we could
In this
'ispense with this daily change our climate would be perfect.
ipect the foothills have a great advantage over the large open valleys.
"o counteract this difficulty many propose building brick or adobo
This expense is unnecessary; nor do we believe a brick
series.
The atmosphere in a thick-walled brick
•g good for the worms.
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building accumulates too much chilling dampness, wnich is as detrimental as the changes of the temperature. A double wooden wall, with
a false roof, would secure all the advantages and be liable to none of the
But the same object can be much more cheaply and
objections to brick.
as effectually secured by covering the sides and roof of the cocoonery
with tules. The tule makes a covering of the best non-conducting
Neither the sun, the wind, nor the dampness of a rainy day
properties.
The southern and western
will penetrate a wall of tule a foot thick.
The sun should
sides of the building and the roof only need be covered.
alwa} s be allowed to strike the east side of the building early in tho
morning. It will shorten the time necessary to carry the worms through
to cocoons from two to three days, and give them more certain health
and better results. Two men can cut tule and cover a building fifty feet
We speak in reference
square, if they be handy, in two or three days.
to this kind of covering from experience.
T

ARTIFICIAL HEATING.

With respect to artificial heat in cocooneries there are many opinions.
In this dry climate we all know that the degrees of heat and cold are
not so sensibly felt by the animal system as in a more clamp climate.
The dry air is a poor conductor of heat; but a damp atmosphere, on the
contrary, becomes a good conductor, and hence in a damp climate we
So with the silkfeel the changes of heat and cold much more readily.
worm. We should take these facts into consideration when determining
the question of artificial heat for our cocooneries.
We think it may be well to have the facilities for heating at hand, but
use them only sparingly. We would prefer that the thermometer should
not fall below sixty nor rise above eighty degrees in the cocoonery. If
If
it could be kept at the mean of seventy degrees it would be better.
the thermometer falls below sixty degrees and remains any length of
time it may be best to use a little fire. But if it only gets down to that
figure in the latter part of the night to rise at the approach of the sun,
we would not start the fire. The Chinese on such occasions use a quick
charcoal fire, which they carry through the building in a furnace. Heating by an open fire or blaze, as in a fireplace, is much better than by a
close stove.

HATCHING THE EGGS.

Silkworm eggs will not hatch as a general thing with the thermometer below forty-five degrees.
say generally, because the bivoltines
will hatch at a considerably lower temperature than annuals, and JapanIf
ese annuals will hatch at a lower temperature than French annuals.
your eggs have been kept in a place below forty-five degrees and you
wish to have them ready for hatching in about ten days, change them to
a locality where the temperature remains at about fifty degrees, and in a
day or two increase the temperature to tdbout sixty degrees, and then up
to seventy, and keep it at this point until they begin to hatch.
Two or three days before hatching you will notice the eggs changing
color from a brownish slate to a grayish blue, and the day before hatching to quite a light blue. The worms hatch from six to ten o'clock in
the morning, and when you see the little fellows coming out, cut up
some tender leaves in narrow strips and lay them around the edge of
the paper to keep them from crawling off; also, some through the center.
As the worms get out of the eggs, they start immediately for the leaves
and begin to eat.

We
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At about ten o'clock take hold of the strips of leaves carefully and
them close together on a clean paper upon which you intend to feed
them. It is better that the worms be pretty thick when small so thick

—

lay

When
that the leaves upon which they rest will look black with them.
you have thus moved all the worms from the eggs in this manner, cut
dp some tender leaves very fine and sprinkle them over the worms.
They will immediately leave the dry strips and go for the fresh cut
leaves.
Mark the worms, or the paper containing them, the day of the
month, and feed them a little once in about five hours during the daytime, and if the nights are sufficiently warm, so that they continue to
eat all night, keep the feeding up all night; hut if the nights are cool,
let them miss one feeding in the middle of the night, and then again at
four o'clock.
Repeat the process of taking the worms from the eggs each day for
about four days, and then throw away those that have not hatched, as
they will not probably be very good after that. Be very careful to keep
each day's hatching by itself, and keep the papers on which you place
them separate, so they will not mix, as this will save a great deal of
trouble in the future changes of the worm. Keep up the feeding with
finely cut leaves each four hours, being careful not to feed them much
more than they will eat until the worms are four days old.
FIRST MOLTING.

At this age their heads and the foreparts of the body will be a grayish
color, and if the temperature has been kept up to about seventy degrees
they will probably begin to lose their appetites, preparatory to going to
been a little lower than seventy they
ravenously than on an}^ previous day,
be delayed until the fifth day, or even to the

sleep, but if the temperature has
eat, on the fourth day, more

may

and their sleepy time may
sixth.
When they stop eating, stop feeding; as, if you continue to feed
them, you will bury them up with cold, dam]) leaves, and thus lose many
of them.
They will sleep from twenty-four to thirty-six hours, and
In this time their bodies shrink and the
sometimes forty-eight hours.
skin separates from the little black cap that covers the head, the cap
This is
falls oft', and the worm wakes up and crawls out of his skin.
When they have thus molted and waked up they are
called molting.
very hungry, but don't feed them any till all the worms on the paper
have molted. Be very particular about this, so as to keep them all of
the same size, and so that when thej' go to sleep the next time, which
they will do again in about five or six days, all will sleep and wake at
the same time.
By being very careful to keep the worms of the same day's hatching
separate, and thus keeping each day's hatching uniform in size, and
putting them all to sleep at the same time, before each molting, much
work is saved, and the wormswvill do much better all through their
lives.
We should have mentioned that, as the worm approaches the
time for going to sleep, it changes its color, always looking a yellowish
sickly color at that time; and when it fully stops eating, it fastens itself
In this
to a piece of a leaf, and seems to be stiff and almost lifeless.
condition they should not be moved, or fed, or disturbed in any way, but
When going to sleep, also, many of them get down
left entirely alone.
under the surface leaves, so that you can see but few of them on the top.
When they have molted, their color is changed, and they appear on the
surface again and move about in search of food.
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had waited from twenty-four to forty-eight hours, and had seen

them reappear on the surface of the leaves very much brighter and
lighter colored, and anxiously moving about over and under each other,
and at the slightest movement near them, sticking up their heads and
swinging back and forth as if trying to reach something. And when we
noticed them more closely, we observed that all the little fine black
hairs that covered their tiny bodies before they went to sleep, had disappeared. These several changes are indications that the first age of
the worm had passed that they had shed their skins for the first time;
or in other words, that they had passed the first molting and had entered upon the
SECOND AGE.

—

That we may be more certainly understood by new beginners,
is

for their instruction that

we

write,

we

for it
will state here that the silk-

worm passes through five stages or ages from the time of hatching to
the time of making its cocoon. The first age is from hatching to the
that is. in uniform
first molting, and, under favorable circumstances
warm weather and good feeding and care the time of this age is from
five to six days.
The second age is from the first to second molting a
period of from four to six days. The third age is from the second to
The fourth, from tbircUto fourth
third molting from five to six days.
molting from six to seven days. The fifth, from fourth molting to spinning cocoons from eight to ten daj's.
In good weather, all these changes are passed in this State in about
thirty-two days. We have had the Japanese bivoltines make cocoons
in twenty-eight days, and we have known the annuals to occupy forty
days, when the weather was unfavorable.
In China, the Chinamen say that the worms frequentl}* make cocoons
twenty days old. The nights there are much warmer than here, and
the worms eat as rapidly in the night as in the daytime, and grow much
more rapidly and pass through the moltings more quickly than here,
where the nights are cool.
We will give here a description of the appearances and changes of
the worm as it approaches all the moltings except the first. The first
indication is that the appetite begins gradually to fail, and the worms
seem inclined to rest or lay quiet. When fed they will stir up and crawl
on the fresh leaves and eat a little, but soon leave off eating and crawl
over the 1'ood not in search of something to eat but for a spot for rest,
and some leaf or stem to which to attach itself for a long quiet sleep.
When these signs are noticed, feed very lightly and with very finely cut
leaves, so as to let the bed of leaves become dry and in good condition
for the worms to sleep on, as they will pass through the molting much
more successfully on a dry bed than on a cold, wet one. "When the
worms are asleep they must not be fed at all.
At these molting times is the greatest danger of trouble. If the bed
of leaves is too thick and damp the worms are a long time in molting,
and they are apt to come up from molting very unevenly as to time and
to appear weak and feeble.
This latter condition may be known by the
great amount of fine web spun by the worms on the surface of the bed

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

and begin to move about. When you see this it is best
from the old bed as soon as possible, even though you
bed is in
leave some still asleep to be thrown away.
If, however, the
good order and dry, the worms will wake up evenly, appear strong and
vigorous and hungry, all other things being well. If the bed of leaves

as they wake up
to remove them
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turn black under the surface at any time it is an indication that they are
heating or fermenting, and the worms should be got off of that bed as

soon as possible.

CHANGING AND DIVIDING.

We

have as yet said nothing about changing the worms from one bed
to another, so as to keep them clean, and dividing them up and spreading them out as they become too crowded by their growth.
As a general rule the worms should be changed from the old bed
about every other day. The best way to do this is, at the regular time
of feeding, instead of giving them their food in its usual condition, cut
fine, to select some very tender soft leaves and cut them up into strips,
say half an inch wide, and lay them all over each bed of worms to be
changed. As the worms grow larger these strips may be cut wider, and
when the worms are still large Avhole leaves may be used for this purThe worms will leave the bed of fine leaves and climb upon these
pose.
Now watch them, and when they are generally on the strips,
strips.
and before they have eaten them so much that they will not hang
together, lift these strips up carefully one by one and lay them carefully
down on a clean paper. If the worms are too crowded on the old bed,
and they generally Avill be so about every other day, put those from one
paper on two or more papers. It is very important that this matter of
changing and dividing be properly and most rigidly attended to.
It may be of some assistance in aiding the judgment of new beginners
to observe the following directions as to the space that a certain number
of worms should be made to occupy during the different ages.
For convenient reference on this subject, and to assist in determining
what number of eggs should be hatched or worms fed on any given
number of trees, we will state hero the amount of space, say one hundred thousand worms, or those hatching from about three ounces of
eggs, should occupy at the close of each age and the number of pounds
of food they will consume during each age.
One hundred thousand worms should be made to occup}', at the close
of the first age, about twenty square feet of surface, and they will consume during that age about twenty-five pounds of leaves. During the
second age they should occupy about forty feet of surface, and will
consume about seventy-five pounds of leaves. During the third age

they should occupy about ninety feet of surface, and will consume two
hundred and thirty pounds of leaves. During the fourth age they
should occupj- about two hundred and twenty-five feet of surface, and
will consume six hundred and ninety-five pounds of leaves.
During
the fifth and last age they should occupy about five hundred square feet
of surface, and will consume about five thousand nine hundred and
seventy-five pounds of leaves, or six thousand nine hundred and ninetyfive pounds in all.
It will be seen by the above that while the worms occupy but little
space, and eat but little during the first half of their existence, during
the last half they spread out very rapidly and eat very voraciously. So
that while there is but little Avork to attend and feed them during the
forepart of their lives, the work increases very rapidly during the latter.
After each molting the worms may be fed once or twice before they are
removed from the bed where they have deposited skins, but not more
than that. The first feeding after molting should be light and of
tender food, as the worms are then weak and very hungry, and if fed
too much then they are apt to hurt their appetites for food when they
become stronger and should have good appetites.
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TREE PLANTING.
BY

The wrong way

is

J.

S.

HARBISON, OP SACRAMENTO.

The

too often practiced.

—

holes are

dug

— some

barely large enough to admit the roots and these even are often doubled up and crowded in such a- manner that a portion of them decay
prematurely, and the tree is easily blown over. Others are dug and
the tree planted as a fence post should be deep, with the earth well
packed around them. In this case, certain death to many varieties of
Pear, Lombardy
trees, such as the stone fruits, locust, etc., follows.
poplar, and some other varieties, endure this style of planting and frequently do well. Of late years some variation is made in the manner of
preparing the holes. For instance, they are dug about three feet in
diameter and as many deep. If in hard ground (alkaline it may be),
these holes are usually filled with material hauled from a distance, a
quantity of manure deposited in the bottom, and sediment is used to

—

finish the filling.

If in

sandy ground,

it

is

thought best to have some

The clay is hauled— most likely it is black
clay to mix with the sand.
adobe, or that which is as poorly adapted to the requirements of tree
the holes are filled, the trees plantlife as the lean, washed sediment
ed some deep, some shallow it don't make much difference which, for
no very good results are ever seen to follow such unworthy practices.
It is noticeable of late years that a much larger proportion of trees
planted along our streets, as well as of fruit trees in our gardens and
orchards, die or grow feebly than in former years; which is not chargeable to any change in the manner of planting, but to the fact that the
ground has been tramped over, destroying its life-giving qualities, or
exhausted of its fertility from long cropping. While our land was new
and untrodden, trees planted in the most superficial manner mostly
grew and did well, and when spared the murderous trimmings that have
utterly ruined so many of the fine trees that formerly graced our streets,
are to-day equal in size and beauty to those grown in any city of the
land, and at the same time show us what must be done to restore the
pristine vigor of our soils before we can hope to attain success.
Another cause has contributed not a little to the failure of tree planting of late 3'ears. The trees have mostly been brought from distant
nurseries, and for the want of proper care in packing, or the entire absence of any packing, more or less damaged before they are planted.
Formerly the demand was almost entirely supplied from our local nurseThe latter having, to a great extent, been destroyed by floods,
ries.
leaves most of the nurserymen without the means and the courage

—

—

—

necessary to start anew and compete successfully with distant commercial nurseries, with whom it is difficult to compete even where no calamities

have

befallen.
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The right way of preparing the ground, if for field or orchard plantis this: The whole surface should be deeply and thoroughly tilled,
either with a plow or by trenching with the spade.
For street planting,
or where there is but a limited amount of room, the whole of the ground

ing,

the length of the row, and as wide as possible, should be deeply and
thoroughly pulverized, and poor clay or sand replaced with rich friable
soil, such as the successful market garden is sure to have, and cultivate
In short, I would have my field or border prepared as one
carefully.
hole holding the entire population, being careful to provide proper
drainage, so that no stagnant water should come in contact with the
roots of the trees.
Would avoid putting any gross, unrotted manure
with the filling around the roots, but instead, would use large quantities
spread widely on the surface of the ground, only avoiding near contact
with the tree to avoid fermentation. Such application should be made
as soon as the trees are planted, but never comes amiss at any season of
An annual top dressing just before the rains set in, first plowthe year.
ing the ground, cannot be too highly reeommended.
Mulching the trees, as just suggested, is the only substitute for the
frequent stirring of the soil. The latter must not be entirely omitted,
and particular attention to prevent weeds growing must be given at all
times.
"With the exception of partially hoed crops, for two or three years
after planting the ground should be left vacant, in order to allow of
frequent cultivation. Wheat, barley, oats, grass, etc., are highly prejudicial to the success of trees at any time, and usually prove fatal to
them if grown the first or second year after planting. One crop, even,
may so far injure an orchard, though in bearing, that it will never

recover from the injurious

effects.
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EVERGREEN TREE CULTURE.
BY

E.

P.

AIKEN, OF SACRAMENTO.

Without wishing to deduct one iota from the importance of the immediate introduction, wide dissemination, and planting of all deciduous forest
trees, I will call the attention of the Club, if you please, to the consideration of similar merits of the evergreen and coniferous trees of the forest,
and will confine the few remarks I have to make to four or five of the
leading and, in my opinion, most valuable sorts for cultivation here.
we all know, is a tree that has a perpetually green and
The
evergreen,

Some varieties have upright, needle like leaves, while
living foliage.
others have a broad and drooping foliage. The first mentioned are all
of the cone-bearing family or conifers; and this name they get from the
fruit, which contains the seed, and not from the general
habit of the tree, as some suppose. The seed of this class is the most
minute and delicate of all our forest tree seeds, and it is well known
that they will not grow in their natural state only under peculiar circumstances and in certain localities, where the atmosphere is humid and
to that extent that the seed will not fail to germinate and the seedlings
grow readily. The seedlings are found in their natural state only in the
depths of the forests, in cool and shady places where the searchingwinds and the fierce and scalding rays of the sun cannot penetrate.
The first year of their existence they are exceedingly delicate, a strongray of sunlight or gust of wind often destroying the vitality of thouHence we are taught by nature the uncertainty of successfully
sands.
growing evergreen trees from seed in our dry climate. It has required
years of patient toil by experienced nurserymen, using every precaution
known and gathered by long experience, together with the great advantage of the humid atmosphere bordering our great lakes, to raise the
seedlings successfully. They are now raised in large quantities by parties
in the East who make the business a specialty, and can be imported here
through the mails at so little cost as to come within the means of all.
The most extensive growers of forest tree seedlings in the United
States are Eobert Douglass & Son, Waukegan, Illinois, and Pinney &
Lawrence, Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin. While these evergreen seedlings
can be had so cheaply from the Eastern nurserymen, I would not advise
our farmers hero to undertake their cultivation from seed, as I am satisIt is a very
fied that failure and discouragement would be the result.
the evergreen or
difficult question to decide which of the two varieties
the deciduous trees is of the most importance to civilization.
The tvhole family of evergreens and cone-bearing trees of our forests
are valuable for timber, and are used to a greater or less extent aa

form of the

—
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regards their adaptability to the different branches of mechanical business.
There are very few of all the numerous branches of mechanical
business but what are more or less dependent upon wood as their material for manufacturing.
How much more material is used that is derived
from the evergreen and cone-bearing trees as compared with that origWe all know
inating from deciduous trees, I will not presume to say.
from experience and observation that the former is vastly in excess of
the latter, and I believe it would be safe to say that seven eighths of all
the wood made into lumber and consumed in other ways is the product
of this class of trees. The white pine, Scotch pine, red pine, and Norway spruce, which I give you, as 1 think, in the order of their respective
merits, are without doubt the most valuable sorts of this class for
extensive and general planting, retaining their foliage, as they do, through
the Winter, when deciduous trees are leafless. As trees for shelter for
stock on the farm, as windbrakes for our orchards, vine} ards, and grain
fields, or as ornaments to beautify our homes, they cannot be excelled
by any and have but few equals among deciduous trees in a commercial
point of value.
They are easily transplanted (while }"oung) from the
nursery, and of thrifty and rapid growth, requiring much less moisture
in the soil, and will flourish over a wider range of climate and accommodate themselves to a greater variety of soils than most deciduous
trees.
They grow well on uplands, hillsides, and on sandy and unproductive soils, and I believe are well adapted for extensive cultivation on
our treeless plains throughout the State.
That these broad plains are wholly devoid of evergreen trees now is
no argument against the rapid ami successful growth of evergreen
forests if once established by the hand of man.
And I Avould here ur°;e
upon our farmers the necessity of making a beginning of forest tree
Start them in nursery
planting, even if it be but a i'ew hundred trees.
form, if not prepared to plant them otherwise; plant seeds of the black
walnut and locust, cuttings of the poplar, cotton wood, and white willow,
if you cannot procure seedlings of a better class of trees.
They will
grow and make shelter, and break winds, for the better trees to come
after but plant as many as possible of the sorts before mentioned,
including the European larch. The last mentioned, though classed
among the conifers, is not an evergreen, as it sheds its foliage in the
Fall.
It has for several years been planted more extensively in Europe
than all other trees combined, and is now taking the lead of all others
r

—

among

the planters of the Atlantic States.

Bryant says:

"

The

ever-

green larch appears to combine the qualities of growth, symmetry of

form, durability of wood and adaptability to a variety of uses in a
greater degree than any other timber tree of northern latitudes."
Loudon says: "The rate of growth of the larch in the climate of London is from twenty to twenty-five feet in ten years, from the seed, and
nearly as great on the declivities of hills and mountains in the highlands
of Scotland."
This is a different species from the American larch,

sometimes called hackmatack and tamarack, being unquestionably superior to the latter in every respect.
It does not succeed so well in a
damp atmosphere, near lakes and bordering rivers. Hence we may infer
that it may be well suited to the dry atmosphere and soil of our plains.
The cone-bearing family of forest trees comprise some of the most
valuable kinds of timber trees known, and there is no one variety of
wood that is so extensively used in the great and increasing demand's of
civilization as the pine.
It is rightly named the "king of the evergreen
Immense forests of pine were formerly found throughout the
forest."
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northern portion of the United States, from Maine to Oregon, but now
large forests of the old growth east of the Eocky Mountains are rare.
In the old State of Maine, once so famous for her vast forests of pine
and great foreign lumber trade, there are to be found but few of the
original growth standing, and as a substitute for pine, hemlock and
spruce are now extensively used, and in nearly all of the older States
the scarcity of pine is severely felt.
Arthur Bryant, in his new work on " Forest Trees," says: " The State
of New York, which not many years since exported great quantities of
pine lumber, now obtains a. supply for home consumption from abroad,
and it may be safely estimated that two thirds of the full grown timber
in Northern Illinois has been destroyed within the past eighteen years."
With the ravages of tires that have recently swept through the timbered
portions of our Northwestern States, and the increased demand for lumber consequent upon the rapid increase of population, the home supply
for the future demands of civilization will soon be practically exhausted.
Large tracts of the best timbered lands of our own State within a few
years past have been monopolized by stock companies or speculators
and passed into the hands of railroad corporations as subsidies; and this
concentration of our great forests of timber in the hands of men who
have no consideration but the mighty dollar to be coined out of them,
must surely and speedily enhance the price of lumber. It is to be hoped
there will be, during the present session of the Legislature, some systematic plan devised which will bring about extensive and wide-spread
experiments in the different methods of forest tree culture, in all its
different branches and forms, throughout the State.
There is no question concerning our future prosperity as a State which will come before
it more important or more necessary for its immediate action and fostering care than this. No efforts of private individuals will serve to
so forcibly impress upon those engaged in agricultural pursuits the
importance of extensively planting out forest trees as to have our
Legislature take some action worthy of an interest of such vast importance to our State.
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GRAPES FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES.
BY W.

S.

MANLOVE.

The subject of this essay, "Grapes for Special Purposes,'' opens a
•wide field for research and discussion, and one that I feel much reluctance in entering upon, knowing, as you and I do, that there is a great
diversity of opinion on the adaptability of certain varieties to specific
only object in selecting this subject is the hope of conjmrposes.
brother members information
tributing some useful information to
practically acquired during the last twelve years, at a cost of much

My

my

—

time, labor, and considerable pecuniary outlay.
Starting in the business
of grape raising without any knowledge of the cultivation of the vine,
or of the best varieties to select from, I have found it required much
care and attention, holding fast to those which proved themselves

worthy, discarding others which have proved themselves worthless,
Just here I
although highly recommended to me by other parties.
would say, that on the receipt of a variety with which I am unacquainted, I graft it on a vigorous stock, and thus test it much sooner than by
the ordinary method of raising the vine from the cutting. I am aware
that some varieties do not do so well when grafted, but in my experience there are but a few, and these comparatively worthless.
In
selecting the varieties to be discussed, the white Muscat of Alexandria
heads the list. This I consider the ne plus ultra of the grape family.
It is the most delicious, finely flavored grape that is cultivated in this
State.
Its large size, delicious flavor, and abundance of sugar or saccharine matter when fully ripe, render it, and deservedly so, the best table
On account of its firm, fleshy pulp, it is specially
grape we have.
adapted to raisin making; no other grape approaching it in this respect.
Indeed, Messrs. Thompson and Hyatt consider this the same as the
Malaga grape, from which the famed raisins of commerce are produced.
As a wine grape it is highly esteemed; making a sweet, highly-flavored
dessert wine.
As a grape for distillation, when fully ripe, it is thought by those who
have tested it to be superior to every other variety for brand}'', imparting its musky perfumed flavor to the product of the still. This variety
of grape seems to adapt itself to almost every variety of soil and climate
in our State.
Therefore, it is recommendod as a valuable addition to all
vineyards as a table grape, and as peculiarly adapted to the manufacture of raisins, wine, and brandy, and for transportation to our trans-

montane markets.
The Black Hamburg,

for general cultivation, according to my exper
onl} second to the Muscat. The Hamburg is easily propagated,
grows thrifty, is free from disease except on lowlands, and is one of the
most prolific and certain bearers of any that 1 have grown. It is the
rience,

is
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best purple grape in the State, unsurpassed as a table grape, a good shipper, very rich in sugar when fully ripe, making a good quality of wine,
and a large percentage of alcohol on distillation. Combining these good
To those
qualities, it is specially sought after by growers of the vine.
who design growing grapes for market cither at home or abroad, I would
r
sa} there is no grape that bears transportation so well as the Bed Lombardy or Flame Tokay. Being so well known it is needless to more
particularly describe it. As regards its carrying qualities, it will carry

from here to an Eastern market, when properly packed and handled, in
as good condition as when picked from the vine.
In proof of its being

specially fitted for transportation to Eastern markets, I will state that
the month of November last I saw it stated in the Hearth and Home,
a paper published by Orange Judd & Co., of New York City, that a carload of pears and Tokay grapes had arrived from California a few days
before, the grapes being in good order and wholesaling at thirty-seven
and a half cents per pound. The Flame Tokay is said by experienced
wine makers to be a good wine grape, or to be valuable to mix with
other varieties. The three varieties named I have selected from about
True, some of the other sorts are good
thirty which I have tested.
grapes such as the Blue Malvoise, Black Malaga, and others hut possessed of no distinctive qualities entitling them to be classed with the
three first mentioned. For a wine grape alone there is no question in
mind but that the White Beisling is one of the most valuable; but
the great objection to it is that it produces a very small amount of
fruit
mine not averaging more than five or six pounds to the vine,
although growing on the best land in the vineyard, Ilamburgs yielding
In presenting
views
thirty to forty pounds in the adjoining rows.
to the Club, as I have already stated, there is much in them that is not
applicable to every location, and my advice to any one engaging in grape
culture would be to find out what varieties do best in their locality and
stick to them until experience shall demonstrate other more valuable
In conclusion, I would advise all persons who
varieties to cultivate.
contemplate planting vineyards to embrace the present opportunity, as
this is the most favorable season there has been for four or five years.
Cuttings planted this season would insure a good stand and a vigorous
growth two things well worthy of consideration in the planting of a
in

—

—

my

—

my

—

vineyard.
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ALKALI

SOILS.

BY ROBERT WILLIAMS.

In presenting this essay it will be my object to suggest some practical
of neutralizing or extracting from our soil the substance called
Indeed, I am not
alkali, without discussing its chemical properties.
aware that any chemical analysis has ever been made of soils impregnated with this alkali. It is evident, however, that its principal ingredient is potash, with a mixture of soda and salt. I am of the opinion
that a limited amount of this alkali adds to the fertility of our soil. I
think that the exceeding productiveness of the soil in California is
attributable in part to the presence in limited quantities of this article;
but, unfortunately, a great portion of our land— especially our low, flat
lands— is too strongly impregnated with it. In such cases it becomes a
nuisance rather than a benefit. It may seem strange to say that a good
It is the
fertilizer could become detrimental to the fertility of the soil.
quantity, and not the quality, that produces the injury. Lime is an
excellent fertilizer, and yet too much lime is certain death to vegetation,
and I believe the same to be true with reference to alkali.
When we inquire into the source or origin of alkali, then we enter
into the field of speculation where each man entertains his own peculiar
views. There are various theories respecting its origin. My view is,
that it is in veins or strata deep down in the earth, the same as salt
veins, coal, or iron, or any other minerals; and I believe, like many
other minerals, it has been brought near the surface by volcanic erupMinerals of all kinds are found most plentiful in countries that
tions.
have been thrown up by these volcanic eruptions; and this is especially
true with reference to this alkali, as it is seldom, if ever, found in countries that have not been heaved up, and countries that have been the
worst torn up by these eruptions invariably exhibit the most alkali.
Now, in proof that it lies in veins, we often find springs of water strongly
impregnated with it so strong that the water cannot be used at all
while in the immediate vicinity may be found another spring, coming of
course from another direction, which will be entirely free from any
traces of alkali. The same is true of wells; one well may be good, pure
water, and another well in the same neighborhood, or even in the same
As to how it gets to the surface, my
field, may be strongly alkalied.
theory is as above indicated that it is thrown up to or near the surface
by these volcanic eruptions; then it becomes subject to the action of
It is washed from the mountains, hills, and high plain land,
water.
and settles on the low lands, especially in basin-shaped places, where
the water stands. In such places we find almost invariably the strongest
Hence we often see 'alkali flats and alkali lakes on the
alkali beds.
These alkali beds present the appearance of once having been
plains.

mode

—

—

—
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and no doubt they were, and the water from adjoining

hills

and

plains ran into them and carried the alkali with it. As proof that water
carries alkali with it, we seldom ever find alkali on the margin of a
running stream; but go back from the stream till you strike the land

not necessarily drained by the stream, and there you will find the alkali,
if the water docs not leach it out of the soil and
carry it away with it.
AViiy then is not alkali found on the banks of the stream as well as back

from it?
But again, to be more practical, you may take earth that is so strongly
impregnated with it that it will taste almost as strong as potash; take
that same dirt, pulverize it, put in an old-fashioned ash hopper, and continue to pour pure water on it, and you will soon leach all the alkali out
of the soil thus treated. But we are asked how it is that in some cases
it will be found on the
surface, and dig down one or two feet and no
alkali is to be found.
This may be accounted for in two ways. One is,
that it might have been brought by water from elsewhere and left on
the surface. The other is, that it was forced up from below by seepage
water and attraction of the sun, till it reached the surface. There it
comes in contact with a heav}^ soil of adobe character, unites with this
soil, congeals, and forms a hard substance almost impervious to water,
at the same time forming a source of attraction to draw the alkali from
a loose, sandy subsoil. Hence the apparent freeness of the subsoil from
alkali.
My observations have been that a sandy surface, with a loose
subsoil, will never be troubled much with alkali, because as the water
sinks

down it carries the alkali with it.
we are asked why it appears in the Summer and

Again,

Fall,

when the

surface is thy.
We answer, it has either been retained there by the
hard surface referred to above, or is drawn up by the same attraction
that draws the moisture from below in the Summer. Now to sum up
the whole theory. Believing as I do that water will carry alkali with
it, I necessarily believe that thorough draining is the only practical way
of reclaiming alkalied lands; and it as necessarily follows that land that
cannot be thoroughly drained cannot be reclaimed. AVe may neutralize
the alkali to a certain extent by thorough cultivation, by heavy manuring,
or by cropping it to beets. Beets will succeed on alkalied land better
than any other crop I know of, and no doubt absorb and extract a considerable portion of the alkali; and if the alkali exists only on the surface,
with no substrata of it below, nor no water to carry it on again, you
might get your land comparatively reclaimed by a succession of beet
But the same cause that brought the alkali to the surface once
crops.
will do it again, unless the connection is broken.
This, I think, can only
be done by drains. I would suggest underground drains. These, the
most expensive at the start, will be much the cheapest in the end, as
the}'- more thoroughly drain, and at the same time give a free use of the
land.
It matters not Avhether the rain washes the alkali down, or the
seepage forces it up. In either case the ditch will carry it on'. These
same drains, if properly arranged, may be used in the Summer for
irrigating purposes; and here let me remark, that it will not require more
than one fourth the water to irrigate in this way that it requires if put
on the surface in the usual way. I think the best and cheapest material
for these drains is the earthcrn pipe, called tiling pipe.
Clark, who keeps
the pottery near Sutter's Fort, makes it all sizes, and in large quantities.
A sample of the remarkable eifect of underground irrigation may be
seen in his gardens. And now, in conclusion, permit me to say that if I
have, in this humble essay, dropped any hints that will bo of use to the
public, my object will be accomplished.
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UNDERGROUND
BY

I.

N.

IRRIGATION.

HOAG.

The subject of irrigation has very naturally attracted a great deal of
attention daring the past year, in consequence of the great scarcity of
the natural supply of water.
Schemes for irrigating large tracts of country in many portions of the
State have been projected, and some are in a forward state of completion.
Much good will, undoubtedly, result from the successful operation of
these enterprises. But our object now is to call attention to a plan for
underground irrigation, which we think most admirably adapted to
irrigating vegetable and kitchen gardens, and small orchards and
nurseries, particularly on the dry prairie or grain districts of our State.
Every farmer, gardener, or nurseryman will at once see and comprehend the reasons why water applied, say one foot below the surface,
will do more good to growing plants of all kinds than if applied on the
surface of the soil. These reasons may be stated briefly as follows:
First
It induces the roots to work downward to meet it, thus giving
them a deeper and better hold on the soil, and enabling them to secure a
greater amount of the plant-sustaining elements.
Second Water thus applied softens up and loosens the whole ground,
and does not, like water applied to the surface, induce a crust to form on

—

—

the surface.
Third Much less water will be needed, if applied underground, than
if applied on the surface, because the evaporation will be less.
Fourth There can be no danger of the sun scalding plants thus
irrigated, while this is the great drawback or danger attending surface
irrigation in the Summer.

—
—

NATURAL EXAMPLES.
For a striking illustration of natural underground irrigation, we would
refer to the lands about the confluence of the Sacramento and San
Joaquin rivers, especially to Sherman and Twitchell Islands. At high
tide the water in the rivers or sloughs surrounding these islands is as
high, or highei*, than the surface of the soil, even in the Summer season,
but at low tide it is from three to four feet below the surface. Thus the
soil is kept constantly irrigated from below.
To this fact are these lauds
indebted for their great productiveness and natural advantages.
On
these lands the seed time and harvest are coesistant and constant the
year through. All varieties of vegetable seed may be planted here in
the middle of Summer, and they will come forward and mature as
rapidly and perfectly as those planted in the Spring.
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Thus is given a double value and a double productiveness to these
lands.
The water becomes a constant fertilizer to the land and stimuif it was in the power of man to
lant to the growth of the plants.
place all the lands in this State in a position so that they could be thus
and constantly irrigated by bringing the water up to the sur-

Now

perfectly
face to be controlled at will, what a value would be thus added to these
lands.
The productions of the State under such a system of irrigation
If each farmer throughout the country
would be beyond estimate.
could thus irrigate even one acre, he would increase the value of that
one acre from eight to ten fold. However dry and parched the general
lands of his farm might be, he could of this one acre make a constant
garden, and thus surround his house with a perpetual Eden, from which
at all times of the } T ear he could supply his table with all the luxuries of
the temperate and semi-tropical zones.
IT

CAN BE DONE.

if he will, and with very little
is, every farmer in the State can,
expense, thus irrigate one acre, more or less, and we care not where he
may be located; only provided that he has land of medium fertility, he
can have an excellent and constantly producing vegetable garden, and
a good thrifty growing and good bearing orchard of all kinds of fruits.
The driest and most shallow-soiled red prairie land can be made to produce as abundantly as the best and deepest river bottoms.

That

ARTIFICIAL EXAMPLE.

For the proof of what we say, wo will give the following facts: N.
Clark, of Sacramento, about half a mile east of Sutter's Fort site, has a
piece of land familiarly known in that neighborhood as hard pan land.
The soil is a stiff adobe, some of it a pretty sticky clay of a reddish cast,
and not over ten inches deep. He has been trying to grow an orchard
and garden on this land for a number of years, by surface irrigation,
with very poor success. Indeed his efforts for a garden may be said to
have been a failure. Last season he noticed a small strip of peas, which
he had planted, were growing very thriftily, and matured a good croj),
while all the rest of the peas planted at the same time, and cultivated
and irrigated, so far as he could see, in the same manner, produced
nothing.

He determined to know the cause of this strange fact, and commenced
an exploration with a shovel. He soon developed a gopher hole about a
foot underground, running parallel with and very nearby under the row of
peas that had proved so much more thrifty and prolific than the balance.
Into this hole the water had penetrated and from thence had worked its
way up to the roots of the peas, which had also penetrated deep into the
This suggested to Mr. Clark a new idea, underground
soil to meet it.
irrigation, and he immediately determined to put this idea to a practical
test.
This season has afforded him an excellent opportunity to do so.
Being a manufacturer of crockery and various kinds of earthen and
tile pipe, he made up a lot of the latter with a two-inch bore, in pieces
His trees were in rows sixteen feet apart.
one foot each in length.
He dug a trench about a foot deep in the center between these rows. In
these trenches he buried this pipe, laying the pieces end to end, leaving
56
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the ends the eighth of an inch apart. Over these little broken joints or
openings he threw pieces of broken crockery, so as to permit water to
run out and prevent the earth from working in. Across one end of the
piece so laid with pipes he set pipes of the same kind and length upright,
so that each upright pipe connected with the end of one line of horizontal.
He then dug an open trench so as to conduct the water into these
uprights, and his irrigating plan was complete.
Into this open trench he turned the water from a pump worked by a
windmill and drawing water from a bored well. It worked well, and in
a few days his place was completely irrigated so as to show a dampened
He planted peas, beans, tomatoes, and
appearance on the surface.
other
kinds
of
vegetables between his trees all of which grew
many
most luxuriantly and produced abundantly. His trees made a magnificent growth and produced a good crop of excellent fruit. In tact, the
whole experiment was a most perfect and satisfactory success.
In addition to the advantages of underground over surface irrigation,
we would enumerate the following:
The same tubes used to conduct the water under the ground may
First
be used to convey any kind of manure to the same locality in a liquid
state.
To accomplish this you have only to make the reservoirs at the
head of the piece of land to be irrigated and manured of sufficient
this
capacity, and till it Avith manure; the water, passing through
and
conduct
will
extract
it
its
from
them,
manure,
fertilizing properties,
Thus all the
in a liquid state, to the roots of the trees and plants.
strength and value of the manure will be saved and applied in the best
form at the point where most good will result. None will be wasted by
into the
evaporation, and all danger of the introduction of weed seed
to be used,
manure
of
soil will thus be avoided.
variety
Any
commercial varieties, may
from the coarsest stable manure
thus be utilized to the best advantage.
Another advantage of this mode of irrigation is, that while
Secon
introducing the water you also introduce the air under the ground, thus
enlivening the soil, and at the same time extracting from that air its

—

—

1

'

-

—

very important and valuable

fertilizing qualities,

directly to the roots of the growing vegetation.
Again, in the Spring or early Summer, the air

is

and applying them

much warmer than

the soil, and the warm air thus penetrating the soil and working around
the roots acts, to a certain extent, like a hot bed, and brings forward the
early vegetable as no surface irrigation will.
/-/—The same sort of tubing or pipes used for irrigating the land
in times of drought will answer the purpose of an underground drainage
system in a very wet season.
To accomplish the latter object you have but to open a ditch at the
the
opposite end of your garden from that into which you introduce
water in the pipes, so that the surplus water in the soil will run otf. It
will then work into the pipes at the openings and run through them into
the drainage ditch, and thus your garden will be relieved of too great a
that irrigates it. For garden
supply of water, through the
purposes this drainage operation is almost as important as the irrigation,
and considering that both operations can be accomplished at the same
expense and by the same system, we think it worth while that all our
farmers throughout the grain districts should give it a trial. A small
and
piece of ground, thus prepared and cultivated as a kitchen garden
fruit orchard will be worth more to the average grain farmer, taking
one season with another, than ten times the same amount cultivated in
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the ordinary way, and devoted to the ordinary crops. We would urge
this consideration, at this time, for the reason that this is the season of
the year when farmers should be at work at their gardens, whether they
introduce this system of irrigation and drainage or not.
Fourth This underground irrigation will, in our opinion, prove one
of the most effective and economical means of reclaiming alkali soil or
of freeing the soil of a superabundance of this offensive property or
Water, passing over soil, dissolves the alkali that is on the
ingredient.
surface and carries the solution away with it. This is is evident from
the fact that in all alkali districts, the low places, where the water accumulates and remains until carried away by evaporation, are strongly

—

impregnated with this material.
Taking all things into consideration, the underground irrigation for
all small plots of land, such as gardens and small orchards, is the cheapas well as the best.
two inch bore, can be had at five cents the running foot, and ono
and one fourth inch bore at three cents the running foot. Water will
readily soak eight feet each way from the pipe, so that a line of pipe
once in sixteen feet through a garden will be a plenty. The cost of
thus putting it down is but a trifle compared to the advantages we have
shown will accrue. The pipe can be had of 1ST. Clark & Co., of Sacramento, or can be made by any other similar manufacturing establishest,

Pipe,

ment.

Those who would have good gardens on dry land will do well to try
the underground irrigation.
This system of irrigation and drainage will act to free the ground of
the alkali, in both capacities that is, when used for irrigation, as well
as for drainage.
In the dry season, the water being introduced below
the surface, percolates upward, bringing the alkali in solution to the
surface, and the action of the sun and air upon it neutralizes it or
evaporation carries much of it off in the air. In the wet season the
water draining from the soil and running away through the pipes carries
the alkali with it. Thus with this system of pipes we are at all seasons
improving our land and benefiting ourselves.

—

—
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FRUIT CULTURE.
BY ROBERT WILLIAMSON, OP SACRAMENTO.

The subject of fruit culture is one fraught with deep interest to every
thinking mind, and is destined to be a pleasing and profitable study to
the end of time. The fruit of the tree and vine is one of God's best gifts
.But like many of His beneficent gifts is too lightly appreciated
to men.
and most sadly neglected by the great mass of the people. But the few
who appreciate this boon of Heaven and have given the subject the consideration which it merits, have found in it a source of pleasure and a
store of knowledge rarely found in the study of any other subject.
This
Study is inexhaustible in itself? A man may study it from youth to old
The more we know of it the more
age, and it is ever new and pleasing.
we admire it.
WILL IT PAY?
But let us turn from the amateur's view of the subject and look at it
from a financial .standpoint. We are asked if it will pay? This (with
This question we would
the masses) is the ail important question.
answer in the affirmative.
Fruit growing (when intelligently followed) will pay in any part of
the civilized world, and especially in California. Not that we have a better market than elsewhere, but because we can produce a greater variety
in larger quantities and with less labor than any other one portion of
the globe with the same area of land. This I am aware will sound like
exaggeration. But to convince ourselves that such is the fact, we have
only to remember that we have in California a. greater variety of climates and soils than can be found in any other country of equal extent.
!Not even the Republic of Mexico or our sister States and Territories on
the Pacific Coast, can lay claim to all the advantages which our geographical position gives us in this respect.

OUR CLIMATE.
In California we have a
heat to the excessive cold,
not go beyond the climate
can successfully grow the
well adapted to growing

climate varying almost from the extreme of
with a soil equally as varied. Hence we need
of our own 8tate to find a locality where we
tropical fruits, or to find another locality as
the fruits peculiar to the, northern climates.
The intelligent fruit grower has only to decide what he wants to grow
and then select his locality, make a judicious selection of varieties, plant
them properly, and give them proper attention afterwards, and he may
count on certain success. But he who goes to work to plant a market
orchard on a soil or in a climate not adapted to the fruits he intends to
grow, or makes a wrong selection of varieties, or takes no pains to plant
properly, or takes no care of his trees or vines after they are planted,
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with equal certainty count on a disastrous failure. Then he is prepared to proclaim to the world that fruit growing will not pay in Cali-

may

fornia.
I am

aware that there is some apology for many failures that have
We have people here from all parts
occurred in this branch of business.
of the world. They came here with their home notions of horticulture
and went to work in accordance with these notions, and after years of
unsuccessful toil were forced to abandon their favorite plans and perhaps their favorite

A man

fruits.

growing fruits in this country must either
have a practical knowledge of the business or must avail himself of the
to he successful in

benefits of his neighbor's experienee.

FRUIT 'MARKETS.
present and prospective. Wo have a
perhaps, no place in the United States
that
(in proportion to numbers) as do the people
fruit
and
properly handled has always borne a living
good
of, California;
for the
price in our markets, and prices have been steadily advancing
r
past six } ears, notwithstanding the thousands of acres that we are annually planting in trees and vines. We believe our market will continue
We are opening up new markets almost daily on all
to grow better.
We have, on the east and north, the State of Nevada, and
sides of us.
the Territories of Arizona, Utah, Colorado, Wyoming, Idaho, Dakota,
and Montana, embracing territory larger than all the States east of the
Mississippi river; and this immense country is little else than one vast
These mines must and will be worked, and they must
field of minerals.
and will come to California for the great bulk of their fruits, because
they have neither the climates nor soils for extensive and varied fruit
growing; and we are more adjacent to them than any other good fruit-

Now

fair

for our

market

facilities,

home demand. There
consume so much fruit

is,

growing country.
The same is true of the vast lumber districts north of us. They must
have fruit; and where can they go for variety and quality but to California? Moreover, we believe the day is not far distant when there will
be a lively demand from the Asiatic continent for our dried and preserved fruits. And if our two years trade with eastern cities has already
favorably affected our fruit market, what will be the effect of all these
other markets when fairly opened up ? Will not fruit growing become
almost the paramount interest of the State?
FRUITS FOR PROFIT.

As to the best kinds of fruit to be grown for profit, we would remark
that all the southern portion, and many localities in the more northern
counties of the State, are well adapted to growing oranges, lemons, limes,
To these
olives, dates, filberts, cocoanuts, almonds, and English walnuts.
we may add figs, prunes, and grapes the three latter will succeed well
All of the above named fruits (either green
in most parts of the State.
or dry) we are importing in large quantities. It would perhaps not be
too much to say that the people of the United States are paying annually
to foreign countries the enormous sum of one hundred million dollars
for these very articles, every one of which can be successfully grown
and prepared for market in our, State; for there can be no climate better
adapted to drying fruits than ours. In addition to the above, we can

—

•
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grow, in most parts of the State, all the other fruits, from the apple to
the strawberry; and in the Sacramento Valley we can perhaps grow a
greater variety of fruit than in any other portion of the State. Our
climate is especially adapted to growing the leading fruits, such as
grapes, pears, plums, peaches, cherries, figs, and apples, and the foothills,
or low mountain ranges, are peculiarly adapted to growing the apple.
In these districts we can grow as fine winter apples as can be grown in
Oregon or the Atlantic States, and they always command # remunerative
prices in our local markets.
FRUITS FOR GENERAL CULTIVATION.
I would recommend the pear, plum, and grape, as they succeed remarkably well in all parts of the State. The pear and grape can be successThe
fully shipped to eastern cities and sold at remunerative prices.
grape can also be converted into wine or raisins, and find almost a worldwide market. The plum also may be dried and shipped to foreign markets
We can find a remunerative market in the East for all
at a good profit.
the plums that we can produce. As to varieties of fruit that we would
recommend, it will be impossible, in this essay, to give them all even a
passing notice; we shall, therefore, only mention a very few of the

leading sorts.
As raisin grapes: the White Muscat of Alexandria, the White Malaga,
and White Muscatelle; table grapes: Black Malvacia, Black Hamburg,
and White Muscat; wine grapes: the White Eeisling, Yellow Orleans,
and Zinfindel; many other varieties might be mentioned. Shipping
gi'apes: the White Muscat and Flame Tokay stand at the head of the
There are others that ship well, but none we think equal to the
list.
two above named. Shipping pears: Bartlett, Easter Burree, Vicar of
Winkfield, and Glout Morceau many other varieties, however, will ship
;

well.

We

as to varieties, that it would be well for parcan do so convenient!}* to experiment with seedings. All our
varieties of fruit were originally produced from seed, and it is not
unfrecpiently the case that from one hundred or two hundred seedlings
we may get one or two fine and distinct varieties. Fruits thus produced
are generally well adapted to the climate in which they originated. I
have in my nursery four new varieties of apple, and six of peaches, all
of California origin^ they are all worthy of extensive cultivation, especially the latter; and some of them I consider superior to any of the old
standard varieties.

ties

would here suggest

who
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FRUIT CULTURE.
BY

C.

W. REED, OF YOLO COUNTY.

The subject of fruit culture is one upon which so much
and written that I cannot expect to add anything that will
if I can say anything that will prompt others to avoid the
I have made I shall have the satisfaction of having done

has been said
be new. But
mistakes that

something to
benefit the great industry of fruit culture in California.
I am so little
accustomed to giving publicity to my own thoughts that for me to review
the subject of fruit culture in the briefest possible manner 1 fear will
prove tedious. What I shall say principally will be not as an amateur,
but as a practical operator from
own experience, during the past
seventeen years in California. When I admit that I have made many
blunders, you can realize the fact that I have paid very dearly for
want of correct information at the outset, and if any new beginners can
I am
profit by my suggestions it will be a source of gratification to me.
fulljr impressed with the idea that California is destined to occupy the
very front rank as a fruit producing country, and I hope the knowledge
that will be disseminated through this Club will help develop this great
industry and make it a source of profit to every one engaged in it. That
the soil and climate of California are capable of producing more kinds
of fruit and in greater perfection than any other countiy with which I
am at all acquainted is a fact concerning which I do not entertain the
shadow of a doubt; and when I consider our almost total exemption
from insects and the diseases so prevalent to fruit trees elsewhere, I feel
constrained to charge the blame upon the producer whenever I' see a
poor specimen of fruit of any kind. Almost every kind of fruit can be
grown to perfection within the limits of our own State under proper
cultivation; but in this business, like every other, it is all-important to
study adaptability of soil and climate, and when they are uot specially
adapted to the particular *culture proposed, seek a new locality or set
yourself vigorously at work to correct the defects at the very outset.
If the condition of your soil is not just what it should be, spare no
pains or reasonable expense to place it in proper condition before plant-

my

my

ing your trees, and where the climate is not decidedly favorable, you
can adopt a mode of culture which will by degrees do a great deal
towards acclimating your trees to suit different degrees of heat or cold.
These modifications can be wrought by culture and a proper knowdedge
of the trees you desire to cultivate, and that alone.
The leading idea I would like to impress upon every one who is engaged in fruit culture is, that the small additional outlay between thorough and indifferent work at the time of planting trees is so trifling,
when considered in connection with attending results, that it seems to
me it is only necessary to be understood to insure observance. A hole
two feet in diameter and eighteen inches in depth may seem amjde in
which to plant a tree, but the additional cost to dig said hole four feet
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diameter and four deep will be paid for tenfold before the third crop
of fruit has been gathered.
Another fatal blunder into which I bare sometimes fallen, and one I
earnestly recommend all to avoid, is the crowding together of too many
trees upon an acre of ground.
Ample space insures better fruit, and a
in

larger profit will be secured,
less in point of quantity.

even though the aggregate yield sbould be

To be eminently successful in any pursuit in life, it is absolutely necessary to possess a tborough knowledge of the business engaged in; for
ignorance upon any point, however trilling, may suffice to cause a finanThis applies genecial failure, and ultimately destroy your enterprise.
rally to all business, and especially to fruit culture.
In the learned professions, if a man assumes to practice before he bas
acquired sufficient information to entitle him to a diploma from professors of acknowledged skill, he is at once and by common consent
shunned as a "quack" or '•impostor." In the mechanic arts one must
by years of toil and application acquire such absolute knowledge of his
craft as to impress the common observer of his skill as an artisan, or he

once dubbed a "botch." In agriculture and horticulture there is,
unfortunately, no standard of excellence fixed, and success alone, from
one's own individual efforts, must determine whether he is a " quack"
or a "botch."
IMPORTANCE OF KNOWLEDGE.
is at

who

are engaged in the noble work of tilling the soil strive for
standard of proficiency before individual responsibility is
assumed as an agriculturist or horticulturist. Let us learn patiently
from our own experience and the experience of others till we acquire
sufficient skill to avoid mortifying blunders and the financial distress
which generally follows misdirected efforts. I have labored hard for
seventeen years, and am only now just beginning to learn the rudiments
of my business and to comprehend how it may be made profitable; and
I will here remark that the profits do not depend half so much upon
the amount of work done as the manner in which it is accomplished.
One good, sound, healthy tree, which has been properly lifted from the
nursery without bruising or mutilating its roots, if properly planted in
the orchard and cultivated up to the time of fruiting, will prove more
profitable than three trees that have received such attention as is ordinarily bestowed. I do not say that the one tree will yield as much fruit
as the three, but that its product will yield a profit equal to or greater
than the three.
In order to make fruit growing for market profitable, too much care
cannot be bestowed upon the varieties to be selected always bearing in
mind that there are at least four essential considerations:

Let

all

a higher

—

—
—
—
—

Thrifty growing varieties.
Second Regular bearing varieties.
Third Fruit of good quality and high color.
Fourth Varieties that can be transported to market in perfect order.

First

PLANTING ORCHARDS.
In planting an orchard it is all important to select in the nursery only
healthy and well grown trees, and in transplanting if the roots become
seriously injured or mutilated it will be true economy to throw the trees
away at once, rather than attempt to restore them to health and vigor
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The proper planting of trees
to the orchard.
by far the most important step in connection with
profitable fruit culture; ami yet, so far as my observation extends, it
seems to be the least considered. Whether we do not understand the
great strain upon the vitality of a tree in being transplanted, or whether
we cannot comprehend that anything suffers that does not cry out with
Had I never
pain, is a matter that everyone must decide for himself.
been guilty of the same folly myself, it would now, with my present
ideas, puzzle me very much to conjecture the motive which could prompt
such an utter disregard of a subject pregnant with such important
after transplanting

is,

in

them

my judgment,

results.
I had planted a great many thousand trees for myself before I fully
realized the great loss I must necessarily sustain in consequence of

my

assure you I have not recently been guilty of such
If I err at all now, it will be on the other .side, for I can hardly
folly.
conceive it possible to bestow too much labor and care in planting trees.
I will not now permit a tree of any kind to be planted on my grounds
until the hole has been dug from four to five feet in depth, and at least
four feet in diameter, whether the land is hard or soft, wet or dry. To
remove that much earth, and refill the hole again with the best surface
soil or compost, I consider decidedly necessary in order to grow a tree
to the best advantage. Whenever you have observed closely the difference
between the product of a tree which h s been thus planted and one that
has only been tolerably well done, I can assure you that you will never
again consent to have such work slighted in the least, for the cost of the
extra work at the planting period will be found absolutely insignificant
compared to the growth and product of your tree in after years. I wish
still further to impress upon you the importance of leaving ample space
between your trees, to prevent their becoming crowded, for you must
not expect large crops or fruit of good quality unless you provide for an
abundance of sunshine and air between the branches. It has been a
fatal mistake with a large amount of the orchards that have been planted
in this country, and I do not consider that trees that are crowded in an
orchard have half the value they would have if they had plenty of room.

imperfect work; but

I

PRUNING AND TRIMMING.
Judicious pruning and trimming trees, and at the proper time thinning
out the fruit from trees that are inclined to overbear, are matters of the
utmost importance in making fruit culture a profitable business. You
will find more profit in raising one hundred pounds of fruit that is worth
two cents per pound, than in raising two hundred pounds that is only
worth one cent per pound.
But thorough pruning does not mean the murderous habit, indulged in
by many, of sawing off a certain amount of wood that happens nearest
the ground. On the contrary, it means a systematic manner of simply
thinning and shortening the small branches, and cutting out the weak
ones, leaving the tree in a symmetrical and uniform shape. Large
branches should never be taken off unless absolutely necessary.
Judicious thinning out of fruit from overbearing trees is of the greatest importance, as it enables the remaining fruit to mature perfectly,
and saves the tree from breaking down *or becoming stunted by too
great a strain upon its vitality. All such labor and care will be amply
57
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is

made

MARKET FOR

FRUIT.

requited when the final reckoning
gathered.

after the crop has been

The question of a market for fruit has been a serious consideration
with our fruit growers in past years. The fertility of our soil and climate enabled us to raise fruit in such great abundance that we had no
market within our own borders for the half that could be produced, and
labor was too high for fruit growers in California to dry their surplus,
with the difference in exchange between gold and greenbacks, for sucBut within a few years
cessful competition with the eastern markets.
the
has
been
changed;
completion of the great overland
everything
railroad has brought us in such quick communication with the vast
mining regions of the Territories, that we can supply them with every
variety of fruit grown in the country, and they must ever remain
The overland
entirely dependent upon California for their supply.
railroad has also opened up the whole United States for a market for
California fruits both green, dried, and canned. I have shipped fruit
grown by myself to New Orleans and Boston, with satisfactory results.
r
I have made one shipment of green pears to London, but have not 3 et
I have
received returns, and cannot tell what the result has been.
seen California dried fruits and canned fruits selling in the markets of
New York and Boston at prices that would pay the producer well.
We have shipped from California by the Pacitic fiailroad, during the
year eighteen hundred and seventy, seventy full car loads of fruit;
and during the year eighteen hundred and seventy-one, there has
been shipped one hundred and fifteen car loads of fruit (a year of extreme drought). The most of this fruit has been pears, and shipped east
of the Eocky Mountains and as far as Chicago, St. Louis, New OrThe business of
leans, Memphis, Philadelphia, New York, and Boston.
until we can
increase
to
should
coutinue
fruit
alone
shipping green
There is a
send one thousand car loads annually from California.
market in the East, and we can send that much with a profit to the
producer with a little modification in present rates of freight.
But recently the doors of China and Japan have been opened to commercial relations with this country, and the increase in exports from
San Francisco alone to those countries has increased during the past
year over six millions of dollars; and I believe our fruit product in
future years will be an important article of commerce with those couna market
tries. 'Thus we see before us an almost unlimited market
within the borexclusively our own greater than any other locality
ders of the United States, and with facilities for producing fruit uncan fruit
equalled by any other country. What greater inducements
growers desire for enlarging and extending their operations with a certainty of meeting a suitable reward for their labor?

—

—

—

VARIETIES FOR SHIPPING.

Now

wish to add, in this connection, that there are but few varieties,
compared with the many, that will be profitable for shipping or drying,
and no one must expect they can ship any kind of fruit they happen to
grow, with satisfactory results; on the contrary, you cannot ship anycosts no
thing but fruit grown to the greatest perfection, and which
more than the poorest fruit, grown in the most inferior manner. A\ ready
there has been shipped a great deal of inferior fruit to the Eastern
I

'

<
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This is
cities, fruit unfit to be placed in the nearest market at homo.
suicidal to the best interest of every one engaged in fruit culture.

We

are destroying our own reputations, preventing the increased demand
for our fruit, and discouraging those who are endeavoring to open up
a market thousands of miles from home. This is all wrong. If your
business is worth anything, it is worth doing well. There is no excuse
In
for growing and sending interior fruit to market in California.
regard to the kinds of fruit that can be grown and that are adapted
to the climate of California, I will only mention those that have come
under my own observation, commencing with the apple, which is a
world-renowned fruit, and is grown successfully all over the State, and
is more universally used throughout the greater portion of the United
States than any other.
It is a fruit, however, that I think more unequal
in quality and time of ripening than any other, in the different sections
of the State. The great difference in soil and climate has a wonderful
effect upon the same variety of apple in different localities.
Therefore,
in order to have apples in their greatest perfection, we must have varieties
suitable to the locality in which they are grown.
Varieties most desirable to cultivate about Sacramento, or in the surrounding country, may
not be the best for the mountains, or near the seacoast.
The apple
succeeds well upon a variety of soils, but I think can be grown with
less care upon the alluvial soils of our river bottoms.
It does well
upon the red lands, in the gravelly soil of the foothills, in the mountains,
around our bays, and along the seacoast, but I think attains a greater
perfection at an altitude of from three thousand to four thousand feet
through oar mountain ranges more particularly the Winter varieties
of the Northern States. Apple trees should be planted at a distance
of at least thirty feet apart each. If you plant as close as most of
the apple orchards in the State have been, your trees lose at least half
their value when they have attained the size and age to be really profitI will here remark, in regard to all kinds of fruit trees, if they
able.
are not planted upon soil that will afford a sufficient amount of moisture
to promote a thrifty growth with good cultivation, irrigation becomes a
necessity.
Apple trees can be grown in eight years to produce from
five hundred to one thousand pounds of fruit to the tree.

—

BEST VARIETIES

As
color.

APPLES.

a rule, red apples bring a better price in the market than any other
I have found the following varieties to succeed well about Sac-

Early Harvest, Early Strawberry, Red June, Red Astrachan,
Summer Rose, and William's Favorite. The above
are early varieties. I do not think it would be advisable to cultivate the
Early Harvest extensively for market. For Autumn varieties, the Alexander, Duchess of Oldenberg, Equinteley, Fall Pippin, Gravenstine,
Maiden's Blush, Jonathan, King, Rhode Island Greening, and Yellow
Bellflower are among the best. These are all Autumn varieties in this
locality, although some of them are Winter varieties in other sections of the country.
For Winter varieties we have the Yellow Newtown Pippin, which I believe is a greater favorite all over the State
than any other; the Ben Davis Spitzenberg, Rawles, Jannet, Swaar, W.
W. Pearmain, and American Pippin are all good keepers. I presume there
are many other varieties fully equal to these.
There are also some
seedling varieties that have been produced near Sacramento that I think
will prove valuable, both as to fine quality and as good keepers; and I
ramento:

Summer

Bellflower,
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would suggest to this Club that they extend a general invitation to those
having seedling fruit of any kind to exhibit specimens, with description
of habit and growth of tree, and that a legitimate name be given to all
such varieties as are found worthy of general cultivation.
PEARS.

The pear has perhaps attracted more attention during the past two
years than any other kind of fruit in California, from the fact of its having become an article of commerce with Eastern cities. I believe the
pear grows more universally perfect all over the State than any other
kind of fruit, and that it can be grown to perfection on a greater variety
of soils. The pear tree grows well upon soils strongly alkaline, where
hardly any other kind of fruit can be made to mature without first

neutralizing the effects of the alkali. It thrives on dry land, and will
stand more water without injury than any other fruit tree with which I
am acquainted. A loamy soil with clay bottom I regard as the very
best soil- on which to grow standard trees. Dwarf trees should not be
cultivated except on alluvial bottom lands, if you desire profit or satisStandard trees should not be planted less
faction from their culture.
than twenty-five feet apart each way, and dwarf from eight to ten
I prefer ten.
Many vaideties of pears are inclined to overbear in this
country, particularly those that only produce crops alternate years,
so that it becomes an absolute necessity to thin the fruit on such trees.
There is no excuse for growing inferior pears in any portion of Califor-

—

There is more skill required in gathering pears
nia, except bad culture.
at the right time and ripening them so they will attain their greatest
perfection than any other kind of fruit. It is difficult to describe just
when to gather the crop. An expert will tell by the appearance of the
fruit,

but ordinary fruit gatherers cannot, unless they remain on the

trees too long, which will not allow of their being shipped at any great
distance; and if they are gathered too soon they shrivel and lose their

The parting of the stem from the spur when lifted by the hand,
perhaps the surest indication for gathering Summer and Autumn varieties.
Winter varieties should be left on the trees as long as practicable.
Pears keep better in masses and ripen with a better flavor and higher
color in a dark room, which should always be clean and free from any
strong odor. Tears should always be gathered with the greatest care,
as the slightest bruise will cause them to decay before maturing.
In regard to keeping Winter pears, Mr. Barry says, " that after many
years experience he has found the most effective means of preservingWinter pears to be late gathering, packing away carefully only sound
fruit in close barrels, leaving them in an open shed, only protected from
rain and the direct rays of the sun, as long as the temperature is above
the freezing point." The keeping quality of pears in California is very
much affected by the soil and climate in which they are grown. Since
the completion of the Pacific Eailroad pear culture becomes of more
importance perhaps than that of any other kind of fruit. But for those
engaged in it the growing of the most perfect fruit will be the only
means of making the Eastern markets available. The following varieties are cultivated more generallj- throughout the State than any others:
Madeleine, Bloodgood, Beurre Clifford, Dearborn's Seedling, Clapp's
Favorite, Bartlett, Seckle, Duchess D'Angouleme, Beurre Bosc, Beurre
D'Anjou, Beurre Clargeau, Beurre Hardy, Doyenne du Courmica, White
Doyenne, Louisa Beurre de Jersey, Onondaga (Swan's Orange), Stevens'
flavor.

is
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Genesee, Urbaniste, Beurre Easter, Beurro Geis D'lliver, Noveau
Columbia, Doyenne D'Alencon, Glout Morceau, Lawrence, Passe Colmar,
Winter Nellis, and Vicar of Winkfield. The Doyenne D'Alencon keeps
the best of any variety I have yet Fruited. I have it in perfection now.
I believe all varieties of pears can be made to grow to as great perfection
in this locality as in any other part of tbe State, and 1 have no doubt
there are many varieties that I have not mentioned equal or superior to
any of those mentioned for general cultivation.

the cherry.

The cherry

is a fruit that is receiving especial attention in California
being cultivated on a very extensive scale. Orchards are planted
with thousands of trees each. The great perfection in which it grows
and the abundant crops produced annually will make it a profitable fruit
to cultivate, even if drying and canning should eventually be resorted
There are many of the Bigareau varieto to consume the surplus crop.
ties, particularly the Napoleon, that I think can be shipped East successfully and profitably, which will make a market for a much greater
quantity of this delicious fruit than if we were confined to the markets
of California.
The cherry requires a dry soil. A sandy loam is the best, and particular care is necessary to protect the young trees from the hot sun after
transplanting in this section of country. I believe the Mahaleb will be
found to be a better stock than the Mazard on which to grow the cherry
in many localities, especially in uplands.
Nearly all varieties attain the
greatest perfection here with good cultivation.

and

is

THE PLUM.

The plum should receive, particular atterftion with fruit growers in
The tree is hardy, grows on nearly all soils, and bears

California.

abundant crops

all over the State, while in the Eastern States the crop
" black
"
gnat." Many varieties
nearly destroyed by the curculio" and
can be shipped as far as New York in perfect safety. I have shipped
the Washington, Yellow Egg, Coe's Golden Drop, and Coe's Late bled
For the different varieties of
that far without the slightest injury.
plums, particularly the prune varieties, dried, we have almost the whole
world for a market, and no fruit can be dried with less trouble, or
more profit, than the plum.
PEACHES.
is

The culture of peaches should not be neglected wherever they can be
grown successfully. The cultivation of the peach, where it can be
grown profitably, is limited perhaps to a smaller portion of the State

than any other kind of fruit. A rich sandy soil is the very best for the
peach. It can be grown throughout the Sacramento Valley, and in
favored localities along the foothills, and in the mountains, to great
Great care
perfection and profit, if within reach of our own markets.
should be taken to select varieties that are not troubled with the curled
leaf, which seems to be the principal enemy of the peach in this country.
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APRICOTS AND ALMONDS.

The apricot is also a profitable fruit to
ceeds, if only for drying and preserving.
The almond

is

grow wherever the peach

but recently receiving the attention

it

suc-

so justly deserves

in this country, as one of the most profitable trees for fruit growers to
There are some varieties grown nearly all over the State,
cultivate.
and I believe there is no crop more to be relied on for profit than the

almond. California ought to supply the market of the United States.
Mr. Taylor, near Marysville, has recently planted ten thousand trees for
himself of the Languedoc variety. That is the best variety, all things
considered, that I have seen yet.

THE GRAPE.
I shall not mention any other kind of fruit except grapes, which are
of equal or greater interest to fruitgrowers in California than any other.
In considering grapes as a profitable crop to cultivate, I will mention
four purposes for which it is worth the especial attention of all fruitgrowers in the State, for it succeeds everywhere upon all kinds of lands
for some one of the four purposes I shall mention, with perhaps less
care and more certainty than any other kind of fruit. We arc cultivating the grape for wine and brandy; we are cultivating it to supply our
market with the choicest table varieties; also for raisins, and for shipment to Eastern markets. For all these purposes we must have varieties especial!}' adapted.
For wine and brandy I am not prepared to say
which varieties are most desirable, although the common Mission has
been cultivated and is used more extensively for those purposes than
any other, but I do not believe wine men regard it as the most valuable
For raisins, I consider the White* Muscat of Alexandria the
variety.
st.
It is a well known and most delicious grape, and is the variety
California
that makes the fine Muscatel raisins imported from Spain.
ought to supply the market of the United States with raisins as well as
almonds. Some of the finest varieties to cultivate for our home market
are Black Hamburg, Black Morocco, Black Prince, Black Muscat of
Alexandria, White Muscat of Alexandria, Cannon Hall Muscat. JRoyal
Muscadine, and Beine de Nice. For varieties for shipping East there
are very few that can be shipped successfully, as they are necessarily
confined to firm-fleshed varieties. The Cannon Hall Muscat and Beine
de Nice I think are the best that are cultivated to any extent as yet.
The White Lisbon I regard as superior to either of these, having bunches
large and loose, berries oval, skin greenish white, flesh firm and crackIt is this
ling, not very juicy, but with a sweet and refreshing flavor.
grape that is imported from Portugal in such large quantities to supply
the Eastern markets. I have no doubt but it will succeed as well hero
as all other varieties that have been tested.
There may be others that
can be shipped in perfect order; but whatever fine varieties you can
ship East in perfect order will find an almost unlimited market, with
prices that will pay handsomely where they can be grown so easily as
1

•

in California,
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pay might be more easily demonstrated in
many have found to their cost. While
what has been in some particular instances
what have been the requirements of the past

fruit raising

theory than by practice,
theory takes an outline of
realized, and judging from
what may be the future

as

increased demands, arriving at conclusions
highly satisfactory, jn*actice comes with spade and plowshare, pruninghook and saw; trees and vines are grown, fruits marketed, and perhaps
a very different result is obtained. -A common error is to cultivate
wholly a few varieties that may bring the highest price in the market at
the present time, neglecting equally good varieties that may be cheaper.
The probabilities are more than even that by the time the trees and
vines are in bearing condition the market will be overburdened, and
those kinds which have been neglected bring highly remunerative prices.
There is more money lost by trusting to a one-crop system of farming
The grain grower discovers the
than, perhaps, from any other cause.
fact when his crop sells for six bits per hundred; or, if a man's
dependence is on the raising of hops, and they, contrary to their nature, fall
instead of rising to meet his expectations.
To make fruit raising a profitable business requires a man to enter
the field from choice rather than necessity. Certain conditions too are
to be observed, such as favorable and convenient markets (there being
a greater profit in disposing of the fruit in a green state), a suitable soil,
and a wise selection of the best varieties that will give a continuous supply throughout the season only giving preference to those particular
kinds that would ripen during the period of greatest demand. Hence I
would raise more Winter apples than Summer and Fall varieties; I
would raise more peaches that ripen in August and September than the
earlier kinds, as the former are of better quality and more sought after
for canning purposes.
It is true, that if we are first in the field a very
profitable result may be obtained by raising some new and earlier fruits;
but the market is soon overstocked.
You that have been long in the
business will remember with me how much haste was made a few years
ago in raising the early harvest and red Astrachan apples; also the
Madeleine pear, that then brought prices ranging from thirty to thirtyfive cents per pound.
How soon the demand was more than supplied,
and we found it yery hard to dispose of all we raised. In eighteen hundred and sixty and sixty-one, peaches were worth about one cent per
pound, and many were allowed to go to waste, as they would not pay
the expense of marketing; and so discouraged did the growers become
that they were slow to replant their orchards destroyed by the flood of
eighteen hundred and sixty-two, for which cause good peaches have,
since that time, been worth from three to ten cents
per pound, while
the second quality have sold readily at from two to three cents. I have

—
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fruits, such as pears, apples, and
carefully marketed, ahout two cents per
pound. Among those engaged in the cherry culture, I have to hear of
the first one who finds it unprofitable. I might speak as favorably of
other kinds of 1'ruits, such as plums, apricots, nectarines, etc.. The different kinds of berries are as important in our local market as any other
variety of fruit, as shown by reported sales in San Francisco.

found by observation that the larger
quinces, will average,

when

BLACKBERRIES.
I cannot speak with certainty of the profits of these, with the excepThere has been a very gredt difference in the
tion of blackberries.
price of this berry in the last few years, varying from twenty or twentythis last
five to eight cents per pound, the average price of last year
From an acre of good vines six thoufigure paying the producer well.
sand four hundred pounds may be raised they will oftener produce
more than less. These, at eight cents per pound, would amount to five
hundred and twelve dollars. 1 will introduce the debtor side of this
account and find the net profit. Plowing and fitting the ground, six dollars; twelve hundred and forty roots, eighteen dollars and sixty cents;
labor in planting, three dollars. Total, twenty-seven dollars and seventy
This is all that can be charged to the first year's account, as the
cents.
further cultivation is chargeable to a crop of vegetables raised on the

—

—

same ground. Second year: trimming vines, eight dollars; cultivating,
nine dollars; rent of land, twenty dollars; picking and marketing at
three cents per pound, one hundred and ninety-two dollars; expenses
the first year, interest added, thirty dollars. Total, two hundred and
fifty-nine dollars; leaving a net profit of two hundred and fifty-three
I think this may be regarded as an average profit from the
dollars.
vines in future years.
LARGE FRUIT.

As regards the quantity

of the larger fruits raised, one need but look
when loaded with fruit, and in his mind
multiply the number of pounds by eighty, the number of large trees to
the acre, and this by two cents, the average price, and every one will
But one says: -All very fine; I have
see the profit in the investment.
a lot of apple trees that bear the best of fruit, but I fail to see the two
cents per pound."
Says another: "I have good pears, but none come

upon any

after

well cultivated tree

them

at

any

Another: "I was down town and inquired
All these men
told me they had plenty."
So they
this thing of raising fruit can pay."

price."

the price of peaches.

They

see how
their crop green, as the traders are well supplied; neither
They
dried, as the labor of drying costs more than the fruit will bring.
do not even dry sufficient for their own use, although they have abundant
leisure.
Nor have they even a few pigs that might be fattened without

say: "I don't
market none of

trouble, and they (the pigs) might certainly be marketed; and if the
account at the grocery be looked over and see the number of times bacon
and lard are charged, one might infer that a goodly amount might find
a home market. I have said nothing of the grape, but it will lose none
of its merits if I puss it over to our able and worthy fellow member who
is soon to give us an essay on this noble fruit and its uses.
During the years an orchard is coming into bearing, the ground may
be planted with vegetables, which will pay all the expenses of cultivashould not forget to set out a small nursery of young trees,
tion.

We
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replace or enlarge our orchard as occasion requires. The
If you raise
but
little if any more than to purchase the trees.
expense
them yourselves, you will be sure to get the hind you desire. There is
such n babel of names for fruits on this coast tkat the same variety of
fruit may be known to the farmer and nurseryman by entirely different
names, so that we are not always sure of getting the kinds we want.
This one fact shows the great necessity of a standard work on Califor-

that

we may
is

nia fruits.

THE MARKETS.

To realize the greatest price, be always in the market with a full supply of all seasonable kinds. Thus, every day, from the first of May till
the first of December, we have a profitable trade for eight months in
the year. Should some sell so low as to realize but little over the
expense of marketing, or eve»n be given away, it only sharpens the appethe
tite, and we are fully compensated by having those kinds that bring
highest prices. By all means, be careful in selling that the purchaser
may get just what he bargains for. Get your fruit into the hands of
the consumer in the most direct way possible. Be ready to fill all
orders with dispatch. Be obliging to your patrons; let them know that
you consider what is for their interest to buy it is for yours to sell. Be
sure you charge no more than the market price, as reputation has much
Never allow your crop sold on
to do in disposing of your commodities.
commission, unless disposed of in the larger towns, where the demand
is great, and only to those houses that make rapid sales, quick returns,
and charge small percentage. There will necessarily be much that is
unmarketable; we should take the most direct way of turning this into
cash, by employing such help as work for their board, lodge themselves,
and live on the fruit, making returns in good sweet bacon and lard.
GOOD TOOLS AND WORK.

Have good implements
and

in their

to

proper places.

work

with, and keep

Nothing

is

them

in

good condition

gained by spending time

in look-

that may be done
ing after lost tools. Leave nothing for to-morrow
find capabilities in the soil that
industrious
the
for
Bisc
early,
to-day.
the sluggard never dreamed of. Take the papers an agricultural as
well as a general newspaper. They are as much a necessity to one in
I would not impose on
this department of industry as in any other.
you by consuming time to point out their utility, which must be selfevident to every thinking person. You show me a fruitgrower that
does n't take a paper, and I will show you one that does n't make his
It is a sufficient cause of failure, and he should subscribe
business pa}r
But however anxious we are that we may have cash
for one at once.
to show for our year's operations, we must not forget to nourish well
the goose that lays our golden eggs. Our trees must be well pruned
and cultivated, and if any tree bring not forth good fruit it must he
With the
cast into the fire.
grafted with better or hewn down and.
markets
our
have
1
enlarged
continually
being
by an
made,
showing
afforded by rapid transportaincreasing population, with the facilities
for many of our fruits, I think his
tion, opening up distant markets
vision must be obscure who cannot see in the future, as well as the presin this pleasant avocation.
ent, bright prospects for those engaged

—

.
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CULTURE OF
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TtfE

SUGAR BEET.

M. HAYNIE, OF

SACRAMENTO.

In presenting a brief statement of facts in reference to the culture of
the sugar beet, and its great value as a sugar and forage root, I cannot
avad myself of much practical experience in -connection with the subject;
but, as I promised you, I will give you a statement of what I believe
to be reliable tacts, deduced from information obtained from practical
sugar makers, and different reports upon the* subject. It is no longer
with us a problem whether California can raise the sugar beet with
sufficient percentage of saccharine matter secreted within its cells to
make the extraction and conversion of this principle into sugar a profitable and a grand financial success.

THE HISTORY OF BEET SUGAR.

The history of the culture of the beet for sugar is one of the most
interesting and valuable pertaining to the industrial arts. Although it
does not run back more than seventy-five years, its growth and developments have been so rapid that in many European countries the
production of sugar from tiie beet is firmly established, and has become
one of their most stable and valuable industries. In seventeen hundred
and forty-seven, Margraff, a Prussian chemist, read before the Academy
of Berlin his memoir ou the existence of a sugar in the beet identical
with that in the cane. It was not, however, until fourteen years after
this that this discovery found its first application.
Achard, another chemist of Berlin, republished the discoveries of Margraff, and it is to his indefatigable industry and perseverance that we
owe the first practical methods used in the manufacture of beet sugar.

From seventeen hundred and eighty-nine to seventeen hundred and
ninety-six Achard devoted himself to the culture of the beet and experimenting in sugar making at his farm at Caulsdroff, near Berlin, at the
end of which time he founded at Kuncrn, in Silesia, with the assistance
of Government, a manufactory which proved to be successful. This is
the origin of the manufacture which is to-day represented by so many
establishments through continental Europe. The great cost, however,
of the sugar, from the crude and defective method of extracting the
juice, defacation, and erystahzation of the sugar, precluded this and two
other establishmen is, which had been erected near Paris, from prosecuting
the business, and very soon they were forced to suspend operations, and
In eighteen hundred
their failure threw great discredit on the industry.
and ten the attention of the French Government was called to this subject, and some specimens of sugar were presented to tlie Emperor, NapoThis sugar was the product of experiments made in France and
leon.
induced by a report read before the Academy of Sciences by M. Deyeux.
The price of caue sugar (about sixty cents per pound) in France at that
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time and the feasibility of the manufacture of sugar from the beet having been established, the Emperor soon set himself at work to extricate
his empire from the sweet dilemma in which he found it placed through
his aggressive warfares.
Consequently, on "the twenty-fifth of March,
and
he ordered that thirty -two thousand hechundred
eleven,
eighteen
tares of land should be devoted to the culture of the sugar beet, and one
million francs were placed at the disposal of the Minister of the Interior
for encouraging this industry, and under date of January fifteenth, eighteen hundred and twelve, he issued a new decree establishing live Schools
of Chemistry, where the processes used in this manufacture should be
This act of the great Emperor was one of the crowning acts of
taught.
his life and was characteristic of the man
quick to perceive the situation and prompt to act in such a decided and positive manner that all
obstacles that had hitherto prevented the successful prosecution of this
great industry vanished like the wind, and the historian will do well to
remember that this man of genius is well entitled to the honor of being
We
the first permanent founder of this great agricultural industry.
find also from the crop of eighteen hundred and twelve there were

—

kilogrammes or nearly four million pounds of raw sugar proThe political crisis, however, of
the four imperial factories.
eighteen hundred and fourteen was a terrible blow to this new industry,
and caused the temporary suspension of all the manufacturers but one.
Government again came to the assistance of the industry and it revived,
since which time it has made rapid strides
doubling in France every
ten years since eighteen hundred and forty. In eighteen hundred and
sixty-five the average annual consumption for each person was fourteen
pounds, the beet sugar manufacturers supplying sufficient for that

two

million

duced

in

—

amount.

AMOUNT PRODUCED.

The total amount of sugar produced from the beet on the continent
during the year eighteen hundred and sixty-nine, was over six hundred
Of
and eleven thousand tons, from eighteen hundred manufactories.
this amount France produced three hundred thousand tons, which, at
six
five

and a quarter cents per pound, amounted to thirty-seven million
It is further estimated that the mohundred thousand dollars.

lasses available for distillation of spirits is valued at two million five
dollars, making the saccharine product of the country forty million dollars. The cultivation of the sugar beet and manu-

hundred thousand

facture of sugar therefrom in our own country has not made that
rapid progress which we could wish; but after a series of preliminary

disappointments and failures, such as embarrass almost every new and
valuable industry, the economic difficulties of the beet sugar culture
Much still remains to be
seem to have been measurably overcome.
done; but from the results already obtained, capital finds fair induce-

more extended investment, and more especially so in our own
whose soil and climate are unsurpassed for the growth of the
sugar beet and the high per centage of saccharine matter contained
ments

for

State,
in

them.

IMPORTANCE OF THE INDUSTRY.
been well said that the rapid growth and development of this
industry throughout Europe forms one of the most interesting spectacles of the present century; and the economic, social, and industrial
questions to which it has given rise have attracted the attention and
It has
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utilized tho labors of the leading minds of the countries in -which it
has been established. The beet has found its supporters and adherents
in the cabinets of kings, the academies of science, in agricultural societies and farmers' clubs, in the machine shop, and in the peasant's cot-

No other industry of modern times has so successfully harmontage.
ized the agricultural and manufacturing interests, which have heretofore been regarded as inimical to each other; or has originated and supported so many subservient and minor interests. With these patent
facts presented to us, so fully demonstrating the vast agricultural and
manufacturing wealth now slumbering in the cradle of the ear4h upon
which we stand, it needs no prophetic mind to foresee the great social,
financial, and industrial wealth that awaits us in the immediate future.
The value of the success of this industry in our country may be partly
estimated from our enormous importations of foreign sugar.
During

the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy, we
imported eleven hundred and sixty million four hundred and sixty thousand one hundred and fourteen pounds of brown sugar, one hundred and
fifty-one thousand five hundred and twenty pounds of refined sugar,
thirty-six million one hundred and sixty-one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-five pounds of melado and s} rup of sugar cane, fifty-five thousand
eight hundred and twenty pounds of candy and confectionery, and fiftysix million three hundred and seventy-three thousand five hundred and
r

The total declared value of these
thirty-seven gallons of molasses.
imports was sixty-nine million eight hundred and twenty-seven thousand eight hundred and eighty-four dollars. Our domestic sugar cane,
beet, maple, and sorghum did not amount to one eighth of this aggregate.
During the year following, the aggregate value of sugar, syrups,
etc., imported, reached seventy million eight hundred and two thousand
three hundred and ninety-eight dollars and sixty-nine cents, paying duty
to the amount of thirty-two million five hundred and eighty-rive thousand one hundred and twenty dollars and sixteen cents. These facts
should stimulate us to positive and decided action, so far. at least, as to
stop the money drain from our own State caused by the importation of
sugar, syrups, confectioneiy, etc.

VARIETIES OF THE SUGAR BEET.

—

— a white

The white Silesian
in general cultivation

beet root with a green collar is the one
throughout the world for sugar making. There
are four distinguishing characteristics that apply to the beet most perfect
for the secretion of saccharine matter:
First
Its root must be shaped nearly like a Bartlett pear,
of large lateral roots.

—
and devoid
Second — It must not grow above the surface of the
Third — It must have a smooth, white surface, and the flesh be white
and firm.
Fourth — Its size must not be too large, and
weight not exceeding
soil.

its

three to six pounds.

The white Silesian unites most of these qualities. The foliage is not
upright, but broad
spreading and lying flat upon the surface of the
ground. Beets possessing this peculiarity grow entirely beneath the
he greatest amount of saccharine matter
surface, and readily secrete
during their growth and ripeuing.

—

I
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THE PROPER

SOIL.

—

All land to be used for the growing of the beet for sugar making
whether it be a sandy loom, calcareous, argillaceous, or of any other
character must be free from saline and alkaline constituents. The
beet root is a great absorbent of these constituents, and if planted in
soils having these salts preponderating to any great extent, will always
secrete these salts, to the great prejudice of the saccharine or sugar
making quality of the root. The beet will thrive and grow well upon
these alkaline soils, and, if grown for stock feed, will produce more
pounds to the acre than if grown on sweet land. It has been fully
demonstrated that this variet}r of beet, whether grown for sugar or stock
r
The growing of the beet
feed, is far above any other variet3 in value.
saline
and
alkaline
soils
is the most perfect and cheapest
these
upon
method of reclaiming them from these destructive mineral salts. The
rankest alkaline lands, after being cropped three successive years with
the beet, will become kind and sweet, and will thenceforth produce
heavy crops of wheat, barley, and corn, and is also well adapted for
orchard planting, and whoever has this character of land to cultivate
can make it profitable to raise beets for stock feed, and at the same time
reclaim his land for any other agricultural pursuit.
deep, rich, sandalluvial soil, with an open porous subsoil, is the very best land to produce the most favorable results in the cultivation of the sugar beet, both
Other soils, however, are well adapted to
as to quantity and quality.
the culture of the root.
Clay and sand, at the same time somewhat

—

A

calcareous, deeply plowed, and finely pulverized, will give good results.
Argillaceous soil, heavy and stiff, must be improved by draining, in
order to fit it for the cultivation of the beet. The root, however, on
these soils is liable to suffer from drought and wet.

PLANTING AND CULTIVATION.

—

There are two ways for planting the seed in drills and in hills. In
Europe the latter method has been practiced of late years. In preparing the land for either method, it should be plowed deep during the
Winter at least twelve inches. California has a vast advantage over
Northern Europe and the Atlantic States in this department of the
There they are compelled to wait patiently for the Spring
industry.
thaw; here we can commence as soon as sufficient rain has fallen to
mellow the ground, and we can have our beets all planted before they
have got cleverly to work. All stiff calcareous and argillaceous soils

—

should be cross-plowed and thoroughly pulverized before planting. If
the planting is to be in drills, lay off the drills about thirty inches apart.
If the planting is not to be very extensive, it can be done with a common marker, with four to six teeth set thirty inches apart, and the seed
dropped very fast by hand through a long trumpet-shaped tube, large
at the mouth and small at the lower end, the planter walking alongside
of the drill and holding the lower end of the tube in the drill while
it
dropping the seed in at the mouth. If large fields are to be planted,
The
will pay to get a large drill machine, worked by horse-power.
o£
planting with us should begin, if on upland valleys, about the middle
January; if on- the low bottom lands, the middle of February is early
and
enough. The cultivation should be thoroughly done, both by horse
hand'power. If the planting is to be in hills, the hill may be formed by
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using a small double plow, running furrows at equal distances apart one
way, then crossing at right angles, so as to have the hills about twentyfour inches apart. This method facilitates more rapid and thorough

and

superseding the older methods in Europe, as
in this way be produced.
In cither method, it
is imperative that the crops be very carefully weeded and cultivated.
The amount of seed required to plant an acre will be about fifteen
pounds. Alter the roots begin to form of considerable size they should
be carefully hilled up by drawing the earth over the crowns as effecThis is necessary to
tively as possible without covering the foliage.
prevent too rapid and unnecessary formation of woody fiber, which detracts very much from the value of the root for sugar purposes.
The
crop will be ready to dig about the last of September on bottom land,
and I think if grown in our large valley districts where, I believe, by
the aid of irrigation and long planting, we have thousands and thousands of acres of the finest sugar feet land, it could be gathered, or
sugar-making could commence, as early as the first of July the beet
roots being well and sound, after being dug, until about the first of
April, when the sap begins to start, then they lose their sugar propercultivation,

is

fast

more abundant crops can

—

ties

very

last.

THE PRODUCT OF SUGAR.
I have been informed by a scientific beet sugar maker that he has
extracted from beets grown near Sacramento fifteen per cent of saccharine matter.
The working average in the factory is fully eight per
cent, if not more.

THE MANUFACTURE.

We will now make a rough calculation upon this basis. The same
gentleman informed me that five dollars per ton would pay all expenses
for manufacturing the beet into sugar.
Now, we will allow five dollars
per ton for the cost of the beet, and one hundred and fifty thousand
dollars lor the erection of the manufactory, capable of converting fifty
tons of beets daily into sugar, and two hundred working days for the
year; the accounts will stand thus: Interest on one hundred and fifty
thousand dollars, at ten per cent, fifteen thousand dollars; cost of ten
thousand tons of beets, at five dollars per ton, fifty thousand dollars;
cost of working up same, fifty thousand dollars; total cost, one hundred
and fifteen thousand dollars. Sugar produced from ten thousand tons,
at eight per cent, one million six hundred thousand pounds, valued at
twelve and a half cents per pound, two hundred thousand dollars;
deduct one hundred and fifteen thousand dollars; leaving a clear profit of

thousand dollars.
This calculation, I am fully

eight3*-five

satisfied,

does not overrate the profits in

grand industry, when parties avail themselves of all the modern
improvements of the age as to manufacture and production of the sugar.
As to the beets of California producing as much or more sugar than any
other part of the world, we have only to consider the advantages of
soil and climate.
In Europe very often the beet root is injured by
continual wet and humid atmosphere.
The solar rays are obscured,

this

.i.nd the root
albumen, etc.

will

secrete a

much

larger per cent of water, pectine,

more

liable to suffer from drought.
In fact, the climate casualties there and in the Atlantic. States are at
least fifty per cent greater than here; and I am fully convinced that in
a few years, if the necessary reforms shall be brought about by our law-

Again, the crop

is
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makers

now

for the encouragement of this, as well as many other industries
only awaiting such action, that we shall see this, the sugar interest

of this State,

grow

to

immense proportions.
REFORMS.

The

is a radical change in the proLet
for the conducting of our Agricultural College.
there be established immediately a branch of Agricultural Chemistry,
where the different processes used in this manufacture shall be taught,
that our own sons may be taught the science. Second, let the Legislature

first

gramme

reform that I shall mention

laid

down

repeal the Specific Contract Act, that money may become cheaper.
Third, let them also pass a No-fence Law, to induce immigration to our
State.

FREIGHTS AND PARES.

—

Fourth, regulate freight and passenger tariff by rail in this State
especially the local roads not, however, in a spirit of factious opposition on general principles to the railroad interest.
The reform, to my
mind, is necessary and paramount to all others mentioned, before we
can hope to see the great agricultural wealth of the State developed.
Let the people, then, give to the railroad interest every encouragement
and reasonable accommodation, both in land and money subsidy. This
has been done. Fifteen cents per mile per ton of freight, and ten cents
per mile fare, is simply a prohibition of freight and travel, and at the
same time, to the intelligent man who would willingly settle upon land
in the interior of the State, is a complete bar.
No intelligent man will
put himself and the labor of his head and hands, and the wife and little
ones of his househclJ, in a position to be legally starved to death. No,
no! He must know what contingencies he must provide for before he
will thus settle.
But it has been said that the company never exact those rates. Then,
if this be the fact, which I do not admit, Ave, as a
people, are mere lickspittles for the great monopoly to allow this law to stand, a perpetual
and constant menace, to be used by them to intimidate the public, and

—

especially the farmers, forcing them to be very circumspect how they
express their opinions upon railroad matters. I think that the gentlemen composing this great company oiight to be satisfied to receive and
own the millions that have been given them and which we are willing
they should have and not to ask the people to allow them to collect
revenues that will pay them interest on these vast gifts. They ought
not and should not be allowed so to do.
I have no doubt that any community or place
adapted to the growth
of sugar beets, that will offer a subsidy of two hundred thousand dollars
in bonds and lands, will find any number of competent
gentlemen who
will give bonds to erect a manufactory, grow the beet, make the
sugar,
sell it at reasonable price,
pay their taxes, and not ask the people to
them
interest
on the two hundred thousand dollar subsidy.
pay

—

—
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RAISIN CULTURE IN
BY

I.

N.

CALIFORNIA.

HO AG.

There is a strip of country, say about twenty miles wide, on the western slope of the Sierras, and extending from Butte County to the southern extremity of the State, that may be set down as generally well
adapted to the growth of the raisin grape and to the drying or curing
of the fruit. Along the western slope of the Coast Range, stretching through the State from the same points north and south, but narrower in extent, is another strip equally as well adapted to the same
business, with the exception of some points where the winds and fogs
from the ocean sweep through a depression or canon. In designating
this strip by towns, Ave would name Folsom as about the lower or western boundaiy and Coloma as about the higher or eastern boundary.
This strip or belt of country produces a richer and drier grape and a
grape of a better pulp than is produced higher up the mountains or
lower down towards or in the valleys. The reason is that the atmosphere in this belt is more even, as between day and night, than that of a
greater or less altitude. When you get above Coloma the dews continue
later in the Spring and commence earlier in the Fall, and are more abunThe same is true as to rain. When you come into the valley or
dant.
brow about the altitude of Folsom, you are more or less within the
influence of the sea breeze; the atmosphere is damper even in the dayThe south winds that sweep up the valtime, and more so in the night.
leys in the afternoons come more or less charged with humidity from
the sea, and as the sun goes down this humidity is precipitated to the
earth as dew. Grapes are affected by the condition of the atmosphere
in which they are grown, and hence it is easy to see why grapes grown
either above or below the belt of country named would contain more
water, and less pulj) and saccharine matter, than those grown within that
belt.

CURING GRAPES.

The facts which we have named above, as indicative of the best location for growing raisin grapes, point with equal force to the same locality
as the best for drying or curing them.
dry atmosphere, both day and night, and a uniform heat, as near
as may be, are the circumstances or conditions favorable to curing
grapes. In the belt of country we have indicated there is no dew of
any account from July to October to dampen or check drying fruit, and
except for the purpose of retaining a greater degree of heat during the
In the latter part of
night, a cover at any time would be unnecessary.
Summer the surface of the earth in this part of the State becomes quite
warm, and the atmosphere, close to or on the earth, retains that heat at
a greater degree during the night than at a greater elevation; hence, in
drying fruit of any kind, the nearer the ground they are placed the

A
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more rapidly they will dry, and particularly in the case of
better and higher flavored they will be. In the European

4(19

raisins,

the

raisin-pro-

ducing countries they make a sort of adobe floor on the ground, looking
to the south, with adobe partitions running north and south, say a foot
high, and headwalls at the upper and lower ends. Upon this floor the
bunches of grapes are laid, and a canvas or cloth awning is arranged,
with a roller like an awning, to roll up in the daytime and down in the
This awning is there necessary to keep off the dews, and answer,
night.
at the same time, to keep in the heat that accumulates during the day.
For the former purpose it would not be necessaiy here; but for the
latter, while it would not be a necessity, yet it would add very much to
the rapidity and perfection of the work, and the expense would be but
trifling.

While the grapes are thus exposed to the action of the sun, they are
turned over in the bunch each day, and as soon as any bunches are sufficiently dried, they are removed from the drying place and packed in
boxes for the market. This latter practice becomes necessary to prevent any from becoming too dry. Like figs, raisins are ruined or very
much injured by being overdried, and like figs, they go through a mellowing process after being packed; and to secure the perfection of this

To be
last process, they must be packed in just the right condition.
able to judge of this condition, some experience and skill is necessary,
but this skill is soon acquired by experiment and observation.
Some people have an idea that it is necessaiy to dip the grapes in a
lye or other composition before putting them to dry; but this is a mistake.
They should be picked from the vines when very ripe, and placed
immediately in the hot sun, to cure in the natural state. They require
the influence of the sun to give them the proper raisin color, as the best
raisin grapes are of the white or green varieties.

varieties of "grapes for raisin making.

There are a number of kinds of grapes used for raisin making. In
Muscat of Alexandria, the
White Malaga, the Fahir Zagos, the Flame Tokay, and various other
kinds, have been used experimentally; but the three first named have
been found the best, and their excellence is in the order in which they
are named. The two first named are richer and higher flavored than
the white Malaga, and make a higher-flavored raisin, while the first
named is superior to the second, from the fact that its skin is a little
more delicate or tender, and it is a little earlier in ripening, thus allowing
this State, the Malaga, Muscatel, the white

the

work

of curing to

commence sooner

in the season.

PROFITS OF RAISIN CULTURE.

We have no data or figures by which we can give the financial results
of any experiments in this business in this State; but we would say that
in a country where the vine produces so certainly and so abundantly as
here, where there has never yet appeared any insect or other enemy to
endanger to any extent the crop, and where the climate is so favorable
for securing in the fruit the requisite properties for curing it so economically, and where there can be no competition for supplying the ever
present and extensive demand, except at so great a distance from us, it
59
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seems to us that raisin culture, properly conducted, can be made one
of the most remunerative of* industries. In confirmation of this view,
Mr. B. N. Bugbey, who has made and sold more California raisins than any
other man, and than perhaps all others in the State, says, in a late statement to the State Board of Agriculture, that he is so well satisfied on this
point of profit, that if his wine and brandy did not employ all his capital
and time, he would at once enter upon the culture and manufacture of
raisins upon a large scale.
There are a plenty of cuttings of the best
varieties in the State.
Among those who, we know, have them, we may
name Mr. Bugbey, J. R. Nickeson, Robert Chalmers, and many others.
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BLIND DITCHES.
There are a very few farms, even in this State, that would not be
Every sinkhole
greatly improved by a proper system of drainage.
where the water settles and stands until taken up by evaporation would
be greatly improved if it could he drained. Many of these low places
have become what we call "alkali spots." The soil lias become compact and clammy, and hence dead and unproductive. It wants something to enliven it up and reclaim it. Such spots generally possess a
greater amount of the fertilizing elements than any other land about
them. These elements have been collected there by the water, but at
the same time the water has concentrated too much of other ingredients,
and thus rendered the fertilizing qualities dormant.
The blind ditch is the most effectual way to accomplish both these
Where stone is plenty they are generally used to make these
objects.
ditches sometimes tiles and lumber. In this country, especially in the
great agricultural districts, stones are scarce and lumber and tiles are
too expensive.
A very good substitute for these materials is common oak brush, or
any other kind of brush that will lay up light and last well under
ground. Let the ditch be dug to the proper depth and of the proper
Then cover with
size, then throw in the brush and settle it down well.
straw or weeds to prevent the dirt from falling into the crevices too
much. This being done, cover over with dirt.
We have seeij ditches made in this way answer equally as well and
Being entirely under
fully as effective as those made with stone.
ground, the brush will not decay to do any harm for many years.

—
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ALFALFA.
BY

I.

N.

HOAG.

TIME OF SOWING.

There is much difference of opinion among those who have had experience in cultivating this grass as to whether the seed should be sown
in the Fall or Spring.
Our experience, and we have had considerable,
besides an extensive observation, is that if the Fall is favorable that
is, if we have early Fall rains followed by warm growing weather, it is
much better to sow in the Fall. If, however, the rains hold off late, and
the weather is cold and frosty, like the present season, then it is better
to wait until a favorable time in the Spring. The reasons are very plain,
and are these: If the rains are earlyand followed by warm weather,
the young clover will get a sufficient start and the roots will penetrate
the earth to a sufficient depth to withstand any cold and frosty weather
that will be likely to follow, and the clover Avill grow all Winter, or
through the rainy season, and be sufficiently forward to mow the first
time in May, or the very first of June. Under these circumstances, all
things being favorable, three crops of hay may be taken from the land
the first year; or, what is generally better, two crops of hay and one of
clover seed. By allowing the last crop to* mature it may b,e cut for seed
and thrashed with a machine like wheat or barley, and the straw and
chaff will still make good fodder for cows or sheep. Under circumstances as indicated above, it will be better to sow the seed alone, as by
so doing the land will be better economized than if wheat or barley

—

were sown with

it.

on the contrary, the rains hold

off till late and the weather be
if it start up at all
-will be
cold, the small clover, if sown in the Fall
most sure to be killed out by the frost, and the seed and use of the land
for that purpose will be lost; but should any one conclude to sow his
If,

—

—

clover seed in the Fall, notwithstanding the unfavorable weather, then
will be safe to sow wheat or barley with it.
First, because if the
clover does not come up, he will still make a crop of grain; and second,
that if the clover seed does start then the growing grain will cover
and protect it while small, and will thus be a benefit to it.
it

SPRING SOWING.

—

If the seed is to be sown in the Spring, then it should be sown early
so that the roots will penejust as soon as the clanger from frost is past
trate the ground sufficiently deep to withstand the blasting north wind
and dry hot sun. There was but very little Chile clover sown last Fall
or Spring that was successful, for the reason that although much of it
came up well and promised a success, we had an early dry and hot

—

norther, followed

by continued hot and dry weather, which

effectually
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We

dried it up and killed it.
had fifteen acres that came up as well as
we ever saw any. and had got three leaves on it, and then was ruined
in this way.
believe that for

We

Spring-sown

alfalfa, it is

a light crop of wheat or barley with
and drying hot sun.

it

generally better to sow
it from these winds

to protect

PREPARING THE GROUND.

Whatever be the nature of the soil, it should be plowed deep and well
pulverized and rolled level before the seed is put on. Then if you can
take time and sow it just before a good rain, the seed need not be
dragged or cultivated in, as the rain will do this part of the work sufBut generally it will be safer after sowing to run the roller
ficiently.
over the land the second time, or drag a light brush over it.
QUANTITY TO THE ACRE.

Twenty pounds to the acre is generally considered sufficient, but as
this kind of grass is better for hay if grown thick on the ground so as
to make the stems small, we would recommend to put on about twentyfive

pounds.
Following we give extracts from a letter written by Nicholas Wyckoff,
of Yolo County, one of the earliest, most extensive, and successful cultivators of this valuable grass in the State:
" It is well to fallow the
ground when possible, and having the ground
in fine tilth it may be sown before the rains in the Fall with good success, if the rain is abundant and warm, and then followed by a second
There is poor promise
rain to prevent its drying before taking root.
here of succeeding in that way this season, as it is getting so late without rain that when it comes it may be too cold to germinate well. The
best time here has proven to be in February, when the cold weather is
usually over and the ground is becoming warm; it starts then and grows
rapidly. Although it grows best in a warm soil and warm weather, it
stands quite a measure of frost even in a young stage.
'•'Plow deep and thorough, let it remain, say, until the last of January,
then put the ground in fine tilth, sow from fifteen to twenty pounds to
the acre and brush or roll after sowing, but do not harrow, as it places
the seed too deep. It germinates on or near the surface. Do not sow
anything with it; it has been tried repeatedly in this county; it is but
an injury. It is a benefit to graze it moderately, as soon as the growth
Horses and mules will, if stinted,
is sufficient and the rains are over.
paw after the root, and hogs will entirely destroy it. Cows are the
best stock to graze it the first year.
" It
I cut mine
yields from six to eleven tons per acre per annum.
It is not equal to wild oats for hay, but with
this year three times.
For milch cows it is superior to any
free use with grain it is sufficient.
other hay; it excites the secretions. To make good hay it should have
been in bloom at least ten days before cutting.

" When it is
grazed by cattle and sheep it sometimes gives them the
hooven,' sometimes called the colic. They swell up quickly and burst
Cattle are only liable to it when the alfalfa
within, and death ensues.
is making a rapid growth in the Spring, and they fill themselves quickly.
When it is grazed closely it does not occur. It should receive attention
and be cultivated everywhere throughout California, where a suitable
'
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be found. Generally a good soil for wheat is a good soil for
All alluvials are good; also muddy loams; dry, fertile lands
that may be irrigated are still better."
can see no reason why alfalfa should not do as well in any part
of Oregon as in California. It is a native of Switzerland, and does well
in our Sierra Nevada mountains as high up as Placerville, also in the
State of Nevada and Utah Territory. There is no doubt that it is the
most valuable grass for California that has ever been introduced. It is
the only grass that will grow through our dry Summers and produce
constant green feed without irrigation.
are assured by those who
have pastured sheep on it, that one acre of good land well seeded to
alfalfa, will keep forty sheep in good condition the year round; that
sheep kept on this grass produce a better quality of wool than those
which are pastured on the native grasses; the staple of the former being
uniform and of vigorous growth, while that of the latter has weak
places in it, in consequence of a check in its growth corresponding with
the check in the growth of the grass during the dry season.
are
glad to learn that many of our sheep men are preparing to seed portions
of their ranges this season with alfalfa.
soil

may

alfalfa.

We

We

We
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ALKALI SOILS.
BY

E. F.

AIKEN, OF SACRAMENTO,

The matter under discussion is still an open question, and it will require
something beside mere theory to bring about a satisfactory result, to my
mind.
1 have not the presumption to say that a few croppingsof a particular
kind of vegetable known to have a peculiar affinity for the alkaloids
in these soils will reclaim them and bring them into such a state that
they wdl readily grow and mature any crop the cultivator may feel
disposed to raise. The best method for reclaiming these soils is yet to
be learned by experience, and it will require science science combined
with agriculture in its true sense to bring about the desired result.
When we speak of uniting science with agriculture, we have reference
to science in its broadest sense. A science, technically speaking, is a
particular branch of human knowledge which has been systematized, its

—

—

principles and rules defined, its department circumscribed, and arbitrarily
In this respect chemistry and physiology are sciences j
established.
but the science we wish to bring into action to accomplish the end in
view is that science which is the observation of nature, the accumulation of facts and figures, and the inferences to be deducted from, them
for practical application and use.
Positive knowledge is what we want;
belief in theory is not knowledge.
What we learn by practice and
experiment are facts.
Nature does her work by fixed laws; she is not a confused mass of

matter ami things, ever changeable, doing one thing to-day and to-morrow
the reverse. All the minute and different parts of nature in their relations with each other are mutual and exact.
There is a reason for everything, and a fixed rule by which everything mysterious is controlled and
directed.
There are many things concerning the laws of nature beyond

our comprehension.

There

is

nothing which should be beyond our

inquiry.

There is a mysterious and wonderful power always at work in the
vegetable world, from the germination of the seed we plant through
the progress and development of its vegetable life. The relation of the
different soils to the plants produced, the peculiar effects of heat, light
and air, rains and droughts, their uses and results, are all more or less
mysteries to us; yet from observation of those works of nature which
are every day revealed to us, we can have no doubt that all these
mysteries rest upon established principles and fixed laws. The findingout by investigation and practical experiment any of those so-called laws
positive knowledge, and, properly speaking, science.
is the science that must be brought into combination with a
thorough working and cultivation of these soils before they will be
reclaimed.
Tins is a subject that essentially concerns the people of California, as in all parts of the State, especially in our valleys near streams
is

This
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and "watercourses, there are extensive tracts of these soils that in their
natural state produce nothing valuable, which might be made eminently
productive, as advantageously to the health of the people living in the
immediate vicinity as to the pecuniary profit of the owners of such lands.
will admit that these soils have in their composition all the elements
necessary for the growth of the fine grasses, vegetables, and cereal
grains, and if the nature of the soil "was the only circumstance to be
taken into consideration, the whole subject would be greatly simplified
and easy of solution; but the asjiect and elevation of the land are quite
as much concerned in every question connected with the subject.
The
character of the soil in its native state is such that it not only retains
the water stagnant upon its surface, but it is impervious to the roots of
plunts, especially of those plants which send their roots downward in
search of nourishment; it is likewise extremely difficult to work in wet
weather, being sunburnt and hard, and when turned up with the plow,

We

remaining

The

in large and
step in the

unmanageable

clods.

progress of reclamation should be drainage by
A good rule would be to make the drains of sufficient depth to
ditches.
take away all the water completely as low as three feet. It is impossible to lay down rules applicable to all places, or the distances the
drains should be made from each other, so much must depend upon the
quantity of water to be removed during the rainy season and the descent
or fall to carry it off. These are matters left to the intelligent cultivator, consequent upon, circumstances.
Without drainage, these soils can rarely be plowed and worked propT
perly as earlj as they ought. An excess of water in the soil renders it
and often impossible to work, prevents the access of the
difficult
very
air, and reduces the temperature of the soil.
Under-draining may well
be called a shorthand way of virtually subsoiling, or plowing the ground
three feet deep instead often inches or less; for by reducing the general
water level in the soil, especially if inclined to be wet, it increases its
power both of attraction and absorption, such as very deep plowing
would do. There is no branch of agricultural industry that will do so
much towards a solution of this question, and I am satisfied the result
will be in the highest degree valuable and important.
The question whether the drainage and reclamation of these soils will
pay involves a variety of considerations, and some of a strictly local
character, and which must be considered by those who propose to undertake it. There are considerations connected with this subject Avhich are
not to be measured by a pecuniary standard I mean, for example, such
The miasma and dampness arising
as refer to the health of the locality.
from these soils in their natural state are a prolific source of ill health
and sickness, such as fever and ague, and consumption. The cost of
reclamation may in some instances be more than the land is worth after
being reclaimed, or it may be quite equal to its value; but if it be worth
nothing in its original condition the operation may be considered as an
actual purchase of the land. The useful employment of one's capital
and labor, together with the real satisfaction which one finds in having
r
accomplished a good work, ma} operate as a strong inducement to such
first

—

an undertaiving.
The next move toward reclaiming these lands is deep plowing and
thorough and careful cultivation, with the free use of the best fertilizers
that can be procured. In other words, to keep the soil in the best possible condition for the absorption of heat, moisture, gases, and fluids
indispensable to vegetable life from the sun and atmosphere above, and
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for the free attraction of all their earthy constituents from the depths of
the soil below.
can safely say that no soil can be made too tine for
any crop within a given depth. The finer the better. In general cultivation it is left too coarse for all crops. Finally, and by no means the
least important, a systematic cropping of such vegetables as are known
to readily absorb and retain in their composition an excess of the alka-

We

loids.

And now, gentlemen, it is immaterial to me whether I or any one else
can scientifically demonstrate what I have said to you; yet I believe
these principles to be substantially true, and I am satisfied that all who
go to work and faithfully carry out these principles cannot be led astray
in the practical result.

60
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THE CULTURE OF SMALL FRUIT.
BY. E.

F.

AIKEN.

is a subject that is comparatively new to all of us, although rapid
have been made within the past ten years in the propagation and
dissemination of new and valuable sorts of all the small fruits. There is
a great difference of opinion among growers of these fruits concerning
the best mode of propagation, cultivation, and pruning, and the adaptation
of the different sorts to the various soils and. locations; and it may be
truly said, we have hardly begun to cultivate them understandingly.
We have only to look back to a period within our own memory to
ascertain about all that has been clone in the artificial improvement of
the small fruits. Question any of our fruit growers concerning the fruits
to be found on our market-stands thirty years ago, and they will tell us
that the fine sorts of cultivated berries to be found so plentiful during
There were no Jucunda,
their season, nowadays, were then unknown.
Trionphe De Gand and Wilson strawberries, no Wilson's Early or Kittatting blackberries, no Clarke, Davidson, Thornless, and Mammoth Cluster
raspberries, and numerous other sorts as valuable, that might be mentioned, which have been brought from a wild state to their present condition of excellence by hybridizing and other modes of propagation
known to our skillful horticulturists. Our markets, in those days, were
wholly supplied with such small fruits as the woods and uncultivated
fields could produce; nature, without the assistance of man, supplied
them in such quantity and quality as to satisfy the demand for the then

This

strides

uncultivated tastes of the people. The su|)ply was limited, the demand
was light. I will venture to say there is not one of us but that in recalling the pleasant associations of our boyhood days, can recall none more
vividly than the holiday excursions after strawberries, raspberries, and
blackberries, regardless of the two or three miles tramp through the
sweltering sun, rambling over the fields, gathering, perhaps, from two
to four quarts after a hard day's work, including innumerable scratches
and falls. What a change has been in these fruits since those days.
The increase of population has been such that such a source of supply
was not equal to the demand. Hence came the necessity for our horticulturists to make use of their science, and assist nature to unfold some
of her most useful and valuable fruits, which had remained hidden until
touched by their skillful hand.
Through the scientific management of our horticulturists, we have
now many new and better varieties of all our small fruits in general
cultivation, while under the same skillful management more are being
added to the list every year. Originators of these new sorts are stimulated to great exertion by their knowledge of what has been accomplished, knowing, too, that if successful in bringing out a new variety
of great merit, they will be well rewarded for their labors.
The market stands of our cities are now loaded with the choicest sorts
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of all these fruits in their season, and yet the price in most of our
markets is as high, or higher, than years ago. This may, in a measure,
be accounted for by the cultivated taste and increased demand, which

has far outstripped the increase of population.
We are aware that there is a general desire for information on the
subject of growing small fruits. Many of our small farmers and others
are turning their attention to it as a business, and many families who
have a few rods of land in cultivation, could, by using some discrimination in planting the proper kinds to keep up a rotation, have their
tables supplied from April to November with the most healthy and
desirable fruits.

The facilities for procuring plants of all the new sorts of our nurserymen, and from abroad through the mails (which charge only half a cent
per ounce, and allow packages of four pounds weight to be carried),
though not as yet half appreciated, has stimulated many to great exertion in small fruit growing; and many acres are now planted where but
a few years ago there were none.
With a constantly increasing demand
many more will turn their attention to growing these fruits. The business is not now considered an experiment, but an established and successful occupation; and like growing the larger fruits, if prosecuted
with energy, skill, and economy, will return corresponding profits.
The skill necessary to grow these fruits successfully and with profit
must be learned by experience, as well as other things. The main object of most persons who cultivate them for market is profit, and to
secure the greatest return for the capital invested, several points must
be carefully considered.
First, and one of the most important, is the location of your grounds.
Procure your site as near the city and your market as possible. Land
within a mile of town is cheaper at two hundred dollars per acre for
this business, than the same quality of land three miles away at one
hundred dollars per acre. If you will calculate the difference in interest
on the cost of the land first mentioned, and compare it with the many
disadvantages you will labor under in being far from market, inconvenience of procuring help at a critical time, wear and tear of teams, etc.,
you will readily perceive the importance of a good location.
Next, use careful discrimination in selecting the kinds of fruit that
succeed best in your locality, and such as will keep up a rotation
throughout their season. Visit the grounds of your neighbors who are
successful fruit growers; have your wits about you and your eyes

open; ask questions about everything new to you, and you will get
more practical information in an hour or two spent for the purpose,
than you can get by reading all the essays ever written upon the
subject.
It was not

my intention to enter into a description in detail of how to
small fruits. The subject, thus treated, would fill a volume, and
necessarily create an elaborate discussion of particular theories relative
to the different plants, locations, soils, and fertilizers for the different
I shall, therefore,
sorts, etc., and cannot be contained in a short essay.
confine my remarks in this connection, to a few of the leading and most
valuable sorts of raspberries and blackberries which I have under cultivation on my ground, and of these can speak from experience, leaving
other varieties of fruits for members to discuss who can speak of them
from the same standpoint.
The raspberry is one of the most delicious berries we have, coming,
as it does, directly after the strawberry; in fact, the earlier sorts of this
grow
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indispensable fruit ripen with the late sorts of the strawberry, and wa
find them on the stands in the market together rivals for public favor,
thus keeping up the succession of the early fruits. Within a few years
several new and excellent varieties have been added to the rest, which
has lengthened the season for raspberries materially.

PROPAGATION.

The raspberry is propagated, according to the habits of the different
by suckers, by roots and root cuttings, by layers and by tips. Most
of the varieties under cultivation are readily propagated by suckers from
the roots. The manner in which I generally propagate the varieties
sorts,

that sucker readily,

—

is

to dig

up the roots in the Fall

—after

the plants

become dormant and with priming-shears cut them into pieces two
inches long. These pieces are planted in ground carefully prepared for
the purpose, in drills fifteen inches apart, and two inches apart in the
covering about three inches deep.

If properly managed they will
as readily as so many peas, and by the following Fall will have
fine plants for setting, if they receive the care generally given to
a crop of beets.
There is one species, however, which, as a rule, does not multiply
readily in this manner I refer to the Black raspberry or Black Caps.
This variety is generally increased by the tips, or ends of the canes,
bending over and taking root in the ground the end of a single cane
with its branches often making a dozen plants. In our warm and dry
climate they require more assistance by covering the tips with soil and
watering, than they do in the East.
drill,

grow
made

—

—

PLANTS.

The canes of all the varieties of this class of fruit are only biennial.
The fruit is borne on wood of the previous year's growth, wmich dies in
the Fall and is replaced by new wood for fruit the following year. One
year old plants are always to be preferred for planting; plants grown
from root cuttings, as before described,

if well grown, I consider the
because furnished with a larger number of fibrous roots. Those
sorts grown from the tips of the canes, (the Cap family,) it is of more
importance to select one year old plants for setting, as older plants are
more likely to fail with the best of care.

best,

PLANTING ANB CULTIVATING.

If

The land selected for planting should be thoroughly and deeply tilled.
you have plenty of land, and it is desirable to do most of the work

with horse and cultivator, lay off the ground so that the lines or
furrows will be six feet from center to center, and set the plants at the
intersections of the furrows.

The plants in this climate, especially if the soil is light, should be set
two or three inches deeper than they were in the nursery. Spread the
roots carefully and tramp the dirt firmly, leaving about six inches of
the wood growth above the ground, to indicate the position of the plant.
Pressing the dirt firmly about the roots is a very important matter. The
new growth should start from the ground, and but two canes allowed
to grow the first season.
As soon as the young plants can be seen,
work them out clean with cultivator and hoe, and keep them well
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'worked throughout the season. The first season should be devoted to
the growth of as much strong, stocky wood as possible. Cut the canes
back in August, and pinch off the side branches in proportion. This
severe pruning must be resorted to to insure a substantial growth for
the next season. A crop of vegetables can be grown to advantage the
first season between the rows, which will be more likely to insure good
cultivation.

PRUNING.

The operation of pruning the raspberry is simple. In general field
culture but little is given except to cut out the old wood to the ground
in the Fall.
It is well, however, to shorten the leading shoots of new
wood, and cut back the lateral ones. This operation is very necessary
with the Black Caps, as their long, slender branches would otherwise be
broken down with the weight of the fruit. I think it advisable to cut
back severely all varieties of this class of fruit.
The result of such
pruning is much larger fruit, and the weight per acre as much or more
than if the canes were left their full length.
TRAINING.

The best mode for field culture is to train to stakes. There is nothing
saved by trying to cultivate without stakes; many of the canes will be
broken down by the wind, by the horse passing through, and by weight
of the fruit. The cost of the stakes is trifling compared to the loss of
fruit by not using them.
Every stake will save three tim< s its cost in
fruit and convenience of picking in a single season.
VARIETIES TO CULTIVATE.

The following are among the leading and most valuable sorts to cultivate for market:
Davidson's Thornless this is one of the earliest varieties of the
Black Cap family; it is a profuse bearer, very sweet and fine flavor, and
The
its being without thorns is alone sufficient to make it desirable.
Miami, Seneca, Black Cap, and Golden Cap, are all favorite sorts and
valuable.
The Mammoth Cluster, following the abovementioned, and
the latest of the Black Caps, is the most prolific bearer; very large, and

—

fine flavor.

Following these we have the Purple Canes. The flavor of the fruit
of this variety is distinct from Black Caps; the color generally red; the
growth and habit of the canes is different, and they are propagated from
the roots.
The Philadelphia is undoubtedly the most prolific of this
sort, of good size, and fine quality.
The Clarke is a new and very valuable sort for our climate; its large,
thick, and heavy foliage being well calculated to protect the fruit from
our hot sun. I think it better adapted for our climate in this respect
than any I have grown, though there are other sorts that no doubt
could be successfully and profitably grown here.

THE BLACKBERRY.
This is another very desirable and almost indispensable fruit. It belongs to the same family and genus as the raspberry, and has the same
general characteristics, and the same method of propagation and culti-
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vation are applicable to it. It does not require a soil as moist nor so
rich as the raspberry, as it is a larger and coarser growing plant.
If
the soil is very rich, the canes will make a very rank growth, and will
not produce as much fruit as those of moderate growth with well
ripened wood. If it is intended to cultivate them both ways, the plants
should be set eight feet apart; if in hedge form, three by eight feet
would be a proper distance.

VARIETIES FOR CULTIVATION.

The New Eochelle or Lawton, until quite recently, was considered
the leading berry for market. It is a vigorous growing sort and very
productive fruit of the largest size, black and juicy, but does not become
sweet and palatable until too soft for market. "Within a few years new
and better sorts have been introduced which bid fair to supercede it.
It is one of the latest varieties now in cultivation.
The Dorchester is one of the earliest as well as one of the best market
varieties.
Fruit long, black and sweet as soon as it colors; it is a
vigorous grower, moderately productive. It is followed by the Wilson's
Early, a new sort and a valuable acquisition; it is a very large berry,
long, oval, shiny black, firm, rich, sweet, and good; it is a profuse bearer,
and needs to be well cut back or it. will bear more than it can mature;
it
ripens its fruit very early and continues in bearing but a few weeks.
Before the "Wilson's Early are gone the Kittattinny is ready for market.
This is an old variety, though new to the public. It originated in New
Jersey, on the Kittattinny mountains, about twenty years ago. Within
a few years its true merits have become known, and it is now being very
extensively disseminated. The berry is very large, deep, shining black,
long, oval form, rich, sweet and excellent, with the old wild blackberry
I place the Kittattinny at the head of the list of blackberries;
flavor.
it has no equal, in my estimation, among blackberries, and will, before
I
long, supercede all others now in cultivation as a market variety.
have several other varieties under cultivation, but do not consider it
worth while to speak of them, as the above mentioned sorts I consider
the leading ones, and the most valuable varieties now in cultivation, and
with these we can have berries of the finest flavor, from June until
October. The cost of cultivation of these berries I should judge to be
about one fourth of the gross receipts obtained from sales of the fruit,
The profits to be derived from an acre of
if we include the picking.
"When other fruits are abundant in
berries is a matter of speculation.
the market, blackberries often rule very low.

—
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REPORT OF THE ORGANIZATION AND PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

OAMFOKSIA
Vine

Growers" and

Wine and Brandy

Manufacturers"'

ASSOCIATION,
BY THE CORRESPONDING SECRETARY.

This Association was organized on the twenty-first of February,
eighteen hundred and seventy-two. and the following Constitution was
adopted:
This Association shall be known as the " California Vine
tion 1.
Growers. Wine and Brandy Manufacturers' Association."
The objects of this Association are: encouragement and
Sec. 2.
improvement in all departments of the wine industry.
The officers of this Association shall consist of a President,
3.
two Vice Presidents, a Secretary, and Treasurer, who. Together with
four Trustees, shall constitute a Board of Directors.
4.
The officers and Trustees of the Association shall be elected
annually, on the fourth day of the Annual Fair of the State Agricultural
Society, and shall hold their offices for the term of one year from the
first day of the succeeding month, at which time all memberships shall
expire, unless renewed by payment of the annual dues.
The office of the Association shall be at the Capital of the
5.
.

.

.

State.

The Board of Directors of the Association shall have the
of its affairs, and shall provide for an annual exhibimanagement
general
tion of the products c: the vine, in connection with the Annual Fairs of
the State Agricultural Society, and may offer such premiums as they
may deem necessary to bring out a full exhibition. They may make
-

.

G.

"such rules and regulations to govern the same as they shall find expedient.
They shall make an annual report to the Association at each annual
meeting, such report to include the facts and statistics collected, and
general information gained, on the subjects for the encouragement of

which the Association

exists,

situation of the industry

may seem

together with such suggestions as the
to require; also, including the receipts

and expenditures of the year.
Sec. 7.
The Secretary shall receive all funds of the Association and
pay the same over to the Treasurer, and keep a correct account of the
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same, which shall at all times be open to inspection by any member of
the Association. He shall also conduct all the correspondence of the
Association, and perform such other duties as usually devolve on Secretaries of similar associations, and shall receive such compensation for his
services as the Board of Directors shall determine.
Sec. 8.
The Treasurer shall receive and receipt for all moneys of the
Association paid him by the Secretary, and pay the same out on the
order of the Board of Directors, signed by the President and Secretary.
He shall submit an annual report of receipts and expenditures to the
Board of Directors previous to each annual meeting of the Association.
Sec. 9.
Any person interested in the objects of this Association may
become a member thereof by paying to the Secretary the sum of two
.dollars and fifty cents, and one dollar annual»dues thereafter.
Sec. 10.
This Constitution may be altered or amended at any annual
meeting of the Association by a two-thirds vote of the members present.
FIRST BOARD OP DIRECTORS.

— B. D. Wilson,

—

Los Angeles. Vice Presidents A. Schell,
Knight's Ferry; B. N. Bugbey, Folsom. Secretary I. N. Hoag, Yolo
Treasurer J. H. Carroll, Sacramento.
(P. O. address, Sacramento).
Trustees -Win. McPherson Hill, Sonoma; J. E. Nickeson, Lincoln;
S. L. Wilson, Sacramento; Eobt. Chalmers, Coloma.
President

—

—

—

STANDING COMMITTEES.

—

On Cultivation of the Grape and Pruning the Vine I. N. Hoag, of Yolo;
Eobert Chalmers, of El Dorado; Geo. West, of Stockton; B. D. Wilson,
of Los Angeles; J. E. Snyder, of Sonoma; B. N. Bugbey, of Folsom; J.
E. Nickeson, of Lincoln; G. N. Swezy, of Marysville; L. J. Eose, of
Los Angeles, and Dr. J. Strentzel, of Contra Costa.
On Wine Making and Clarification of Wine A. Haraszthy, of San Francisco;
Craig, of Sonoma; Geo. Gozinger, of San Francisco; Matthew Keller, of Los Angeles; B. N. Bugbey, of Folsom; B. D. Wilson,
of Los Angeles; Eobert Chalmers, of Coloma; J. E. Nickeson, of Lincoln; Geo. West, of Stockton; J. Strentzel, of Martinez: Jacob Nought,
of Sacramento, and A. Eberhardt, of San Francisco.
On Manufacture of Brandy from the Grape General Xagle, of San Jose;
Geo. Johnston, of Sacramento; L. J. Eose, of Los Angeles; Eobert Chalmers, of Coloma; O. W. Craig, of Sonoma; Chas. King, of St. Helena,
and B. N. Bugbey, of Folsom.
On Casks, Vessels, Press, and Machinery Geo. Johnston, of Sacramento;
J. E. JNTickeson, of Lincoln; Charles Strobel, of Sacramento City; Eobert Chalmers, of Coloma, and Samuel Dodd, of Lincoln.
On Statistics Geo. Johnston, of Sacramento; Geo. W. Applegate, of
Placer; I. N. Hoag, of Yolo; L. E. Chamberlain, of Placer, S. L. Wilson,
of Sacramento, and Joel Clayton, of Clayton.
On Memorial to Congress B. D. Wilson, of Los Angeles; H. Larkin, of
El Dorado; L. M. Schrack, of Mokelumne Hill; Geo. Johnston, of Sacramento; A. Hewel, of Knight's Ferry; Eobert Chalmers, of Coloma;
Samuel Dodd, of
I. N. Hoag, of Yolo; A. Schell, of Knight's Ferry;
Lincoln; Mr. Caldwell, of Sonoma, and S. L. Wilson, of Sacramento.

—

—

—

—

—

On

the Best Variety of

—

Grapes for General Use J. E. Nickeson, of LinJ. J. Ott, of Nevada; Joel Clayton, of

coln; Geo. West, of Stockton;
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Clayton; Samuel Dodd, of Lincoln; D. Chamberlain, of Yuba; Dr. Lockwood, of St. Helena; C. G. Carpenter, of Diamond Springs; I. N. Hoag,
of Yolo, and John II. Carroll, of Sacramento.
On Classification of Grapes J. A. Lockwood, of St. Helena; J. Strentzel, of Martinez; J. E. Nickeson, of Lincoln, and J. DeBarth Schaub,
of Los Angeles.

—

At the

last meeting,

on the twenty-first of February, among other
were read and discussed:

business, the following reports

REPORT ON CULTIVATION OF THE GRAPE AND PRUNING
OF THE VINE.
Your committee on
Mr. President and members of the Association
the cultivation of the grape and pruning the vine, have the honor to
submit the following report:
:

LOCATION AS TO CLIMATE.

The vine does so well in all portions of the State, when on proper soil,
that your committee feel called upon to say but little on the subject
of climate. From the northern to the southern extremity of the State,
and from the seacoast counties almost to the summit of the Sierras, the
vine is at home and flourishes well, bearing an abundance of luscious
fruit.
The rule of success is general and the exceptions are local. The
damp and foggy atmosphere of the immediate seacoast is to be avoided,
as not congenial to the grape, and any locality where the cold winds
direct from the ocean prevail to a considerable extent must be set down
With this single exception
as unfavorable to the success of the vineyard.
your committee can recommend the climate of California as universally
favorable to the cultivation of the grape for all the purposes for which
that delicious fruit is used, and would only recommend different locations
For instance: late-ripening
for different varieties and for different uses.
grapes and rapid wood-producing vines should be planted on a southern
exposure, while those that ripen early and produce but a small growth
of wood, do better when less exposed to the direct rays of the sun.
SOIL.

In selecting

soil for

the vineyard, California presents an abundance of

varieties, so that there is no necessity of planting the vine in soil not
adapted to its growth and perfection of fruit. Avoid the stiff, impervious clay and the loams, too rich in vegetable matter, as unsuitable to
give healthy vines, or fruit of a high degree of delicate flavor and the

proper quantities of saccharine matter. The earthy taste so perceptible
in some of our California wines, has its origin, to a great extent, if not
entirely, in the too great predominance of decayed vegetable matter in
the soil on which the vine is grown. No vineyard should be planted
on the rich alluvial soil of our river bottoms with the expectation of
producing good wine, nor are the small valleys in the foothills as favorable for this purpose as the less fertile soil of the surrounding elevations.
A subsoil of broken decomposed lime or sandstone, slate or granite,
61
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with evidences of volcanic debris, is undoubtedly the best. The vast
quantities of red lands of the second elevation from our river bottoms,
and extending back to the foothills in all portions of the State, are well
adapted to the growth of the grape for the table, for raisins, and for wines
and brandies, but for the light table wines a more elevated location is

deemed

preferable.

PREPARATION OF THE

SOIL.

Having selected the location, the next step is to prepare tbe soil to
receive the vine. Whether the land has been previously cultivated or
not, it should be thoroughly cleaned of all roots, trees, or stumps, and
well plowed and subsoiled to a depth of from fourteen to eighteen
inches the Spring previous to planting. Before planting let it be well
plowed again and harrowed and cultivated until thoroughly pulverized,
and then when rolled it is ready for marking off for the rows of vines.
This process is doue by different cultivators of experience by entirely
different modes, and the great question in marking off the land and preparing the proper holes for the vines and planting them in straight rows
for convenience in after cultivation is, after all, one of economy the
performance of a mechanical operation rather than one of principle, as
affecting the future growth and production of the vine.
Especially so
since all argue as to the necessity of care and thoroughness in the performance of eveiy part of the work. All agree that the vines should
be planted about six to eight feet apart each way. All agree that the
holes should be dug from eighteen to twenty inches deep, and should be
All agree that they should
at least that number of inches in diameter.
be filled with well pulverized surface soil, and that the soil taken from
the bottom of the hole in digging should not be returned to the hole for
the young vines to start in. All agree that but one bud of the vine or
cutting planted should be left above the surface, while some maintain that
in ease cuttings are planted instead of rooted vines it is better to cover
the top end of the cutting slightly with soil, so as to protect it from the
drying winds and hot rays of the sun Avhile making its first efforts at

—

separate and independent

life.

DIFFERENT MODES OF PLANTING.
several members of your committee, Snyder of Sonoma, Strentof Contra Costa, Bugbey, of Sacramento, and Chalmers, of El Dorado,
lay off the land by any convenient'method as a small plow in squares
of eight feet each way, and dig the holes at the intersections of these
lines to receive the vines or cuttings.
Swezy, of Yuba, and Nickeson,
of Placer, on the other hand, make trenches eight feet apart across the
field one way by running the plow back and forth say three times, turning the furrow out, thus making the team do the greater part of the
labor of digging the holes. This being done, they use a long light pole,
marked off at intervals of eight feet each, to locate the hills in the other
direction, and complete the work of making the hole with the shovel.
Having planted the vine and leveled up the land immediately around the
same, they, with one horse and small plow, turn the dirt back and fill
the trench.
CUTTINGS AND ROOTED VINES.

Of the

zel,

—

—

There seems to be a considerable difference of opinion and practice
between the different members of your committee, as to whether it is
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the better plan to plant cuttings in the vineyard, where they will not
again be disturbed by transplanting, or to plant them in beds, for rooting,
to be lifted carefully at one year of age and transplanted permanently
in the vineyard.
Messrs. Snyder, Bugbey, and Swezy practice the former course, with
some exceptions; while Messrs. Chalmers and jSTickeson practice the
latter, and urge strong reasons for it.
Bugbey takes the precaution to
plant two cuttings in each hole, to insure a growing vine, placing the
bottoms in opposite sides of the hole, so as not to interfere with the
roots of the one while lifting the other the following Spring, in case
both grow.
Dr. Strentzel, speaking of this particular branch of the subject, says:
"If the growth of a cutting could always be secured, it would be preferred, as the first roots strike out regularly, the root end of the cutting
heals over smoothly, and it makes a healthier and thriftier vine.
But
some soils are naturally too dry; some years the rainfall is scanty, in
others the ground cannot be put in condition until late in the season,
and under such circumstances one year rooted cuttings, carefully lifted
and set, insure a better stand."
On the same subject, Mckeson says: "Plant good rooted vines, by all
means. Upon this depends till your future prospects, for if you plant
cuttings to remain in the vineyard, the results will be unfavorable, and
you will always regret it. Plant cuttings and they will strike out roots
at the bottom that will go down to the water, if possible, and never
throw out any surface feeders, which is necessary to get heat, light, and
The natural tendency of
air, that will produce good feed for the fruit.
a cutting thus planted and rooted is to make an abundance of wood, but
not fruit. What fruit it does produce will be inferior in bunch and berry,
and destitute of saccharine matter that is necessary to make good wine.
I think the reason why we have so much poor acid wine in California is
attributable to planting cuttings instead of rooted vines. Nor is there
any economy in planting cuttings. The percentage in loss, and the
trouble and time in resetting, and loss of time in securing a bearingvineyard, makes this method of starting a vineyard cost more than to
plant good rooted vines at first." This distinction is entitled to more
consideration than is generally conceded to it. To insure good well
developed grapes of good quality, and a plenty of them, we want to
encourage side and surface roots, and planting rooted vines one year
old is the best way to make success certain.

staking the vines.

Every vine or cutting planted should have a stake by its side to which
young cane and insure an upright start, and to prevent the

to tie the

This stake should
or. teams from bending it over or breaking it off.
be as high out of the ground as it is intended to train the vine, and no
more, and should remain in its place until the body of the vine has
attained sufficient age and size, or strength, to maintain an upright
Some cultivators place
position unaided, even when loaded with fruit.
these stakes before planting, as a guide in digging the holes, while others
set them after the vines are set; but this is a matter of convenience in
But be sure not to neglect setting
practice rather than of principle.
them at all, as very much depends on securing an upright position of all
the vines in the vineyard.

winds
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SELECTING CUTTINGS.
"Whethei' cuttings are to be set direct in the field or be rooted in the
much care and judgment is required in selecting and preparing
them for setting. The butt cuttings, or the ends of the cane next the
old wood are always preferable, as a less change is required for such
Those having short joints are prefercuttings to become rooted vines.
able to those with long joints. Never use suckers for cuttings.
Cuttings for planting direct in the yard should be from eighteen to twenty
inches long, while a foot is long enough for rooting in the bed.
In
either case the butt of the cutting should be cut off close below a joint
so as to have no dead wood below where the lower roots form and putout.
The top of the cutting should be cut off at least half an inch above
the upper joint so as to insure the growth of the butt at this joint. Both
these places should be cut with care to prevent jamming or splitting
the end of the cane and very smoothly, so the wound will heal quickly.
If much time is to intervene between the time the cuttings are prepared
and the time of setting them, they should be kept in a very damp place,
and some recommend placing the butts of the bundles in living water or
burying them in the ground and covering them entirely. The latter
practice would seem the most natural, and will facilitate the healing of
the cut at the butt end and the change necessary to form roots.
bed,

;

—

CULTIVATING.

There is but one opinion as to the necessity and value of frequent
and thorough cultivation of the vineyard. Let the plow and horse-hoe
be used without sturfe, keeping the soil thoroughly pulverized and clear
of weeds.
Each vine should also be hoed well and frequently, so as to
keep the weeds all clown and the soil immediately about it mellow and
in a lively, moist condition.
This should be followed up from year to
year, as much of the future value of the vineyard depends on thorough
cultivation and rapid healthy growth while young.
[RRIGATION.
Irrigation should never be resorted to for the young or old vineyard
unless absolutely necessary to insure life and healthy growth, and your
committee are of the opinion that good cultivation will secure these
ends in all but very few localities in the State. The young vineyard
should be treated as it is intended to treat it when older, that its habits
may conform to the necessities of its future life. One of the greatest
points favorable to the climate of California for vine growing and wine
and brandy manufacturing from the, grape, is the absence of rain during
the Summer season, thus securing health to the vine and the proper
Then let us not by irrigation spoil the effects of
qualities to the grape.
this so important a condition of nature.

PRUNING.

The first year after planting the cutting will need no pruning, nor
will the rooted vine, except to lop off any extra suckers or shoots that
may start out below the one left at the top to grow. When this has
attained a growth of from fifteen to eighteen inches, it should be cut
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back to about one foot, being careful to keep it in an upright position
This cutting back will
by tying to tbe stake, as before intimated.
give the body of the vine stock and size, and will encourage the development of the upper buds, thus forming spurs about one foot from the
ground. The first Winter, or the first pruning proper, should be performed in the earlj* part of Winter, when the sap has entirely left the
cane and descended into the roots. The two upper spurs should then
be cut back to two buds each, not counting the dormant bud. and all
spurs or suckers below these should be cut smoothly oft', and the old
wood projecting above the shoulder or point where the new cane
joins the old wood, should be pared smoothly off, and the ground be
thoroughly cultivated as on the previous year. At the second pruning
three or four spurs may be left on the vine, according to its strength,
and so located as to preserve an equilibrium in the head. These spurs
should be cut back to three buds each. No Summer pruning should
be practiced except to keep off all undergrowth or suckers, and, perhaps, shortening-in some of the spurs to keep an equilibrium.

At the third pruning, four or five spurs may be left on the vine,
cut back to three buds each. The two outer buds will produce some
fruit, while the lower one will probably produce wood and no fruit.
Your committee believe, as a general thing, better results may be
realized by leaving less spurs than is generally the practice, and allowing these a greater length. Some vine growers of experience pracall white varieties than on those
tice leaving one* more bud on vine
of colored varieties, the vines being naturally more vigorous and capable of sustaining a greater crop of fruit.
The same practice is followed
in pruning all varieties bearing a small bunch and berry.
The Catawba,
Isabella, and all vines of similar habits, should also be allowed a larger
number of fruit-bearing buds on each spur, and a less number of spurs
than most other varieties.
This practice increases the quantity and
improves the quality of the fruit.
PRUNING AND CULTIVATING ON LOW, RICH LANDS.

The above observations are applicable to the care of vines on all
land proper for the cultivation of the vine for wine purposes. On the
low, rich river bottoms, where a large amount of wood-growth is the
tendency, and where the vines are apt to mildew, quite a different treatment is required. In the first place, on such lands the pruning should
not be done until in the Spring, when the buds have started well, and
on very rich and damp land this may be delayed with advantage even
until the blossoms are making their appearance.
Then a smaller number of spurs and more buds on each spar should be the rule. The vines
will bleed profusely when pruned, and this will do them good, that is,
it will check the
naturally too rapid and rank growth of wood, and act
It will almost universally prefavorably in the deveiojHnent of fruit.
vent the vines from mildewing. The cultivation, too, should be different
on such lands. Instead of plowing deep and pulverizing the soil so as
to retain the moisture in the soil, as on the high and dry lands, the
cultivation should be with a view to produce the exact opposite condition.
The ground should not be plowed until the weeds have obtained a good start in the Spring so as to exhaust as much moisture
from the soil as possible, and then it should be plowed very shallow
just deep enough to cut the roots of the weeds below the surface.
The whole cultivation of the season should be conducted with a view

—
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keep the weeds from getting too high and going to seed, instead
of for the purpose of keeping the soil mellow and damp. Your committee submit the above few suggestions, hoping they may be of
some benefit to some of the vine growers, and at some future time
may take occasion to give the subjects touched upon a more extended
We would recommend that the asseciation take steps
consideration.
to secure as much as possible the individual experiences of growers
in different localities and on different soils, for publication for the
to

general good.
I.

N.

HOAG.

OBSEEVATIONS ON THE PLANTING AND PKUNING OF

THE VINE.
At the threshold of successful viniculture our attention is called to
the selection of the most advantageous location for a vineyard. With
the long, diy, warm season of California, an exposure due south is not
indispensable: a variation to the east or west is far preferable, and even
Success here depends more
a northern gentle slope may be admissible.
on the quality of the soil as being deep, rich, friable, or easily worked;
of sufficient descent for natural drainage, and well sheltered from the
prevailing heavy winds. A subsoil of broken, decompdsed slate, lime,
Our virgin
or sandstone is always preferable to stiff, impervious clay.
soil, formed from the attributes of surrounding mountains, contains sufficient pabulum for plant food: only the excess of any one, either clay,
lime, or sandstone, has its particular character of being more or less
The natural growth
retentive, or favoring the absorption of moisture.
on any given spot is the best criterion of its quality.
The selection of certain varieties of grapes to be planted must be
influenced by the uses contemplated. Some are most suitable for table
use in the fresh state, or dried for laisins; others for converting into
brandy; others for wine; but for whatever intended, it cannot be lost
sight of that only the best varieties of either class should be chosen.
Each variety possesses a distinct character, which is certainly modified
by the soil and climatic peculiarities of a district; still it retains its disIt is onh* of late that, by the enterprise,
tinct type of superiority.
perseverance, and good judgment of the pioneers of viniculture, among
whom the lamented Col. Aug. Haraszthy Avas preeminent, we are enabled
to make our selections from the whole range of cultivated vines in all
lands, and to adopt for our own the experience gained during centuries
of European viniculture, thus placing California on an equal footing
with the best and oldest.
The preparation of the soil claims our careful attention. If not previously cultivated, it ought to remain in the Summer fallow one season,
and in the Spring be cross-plowed deeply and subsoiled; if naturally
mellow and sandy, a partial subsoiling in the future rows of vines will
answer, but it is always upon the thoroughness of the work that a thrifty
growth of the vine depends. The rows should be perfectly straight.
If the piece of
with broad avenues conveniently located for access.
ground is of irregular shape, a base line is to be surveyed on the longest
diameter, and another at right augles to it on one corner, as a basis for
extending parallel lines with perfect accuracy. By stretching a line
and measuring along it with a suitable jdoIc, the places for the holes can
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be marked with small sticks. The holes should be dug at least two and
a half to three feet each way, and be filled in with the richest mellow
top-soil, and whenever practicable, it is well to use a lasting compost
of broken bones, gypsum, or lime, spread in the bottom of the holes.
Distance between the vines: for strong growing varieties, seven by eight
feet, or eight by eight, is necessary; though for vines of slender growth
It is my experience that after
five by six, or six by six, will answer.
If
ten or twelve years the vines require all, even the largest space.
the soil can be enriched from year to year by liberal manuring, the
vines may be planted closer, thus gaining somewhat in the quantity of
fruit, but with greater inconvenience in after culture, and also probable
deterioration in quality. It is claimed by many that in poor soils the
vines should be planted closer; but it certainly seems evident that in
such soil the vine requires a larger space to secure food, just as a
bullock would on a scanty pasture, provided it is not designed to exhaust
the soil in the shortest time.
Some difference of opinion prevails regarding the choice of cuttings or
of rooted vines for stocking a vineyard. If the growth of a cutting
could be always secured, it should be preferred, as the first roots striko
out regularly, the root end of the cutting heals over smoothly, and it
makes a healthier and thriftier vine; but some soils are naturally too
dry; some years the rainfall is scanty; in others the ground cannot be
put in condition until late in the season, and under such circumstances
one-year rooted cuttings, carefully lifted and set, insure a better stand.
Older vines are objectionable, as they get more or less injured in transCuttings fifteen to eighteen inches long are desirable. In
planting.
dry, sandy soils, long cuttings do best; in moist and heavy, short ones.
Having selected a location, prepare the soil, determine the most profitable use to be made of the fruit, and accordingly the variety of grapes,
secure cuttings from healthy, thrifty, growing vines, with the butt ends
smoothly cut close to a bud, and having kept them in moist earth from
the time they were pruned off, we begin planting as early as the season
and circumstances may permit. If the planting must be delayed, or if
the cuttings have not been preserved in a perfectly moist state, they
should, for several days previous to planting, be placed in bundles in
some running water, but with only the lower half immersed. Success
in rooting cuttings depends upon ample moisture and the compact
pressing of the soil around the cut eud; a pint of water to a cutting will
often determine its growth.
After the holes are half filled in as previously stated, the operation of planting proceeds rapidly; if rooted
vines are used the filling-in of the hole is modified in a manner securing
the proper spread of the roots. A line is then stretched along the row,
the spaces measured with a pole, say twelve or fourteen feet in length,
a dibble hole made in the exact spot, the cutting inserted in it perpendicularly, the earth pressed closely around it and watered, the hole filled
up even with the ground, covering slightly the topmost bud; a small
stake is then placed to mark the spot, and our vineyard is started. The
first season but one shoot is allowed to
grow, and that tied to a stake
and the end nipped off to eighteen or twenty inches, and thus a stock}'
growth is at once maintained. Second year the vine is cut to two eyes,
to secure against accident, the dry top is pared off neatly, and after the
ground is plowed and hoed the weakest shoot and all suckers are taken
off and the other is tied up, and when neccessary, pinched-in to maintain a hight of about two feet.
Excepting the Isabella and kindred
varieties, all grapevines do best here when trimmed low, even trailing
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on the ground; still, to avoid lumps of dirt being taken with the bunohes
and also early rams causing them to rot, u is best to bave a Btein ten to
at the third year's pruning,
twelve inches high, which
and rubbin;
by riming the cane as high as d<
permitting only the uppermost two shoots to grow. Theso are to be
.

i

I

staked up, all suckers removed,
Fourth year the two canes are
four canes are grown, and again
about three feet high; the ends

and the canes shortened as formerly.
to two buds each, from which
these are pinched-in, k
them to
of the laterals are also shortened one

pruned

.

The vine now b< ;ins to develop a symmetrical shape, with an
Leaf.
The fourth year also, according to the
upright, Belt-supporting stem.
quality of the soil and the proper attention given, we may expect
The fifth year the four canes are cut to the
a very fair crop of grapes.
the arm or branch; it'
bud above the collar on the upp<
tirsl
Thus we
there happens to be a bud underneath it should be removed.
obtain mostly two canes from each arm, forming a compact, regular
head.
At each Winter pruning the wood should be cut one eighth of an inch
above the bud, with a sharp knife or good working shears, to avoid
and if taken so close to a bud the
fracturing or mashing up the end
if not, the small stum]) is
new growth will soon nearly cover the cut,
thus promoting the
easily pared off, and will heal over the next 8
more destructive than not
and
longevitj of the pine,
the
which
check
and
induce
growth
stumps,
decay.
dry
anion about Summer pruning.
There seems to be much dive]
o be
Certainly, an indiscriminate slashing of the -rowing ca
same as in the pruning of other
permitted, and the general ruh
The work
u>
fruit trees.
young canes are twelve or
the blossom, by
fourteen inches'high, or about the fourth lea
irminal leaf
Th
only throws the sap to the
pinching
fthenew wood,
butpr<
forming bh iso
i

;

w

i

•

i

rendering it less easily broken by heavy winds.
repeated during the season,

Dhe shorten iug-in

growth,
me of the mosl
always removing onlj
rampant laterals may be taken off half their length.
Judicious Summer pruning prevents the formation of unnecessary
into fruit and
momizing thus all the sap to
wood,
support; the vine remains in compact shape, and still with an abundance
of leaves to perform their function, and the fruit is well shaded from a
!

I

i

too sco] ruin;, sun.
A most reprehensible practice, showin
th< lack of knowledge
and of judgment, is that of removing from the vineyard all the pruniD
to waste, thus exhausting the soil n
of he vines and letting th
idly of those essentia) elements which sustain a healthy vegetable
followed in other agricultural
It is the same skinning, vamlalic pr
able to enrich our vinelands by
opera; oils in California.
the constant addition of artificial manui
3tly and inaccessible,
ler the
at least ail the primings shouid be chopped up and plow.
soil, eventually to return again to the light in an increasing Luxuriance
of leaf and luscious fruit.
i

li

I

.).

STRENTZEL,

Contra Costa.
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PLANTING AND PEUNINQ THE VINE.
To

the

Chairman of Committee on

I

beg Leave
fcion, because

bo

report,

first,

and Pruning of the Grape:
prefer a granite forma
the growth of the grape, pro

the Cultivation

on

location.

I

is
it
better adapted to
Next, I
ducing more saccharine matter and is more easily cultivated.
would prefer slate, with a high and dry location and perfect drainage,
so that the roots will not enter into the perpetual water, and as level as
could get it, with as few outcropping rocks as possible.
Next, gently
Remove the timber, stumps, and roots; plow the land
sloping hillsides.
deep and well, say from fifteen to eighteen inches deep; harrow, roll,
:iii(l
pulverize well; then lay off the rows eight feet apart both ways,
and plan! good rooted vines by all means.
Upon this depends all your
future prospects; for if you plan), cuttings to remain in vineyard form
the results will be unfavorable, and you will always regret it, for several
reasons.
Plant cuttings, and they will strike roots at the bottom that
will go down to the water if possible, and never throw out any surface
feeders, which are. necessary to get heat, light, and air, that will produce
good fruit. The effect of cuttings is to make wood in abundance, and
not fruit; and what fruit they do produce is inferior in bunch and berry
and destitute of saccharine matter, which is so essential to make good
think that is the reason why we have so much poor acid wine
wine.
I

I

in California.

We

do not economize when we se1 out cuttings. The percentage in
and the trouble, waste of time and labor, make the cost more than
lean tell by the kind and quality of
to plant good roots at the start.
the wood where
have set oul a cutting. If good roots are planted
they set two kinds of roots, a few deep feeder to get moisture in a dry
time, but the most of them are surface feeders, essential to the develop
ment of a perfect 'grape. Tins subject is entitled to more consideration
than is generally conceded to it.
Upon this proposition depends our
future success.
If I w<
ng to plant cuttings 1 would select a hard
loss,

I

f noticed in
bed rock that the roots could not penetrate,
making an
excavation eighteen feel deep, to build a wine bouse, in the rotten granite, solid though not hard, that the roots from cuttings planted eight
years before had penetrated to that depth hall' an inch in diameter,
when rooted vines had not gone to the solid roe];. I make mention of
this fact, for it is a lesson in nature that we should no!
After the land is ready, get a lot of stakes eight lee), long for sight
and measuring poles.
Set these up at convenient distances to run a
trench by.
plow passes up the first turn, set the stakes for the
next row. Turn three furrows in a trench, making it eighteen inches
deep.
Every tenth row leave ten feet for a wagon road. In this way
the horses do the most of the work. Then prepare a long pole of lighl
material, say one hundred feel long; mark it correctly every eight feet,
It is neces
to dig holes by.
Set up stakes across theend to start from.
sary to start from one end every time, o as to have the rows straight
both ways.
Lay this pole by the side of the trench. Be sure and
that the end of, the measure is straight with the end line; if so, Micro
will be no trouble.
The holes
Set four or five men to digging holes.
should be dug in front of the mark on the pole, banking up dirt at the
mark on it, so that the setters will have this guido to set by. When
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this row, return to the first end and start as before.
One man
will take roots in his arras and hold them in place, while another will
with a shovel throw dirt around them to hold them. When a row is
In this way the holes
set take a one-horse plow and fill up the trench.
need not be dug, except enough to get the roots fairly in and the vines
All of the old wood should be put in the ground, leaving out
straight.

through

but one eye.
In this way a vineyard can be planted quickly and cheaply, and much
If strong roots are planted
better than if the holes were dug by hand.
they will make sufficient wood the first season to form a good, straight
When the young shoot gets eighteen inches high
shoot, for the vine.
Place a stake by it and tie the top of
cut it off at twelve inches high.
the vine to the stake. The two top eyes will start and make spurs for
a head. Keep all undergrowth below cut oif so as to make them strong
and stocky. At the next pruning time cut these two limbs off to two
At the second pruning, when there will be plenty of wood to
eyes.
form a head, leave three or four spurs, cutting back to three eyes.
At the third pruning cut back to the three eyes. This season they
will bear considerable fruit.
Pains should be taken in forming a good,
well balanced head, the wood equally distributed around the stake so as
In leaving three eyes on the spurs it
to give it a perfect equilibrium.
does not induce so much non-bearing wood, as the first eye is a wood
These second and third budsabsorb
bud; the next two produce fruit.
the sap of the vine so as not to force the first.
In this way there is
less wood and more fruit, and foliage to protect the fruit from the sun
and admit plenty of heat, light, and air for the development of the fruit.
If pruned back to one bud the dormant buds will be forced, which will
make wood and very weak. At the fourth pruning sided six or eight
of the strongest and best limbs of your head, always cutting back to
the nearest to the old wood. In this way the head of the vine does not
increase in bight. I think a vine trimmed one footi high is the best
bight for many reasons: first, it is more easily cultivated; in plowing,
the singletrees pass over the head and are less liable to break the shoots;
the fruit is not so easily sunburnt; gets the benefit of the warmth of
the earth at night. The fruit nearest to the end on the ground is less
liable to mildew or any other disease.
In fact, I have never seen a
bunch of grapes lying on the ground mildewed, and generally they are
The ground should be
larger and more perfect in bunch and beriy.
well cultivated every year. I use a one-horse shovel plow; for breaking
up ground, a small harrow made for that purpose. Plow both ways and
harrow so as to pulverize; then level the ground, using the horse hoe
The
to keep the weeds down and ground mellow through the Summer.
stakes used in supporting vines should be eighteen inches long, sharp at
one end, driven in six inches by the side of the vine.
They can be
made of oak, redwood, or sugar pine cheaply. They can be removed
the third year, as the vine will be able to stand alone. They can be
used in young vineyards.
Using stakes on a young vine is a great
advantage in many ways.
They keep the vines straight till they are
able to hold up the fruit; they are more easily worked and bear more
fruit.
J.

E.

NICKESON,

Placer.
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THE MANUFACTURE OF BRANDY.
Mr. President and members of

Your committee,

the Association:

whom was

referred the manufacture of brandy,
have the honor to submit the following report:
For the year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventyone, there was manufactured in this State three million eight hundred
thousand gallons of wine; the pomace and lees from which, without
working any wine, should have yielded three hundred thousand gallons
of brandy; but owing to oppressive revenue laws, imperfect distilling
apparatus, and total waste of material, only one hundred and fiftyseven thousand gallons were made. The crop of eighteen hundred and
seventy-one amounts to about six million gallons of wine, the pomace
and lees from which should yield four hundred thousand gallons of
brandy, while the amount actually made will not exceed two hundred
thousand gallons.
It is impossible for small vintagers to work their pomace to advantage
in stills heated by the direct action of fire; they cannot make a good
brandy. But with steam and a proper rectifying column a good brandy,
or perfectly clean spirit, can be made. The smaller the still the greater
the waste, the greater the cost of manufacture, and, as a rule, the poorer
to

the quality.

We would therefore suggest the formation of factories similarly conducted to the cheese factories in the East, where all the vinegrowers
would be stockholders to the amount of their stock of grapes. Their
wine and brand}' would be manufactured by the most economical and
effective machinery, and their product would go on the market of improved quality, and at reduced cost, enhancing the profit.
The most of the French brandy is grain, beet, or potato, spirit
California may not furnish a brandy with the peculiar flavor
flavored.
of French; but it can furnish a perfectly pure grape spirit, with the
particular flavor and bouquet of any of the high flavored grapes grown
here.

In the manufacture of brandy from grapes, without making wine, it
necessary to add to each ton of grapes from one hundred to one
hundred and fifty gallons of warm water, the temperature of which
should vary with the size of the fermenting tubs, the temperature of
the weather, and the grapes when crushed. The temperature of the tub,
when full, should be from sixty eight to seventy-five degrees Fahrenheit.
The water should be first put in the tub and the crushed grapes added.
After a few days, if the wine in the bottom of the tub is not attenuating
as rapidly as it is at the top (and it seldom is), it should be drawn off and
pumped on top, as the fermentation goes on more rapidly on top than on
the bottom, and unless this is done there will be unfermented sugar in
the bottom of the tub, while there is none on top.
Care should be taken to keep the skins, by means of a cover, under
the wine. If allowed to float on top, the acetic and putrescent fermentation will soon set in, to the loss of quantity, and ruin of qualitjr, of
brandy.
The still of the Johnston Brandy and Wine Manufacturing Company,
Sacramento, is probably the most convenient and economical now in use.
In charging the still with pomace, it is conveyed by means of a car on
a track, and emptied into the still through a manhole with movable
hopper; when charged, the hopper is moved, main plate screwed down,
and steam admitted through a coil of perforated pipe. The vapors from
is
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still then pass into a nine-chamber column seventeen feet
high, in
eight chambers of which there is a coil of pipe containing water. The
water enters the upper chamber and passes through each successively
to the bottom, constantly increasing in temperature, while the vapors,
as they ascend, through the chambers, are gradually decreased in temperature. So that by regulating the flow of water through the pipes
the temperature of the column can be maintained at a point through
which spirit of the desired proof only can pass, this being ascertained
by a thermometer on top of the column, thereby running off the entire
charge at from twenty to eighty-seven jier cent above proof, at the
option of the operator. The only portion requiring redistillation being
a small percentage containing light ethereal oil, which, being lighter
than alcohol, comes over on the first part of the distillation, in combination with some spirit, and to separate which they (the ether and spirit)
are mixed with four or five times their bulk of water and redistilled.
The bottom of the still is funnel shaped, with a discharge hole eight
inches in diameter, covered by a plate held to its place by a lever and
screw, which opened, discharges its contents in one minute.
As the brandy trade is not yet extensive enough to induce our distillers to use grain, beet, or potato spirit to increase the quantity, as is
done in France, we can divest the brandy of most of its fusel oil and
acetic ether, both of which are the most poisonous ingredients of distilled spirits, thereby producing a brandy much less injurious to the
human system, which will develop bouquet in abundance in the course
of a year. The quantity of brand}' produced to the two thousand pounds
of grapes at the Johnston Brandy and Wine Manufacturing Company
was a little over forty-three gallons proof. From lots, one of seventeen
tons and one of ten tons, worked separately, one yielded forty-nine and
two tenths, and the other forty-nine and four tenths gallons, at proof,
per ton; the average on the whole working being caused by a large
amount of inferior grapes worked early in the season. This Company
also worked thirty tons of grape skins, after fermentation, part of which
had been pressed in a hydraulic and part in screw presses, from which
they obtained eight hundred and sixty-nine gallons of proof brandy, or

the

nearly twenty-nine gallons per ton. The yield would have been larger
had the skins not been exposed for several days after pressing, before
they were received into the distilleiy.

GEOBGE JOHNSTON,
EOBEBT CHALMEES,

Of Sacramento.

MANUFACTUEE OF BE ANDY.
and Wine and Brandy Manufacturers'

1

California Vinegrowers'

Association,

Sacramento:

Gentlemen: I received a communication from your Secretary, dated
the sixth instant, inviting me to attend a meeting of your Association,
to be held in Sacramento on the twenty-first of February, and requesting
me to accept the position of Chairman of the Committee on the Manufacture of Brand}' from the Grape.
My engagements are of such a character that it would be impossible
for me to accept the position of Chairman of the Committee named,
and it will be equally impossible for me to be present with you at Sacramento on the twenty-first instant.
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need hardly assure you that I am with you most heartily in all that
may be done to encourage the growth of the grape, to ascertain and
encourage the selection of the best varieties of the same, and to facilitate
the diffusion of all kinds of knowledge that may improve the quality of
the wine and brandy produced. With this purpose I have hastily thrown
I

me
together the following suggestions, knowing that you will credit
with good purpose, if you shall find nothing new in all that I may communicate.
One of the greatest interests in France, which is fostered by that
Government in eveiy possible manner, comes from the culture of the
The sale from
it.
grape, and the manufacture of wine and brandy from
this industry amounts to one hundred and eighty million dollars per
of the entire
year; a sum larger than the yield of the cotton crop
United States at the exorbitant prices of the present time. Foreigners
familiar with the subject, who have introduced the vine from Europe,
invariably assure me that the vine and grape improve by transplantcannot
ing into California; that the soil and climate of this State
be surpassed for that purpose; and that the fruit being superior, we only
we must produce the finest
require time to know how to use it, when
wines and brandy in the world. The great difficult}^ that we encounter
will be to get rid of old mistakes and old prejudices, and to convince
with
others, after we have convinced ourselves, that the Mission grape,
the exception of some few favored locations, is inferior to many other
of the European varieties; and that in planting, hereafter, it is of the
utmost importance that the proper selections of the vine shall be made.
It is unnecessary to refer to the varieties grown for wine purposes east
of the Sierras, it being determined that they are inferior to the foreign
familiar with the subject
grape. A great difficulty with the foreigner
comes from the great change in the character of the vine and grape in
of no avail.
transplanting here, rendering all of his former experience
Again, he is required Tto await say four years to produce the grape; then
he must wait from tw o to ten years to mature the wine; thus requiring
from seven to twelve years to ascertain the result.
I have attempted to arrive at a result in less time, and test the pecuI
liarities of the grape by converting the wine made of it into brandy.
and flavor of the
find, by a careful distillation, that the especial bouquet
grape may be fully developed in the brandy the aroma appearing soon
after distillation, and the flavor rapidly after two years. By these means
I have found a marked difference between the brandy of the Mission
grape and that made of the La Folle (Cognac grape), the Eeisling (Bhine
the Finaud or Burgundy grapes, and the
grape), the Bosa de Feru,
Catawba; and of these the brandy is inferior to all except the Catawba,
which, although in aroma is rather agreeable, the flavor is harsh, and
improves very little with age. In Cognac, I was advised not to depend
upon a complicated form of distillery. Henesy assured me that he preferred the primitive vessel and worm to any other form of distillery;
that rectification was entirely unnecessary, and that charcoal was never
used. Fie constantly impressed me with the importance of making white,
not red wine, and that the character of the brandy would depend almost
entirely upon the quality of the wine distilled.
I visited many brandy distilleries at the vineyards near Cognac, and
found them, with few exceptions, of the most simple form the fire
being applied directly under the copper boiler that held the wine. Upper
and Lower Charante is the most sterile of all the grape country in
France; and the only grape growing there is the La Folle Blanche,

—

—
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which makes a wine so detestably bad that it can
being converted into brandy. This wine contains
.alcohol, producing low wines not exceeding thirty
run. These low wines require a second distillation,

made

be utilized only by
but six degrees of
degrees at the first
both of which being
carefully, produces a brandy which requires no further rectifica-

tion.

to be a very prevailing opinion that brandy should be free
the volatile oils, and especially of the fusel oil; and some persons
engaged in the manufacture of brandy, or in the construction of stills,
advise you that they can manufacture brandy of eighty-five to ninety
degrees entirely free of fusel oil. I need hardly tell your Association
that brandy without fusel oil is not brandy at all, and that when distilled at eighty-five to ninety degrees approaches so nearly to alcohol
that, like it, it has neither odor nor flavor, and becomes neutral in both.
The proper strength to be given to brandy when running from the distillery is, after -the selection of the grape, the most important subject
It should vary with the material used, and can only
for investigation.
be determined after close observation, by an experienced person of delicate sense of smell and taste. This point being once determined, distillation above it will diminish the bouquet and flavor, and distillation
below that point will introduce an excess of the volatile oils, and the
delicate character of the brandy will be lost, or rather disappear through
the injurious effects produced by the excess of fusel and other oils. The
requirements of the revenue laws, that a distiller shall run his distillery
to a certain capacity, is a direct violation of the distiller's interest.
My
experience has been that the qualities of the brandy will very much
depend upon the slowness of its manufacture. Formerly I made a gallon

There seems

of

all

—

two minutes; now I make a gallon in eight minutes just
fast enough to come within the capacity required by the Government.
Another subject of great importance, and considered in France as the
one of the greatest difficulty, is the selection of the oak to be used for
the brandy package. They assert that American oak will injure any
brandy put into it. They employ the oak brought from Austria, to the
exclusion of every other, and expect that the oak shall be not only

of brandy

in

not injurious to the brandy, but that it shall impart to it a peculiar taste
that they consider highly advantageous. In the absence of all foreign
oak I have been compelled to use the American, or Canadian oak, first
steaming it thoroughly. I find that after steaming it for one hundred
hours, with steam at twenty pounds pressure, the water from the condensed steam escapes of an inky color, disagreeably and excessively
The packages that I have adopted are oval in form, of about
acid.
eight hundred gallons, supported upon four by eight timber, resting upon
brick columns of fourteen inches, with solid foundations; the advantages
being that the chime is all exposed, and that any leak can be readily
detected and repaired, which cannot be done in a cylindrical or conical
tank. My brandy house is constructed' of brick, with brick partitions to
divide the risk by lire, and is of the same level with the ground. The
roof is made of metal, with openings covered with glass to admit the
In Europe a wine must be
sunlight and increase the temperature.
excessively had not to find a ready market, and those only are distilled
In California our vintners, many of
into brandy that cannot be sold.
them, are men of small means, with heavy mortgages to carry at high
rates of interest, ami cannot wait for the ripening of their wines, or for
a market alter they mature.
Another heavy item is in the cost of the package, which, at twelve to
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per gallon, renders the necessity of converting wine into
brandy the more urgent. Again, we have not the intermediate, the wine
merchant, with large capital at a reasonable rate of interest, ready to
purchase the wines of the producer, and to hold them until matured, and
to pjace them properly upon the market.
Of late years Americans have become familiar with the habits and
customs of European people, and have learned that the most temperate
people of the world are those living amidst the vine and grape, and who
are accustomed to the use of wine. May we not appeal to those engaged
in the temperance cause, and ask them to assist in the repeal of all laws
that discourage the growth of the grape?
While the foreign grape matures in October, the Mission grape does
not ripen before November or December, when the days are short, the
sun far to the south, and the nights cold. To create and quicken the
fermentation the roof over the wine tanks and the south side of the wine
house should be made of glass; thus the additional warmth will so
increase the fermentation of the wine by day as to carry it through the
fifteen cents

night without interruption.
The manner of pruning has much to do with the ripening of the grape.
Upon the sidehills, with proper exposure and warm soil, where alone the
vine should be planted, the grapes should grow near the ground; but in
rich, cold, valley land, affected yearly by the late Spring frost, the vine
may be raised to five feet with great advantage. Pfy this change in
pruning my vintage was increased from one hundred thousand pounds of
grapes to four hundred thousand pounds; and upon portions of my
vineyard, that had never yielded at all, I gathered over fourteen tons of
In France the average }deld does not exceed two hundred and
grapes.
fifty gallons of wine to the acre; in California it exceeds three times that
amount, and as high as one thousand five hundred gallons of wine have
been made from a single acre. Here, two j'ears out of the five, the
The vine yields most of a thy season.
farmer fails to have a crop.
AY by, then, should not every farmer plant ten ])er cent of his farm in
grapes, selecting the gravelly and most unproductive wheat land, and
thus be prepared for every emergency? In France the vineyards are
In the Cognac country every
small, and do not average four acres.
vintner is a distiller, and with his primitive still he does not make more
than one or two pipes of brandy.

Ilenesy sells his brandy after two years, during which time he emjdoys
no extraordinary means for ageing it, merely drawing it from time to
time from one package to another, and using felt covered with paper for
the purpose of filtering it. Although very important, this could not be
done under our revenue laws, the removal of the brandy from its original
package being prohibited. The laws of Congress were made to govern
the distillation of spirits from grain, and cannot be made to apply to the
This is admitted by the Commissioner and others
distillation of brandy.
at Washington; but the whisky ring has proved so formidable that every
effort to pass laws especially applicable to the distillation of brandy from
the grape has been defeated. Sargent has always done everything posHe has now additional strength in Houghton,
sible, but without success.
and another effort should be made with greater promise of success, the
importance of sustaining this great interest being much more appreciated
since the presence of many members of Congress on the Pacific Coast.
There is no greater interest remaining undeveloped in the United
In California we appreciate
States than that pertaining to the grape.
acknowledge that it staggers under the difficulties
importance.

its

We
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and uncertainties that surround it; and we ask that it shall not be
overburdened with taxation; and that if we may receive no assistance,
that intelligible laws may govern us, applicable to our necessities, and
not filled with the most annoying provisions. We cannot be successful
in this great national and State interest until all restrictions are removed
from the grape and its products; and I would recommend that, if the
Government will not assist us, that the Legislature of the State pay the
tax for us.

Americans, as Frenchmen, should learn to distinguish between brandy
and "marc brandy;" the former made of the juice of the grape, and
the latter from the marc or pomace, or refuse of the grape, after the
In France, " marc brandy" is designated
juice has been pressed from it.
and sold as such, at vastly inferior figures from that of Cognac brandy.
Some idea may be formed of the extent of a brandy establishment in
Cognac, when you know that that of Henesy covers five acres of ground;
that he has depots and agents over Upper and Lower Charante, an
extent of fifty miles square, and that he is prepared to dispatch twelve
hundred pipes, and fourteen hundred cases of brandy in a day. And
some idea may be formed of the adulteration in the United States when
you are informed that the shipment to New York from the above establishment has fallen from thirty thousand gallons per year to three
thousand. The adulteration has gone to that extent that gentlemen
prefer to drink whisk}',
and that so certain are

it is impossible to procure pure brandy;
physicians of this adulteration, that brandy is
I have sent samples of brandy made of the
no longer prescribed.
Mission, La Folle, Eeisling, Charboneau, Trousseau, Eosa de Peru, and
Catawba wines, and would request }'our opinion regarding the order of
merit due to each.

knowing

all

HENEY

M.

NAGLEE,
San Jose.

WINE MAKING AND

FINING.

Having the honor of being appointed as one to make a report on
wine making -and fining, I will enter into this large and inexhaustible
field, but only with fear, knowing full well that it is impossible to give
in such a short space anything like a clear and comprehensible idea,
particularly to beginners. Nevertheless, I will give my experience, the
way I see it, and hope it may be of some advantage to our fellow wine

growers.
Eipe, fine-flavored kinds of grapes will make fine-tasting wines, if
properly managed, while such cannot be said of other kinds, or such
Low ground, particularly in
that have not grown on proper ground.
California, with few exceptions, is not suitable for wine purposes; the
country being of granite formation, which forms salts, collecting by rains
in the valleys, together with an excess of vegetable matter, which
makes it not only detrimental in wine making, but imparts a bad taste
also.
Mission or California grapes are rich in sugar when full}' ripe,
produce a great deal of alcohol, but have little flavor or bouquet. Eat
this not being my object, I will return to nry task.
I will only make
two classes light and heavy wines and leave out all different shades
and colors. Light wines can be made in any part of the State where
grapes will ripen perfectly. There are kinds of grapes which will never
obtain that high percentage of sugar to be detrimental for making light

—

—
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wines, even if apparently over ripe. In others the same end may be
reached, when they are harvested as soon as they are ripe enough, and
not left on the vines for evaporation and concentration. Early ripening
is of great advantage.
Wines will ferment more thoroughly and without
artificial heat.
Light wines require more care than heavy ones, particThe casks are to be kept full all
ularly in a warm climate like ours.
the time, and the sooner the wine is cleared from its lees the better,
before warm weather sets in.
Sulphur should never be used when
wines are not fully fermented, for it retards the fermentation.
Quick
pressing of black grapes, particularly in warm weather, is of great
importance, if the object is white wine. The color of the grape will be
extracted by slow process, and will make it neither red nor white wine,
which is objected to in the market. A good way is -to press or crush
grapes only a day after gathering, because they will cool down over
The later runnight?, and work may go on in this way until finished.
ning juices from the press, or when it shows coloring, should be kept
separate, and may be used for red wine, which has to ferment on the
The most proper proportion for
berries to extract the deep red color.
dry wines, independent of flavor, is from four and not much over five
parts of free acid in a thousand, alcohol from twelve to fourteen per
cent; and such wines are used in large cpiantities, they being a healthy
beverage. But this requires the necessary instruments and practice to
ascertain the exact state of ripeness of the grapes for that purpose; and
If such proit is the only way, as I think, to be positive and successful.
portions exist in the juice, together with a fine character of grapes, clean
casks, and a proper temperature to ferment, there is nothing in the way
of making a light, dry, and healthy wine.
Dry and thoroughly fermented should all such wines be before they are offered to the market,
otherwise they will have to be sold at a discount or to be rejected altoSweet, heavy, or liquor wines are much easier managed, and
gether.
generally take care of themselves after being made, being only the. concentrated juice, sweeter and stronger. Here fine kinds of grapes make
It is the sweetness, or the body,
fine tasting wines, like the other.
which prevents it from spoiling like preserving fruits in sugar or alcoDifferent kinds and shapes, or artificial flavoring, is only a matter
hol.
of taste. A thorough fermentation for dry or light wines, or nearly so,
For fining red
is the best fining, and any other is not often necessary.
wines, gelatine is preferable, because it consumes more tannic acid.
White of eggs does well; the j^ellow does no harm, but is useless. The
r
Light and
quantit} to be used depends upon the state of the wine.
repeated fining give a better result generally. White wines may be
fined with eggs or isinglass, the latter to be dissolved in a little cold or
hot water; the first is preferable. Well mixing and drawing off", in say
from six to ten days, is very important. But I would not recommend
fining wines to any intending to sell them to large establishments.
Wines may be two or three years oh and not be fully fermented, having
had no chance or otherwise being detained.
Fining takes out the ferment and only retards the ripening thereof. In conclusion, I think it
will perhaps be better for our wine growers to try for themselves, and
they will find a great many interesting problems to solve, which they
perhaps think so lightly of at present.

—

I

J.

KNAUTH,
Sacramento.
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WINE AND BRANDY

STATISTICS.

Mr. President and members of the Association:
Your Committee on Statistics beg leave to submit the following report:
The making of a statistical report upon the grape growing interest of
the State, and the products of the vine, is attended with much difficulty,
and the figures given in most instances may be considered as only
approximates, arrived at, however, from the best and most authentic
data at hand. The cultivation of the grapevine and the manufacture of
wine and brandy in this State is an industry that we may truly say is
in its infancy, less than a one hundredth part of the cultivated land of
California being in vines.
find that in eighteen hundred and seventy-one there were about
thirty million vines of all ages in the State distributed throughout fortyfour counties. This is an increase of ten million since eighteen hundred
and sixty seven, or about Uvo million five hundred thousand per annum
for the last four years.
The entire area in grapes is about fort}" thousand acres, while it is
estimated that there are at least twenty million acres well adapted to
the purpose four times as much as the entire area in use for grape culture in France.
large portion of this land is almost worthless for any
other purpose, and can be had for one dollar and twenty five cents to
two dollars and lift}- cents per acre. In eighteen hundred and sixtyeight there was produced one million eight hundred and eighty-four
thousand gallons of wine and two hundred and fifty-three thousand six
hundred and forty-three gallons of brandy in eighteen hundred and
sixtj'-nine, two million six hundred and thirty-six thousand gallons

We

—

A

;

of wine, one hundred and sixty-nine thousand eight hundred and eleven
gallons of brandy in eighteen hundred and seventy, three million eight
hundred thousand gallons of wine, one hundred and fifty-seven thousand
and fifty gallons of brandy in eighteen hundred and seventy-one (estimated), six million gallons of wine, two hundred thousand gallons of
brandy. The value of the crop of eighteen hundred and seventy one to
the producers may be stated as follows
;

;

:

0,000.000 gallons wine at 30 cents
200,000 gallons brandy at 31 50

Total

$1,8<IO,000
,

300,000
82,100,000

To this may be added at least six hundred thousand dollars received
for table grapes, consumed in California, and shipped to Nevada and the
Eastern States and Territories. The average price obtained for these
products (wine and brandy), when sent out of the State, is nearly thrice
that sum. In some sections, where there are quite a large number of
vinej'ards. transportation is so difficult and expensive that at least one
half of the grapes are wasted, add the remainder are mostly used for
home consumption, and are, therefore, almost unproductive of profit to
the producer.
Then at least one half of the vines in the State are too young to be
productive, or too far from a commercial market for the product to be
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We

then have the following showing of the product
sold with profit.
of twent}- thousand acres of land, viz:

From wine
From brandy
From sale of

$1,800,000
300,000
600,000

grapes

Total

82,700,000

Or one hundred and thirty dollars per acre. From this may be deducted
cost of cultivation, expense of making wine and brandy, and marketing
crop, say thirty -five dollars per acre, and we have a net protit of one
hundred dollars per acre.
From report of Chief of Bureau of Statistics we take the following
statistics of imports for twelve months ending June thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and seventy

Spirits
Spirits

Wine
Wine

and cordials
and cordials

:

in casks, proof gals
in bottles, doz

1,052,196
!

in casks, gals

in bottles,

doz
j

45,856
0,048,013
520,623

Total.

81,583,008
203,148
3,214,598
2,586,316

$7,587,070

these few facts that we have been aide to collect the thinkingfail of the conclusion that the great future of this State
rests in her wine producing soils.
From the increased amount and
improved demand for our wine for- the last live years, we hazard the
assertion that in ten years the wine interest of California will overshadow either of the other principal staples of this State.

From

mind cannot

GEOBGE JOHNSTON,
G.
I.

W. APPLEGATE,

N.

L. E.
S. E.
J.

HOAG,

CHAMBEEEAIN,

WILSON,
CLAYTON.

EEPOET ON WINE MAKING AND PEESEEVING.
In my first report I mentioned that casks containing light dry wines
should be full always, and I will only add some further explanation so
that beginners may understand it more fully.
Casks, which under all circumstances must be clean and sweet, when
first filled with wine juice or must cannot be kept full without
loss,
which should not be, especially if fermentation sets in at once as is the
case in warm weather.
The running over, if it were only oxj'dated ferment without loss of
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wine, would be well enough. But this running over of lees and wine
very apt to sour and fill the cellar or room with acetic or vinegar
gas, transplanting itself, which answers very well for a vinegar factory.
The casks want filling only so much as to prevent this. The carbonic
gas generated by fermentation will keep the casks full for the time
being, the superfluous will escape through the bung hole.
In strong fermentation a light covering answers very well but when
it goes down or evolves less gas, it would
appear necessary to either
make the vent hole so small as to correspond with the quantity of gas
generated or to use fermenting pipes.
The first method is not practicable; for if not fully proportioned,
vacancies will be created, and atmospheric air the great generator and
destroyer will have a chance to penetrate and convert such light percentage of alcohol in solution to vinegar very readily. This is a well
known fact, that the thinner alcohol is spread and exposed to warm air
the sooner it will turn into vinegar and upon this principle vinegar
If anyone will examine the vacancy near the
factories are carried on.
bung hole he will find it coated over with a slimy, oxydated matter, and
being thin and half dry is the very thing to start the spoliation of wine.
For these reasons I prefer the use of the fermenting pipes. These
consist of tin pipes (lead should never be used) or small india rubber
hose, one end to go into a well fitting bung having a corresponding hole
bored through it and fastened perfectly air tight, the other end bent
over to go into a dish or can of water, penetrating not more than one
inch.
In this way the water will ofter very little obstruction, let the
excess of gas escape, close up again, and leave the casks full all the
time.
If fermenting pipes cannot be had, then a very good substitute is to
fill the hole bored
through the bung with cotton. This will give vent
to the gas and in a measure prevent the ingress of air, only care must
be taken that the wine does not reach it. Stirring up occasionally is
very promotive of fermentation, because it brings the ferment in closer
contact again with the sugar and forces out the gas to make room for
is.

;

—

—

;

more.
After fermentation is over entirely, or when it appears that the gas
does not keep the casks full, then is the time to fill up with wine and
close the well fitting bung hole moderately tight.
Fill up again whenever necessary and keep it full.
If the juice is of proper proportions, right temperature, and not
charged with different kinds of salts, which are kept afloat by resinous
matter that almost always accompanies them, or an excess of (ferment)
vegetable matter not belonging or not necessary in the juice, it cannot
fail to make sound dry wine.
It is impossible to prescribe a certain way of making wine.
What
holds good if the juice is constituted one wajT will not answer if it is
otherwise. There are no secrets about the business, as so many are fond
to believe, but all depends upon the qualitj^ of the juice itself.
A fundamental knowledge and practice, to ascertain what treatment is wanting,
is all that is necessary, and all little important
doings and fineries do not

amount to much.
Rags on bungs should never be used. They act like suctions; are
most always wet, and sour in a short time. This will appear evident
from the vinegar
in oil, I prefer

which collect around them.
Pine bungs, steeped
to oak, because they are driven better and will
dry weather. I have been rather long in describing

flies

any time

not crack so easy in
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these points, but may be excused for the reason that
lines are directed
to beginners only, through whose ignorance and carelessness a great
deal of wine is spoiled every year, and offered for sale onljr to be rejected,
for acetic acid is no product of the grape, but of decayed or oxydated
alcohol.
Wines started once that way cannot be cured entirely, and
had better be stilled as soon as possible.

my

The

practice of

many drawing wine from

the same cask every day

for a length of time, or boring holes in it lower and lower, should be
When a
discontinued, for it not only-sj)oiIs the wine but the cask also.
cask is partly empty for some time, in a dry atmosphere, the staves will
shrink and admit air, may the bung be ever so tight. These sieve-like

openings allow not only the escape of the alcohol, but that of the ether,
which gives the aroma also, the latter being even more flighty than
alcohol.
Such wine, when not positively soured, will appear flat and
may be considered nearly worthless.
I have been speaking all this time of fine, light, dry wines, as they
should be, and as they are mostly wanted, not of those strong, heady,
half fermented ones, which in fact are not wines at all fit for use, and
have spoiled our market East to a great extent. These will stand bad
practice longer in draught, at home, which circumstance can easily be
explained, as follows: Alcohol escaping, by opening so often, gives a
fresh impetus or chance for a light after-fermentation, which fills the
cask again with gas, and hence the opinion of many, that this or that
man's wine will keep to the last drop. But such wines cannot be sent
with safety any distance, as they are liable to spoil, burst the cask, and
even a man's stomach, if it is not well bound.
Ordinary foreign wines imported, very Often suffer on that account.
Frequently they are sent before they are ripe, and as good luck will
have it, sometimes arrive safely enough, with the exception of being
turbid and forcing out the corks, if sent in glass. But there is this
difference: what they lack in quality they make up in price.
And I may
here add, in conclusion, because this holds good throughout, that wines
are admired for their taste and the invigorating effect they produce;
taste makes their price, and not the amount of alcohol they contain.
From this it may be seen that not only the producing and making of
fine wines is all that is wanting.
The well keeping and handling, also,
when for use, is very important, and needs correcting as much as anything else.
In giving these statements, I have in view, as may well be supposed,
my own experience and practice in the winery of the Orleans Hills
Vinicultural Association, and it is my firm belief that I justly can do so.
I have had not even one cask of wine spoiled yet, even in the warmest
weather. Besides, large shipments have been made East, and never
yet a complaint of anything being spoiled has been made.

JACOB KNAUTH.

CULTIVATION OF THE VINE.

My experience in grape growing has been confined to San Joaquin
County, where we have every variety of soil, from sand to stiff black
clay, but a remarkably even climate; the thermometer during the Summer and Fall months ranging from seventy to ninety degrees.
The
subjects of planting and pruning were so fully discussed at your last
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meeting that I will be brief. In preparing the land for a vineyard I
plow deep (Summer fallow land is preferable), thoroughly pulverize and
roll smooth; then lay the land off with a line and pole, and set stakes
for each vine, after which the vines or cuttings are planted with a spade.
Prefer planting two cuttings at each stake. The cost of plowing, pulThe
verizing and planting will not exceed twelve dollars per acre.
cost of cuttings will depend on the varieties and number planted to the
The distance for planting
acre, say from six to twelve dollars per acre.
will be governed by the variety and for what purpose the grape is to be
For market I plant the Mission and other string growing grapesused.
For wine we are planting six by six, and small growingeight by eight.
varieties less.
The first and second year cut the vine back to two or
three buds; the third, tie them up to the stake, and at the Fall pruning
leave the body of the vine fourteen or sixteen inches high. The strongvines would need tying up the second Fall. I never Summer prune the
vines.
Get a small crop the third and fourth year; commence paying
the fifth. The last season our Mission vines eight and ten years old
produced from eight to ten tons per acre, which is not an unusual crop.
The selection of varieties most profitable for planting in different
localities is one of the most difficult points to determine.
I have selected
the following, which are grown around here and sutticiently tested for
wine or market to warrant planting.
For earhr market the Madeline
Chasselas de Fontainbleau and Lady Sweetwater ripen the first of August
and ship well; Black Malvoisie, Black Olive, Black Hamburg, last of
August, bear well and fine flavor; Black Prince ripens from September
first to tenth, strong grower, large bearer, ships well, one of the most
profitable at present; Jiien de Nice, good grower, bears well, fine color,
last September; White Muscat of Alexandria, fine flavor, sets poorly
some seasons, September; Black Morocco, fine large grape, shy bearer,
brings a high price, October; Black Ferrara, grows and bears well,
ripens late and keeps longer than any grapes we have in cultivation.
Mission, when grown for table use, is large sized, fine color and flavor,
and pays well. For wine we are planting White Frontignan; will produce from three to four tons to the acre; considered one of the best
of the musk grapes; ripe middle of September. Peisling, White Tokay,
Berger, Chasselas de Fontainbleau, all bear well and ripen early. Zinfindal bears large crops, makes an excellent white or red wine.
Black
Black Burgundy, good bearer; makes
Malvoisie, fine red or white wine.
red wine of good body. Black Malaga, uood bearer; fine musk flavor.
Mission I find best for port, sherry, and madeira. The last two will not
develop their flavor until after the fifth year.
For Raisins. White Malaga, good bearer; oval berry of good size;
hard, pulpy grape, which dries well; rii~>ens middle of September. White
Muscat of Alexandria makes a fine flavored raisin; ripens rather late
some seasons for drying outside.
We have a great many other varieties growing around here, all of
which mature before the frost of November, many of which will, no

—

doubt, prove profitable.

GEOBGE WEST,
Stockton.
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CHOICE OF VINES FOE WINE MAKING.
"will be confined to the consideration of the best varieof wine grapes. The market demand for table grapes and raisin
grapes will readily determine an}' questions that may arise respecting
individual merits.
It is already known with sufficient accuracy what
grapes keep best, look best, and dry best. We know that the Muscat of
Alexandria and Flame Tokay arc conspicuous in the category of grapes
notable for splendid appearance and safe carriage; that the Muscat is in
prominent place for raisin making, and with the White Malaga, extenThat the Fiher Zagos possesses
sively used for the raisin of commerce.
qualities for raisin grapes in having a delicate skin, but few seed, and a
natural tendency to dry early, that has commended it for raisin making,
but that the superior size of its competitors has given them the preferThe Muscats, Tokays, Chasselas, Hamburgs, and other fine varieence.
ties of table grapes now in successful culture among us, leave nothing to
be desired in this department of vine culture.
But the question as to the best varieties of grapes for wine making
In choosing vines to grow wine grapes,
presents more difficulties.
regard should be had to their adaptability to soil and climate, as well
In Euas to the description of wine which it is intended to produce.
rope this choice is less difficult than in California, where we cannot
In Europe, however, circumprofit by lessons of long experience.
stances require them to calculate whether the quality of the product
Here we cannot afford to sacrifice
is more profitable than quantity.
quantity to quality. If there are favored sites in California like certain
spots on the Ehine, in Burgundy and elsewhere, where two hundred
gallons of a choice wine brings more money than one thousand gallons
Our object
of a wine in less repute, they remain to be discovered.
should be to ascertain what varieties of grapes will yield the largest
amount of Avine, having berries wdiich contain in suitable proportions
the elements best adapted to the manufacture of fine wines. This is the
more important, because of the rule that quantity and quality rarely go
together. Du Brueil lays it down as an axiom, that quality exclusively
should not be thought of except in those favored localities where the
high price of the product will compensate for the smallness of the yield;
every where else, quantity must have the preference.
In this early stage of California vine culture we do not require an
extensive list of varieties. Our long, dry Summers give a uniformity to
our climate unknown in Europe. And there is probably less difference
in the quality of such soil as should properly be selected for vineyards
or its adaptation for grape growing, as in consequence of their volcanic
In
origin the elements of true nutrition are more constantly present.
It
France, twelve hundred or more varieties of vines are cultivated.
certainly would simplify our operations if we could designate those to
Yet it is not probable we
be planted by units instead of thousands.
shall ever find a grape to unite with productiveness all the requisites of
a desirable wine grape, if we aim to manufacture a wine above the ordinary kind. We require varieties to mix with each other. The wine of
our Mission is improved by mixing with almost any variety having less
sugar and more tartaric acid; nor are our best varieties so perfect that
they may not be made better with its must commingled with the must
of other varieties having constituent qualities adapted to such a union.
The quality of the wine is not only improved, but the success of manu-

These remarks
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is rendered more secure.
Thus certain musts are liable to
remain sweet for want of ferment. These are corrected by adding must
of different characteristics. This principle may be applied in various
ways, as when sugar, tannin, acid, or water may be in too large or too
small proportions, and it is particularly demanded to impart flavor when

facture

required.
It is convenient to have varieties with diverse epochs of maturity, in
order to prolong the vintage, and have the harvesting done gradually,
so as to avoid being pressed with an unwieldy force of laborers at one
This can be effected by planting such varieties as will ripen at
time.
In Languedoc, whose climate more nearly resembles
different periods.
that of California than the more notable wine districts of France, this
plan is systematically pursued, by planting one third which ripen in
September, one third ripening a fortnight later, and another third which
ripens still later. And here it may be remarked, en passant, that California might have derived lessons of more practical value in viniculture
from Languedoc than she has from Germany and Northern France,
from whence we have chiefly derived our example and reproof, and it is
not improbable that her favorite grapes may be those best adapted to
our circumstances. Their vines like ours are planted comparatively far
apart, and are trained as we train, with, low stocks and short spurs.
Their yield is reported as enormous, in fact well nigh incredible fifteen
hundred, two thousand, and even twenty-five hundred gallons to the
acre.
Flagg, in his work on European vineyards, mentions one proprietor (M. Mares) as making, from two hundred and fifty acres, three hundred and seventy-five thousand gallons of wine. This would be at the
rate of fifteen hundred gallons to the acre.
The names of the varieties best known among us we propose to give,
with a reference necessarily brief to their characteristics, and then
select from them those regarded as entitled to our confidence and
adapted to circumstances now existing in California. The Mission, or
California, claims the first notice as the earliest known and most widely
cultivated.
Many still think it the most profitable grape. This opinion
is less common every year, and will probably soon cease to be entertained at all. It is claimed for the Mission that it is of hardy growth,
exempt from disease and accidents; that it makes good, sound, wellkeeping wine; and in consequence of its large supply of sugar yields
abundantly of spirit. This may all be true, and yet there are other
varieties possessing all these qualities, and, with the exception of its
It Avill scarcely
spirit capacity, possess them in a more eminent degree.
be denied that it has some positive objections. The proportion of sugar
is too large to that of tartaric acid to make an entirely acceptable wine.
This saccharine excess is liable to suspend fermentation at a slightly
reduced temperature. The absence of an agreeable flavor is conspicuous.
Its red wine is not in popular favor, nor does its dry white wine ever
allow an excellence to exalt our State in wine product to a level of
France and Germany. Yet those having vine}*ards largely planted in
Mission grapes need have no regret on that account. It is an admirable
adjunct to other grapes, to commingle their merits. Possessing in a
large measure sugar, the most essential ingredient in wine, we may get
aroma from one and tartness from another to supply its deficiencies

—

in these qualities.

Black Malvoisie, the grape known as Pino, and by other synonyms
nomenclature is eminently confusing), is entitled to
rank among the highest of our wine grapes. It possesses all the good
(for our vinicultural
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some of them in a higher degree.
more prolific. It ripens

certain and

earlier.
Made into white wine it has thus far promised well, while its
red wine is better colored and of more agreeable flavor. Mixed with
Mission for red wine, the last named is decidedly improved.
a black grape of heavy product, standing among the very
Zinfindal
first in this respect.
The two prominent excellences of its wine are tartness and a peculiar and delightful flavor resembling the raspberry a
flavor which the palate persistently relishes.
Mixed with the Mission,
it favors fermentation and
improves its color and aroma. Even when
mixed in moderate proportions in ferruginous soils it is par excellence
our red wine grape, the one which w e confidently hope to contend successfully for the place in public esteem now worthily occupied by the
skilled vintages of France.
Those planting vines on suitable sites, in
soils rich in iron, cannot go far astray in planting ever so largely of this
What other grape
variety, for its white wine is also of superior quality.
have we uniting abundant product and abundant flavor? The color of
its red Avine, too, is striking, not unlike the famous Montepulchaiue.
One objection to it should not be omitted mention of its liability to sunblast in certain localities.
It would not be safe to plant it too freely
where the Hamburg cannot succeed; but even then there is a partial
compensation in a generous second crop. The second crop of Zinfindals
is, as a rule, large, and unlike the second crop of most other grapes, and
well worth gathering. It makes a wine of lighter color and body; but
the flavor is scarcely inferior to that of the first crop.
The Bose of Peru is of hardy growth and prolific, not so succulent as
the preceding, the wine product is in less proportion.
Its wine is not
well known. Some assert that it has made port wine of best promise.
The Black Hamburg was extensively planted a few years ago, but now
It is probably an infeneglected chiefly from its liability to sunblast.
rior wine grape to the Black Malvoisie, besides being more uncertain.
Of white grapes, the Golden Chasselas, with its multitudinous synoIt has a hardy stock, bears
nyms, is entitled to a conspicuous place.
The wine is smooth and rather light,
abundantly and ripens early.

—

—

r

;

without a characteristic

flavor.

The Berger,

called Caveilac by the French, is a white grape, ripeuing
late and a very heavy bearer.
Wine light and tart an admirable
adjunct to the Mission to promote its fermentation, reduce its body, and
communicate tartness. It is perhaps the latest bearer among our wine
grapes, unless we include the Queen of Nice, or AVdiite Nice, which likewise makes a light, tart wine resembling the white vin ordinaire which
the lowest on the Ehine has served to him in the wine shops.
The Finer Zagos, a certain and good bearer, with more sugar and less
The wine is smooth and delicate.
tartaric acid than the above.
The Chasselas family (not including the so-called Golden or German
Chasselas), of which the Chasselas Fontainbleau, Bose Chasselas and
Barbaroux are prominent members, ripen among the earliest and bear
well.
Wine smooth, light, and keeps well, without characteristic flavor.

The vines sucker badly and require pruning with long

We now

—

spurs.

approach varieties entitled to a first consideration, if we
were in search of the quality of the product without regard to the cost
of the production.
The
Bromiuent among these are the Beislings.
wines made from them in California, though of less excellence than the

U
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famous Ehenish vintages,
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are, in

some

cases, of superior quality

and of

high promise; but the Reisling wine has not so far been sufficiently
It is
profitable and certain to have encouraged its rapid extension.
alleged that high training will insure a good crop; but it has not been
j>roven other than on a large scale that vines can thus be trained with
It certainly will not do so if by a few heavy crops we impair the
profit.
Wherever high
vigor or perhaps sacrifice the vitality of the plant.
training is practiced in the Mississippi Valley, it requires an amount of
labor that differs so widely from our economical processes as Avould
make it to us an unsafe enterprise. On the whole, the profitableness of
cultivating the .Reisling grape may, up to this time, be regarded as an
open question. The De Shay, sometimes called the Gray Eeisling, makes
n wine with considerable bouquet, but the same objection applies to it.
Moreover, it recpuires more time to mature than our rates of interest
These remarks, perhaps, in a great measure, apply to those
justify.
varieties that are properly classed as Burgundy grapes, as well as some
grown in Champagne and the Gironde, and to be found in some California vineyards.
Of the musk grapes, the most valuable variety for wine is the Muscatel,
otherwise called the Muscat of Frantignan, the German Muscat, and by
other synonyms. It ripens early, is a shy or barely moderate bearer, and
Its musk flavor is strong, yet
requires a warm and rather fertile soil.
Its cultivation on a more extensive scale in California is
delicate.
In the single
desirable, Avhere we have so few grapes of decided flavor.
province of L'Hirault, France, there are five thousand acres devoted. to
its culture, and yet the product of wine from it, in many instances, does
not exceed sixty gallons to the acre; but it is, in such cases, sweet wine
made from partially dried grapes. The Muscat of Alexandria bears
better, but the flavor is inferior to the Frontiniac.
Ripening about the
time of the Mission's maturity, their musts may be advantageously
aiiixed.
In, our present scarcity of flavoring grapes it may be desirable to
those with extensive vineyards to have in them a few of our American
grape vines, V. Lupina. The Catawba is perhaps the preferable on
account of its color. A small quantity of the must of the Catawba and
Muscatel mixed with a much larger quantity oi' Mission must has been
known to make a sensible improvement. The subject is worth}' of con-

sideration.

To sum up in a few words the conclusions derived from the above
imperfect descriptions from the best grapes to plant for wine making,
where a very small number are to be selected, we enumerate the Black
Malvoisie and Zinfindal among the colored grapes, and the Golden
•Chaselas, with the Berger, Finer Zagos, and Chaselas Fontainbleau
among the white grapes. Of musk grapes, the Muscatel is preferred.
To owners of Mission vineyards in search or' suitable varieties of grapes
to mix with them at the press, or their must in the cask, the Malvoisie,
Zinfinal, for red wine, and lierger and Muscat for white, are deemed
"When red wine only is intended to be made, and only one
preferable.
variety to be planted, the Zinfindal is esteemed the best, if the site is a
proper one and the soil abounds in iron.
To conclude, it must be borne in mind that in the infancy of California viniculture accuracy is unattainable on this subject,
lii the oldest
and most enlightened wine countries of Europe they still want positive
knowledge on points of interest that have elicited their attentions for
•centuries ; and yet it will not be without profit if we succeed at this
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early day in finding ever so few kinds in our search for the best that
will give assurance to those planting new vineyards or
extending old
ones that what they plant will not be of a variety altogether unsuited
The losses sustained by propagating
by surrounding circumstances.
useless vines whose qualities remained to be tested has been very great,
and continues to bo.
If hereafter those in doubt would limit their
selections to the few we have named, these errors would greatly be
avoided. In the meanwhile it does not follow that we possess the very
best kinds for our purpose.
With the soil and climate of California, our
vineyards should not be surpassed in productiveness by the vineyards of
Languedoc, but we have reliable testimony that they are. If the variety
cultivated contributes to this superiority, we should not delay in procuring those whose reputation for productiveness is best established.
The views here presented are not set forth authoritatively as the
expression of the widest experience and best judgment. It is not probable that they will meet with an approach to general concurrence
but
;

they accomplish nothing more than to invite inquiry and promote
It does not challenge
investigation they will serve a good purpose.
criticism, but invokes investigation.
JOHN A. LOCKWOOD.

if

THE BEST GBAPES FOE GENEEAL CULTUEE.
For shipping and the table I j^refer the Eose of Peru, White Muscat of
Alexandria, Flame-colored Tokay, White Palestine, White Hamburg, PurThese
ple Damascus, Black Malaga, Black Prince and Black Hamburg.
varieties all bear abundantly, are fine pulpy grapes and command good
prices. For making white wine to ferment the skins. I prefer the White
St. Peters
this variety makes remarkably fine wine White Malaga
this
makes good wine and a greater quantity of a very good quality, also
fine brandy
White Muscat, White Truvriner, Orleans, White Eeisling,
White Muscatel, and White Nice. The above are all good for making
wine by fermenting of skins or without. For making port, claret, or
red wine, the Eose of Peru, Black Hamburg, Black Burgundy, Black
Prince, Los Angeles, Black St. Peters, and Black Malaga. For making
white wines without fermenting on skins, all of the above are excellent
;

;

—

;

;

Black Zinfindal, Black Portugal, Black Martell, Black Malvatia,
Catawba, Isabel, and Concord. The three latter, if grown on rich alluvial soil, and pruned with very long spurs, produce abundantly and
make a high toned excellent' wine that commands a good price. If
improperly trained the yield is too small. There should be left from
six to eight eyes on spurs.
In this way the young shoots while tender
do not break off so badly in fact, I have not tried any kind of good,
ripe grapes, grown in a proper location, but what make good wine of
some kind. All of the above varieties I have named are profitable to
raise, and I should not fear to extend their cultivation to any extent
with a positive certainty of success, if a good, dry location is selected,
clear of alkaline matter, and properly trained, pruned, and taken care of.
For raisins I would choose, in the order named, the White Malaga, White
Muscat, White Napoleon, White Candalia. The latter, I think, promises
to be very good, although I have not tried it to my satisfaction entirely.
The White Malaga I think is preferable, and bears so abundantly, and
makes a vary tender, fine raisin, and cures so readily. It should b© culalso,

;
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reducing the spurs and increasing the eyes, so that
plenty of space. It sometimes grows in such clusrots, as the heat and light cannot circulate through them.

tivated on dry

soil,

the fruit

may have

ters that

it

J.

E.

NICKESON,

Placer.

NATIVE AND FOEEIGN WINES.
The wine product of the State of

California, although yet in its infancy,
several millions of gallons annually; starting from the
labors of the Catholic missionaries, who it is said, and from good
authority, raised the California grape from the seeds of raisins sent to
them from Spain. There may have been roots or cuttings introduced
into Mexico from Spain at an early day, and they may have obtained
some of these from Mexico. The priests of the missions are entitled to
the honor of first introducing the fruit into California. In connection
with this matter we should not forget the labors of Colonel Haraszthy,
for to his zeal and enthusiasm California is indebted for many of the
choice varieties of foreign grapes, and also the successful demonstration
that the grape could be grown from the cutting without irrigation.
Justice compels us to give him a share of the credit we so cheerfully
award to the Fathers. The Grapegrowers' Association of the counties
of Napa, Solano, and Sonoma has been in existence for two years, and
those who are interested in the business of cultivating the grape and

now numbers

manufacturing wine have telt its beneficial influence. They number m
their ranks some of the most intelligent and worthy citizens of the

three counties. In the association are introduced subjects relating to
the particular business interests of the vintner and wine maker; discussions are had on all matters appertaining to their interests, and much
valuable practical information is obtained that cannot be found in books;
for nearly all books that treat of grape-growing have been written for
a climate differing very much from ours, and will not apply to California.
The movement now on foot to establish a State Association of Grapegrowers and Wine Makers is one fraught with great results to the
State in an industrial point of view. As to its monetary aspect, the
time is not far olf when the grape growing and wine making interests
will rank as one of the foremost of our agricultural resources.
Much has been said about the use of wine as a beverage, and many
Everything that God has given us is good; it
deprecate the use of it.
is the abuse of what he has given us that is bad
gluttony, the excessive use of opium, tobacco, chloroform, and even chloral hydrate; and I
might go on and enumerate manj^ other things and many habits that
are as fully life-destroying and degrading as drunkenness. If reformers
would turn their attention to reformation they must make a catalogue
of all the vices and attack them en masse. Of many vices of a much
more deplorable and ruinous character to the health of both sexes but
If reform must be the
very little has been said by public reformers.
order of the day, let us sweep the whole mass of objectionable things
from the face of the earth. As regards stimulating drinks, there is not
a nation on the face of the earth, either civilized or savage, that does
not make use of stimulating and intoxicating drinks in some form or
If men will drink, and it cannot be prevented either by law or
other.
Give them a fine and healthful
public opinion, what next is best to do?

—
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hard drinker would say, "let them taper off on
for drink men
taste for such a beverage
Wine will not hurt them as will the strong decoctions of
spirits that are made by almost every respectable liquor dealer in the
dark corners of his cellar, where cocculus indicus, and many other
"cusses," are mixed with alcohol, flavored and brewed to represent
every kind of drink that ever bad existence, the basis of all of which
is alcohol.
I do not know of an instance, neither have I ever heard of
I
one, when a man had delirium tremens from the use of fine wine.
wish it understood that I do not now allude 'to medicated wines, such as
Redding sj^eaks of as genuine port, made from Loudon Lock, brandy
come, red cape, cider, and a mixture of gum dragon, red sanders, alum,
and tartar. This is the old crusty port that is sought for somttimes by
article of wine; as the

that."
Let
will have.

them acquire a

—

physicians to administer to their patients to give them strength and
nourishment. It is but a few days since that I was talking with a gentleman about the manufacture of brandy from the grape. He informed

that a New York druggist remarked that California brandy was too
expensive; he made an article that suited his customers just as Avell as
any high-priced brandy, and the cost was not one-quarter that of the

me

pure

article.

The

adulteration of wine is not a practice very recently introduced.
Luring the days of (Jeorge IV he possessed a very small quantity of
remarkably choice and scarce wine. The gentlemen of his suite, whose
taste in wine was hardly second to their master's, finding it had not
been demanded thought it had been forgotten, and, relishing its virtues,
exhausted it almost to the last bottle, when they were surprised by the
unexpected command that the wine should be forthcoming at an enterConsternation was visible on their faces; a
tainment the next day.
hope of escaping discovery hardly existed, when one of them, as a last
resort, went off in haste to a noted wine brewer in the city of London,
numbered among his acquaintances, and related his dilemma. "Have
"
you any of the wine left for a specimen?" said the adept.
Oyes; there
"
send
are a couple of bottles."
me
I
and
will forward
then,
Well,
one,

the necessary quantity in time; only tell me the latest moment it can be
The wine Avas sent the
received, for it must be drank immediately."
deception answered; the princely hilarity was disturbed by no discovery
of the fictitious potation, and the manufacturer was thought a very
clever fellow by his friends.
Such clean pieces of deception are practiced upon the public every day, and I should judge that they rather
like it than otherwise, for they continue to ignore the pure juice of the
home grape, and accept a foreign article of doubtful reputation at least,
Spurious decoctions are not
simply because it bears a foreign brand.
onlj* made in all grape-growing districts in Europe, but in the United
States also. A case was related some time since in one of the French
courts, where a wine brewer was arraigned for making spurtous wines.
The best chemists of Paris were summoned to analyze the wine, and
they pronounced it the most perfect counterfeit that they had ever
examined, there being only one article lacking to make it perfect. The
Judge asked what that Was; the chemist informed him. The culprit
acknowledged that the Avine Avas spurious, and that he Avas ready to pay
his fine, for the knowledge of the deficient ingredient Avas Avorth more
to him than all the fines they could impose on him.
To such a degree of perfection are the imitations of wines and brandies carried, that it is almost impossible for the best expert to detect
the counterfeit.
Now as to spirits; it is truly astonishing when Ave

—
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come to search the records in reference to the amount of alcoholic beverages that are consumed in the world to see the summing up. Statistics taken from a work published by Samuel Morewood, of London,
Surveyor of Excise in eighteen hundred and twenty-four, gives the following information (the book is dedicated to Frederick John Eobinson,
Chancellor of the Exchequer): In seventeen hundred and eighty-seven,
France freighted thirty-two vessels, and imported into England two
million four hundred thousand gallons of brandy, and most of this was
smuggled. The Dutch distilleries produced annually, in seventeen hundred and seventy-four, fourteen million gallons of gin; lour million five
hundred and sixty thousand of which were consumed in their own counIn Denmark, in e ghteen hundred, Copenhagen annually produced
try.
spirits amounting to two million three hundred and forty-seven thousand eight hundred and rift}' gallons. At Hensburg, two hundred stills
were employed, and the produce was sent to Iceland and Norway. EusThis is a
sia distilled annually twenty-seven million gallons of brandy.
Government monopoly. These are but a few statistics. Startling and
enormous as that of Kussia may appear, it may be but small compared
to that distilled at present, for these statistics were published forty-eight
years ago. I have quoted sufficient to show the quantity of spirits that
is distilled in but a few places, ami the necessity for active measures to
be taken to stop its use. Here we wine growers and wine makers come
This can
in. as temperance men (the real Simon Dure) to the rescue.
a
for
the
villainous
comthe
substitute
to
world
be
done
by giving
only
pounds that are sold as fine liquors. And California is willing and ready
I have not the slightest doubt that this State is destined to
to do so.
accomplish this ameliorating influence, just as she has accomplished
others by the discovery of the precious metals in her soil, both of which
will have a deep and widely extended influence among the nations 0*f

many

climes.

Come, then, with

us,

genial influence of our

ye Solons of the land, and help us to spread the

wholesome wines:

" The
ruby clow that
Upon Val d'Arnois

'stills

hills,

Touching the sense with odor so divine
That not the violet,
It- lips with morning wet,
Utters such sweetness from her little shrine.

When

I drink of

O'er the

And

hill that

it

I rise

makes

all

poets wise;

my song
and grow so strong,
Grow
I challenge Phoebus with his Delphic eyes
Give mo then from a golden measure
The ruby that is my treasure, my treasure
in

my

voice and in

so sweet

!

"
!

When wo speak of wine, we mean wine old and insinuating, that
leaving behind as it goes its
gradually finds its way into the stomach,
" Good wine needs no bush."'
This is
delicious flavor and rich bouquet.
an old proverb, and originated in a custom in wine growing countries in
Europe of placing a bunch of evergreens over the entrance of the house
where wine was sold. A certain bishop, who was fond of good wine,
-

instructed his valet, who traveled through Italy in advance of him, to
mark under the bush "Est" ("It is'') if the wine was good, ami "Est, est"
when it was very good, and when he found it indifferent he should not
write anything. Now I wish every Californian to bear in mind that his
wine should come up to the standard of " Est, est, ("It is, it is") good
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at least, and as much in
ceive that the wines in

advance of that as possible. So }r ou will perfamous Italy were not always good. An old
author, however, says that in the better days of our Lady of Loretto
they had a cellar of remarkably good wine there for the use of the faithful.
The Church, as was her custom; exhibited her good taste, constantly
keeping up a stock of not less than one hundred and fifty tons for this
purpose, say three hundred pipes. The wines of Vicenza had once a
good name; they were styled, in the way of the Italians, who love
"The wine of Vicenza," the "Bread of
epithets, "dolce et piccante."
Padua," the "Pipe of Traviso." and the "Courtezans of Venice" were
formerly said to be the best of their kind in the world, and I presume
that the man who wrote that had a right to know.
Be this as it may,
my friends, in our business of grape growing and wine making, let us
endeavor to emulate all that is good in our predecessors, and ignore the
bad.
I hope that in your efforts to establish a State Association you
may be crowned with success; and you must recollect that there is no
success in any cause among idlers or drones; everything requires work,
and if you still find there is. something needed, you may be sure that it
is a little more work.
J.

B.

SNYDEB,
Sonoma.

BBANDY FEOM GEAPE
Mr. President and Members of

POaIACE.

the Vinegr'owers and Wine- and Brandy
Manufacturers' Association:
At the last meeting of the association there was some discussion
on the manufacture of brandy; on which occasion I took the ground
that a good brand}- can be made from marc. That no more fusel oil
should be left in the brandy than was obsolutely necessary to give
it the characteristic flavor of the
grape after attaining the age of a
year or more. That steam was better than the direct action of fire for
the purpose of distillation, and on those points I wish to quote a few
authorities.
The United States Dispensatory, AVood and Bache, page
"There are volatile principles naturally existing in the
801, says:
grains, which accompany the liquor in all its changes, and give their
characteristic flavor to the resulting spirit.
These can scarcely be considered as impurities; but there are others produced during the process
of fermentation, which serve seriously to contaminate the product.
Among these is fusel oil or grain oil (amylic alcohol), which is offensive
both to the smell and taste, and of which it is very desirable that the
As this oil has a considerably
spirit should be freed as far as possible.
higher boiling point than alcohol, or even water, it is mainly left behind,
if the distillation be not carried too far; yet
portions still rise, and, to a
certain extent, impregnate the spirit."
From the 2sew York Journal of
Pharmacy, page 257: "Crude fusel oil (or oil of grain spirit) when distilled in a glass retort commences to pass over at about 190
deg. Fahr.,
and a considerable portion is- obtained below 212 deg." Again, American
"
Journal of Pharmacy, page 417:
With respect to the history of fusel
oil:
As is well known, Pumas obtained it first from the fermentation
of potatoes.
Ballard showed that with this, the oil obtained from the
fermentation of grapes was in its principal constituent (amylic alcohol)
identical; and Vfedlock and Bowney showed the same to be the case
with the fusel oil of the English and Scotch distillers." Dupluis, who is
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considered a good French authority on distillation, sa}T s of the advanFirst
tages of heating by steam instead of tire:
economy of fuel, since
it permits all the operations of the distiller to be conducted
by the use of
a single furnace, when otherwise each one would require a separate
fire.
Second economy of labor and consequently greater facility of
personal supervision. Third perfect regularity of temperature necessary for the work. Fourth, and as a consequence of this regularity of
temperature a superiority in the quality of the product. On the style
" It
of still used in France, the same author says of the Derosue still:
is in use in the larger portion of the distilleries of France," and with
" The
regard to the size of the apparatus:
greater the capacity of the
apparatus the better the quality of the product."
The same author, in speaking of marc brandy, says: "Usually the
process of obtaining marc brandy is very objectionable. The following
is the method pursued in wine growing countries: The marc, on
leaving
the press, is borne to a deep pit dug in the earth, sometimes plastered
with clay, in which it is packed and pressed as it is brought. When the
pit is full it is covered with straw, vine leaves and twigs, over which is
thrown a thick bed of earth to prevent contact with the air. The whole
is left to ferment for about six weeks.
When it is thought the fermentation is completed they commence to distill the marc.
For this purpose
the boiler of a simple still, having a grating on the bottom, is tilled to
about three fourths with the marc, then a sufficient quantity of water is
poured in to prevent the marc from burning in the still. It is then
closed by luting and heat applied. The first product of the operation is

—

—

—

—

very weak, and must

lie

rectified or distilled to

produce potable brandy

The marc, thus submitted to a sort of dry fermentation,
evolves an amount of heat sufficient to decompose it promptly and cause
at fifty degrees.

partly to putrify, if care is not taken to lie assured from time to time
whether the fermentation is completed. A preferable method, which is
adopted by some proprietors, consists in mixing the marc in a vat with

it

tepid water at twenty-live to thirty degrees (seventy-seven to eighty-six
degrees Fahrenheit), to cause a new fermentation, from which is drawn
a light wine called piquctte and which is distilled separately. The marc
is then distilled with a small quantity of water.
Brandy from the mare has a very disagreeable odor, and always
retains an acid and penetrating taste which is very difficult to remove.
This insupportable taste is due to the presence of an essential oil which,
according to M. Aubergier, exists already formed in the skin of the
grape, and which is not developed in the course of and by the distillaThis chemist, on rectifying some
tion as has hitherto been thought.
marc brandy in a water bath with a. very gentle heat at the beginning
of the operation, and regulated so as to obtain a spirit of thirty-six
degrees Cartier, perceived that the first portion of alcohol was partly
free from the acid principle which strongly impregnated the brandy he
"1 undertook," said he, "to repeat the operation, and divided
rectified.
the product into three parts the first constituting all the spirits drawn
off up to the period when I ascertained that the admixture of a small
quantity of water caused it to become a 'little milky; I changed the
receiver, and that which came over, until it became necessary to increase
the heat sufficiently to cause the liquor to flow in a continuous thread,
constituting my second product. After having continued the heat in
order to draw ort' all the alcohol contained in the liquor, I obtained for
my third product only a thick milky liquor. I took the first product
and after repeated distillations with gentle heat, I obtained an alcohol
;
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almost free from the odor of marc brandy. I conceived the hope that
on repeating the rectification I might obtain a spirit absolutely free
from this bad taste but I tried in vain through three other operations.
My alcohol had not the most agreeable flavor, and I think it altogether
;

impossible to free it from a principle so tenacious."
From the foregoing quotation it is probable that the marc was fermented in a pit, and to some extent had putrified before being distilled.
It is not surprising, therefore, that M. Aubergier failed to remove this
insupportable taste. Had the marc been fermented in six days instead
of six weeks, and distilled in a proper still by steam, instead of the
direct action of fire, a fine flavored brandy would have been produced.
I distilled some grape skins this season, part of which had heated, having had the wine pressed from them several days before I received them.
They yielded a spirit which on the first distillation showed no milkiness
on the addition of water; but owing to the large amount of acetic acid,
a proportionate quantity of acetic ether was produced. To manufacture
good brandy from marc it is necessary, first, to remove the skins (marc)
as soon as pressed to a suitable fermenting tub, then cover with warm
water, and a false head or cover to keep the skins under the piquette.
After a few days, if the piquette is not attenuating as rapidly on the
bottom of the tub as on the top, it should be drawn off the bottom and
This will stimulate the fermentation. The skins should
put on top.
never be allowed to float on top of the piquette, or the acetic or putrescent fermentation will commence immediately. Acetic acid is foi'med at
the cost of alcohol therefore the necessity of preventing its fermentation; and the putrid flavor once acquired can perhaps only be removed
by filtering repeatedly through charcoal, which, of course, would destroy
the flavor of the grape. Second It should be then distilled by steam
(not by the direct action of fire), and with a rectifying column, by which,
at one operation, the operator can deprive it of as much of its fusel oil
as is desirable.

—

—

GEOEGE JOHNSTON,
Sacramento.
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